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IS BOSTON TRULY METROPOLITAN
(From the Worcester Telegram).
The 3-2 vote of Boston's school committee stipulating that hereafter no
teachers will be employed who do not
dwell within the municipal limits is
further evidence of the decline of that
once splendid city. It convicts the
three committee members who are responsible of a narrowness of view which
In this day and age, would be regrettable in a citizen of Sioux Corners. fhe
superintendent and two members in
Opposition labored mightily with the
three, tried logic, displayed figures, appealed to civic pride, did everything
save take the trio apart and pray with
them. But the three stuck to their
motto—Boston for the Bostonese.
That such amazing narrowness could
exist in so prominent a place as the
school committee is a depressinc commentary upon the kind of civic thinking which obtains in Boston. It would
be easy to sympathize with the giving of
preference in the naming of teachers
In Boston schools, to Boston-bred applicants but to limit choice absolutely to the Boston-bred is quite another
matter. It is one thing to select art applicant who is a citizen of the city
when his qualifications are as good as
the qualifications of the other applicants; but when an inferior applicant
is chosen merely on the ground that
he lives in the city while his superior
competitors live elsewhere is a piece of
self-stultication which cannot but work
to the grievous disadvantage of the •
schools.
But the salient feature of the affair
must be this: Here in Boston posing
as a metropolitan center, chattering
about "Greater Boston," pointing to the '
thickly populated "metropolitan" area,
taking unto itself credit for the economic and social benefits accruing from
this teeming territory, and yet displaying a blind parochialism such as
the edict of the school committee.
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BOSTON STARTS DRIVE
ON WIFE DESERTERS

•

BOSTON, July 2. (in—A campaign
to bring to justice deserting husbands and fathers of Boston was
launched today at a conference of the
overseers of the public welfare with
' Mayor James M. Curley, Police Commissioner Eugene C.'Hultman and city
officials.
The action, which was decided upon without 3 dissenting vote, was occasioned by the startling increase in
the number of deserters. whose families have sought aid from the city.
From present indications, the number
will surpass by 23 per cent the cases of
last year and will cost the city a
half million dollars in doles.
The plans call for the appointment
by the mayor of an assistant corporatake "legal steps
tion counsel to
against those responsible for the condition.
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Gov. Allen informs Mayor Curley that precedent is against his
greeting distinguished guests at the railroad station, except
in case of the
president Of the United States. So none of our Essex county people
should expect him to come down to the North station to meet them
mornings when they go in town.
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O'BRIEN ENTERS
RACE FOR SENATE
An n ounces Candidacy as
Curley Denies He Will
Run For Governor
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James Michael Curley is a political '
figure as prominent as controverisial
which is very prominent. His capacity
is unquestioned. His virility thrills.
He has many admirable virtues. He
was born with a wooden ladder in his
mouth which he proceeded forthwith
to climb. He owes his advance more to
tabascc than flypaper, and whenever
he is on the march the cautious move
into a side street.
•

•

•

He is one of those marked individuBOSTON, July 9 (API—Former Dist. alities which leave no one apathetic in
Atty. Thomas C. O'Brien of Suffolk the broad wide wake which he churns
county iday announced his candidacy up. At the mention of his
name some
for the Democratic nomination for U. fly to Penn's to say it
with flowers, and
S senator next fall.
other for eggs, indifferent to the day
At the same time Mayor James M. when they
were laid. This is an eviCurIey definitely set at rest rumoretlitt dence
as much of size as smallness, for
hennight become a candidate for the
governorshn. nomination. He said. "I the price of popularity is too much to
will not be a candidate for the govern- compete with no one, and to get out
of the way of everyone.
orship
year."
• • •
O'Brien's entry into the senatorship
James Michael Curley may belong in
light 'rings to four the declared Democratic candidates for the post.
The the Mayoralty and he may not, and
others -e Marcus A. Coolidge of Fiuch- to assert either is beyond the province
burg, State Representative Roland D. -of this Weekly and to unnecessarily
Sawyer of Ware and former Congress- impale itself on a picket fence. B-t
man Joseph F. O'Connell of Boston.
It is distinctly within the purpose J.
The Republican candidates are for- this Weekly to venture to assert where
mer Senator Williaw M. Butler of New he does belong. When he
speaks or
Bedford and former Congressman Eben writes, then he
steps with the best.
S. Draper of Hopedale.
God gave him on top of this a good
voice and he is a master in its modulation. All this he has done through
long midnight hours, reading the best
of books. Because of all of which
James Michael Curley belongs at the
'
,S A4&fYl N C--: tn/
head of the English department at
Harvard. Hence let those who now
_
stand at the head, there, take forth/
with to the woods. Police take notice.
• . •
In holding this Weekly up to a
climax I am glad to announce that,
pursuant to its annual custom, it
la
conferring an honorary degree at
this
commencement season. It recognizes
Washington. D. C., July 3-8oc.
in this distinctive way the Honorable
Adams of navy department, today asJames Michael Curley with the degree
of Doctor of Letters. A master of
sured Joseph A. Conry, traffic comdicmissioner of Boston, who is here as
tion, to his everlasting honor it
is acspecial representative of Mayor Curcurately said, that he has never
writley, that President Hoover apptdVed
ten a poem of, better, never
attempted
Pie transfer of Governor's island in
so to do. When a man does this,
Boston harbor, to the city of Boston,
balance is in jeopardy. Mr. Curley, his
into be used in connection with the decidentally, is Mayor of
Boston, an
velopment of the Boston air port,
honor
which
shrinks
and
"i.:ayor Curley, through Mr. Conry,
shrivels
, set off against this recognition by al
assured the government that the city
this
iWeekly. May he retain his modesty.
is prepared to spend a million
dollars
on this development.
Mr. Conry while a member of congrass put through the joint resolution which convEyed the island
to the
city of Boston. It was retaken during
war time and is now to be
returned
to the city.
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Governor's Island
To Be Returned'to
The City of Boston
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LUKLEY 10 JAIL BOSTON PARK

HUSBANDS WHO DEPT TAKES OVER
DESERT WIVES i CHMI LAND

Curley Declares War on
Swains Who Force City
Support of Families

deBoston. July 2—Mayor Curl,
_
clared war yesterday on men who.
the
desert their families and force
city to support their dependents.
will be
Int.:is:nee campaign
An
The Boston ('ily Council acted
to compel these mete
once
at
started
g
turnin
vorably on the order,
to care for th lr famillee or go to
as, ver the property of the late Mary Jail. To accomplish this anotherpr,
bcreporetIon counsel w.e
Culitniingte to the Park ...De- eietantbe appointed to supervise the
ably
Boston. July 2—Mayor qatle.:y
in
,
Boston
war on deserters.
ptirtineel el the City of
:tared war yesterday on men who
In 1929 it cost the city $356.511 to
nieetille (in Monday.
iesert their families and force the Hie reoular
support the wives and Q.bildrcn of 854
ie sitjia- men, and this year the distnher is
The vast aoreaae.
,ay to support their dependents.
,
will he.
tritenetve campaign
;1101 1 Iiirlitileton about me-fourth greater. the pollee
An
n
NN'•litIll'
Itt
Lu'il
The full cooperation of
:tenet, at once to compel these men
to contaIns I'VgitiV111,..s, barns, pig- department, which has hitherto been
• care for tthlr families or go
asble to the public welfare (A11. To accomplish this another
genies, parks, orell.Irds, farms and unavaila'. has been promised by Compartment
ant co'poration counsel will probthe
for
. ed
missioner Hultman. and henceforth
iey be appointed to supervise the pastures will in, 11
will he held to strict
oar an deserters.
dge Excursions, as tioon as 'division captains
tiaindi
lafocrco.u,nhtomforw allure to arrest deserters
In 1929 it cost the city 9386,511 to
y is placed ill condifarrants are held.
:upport the wives and children of 854 the properl
years such warrants,
In recent
nen, and this year the number is tion.
been served, have exebout one-fourth greater.
left by the late which have not
was
property
The
,7cri
lu ,,
H uyta
oduse,r but
unisdsrie
teumhm
o tic
t eunrdl eNd, Tritd
c
The full cooperation of the police
of
City
the
to
lepartment, which has hitherto been Mary P. C. Cummings
will eon inavailable to the public welfare ae- Boston, together with property in the ,are determined that police aan
ai
eeen tand
la nofcursorylmt)ort t t
arreretsit
l u
ll-e tm
a‘
oeirps
e l_d
‘
‘
oirtment, has been promised by Comgood
a
which
from
missioner Hultman, and henceforth Boston Market,
of delerters,
ilvlsion captains will be held to strict sized rental is forthcoming. Mayor to the apprehension
s
doefpesxrlitnenednitt,udresurinbyg h,!,
-iccount for failure to arrest deserter
the
d
accepte
the
Curley
M.
James
for whom warrants are held.
present year.
,
In recent years such warrants Mrs. Cummings and was loud in his :Ira five months of the
the cost of miuntitnir.g women and
hich have not been served, have exof the Woburn benefactor, who, children whose husbands and fathers
nded into the hundreds, but Mayor praise
them will be
,eirley and Commissioner Hultmen Ito said, visualized a Greater Boston have refused to support
to $7.00,000.
close
are determined that police wilisecon
Woburn
and extending out and including
Of the 854 listed last year, S23 witeider such arrests of importance
n
fully des ited their families and 231
will pay more than cursory attentio
in the future.
their dependents.
.
to the apprehension of desertersby the I The Raindidge Excursions are made failed to support
Only 124 of the 231 were sent to jail
On the basis of expenditures
107
and
prohation4ry
Boston,
the
g:ven
were
public welfare department, duringyear, /weekly 10 Rainsford Island,
show that very
nrst nye months of the present and and are provided through funds from terms. The records s were arrested
few of the (23 deserter
the cost of maintainieg women
fathers the Raindidge estate, left to give
On recommendation of oversters of
children whose husbands and
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thed
have refused to support them will
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of
623
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a
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•day,
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year,
Mayor
!''nee
e
the congested
Of the 854 listed last
and 231
taking ed a plan which calls for the assign in
Boston,
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en
men
n;oofnart.7..saesesnitset an
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Only 124 of the 237 were sent
ners
Huaby
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and outings, as the 'detailing
and 107 were given
very it for picnic grounds
inan of special Akers to investinote
term:. The records show that
.
hoard.
DosHible
arrested
welfare
as
public
were
the
s
for
soon
few of the 623 deserter
s re
• Mayor Curley believes that many
On recommendation of overseer
Brogn:
familiee, which are now disrupted, can
the public welfare, Vincent
a eonf:r
es reunited permanently, by comt riand William H. Taylor, at ,
accept
Curie
ling men responsible for theii suppsrt"
ence yesterday, Mayor
assign
se do so. He also Intends to insist on
ed a plan which calls for the coun
ion
I•onetant action against children who
men t of an assistant corporat and ft
rail to =Munn aged parents and to
sal to prosecute complaints
ioner HUN
resort to criminal proceedings to rethe detailing bv Commiss
ete
investtg
to
omcers
lieve the city of the neceeeity of sup"Ilan UL is peenti
board.
welfare
public
porting them.
for the
many
The conference discussed the plan
Mayor Curley believes that
can
d,
of action and it was the consensus of
families, which are now disrupte
comeelby
tly,
minion that A relentless campaign
bo reunited permanen
support
will relieve the city of an unnecesling men responsible for their
on
insist
to
intends
also
He
sary burden of 8500,000 per year. At
to do so.
who
the confei enee were the mayor, Ct r
constant action against children
to
Silverman, A est
Counsel
noratlot
fail to maintain aged parents and
reto
ngs
.Corporaticn Counsel Joseph P. Lyons.
resort to criminal proceedi
supof
y
necessit
Police CommIssioner Hultzean, Audilieve the city of the
(-erre, stelent clornmkelee•r Pest
norting them.

olice Try to Cooperate in
Drive to Make Them Support
Families

gift

of

rl:
as
fa
b
wel
Icthe
On
1 publ

Simon E. Hecht. Morris ,Bronstela,
Vincent. Broglie, Walter V. McCarthy,
eecreterY: Mrs Katherine Gookat,
James P. Maloney, Antlers Tenstrom,
Willey, Assad Muclarrt,
Edward H
William H. Taylor. Mrs Thomas P.
ateafahon. "Mies Sophie M. FrIedmao
and Mee Kea. W. White. •
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MAYOR ORDERS POLICE MEOWS MAYOR
TO ARREST 49 FAMILY PAID BRIEF VISIT
NIGHT
LAST
HERE
SIGHT
AT
DESERTERS
Is Disgusted With Men Who Shirk Responsibilities, Leaving City to Care for the
Dependents; 149 Children Involved
headquarters. co-operation will be
sought from other cities and towns
as well as the district attorney and
officials of surrounding states if
necessary.
The mayor's action was due in a
large measure to two reasons. First,
he is disgusted with the stand taken
by these men insofar as their responsibility to their children is concerned, and second, because of the
heavy burden placed upon the tax
payers resulting from the present
situation.
'Unusual as it may seem, there are
-41
149 youngsters included in the 49
families which receive support from
the local public welfare department
where expenditures this year surpass
those of the preceding year by it large
amount. The expenses for the first
fivp months of this year for this department totatien 'Loom teo.i,outi, 10*
cost of suppirting these 49 familie:
pe- week is about $450, which in It.
Gives Practical Suggestions To self
represents a total expenditure ot
Fourth
Parents For The
$25,000 Per Year
—0—
.f
paid
each week.
While Mayor James M. Curley of
The heavy expenditures during tilt
Boston may not be a trained pyrotech- past five months led the mayor tc
make the investigation and following
nist, he is the father of six children t request, received from the welfare
parother
to
gives
he
department, a complete list of faintand the advice
lea which the husbands had deserted.
ents in a Fourth of July message con- Following a conference
with Chairhors(
old-fashioned
-nan Safford, the list was turned
tains a lot of
to
)tier
the city marshal with direct
sense. Here it is:—
wders to arrest any of those involved
"The attention of the fathers and it sight.
mothers of the city is earnestly di- His honor has urged that no stone
de left unturned to reach these derected to the following list of don't, terters. Every effort will he made to
if they would safeguard from injury *ound them up. "It is apparent,"
tap; the mayor, "that they have no
and possible death their children:
.nterest or regard for their family
Don't hold firecrackers in your •esponsibilities." The mayor further
ielleves that while there may be dishands.
xgreements between wives and husDon't fool with firearms.
bands, the cause of the children
firecrackers.
should be predominant. All of those
Don't throw
have deliberately deserted
Involved
Don't shoot them off under bottles their families, it is said.
fire.
As a result of the investigation, it
Don't play pranks with
was revealed that In the cases above
Don't permit flames to spread.
mentioned With the exception of six,
Don't carry fireworks in pockets. non-support warrants have been
issued at the request of the wives.
Don't fool with dynamite caps.
It is thought that the majority of
Don't believe sparklers are harmless the husbands being sought reside out
of the city.
Don't play with toy pistols.
While the unemployment problem
Don't let any kind of an accident is readily appreciated
by the mayor
spoil your glorious Fourth.
as being perhaps a contributory
he
no
has
cause,
for those
sympathy
for
Don't spend weeks in a hospital
who deliberately leave their families
carelessness."
of
minute
a
for the tax payers of the city to
bring up. Due credit is given to the
welfare department for its carKul
research In each case. Investigacors
have been employed recently, bit,. no
general reduction has been made
possible.
The mayor's action is of interest
also in view of the step taken be
NlaYPV.44r.letii of Boston in similar
directions. It le a coincidence that
both mayors were working on the
problem at about the lame time.
It became known today that the
mayor has ordered the arrest at sight
of 49 Salem family deserters following an investigation of several days
in conjunction with Chairman Safford of the public welfare department.
The entire list of names was read at
roll call Tuesday evening at notice
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Mayor Curley's
Good Advice

•

Gloucester was honored last evening by the presence of metropolitan
Boston's famous mayor. Hon. James
son,
E. Curley, who with his small 'ti°
e'
George and dtu!chter Mary.
guests of Scam s c,or Treastir,r
Dowland in the late .'s 60-fo3t
cruising yacht the "Mai .away."
a:iit h
The party come
ter weighing anchor at 6.30, at the
town landing and the genial "Jim"
was immediately recognized by several in the vicinity, who, unabashed,
greeted him, and he in turn acknowledged them with that everyday manner which has gone far in making
him the idol of Boston's voters.
Their dzstination was the Tavern
where they were the guests at dinner
of Harry W. Smith, the proprietor.
About 8 o'clock, they returned to the
yacht and slipped unostentatiously
out of the harbor toward Boston,
taking the outside route, for their
'voyage down the North shore was on
the inside waterway.
It is of interest to note that Captain Earl T. Martin of the yacht
"Maicaway" is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Addison D. Martin the former
being the treasurer of the Cunningham Paint company. Capt. Martin
paid his parents a visit at their home
at 9 Marshfield street, while the
yachting party dined.
His Honor expressed himself as delighted with the charms of the Gloucester waterfront and the inland section he had been privileged to
glimpse, and commented highly on
the hospitality tendered him by the
few with whom he came in contact
under his wishes to enjoy an informal pleasure trip.
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MANY BOSTON FATHERS
DESERT-THEIR CHILDREN
.1o1 horitlea Take steps to ('lint tecreas• Ing Abandonment of Families.
Boston, July l.—(AP)---.A campaign
to bring to justice deserting husbends
and fathers of Boston WAR launched today at a conference of the Overseers of
I he public welfare with Mayor James M.
Curley, Pollee Commissioner Eugene C
Hultman and city officials.
The action, which WAS decided upon
without a dissenting vote, Was oc,
easioned by the startling inere”,
,In 1 he
I umber c,f desert els, Whose Ian:
sought aid from the city. Front present
indications, the number will surpass by
25 per cent, the cases of last year and
will cost the city a belt million dollars
in doles.
The plans call for the appointment by
the Mayor of an assistant rnrprit-111.1011
counsel to take legal steps against those
responsible for the condition. Police
Commissioner Hultman will assten special officers to bring the deserters to
justice nod compel them to carry their
legal and moral burden.
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1„ Not invited to Jefferson Society
Banquet for Jouett Shouse
Who Attacks President
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BOSTON TERil'ENTENARY
EXERCISES ARE TO BE

BROADCAST TONIGHT
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The Democratic Job

S

What the Democrats are trying to do, of course,
is to consolidate the gains they made here in 1928. ,
Recent events have indicated a hungry scramble for
nominations, on the way to office, but the real job
of the Democratic party in Massachusetts now 13 to
weld the party into something cohesive and strong.
The Smith victory in Massachusetts two years ago
was startling to the Republicans and eminently
satisfactory to the Democrats, but there still lingers
a general belief that it was less a conquest by the
Democratic party than a personal victory for Al
Smith.
If the Democrats can carry the state this year,
if they could elect another senator and also - swing
the state ticket, then the Republicans would have
matter for serious worry. We venture no clairvoyant
forecast of what Jouett Shouse will say to the Jeffersonians on the 14th, but we may guess that he will
emphasize the obvious Democratic party opportunity
in this state, and will do what he can by eloquence,
oratory, influence and persuasion, to Iron out some
of the personal differences, assuage the consuming
thirst for nomination which seems to afflict too many
Democrats at the moment, and seek to hammer to\
gether % united Democracy working for the party
strength .
All of which Is acutely interesting to the Republicans of the state as well. The old observation, that
the Republicans can almost always count on one
asset—the Democratic party—is still pertinent.
If differences among the Democrats are ,to be
smoothed away, and if superfluous and embarrassing
candidates are to be checked or eliminated before
the Primary, who is going to do It? Maym&artey
appears to be the man with the greatest party authority just now; and no man is a keener strategist or a
, more resourceful campaigner. Himself not a candidate for any office this year, he sees the need for
building A strong party; and we understand he will
lay aside a good many ancient biases in order to
effect such building.
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FURTHER
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AID FOR DESTITUTE
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AP i—UnemployBOSTON, July A
ment and destitution to an extent
even greater than Anticipated by the
the
city administration at the start ofOurM.
year has forced Mayor JamesApproprialey_to consider additional
tions of $825,000 for two civic teller
agencies.
he
The mayor announced today
meeting of
would send to the next $125,000
for
City council orders for
soldiers' relief and $500,000 for the
Welfare
. Overseen% of the Public
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SENATE NOMINATION
SOUGHT BY O'BRIEN
&Rey Denies Rumors He
Will Be Candidate for Governorship — Fou r Seek
Democratic Approval
Roston, July 5—(AP)—Former DistArty Thomas C. O'Brien of Suffolk
county today announced his candidacy
for the Democratic .nomination for
United States senator next fall.
At the seine time Mir: James M.
Cur,l,ty definitely set arTest rtillIeffr
that he might become a candidate for
the governorship nomination. He said,
"1 will not he a candidate for the governorship this year,e
O'Brien's entry into the senatorship
tight brings to four the declared Democratic candidates for the post. The
others are Marcus A. Coolidge of
Fitchburg, State Representative Roland D. Sawyer of Ware, and former
Congressman Joseph F. O'Connell of
Boston.
The Republican candidates are former Senator William M. Butler of
New Bedford and former Congressman
Eben S. Draper of Hopedale.

wRi.:--ives,
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HUGE AIRPORT FOR
BOSTON IS ASSURED
-BOSTON, July 7 (43)—A 2000 acre
airport on Governors island is assured
to Boston, Joseph Conry, traffic commissioner, reported to 1Vlayor ,James M.
Culls_,y, today upon his return from
'aV .I.ngton where he asked the federal government to turn the island over
to the city.
Conry told the mayor that Secretary
of the Navy Charles Francis Adams,
under whole jurisdiction the island
now is, will transfer it to the War department and that the War department
would then transfer it formally to the
city.
In the meaning Conry suggested that
grade planning and survey work be
undertaken immediately. The project
as planned by Mayor Curley calls for
an expenditure of upwards of $1,000,000.
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WASHBURN'S WEEKLY
James Michael Curley is a politica
l
figure as prominent as controv
Which is very prominent. His erisial
capacity
is unquestioned. His virility
thrills.
He has many admirable
virtues. He ,
was born with a wooden ladder
in his
mouth which lie proceeded
forthwith
to climb. He owes his advanc
e more to
tabascc than flypaper, and whenev
er
he is on the march the cautious
move
into a side street.
• • •
He is one of those marked individualities wrucn Leave no one apathetic
in
the broad widts wake which he
churns
up. At the mention of his name
some
fly to Penn's to say it with flowers
, and
other for eggs, indifferent to the
day
when they were laid. This is an evidence as much of size as smallness,
for
the price of popularity is too much to
compete with no one, and to get out
of the way of everyor.e.
• • •
James Michael Curley may belong in
the DEfiTiffilTer
hr may not, and
to assert either is beyond the province
of this Weekly and to unnecessarily
impale itself on a picket fence. But
it is distinctly within the purpose of
this Weekly to venture to assert where
he does belong. When he speaks or
writes, then he steps with the best.
Clod gave him on top of this a good
voice and he is a master in its modulation. All this he has done through
long midnight hours, reading the best
of books. Because of all of which
James Michael Curley belongs at the
head of the English department at
Harvard. Hence let those who now
stand at the head, there, take forthwith to the woods. Police take notice.
• • •
In holding this Weekly up to a climax I am glad to announce that, pursuant to its annual custom, it is
conferring an honorary degree at this
!commencement season. It recognizes
in this distinctive way the Honorable
:James Michael Curley
ith the degree
of Doctor of Letters,
master of diction, to his everlastim honor it is accurately said, that he has never written a poem of, l-etter, never attempted
so to do. When a man does this, his
balance is in Jeopardy. Mr. Curley, incidentally, is Mayor of Boston, an
honor which shrinks and shrivels as
set off against this recognition by this
Weekly. May he retain his modesty.
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HUB MAYOR MAKES
PLEKVO AID IDLE
'BOSTON, July 16 API- -Mayor Jame,

•

Isl. Curley called upon leaders of all
classes to meet the unemployment
situation in an address opening the
city's ce:ebration of the tercentenary
year here tonight.
acieroultr ,tep, err 1;0:N) he
said, the threat of communism will become more than a threat and will find
rapidly growing support among the
masses of unemployed.
Fifteen thousand persons attended
the meeting, which was held on the
common. Former Congressman Joseph
F. O'Connell also spoke and mayors ol
several other cities of the commonwealth were present.

By R. M. W ASHBURN
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By the Paragrapher
----Now that blondes and red-heads can I
compete for the honor of depicting the Spirit
of Massachusetts, look for .a spirited contest.
* *
*
Boston, we fear, is in for more trouble.
Mayor Curley has announced that automatic
traffic lights will be put in operation along
Washington and Tremont streets within two
weeks.
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The Celebration
In Boston

ti

in V.

kain or extreme
heat would
have marred the
"great meet-

ing" in Boston on
Tuesday.
But the weather was
ideal for the chief event
of the
Tercentenary. We always
have a few such days
each
summer, but never more
than a few. A cloudless
sky,
a gentle breeze, fresh
air, with the trees
and grass
brightly green from recent
rains, furnished a perfec
t
setting for the ceremonies.
The parade and all
the exercises reflected
much
credit upon all who had
a part in planning
them and
In carrying them out.
Frank floe Batchelder
of Worcester is one of the
members of the
Massachusetts
Bay Colony Tercentenary
Commission.
The spirit in which the
day was celebrated
was
worthy of the history
of Massachusetts and
of Boston. The present paid
tribute to the past with
such
dignity, sincerity and harmo
ny
a new confidence in the future.that there is inevitably
A10
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COOLIDGE REFERRED TO AS
MAN WHO CAN BE PRESIDENT
AGAIN IF HE SO DESIRES
Boston, July 15—Mayor Curley
of Boston. a speaker of the "great
meeting" of the Tercentenary celebration on the Common today, at
which former President Calvin
Coolidge was present, caused an
outburst of applause when, in
acknowledging hip introduction by
Governor Allen, be turned to
where Mr. Coolidge was seated beside his wife, and greeted him as:
"Honored President that has
been and, if he so desires, may
again be."
The former President gave no
sign to indicate his reartion to Mr.
Curley's gesture, and when the
applause had subsided, Curley continued his remarks. Mr. Coolid
ge
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WHITFIELD TUCK
OUT FOR GOVERNOR

elect' RNi
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BOSTON ASSURED OF
2000-ACRE AIRPORT ON
GOVERNOR'S ISLAND
Boston, July 7 (,?)—A 2,000-acre airGovernors island is assured
to Boston, Joseph Conry, traffic commissionei, reported to Mayor Charles
rleY today upon his return from
ngton where he asked the federal
government to turn the island over to
the city.
Conry told the mayor that Secretary
of the, Navy Charles Francis Adams.
under whose jurisdiction the island
now is, will transfer it to the War
department and that the War department wculd then transfer it formally to
the city.
In the meantime Conry suggested
that grade planning and survey work
be
undertaken
immediately.
The
project as planned by Mayor Curley
calls for an expenditure of upwards.of
$1,000,000.
port on
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Whitilled Tuck, dry candidate for
the Democratic nomination for Covernor, gave but the following statement yesterday, before leaving the
Oak Bluffs for a short vacation.
"I desire to make it clear to my
Democratic friends throughout the
State, that I shall serve but one term
if chosen Covernor, and will then give
all my time and energy to the nomination and election of the greatest
Democrat in our Commonwealth, Fionorable James M. Curley. - I would likes
to hear fror
---7
-Mt=reZeTi's, Mr. Ely, Mr.
Cummings, Mr. Donahue and Mr. Fitzgerald on this question."
Whitfield Tuck

Oemocratie 'War Horse
Wants to Disprove Prevalent fdea That Party
is Thoroughly Wet.
Boston, July 8—Determined to disthe prevalent idea that the
democratic party in this state is
thoroughly wet, Whitfield Tuck of
Winchester has decided to offer himself as a dry candidate for the party's .nomination for governor.
Tuck is one of the war horses of
the party and proudly boasts that
hp Was the original Bryan man in
this state.
In his statement announcing his
candidacy, Tuck says:
"I desire to make it clear to my
democratic friends throughout the
state, that I shall serve'but one term
if chOsen governor, and will then
give all my time and energy to the
nomination and election of the greatest democrat in our comrhonwealth,
James -M. Curley.
would -like to.
hear from It/fr. Peters, Mr. Ely, Mr.
.-jummings, Mr. Donahue and, Mr.
Fitzgerald on this question."

prove
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BOSTON ASSURED OF
AIRPORT ON ISLAND
Boston, July 8 1-1', —A 2,000 actg 'airport on Governors island— if". assured
to Boston, Joseph Conry. traffic commissioner, reported to Mayor James
NT. Curley upon his return from
WatTitfigtbri where he asked the federal
government to turn the island over to
the city.
ConrY told the mayor that Secretary
of the Navy Charles Francis Adams,
under whose jurisdiction the island
now is, will transfer it to the War
department and that the War department would then transfer it formally to
the city.
In the meantime Conry suggested
that grade planning and survey work
The
undertaken immediately.
be
project Ps planned by Mayor Curley
calls for an expenditure Of upwards of
$1,000,000.
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CURLEY SEEKS $625,000 I
MORE FOR RELIEF WORK
Special Dispatch to The Gazette
..t3r will
BOSTON, July a.—mayor pnll
send to the next meeting of the city
council orders for additional appropriations of $500,000 to the overseers
of the public welfare and $125,000 10: 1
soldiers relief.
During the first six months of the
year $1,650,000 of the $2,635,000 appropriation for the overseers of bile public welfare has nen spent, exclusive 0,
administration expense. It is estimated
that $675,000 vill be required for the
remaining six months. Mayor Curley
will ask for only $500,000 more, believing that unexpended balances In
other departments this year will make
up the deficit.
In the -oldiers relief department
$233,413 of the $300,000 appropriation
has been expended, making necessary
an additional appropriation of $125,000
for the balance of the year.
These announcements were made
following a conference which Mayor
Curley held with the overseers of the
public welfare, officials of the soldiers'
relief, a representative of the public
welfare department of the state, and
Rupert Craven, city auditor.
The Mayor also stated that Hale
Power, recently appointed to the law
department as assistant corporation ,
counsel, will work with both boards to
make a study of ways and means for
better apportionment of the funds, also
to develop a better method of obtaining employment for men on relief
rolls. Hereafter, temporary jobs will
be given, wherever possible, to disabled
veterans or representatives of families
now receiving maximum aid allowances.
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HUB TO HAVE AIRPORT
ON GOVERNOR'S ISLAND
I.. S. to Toro (her Properly to
lioston,;
Mayor 1,4 Told,
Bwrton. July 7.- API—A
two-thou.I
-sand acre airport on Governor's
Island
is a•!surcd to Boston, Joseph
Conry,
traffic commissioner, reported
to
James M. Curley today upon his Mayor
return
fror.ifrtlas, where he asked
the
Federal government to turn the
island
:wer to

the city.

Conry told the Mayor that
Secretary
of the Navy Charles Francis
der whose jurisdiction the Adams, unisland now
is. would transfer it
formally to

t y.

the

In the meantime. Conry
suggested
that grade planning and
survey work
)e undertaken
immediately. The project
as planned by Mayor
Curley cons for an
expenditure of upwards of
$1,000,000.
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Requires
Money for Relief

ROSIon

Unemployment Causes Mayor to Consider Extra
Appropriations.

mEARLY every resident of this
city is familiar with the voice
and personality of Mayor Curley of
Boston. Many of them also know
"Bob" Washburn, p01itician and publicist, a
New
few, Timothy J. Meade
View of
among them, having,
Curley
served in the legislature with the brilliant and witty
writer. Mr. Washburn discussed Mr.
Curley with candor and felicity in
the Bcston Transcript this week,
saying of the mayor: "His virility
thrills. He was born with a wooden
ladder in his mouth which he proceeded forthwith to climb. He owes
his advance more to tobasco than to
saccharine, and whenever he is on
the march cautious maids move their
perambulators to a side street. He is
one of those marked individualities
which leave no one apathetic in the
broad wide wake which he churns
up. At the mention of his name
some fly to the florists and say it
with flowers, and others for eggs, indifferent to the day when they were
laid."
Deft use of words, the foregoing,
but not very illuminating. But wait.
Words obey papa when Washburn
calls.

BOSTON, July 8—(AP) Unemployment and destitution to an extent even
greater than anticipated by the city
administration at the start of the year
has forced Mayor James M. Curley to
consider additional appropriations of
$625,000 for two civic relief agencies.
The Mayor announced today he
would send to the next meeting of the
City Council orders for $125,000 for
soldiers' relief and $500,000 for the
overseers of the public welfare.
The origkial appropriation for the
overseers exclusive of estimated administration expenses was $2,635,000,
of which $1,650,000 already has been
expended. The estimate of what will
he required for the balance of the year
is $675,000. hut the Mayor hopes that
unexpended balances will he available
from other departmental funds to
make up the difference.
The original appropriation for soldiers' relief was $300,000 but $223.000
•••••••••
}Iris heen spent and the Mayor has
hem told that another $125,000 must "wTHEN James Michael Curley
be immediately available.
vv speaks or writes, then he steps
with the best." the Washburn evaluation sums up. "God gave him on
top of this a good
voice and he is a masDoctor
Corley of ter in its modulation.
All this he has done
Harvard
through long midnight
hours, reading the best of books.

i/eho
TUCK, DRY DEMOCRAT,
RUNS FOR GOVERNOR

1

Says if Elected He Will Serve
Only One Term and Then
Help Elect Curley

rrom Our Special Reporter
Boston, July 7—Determined to dimrove the prevalent idea that the
Democratic party in this state is
.horoughly wet, Whitfield Tuck of
winchester has decided to offer himself as a dry candidate for the party's
I nomination for governor.
Tuck is one of the war horaes of
the party, and proudly boasts that he
%%as the original Bryan man in this
state.
In his statement announcing his
candldacy, Tuck sayp:—
"I desire to make it clear to my
Democratic friends throughout the
state, that I shall serve but one term
if chosen governor, and will then give
all my time and energy to the nomination and election of the greatest
in our commonWalth,
Den:moat
jamea_11.„Carky. I would like to hear
frem Mr Peters, Mr Ely, Mr Cummings, Mr Donahue and Mr Fitzgerald
on this question."

Because of all of which, James
Michael Curley belongs at the head
of the English department at Harfence let those who now
vard.
stand at the head, there, take forthw''h to the woods. Pursuant to its
annual custom, this department is
conferring an honorary degree at
this Commencement season. It recognizes in this distinctive way the
Hon. James Michael Curley with the
degree of Doctor of Letters.
"A master of diction, to his everlasting honor it is accurately said
that he has never written a poem
or, better, never attempted so to do.
When a I tan does this, his balance
Is in jeopardy. Mr. Curley, incidentally is mayor of Boston, an
honor which shrinks and shrivels as
set off in outline sharp against this
recognition. May he retain his modesty."
Dr. Curley of Harvard! But there's
a senatorial toga in the shadow
competing with cap and gown.
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Mayor Curley Presented A
Cane From Lexington Elm
Mayor Curley of Boston was the
recipient of two unique gifts last
Sunday, both fashioned from the old
elm tree that stood for over 200
years in front of the old Buckman
Tavern, facing the famous battle
ground.
The present was given by Roger
Sherman of 18- Joy street, Boston,
formerly of Lexington, and who
agrees with Mayor Curley that "the
shot heard 'round the world" was
fired from Lexington Green in 1775.
He gave the mayor the first cane
made from the old tree, which was
cut down a few years ago, and also
presented him with a hollow log in
which was cleverly concealed a reproduction of the Declaration of Independence, of which Mr. Sherman's
great-uncle, Roger Shermon, was a
signer.
Mayor Curley is quoted as saying
that he could club anybody now who
says that the first shot was not fired
at Lexington, but after starting
that controversy a few months ago,
it pleases him to know that the historians testify to the accuracy of
his statement.
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O'Brien Wants to be Senator
BOSTON. July 10—Former Dist.
Atty. Thomas C. O'Brien of Suffolk
county announced his candidacy for
the Democratic nomination for U. S.
senator next fall. At the same time
Mayor James M. Curley definitely set
at rest rumors that he might become
a candidate for the governorship
nomination. He said ,"I will not he
a candidate for the governorship this
year."
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When Mayor Curley, of Boston,
goes out for a walk hereafter, he
can, if he wishes, carry with him a
cane made from the heart of an elm
tree that was standing in front of
the Buckman Tavern at the time of
the Battle of Lexington. It was presented to him by Roger Sherman of
14 Joy street, Boston, whose great
uncle of the same name signed the
Declaration of Independence. The
mayor was also given a hollow log
of the same tree, with a copy of this
document tucked inside.
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AL SMITH WILL
CAMPAIGN
FALL IN STATE
'FITZ' DECLARES
Boston Lacier Also Announces
That Raskoh Will Send Oilier
Leaders to Help

i
tio/
30

October, when he wants to devote considerable time to a study of the budet for 1931.
Fitzgerald's efforts to have a "balanced" ticket selected have 1 been
further complicated by the informal
entry into the contest for the Democratic senatorial nomination of.formei
Dist-Atty Thomas C. O'Brien. He has
been working on the organization of
his campaign and will have a formal
statement later, he said yesterday.
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IBOSTON'S OFFICIAL GREETER.
New. York City had belicr look to its laurels. Returning
heroes and visiting celebrities, who, for these many years, have
%%urn a beaten path through the 'portals of the Empire State's
metropolis, may focus their eyes on another gateway to
.America.
There is a reason. Gotham no longer monopolizes
the
distinction of having an Official Greeter, for, let it be
known,
Mayor Curley and officials of the Public Celebrations
department of Boston have selected an Official Greeter, who appears
to stand head and shoulders above any one New York has so
far produced. •
'Thomas J. A. Johnson is the man chosen to extend
the
glad hand to important visitors to the Hub.
He has a fine
yacht, a magnificent summer home at Magnolia
and a beaming personality, tiny say, that would make the
debonair Grov-H
er Whalen, gardenia and all, turn green with
envy.
I

Boston, July 10—Al Smith will come
to Massachusetts next fall to aid the
Democrats in their campaign for election, according to advices received
from New York yesterday from John
F. Fitzgerald, who went to the metropolis Tuesday to deliver a radio address in the interests of the tercentenary .celebration over one of the
prominent broadcasting stations. Prior
to his departure 'for Boston by boat
yesterday afternoon Fitzgerald sent
the following telegram:—
"Had a very satisfactory interview
with John J. Raskob, chairman of the
national Democratic committee, today.
He Promised full support of the national Democratic committee in the
campaign and said that former Gov
Smith and other. Democratic leaders
would campaign the state from one
end to the other. It was Mr Raskob's
opinion that there would be a tremendous overturn this fall in favor of
Democracy and that House and Senate
Democratic candinates would
win
overwhelmingly as well as the state
candidates in those states where state
officers are to be chosen."
The publication of the Fitzgerald
telegram produced varying reactions
among members of the party. His proposal for a harmony conference last
Saturday to produce a balanced ticket
was interpreted as an attempt to disBOSTO,N, July 22—No hunger for
courage a flood of primary candidates the limelight
, but a genuine civic
holding forth promises of Smith's
active support, is expected tb react as pride entailing a wish to do somea stimulant.
thing actively to promote the city's
Indications yesterday were that welfare
is responsible for the acMayor Curley would not be a participant in the campaign in view of the ceptance by Thomas Joseph Allen
fact that his vacation plans are re- Johnson of appointment by Mayor
ported to be arranged to take him Curial
, to be Boston's official welaway from Boston after Columbus day. comer.
possibly to the extent of a European
It is even as Mr. Curley said when
voyage.
he prevailed upon him to take this
Fitzgerald's first proposal for the exacting unpaid
post: "Tom Johnson
harmony assembly suggested Senator isn't
going to be Boston's 'Grover
Walsh and Mayor.,Sinley as the leadWhalen'
at
all, but will simply coners whose services were desired in promoting the conference. Subsequent de- tinue to be himself only now in a
much
broader social field. Ills privelopments indicate that the senator
will not be a party to any movement vate hospitality is proverbial and in
this
new poet be will elaborate even
to indorse one candidate against snothr. while It is becoming clear that
participa
tion in
Curley's interest and
the primary and election will be scam
CampFrancis
suggesti
A.
of
on
The
bell, clerk of /he superior civil court
of Suffolk county, that Curley be hie
party's candidate for governor met
with the expected rebuff from the
nvayor in a brief statement that "I am
not and will not be a candidate for
governor."
his
his Piesrit plro,s tIT' t dAlti
vacation until the
tercente
nary celebration in
municipal
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Boston's 'Grover Whalen' Prepares
Welcome for Tercentenary Guests
upon that, for public purposes."
Among the city's Tercentenary
guests are to be President Hoover,
Premier Mackenzie King of Canada,
and Italian Ambassador de Martino
After welcoming such personages
to
the city, Mr. Johnson will do what
can be done to guarantee their
social
comfort while they are the guess
of
Ite people of Boston.
He takes the post out of
civic
pride, he says, and his main
goal in
it will be to stimulate
civic pride.
Working with Mayor Curley he
hopes
to create an ever-widenin
g circle by
promoting the interest of
Bostonians
In developing their city,
meanwhile
securing advertising for it
in other
regions.
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entry, including Chief Justice Arthur P.
Rugg cf Massachusetts. Federal Judge
James M. Morton of Fall River and
others.
"The Great Meeting". on the Common,

FAL NVER iiEJARPS
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wealth, will mark the climax of the ob4;etravta
et
.lon of the 300th birthday of the

The appearance of the Fall River Nat ional Guardsmen will also be their second appearance in affairs celebrating the
Tercentenary. For two weeks their ranks
were divided as they represented colonists and British Redcoats in the reproduction of the Battle of Fall River, a
highlight in the Pageant of Quequechan
presented at the South Park, before
Four batteries of National Guardsmen. thousands of snectators.
comprising the Third Battalion-Tit the
• 241st Coast Artillery, will leave the Fall
ev r
s) Co u
River State Armory tomorrow nlornin, •14//21e rF O
for Boston. where they will Joni
4/30
77
/
units of the regiment in the 1•/
tenary parade. Headed by a group
disfingul.shecl Generals, staff oLficers of
the State's forces, the column will
etude representatives of varicr!..3 nafions I
, and contingents from their avw.;:cl forces.
lExercises on the Common will conclude
the program.
Maj. Raymond A. Brocklehunst, coinmender of the batftlion, hc,s isiusd 0r
directing formation of the organization at 6:55 a. m. tomorrow that the
troops may board busses liv,1 mintitsa
later. Upon arrival in Boston, the batteries will unload on Atlantic avenue
and there join the regiment commanded
Lieut. Col,
by Col. G. Morgan King
Harry A. Skinner, commander of the
Guard,
National
the
Fall River forces of
will accompany the battalion.
Boston, July 15.—(AP.)—ThreeNearly one-fourth of the 4000 troops .
in the parade will be furnished by the hundred year old streets echoed toregiment of which the Fall Meer batday to the tramp of Marching thoutalion is a part. Only the -7olors and
cheers of onlooking
guidons of the 28th Division, now at sands and the
Camp Devens. will appear, since the hundreds of thousands. celebrating
training program of this organizatt r a 300 years of free civil government in
cannot be interfered with. In acidifier
America-300 year's of Massachusetts
to the 241st Coast Artillery, the unit's 01
history.
the 372nd Infantry will parade.
Upon three-centuries-old Boston
The Canadian Black Watch, a regithousands, inment which won fame in Flanders and Common, the massed
which gained many recruits from Fall cluding high State and City digniRiver and Boston, will also march. Also ' taries, heard Sir Ronald Lindsay,
under the colors of the Union Jack will
British ambassador to the United
appear officers and men from H. M. S.
bringing the greeting of the
States,
in
participate
to
Durban, sent to Boston
sovereign
the 300th anniversary of the founding ancient mother state to the
state of Massachusetts, observing its
of the Massachusetts Bay Colony.
birthday.
The head of the column will move 300th
Frank G. Allen. latest Governor
from the foot of State street at 10 a. m.
in a line reaching back into the
through State, Washington. School and
shadows of 300 years, spoke of the
Beacon streets, under the chief marshalplanting of the seed of free civil
ship of Mai. Gen. Clarence R. Edwards, government which grew into Amerwill
of
staff
chief
His
retired.
A.,
S.
U.
v:111 ican independence.
be Col. John W. Hyatt. The staff
James M. Curley. Manar of the
include a score of Generals and Ad-

Four Batteries of Third 3atta•
lion of 241st Coast Arlillery
in Tercentenary March.

Bay State
Celebrates
.1. ear
300th Y

British Ambassador
Among Speakers in Historical Exercises Held
on Boston Common

mirals.
twice.
The procession will be reviewed
steps of
once by Mayor Cusley on the
Frank
Oa ngailiby Governor
City Hall, guests of the CommonC Allen and the
Beacon streets.
wealth at Charles and
Sir Ronald
With Governor Allen will be
Count
Lindsay. the British Ambassador;
Hungary:,
hasszlo Szechenyi, Minister of
of
Charatambon Simopoulos, Minister
Minister of
Greece; Chao-Chu Wu,
Alfaro,
J.
Ricardo
China: Senor Dr. Don
Muhtar,
Minister of Palla1118; Ahmet
the Minister of
and
Turkish Ambassador
Navy,
Albania: the Se^retnry of the
Hon. HerCharles Francis Adams; Rt.
Fisher, the princibert Albert Laurens
brother, Vice Admiral
pal speaker; his
Fisher; the presidential
Sir William W.
delegadelegation, the Congressional
Congressman Joseph W.
tion, including
the JudiMartin, Jr., of North Attleboro:

venerable and histtrfle Boston, pointed
to the progress of three centuries—
from the time when Quakers were
executed on Boston Common to a
day when the American nation chose
a Quaker as its President.
•
Traces Origin to Britain.
L.
The Right Hon. Herbert A.
Fisher, warden of New College, OxPrivy
ford, one time member of the
Council of the Crown, went back
beyond the three centuries of Massachusetts history to reveal the beginnings of the American state In
Great Britain.
"The foundation of the Massachusetts Bay Colony," he said, "is justly
celebrated today as a cardinal date
Commonin the history of your
wealth. The Puritans of New Englend, streaming over the Allegheny
plains
Mountains into the central
and there multiplying their numbers and bending their obstinate en^rgies to farm. factory and count-

ing !louse and railroad, cameo out
upon a larger and grander stay for
America the task which the Puritans
of the old country had accomplished
in England.
He then traced the common heritage of liberty of Englishmen and
Americans.
"You of Massachusetts and we of
England." he said, "are common
beneficiaries of a great heritage preserved by each of us in our .separate states."
John Winthrop. he continued, little
knew what powerful foroes were' at,
his command and said "sometimes it
is given to men to build better than
they know."
"So long," he added. "as the virtues of your forefathers brought
from the land of their origin are
honored and practiced and so long
as they are reinforced by a youthful
spirit of endeavor and experiment.
so long is your future assured as a
force beneficent to mankind."
Sees Benefits of Revolution.
Dr. Fisher, commenting upon the
separation of the United States and
Great Britain found it beneficial to
both.
"To all lovers of international concord the manner of parting, embittering, as it did, for so many generations the feeling entertained in the
United States for the government
and people of Britain, must necessarily give rise to infinite regrets:
not so the fact that a parting was
effected.
"The severance, though dearly
bought, was good for England and
good for America.
"The liberties of two peoples were
involved in the struggle. Had George
III beaten down the American colonists, he would, by the same act, have
retarded the constitutional growth of
England."
Two Coolidge Incident:a
Former President Calvin Coolidge, i
although he took no active part
ths peareises and did not speak, in 1
figured prominently in two out of the
ordinary incidents today.
First, he lost his wife.
Second, he was informed by no less.
a political authority than James M.
Curley, Democratic mayor of Boston,
that he might be President again
if he so chose.
Mr. and Mrs. Goolidg,e were received by Governor and Mrs. Frank
G. Allen at the State House today.
Drawn. perhaps, by old memories of
the days when he served in the Legislature and presided over the Sen.
ate, Mr. Coolidge started for the office of the president of the Senate
which he had not seen since 1915.
While on his way there he suddenly discovered that Mrs. Coolidge was
not with him. He had started to retrace his steps when a legislative
messenger asked if there was anything he could do.
"I've lost my wife," said Mr. Cool.
idge.
Mrs. Coolidge was found with Mrs.
Allen.
As Mayor Curley mounted the
speaker's stand on the Common to
begin his address, he turned to recognize notables gathered there and
facing Mr. Coolidge 6aid;
"Honored President that has, and,
if he so desires, may again be," then
proceeding with his prepared address.
Mr. Coolidge's face. as a ripple of
amusement ran over the crossci, remained inscrutable.
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CURLEY A POLITICAL FIGURE
PROMINENT AND CONTROVERSIAL

•

•rJarnesAlichael cUrley is
figure fr57/3fOin I ne nt as

C-41

a pOlitiControv-

ersial, which is very prominent. His
capacity is unquestioned. His virility
thrills. He has many admirable virtues. He was born with a wooden
ladder in his mouth which he proceeded forthwith to climb. He owes
his advance more to tabasoo than to
saccharine, and whenever he is on
the march cautious maids move their
perambulators into a side street.

He fs one of those marked individualities which leave no one apathetic
in the broad wide wake which he
churns up, At the mention of his
name some fly to the florists to say
it with flowers, and others for eggs,
indifferent to the day when they were
laid. This in an evidence as much of
size as smallness, for the price of
popularity is too much to compete,
with no one, and to get out of the ,
way of everyone.
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BEING PLANNED
Dem. Battle Seen Over
Selection of Gubernatorial Nominee
BEACON HILL TALK

James Michael Curley may belong
to the mayoralty and he may not.
and to assert either is beyond the
province of this Weekly and unnecessarily to impale itself on a picketfence. But it is distinctly within the
purpose of this Weekly to venture to
assert where he does belong. When
JAMES H. GI'll.FOVLE
he speaks or writes, then he steps
Telegram State House Reporter
with the best, God gave him on top
of this a good voice and he is masBOSTON, July 21.—While Chairman
ter of its modulation. All this he Frank J. Donohue of the Democratic
midnight state committee was busy today, arhas done through long
hours, reading the best of books. Be- ranging details for the harmony conMichael ference of the party which will take
which,
James
of
all
of
cause
Curley belongs at the head of the ! place in Worcester next Monday there
English department at Harvard. Hence 'were a number of new developments
let those who now stand at the head, to increase the interest in the politithere, take fortAwith to the woods. cal situation in both major parties.
Principal developments were:
Police take notice.
1. The Liberal Civic League, Inc.,
nterested solely in the fight against
cliIn bolding this Weekly up to a
max I am glad to announce that, prohibition, delivered a threat to put
pursuant to its annual custom, it is an independent into the fight for
conferring an honorary degree at this United States senator if the Republicommencement season. It recognizes cans nominated a "dry" and the DemoIn this distinctive way t'Ae Honorable cratic candidate was not satisfactory.
2. The impress:on increased that
James Michael Curley with the degree of Doctor of Letters. A master former mayor Marcus A. Coolidge of
Fitchburg
will hold the balance of
of diction, to his everlasting honor
It is accurately said, that he has power at the harmony parley insofar
never written a poem or, better, never as the senatorial nomination is conattempted 8o to do. When a man cerned and that the real battle will
be fought on the approval of a guberdoes this, his balance is in jeopardy.
natorial nominee.
Mr. Curley, incidentally, is mayor of
Doyle May Run
Boston, an honor which shrinks and
shrivels as set off in outline sharp
3. Word reached the State House
against this recognition by this Week- that Former Mayor Bernard W. Doyle
ly. May he retain his modesty.—Rob- of Leominster will likely be a candiert Washburn in The Boston Tran- date for the Republican nomination
for Congress in the 3d district on a
script.
1"wet" platform, opposing the present

• Doyle of Leominster May
Seek G. 0. P. Nomination for Congress
rt,

Congressman Frank H. Foss of Fitch- ,
burg,
4. Congressman A. Platt Andrew,
candidate for Republican nomination ,
In the 8th district and who recently '
)4e/tAi--P 1115141-5
..iga came out against prohibition asserted
his belief that it ought to be easier
for his colleagues to take the same
HUB'S OFFICIAL OBEETER
BOSTON, July 21. (A. P.)—Mayorposition. because the 6th district was
James M.Quiey and the officials.the only one in the state that did
rations departmentnot favor repeal ct the 18th amendof the pub
decided that they were overworkedment. in the referendum two years
receiving d ist ingu(shed visitors, snag°.
Saturday Mayor Curley appointed 5. Henry F. Fielding, Boston attorBoston's first official greeter. He isney, filed sufficient names on nomiThomas J. A. Johnsen Of Beaconnation papers to insure his name gol-lift member of the Hotted of Porting on the primary ballot as a cauAuthority and wealthy business man dictate for the Democratic nomination
attorney general.
who maintains a large yacht arid a for
summer home at Magnolia.
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O. Political circles gossiped over toe
outspoken address of John J. Curley of
Boston, brother of Mayor James M.
Curley, in favor of Charles S. Mira"?'
of Worcester, for the Democratic nomination for lieutenant governor, The
address was made at the Eagles outing
in Paxton, Sunday.
7. Harold A. J. Oppenheim, of Brighton revealed his determination to go
through with his fight against the
veteran Rep. Martir Hays for the Re- ,
publican nomination for representative ,
in the 21st district by filing his naners
Indication that Mayor Curley was
supporting the candidacy
of /AV.
Charles S. Murphy of Worcester for
lieutenant governor on the Democratic
ticket as indicated by the addre•ts of
his brother, John J. Curley, was a
topic of animated discussion today. It
was recalled, however, that John Curley. was with Murphy two years ago
when the latter was defeated by John
F. Malley. Supporters of the Worcester man, however, declare he will be
stronger this year and that Mayor
Curley with his now recognized leadership can be of much more assistance to him.
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Whiting's Boston Letter

lue scnoiariy, witty and urbane
English orator from Oxford was a
By E. E. WHITING
contrast to the brilliant, fiery and
Boston, July 16—Now that the nor," and the trained chorus accomeloquent mayor of Irish descent, but "great meeting" has been successfully plished that with precision, the sothe blending of these elements was
held on Boston Common, we suppose pranos doing the heft of the work in
the town is officially 300 years old. The the final phrases, of course.
done perfectly. Boston is fortunate
Really, a gorgeous affair, with the
in its mayor this year, measuring tercentenary observances and observations have been various and largely 'weather sublime—clear, dry and cool.
him by the oratorical demands made
localized until now, but on Tuesday (Even those who stood or sat in the
upon him.
forenoon there was such a turnout sun, unshaded, suffered not at all from
The Bostonians of Irish origin and
on the Comition as must have glad- the weather. What a crowd it was!
of Catholic religion were the real dened the heart of Herbert Parker, Estimates of crowds vary. Some said
makers of the popular success of the former states attorney-general, who there were 100,000 on the Common.
has worked like a regiment in bring- "The biggest crowd since Bryan." said
meeting on the Common. When the
Catholic prelate who offered the in- ing the state's official participation to one faithful Democrat.
vocation repeatedly crossed himself, a climax.
Here was something concrete, some- , There were some interesting sigk-three-fourths of the huge assem- thing that anyone could comprehend. nificances about this affair. Here was
blage, it seemed, crossed themselves
Hitherto the tercentenary affair has a celebration which by its historical
with him. Most of of the remaining i been rather
vague in most men's nature had to have much of England
descendants of the Puritans were at minds. There was no "show". on
which In it, carried through in the most
the seashore or at their country to focus; no exposition, no central Irish city in America, and here were
places. It was the Catholic popula- gathering spot. Somehow, the addi- ' Irish-descended Bostonians taking a
tion of Boston, which for the most tion of street signs restoring for a considerable part in it, and sitting
part has a background of less than moment the old designations of the without rage as praises were now and
a century in America, that thronged ancient ways, fell short of impressing then showered on the old country. As
on the average man or woman the we walked down from the tribune a
the Common to honor the Puritan
significance of this tercentenary year. Boston lawyer, a figure in the Demofounders.
They knew it was a special year, be- cratic party, remarked:—
It is, perhaps, no secret that cause the papers have been
"Well! Well! Here was Mayor Curtelling
that the only people in Boston who them so for a long time, and they Icy, actually taking part in a -Sli-OW
could possibly have found themselves have had dug from newspaper "grave- that boosted England! The world does
out of sympathy with the commit- yards" cuts of ancient dwellings, and move. A few years ago he very likely
tee's selection of, not an English- artists have drawn new pictures of would have thought this to be politiman, but that particular English- them, and old historical pages have cally impossible—suicide to do it. He's
been reprinted and newly interpreteci. a bigger man today, and so are all of
man, as the orator of the day, were Yet
the tercentenary as an affair re- us. England -baiting is out of date
fortunately the best-mannered folks mained nebulous.
Local pageants have now.,,
.
in town. The Christian Science church stirred local interest and in some
Not only was the mayor there, and
has sustained an attack, recently, in cases enthusiasm, and a few outsiders active on the program. The invocaa book written by Dr Fisher himself, have been to see them. Most of the tion was pronounced by Mons Spiaine,
no less, published probably since the out-of-town pageant visitors, however, representing His Eminence William
Tercentenary committee invited him have been pageant addicts, who fol- Cardinal O'Connell, archbishop of Boslow these ornate and interesting af- ton. Of course, it was very dignified
to come to Boston. But the Christian
fairs as others do the theater, or col- and very impressive. He closed the
Scientists were not the sort to ratse lect postage stamps. None of these invocation with the Lord's prayer,
pageants, excellent as they have been, and the crowd did not quite know
, a clamor .on that account. To all have
been more than local celebra- whether to join in or not. They de1 the sects, races and nationalities of tions.
cided not, for after one or two voices
admirable
an
furnished
Boston they
were faintly raised in unison with the
What
we
needed
was
something
to
example of restraint and courtesy. bind the tercentenary together.
We monsignor, they faded away, and we
honorable
the
that
Yet the fact
had it in the official state observance heard them no more.
committee, after all, did jar some- on the Common Tuesday. This took on
All this was as it should be. A good
what—not seriously—the sensibili- the dignity of a state occasion. It had deal of headway was made at this
ties of one group of Bostonians by a national flavor. It had an interna- "great ineeting" in the direction of
tional flavor. A former President—our closer mutual understanding, and it
its selection of an orator is evidence i,
own former President—was there, was the better progsress because there
task
the
delicacy
of
extreme
of the
anniversary with Mrs Coolidge. The British embas- was no particular verbal emphasis
of celebrating the 300th
sador was there. And more of similar placed On it. It seemed to be rather 1
old Bay
the
of
founding
of the
import. The governor presided. Tho taken for granted that here were met
colony.
mayor spoke. There were lines and all sorts of racially origined people,
.
lines of soldiers—the parade, which men and women, come together for
was altogether militaryAook about 35 the common purpose of exalting a '
minutes to pass the well-known and great inheritance, agreeing, without
oft-mentioned given point. There were saying so, to sink pettiness, to gloss
(British soldiers and there were Scot- ever rough spots in history, r - 1 ')
tish kilties. The band played "God face forward as an harmonious pt.)Save the King," and though some may pie. A fine picture.
have hummed "America" under their
The speaking placed emphasis on
breath, It went well. At the end the civic and educational achievement: i
band played the "Star-Spangled Ban- state building. Little was said ot '
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military prowess. The parade, which
ushered hi the meeting, was alto-.
gether military. The band:- played)
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BOSTON COMMON
THRONGED
PEOPLE TODAY
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the Rev. Abbot Peterson, chaplain of
vshio
d
the
liv Ho(
iontativ
treth of b Repdrieste
Eexs,PrNe
dent Coolidge followed with Chairman
Herbert Parker of the tercentenary
commission, Gov. Allen and the representatives of foreign countries, headed
by Sir Ronald Lindsay.
On arrival at the Common the band
struck up "God Save the King" and
the Handel and Hayden Society
accompanied by the 60-piece band
under the direction of Walter Smith
of Aleppo Temple, sang the Puritan
hymn, "Oh, God our help in Ages
pant„

The chief event of the state-wide
observance of the tercentennial year,
the Great Meeting, in which military
and diplomatic representatives of
foreign powers and public men of the
nation will join with the people of the
state in celebration of the founding
of Massachusetts Bay Colony, took
place on Boston Common at 11 o'clock
The Rt. Rev. Monsignor M. J.
this morning.
The Rt. Hon. Herbert Albert Laurens Splaine opened the meeting with
Fisher, distinguished British scholar prayer and Chairman Parker of the
ind warden of New College, Oxford Tercentenary Committee presented
University commemorated the na- Governor Allen who delivered the
ion's beginnings and its progress in address of welcome on behalf of the
:he latter day. Among the notable Commonwealth and introduced the
guests of the day.
guests of the commonwealth were
The response to the welcome of
former President Calvin Coolidge and
Governor
Allen was delivered in an
Mrs. Coolidge, the British ambassador,
Sir Ronald Lindsay; Charles Francig eloquent manner by Mayor James M.
Curley of Boston, expressing the well
Adams, secretary of the navy and a
host of additional foreign diplomats, wisligis of the city.
The Rt. Hon. Ronald Lindsay,
Governors

of states and men promiBritish ambassador at Washington,
nent in the national government.
A military parade of 6000 uniformed was presented by the governor and
he
h spoke for his nation, England.
men including the famous Canadian
The reading of a special poem by
Black Watch, heroes of the world
Judge Robert Grant followed.
war's first gas attack; the crew of
The orator of the tercentenary, Dr.
the British cruiser Durban, which
Herbert A. L. Fisher, from Oxford,
docked yesterday at the navy yard in
England, warden of New College,
Charlestown; massed colors of thel
closed the speaking program and his
American Legion and of the 26th diviaddress was ably delivered and of an
sion, now in camp at Devens, and

detachments

•

of the

United

states, Interesting train of thought, covering

the growth of the early colonies up to
navy and marine corps.
the time when a democratic form of
The parade was scheduled to form
government became a part of the
at the foot of State street and pro-I
g
sof uthe new
thecountry th
ofatKhhaig
d
ceeded by way of State, Washington,
long been
rule
School and Beacon streets to the
in theiGeorge of England. The friendship
scene of the Great Meeting
that existed between the two nations
lower part of the Common, close by
today was pointed out and the hope
:Charles street.
expressed that this friendly spirit
I The parade turned into the Common
should endure down through the ages.
at Charles and Beacon street and was
reviewed from the tribune by the Governor Allen on closing thanked
Governor and the guests. A 60-foot all for the generous co-operation given
the state by the people, the band, the
space was left between the rostrum
marching hosts and all who contribspectators.
and the seats installed for
uted to the success of the Boston
the.
of
guests
and
Governor
The
Common exercises.
state marched from the State House to
'The singing of the "Star Spangled
the tribune at 9:45. Police SuperinBanner" and playing of popular music
Park
and
Crowley
H.
Michael
tendent
Commissioner William P. Long led the by the band brought to a very antisn00 Mfy
police.
way followed by a detail of
Monsignot, program.
Rev.
Rt.
came
Then
Michael J. Splaine, D. a, representing
Cardinal O'Connell, who
William
by
gave the invocation, accompanied
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Boston Censorship and Dr
Fisher

SPlein

Stories to the effect that the visiting English orator's address at the
"great meeting," Tuesday, on Boston
common, was "censored" by the Tercentenary committee must be set
down as exaggerated. In any case,
it would be unfortunate and unjust
to Boston to have the impression go

abroad that the old censorship had
been dusted up for such an occasion
and enforced against so distinguished an English scholar and
statesman as H. A. L. Fisher, his
majesty's former minister of education and now the warden of New
college, Oxford university.
Dr Fisher shortened his masterly ,
address, in the delivery of it, because he appeared at the end of a
rather loag open-air program and
the enormous assemblage had begun
to disperse as the July sun in a perfectly clear sky made it a bit uncomfortable to stand and listen to
noonday oratory. It is probable that
he had previously consulted the local experts of the Tercentenary committee on certain expressions and
passages and had made some
changes at their suggestion, Who
would not have done so in his place?
There is but one Boston, and Dr
Fisher was well informed and discerning enough to know it. He had
been there before. The fact that he
was glad to seek and accept the aid
of the local committee in a last revision of his address demonstrated
the wisdom of the selection of him
as orator of the day.
To ask any Englishman to come

to Boston to deliver the oration was
somewhat daring. Scarcely 10 years
have elapsed since the late Earl Balfour's contemplated visit to Boston
was canceled, or at -least omitted
from his American itinerary, when
he visited this country as a "good ,
'will mission." ''But that was easily !
accounted for. The crisis in Ireland!
was then very acute. It is another
testimony to the success of the Irish
Free State that Dr Fisher's visit to '
Boston this weelc was a triumph of
good diplomacy, good taste and
good
will. He appeared twice in one day
as a speaker with Mayer James Mi-

chael Curley—at the "great meet'ing' on the Common at high noon,
and at the evening banquet given by
the governor of Massachusetts. Of
all ho speakers of a memorable day
these two stood out most conapicuI ously.
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Parade and Great
Meeting in oston

Executives Throughout
N. E. Have Part in To-

day's Program
Boatan. July 16—With the colorful
on
memory of the "great meeting"
farnotts Boston Common during international tercentenary day still fresh
In the minds of the quarter million
persons who witnessed the spectacle.
Boston today continued the celebraannivertion of her 300th birthday
sary.
Featured by "mayor's night" on the
common in which practically every
to
New England mayor was Invited
participate by Mayor James M. Curnddriseses
ley, tableaus, concerts andwere included on the days program.
Boston. the hostess city, had her
day today, whereas the commonhost
wealth of Massachusetts played
foreign
to a group of distinguished
and American visitors.

Principal Celebration of Tercentenary Is Held
on Common—Gov. Allen Has Many Distinguished Guests---Warden Fisher of New
College, England, Chief Speaker.
Boston, July 15.—(UP) — The
"Great Meeting," principal celebration ef the Massachusetts tercentenary, was held on Boston
Common here to-day.

Guests of Gov. Frank G. Allen
at the assemblage included: Former
President Calvin Coolidge, Sir Ronald Lindsey, British ambassador to
the United States; Count Lazla
Szenchenyi, Hungarian minister to
the United States, and his wife, formerly Gladys Vanderbilt, and Warden Herbert Albert Laurens Fisher
of New College, England, principal
speaker.
Prior to start of the meeting
proper, a military parade in which
some 4000 participated wound through
part of the business district. The
parade was reviewed by Mayor
James M. Curley at flag-strewn City
Hall 'iuid dlaittfided after being re-L
by Gov. Allen and his guests
at the Common.
0
Among the marchers were
sailors from the British cruiser
Durban, which was dispatched
here for the occasion. Maj.Gen. Clarence R. Edwards, warcommand(JP)___A
15
BOSTON, July
time commander of the famous
awaits the
Yankee Division, was chief maring position in congress
November
the
shal.
democratic party after
Just before delivery of the oration
elections in the opinion of Joule
Shouse, chairman of the democratic by Warden Fisher, Robert Grant,
retired Boston Probate court judge,
national committee.
Jefferson read an unnamed original poem,
In an address before the
last laudatory of the Puritan founders of
Society of Massachusetts here
by him
night, he declared, "our adversaries Massachusetts and composed
they will for the event. The work was in
have practically admitted
He said it nine stanzas of eight lines each.
lose 30 or 40 house seats."
party would Both the virtues and the defects
was a certainty that the
houses of the Puritans were stressed by
make startling gains in both
Warden Fisher. Concerning their
congress.
of'
tariff Industry, he said:
Grundy
the
of
enactment
The
The Puritans of Massachusetts
"part of a
bill was declared to be
the made New England; the Puritans of
repay
to
movement
calculated
Hoover cam- New England, streaming over the
large contributors to the
Allegheny mountains into the cenpaign fund."
and there multiplying
sent tral plains,

out upon a larger and grander stage
for America the task which the
Puritans of the old country had accomplished in England.''
As regards Puritan intolerance in
Massachusetts, the speaker said that
"religious and racial tolerance, practiced in Rhode Island and the middle States, was here replaced by a
narrow and persecuting theocracy."
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A Campaign "Break"

It was 'bound to happen, even I(
the pxincipals had to go far out of
their waY to get a cause for a
break. The Democratic party of
up to Mon..
Massachusetts, which
day evening, was rolling along on a
smooth sea with a shiu% full of happy folk all inspired by the same desire and all having it degree of
hope that the port of -OctorY would
be reached by November, finds itself pitehing in the wallow of the
bright for
waves—with
prospects
plenty of trouble ahead.
All this change occurred
overnight. And just. because a grotto of
leaders of the Je,ffertion society decided that it would he a smart political more to pass by Mayor Curley
of Boston, when distrihuting the invitations.
The slight to the most powerful
individnal in Bay State Democracy
was noticed shertly after the !netting, at which
loyal leaders from
all parts of the slate were gathered, WAS called to order. It is (indent that the society leaders
who
planned the exclusion act had not
prepared themselves against any reaction. For the first answer to the
natural "why" of it was that "some
of the members of the Jefferson Fowas
their. numbers and bending their ciety- might object to his presence...,"
No invitation to the dinner
Lateint
Curley.
M.
James
in
i
to
factory,
farm,
obstate energies
to Mayor
Of course, Larlue Brown, Jefferson
admitted-he was not'counting-honse and railroad, carried
president, jumped to the
the evening fie
society
have atnot
would
he
said
invited and
breach the next day, with astVesent.
been
invitation
inegait that no slur was intended, that
tended had an
of the
7itsessir Curley was not a member of
Frank J. Donahue, chairman
addressed
committee,
the snciely and thus wasn't invited;
state democratic
and that he did not apply for a Hob:the meeting.
4>f as all non-members are entillvti
to dn.
But this serond
statement Will
•tare
never CA
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Commanding Place
Awaits Democrats
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CURLEY SAYS HE NO INTENTIONAL CURLEY SAYS
WOULDN'T HAVE SLIGHT TO CURLEY
SOCIETY SAVED
GONE ANYHOW
Ignored By Boston Jefferson Society; Speaker Predicts G. 0.
P. Defeat This Fall.

BOSTON, July 15, 1930.— (AP) --- A
Congress
position in
commanding
(Special to the Transcript)
Boston, July 15—Larue Brown,
awaits the Democratic party after the
Novemlier elections, in the opinion of president of the Jefferson society,
Joseph Shouse, chairman of the Demo- which gave a large dinner in Boston
cratic national committee.
last night at which speeches by
In an address before the Jefferson Jouett Shouse, chairman of the demsociety of Massachusetts, here, last
night, he declared, "Our adversaries ocratic executive committee, and
have practically admitted they will lose William G. Thpmpson noted, lawyer,
30 or 40 House seats." He said it was were delivered, stated today that no
a certainty that the party would make slight was intended by not inviting
startling gains in both houses of Con- Mayor Curley of Boston, democratic
gress.
leader, to the dinner. The omission
The enactment of the Grundy tariff of Curley threatens to work
havoc
bill was decla:ed to be "part of a calculated movement to repay the large with plans to bring about harmony
contributors to the Hoover campaign In democratic ranks preceding the
primaries. Curley declared that an
fund."
Curley Ignored
Invitation to him would have meant
No invitation to the dinner was sent wasted postage as he would not have
Late in attended had he been
to Mayor James M. Curley.
invited. Brown
the evening he admitted he was not in- said today that the affair which
was
have
atnot
would
he
said
vited, and
featured by Shouse's bitter attack on
tended had an invitation been sent.
Frank J. Donahue, chairman of the President Hoover, started out to be
State °Democratic committee, ad- a small affair, but that it grew as
hundreds wished to attend. Plans
dressed the meeting.
There was no official explanation were then made to issue tickets to
forthcoming from the Jefferson society those desiring them, but no request
as to why Mayor Curley had not been was received from Curley.
Had he
invited, nor would the mayor amplify
his statement as to why he would not requested a ticket it would have been
sent, he said. Brown will later issue
have attended had he been invited.
"To be charitable," the mayor said, a formal statement explaining the
"I'll say that. perhaps the s )ciety fig- contretemps.
ured It would have been, a waste of
postage, and perhaps the society is a
little thrifty."
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it pain that he cared not a bit that
no bid was sent his way, even in?;
I
timating that he would match his
contempt
Jefferson
F.,,,mm
,niummilimiliumumil
minnimminnimmilmimminimmiun.- against thefor thecontempt
for club
him
club's
It may be that common Republi_ and expect to break even, at least.
cans are not supposed to understand One of the speakers at the feast made
much of his point that Democratic
the inwards of Democratic politics in hopes in
the coming state election
this state, which is all right so far as rest with something like 100,000 inwe know. But one may be excused dependent voters, mostly of Repubfor wondering why MaxaS,11ItY ,,flican persuasion, and probably he saw
no incongruity in the attitude of
Boston was deliberately frosen out Chairman Shouse,
whose attack on
. from the Jefferson dinner in his cit yPresident Hoover
went to the limit
last night, when virtually all theof naming him a liar.
Democratic leaders in the commonwealth were found sitting at the feet
of Jouett Shouse, bitter-tongued
chairman of the party's national committee. With the possible exception
of Senator Walsh, who WAS the only
Lune, oig shuL us the state pa:
missing from the feast, MaoyCiy
has seemed to us to be a
most powerful man in the party
hereabouts. The Hub's mayo.r. made
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ON POSTAGE

Declares Larue Brown,
President of Jefferson
Society, Which Gave
Comments Briefly on Snub
Dinner.

at Jefferson
Banquet
BOSTON ),1')—A commanding position in Congress awaits the Dentoeratie party after the November elections in the opinion of Jouctt Shouse,
chairman of the Democratic national
committee.
In an address before the Jefferson
society of Massachusetts here last
night he declared, "Our adversaries
have practically admitted they will
lose 30 or 40 House seats." He said
It WAS a certainty that the party
would make startling gains in both
houses of Congress.
Tile enactment of the Grundy tariff
bill was declared to be "part of a
calculated movement to repay the
large contributors to the Hoover campaign fund."
No invitation to the dinner was seat
to Mayor James M. Curley. Late in
the evening he admitted he was not
invited and said he would not have
attended had an invitation been sent.
Frank J. Donahue, chairman of the
state Democratic committee, addressed
the meeting.
There was no official explanation
forthcoming from the Jefferson society
as to why Mayor Curley had not been.
invited nor would the mayor amplify
his statement as to why he would not
have attended had be been invited.
"To be charitable," the mayor said,
"I'll say that perhaps the society figured it would have been a waste of
postage, and perhaps the society is I
a little thrifty."
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BROW\ HASTENS
TO APOLOGIZE TO
MAYOR CURLEY
No Slight Intended in Not
Inviting Him to Jefferson
Dinner; Democratic
Peace Threatened.
Special to The Springfield Unton.
BOSTON, July 15 — La,tue Brown,
president of the Jefferson Society,
which gave a large 'inner in Boston
last night at which speeches by Jouett
Shouse, chairman of the National
Democratic Executive Committee, and
William G. Thompson, noted lawyer.
were .delivered, stated today that no
slight was intended by not inviting
Mayor Curley of Boston. Democratic
The ommission
leader to the dinner.
of Curley threatens to work havoc
about
harmony In
bring
with plans to
Democratic ranks preceding the primaries.
Curley declared, however, that an
Invitation to him would have meant
wasted postage as he would not have
Brown
attended had he been invited
said today that the dinner, which was
featured by Shouse's bitter attack on
President Hoover, started out to be a
small affair but that it grew as hunPlans were
dreds wished to attend.
then made to issue tickets to those
desiring them but no request was reHad he received from Curley.
quested a ticket it would have been
He will later issue
sent. Brown said.
a formal statement explaining the contretemps.
4-014/Ces.

Mayor James M. Curley is too
bright, surely, to believe the bunk he
has been emitting anent a proposed
conference of :Massachusetts mayors
and professors of political economy
to control the operations of machinery and end unemployment. This Is
a marriage of King Canute and Mrs.
Pftrtington which he would stage,
Inventors cannot be prevented from
Inventing. System and production
engineers cannot be jailed to stop
their finding better and less expensive waym of doing business. Employers cannot be compelled to cling
to antiquated methods until they
have gone bankrupt—though some
of them without compulsion will do
lust this. It Is against efficiency,
ecientiflo
111101y,11:,:t.
machinery
that saves labor and enriches
that the eloquent mayor of the New
England metropolis girds. The one
remedy, of course, for the unemployment attendent upon industrial progress is education, directed toward a
reduction in the alwayn large quota
of the unemployable. The other
remedy is too far In the future to be
considered at present.
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JEFFERSON SOCIETY
EXPLAINS ABSENCE
ulluLU OF MAYOR CURLEY

UITEO
BP
DEMOCRACYSTATE

Shouse, National Committee
Slight Meant. President
Head, Warns Against Un- No
Declares in Failure to Send
balanced State Ticket
BOSTON, July 15 (INS)
Scorini:
President Hoover for signing the Hawley-Smoot tariff bill, charging that the
people of the country have lost faith in
the Hoover administration, and predic!ing the rise of a Democratic tidal wave,
Jouett Shrouse, chairman of the Democratic natiotal committee, today had
issued an ultimatum to the Democratic
party for p. balanced state ticket or the
loss of the votes of thousands of Massachusetts independents who cast their
ballot for former Oov. Alfred E. Smith,
of New York, In the last presidential
election.
It was revealed that no invitation
had been sent. to Mayor James M. Curley_to attend the dinner.
Chairman Prank J. Donahue, of the
Democratic state committee, named a
list of candidates who would complete
a "balanced" Democratic ticket. He
named Congressman William J. Granfield of Springfield, Gen. Charles H.
Cole. Mayor Michael C. O'Neill of Everett. Joseph B. Ely of Westfield. Judge
_rederlek H. Chase of Concord, Mayor
Chance S. Ashley of New Bedford, and
Atty. William Cl. Thompson. of Boston.
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Curley Says Coolidge
May Be President
Again if He Wishes
OSTON, July 15—(AP) Mayor

B

Curley of Boston. speakiug at
the Tercentenary celebration on
the Common today, startled the
audience and caused a great
burst of applause when he turned
to where Calvin Coolidge at on
the platform with his wife, and
greeted him:
"Honored President that has
been and, if he so desires, may be
again."
The former President made no
sign to indicate his reaction to
Mr. Curlev'e gesture. and when
the applause had subsided. 011`
Mayor continued his remarks. Mr.
Coolidge did not speak.

Him Invitation to Shouse
Dinner Monday

Boston, July 15—(AP)--0(dicials of
the Jefferson society today took cognizance of newspapers' comment on
the absence last night of Mayor
James M. Curley from the list of
thosalnigii at the dinner tendered
by Jouett Shouse, chairman of the
Democratic) national executive committee.
La Rue Brown, president of the organization, in a statement, denied that
any slight of Mayor Curley had been
Intended.
"The dinner of the Jefferson society
was originally planned to be limited
to its members and to a few others.
who had expressed a friendly interest!
In the organization," he said. "It was i
not a general dinner like that given
for Gov Roosevelt to which Mayor
Curley was among the first to be In"Ater
vited.
Mr Shouse's acceptance,
many members asked that the society's invitation be sent to various
persons and these requests were comThe Secretary was inplied with.
structed to inform all who Inquired
that we should be glad to have them
Come. Absolutely no One was refused.
"Had his honor expressed, directly
or indirectly, as did so many others,
the slightest interest in the occasion,
he would have been made most cordially welcome."
Shouse, principal speaker of the
evening, flayed Republican politics
and assailed President Hoover for the
timidity and deceit. He declared that
instead of the predicted era of prosperity, the country was experiencing
, a "Hoover famine."
Mayor Curley, when asked by newspapermen for an explanation of why
he had not been invited, said:—
"To be charitable, I'll say that iberhaps the society figures it would have
been a waste of postage, and perhaps the society is a little thrifty.A number of state leaders were
present but these did not include
United States Senator David I. Walsh.
It was not known whether he had
been invited.
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Curley's Absence From
Shouse Dinner Explained
Officials of Jefferson Society Denies Any
Slight of Boston Mayor Intended
"His Honor" Makes Statement
Jefferson society today
BOSTON, July 15 (AP)—Officials of the
absence last night of
the
on
comment
took cognizance of newspaper
at the dinner
present
those
of
list
Mayor James M. Curley from the
Democratic national executive
tendered Jouetrinrottle. chairman of the
committee.
LaRue Brown, president of the or-•
ganIzation in a statement, denied that the slightest Interest in the occaFion,
made most corany slight of Mryor Curle had been he would have been
dially welcome.'
intended.
Shouse, principal speaker of the eve"The dinner of the Jefferson society ning. flayed Republican policies and
limited
be
to
planned
originally
was
assailed Pres:dent Hoover for timidity
to its members and to a few others and deceit. He declared that instead
interest
the
who had expressed a friendly
of the predicted era of prosperity,
In the organization," he said. "It was country was experiencing a "Hoover
not a general dinner like that given famine."
for Governor Roosevelt to which Mayor
Mayor Curley, when a'.ited by newsCurley was among the first to be in- papermen for an explanation of why
vited.
he had not been invited said:
acceptance,
Mr. Shouse's
"After
"To be charitable, I'll say that permany members asked that the society's haps the society figures it would have
persons
perhaps
various
Invitation be sent to
been a waste of postage. and
and these requests were complied with. the society Is a little thrifty."
were
leaders
The secretary was instructed to inA number of state
form all who inquired that we should present, but. these did not include
Walsh.
AbsoluteI.
David"
come.
Senator
them
be glad to have
!United States
known whether he had
ly no one was refused.
:It was not
been invited.
Thrifty, Says Mayor
"Had his honor expressed, directly
or indirectly, as did so many others,

Get Invitations
To Attend 'Great
Meeting,' Boston
tc,
Mayor
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Republican
Fred

Charles E. Moore, chairman of the
local tercentenary committee: Harry
H. Williams and S. Heath Rich were
among the Brocktonians who received
official invitations to attend the
"great Meeting" tercentenary observance Tuesday at Boston.
Mr. Williams, who served on the
Council under Calvin Coolidge when
he was governor of Massachusetts,
and who has been the latter's guest
at Washington on several occasions,
attended and greeted his distinguished friends. The other invited
guests were forced to decline because
of pressure of business. Mayor Bent
expressed his thanks in a graceful
note to MA.0. Curlg, who extended
the invitations.
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Leave it to May or ,Fames XI. Curley
of Roston to get back at the Democrats for not inviting him to the Jefferson society banquet. He went right
out the next day to the tercentenary
show and got his picture taken with
Rt. lion. sir Ronald Lindsay and Kt.
' lion. Herbert. :1. 1,. Fisher, lot?) of
England. and also Mr. Cale in Coolidge. tioeernor Allen and other lending Republica ns.

"And If He So Desires."
EVENT Y-FIVE thousand listeners, or a percentage of
them, applauded and cheered. Former President Coolidge
acknowledged the compliment with the wisp of a smile and
a slight bow. 1Vizior Curley of 11,21tp_n had just referred to
him as "Honorable president, who has been, and if he so desires,
may be again."
Probably there was no political significance in the incident.;
Mr. Curley is notably gracious and felicitous in his introductions.
Quick response of the audience, p Jlicity given the incident, favorable comment east and west, would indicate, however, that
Calvin Coolidge is a force in public li.e. Youngest of the presidents, he served only one full term. He is in the prime of life,
keeps in touch with the people through his writing and speeches„
and will be a comparatively young man in 1936.
California newspapers have been insisting that Mr. Coolidge
be nominated by his party in 1932, but in view of President
Hoover's growing list of congressional victories and the general
confidence of members of his party in his administration, the
Californian call is unlikely to he 6eCUlidL(i k.uiphatically.
Mr.
Coolidge, applying himself to his tasks, engaging in no controversies, alienating no friendships, has given no inkling of his desires. "If he so desires" in 1936 there might be no republican better fitted or more universally desired.
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If there is not a bond of sympathy between
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston and Representative Roland D. Sriwyer of Ware, it would
seem that there ought to be, for both have been
grievously slighted and by members of their
cwn party. Representative Sawyer was the
first to feel the sting of apparently intentional
neglect, when the sponsors of the Lexington
outing last Saturday studiously or otherwise refrained from sending him an invitation to attend.
At least three of the other avowed candidates
for the Democratic nomination for United States
Senator were there by special invitation and
were encouraged to declare themselves either
for or against the proposed harmony proceedings within the Democratic camp, but Mr.
Sawyer, who had been the first to announce his
senatorial candidacy was completely ignored.
some
It has not escaped him, and he has had
the
of
s
manager
the
about
say
to
caustic things
.
Lexington outing and their aims and purposes
similar
a
later
hours
ght
forty-ei
Scarcely
Honor
indignity was committed against His
ts
Democra
other
of
s
Hundred
Mayor Curley.
to the
in Boston and its vicinity were invited
night,
dinner of the Jefferson Society Monday
glorified aide of
Shouse,.
Jouett
Mr.
which
at
National
Chairman Raskob of the Democratic
Committee, was the guest of honor and principal
Mayor
speaker, but there was no invitation for
one
Jim. Scanning the list of notables present
actually
Curley
Mayor
might doubt whether
existed.
Rising to the fullest hight of his wounded
dignity the morning after the dinner, Mayor Jim
scornfully observed that an invitation to him
I would have meant wasted postage as he would
Lot have attended had he been invited. The president of the Jefferspn society has apologized and
explained that it was an unintentional oversight,
but storm clouds still hover on the Democratic
political horizon in and around Boston in which
overlooged. Neither
;Mayor Curley is not easily
come to Reprehas
! apology nor explanation
the managers of
from
yet
as
Sawyer
sentative
the Lexington outing.
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7oolidge Has Exciting
Day In Boston Town

.oses His Wife And Is Told By
Mayor He Can Again Be
President
Roston. July 15---i APP1----Former President Calvin Coolidge, although he -took
no active part. in the exereLsea and did
not speak, figured prominently in two
of the ordinary incidents today.
First., he lost his wife.
Second. he WAA informed by no IVSA
A political authority than .ianwx M.
Curley. Democratic illaapr of :'Pristriii.1
that -he might be Pres-I-dent again if.
he an chose.
Mr. and Mrs. Coolidge were received
by Gov. and Mrs. Frank G. Allen at
the State House today. Drawn. perhap,.
by old memories of the days when hr
iserved in the Legislature and presided
over the Senate. Mr. Coolidge started
for the office of the president of the
Senate which he had not, seen since
1915.
Wlie on his way there he cmirlerilt•
discovered that Mrs. Coolidge was not
I with him. He had started to retrace his
'steps when a legislative messenger
asked if there was anything .he could
em
e lost, my wife," said Mr. Coolidge.
Mrs. Coolidge Was found with Mrs.
Allen.
As Mayor Curley mounted the sn•skrt's stand on The Common to begin
his address, he turned to recognize
Mr.
notables gathered there and fathig
Coolidge. said:
been
-Honored President that has
,hg,"—
'and, if he so desires. may again
adi then proceeding with his prepared
dress.
Mr. Coolidge's face, as a ripple of
reamusement. ran over the crowd,
I maincd inscrutable.
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in agreement with the other
peakers. Dr. Fisher realized the free
public school as the great initial conMaseachusetts' official observance tribution the Puritans made to hu'of the tercentenary of the founding man freedom. The summary of volof Massachusetts Bay Colony in Bus- U1M.$1 is in Dr. Fisher's conclusion:
ton yesterday, rose to a very high
"And now you are celebrating your
note.
There was an Impressive tercentenary and I stand here besolemnity and supreme dignity about fore you, if not the very kind of
the occasion. On the very annivers- Englishman whom the founders of
ary of that July day in 1630, alma his colony crossed the Atlantic
Governor Winthrop laid the fonnda- ocean to avoid, at least one a good
(ions for the city of Boston as the deal too tolerant for their taste,
capital seat of the new colony, and iwhile you who listen to me would
on the very spot on Botton Com
perhaps be no less distant from the
mon where Governor Winthrop in- ,temper and outlook of those stern
yoked divine aid on his undertaking, servants of the Lord. Little did the
"His Eminence, William Cardinal founders reckon that a time would
O'Connell," asked God's Messing yes- come when the New Canaan would
Iterday, and Governor Frank G. Allen be largely occupied by men of the
gave noble expression in tribute to , Irish race, whom they held in deep
the "mighty men and brave women" contempt, or of the Roman faith.
who founded a new dynasty ,tn hit- which they regarded with acute abman affairs. There was the brilliant horrence.
Little did they foresee
and deeply understanding address, that in the fullness of years their
of Mayor Curley, with its tribute loi New England would be followed by
women and its significant picture of a New Ireland, a New Italy, a New
the harvest of tolerance that has' Germany, a New Poland, and a New
grown from a seed brewed in Into!- Greece, all destined to be merged in
erance. Nature lent such a day Wm great and harmonious American
we can hope for, but hardly expect 'Commonwealth. Yet am I altogether
In our season of mid-summer. For mistaken In thinking that with mild an outpouring of 300,000 people the er manners, a broader outlook, a
pageantry, professional and citizen more tolerant philosophy, you resoldiery sounded the note of blare tain, despite all the transformations
and glory. The brief presiding of of time, the moral tracea of your
Herbert Parker, who worked out this origin, an energy and simplicity of
celebration, was, most inspiring.
character, a sense of duty, an acSignificant and historic was the knowledgment of the mysterious and
oration of the day. To deliver it, the compelling power of the spirit in
Rt. Hon. Herbert A. F. Fisher, war- man? If I am justified In this surden of New College of Oxford, and mise. then these high qualities will
one of the great scholars of England, be fortified by the contemplation of
had come across the seas in the trail the hardy English emigrants, who,
of the Arbelia. It was his duty as living in times far removed from our
historian of the day to trace the seed present wealth and luxury, fashionwhich was John Winthrop's band or ed your original Commonwealth by
pioneers, and explain, if possible, the their enterprise, their labor, their
, mighty attainment which is now the courage, and their faith, and today
United States, and the harvest, after are held in honorable commemora300 years of the sowing of Winthrop tion by English-speaking men and
and his men and women. And yet, women throughout the world."
, after hie profound study of the moNo one who heard Dr. Fisher's adtives of the men who came with roy- dress, or who will later give it the
the
found
to
charter
al grant and
!careful reading it merits, can escape
Massachusetts Bay Colony to the the sense that there ia something
, not. to be explained In the venture
they
name of the King with whom
were diesatisfied, Dr. Fisher comes of John Winthrop and. those who
to a sense of mr.tery. Be shows elebted. hini their leader. It passes
how "in swift access of impatience into the realm that, for lack of the
they took the irrevocable step, which explanation, we call "Fate." There
made the Commonwealth of Massa- was not too much reason why these
chusetts." But when their desired grim men and women should leave
Puritan State was built in England, their beloved England, nor Leo mach
n don- reason why they should endure the
and the whole might have A
ed, as dld the few, and gone back haxrdships of trying to establish new
to give it strength and power, they standards of the liberty of Reif-goypreferred the hardships and stern ernment on a bleak soil and climate
life they had made for themselves, with rigorous winters. But they did
on shores as bleak and grim as their it, and we have a new standard in
own philosophies. There Is the sug- human affairs and a. nation of Ingestion that these Puritans felt a comparable
wealth
and
power
command to combat Jesuitism, then whence most of the old intolerances
Canada.
Dr.
being established In
arq banished. It is the gift of John
Fisher leaned to the theory that the Wilhthrop's band to human history.
strongest motive for the great migra- And yet, study it as does Dr. Fisher,
lion was to "dwell in a place of their the searcher for Causes in great hisown and move no more."
torical crises "on the noon of time"
He showed a force within the finds in the origin of the CommonPuritans who, "axe in hand, wan, wealth of Massaehusetts !something
tiered off into the wild hills and for- of the same, quality that makes the
ests, peopled an empty continent, events at Sarejevo sixteen years ago
n ti helped subdue IL to the arts of inexplicable.
It la Deatiny.

Three Hundred Years
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Boston's Parade
The tercentenary parade in Boston yesterday was all that could be
desired. Boston usually does herself
proud on notable occasions, and yesterday the city was at its best, both
and municipal authorities

state

working together and striving to
the utmost to execute the excellent
plans for a successful celebration.
The parade brought out a great
many organizations, and it was a
most imposing sight which the many
spectators witnessed in the grand
array through the principal streets
of The Hub. It was a gala day, and
one that will not soon be forgotten.
Herbert Parker, who is always so
scholarly and who always rises to
the occasion, was just the person to
name as chairman of the Tercentenary commission, and he was in
fine form yesterday When he delivered his address. Gov. Allen always does well, but seemed yesterday to outdo himself, as. he paid
fitting tribute to the Puritans and
their work in primitive days in behalf of civil and religious liberty.
Mayor James M. Curley is a born
orator, and ferrineTTan boast of
such a magnificent orator in their
executive as is seen in Mayor curley. He struck a high note yesterday, a serious one, in his very appropriate address, and it was a treat
to hear him, and to have him grace
the platform, and carry the greetings of the City of Boston to the
many visitors assembled.
There have been many Tercentenary celebrations this year, and there
will continue to be many more, but
probably none will surpass the Series
of observances held yesterday in the
City of Boston.
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TERCENTENARY HAILED IN
BOSTON BY CELEBRATION
Three-Hundred-Year-Old Streets Echo to Steps
of Marching Thousands—National Speakers
Deliver Addresses
BOSTON, July 15 (in—Three-hundred-year-old streets
echoed today to the tramp of marching thousands and the
cheers of onlooking hundreds of thousands, celebrating three
hundred years of free civil government in America—three
hundred years Of Massachusetts history.
+Boston' cu-cle embedded in the paving of state
three-centuries-old
Upon

•

includ- street. That circle marks the site ol
i
Common the massed thousnds,
the Boston massacre.
lng high state and city dignitaries,
On they came past the quaintL old
, heard Sir Ronald Lindsay, ambassador state house
where Colonial governors
of His Britannic Majesty to the United sat and where open
revolt at last flamStates, bringing the greetings of the ed, fanned by
the oratory of Adams,
ancient mother state to the sovereign Quincy, Hancock and Otis.
The tread
state of Massachusetts observing her of the marching feet echoed
through
300th birthday.
narrow Washington street, within a
Here, Frank G. Allen, latest governor stone's throw of the Old; South meetin a line reaching back into the shad- ing house whence sallied the particiows of three hundred years, spoke of pants in the Boston Tea party.
the planting of the seed of free civil
On, the marchers went, through.
government which grew Into American densely packed throngs on old School
independence.
street, where Boston boys, filled with
Here, James M. Curley, mayor of the the spirit of independence, rebelled at
pointed
Boston,
historic
venerable and
a British general's move to stop coastto the progress of three centuries— ing.
exwere
Quakers
from the time when
They passed King's Chapel in whose
ecuted on Boston Common to the day three-centuries-old burial ground sleet)
a
chose
nation
when the American
Boston's pioneers oeneatr. strange,
Quaker as its president.
passed
crumbling headstones. They
A.
Herbert
Here, the Right Honorable
within sight of the old Granary buryOxCollege,
L. Flatter, warden of New
ing ground where Paul Revere, the parford, one-time member of the privy ents of Benjamin Franklin and many
becouncil of the crown, went back
patriots and many less well known were
yond the three centuries of Maasachu- laid to rest,
beginnings
aetts history to reveal the
Past the state house, sometimes callof the American state in Cireat Britain. ed the "new" state house, although its
"The foundation of the Massachu- dome has graced Beachon Hill for
setts Bay Colony," he said, "Is justly more than a century, went the parade.
celebrated today as a cardinal date In Above this site stood the beacon that
the history of your commonwealth. The guided sailing ships centuries ago. And
Puritans of New England, streaming then to the wide sweer of the common
over the Allegheny mountains into the which alone has a history that might
central plains, and there multiplying fill volumes.
their numbers and bending their obWinding across the Common, In a
stinate energies to farm, factory, count- separate procession, former President
ing-house, and railroad, carried out Calvin Coolidge, Ambassador Lindsay,.
upon a larger and grander state for Rt. Hon. Dr. Fisher, Governer Allen
America the task which the Puritans with other guests of the state, and
of the old country had accomplished Chairman Herbert Parker of the Terin England."
centenary commission, passed to the
As never before in this old city the "Tribune" a special stand before which
sensed,
be
could
past
the
spirit of
the great meeting gathered.
• linking hands with the present. It rose
"Let the echoing waves of these 300
old
in
traffic
street
of
roar
above the
years stir anew in us all some revitaliCanadian
Briton,
as
strains
martial
zation of the courage and the devoI and American, once members of the tion which first made possible the contogether.
marched
Empire,
quest of the New England wilderness,"
Years ago, British sailors and sold- Governor Allen said in addressing the
Boston
enough
on
common
iers were
huge gathering, one of the greatest in
streets as history tragically reveals. To- Boston's history.
sailfriendly
spirit,
in
day, marching
"Let the voices of the past, which
ors and marines from the Brill.sh crui- come to us In these Tercentenary cele(royal
Watch
Black
the
"Durban,"
ser
brations, come not simply as pleasant,
highlanders) of Canada, and long col- sentimental memories, but as a sumBluemarines,
infantry,
umns American
mons to renewed an unceasing exaltaJackets, coast artillerymen, national
reserves
navy
and
guardsmen, marine
and field artillery, passed over a grim

tion of the Tights of man,
the
Which made this colony persist truths
are just
as vitally essential today for
the endurance of human liberties."
Mayor Curley held aloft the
record of
advancement in man's treatment, of
man during the three
He paid tribute to the hundred years.
record of women,
especially, as pioneers and
tribute to
the oft-ridiculed
Puritan, sr y
"Surely all that was evil
In Puritain
life is known. while much
that is good
has escaped scant
attention."
Sir Ronald Lindsay traced
the common heritage of liberty of
Englishmen
and Americans.
"You of Massachusetts
and we of
England," he said, "are
common beneficiaries of a great heritage
preserved
by each of us in our
separate states."
John Winthrop, he
continued, little
knew what powerful
forces were at his
command and said:
given to men to build"Sometimes it Ds
better than they
know."
"So long," he added, "as
the virtues
of your forefathers
brought from the
land of their origin are
honored and
practiced and so long as they
are reinforced by a youthful
spirit of endeavor and experiment, ao
future assured as a force long is your
beneficent to
mankind,"
"I wis the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts," he concluded,
"God tpeed
on its way."

Si41,,sm N.L..;tevs
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Curley Changes
Hub Program of
Tercentenary
Two major changes In the Bo,
,
-,ton
tercentenary program were made yesterday by Mayor Curley.
The histofIcal Itreet
pageant,
scheduled for Saturday afternoon,
Aug. 23, consisted of floats depleting
eposides in the history of Boston and
Massachusetts. and originally intended as an outstanding tercentenary
feature, has been merged with the
military and civic parade to be held
on the anniversary of the founding
of Boston, Wednesday, Sept. 17.
Out of deference to the officials of
the eastern states exposition at
Springfield. who feared that the proposed dedication of the founders' memorial on Beacon street, Monday,
Sept. 15, would adversely affect the
attendance at the opening day of the
exposition, the dedication, at which
ex -President Coolidge may be the
orator, has been shifted to Wednesday noon, Sept. 17.
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CURLEY APPOINTS
OFFICIAL GREETER
BOSTON, July
19
(AP)—Mayor
James M. Ctitley and the officials of
the public celebrations department
decided that they were overworked receiving distinguished visitors, so today
Mayor Curley appointed Boston's first
official greeter. He is Thomas J. A.
Johnson of Beacon Hill, member of
the board of port
and
authority
wealthy business roan, who maintains
a large yacht and a summer home at
Magnolia.
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Evidently Mayor Curley, who lia,
i-Ltied a contract for sixty-five billboards,
inc of them electrically illuminated, to
in erected on the main highways leading
comto Boston to advertise the city as a
atmercial and industrial centre and call
does
activities,
y
Tercentenar
tention to the
as unnot regard billboard advertising
esthetic.

CRIplart

oice of
the People
All lett ei s to the Editor should
boar the sicnature and address of
I he. writer. They should he written
on one side of the pgner only. The
more succinc", they are the better
heir chances of publication. Owing
to space limitation, the Editor requests briefness and reserves the
right to publish letters only in part.
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UNEMPLOYMENT AGAIN.
LOCAL DEMOCRATS
Editor of the Enterprise:
the
To
ES
DISCUSS CANDIDAT
The problem of unemployment, as
large group of Cambridge Demo
A
Mayor Curley pointed out on Bos44441AlkVaa
/
kY00
—
crats, led by Ex-Mayor Edward W.
ton Common. may lead to serious
4
-ii/
Quinn, gathered in the municipal
disturbance if some solution is not
building, Central square, Wednesday
found soon.
evening and discussed candidates and
Men and women willing and
platforms.
anxious to work with children deSchool Committeeman Charles H.
pendent upon them are not going to
Hurley declared that the Democrats
continue tramping the streets vainly
to
Republicans
the
allow
should not
searching for the opportunity of
infuse dissension into Democratic
producing the things they and their
Club
Jefferson
recent
the
ranks, as at
' dependents are suffering for with no
Bosof
May
I anquet, when
' more encouragement than the Promtun and Ex-Mayor Qiiltin were not
ise of better business next week or
the week after. Fathers and mothNational Executive Committee invited.
yor
Ex-Ma
were
Other speakers
ers are not going to see their chilDever.
State
Paul
Chairman Addresses Bay
Quinn, representatives
dren slowly starve to death in the
('harks Cavanagh and Dennis F. Mcmidst of an abundance of the things
Jefferson Society In Boston
H.
Carthy, Ex-Representative James
they need without revolting against
i—A command- Brennan and Joseph F. Monahan.
Boston, July 15. tif,
a condition they know is unnecesing position in Congress awaits the
sary.
Democratic party after the November
When a man tramps the streets
7 9/
/Re--ss /
fie
elections in the opinion of Jouett
day after day looking for work an.
•/..)/
Democratic
the
of
chairman
Shouse,
Is denied the same because maMayor Curley as a public speaker
national executive committee.
chinery is doing the work that was
Jefferson
conin
the
all
the
ceremonies
in
before
shines
In an address
formerly done by human labor, he
Society of Massachusetts here last nection with the Tercentenary. What
returns to his home at night to look
adversaries
his
and
"Our
excellent,
is
says
always
he
declared,
night, he
into the upturned eyes of the chilwill
they
admitted
delivery splendid.
have practically
dren. He loves them more than anylose 30 or 40 House seats." He said
thing upon the face of the earth
party
the
that
certainty
It was a
and there he sees hunger. He is
both
in
gains
startling
zErre
would make
discontented and likely to revolt
ihouses of Congress.
against a condition he knows is unThe enactment of the Grundy tariff MAYOR CURLEY FAVORS BORnecessary.
a
of
"part
be
bill was declared to
The cause of unemplOyment is the
OUGH SYSTEM FOR GREATER
the
repay
to
calculated movement
unequal distribution of wealth. In
BOSTON
camHoover
the
large contributors to
other words, this world-wide condipaign fund."
tion is brought about by denyinto
was
planning
dinner
Mayor Curley is
No invitation to the
to the laboring people, who are the
Late
Curley.
M.
strengthen the Greater Boston idea
sent to Maffor James
bulk of the consuming class, a wage
he
was
admitted
In the evetiffig he -by fostering the London county counsufficient to permit them to buy the
not
would
he
; not invited and said
products of industry as fast as such
cil borough system during the rehave attended had an invitation been mainer of his administration, deproducts are created.
sent.
Organized labor, the only effective
Thonias Mullen, the mayor's
Frank J. Donahue, chairman of the clared
and collective voice of the working
evening,
Wednesday
adive,
representat
State Democratic committee,
masses, has offered a solution MI
at the annual outing of the Jamaica
dressed the meeting.
unemployment. It cletnands wages
There was no official explanation Plain Board of Trade at Pemberton.
that will permit labor to buy more
forthcoming from the Jefferson SoHe said that in the plan of the
of the wealth it. creates.
ciety as to why Mayor Curley had not borough system no community would
Prosperity piffle will not feed the
been invited nor would the mayor lose its corporate identity and would
families of millions of idle men.
amplify his statement as to why he
The writer has for three successive
autonomy over its affairs, as at
would not have attended had he retain
years introduced a resolution in the
present. The great advantages and
been invited.
legislature to memorialize Congress
said,
"To be charitable." the mayor said, benefits of such a scheme, he
to enact legislation to provide a
"I'll say that perhaps the society are apparent to all who give it fair
shorter workday and greater comfigured it would have been a waste study.
o ol•k11,6 deople
pensation I or t
of postage, and perhaps the society
Former Mayor Malcolm Nichols
as to prevent an over-produettan Of
having
is a little thrifty."
of
spoke on the advantages
the things the people themselves ,
produce only to see this resolution
boards of trade in cementing the
voted down by well-fed legislators!
Greater Boston spirit.
who care nothing about the misery
eV R Crl"
of the unemployed.
JOSEPH LA FONTAINE,
Legislative Representative, Order
That Mayor Curley, in suggesting
of Railway Conductors.
the regulation of machines and in, Brockton. July Po 14;99,,z,...;, •
ventions is going back 300 years which
is not like Mayor Jim.

Shouse Predicts
Big Democratic
Gain In Congress
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oney Fitz" and Harmony

To question the earnestness or sincerity of
the Hon. Jbhn F. F'itzgerald's desire for harm
ony
and an equitably balanced ticket in the
Democratic primary would be doing a grave injust
ice
to the renowned "Honey Fitz." It would
be
challenging not only his unselfish devotion
to
the party's interests as seen from his
angle but
also his well known political sagacity.
For no
one knows better than Mr. Fitzgerald the
wisdom
of avoiding, whenever possible, the facti
onal
feuds that so often result from wild scrambles
for the places on the ticket or the weakness
which inheres in a ticket too heavily loaded
with candidates from the eastern end of
t'
State and representative of one element ir
Bay State Democracy.
Hence Mr. Fitzgerald's interest in harmony
and a proper racial and geographical balance
of
the ticket are readily understood, and none the
less readily because he has a, slight perso
nal
interedt in the matter. The party's inter
ests
must be served, but not at the expense of John
F. Fitzgerald. Boston cannot hope to monop
olize
the ticket, he says. In other words, some
half
dozen or „more aspiring Boston Democrats
must
smother 'their ambitions and step aside in
the
interest of harmony and geographical as well
as
racial balance.
In fact, Mr. Fitzgerald would be well satisfied to be the only Boston Democrat
on the
ticket, if by that arrangement the
fullest
measure of party harmony could be estab
lished.
Even more, in his zeal for harmony he is willi
ng
to relinquish his gubernatorial aspiration
s and
become the party's choice for United
States
senator.
The latest and somewhat startling manifestation of unselfishness has aroused
much
interest and speculation. It had been surip
.osed
that his heart was completely set on runni
ng
for Governor and it was understood that he
was
positively assured of the support of
Mayor
Curley's powerful following—at least in
the
primary.
But Mr. Fitzgerald is credited with a farsightedness which enables him to see
beyond
the primary, not only to the November electi
on
but also to the situation which may shape
up
in 1932 and any possible interest Mlyor Curle
y
might have in the governorship at that
time.
If by any chance the Mayor should be looking
ahead to 1932 with his eyes on the governorship,
the defeat this year of the Deekocratic candidate
for Governor probably would not be regarded
by him as a personal calamity.
It is not thought that the politically perspicacious "Honey Fitz" is unaware of
this
contingency or that in his zeal for party
harmony he has not given it the profound
thought it deserves.
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Slight To Curley
"Explained" By
Jeffersonians
Society's Officials Deny Any Intended Affront To Boston's
Mayor; Latter Sarcastic
Boston, Mass., July 16 (4')-0filoiais of the Jefferson Society took
cognize,mv of newspaper comment
on the absence Monday night of
Mayor James M. Oueley from the list
of those present at the dinner tendered Jouett Shouse, chairman of the
Democratic national executive committee.
LaRue Brown, president of the organization, in a statement denied
that any slight of Mayor Curley had
been intended.
"T he dinner of the Jefferson Society was originally planned to be limited to its members and to a few
others who had expressed a
friendly
Interest in the organization," he said.
!"It was not a general dinner like
that
given for Governor Roosevelt to which
'Mayor Curley was among the first
to
be invited.
, "After Mr. Shouse's accep
tance,
i many members asked that the
moiety's invitation be sent to vario
us persons and these requests were
complied
1 with. The secretary was
instructed
to inffn'm all who inquired
that we
should be glad to have them came.
Absolutely no one was refuFed.
Had His Honor expressed, directly
or indirectly, as did MI many
others,
the slightEst_interest in the
occas
ion.
Ihe would have been most
cordially
welcome."
Shouse, principal speaker of
the
evening, flayed Republican
policies
and assailed President Hoover for
timidity and deceit. He declared that
Instead of the pr Meted era of prosperity, the country was experienci
ng
a "Hoover famine."
Mayor Curley when asked by newspape: men fcr an explanation of
why
he had not been inyitcd, said:
' "To be charitable. I'll say that
perhaps the society figures it would
have
I been a wazie of postage,
and
I the society is a litle thrifty." perhaps
A number of State leaders
were
; present, but these did
not
de '
1 United Statts SenaLr Davict I.inclu
W. i.
It was not known whether
he had
been invited.
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Legion Hroadcast to

Iiialpy Corky to
Include Many States
Support candidacy Programme on Sept. 18, Over NBC NetOf Atty.C.S.Murphy
Work, Will Entail Expense of at
Anno'Thicernent Made at
Outing of Eagles at Paxton-6500 Attend

Least $100,000.

groups
While specifically seiectea
gathered in
of Legionnaires will be
ast their
the various cities to broadc
in every
State songs, other groups
of note in the nation
town
and
city
Attorney Charles S. Murphy, worthy
on the
will be gathered to listen in
napresident of the Worcester Aerie, F.
ast. 0. L. Bodenhamer,
broadc
0. E., and state trustee of the Eagles:
commander, will call upon
tional
meetcandidate for the Democratic nominaevery local post to hold special
purpose of
tion as lieutenant-governor of the
ings that night for the
their
state, has the support of Mayor James
listening in on the broadcast at
on every
additi
In
.
arters
headqu
M. Curley of Boston in his candidacy
post
throughand Mayor Curley hopes to see Atty.
unit of the Legion Auxiliary
asked
be
will
Murphy the next lieutenant-governor
also
y
countr
out the
i of Massachusetts, John Curley, Mayor's
same
hold special meetings for the
to
an
at
him
nted
represe
who
,
brother
purpose.
outing of Eagles from all parts of the
Big Audience Assured.
state at Atty. Murphy's summer camp
in Paxton yesterday, announced.
There are 17,300 local posts
The outing was held under the ausAmerican
ast
units of the
broadc
and
be
will
pices of Worcester Aerie, P. 0. X., and
The programme
Legion
an
Americ
was attended by 6500 Eagles and their on the night of Thursday, Sept. 18,
the
and
Legion
families from all parts of the state.
ary, comprising a member11:30 P. M., daylight
to
Auxili
11
from
adats
Democr
Several prominent
NBC network.
ship of approximately 1.250,000,
dressed the gathering, among them time, over the
t
thus providing for the bigges
National, State and Legion leaders
Marcus Coolidge of Fitchburg and
ever
y
radio audience
assured
Joseph F. O'Connell of Boston, can- from various parts of the countr
gathered together. With those,
didates for the Democratic nomination will be among the speakers, while
to the United States Senate: Atty. several artists of the National Broadwho, in addition to the LegionMurphy and James A. McCarthy of casting Co. will also be heard, in
naires and Auxiliary members,
Worcester.
will listen in because of the treto choruses of Legion
Atty. Murphy spoke on "Fraternal- addition
us hook-up and for other
mendo
n
Pensio
voices.
Age
Old
ism" and on the state
it is estimated that there
s,
a
reason
as
who,
l
Eagles,
Faneui
the
in
urged
Act. He
Studio
a radio audience that
be
will
be
body, fought for many years for the
Faneuil Hall, in Boston, will
50,000,000 persons.
of
night
enactment of such legislation, now to
,
studio
broadcasting
Hoover
endeavor to have the bill stipulate that the principal
other
In addition to President
from
the pension age for men be reduced and cut-ins will be made
Bos- those who, it is expected, will adin
t
interes
womof
cal
that
histori
and
years
of
65
to
70
places
from
audience, are foren to 60 years. lie advocated a 40- ton, Bunker Hill monument, Dor- dress this great
Coolidge, honhour week as a solution for the pres- chester Heights and the tower of mer President Calvin
Naent unentloyment and announced that the Old North Church. The great orary president of the 1930
tion Corporation; forbe
Conven
he would advocate this in his cammay
tional
ast
broadc
this
scope of
of New
paign.
estimated cost of mer Governor Alfred Smith
The outing opened with a flag rais- judged from the
Masof
be
Allen
will
0.
which
Frank
Gov,
alone,
York,
s
ing. Worthy President Murphy gave wire charge
while it sachusetts, Mayor James M. Curley
the welcoming address.
in the vicinity of $25,000,
naOther features were the competition is estimated that the total cost of of Boston, 0, L. TroZenliainer,
of floats for a silver cup, a water car- the broadcast will be upwards of ti-liai commander of the American
nival, an athletic exhibition, and a $10C,000.
egion; Col. Carroll J. Swan, presihorse show. The float entered by the
all
of the 1930 National Convene
dent
involv
will
ast
the
broadc
red
conside
The
Springfield Aerie was
Corporation; John J. O'Connell,
and
tion
red
the
ion,
of
exhibit
s
ay's
station
yesterd
in
ed
the
best decorat
of
commander of the Department of
but the cup will not be presented until blue networks of the National
as
Massachusetts, American Legion, and
well
as
after the outing next Sunday..
Co.
asting
Broadc
governors of other States and Legion
Winners of water events were: the Pacific Coast chain and
Maurice Yurich, 100-yard dash for supplementary stations, the first
leaders of those States. The proboys; Joseph Renzi, 50-yard dash for
e as tentatively arranged, inhookgramm
cing
-embra
all
an
boys; Stanley Berdoraitts, 40-yard back time such
From Faneuil Hall, Boston:
:
is
It
cludes
ted.
attemp
up has been
stroke; Betty Sebago, 50-yard dash for
naires, accompanied by a
will
Legion
1000
Hoover
ent
DcPresid
hoped that
girls; Stanley Styzinski and George
band, singing Legion
Legion
s
speakfamou
and
the
Renzi
of
Joseph
one
relay;
galls, 50-yard
consent to be
and war-time songs and famous
Albert Fronkind. 50-yard relay for ers.
boys; Virginia Mallaly, 100-yard dash
artists of the National BroadcastPerhaps the biggest feature of the ing Co. Speakers, former Presifor girls, and Stanley Degalis and
from
g
singin
the
be
will
Before
amme
relay.
rd
progr
Samuel Starr, 120-ya
dent Coolidge, Gov. Allen, Mayor
the contests, a group of boys from the several cities of large groups of Curley, Col. Swan, and Commander
Worcester Boys' Club gave exhibitions Legionnaires, who will broadcast the I
O'Connell. From Washington: Presiof swimming and diving.
Legion song of their own States. dent Herbert Hoover.
the
heard
be
will
Boston
Thus from
well-known Legion song, "All Hail
Massachusetts," while from Iowa
will come the "Iowa Corn Song," the
Legion song of that, State. Similarly
ie,u;o. New
troin
York, Portland, Ore., and Portland,
Me., San Francisco, a city in Texas
the
ifnd a city in Florida will come
Legion songs of the States in which
those cities are located.
Boston, July ;!.:1.—An epoch-making national radio broadcast, in
which the greatest number of
radio stations ever Joined in one
hook-up will send out a programme
which will feature cut-ins from
more States and cities than has
ever before been attempted in a
single broadcast, will be presented
to the biggest and most comprehensive radio audience in history
its the interest of the annual national convention of the American
Legion, to he het(' ;n Boston, Oct.
6 to 9, according to an announcement from Col. Carroll J. Swan,
president of the 1930 national convention corporation.
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•
Up at the Republican
Women's
Tercentenary day brought many of
the great to Boston. Cal was here and club house the wealth, beauty and
he was looking well. He had evidently intellect of the town abounded. There
written up ahead his 200 words and was Anna Child Bird who founded the
had earned a day off. He is the only club. Now that Byrd has gone out of
man I ever knew to use a cigar holder, the town she has again emerged modwhile many use it on cigarets. So that estly from seclusion. Y has given way
there are no cigar buts in his trail. In to I. My memory goes back to the old
fact, when one uses one of these wea- days when in Worcester we gambolled,
pons he has to see to it that he does not gambled, together as playmates
not draw up into his mouth the hot- on West and Elm streets, and I trust
ashes at the end of a smoke. Cal sat she will forget this reflection on her
on the right of Miss Parker at the ban- age. Then she became a Bird and flew
quet, of course. Dinners have passed out of Worcester to nest in the aviaway, everything now is a banquet. ary at Walpole. That great and effecThere was a continuous conversation tive club house is her conception and
between the two, to which Miss Parker largely her execution.
• • •
was the larger contributor—cal is al
good listener and the country cries
Well, when it came to dress and permore for listeners than for talkers.
sonal pulchritude, the blue ribbon
•
•
went without question to the politic"I fell into Cal at .he door and we ally late Grafton Delaney Cushing,
Walked up the stairs together. As there who now is in charge of the party at
actually was a conversation between Cannes and Newport. Why should this
us it seems worth while to record it. man take to aviation, for God gave
Coolidge. "Is this your Club?" Wash-1 him a great reach. He had talk with
burn. "No." Coolidge, "Is yours the Katherine Parker which .became symRoosevelt Club?" Washburn "Said to pathetic only after they sat down tobe by some. 'More fiction than fact" gether. While they stood. Grafton
Coolidge. "What, are you going to leave'looked down from the heights. I reme? Thought I was in your charge."' member in the old days when Grafton
Washburn. "Did not know that, but' was a candidate for speaker and surIf so be at peace. I shall not desert rendered the members of the House to
you" Washburn,
being
informally his butler on Chestnut street, then
dressed in cheviot shirt continued. "I they lost the power of speech. A pubmust keep my coat buttoned." Cool- lic servant of creditable past and much
idge. "Why so, is not your shirt further potentiality was lost to
the
fresh?" Then Mr. Stearns intervened, Commonwealth when Grafton
was finI took a receipt for Cal and my respon- ally lead to the political
shambles.
sibility ceasel.
• • •
•
•
General Edwards was superb, in
Judge Grant as the poet of the day
was in good form. He wore a gown form and accoutrement. There Was
though at a public meeting it is more not a button nor badge nor ribbon
for the audience to sleep than the missing when he came out of his
speakers. The poem was remarkable in boudoir at Westwood for the day. He
that it is the first poem erPr here- led my cheviot shirt to blush and yearn
abouts that was not only good but for the safe seclusion of my tenement.
also intelligible to the audience. And And a great figure, General Edwards,
the judge stood our although he was deservedly loved by his boys, for at the
in the fastest sort of company for front he protected their lives and hapwas not James Michael Curley there? piness so far as he could. No more
And no one lopped the latter. And no popular man in the state. And so the
one will hereabouts in respect to dic- day passed into history and, at the rhir
of discouraging my readers, another
tion and delivery.
three centenary day is to come, let it
• ••
be
said, at Harvard in 1936.
It was a somewhat incongruous spec• • •
tacle, a great meeting gloating over the
old days and their rigor, when the state
now abounds in the jazz the one-piece
bathing suit and the mailbags of the
press abound in contributions on how
much clothing the young in the Frog
pond should wear. It is true that the
forefathers had some human moments
when they hung women on the common
or soused them with ducking-stools. It
was a day, Tuesday, when everyone had
a posie for everyone else. The British
praised the Irish. the Irish the British,
and the Yankees both. The Brith
praised the Irish Free State abroad and
the old Beacon street residents suspended for the day their longings for a
Yankee Free State in Massachusetts.

By H. M. WASHBURN
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NO SLIGHT INTENDED
OF BOSTON'S MAYOR
--BOSTON, July 15 (in—Officials of
the Jefferson society today took cognizance of newspaper comment on the absence last night of Mayor James M.
Curley from the list of those present at
the dinner tendered Jouett Shouse,
chairman of the Democratic National
executive committee.
La Haile Brown, president of the
organization, in a statement, denied
that any slight of Mayor Curley had
been intended.
"The dinner of the Jefferson society
was originally planned to be a limited
to its members and to a few others who
had expressed a friendly interest in the
organization," he said. "It was not
a general dinner like that given for
Governor Roosevelt of New York to
which Mayor Curley was among the
first to be invited.
"After Mr. Shouse's acceptance, many
members asked that the society's invitation be sent to various persons and
these requests were complied with. The
secretary was Instructed to inform all
to have them come. Absouletely no one
was refused.
"Had his honor expressed, directly
or indirectly, as did so many others, the
slightest interest in the occasion, he
would have been made most cordially

welcome."
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300
of
celebration
Lek to
in the
Boston.
notables
Massachusett...
celebration in
with
group at the Clarence Edwards, Sir Ronald
England joined
G.
Picture shows
'committee; Gen.
Amerlea.
, rutri
Coolidge, Gov. Frank
teiEentenary
government in
President Calvin
A.L. Fisher,
the
Herbert
dep...rident oni
of
Former
Hon.
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United States;
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HUB RELIEF AGENCIES
NEED MORE MONEY
BOSTON:" July R.—(AP)--1Themployment and destitution to an extent een greater than anticipated
• by the city administration at the
start of the year has forced Mayor
Jamea.. A. Curley to consider additiofiel appropriations of $625,000 for
two civic relief agencies.
The mayot announced today he will
send to the next meeting of City
Council orders for $125,000 for soldiers' relief, and $500,000 for the overseers of the public welfare.
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Governor's Island
Airport Is Assured
To City Of Boston
FcdPral Government Ready To
Turn Over 2,000 Acre
Tract For Purpose
Boston, July 7—(AP)--A 2,000 acre
,irport on Governor's Island is assured
.o Boston, Joseph Conry, traffic commissioner, reported to Mtkyz
,
'James M,
Curley today upon his return from
Washington where he asked the Federal
Government to turn the island over to
the city ,
Conry told the mayor that Secretary
cf The Navy Charles Francis Adams,
under whose jurisdiction the island now
Is, would transfer it formally to the
city.
In the meantime Conry suggested
that grade planning and survey work be
undertaken immediately. The project
is planned by Mayor Curley calls for
an expenditure of upwards of $1,000,000.
'_.-3L
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am not a candidate for Governor. I have a 24-hours-a-day job
here in City Hall," in James M.
Curley's frosty retort to the sugges•
Hon that the rest of the aspirants
climb back on the fence and leave
him make the race for governor this
fall. And that's that.

UNIOV
Sentiment Strong.
A keen student of Massachusetts
politics, who has just returned to Boston from the western part of the State,
said this morning that the sentiment
in that section among the Democrats
appears very strong for Peters for
governor and Coolidge for senator as
a slate that would have the most
propitiotis outlook for Democrats this
fall. A Republican of standing, he
finds small enthusiasm for Gov. Allen
:
orrner
in Republican strongholds In the
western area and practically no inas
terest in the Butler-Draper campaign.
With Peters in the race and backed
with party support, should this eventPirate as a' reesult of the "harmony
RaCC,
conference' in Worcester, Monday
night, Gov. Allen would be up against
Special to The Springfield Union.
proposition. Petersi it was
BOSTON, July 23—Former-Mayor a hard
out,
has in addition to enorpointed
again
Boston
kndrew J. Peters of
voting strength in the metrotheimous
figure
potential
in
as
a
stands out
area, a large foirowing in cenDemocratic campaign this fall with Ipolitan
tral and western Massachusetts.
;I., Information that nomination
Coolidge is also viewed with favor,
is are in circulation for him in New
the.particularly in the • central and westBedford and other communities in
ern districts, and a Coolidge-Peters
amtheastern section of the State for
ticket is something to conjure with.
:he gubernatorial nomination,
Whether or not things are shaping up
A Peters-for-Governor move would In this direction is another question.
be good medicine for the Democratic
as far as can be learned,
Fitzgerald'
party, however ill it might suit the has
no intention of getting out of the
lesires of John F. Fitzgerald, Joseph race. He is an avowed candidate for
n. Ely, John J. Cummings and other
for,the Democratic nomination for Govactive and prospective aspirantscon;ernor, but has expressed his willingthis nomination. He would lend
ness to shift his desires to the senailderable strength to the Democratic torill contest.
most
the
unquestionably
ticket and Is
Fitzgerald at this moment seems to
dangerous threat the minority party be sitting on the fence and ready to
would have this year against Gov,jtupp either way, depending upon
Allen.
which contest looks the more favorable,

PETERS LOOMS
AS COVENDER
FOR GOVERNOR
Boston Mayor Seen
Strong Possibility;
Fifth Entrant in
Senate

—;
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POLITICS IN GARRETT CASE?
While the 11,,,iori City ( ooncil lius voted $20,000 to assist in fleeting the -expense of .the search for Oliver B. Garrett, former police liquor squad leader and bail defaulter, it
refused to approve a reward of $500 for the capture of the
man.
It is easy, particularly for a city department engaged in
a supposedly difficult job, to spend. All the $20,000 may be
used with nothing to show for it at the finish. The $500 reward cannot be used unless Mr. Garrett is turned over to the
authorities.
Consideration of the motion to authorize the reward developed into it partisan political debate and that is most unfortunate. It creates the suspicion, regardless of whether or not
there is actual foundation for it, that at least some of Boston's
politicians would much prefer to have Mr. Garrett remain out
of sight.
When politics slips its hand into police affairs, evil is
certain to result. Whether this condition has maintained
in
Boston, there tip-pears to be no prustnt means of knON\
Mr. Garrett might shed a lot of light upon (lie situation,
h
has beco sadly to
he kit '
tn tel> almut I iit.
underworld and its contacts.
For these reasons it is important that (ia rrett
be located
and brought into court. The City Council and
every decent
citizen should lend every assistance to the search in thc interest of law and order.
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Curley's Defense
of President Hoover
Lauded by Reader

S

----Mayor Curley yosterday received
a message of praise for his comment
on former President Coolidge's article in the Post from Mrs. Henry
W.
Peabody, prominent dry leader and
chairman of the International Missionary Conference at
Northfield.
The message was as follows:
"My Dear Mr. Curley: May I express to you my ivppreciation of your
masterly statement which appea
r,ed
in the Sunday Post. It is the finest
r and most generous defence of Presi
dent Hoover that I have seen, far
,better than anything from his own
I
official party in Massachusetts. Your
suggestion with regard to. sending
our surplus of wheat to starving
China is noble and Christian. It
would be the finest example of int,ernational friendship I have ever
known. Can you not follow it up
and let those of us who believe in
iit follow our leadership in such an
effort."

dEws 7400
Curicy Acivics
Sacco Promoters

To Hire a Hall

Poston, July 24--"Hire a.
hall" weis
the answer of Mayor
Curley yesterday to the petition
of International
Labor Defence for
the
Park-man bandstand on use of the
of Aug. 22 to recognize the evening
the third
anniversary of the
Sacco and Vanzetti. electrocution of
"This case is ended,"
mayor in amplification ofsaid the
his decision. "It was decided
in the courts
of the commonwealth in
accordance
with all legal requir
ements. As far
as the state and the
city are con- ,
cerned, it ended three years
ago, and
there will be no use of
the
stand permitted to discuss Parkman
the case.
"If anyone desires to do
so, there
are halls which can be
hired for the
purpose."
His negative decision on
this petition was not duplicated
on two
others. The communist
party was
allowed the use of the
bands
tween t and 7 o'clock on tand bethe even
ing of Aug. 1 to discuss
the danger
of impelifulatic war. The
committee
of agitation and propaganda
asked
for the permit, and the
nounced that the agitat mayor anion will not
be interfered with.
The mayor also granted
permission
for the use of the
stand
to the
Workers' International
Relief, Sunday noon, for a meeting
in behalf of
the Yorkshire, England,
textile strikera.
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NOTHING NEW
Boston's Policy of Dealing With Farnii
Deserters Has Been Practiced Here
for Many Years
Recently the Boston newspapers gave considerab
publicity to a campareriaunched by Mayor Curle4,to r
down and bring to justice Hub men desertifirtheir wives a .
children. There has been a great increase in the number
such erring husbands and fathers, so much so that it is ex
pected that the charity relief extended to their abandone.
families this year will cost the city of Boston $500,000 this
year.
Alarmed at the situation, the mayor called a conferenc
of officials of the public welfare, police and legal depa
ments of the city, and a co-operative plan of campaign w.
decided upon to compel deserting heads of families to carr
on their legal and moral responsibilities. The.Hub pape
referred to the drive as the greatest effort in this directio
ever launched in Boston, and the statement was made that .•
was the first time in the history of the city that the polic
department had co-operated with the public welfare depa
ment in this important work. Additional to saving a larg ,,;
a mourft of public money, it is felt that many families no 7.
disrupted can be reunited permanently by compelling me
responsible for their support. to do their duty.
The movement is a proper and commendable one, but
IV
is not such a'startling innovation RS might be assumed fro
the articles appearing in the Boston papers. In fact
, th
local charities department has been following a similar
course.
with excellent results for a dozen or more years.
The wives and children of local deserted fami
lies ar
not penalized for the shortcomings of their husb
ands and,;,
fathers, but before relief is dtended to them the
wives are'
required to have warrants sworn out for their
husbands o
the charge of desertion. Such warrants are
good for th
arrest of men located anywhere in Massachusett
s.
Wher
heads of families are known to be out of the
state, ixjc
ments are secured by the Essex County gran
d jury which ar
necessary to secure their return to Mass
achusetts.
The local charities department has been
given excellen
cooperation through the years by the
police department an
the district attorney and grand jury, with
the result tha
, many heads of families hae been
brought back to Lawrence and forced to do their duty by
their dependents. Many,
many thousands of dollars of public
money have been save.
for the city by this course, and freq
uent
mony has been restored in the famil ly permanent haries, with resultant •
benefits which cannot be measured
in dollars and cents.
Lawrence is well up wi1 h the
procession in virtually al
things municipal. Frequently, as
in this instance, this city
far ahead of the rest of the thro
is
ng in extremely importanl
matters.
The effective policy of dealing
with wife and faun'
deserters is just one of the
many examples of the
efficien
manner in which City A lomo
ner Timothy M. Riley
handles
the affairs of the charities
department. Relief is exte
nded in
all worthy cases, but ther
e
public funds in the branch is not any squandering of the
of the department under
charge, with the result that,
hi
year
expenditures for public welfare run after year Lawrence!:.:
in Massachusettts in the Same class way below those of eiti—
.
city would,
:
be fortunate if the same carehr and Thiel
co.*,
ment ureyail
,
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ITALIAN .RELIEF
BAY STATE READY BODY ORCAMZED
TO AID RIMS AT STATE NO1i7
Governor Allen's Conference
Told Italy Has Disaster
Situation in Hand

Massachusetts and Baitou
Would Be First to Volunteer Assistance for Earthquake Victims

. BOSTON. July 24.
de- From Our Special Reporter .
' the Italian government gratefully
of
Boston, 4July 21—As the result
abroad
from
clines offers of assistance
Gov Frank G.
by
called
conference
conference
a
at the present time, at the
:t
at_ the State House today,
called by Governor Frank G. Allen this Allen
form a. committee of
to
decided
was
coma
form
to
decided
afternoon it was
Italian citizens to "stand
mittee of prominent Italian citizens prominent
financial
aid, financial or otheral
render
render
to
to
by"
to "stand by"
or otherwise, to suffrers in the earth'vise, to sufferers in the Italian earthatthat'
quake zone. The conference was
quake region, despite the fact
tended by Mayor James M. Curely and
government gratefully deItalian
the
32 citizens.
of financial assistance
At the opening Pio Marla Margotti, 'lines offers
the present time.
Royal Italian consul general at Bos- from abroad at M. Curley and 32 cltlMayor James
ton informed the governor that he had
the conference today.
communicated with his government. Lena attended
Pio Maria Margott!.
opening,
was
At.lts
government
the
was
The net result
-general at Boston.
very grateful, but had the situation Italian consulgovernor he had eore
the
in hand and therefore declined offers formed
with tile Italian embasof aid. However, the governor designat- municated
and it had communiWashington,
temat
as
Boston,
of
ed James J. Phelan,
with the
es ted with its government,
porary chairman to organize a commit- act result that the government was
situation
tee.
ory grateful, hut had the
James Jackson, representing the Am- in hand and, therefore, declined all
erican Red Cross, told the conference offers of aid.
that his organization had cabled Rome
Phelan Tentnerary Chairman
with an offer of assistance. No reply
PheAllen designated James J.
Gov
had been received. He.. pointed out that
temporary chai 11110
as
Boston
of
lan
two years ago the government had dethe committee. James
clined an effort of assistance. Jackson to organize
representing the American
said he was prepared to co-operate Jackson,
conference his
Red Cross, told the
with the governor's committee.'
asorganization had cabled offers of had
Mayor csUsley suggested that the Red sifflance to Rome. hitt no reply
Cross, titeolfg/ithe State department, been received. He pointed out that
might be able to obtain information
years ago, the Italian governabout the welfare of relatives and two declined an offer of 'assistance.
to
friends through the State department ment
Jackson said he was prepared
much quicker than the governor's corn- Mt
with the governor's comcooperate
mittee and Jacksor replied that this
that
mittee. Mayor Curley suggested de'could be done.
the Red Cross, through the _state
in(Stain
to
Margotti declared that he would no- partment, might he able
tify his government that the commit- fermation about the welfare of relatee has been formed and stands ready tives and friends through the state
the
to offer aid in any way desired.
department much quicker than
The committee organized with Gov- governor's committee, and Jackson •
ernor Allen honorary chairman and seplied that this could be done.
Mayor Curley honorary vice chairman.
Margotti declared that he would
James J. Phelan was chosen chairman rotify his government that the comand Saverio R. Romano. vice chairman, mittee has been formed and atands
Thomas Lutile, secretary, and Albert ready to offer aid in any way de-,
Robuschi, treasurer. These officers mull sired.
Gov
select an executive committee of seven
The committee organized with
and announce the names later.
Allen honorary chairman and Mayor
Jackson announced that the head- Curley honorary vice-chairman. Saquarters of the American Red Cross,
R. Romano was chosen vice374 Commonwealth avenue, will act as verio
Thomas Lutile, secretary,
chairman,
a clearing house for inquiries about
Robuschi, treasurer.
relatives and friends while officers of and Albert
These officers will select an executhe grand lodge of the Sons of Italy
announce
will designate members to act as in- tive committee of seven and
terpreters there in handling the in- the names later.
quiries.
At Red Cross Headquarter!!
Jackson announced that the headquarters of the American Red Cross,
374 Commonwealth avenue, will act
RA a' clearing house or inquiries about
relatives and friends while officers of
the grand lodge of the Sons of Italy
will designate members to act as interpreters there in handling the inquiries.
At the opening of the meeting th•.1
governor explained his purpose in
calling it. He said it has always been
a Massachusetts tradition to step to
the forefrOnt with offers of assistance
end when he read of the extent of the
damage. and loss of life. he immediately ca .d this conference for the
purpose of forming a committee and

securing contributions to aid the stl
rers.
Gov Allen and Mayor Curley Red
the following cablegram to the kilt
of Italy and Premier Mussolini:
"The commonwealth, of Massachu
setts and the capital, the city of Bet
ton, are distressed to learn of the ea
tastrophe which has overtaken you
• ,eintry and hasten to extend to yoi
the profound sympathy of our peo
pie. A representative committee corn
j posed of Italian-Americans and othe:
prominent citizens of Massachusett:
has today been organized as a term
porary body and stands ready to ex:
tend every assistance possible to•th(
afflicted people within the area at
fected by the earthquake. •
(Signed) "FRANK 0. ALLEN,

ti,vernor

"JAMES M. CURLEY. \layer."
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CURLEY BACKING
FOR FITZGERALD
"With Him to Finish" in Race
for Nomination for
p
4
1
/
Governor

„I/

Preston. July 26—John F. Fitzgerald.
atter a conference yesterday with
.
M
.r Curley, announced that his
ato
.
candidacy Itirthe Democratic nomination for governor will have the complete and uncompromising support of
turiey at Monday's harmony conference in Worcester..
Joseph B. Ely of Westfield beams
all active candidate for the Democratic
nbmination for governor by making a )
formal announcement of his intentions. It was his first definite movement toward making a militant effort
to win recognition from his party in
the current primary campaign.
Rep Leo M. Birmingham of Brighton, spokesman for the Democrats in
the House of Representatives, abandoned his tentative plan for an assembly of legislators in Worcester
prior to Monday's scheduled general
conference of Democrats.
Theme were the hottest developments In the nr:mary campaign, which
has begun to keep pace with the rising mercury.
Fitzgerald's action in renouncing
any claim on his party's nomination
for the Senate and Ely's unexpected
entrance into the campaign added
more confusion to tile scramble for
places in the Democratic ticket. Curley's support of Fitzgerald is taken to
indicate that the place at the he
of
the ticket is certain to he given to a
Yankee Democrat at the Worce!rter
conference.

yr0,tce-srek
be.

t.t

TEL th'

When

the

729/j,
"harmonyconfer-

ence"

of the
Massachusetts
Democrats got under way in
this city yesterday afternoon
mystery was uncovered as to what was the purpose
of the gathering,
and as the session progressed the mystery
deepened.
as several speakers argued, the purpose was to

For Harmony

recommend to the party electorate a racially and
geographically balanced ticket, the conference was a
failure. If, however, as others contended, the purpose was to afford party workers from all parts of
the state an opportunity to became better acquainted
with one another, a measure of success may have
b:en achieved; but as to that time only can tell.
This "balanced ticket" business is a problem
'peculiar to the Democrats and is due to the concentration of party strength in Boston and vicinity.
And it is a very real problem, as Joseph B. Ely's
unhappy experience with Harry Dooley—now said
to be (of all things!) a Chicago Republican—in a
prima7y election a few years ago rather forcefully
demonstrates. How it is going to be solved is a
ptAzier; but after yesterday's affair it must be evident that It cannot be solved by a conference of

20

that. sort. Within
minutes after the committee
on rules had reported, it must have been plain to disinterested Democrats present that the one wise move
was to adjourn as speedily as possible.
The situation was awkward. Temperatures were
Voices grew shrill. A shattering explosion
was well within the bounds of possibility.
That

rising.
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ELY IS A CANDIDATE
REGARDLESS OF HARMONY
(By. United Press.)
BOSTON, July 26—Former Mayor
John F. Fitzgerald of Boston will
go to the Worcester harmony conference
of Massachusetts Democrats Monday as Boston's choice
for the nomination of Governor and
carrying the support of Mayor
James M. Curley. Fitzgerald announceirrilir detormination to head
the party ticket this fall last night.
At the same time Attorney Joseph
B. Ely of Westfield, issued a formal
statement, offering to follow the desire of the party leaders, but he
stated he was a candidate for the
nomination for Governor and would
he in the race on primary day regardless of the decision of the harmony conference.
To clear up various rumors, Mayor Curley declared that he believes
Fitzgerald to be the strongest candidate the Democrats could put
into
the field in the 'contest for the governorship. He also said that he in'tended to give Fitzgerald his strongest support in the primary.
The latter asserted he was in
agreement with U. S. Senator David
I. Walsh that the harmony conference should not attempt to pick
candidates but should organize the
leaders in a movement to strengthen
the party. Selection of candidates,
he said, would thwart the object of
the primary.

calm was brought to the troubled face of things
and even a semblance of serenity, when chaos looked
so imminent, is a tribute to the good sense of the
leaders who undertook the work of salvage.
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Gives $500 That
Curley Thinks
,AMayor's Wife Can
Police Able to
Visit in Boston
Handle Radicals
Boston, July 20—Let financial con-

Mayor Curley expressed confidence
(BMus be what they may, the wife yesterday'"ffr'ehe ability of the police
of the mayor of Boston, Eng., the to prevent the International Labor
"good little women from overseas," Defense from seizing the Parkman
must not be denied a trip to Boston, bandstand on Boston Common on the
Masa, when her husband comes over evening of Aug. 22 for the Saccoin*September to take part in the ter- Venzetti memorial meeting, which 13
centenary exercises as a guest of this planned in defiance of the mayor's recity.
fusal to permit the use of the stand.
Officials of the defense declared the
This is the opinion of Mrs, Robert
F. Herrick of Commonwealth avenue, mayor's refusal to grant the permit
wife of a prominent Boston lawyer. to be "In accord with the policy of
To prove her sincerity. Mrs. Herrick the ruling class to suppress labor's'
has sent a check for $500 to Mayor priotest," and that they would hold
:file meeting regardless. Upon readCurley t help defray the expc
ing the statement the mayor said, "I
In her communication to Mayor think that the police department
can
be relied upon to care for such
Curley Mrs. Herrick stated: "My attention has been called to the visit a situation."
to Boston of His Worship Reuben Salt! 1., i ,rd Mayor of Boston, Eng., during the week of Sept. 14. 1930.
"It appears that Mrs. Salter desires
in accompany her husband, but certi:In obstacles may prevent her corn111:.
"I assume thafrithe actual tc ason
is financial in its character, end in
Boston, July 21 (iNs)—tiov.
order that this good little woman
Frank G .Allen today called a noon
from overseas may share in the disffillference of Mayor James M.
tinguished honor to be shown her
husband by the city of Bo-ton. I am
Curley and prominent itall7rtirlThcheck
my
inclose
in
pleased
to
very
?Mine discuss ways end means of
the amount of 000 to aid I.. defrayaiding earthquake sufferers in
Ang the expenses of Mrs. Salter's
it.

'
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QUANE RELIEF SESSION
CALLED BY GOV. ALLEN

CIJIILEY OFFERS HELP
IN ITALIAN DISASTER
Phrs Conference With Natives Boston—Few From
N. E. in Stricken Area
BOSTON, July 24 (INS)—Art news
of
the earthquake disaster In Italy
saddened Forth End residents
who had
relatives and friends in the
stricken
s• ea, Mayor James M. Carley took
steps
to extend releePlirtlfrirefttIvo
rs In the
devastated area.
The mayor, who was recently
decorated by King \Neer
, with the order of he Emmanuel III
Commander of
, the Crown of Italy. cabled
the king
and Premier Mussolini:
"The s:impal 113 of Boston,
with
its large Italian imputation
, goes
out to the people of Italy
In dire
destruction ‘Isited upon them. I
will arrange a conference at
nine
wit Ii leading Italian citizens
of
Boston for the pifirpose (it assisting
lie sI It ors of this
appalling
t ragedy."
Triivet agencies said that
several
hundred New Eng'ancl tourists were
In
Italy, but only a few in the area
rocked
by the quake.

'ELY IS IN RING
FOR GOVERNOR

)/YoRce,o-,:e1AAM
Father Shares in Honor to
Son at Camp Devens Review

Westfield Man to Seek
Dem. Nomination as
Wet

Ribbons Presented to 68 Swimming Meet
Winners—Mayor Curley of Boston to Be
C. M.-T7C. Guest Tonight

WOR. 76-Rpfv) 11/2 4.10

Special to the Telegram
CAMP DEVENS, July

25.--1eather and son reviewed the Citizens
Military Training Camp regiment here tonight, an unusual honor for

CAUSES SENSATION
Fitzgerald,
Cummings,
Peters Supporters ,
Spurred to Action
BOSTON, July 25.—Former Mayor
John F. Fitzgerald had a long conference with Mayor James M. cmrley of
Boston this afternoon, after which
he announced that Curley's support
would be thrown to him for governor
at the Worcester harmony conference.
Monday. It was not indicated whether Mayor Curley would attend the conference, in which he has shown little
interest thus far, but Fitzgerald appeared elated at the assurance of tiupnort.
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Visits of English

lord mayors to
amesake Massachusetts cities have
been popular features of tercentenary celebrations in the territory of
the original Massachusetts Bay tettlements. Boston is planning to entertain the lord mayor of Boston,
Eng., at the climax of the municipal tercentenary observance in September. As Reuben Salter, the chief
executive of the English Boston, is
not a wealthy man, and receives a
modest salary, he indicated that his
wife would be unable to make the
trip on account of the expense.
Mayor Curley properly sait
\
that
n this
conld not: be consid,red,
d Mrs
Robert F. Herrick has now generously contributed $500 "to aid," as
she says, "in defraying the expenses
'of Mrs Salter's visit." Lord Mayor
and Mrs Salter are sure of a nvalni
welcome in September.

student
both. Student Lieut. Col. John H. Francis, chosen as the best
medal by the
from Hampden or Hampshire counties and awarded a
Springfield chapter, Reserve Officers association, and his father, Warrant
Officer John W. Francis, stationed at the Springfield armory, were
the honored guests.
It was a proud moment for the elderl
iln11
"
4
Francis, who has given many years of
'7ix 7 tjo
service to the government, and he
was touched when Col. Frederick G.
Knabenshue, camp commander, In
It wow,.
.ine point to detervtted him to stand beside hls son, who
mine whether the Democratic harholds the most enviable 'position of
mony meeting in Worcester is to
any student in camp.
be
While 68 ribbons were awarded to
a peace conference or a disarm
swimbattalio
n
ament
the winners of the
conference. To the extent to which
ming meets,•the regiment stacked arms
on the parade ground. and stood at
actual
war has developed between
Three students were awarded
ease.
candidates peace is ostensiOly the
medals by Jacob Tribelhorn, president
of the Springfield Civitan club, for beobject, but as many candidates
have
ing the outstanding youths in rifle
evidently presented themselves
marksmanship. They were: A. H. Bakfor
Springfi
Demers,
Chicopee
eld,
er,
. A. L.
strategic reasons, it might be
aralad-Vr. J. Stefanik, Chicopee.
Max_.._James M. Curley of Boston, gued that a diplomatic balancing of
forces is the end sought. Some
will bethe guest la evening parade
of
tomorrow and on Sunday. visitors' day, those
who have stated their intenwhen more than 5000 persons are expected to visit the camp. United States tions of running for office would
be
Senator David I. Walsh of Clinton is ex- only nominal
candidates if their
pected to be among the guests who
will review the regiment. Among the names were actually to go on the
visitors today were seven Springfield ballot.
Reserve Officers headed by Maj. MerIn any event, the Democrats
rill F. Roamer, president of the chapare
running a great risk in holding
ter.
the
Company 0 won the regimental
swimming relay race and the huge sil- conference, for if they fail to select
a ticket they will have
ver at. Hell's pond today
forcibly

S'PRINCTILE.1-1)
Y(1—Demo
disarmament

advertised their lack of
harmony.
, Little as one may relish
some aspects of secret diplomacy, it
UN/a N
is possible that the Den3ocrats
would
7/X7/J0
stand a chance of
accomplishing
The 24 hours since Mayor
more
if
Curtheir efforts at establishing
ley's "uncompromising" support
was harmony had not received all
this
publicly claimed by John F. Fitzger
- preliminary publicity.
ald have brought no
Mr Fitzgerald's proposa
contradiction
l for a
from Boston's mayor. The
alliance conference has jockeyed him into
between these two powerful
Boston the limelight, but he would have
politicians must be accepted
as a better served the beet interests of
fact. It must dominat
e the discus- the party if he had quietly
indicated
sion and exchange of
views at his willingness to withdraw in
case
Worcester. It looks like
Fitzgerald his candidacy was not approved by
as the "harmony" candidate
the.
recognized party leaders.
for governor because there could
The fact of having the
be the
conference
least possible harmony with
John F. so well advertised and giving all
left off the Worcester slate.
candidates the opportunity
of participating makes it difficult
for any
contender to complain
subsequently
of a "hand-picked"
ticket, or undue
"dictation." But only a
miracle can
bring success.

IV

UNIO'V

EL..
)

tor top plies will not be satisfactory
has indicated his
w
to him. Sawyer
readiness to withdraw if the right'
were picked and probably will do
cester Monday.
,
13Iy announced himself this
SII.GDEN
,••, ping as a candidate for governor.
Ile indicated he enjoys a fight occaslonally, which was equivalent to notitying the, party chieftains that he intends to stick, if he is not the gubernatorial .choice at Worcester. Peters
has never said he would fight; never
has given any indication of it, but he
' has been wanted as the gubernatorial
candidate 'py some of the more clearOne of the largest radio broadcasts
sighted leaders, and has been a poever attempted will be held Thumtential factor because of this support.
Whether Curley will so dominate the
d-y night, September 18, in the inconference that these leaders will be
terest of the annual national convenoutvoted, or whether they will make
tion of the American Legion to be
the conferees see the situation in an
held October 6 to 9 at I3o5ton. Col
allele moat beneficial to the party as
it Whole, remains to be seen.
Carroll J. Swan, president of the
Curley Fears Peters
1930 national convention corporation,
The "unholy alliance," as it Is now
announced the details of the broadcommonly referred to, between Curley
cast last week. National, state and
and Gov Frank G. Allen, continues to
Legion leaders from all sections of
be much discussed. It is now charged
thti country will be among the speakthe
by
disgruntled
are
by those who
ers, and several artists of the NaCurley
that
'flop,'
Fitzgerald
latest
tional Brodacasting company also
Is working to have Fitzgerald the
will be on the program.
full well
knowing
choice,
gubernatorial
Feaneull Hill will be the principal
Special
Reporter
From Our
easiest man for Allen
the
be
would
he
broadcasting studio for the occasion,
Boston, July 26—The shift of John
Is
obviously
but ut-ins will be made from other
to "knock off." Curley
F. Fitzgerald of Boston from the afraid of Peters, were he chosen, and
historical places In Boston, Bunker
ranks of Democratic senatorial to it is known that Gov Allen tears
Hill 'monument, Dorchester bights
possCilland the tower of the Old North
those of gubernatorial aspirants, Peters more than any other
church.
made, as Fitzgerald admits. in agree-, itY•
The estimated cost for wire charges
politick circles in Boston is
ment with Mayor James M. Ciirley' Talk in
alone will be $25,000, and the total
as it has been for some time
today'
infuror
among
broadcast
will cost
of Boston, has created a
more
than
past, that Curley is working to
$100,000. President Hoover has been
the slate makers. Its reactions will \sure the reelection of Allen with the
Republican
to
speak.
asked
Among
those
expectbe heard in the conference at the ,probability that certain
ed to address the audience are former
will Work for Curley's elecHotel Bancroft in Worcester, Monday factions governor in 1932. CertainlY
President Coolidge, former Gov Alfred
afternoon, when Democratic leaders Can as
Smith. Gov Frank Allen, Mayor
has certain ward leaders in
to the anticipated number of 900 Curley
James M. Cuitley of EQS19...a; Cr""fter
would be glad to see the
gather to iron out differences and pick Boston who out this way, knowing
Bocranamer,Tiallonal commander of
futUre work
a slate for the primaries.
tht
for
American Legion: Col Swan,
Curley's
be
would
that
plums
the
Chair_
by
today
known
It was made
John J. O'Connell of Amherst, com1931.
,..c ,,, it., . distribution in 1933 and
man Frank .T. Donnie
mander of the sta' department; and
so
lint, say political seers, Curley is
ocratic state commit t • tii.,!
several governors.
engoged in fostering his pet
Terence is to be open ••, rceresentap.
,.
, in o
he is using a wrecking manewspat
order that busily
of the may
!Oyespublic
be to,,tm a complete plan, that
may
chine and the damage it may do
the
will be
ma accurate report of proceedings,
prove to be so great that it
III
It was predicted in the Boston Sun- Impossible to reassemble the party I
lay letter of The Onion and Repub- time to bring him success in 1932.
it is that there will be some
'can immediately following Fitzgerbe
sores started at Worcester
,tid's announcement that he mightthe,political
time to
:a senatorial candidate, that when
Monday that will take a long
ltime came Mayor Curley, the domi-I heal—whether they will have done
nant figure in Massachusetts Democ- SO ere the 1932 election rolls around
racy, would tell Fitzgerald to get is, of course, a matter that only time
back into the gubernatorial race. cTrin demonstrate. Perhaps "Dr" Curwhere
here it was agreed he would be icy possesses the "medicine" to bring
Curley and Fitzgerald buriett' about cures in that time, but just
the hatchet during the 1928 campaiign 1 ow it appears as though the big
by shaking hands In front of the, Medicine man is creating a disease
cheering populace at one of the noon- that will prove incurable for many
day rallies at the old Young's hotel years.
in Boston. That is just what has
Foss Decries Idea Of Meeting
come to pass.
Formr-doe Eugene Noble Foss to'
given
Coolidge and Fltzgeradd
day made public a letter to be
deThis means that obviously, the the public tomorrow, In which he
the
tieket that Ciey wants, and what cries the harmony convention of
appealing or the
Ciatley wants bears great weight, will i Democratic leaders,
preprimary and declaring th is
di
be Marcus A. Coolidge of Fitchburg direct
hut the
for senator and Fitzgerald for gov- Primary convention Is nothing
machine of
and
ernor. This gives t he racial
' plan of the Republican
He
geographical balance that the party's -hand-picking" its candidates.
leaders have maintained they want urges that the Domocrats ovoid this
and for which the harmony confer- fatal error and let every aspirant for
ence was proposed. But it does not office present • himself or herself and
assuage the feelings of others who his or her platform for popular favor,
want to run for this nomination or , Foss's lett& is directed to the chairthat. totems; them Roland D. Sawye'' men and members of the Democratic
of Wa,., and Joseph E. O'Connell amll harmony convention at Worcester. He
probable
Th ic c, c DI3rien of Boston. sena, NIS been spoken of as asenatorial
0,eirants, as well as fOrinel'
- for the part y's
Andre
,F. poet., of i i„stim aspi rant
nomination, close Mende stating he
Joseph B. Ely el Westlield, for will announce himself immediately
itoi, •rnatorial hitnere, in addit ion to after the Worcester conference, reNVIctfiehl '['tick tit. WI nelictil cr. dry- gardless of its cholcem. He does nqt
1,er:11" and former Licut-Gov Edward plan to attend the conference hilt
Barry probably will with- nntkes known his thoughts In respect
II Pa I
...
draw alter listening to the master's to it in this manner:—
v oic-: truck wants a Sahara tinge to
ticket, F4C
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,SHIFT
BY "PONY FITZ"

•

Slate-Makers in Furor as
Former Hub Mayor Joins
Gubernatorial Aspirants

REACTIONS FORESEEN
AT HARMONY SESSION

Ticket 11121.9y Cur Wants,
Coolidge for senator and
Fitzgerald for Governor,
Geographically Balanced

•

,.„•„

LEGION PlIANG
1 HUGE BROADCAST
Will Be Made In Interest of
Ii National Convetion—Alf red Smith and Calvin
Coolidge May Speak ,

PPR/iv cricteL.D /13EP
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Mr.Garrett at Large
Judge David Dillon of the superior
court was a5signed4oine weeks agol
to preside at the. tipl of the wellknown Mr Garretf, -formerly of the
Boston police force; now at lorge. Asi
Mr Garrett cannot be found, the
judge has notified the Suffolk county district-attorney that he would be
availablt!
,6+1'1* trial any time in
August in case Mr Garrett should
turn utt. tn the meantime, everyone
will agree that the judge is entitled
to a vacation.
In this tercentenary year our Puritan forbears have been searchingly
studied by critics both sympathetic
and unsympathetic. Their failings
and failures have been exposed while
their virtues and achievements have
been celebrated. Just what to think
of the founders has at times been
shrouded in doubt. Yet if they had
any Garrett$ to deal with, they usually made short work of them,
Modern Boston is just a merrygo-round in the Garrett case. One
can recall the many months his case
has been before the public. There
was the original exposure of the vice
squad man in the newspapers. There
was the curious futility and helplessness of the police commissioner
disposing of the fellow by pensioning
him. There was the agitation in the
Legislature last winter. There was
the attorney-general's investigation.
There was the removal of the police
commissioner by the governor. There
was the assurance by the prosecuting officer that Garrett would be
brought to trial. And today all there
Is to show is an idle judge and an
empty courtroom waiting for Garrett
to be brought in.
In the supplementary budget of
the city of Boston is an item for
$10,500, approved by Mayor Curley,
to cover expenses for the rest of
this year in ,searching for Garrett.
The sum originally asked for was
$20,500. Yet with $10,500 the hunt
can be continued for some little time.
The Boston Herald calculates that
Garrett will cost the state and city
$60,000 if he is ever caught. He
will easily cost much more if they
will look for him long enougl- without looking in the right place.
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Both to Stay in Race
For the Governorship
Fitzgerald's Action, With Curley's Backing, Seen as
Complete Repudiation of His Previous Attitude
conference was to frame the makeup of
a larger conference, but the action of
BOSTON, July 26—Hon. Joseph the Democratic state committee in callB. Ely of Westfield and Hon. John ing for a general conference, reegarded
representing all sections of the state
F. Fitzgerald of flostop are in the as
and representatives of the Democratic
race for the Democratic nomination party, has upset the Fitzgerald plan.
The strength of the Peter's boom has
for governor to stay. •
not set well with Fitzgerald or Curley.
Curley's Support
Opposed Curley
Curley has no use for Peters, it Is
This became known today on the eve
because Peters successfully
known,
well
of the Democratic victory conference
mayor within such a
here Monday, the statement by Fitz- opposed Curley for fight and the lickgerald today that he had Mayor Cor- recent time that the
to Curley
administered
ley's support not changing thrSftuatlett ing which Peters
memories of the
ii -regards the western part of the state Is still fresh in the of 'the state.
voters about this end
candidate.
Fitzgerald's announcement following
Fitzgerald's statement that he is in
conference w:th Curley yesterthe race with Curley's wholehearted his long plainly intended to eliminate
support is regarded in 'this section as day, is
Peters has said he will not be
a complete repudiation by him of his Peters.
candidate for the nomination against
previous attitude of being willing to let a
Fitzgerald or any other Boston man.
his candidacy be decided by a conferonly condition on which he conence that he would withdraw if that The
be a candidate has been that
conference decided on some other can- sented to
candidates are most likely to bring party
didate.
success in November.
Room for Peters
Objects of Conference
Developments around the state
"This conference is in nowise derogashow a growing feeling for Andrew
tory
to
the
direct primary law. It cannot
Peters, ex-mayor of Boston, as a
nominate candidates and cannot prelogical and stronger candidate for
vent anybody from being a candidate in
governor. When Fitzgerald issued
the primaries. It can, however, advise
his original conference statement,
the Democratic voters of the Commonsome thought lie made it in good
wealth, and I haven't the slightest
faith while others telt he was makdoubt that the judgment of such a
ing it with some personal move in
mind, and the latter point to his
representative gathering, probably the
statement today as fulfilling their
most representative meeting of Demopredictions.
crats ever held in t iis state, will be welHis first announcement was regarded comed by the rank and file of the party.
by some as a maneuver to strengthen
"I find Democrats everywhere," said
his position. When he made a survey the state chairman, "alert to the fact
about the state late last winter he found that Republican machine politicians are
a disappointing response to his inten- attempting to nominate Democrats for
tion to be a gubernatorial candidate. He state office in the hopes that certain
also found a hoped-for Boston support nominations will be helpful to the Relacking, and this did not cheer him up. publican party.
"The fact that Sen. Walsh will parHe found a strong feeling in ninny
directions that he had been a candidate ticipate in the conference is a severe
for so many public offices, that he had 'disappointment to certain Republicans.
Senator Walsh ha.s been and is opposed
worn out his welcome.
to hand-picking a state ticket by a
Better Known
small group of leaders.
A strong sentiment for Peters had
"He sees no objections, however, to a
grown hp within the past few days. The representative gathering
of
feeling has grown that only Ely or ter recording Its opinion. this characHe will
Peters stand a chance of licking Gov. dictate himself, and rightly so, but not
he
Allen in the fall. If anything, the sen- will be an active participant in the contiment favored Peters over Ely because ference and will express his views to his
he is much better known state-wide fellow Democrats."
and he has a longer public record.
Among Those Invited
Among those who gave been invited
Fitzgerald is said to have visited Ely
to
the conference with Sen. Walsh are
several weeks ago and proposed that
he. Fitzgerald, run for governor and the 142 members of the. State commitEly run for lieutenant governor, but the; tee, the four Bay State Democratic
latter is said to have given an emphatic members of Congress, nine county officials, 93 senators and members of the
'no" to this.
Fitzgerald, in his statement today House, Mayor Curley and 16 other
quotes Senator Walsh as being in hearty Democratic mayors, former Gov. Foss,
accord with the conference plan his George Fred Williams, Robert Treat
quotation being taken from a letter Paine, Frederick W. Mansfield, Richard
H. Long, John Jackson Walsh, former
written to Fitzgerald by Walsh.
Mayor Fitzgerald and Gen. Charles H.
Private Conference
Cole, all former candidates for goverIt develops that, according to renor, together with Democratic aldermen,
ports, he, Fitzgerald, originally procity councillors, town selectmen, memposed a conference of eight or 10
bers of the Democratic city and town
men, at w:tich the candid.,trs, %,ere
committees and Llovernor's Councilor
to he chosen. He (Fitzgerald) it is James F. Powers.
said, was to select the men who
were to attend the conference—in
other words, the conference was to
be of men dominated by Fitzgerald
and Curley.
Another renort has it that this smai
(Special to The Post)
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Dem. armony
Plan Hits Snag

,
,Worcesfr Fince Par!ley Endangered by Late,
1
Developments—Foss Sends Regrets as
Donahue Knocks "Lot of Blah"
By JAMES R. GUILFOYLE
Telegram State House Reporter
achieve
BOSTON, July 26.—Plans of the Democratic leaders to
complete harmony at the conference in Worcester, Monday, were endangered by developments tonight.
Former Governor Eugene Noble Foss0
'there wt's an even chance thwho had been invited to attend, sent ter conference would swing to him as
convengovernot
his regrets, declaring that the
the designated candidate for
tion "seems to be an attempt to inter- Mayor Curley and Mayor Peters have
fere with the free choice of the cardi- never been friends and in his present
dates by the Democratic electorate." He Position of leadership Curley evidently
also scored the leaders for requesting believed that his statement in favor of
Senator David I. Walsh to participate IFitzgerald would crush thg Peters hope.
in the "rump parliament."
There is no question that Curley's
Former Mayor John F. Fitzgerald. support will be a big asset to Fitzgerald
Boston, candidate for governor, with and awing many of the wavering to hits
Mayor James M. Curley's support, de- cause. Whether it will be sufficient to
a matclaret—agates* the .sanference select1,„ checkmate the Peters boom was
toing candidates, asserting that
ter of wide difference of opinion
'"'"
t
meeting should devote itself to dis''4
the
rs
ening
supporte
cussing means of strength
At the same time the Ely
party.
not take kindly to the attempt of
did
Chairman Frank J. Donahue, of the Mayor Curley to put over Fitzgerald.
state committee, who called the con- Ely will come to the convention with
ference, asserted it wwild be an in- a large delegation and it may be in a
sult to the workers fr m all over the mood to do anything to kill off Fitzstate to call them to Worcester to gerald if all hope for their own candilisten to a "lot of blab" and not take date fades, even to the consolidation of
any action with respect to candidates. the Ely forces with those of Peters.
Mayor Curley's open support of ForFitzgerald Hurls Surprise
widemer Mayor Fitzgerald caused
The most surprising development of
spread indignation amone the support- the day was Fitzgerald's declaration
who
era of Joseph B. Ely. of Westfield,
datesagainst the conference selecting
governor
candis.
Fitzgerald's plea for harmony
announced his candidacy for
among
reent
resentm
yesterday and some
made several weeks ago is largely
wow.
powr
Worceste
sponsible for the
At that time he declared his willingConference Criticized
candidacy to the
- nczs to submit his
confront
ies
difficult
To add to the
conference and abide by its decision.
candithe
of
several
d in the meanleaders
happene
Ing the
Whatever has
d the
dates for office sharply criticize
time. Fitzgerald has had a change of
toThrre is belief that he fears
conference at an outing at Concord
C. heart.
day. Former Dist. Atty. Thomas a the Peters strength and does not want
was
ce
conferen
the
O'Brien charged
to be in a position to give up his amand bitions if Peters triumphs at the coni
"frameup" for certain candidates
O'Conformer Congressman Joseph F.
candidate. ference.
my:,
nell, of Boston, a senatorial
, "I don't think I would permit
session.
deprecated the harmony
at the conference,"
for
voted
Chairbe
and
to
ld
self
Fitzgera
Former Mayor
committee Mr. Fitzgerald said today. "I can't
man Donahue of the state
little to say Imagine that the conference will do
were present but had
strongabout Monday's meeting. It was
that, particular thing. The law says
, by Strabo V.
ly defended, however
that there shall be no party convenfor
selected
be
to
Claggett, who'hopes
recentHe
ticket.
and I would be much averse to
tions
state
e place on the
unless
making a "Hiberagainst
d
proteste
1placing myself in that position
n
ly
nia
opportum- . there is some radical change in defield day" out of every
"
Monday.
velopments between now and.
nes to win.
ty which the party
the conferees should
that
believe
"I
nt,
.stateme
Foss'
.
strongFormer Goverror
newspa.. arrive at a decision upon the
tr.....t to all the
ticket that can In presented and
which was sent re
st
,
as
Mr that ticket,"
was regarded
pers in printed isrm,determination to then go out and work
I said Chairman Don a hitt!. "It is up to
confirmation of his
either
for
Fitzgerald to
cy
Mr.
the ,conference. For
announce his candida
governor, as !say, as he is now quoted as saying, that
United States senator or
as a Demo- such a conference should be confined
an independent if noti
to a discussion of ways and means of
crat.
public announce- strengthening the organization seems to
i Mayor Curley's
for
ld
Fitzgera
me absurd. To call busy men from all
' ment that he was with
surprse but parts of the commonwealth to listen to
1.1101. did not come as a
n. 1/•wa..s hai!e- a lot of blab would be to insult them.
it did create a sensatio
c move to
up the
ly interpreted a.s a strvegf boom for The men invited expect to take
question of candidacies and I believe
block the impetus which tee
Boaof
Peters
J.
v
will."
Former Mayor Andre'
ton had acquired. • --;
the
&,t'
through
,
tray
Word had
sup"grapevine telegrap ' •list Peters'
that
porters t.s.d amassed such strength
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(Lowell Courier-CitlienA
Mayor James M. Curley is too
bright, surely, to believe-MIS bunk he
has been emitting anent a proposed
conference of Massachusetts mayors
and professors of political economy
to control the operations of machinery and unemployment. This is a
marriage of King Canute and Mrs
Parting-ton which he would stage. Inventors cannot be prevented from inventing. Systems and production engineers cannot be Jailed to stop their
finding better and lase expensive ways
of doing business. Employers cannot
be compelled to cling to antiquated
methods until they have gone bankrupt—though some of them without
compulsion will do Just this. It is
against efficiency, scientific mazagemen t, machinery that saves labor
without compulsion will do Just this.
It is against efficiency, scientific management, machinery that saves labor
and enriches life, that the eloquent
mayor of the New England metropolla
girds. The one remedy, of course, for
the uremployrnent attendant upon industrial progress is education directed
toward a reduction in the always
large quota of the unemployable. The
other remedy is ton ftir in the future
to be considered at present.
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sentative Roland D. Sawyer of ware
Peter J. Joyce, Boston. For governor:
Former Mayor John F. Fitzgerald 01
Boston, Joseph B. Ely of Westfie'd
Edward P. Barry of Boston. John J
Cummings
of Boston, Whitfield Tuck
Saccothe
discuss
meeting on the Common today to
of Winchester.
Vanzetti case and "other matters." Sensing the possiFitzgerald Most Prominent
bility for a big disturbance, Mr. Curley refused perIf the consideration of candidates
was restricted to these lists, there is
mission.
Mayor
little question that former
characterisThen the persons concerned issued a
Fitzgerald would be the outstanding
candidate for governor. His selection
tic statement. "The International Labor Defense,"
as the Boston representative at the
they said, "insists on its right to protest these persehead of the ticket would mean the
choice of former Mayor Coolidge of
cutions and, on Boston common and other meeting
Fitchburg for senator. Fitzgerald has
places to pay tribute to Its martyred dead." So they
sufficient support and has sufficient
ability as a campaigner to gain a tenwent ahead and planned to hold their meetings.
tion above the other candidates who
Mr. Curley refused to become perturbed. "It is
have announced for governor.
curiey aMlIpput ar.
a matter for police concern alone," he said, "inasmuch
Fitzgerald supporters have
been
as any attempt to hold such a gathering after permuch heartened by the promise of
breach
of
the
a
Mayor
constitutes
Curley's support, which Fitzmission has been denied
geralet—kays he gained during a conlaw."
ference with the Hub executive late
Friday afternoon. From the beginning,
There may easily be two opinions as to the wisdom
Curley has appeared as Fitzgerald's poor otherwise of refusing to permit the "blowing off of
litical godfather in the race for govmeet.
,steam" by the discontented ones who want to
ernor.
There Is no intimation that
Curley will attend the conference. If
But, having been refused legal sanction, those who
he does not he can still see to it that
may attempt to meet will be violating law, and it is
his views are ably represented. Curley has no love for Mayor Peters, who
the plain duty of the police to prevent the meeting.
has rather held aloof from alliance
There is no need for excitement, no call for "more
with the Boston organization. Fitzso
Curley
gerald
Mayor
took ,the stump for Curley in
activities."
As
laws against radical
the last mayoralty campaign. Peters
well and so intelligently says, "it is a matter for police
did not, and in fact has never done
anything to help Curley, who is now
concern alone." There is plenty of law on the statute
in
a strong position of leadership.
books to deal with law-breakers, and until radicals
It Is a reasonablye assumption
that
danCurley would do all in his power to
become law-breakers they are not particularly
block the Peters ambition and the
the
damage
to
discount
the
we
anyone,
if
gerous' to
:conference may resolve itself into a
eardrums of those unfortunate enough to come withlest of Curley's leadership.
Curley has not waxed enthusiastic
in vocal range of them.
nver the conference. He has rather,
Withheld any comment that would
71
/
4730 commit him to the plan. If
e
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he attends
he will be a factor. If he does not
attend he may be more of a factor
after
It is over if the nominations
do not
meet his approval.
Mayor Fitzgerald's claim of
Curley's
support not only heartened the
"Sweet
Adeline" candidate but also the
upstate
senatorial candidate. They believe that
Curley favors a geographical
distribution of the top places on
the ticket,
and that as a supporter of Fitzgerald
for governor he cannot very well also
urge a Boston man for senatorship,
It is no secret that the upstaters are
determined to buck the so-called Boston domination of the Democratic
Iparty. They are perfectly willing to let
Boston, because it Is a center of Democracy, have either the candidate for
senator or governor but not both. They
By JAMES H. GUILFOYLE
are not so certain that it would
harm
Telegram State Rouse Reporter
the party chances if both places
went
upstate
In
this
year
of
what they call
*BOSTON, July 26.—Prepared to put through"a program of geolog- "opportunity," with the
understanding
nomina- that Boston get sufficient
ical and probably racial apportionment in the distribution of
representation in the minor offices.
"harmony"
that
the
tonight
confident
were
leaders
Democratic
tions
the
difficulties
conference, in Worcester, Monday, would eliminate
agitators early last
The Common Sense Bostonasked
Mayor Curley
week
Of Mr. Curley
for a permit to hold a
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Monday Confab Variously

Regarded By Democrats

Candidates Eager for Endorsement But Un- I
willing to Step Aside —Harmony Hope
Rests on Senator Walsh

•

and confusion now confronting the party. Their optimism was based
on the premise that there would emerge from the conference an outstanding and balanced ticket that will command virtually united support of Democracy.
The enthusiasm *of the leaders was•
The list is so
not shared, however, by many of the be entirely eliminated.
racially
candidates, who regard the conference representative, geographically,
it is susceptible
as a mere gesture in the face of their and In other ways that
determination not to abide by the de- It, o prediction of all sorts of slates.
however, is the
eision of the several hundred dele- Added to this list,
of the leaders
gates who are expected to attend. It knowledge that some
consideration should not
Is noticeable, however, that all :-.re believe the
ananxious to receive the convention en- be restricted to those who have
dorsement, convinced that It will give nounced.
The lineup reads something like this
rleoldert Avantage over their
for announced candidates:
opponents.
For United States senator Formes
The long list of candidates who have
of Fitch.
announced for office does not lend 'Mayor Marcus A. Coolidge Joseph
P
Congressman
itaet: to any hope that confusion will 'burg, former
o'Oonnen of Boston, former Diet. A-t.4./
Th. an Q. 01311,11. of DOstRals4ateeSiDIA
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to the voters and always in Republican strongholds—except 1
\\ hen he was chosen as mayor of Boston over three other candidates. This remarkable record is due to the fact that his honesty,
integrity and courage are unquestioned and his achievements in
pub lc office definite, and beyond dispute.
As a metnber of the Massachusetts House and Senate, as a
member of Congress, as assistant seeretary of the treasury, as a
direc±or of the Federal Reserve Bank and as mayor of Boston, he
has been conspicuous a$ a persistent worker for humanitarian
legislation and sound policies, which have won for him the confidenee of the great army of workers and honest business alike.
If the Democratic party drafts Andrew J. Peters it will win,
and it will deserve victory.
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WESTFIELt LAWYER ENTERS
DEMOCRATIC RACE TO CAIN
GUBERNATORIAL NOMINATION
Joseph B. Ely, Former District Attorney, Will
Oppo.F2 ex-Mayor Fitzgerald of Boston for
Place at Head of State Ticket "Harmony"
Conference at Worcester Monday
WESTFIELD, July 26 (AP)
eph B .Ely, former dislrict attorney
of Berkshire and Hampden counties,
today was a candidate for the Republican nomination for governor.
In reply to petitions circulated by
friends in Western Massachusetts
Ely, a lawyer, announced his candidacy last night. He was a candidate
for governor on the Democratic ticket in 1925 and for lieutenant governor in 1926. Ile advocated a modification of the prohibition law in Ilk
statement although announcing lii
belief that it would be lnunpossibIS
to repeal the law,

with Mayor Cprkey, announced that
his canetacy =the Democratic
nomination for governor will have
the complete and uncompromising
support of Curley at Monday's harmony conference in Worcester.
Fitzgerald's action in renouncing
any claim on his party's nomination
for the Senate and Joseph B. Ely's
unexpected entrance into the campaign added more confusion to the
scramble for places on the pemocratic ticket. Curley's support of
Fitzgerald is taken to indicate that
the place at the head of the ticket
is certain to be given to a Yankee
BOSTON, July 26--John. F. Fitz- Democrat at the Worcester confergerald, after a conference yesterday ence scheduled Monday.
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The conference of representatives of the Dem
oera tie party
from all parts of the Commonwealth which is
being held in Worcester today, will determine the success or
failure of the party in' the
elections next fall.
if it recommends candidates for governor
and senator and for
the important places on,the state ticket whi
ch
appe
al tothe people
of the state as a whole they will be elec
ted. If it fails to suggest
Men who will eonintand confidence beca
experience and proven ability in publuse of their progressiveness,
ic service the Democratic
party stands little chance of victory in Mass
achusetts in November.
If the conference demonstrates that
the
group gathered here
does not represent real capacity for lead
ership, tolerance, breadth
of view and an adequate conception of
what is needed to give the
people of this state the kind of govern
men
t they ought to have, it
is certain that the voters will conclude
change despite the widespread dissatis that it is unwise to make a
faction with present 'conditions and Republican policies.
What is true of the state government
is likewise true as it applies to the senatorship.
The Democratic party in Massachusett
s cannot elect a governor and other officials on the stat
e ticket unless its nominees appeal to the great number of indepe
nde
also to the thousands of progressive nt voters in the state and
sympathy with the forces which cont Republicans, who have no
rol the Republican organization in Massachusetts..
Democratic candidates cannot poll
even the full strength of
their own party unless they are of the
type
which can gain the support of the independent voter.
Much has been said about geograph
ical representation in
selection of a state ticket. . It is
easy to overemphasize this factthe
especially as it relates to the gove
or,
rnorship and the senatorship.
people of MassaChusetts really do
The
not
care
where candidates come
from—whether from a large city
or
live in the eastern or western part a remote village—whether they .
of
are interested in is the kind of men the state. The real thing they'
they are and whether they
the best possible men the party
can present for the important are
fices which are to be filled,
ofThere has been a good deal of
talk
about the necessity of
ing into consideration racial elem
ents in the endorsement a takdidates. It is necessary to face
canthe plain fact that this is a
matter
of sonic importance. It should
be
point of the best interests of the considered from the broad standpublic and with the though
permost that every- really good citi
t upzen
to suppress 'prejudice and establis should exert all his influence
never be a Democratic party whic h 11.111, toleration. There will
h amounts to anything in
chusetts if it is to be domina
ted by any particular group Massafessional politicians.
of proFinally there is 'only one reas
on why the Democratic part
.should be victorious in Mass
y
achusetts next fall. That
is because
it has put forward candidates
who are unquestionably bett
those offered by the Republican
er than
ty—men of principle
and ability, honestly devoted to the ea'i,.par
it better government.
not do this it will not wit, nod
If it does'
I
not deserve to win.
No Democrat can he H
he 1 -nited States Senate
this state in November unle
from
ss
a
stro
ng candidate is
the governorship. If the Dem
ocratic nominee for gove named for
rnor cannot
win the senatorial nominee cann
ot
The strongeSt possible candidatwin.
e for governor and the
whom there is the most wide
one for
spre
ad
and spontaneous demand,
Andrew J. Peters, lie is a
is
sound and constructive prog
proven ability. He has won ever
ress
y time his name has been ive of
submit-.
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this time Mr. Coolidge has not revealed any
l'Ite Worcester Harmony Hoot.
inclination to withdraw, nor has Mr. Ely evinced
The enthusiasm aroused among Western
a willingness to switch over to the senatorial
Massachusetts Democrats by Joseph B. Ely's
side of the ticket.
formal announcement of his candidacy for the
Moreover, there are other Democratic asDemocratic nomination for Governor may unpirants who feel that they are entitled to be
fortunately be tempered by the almost simulconsidered. The redoubtable Edward P. Barry,
taneous anuouncement from Boston that John F.
who, in 1913, against the opposition of the
Fitzgerald, 4n1lowing a oanference with Mayor
Democratic State Committee, obtained the nomiJames M. 1,ai. i, , :..as decided not to withdraw
nation for lieutenant-governor and was subsefrom the gubernatorial field and run for the
quently elected, has formally declared his candisenatoriAl nomination. The statements of Fitzdacy
for the gubernatorial nomination and is a
gerald 'and Curley indicate the unalterable purfactor
to be reckoned with.
,rpxs, of the former to stay in the governorship
John J. Cummings is another Boston candicontest to the finish, regardless of a previously
date for the same nomination, while in the
expressed, willingness to withdraw in the insenatorial field, besides Marcus Coolidge, there
terest of harmony.
are also former-Congressman Joseph F. O'ConThis decision, if adhered to in the "harmony"
nell and former-District Attorney Thomas C.
conference to he held in Worcester today, may
O'Brien,
both of Boston, the latter having the
I
abridge the hopes of Mr. Ely's followers, who
backing of the forceful and aggressive Martin
have been counting presumably on an arrangeLoaasney, and Rep. Roland D. Sawyer of Ware.
ment whereby the much discussed and highly
Both O'Connell and O'Brien have announced
desired geographical and racial balance could be
their determination to continue in the race reattained and a semblance of harmony established
gardless of any action that may be taken in the
by agreement on a primary ticket featuring
Worcester harmony conference.
"Honey Fitz" for United States Senator and
From these and other circumstances it is a
Mr. Ely for Governor.
I reasonably fair assumption that the factors
The situation has been further complicated
by the stinging criticism of Fitzgerald's attitude ' favorable to harmony at Worcester today will
be in inverse ratio to the number of candidates
by Chairman Frank J. Donahue of the Demothe two leading places on the primary ticket.
for
cratic state Committee and the reaction of
Fitzgerald thereto in declaring that he would
not permit his name to be voted on in today's
conference.
In a contest between Fitzgerald and Ely for
the gubernatorial nomination, or in a free-forali with other candidates in the field, the
Westfield man, despite his enthusiastic following
in this end of the State and his admittedly
superior qualifications, would be 'likely to be
swamped by the huge Boston vote, the deciding
Aug. 1—Another golf
1 factor in every Democratic state primary.
Boston,
course for the city of Boston is MayThe Fitzgerald-Curley agreement is regarded
or Curley's hope. He stays that he
in well informed Democratic circles as indicatwill seek authority from the Legising that the preference of these worthies is for
lature to acquire the
necessary
a ticket balanced on one side by Fitzgerald as
land, but where it can be found
the gubernatorial candidate and on the other by
within a convenient distance from
the city limits Is a question.
All
Marcus Coolidge of Fitchburg as the candidate
available srite in Boston have been
for United States Senator. This would take
scrutinized and it is said that no plot
.care of the racial factor and, perhaps, from the
of sufficient area is avatlable except
Boston viewpoint, the geographical consideration
at prohbbitive prices.
also, although it loses sight of the possible
Mayor Curley is a golf enthusiast,
becoming more and more fond of the
istrong objection there might be to the selection
game week by week. He has played
I of a senatorial candidate from the same cpunty
on all the courses in and about Bosand almost the same locality where Senator
on and on several far away courses.
David I. Walsh makes his home. The same
He considers the Franklia Park links
criticism which has been directed against the
among the best in the country arid
bunching of caraYdates in Boston might with
believes that the time is coming
when the demand for courses will be
equal or greater force be directed against the
ten times that of today. He has been
bunching of candidates in Fitchburg.
presented with a membership medal
A possible alternative might be the subby the Park Commission which enstitution of Ely tor Coolidge for the senatorial
tities& him to all the privileges' at
nomination, provided the Westfield loan would
Franklip.
.be willing to forego his gubernatorial aspirations, and, of course, provided the elimination
of Marcus Coolidge could be brought about
without a serious breach of harmony. Up to
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MAYOR GURLEY OUT
FOR NEW GOLF COURSE
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tinue to ignore toe other parts of the O'Neil of Everett also was mut" to.
They were for Ely fur gov- second Ely.
! state.
ernor, and, in the early hours, for
Candidate Coolidge and his chief
J. Pet...rs of J.>oston :4 their lieutenant, Daniel F. O'Connell, of MAYOR
never;
Fitzgerald,
second choice, but
Fitchburg, were everywhere in evidence prior to the actual meeting.
Just Before the Battle
They seemed confident and were alEly had a suite of rooms in the ways grouped with Ely backerst in
hotel, where his supporters were holdwhispering Pests. Ely easily was. the
lag forth with him, to issue into the ch
gubernatiorial
contender
fcm
er
io
me
onetnet, r
nclse
lobby and anterooms from time to i
seemed.
time, theer to discuss with delegates
from other sections certain phases o
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston
personalities of the
the approaching meeting. The Hemp- All the principal
here—or at unmercifully Rayed those responsible
den county delegation—at least part lemocratic party were
for housing the Massachusetts National
ot it—went into a huddle outside the test most of them, the notable ex- Guard, the C. M. T. C. and R. O. T. C.
F.
Peter
Mayor
Former
being
county
eptions
Worcester
hotel with some
officers and men in such 'fire traps,"
Democrats immediately after the ullivan of tthist city and Mayor as he likened the old wooden barracks
Hanapdenite.s reached Worcester. It ames Michael Curley of Boston. The at Camp Devens, Saturday, and at the
was a short conference, but, at its Liter -waa. rapresentect by his brother, same time he highly praised the patriconclusion, the information was forth- owever, and "Pete," who is looking
men in the ranks and
coming that led to understanding that erhaps for the lieutenant-governor- otic spirit of the Americans be on the
swaps and trades were in order. The ip had many lieutenants on the urged that all
communistic propaganda.
Worcesterites were agreed they would round. O'Connell and O'Brien, sena- watch for
said it was deplorgo through for Ely for governor if Hal aspirants, were not here either, The Boston mayor wealthy nation as
the westerners would go through for ut the former's literature was widely able that such a couldn't see to it
States,
the
United
Marcus A. Coolidge of Fitchburg for istributed.
that its soldiers have better and safer
. .
senator,' when the balloting time arconditions. He mentioned the
housing
rive.
fact that the wooden barracks are noi.
Then the Elyites went to work on
13 years old, and "merely lire traps."
the Joseph F. O'Connell forces, O'ConThe fact that scores of them have
nell being a Bostonian seeking the
already been burned, was cited, and.
senatorial indorsement. They were
he said that it would be nothing short
successful to the extent that it was
of a calamity, should one of them catch
made known by them that if the gubfire while filled with 100 or more sleepernatorial candidates were voted on
for
ing soldiers.
be
would
first, the O'Connell forces
The mayor's comments on the "fire
Ely. Of course ,there was no answer
trap" condition of the barracks merely
as to how Coolidge would have been
voiced the opinions of Lynn's citizen
treated In this event.
soldiers who, for nearly 10 years now,
Bostonians Arrive
have
work
been quartered for 15 days each
to
went
Then the Ely forces
Boston. Aug. 3—At the request ofsummer
in the dilapidated barracks.
to get a promise of support of ThomEngNew
of
producers
Several times since the World War
as C. O'Brien, the Lomasney candi- leadinj poultry
date for senator. Just how successful land, Mayor James M. Curley has empty barracks have been burned at
thrarength of his '•iffiience Camp Devens while Lynn troops have
they were could not be learned, but
the effort was made. Ere It could get into r, general movement or t. e part een on duty, and in each Instance the
rapidity with which
far, the Bostonians descended on the
of the poultry-raisers to stabil'ze and
The Wooden Sharks
hotel and from then on they dominated
Improve conditions in an ii.dustrThave been consumed, was apalling.
everything.
Chairman Frank J Donohue ap- which furnishes the cities, as well as Often the remark was made that it
peared, spick and span and looking many of the larger towns, with a largetighould be next to impossible to get all
ultdslietepc.atch
e oa
rh
, es
3oyosnew
oe if
olt
refreshed despite a tough night before part of their food supply. This Is beingfire
e
in going over arrangements, and was
Wet- Mayor Curley said he would make it
argthe
of
efforts
offset
to
done
asked how he felt concerning Fittpoul-his business to see to it that the secre-1
gerald's statement decrying any at- ern poultry-raisers to control the
of war, Partick Hurley, get into ,
tempt to secure a ballot on candi- try and egg business in this part oftarY
camp when he visits Boston soon, and
dates. Be replied:—
the country.
the conditions will then be pointed out
"My idea has been that this meetDr. A. W. Gilbert, commissioner oft.° lifm direct. The mayor also said he
ing give indorsement for candidates.
c.Npuld endeavor to get some action out
I don't care whether it is by voice agriculture of Massachusetts, lnd L.
enitieHvoiae
dn
he
sr Baotttn
n sthen.same
og
es1
k rw
'
3 1es
vote, ballot, resolutions or how. I have Parsons, publisher of the New Engl-nd4
prepared some printed blanks for bal- Poultryman, have been active in pre- Senator David I. Walsh visited the
loting. Fitzgerald has repeatedly said
aenting the situation to the mayor anocamp Saturday, and highly praised the
he would abide by the sense of the
citizen soldiers, saying, among other
meeting. It looks now as though he obtaining his co-operation,
things, that "You are the bulwark of
fears he won't be indorsed. But we
the United States so far as defence
must Indorse candidates. What else is
goes. The United States would be abthe meeting for? To denounce Herbert
solutely powerless, inside and out, were
it not for its citizens soldiers."
Hoover?"
Incidentally Daniel Bordet of Lynn
Donahue smiled as he asked this
was one of four outstandinr cadets of
question. Asked how long he expected
the
C. M. T. C., chosen for ability durthe meeting to last, he replied it ought
ing this year's encampment and was
be over in two hours. Later events
given an award for excellency.
proved he failed to gauge the feelings
Also Robert F. Poole of Lynn, a C.
of the Boston factions of the party.
M. T. C. cadet at Fort McKinley, Me.,
It had been said that Senator David
won a prize last week at the 1000-yard
I. Walsh was not to attend. He was
rifle range, making a score of 168 out
called early at his home in Clinton
of 200.
and gave assurance he would be present and speak briefly, but would not
be drawn Into expression of favor for
any candidates; that he wauld speak
on national affairs and urge harmony
and unity in the Democratic ranks.
Ready to Back Ely
Then came word that George D.
Morse of Worcester, organizer of 40
Al Smith clubs in Worcester county
during the 1928 campaign, was heading the Worcester county delegation
that was ready to go tlirii gh for Ely.
John C. Mahoney, recently candidate
for mayor of Worcester against Michael J. O'Hara, was ready to take the
conference floor to sebond the speech
of Congressman Granneld plac tog Ely
before it for governor. Mayor Michael
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LY DOMINATES'HARMONY'SESSION
WHEN HIS REASONING ENDS CHAOS,
ENT.!
'INDORSEM
RANFIELD AIDS
tion and only the ability of Ely, ad- expression.
vised by Congressmen William J.
"Alter meeting many of the repreGranfleld of Springfield, Conner)' of sentatives at the conference, I felt
preBoston,
of
McCormick
and
Lynn
nnr1rrMTIMI'1111
equally sure that any ballot that was
IM
vented such a breach in the ranks of taken would give us a leading position
,rnocracy of MassachuIllitts as to in this contest and indorse my canI)
make hope of victory in November ut- Macy. We were a single unit in
terly futile.
this meeting and I want to thank
When a vote had showed a bare those who were willing to do the
majority against voting to indorse any things in my interest,
candidates, a vote whose accuracy
"After the vote had been taken on
might wkell be doubted—and was— the question a balloting on candiand a roll call had been started that dates, it seemed to me so evenly
would have required at leastt wo hours divided that it would be unwise for
to complete and then would not have any of us to wait for u. favorable perbeen satisfactory, Ely gained unani- sonal opinion that would be unmous consent to explain his vote. The prejudicial to mnay men who are
question before the house was a sub- avowed and worthy candidates. And
stitute motion of Congressman Con- I deemed it advisable to
vote as /
nery which, in effect, was that no vote did. After talking it
over with Bill
on candidates be taken at the meeting.
and others who were standGinnfield
It was intended as a substItute for tag
g with me, I decided It was best to
rules committee report, which forego
putting the matter of candiwould have given indorsement of the dates to
ballot.
conference to any candidates who re''I shall continue the fight in the
ceived a majority vote of the deleinterests of Western Massachusetts
gates.
Democracy and a liberal government
Bedlam Stilled
In Massachusetts."
Gaining this consent, Ely was acAbout 600 Present
corded the first respectful attention
that had been given any speaker for
Any attempt to write a true story
more than an hour, and theer had of the conference today would necesbeen plenty of speakers. The bedlam sitate columns of newspaper space, so
that had reigned was suddenly stilled many and so rapid were the dev.alopas this late entrant into the guberna- ments. It had been predicted there
twilit. contest stepped upon the plat- would be from 900 to 1000 delegates
form. He spoke for five minutes and present. That there were 600 in the
when he had completed his explana- ballroom of the hotel, most of them
tion, voted against having the confer- accredited delegates, is a tribute to
ence vote qn indorsing any candidates, the interest of the Democrats in the
and his statement was greeted with approaching campaigns.
cheers.
But in the morning hours, even past
Immediately afterward, Represent- midday, it certainly looked, from apFrom Our Special Reporter
ative William A. Hearn of Boston, who pearances in the hotel lobby, that the
Worcester, July 28—Democrats, had been calling the roll as secretary
affair was going to prove a fiasco,
gathered at Hotel Bancroft here to- of the gathering, secured unanimous from the standpoint of attendance. Inhave withdrawn the donot stead, it proved
to
consent
a fiasco from the
day, failed to indorse any candithe previous vote, and a motion
of accomplishment, unless
dates, and Atty Joseph. B. Ely of carried to adjourn until 7 p. m., the standpoint
harsh
words,
recriminations
and illinterim to be devoted to trying to defeelings engendared be called accomWestfield, gubernatorial candidate,
„ vise means to make of the affair what plishments.
came out of the gathering as the it had been called for, namely, a horChairman Frank J. Donahue was on
conference.
dominant figure because he was able mony
the job last night at
All that remained was to adopt was Edward H. Barry, Worcester; so
lieutento reason clearly and logically at a resolutions pledging support of all the ant-governor, who wentformer
home to Bosin Septemtime when chaos reigned and sanity choices of the primaries
ton, but reappeared about noon tober; and to give three cheers for the
was notable chiefly for its absence. Democratic party as the greatest day. So were numerous Worcester
stalwarts of the party. But
county
party in the old Bay state, in the
Many Harsh Words
this morning at 10.45, the only perWhen the smoke cleared away and eyes of those assembled. The night sons to b efound in the lobby
were
harmonious in every atty.
the battle had been called off for tw session was Granfield of Springfield, John N. Noonan of Springfield and
hours to permit return to sanity, th William J.
who was recently elected to Congress three old-time Democrats from Bossum total of accomplishments wa front the district in which former ton, engaged in fanning bees. Soon
that harsh words had been utter
President Coolidge lives, was hailed thereafter a delegation of Dalton and
toward more than one candidate, tha as a future governor.
Hinsdale Democrats appeared; then
ill-feelin
Stephen D. O'Brien of Springfield and
the groundwork for a lot of
Ely Explains
Bristol
the
that
had been erected;
When some of the delegates had party. Western and Central Massademocracy, as represented by t
expressed the belief that Ely decided • chusetts partisans were in complete
ha
caMp,
Xitzgerald-1omasney
y
:
to oppose any attempt to intiosse ' °initiation of the situnt,,ei
intil 1.45 this aftt:::nuun, wtp.,u the
tis way, and that each and ever. candidates because he saw some yf
'TekV1111 W:1.4 in the field hefor
his chief supporters abandoning this Boston and Other Eastern Bassachustand ,which he had favored, he was setts delegations began to arrive.
the meeting', was in it still, with
Until the easterners' arrival, John
possibility of more entrants later on. asked to explain. He said:—
thi
of
Outstanding in the features
"I came down to this meeting be- F. Fitzgerald, Mayor James M. Curgovernor, had been the
futile gathering was the utter lack 0 lieving it would be harmonious and ley's choice formost bitter expressions
the
preparedness and organization. The re deliberative and that there would be
westerners were sure
The
f bieeeultinogf.
ou
data.
suit was that order, once the meetin a ballot on candidates which would ; s
they weren't going to let Boston
Clandideatall glad Apar ,
was under way, was out of the quer simply be an expression of opinion
the
was ()craws,?notate
of those who wore present and
willItur to take my chances with that

, DEMOCRATIC SPLIT

'Advised by Congressman.
Ely Takes Platform and
Stills Convention Bedlam
Over -Harmony" Project
EXPLAINS HIS VOTE
AGAINST "SLATE" PLAN

Conference Then Adjourns
With Cheers Until 7 P. M.
for Adoption of Resolution
Pledging Support to Choice
of Party Members in Primary—Granfield Hailed asi
Future Governor

)10R`.

9/
3°
t.,onpressman Joseph H. O'Connell and
former fist. Atty. Thomas C. O'Brien
of Boston.
''1 dirt not believe a vote should be
taken because it would not be fair
to my rivals. I was present at the
conference by virtue of being treasurer of the state committee. Two of
my opponents and other candidates
who were not delegates would not have
had the opportunity to be heard and it
would be unfair to them for me to attempt to gain the convention endorsement.'

Ely's Move Ends
P. M.Session

1t9rniv-'1"
L31-74V-3

CUMMINGS HITS CUMMINGS/TO/SEEK
AT PARTY CHIEFS ?OH'AS GOVERNOR
Says Democratic Old Guard
Seeks Only to Parcel Oui
Offices Among Selves--Scores Curley

It was Mr. Ely who made the move
Boston, July 30 fin—Jolin J. Cuio.
that brought the afternoon session to mings of
Boston arraigned the olricr
an end. With the contusion all about leaders
of the Democratic party and
hall as the attempt was made to gain
found them wanting in a statement
a vote on the report of the committee
nomination
on rules, he gained the attention of given out after he filed
the convention. Declaring that he had papers for the Democratic nomination
for
governor
Tuesday.
of
come with the avowed attention
Cummings said "the only concern of
favoring a vote" on candidates and that
governor.
these
for
old-time politicians is to parcel
he would be approved
he had changed his mind after listen- out offices amongst themselves" and
lug to the proceedings ad now be- accused Mayor Jainci M. Curley of
lieved that no endorsern • should be Boston of wishing the
of the
mach:. He released his delegates from Republican governor, Frank G. Allen.
voting to have the* conference en- so that Curley could succeed
him two
dorse candidates. That ended the dis- years hence.
cussion and coming at a propitious The new
candidate
said
he was sure
moment it sent the Ely stock soaring,
the voters sought candidates "unafraid
The Fitzgerald drive for governor lost
and
uncontrolled,"
and
that
opinion
"the fight I
the
momentum,
in
some of its
when John have waged for the past six years to
of many of the
Jackson Walsh oF Boston charged him bring about a new leadership which
Mr. will satisfy the new
with insincerity end cowardice.
gOneration
of
Walsh react a statement mat ratzgerald voters will achieve success this
year."
made when he suggested the conference Other Democratic
gubernatorial asin which he said he was willing to sub- pirants are two
former Boston mayors,
mit his candidacy to such a meeting John F.
Fitzgerald and Andrew J.
and abide by it. Fitzgerald earlier in
Peters, and Joseph B. Ely, Westfield.
the proceedings of the conference had
argued against an endorsement of candidates,
Fitzgerald's stand was supported by
Congressman William P. Connery, Jr.,
of Lynn, Congressman John W. McCormack of Boston, Rep. Roland S.
Sawyer of Ware, a senatorial candidate, and several others. Fitzgerald's
supporters also expressed their reaentment of the charge of cowardice
against him.
On the other hand John Jackson
Walsh and several others joined in a
plea for a vote on candidates to give
I them prestige if nothing more.
With the Fitzgerald stock taking a
BOSTON, July 29. (41—John
C._
drop there was a decided revival after
the conference of the report that._Gen- Cummings of Boston arraigned the older
eral Logan was ready to announce his leaders of the Democratic party and
.candidacy for governor.
Duni ,g the found them wanting in a statement
final hours of the conference there was given out, after he filed
nomination
a stir when word was spread that Fitz- ,papers for the
Democratic nomination
gerald, in a final drive to hold his for.
governor today.
ground Ziad sent word to Mayor Curley
Cummings said the only concern of
to hasten to Worcester and exert his
leadership. There was word that the these old time politicians is to parcel
Boston mayor was hurrying over the out offices amongst themselves" and
road to Worcester but he had not ar- accused Mayor Junes Di, Curley of Bosrived at night. There was also talk ton of wishing the re-election
of the
that General Logan was on his way to Republican governor, Frank
-0. Allen,
Worcester to announce his candidacy so that
Curley could succeed him two
for governor but he had not appeared.
years hence.
Later it was said ,that forces would at
The new candidate said he
once begin to build up the Sherman
was sure
Whipple boom for senator on the ticket the voters sought. candidates "unafraid
and uncontrolled", and that ''the
With Logan.
right
I have waged for the
"
past six years
to bring about a new leadership
which
will satisfy the new generation
of voters will achieve success this
year."

aelegates,

vvReNce miauNaa
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CUMMINGS ARRAIGNS
OLDER DEM, LEADERS
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Boston, July 30.-,(A.P.)---Nom1nation papers were on file today entering John J. Qun-unings, Boston, in
the race-for the democratic nomination for governor, .
In a statement the new entry said
he was . certain the voters sought
candidates "unafraid -and uncontrolled?' He assailed the older party
leaders and declared that Mayor
Jamea M. Curley, democrat, wished
the re-electriorr of Governor Frank 0.
Allen, nepublinan.

L,w,,vec rriv 4
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CUMMING1
7 3AllAIGNS
OLDER DEM. LEADERS
-- --BOSTON, July 29. .(/P)—John
C.
Cummings of Boston arraigned the older
leaders of the Democratic party and
found them wanting in a statement
given out after he filed nomination
papers for the Democratic nomination
for governor today.
Cummings said the only concern of
these old time politicians is to parcel
out offices amongst themselves" and
accused Mayor James M. Curley of Boston of wishing the re-election of the
Republican governor, Frank G. Allen,
so that Curley could succeed him two
years hence.
The new candidate said he was sure
the voters sought candidates "unafraid
and uncontrolled", and that "the right
I have waged for the past six
years
to bring about a new leadership
which
, :1 satisfy the new generation
of vot- will achieve success this
year."
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Limit% several normalsa co quell
the trouble.
Five policemen had been on duty .
during the day in an effort to prebeing
conference from
vent the
- packed!' for any candidate. The officers
the
keeping
in
difficulty
:it times had
crowd back because many who had
corn without credentials insisted on
entering. The rule not to admit without
credentials was strictly enforced, however, and some of the candidates for
office who were not delegates had to
cool their heels in the lobby.
During the evening session the police detail was increased to a sergeant
and eight men to guard against flrther trouble. If there had been illfeeling in the early session, however.
it Was entirely absent la:: night and
the cOnference adjourned after listen:lig to several speakers who aroused
enthusiasm with the declaration that
the Democrats were "now united" and
that the party would go forward to
victory,
resolutions were adopted decrying
the present industrial conditions and
asserting that the Democrats would
nominate men with ability, enthusiasm
nd purpose to improve affairs of the
state and nation.
The effect of the conference was a
matter of much dispute last night.
chairman Donahue of the state committee and his conferes believe that
even
much had been .accomplished
was
though no vote for candidates
opporthe
that
taken. They asserted
discuss
tunity to get together and
things and gain ideas of the various
ections of the state not alone in the
conference but also in the corridors
.ts well, would show resultaAn he corning elections. The bitterneele and rancor
which prevailed during part of the
session they discounted on the ground
that it was a good idea to let those
who entertained such feeling blow oft

CHAOS,FIST FIGHT
MARK"HARMONY"
GATHERING HERE
Fail to Endorse Candidates After 3itterness Creeps Into Meeting and
Insincerity Charges Hurled
.
Confusion and Disorder Reign Through Entire Session and Chairman Donahue Directs Proceedings With Difficulty Senator Walsh Delivers Keynote Address and
Urges Peace in Party Ranks Claggett
Makes Startling indictment of Party's
Racial Domination Stocks of Ely and Logan Take Sudden Rise
Pictures taken during the harmony meeting are carried on
Page 8. Other news of the meeting is on Page 11

steam, acting as a sort of a safety
valvz.
By JAMES II. I'111.1,'01.1.E
Those who did not believe the conTelegram State Illouse Reporter
le7t- nre had achieved anything pointed
marked
out that the orators who had made inAfter more than three hours of wrangling and debate,
which police had to (IF tments of the party and the canwith confusion and disorder and a fist fight in
ce which brought 600 dieates .had furnished the opposition
Intel ".ire, the Democratic "harmony" conferen
hotel abandoned with campaign material. They also deBancroft
the
to
state
the
over
all
from
Party leaders
lared that the situation with regard
c
l
tion -slate..
all
on
organiza
nt
l
agreeme
an
reach
to
a
effort last night
es was more chaotic than
how- to cancliciat
reached,
not
was
es
candidat
to
endorse
not
ever and that instead of reducing the
The decision
of
insiiicharges
oratory,
the
into
crept
appeared there would be
it
had
now
s
field
ever, until after bitternes
John F. Fitz.' more candidates than before. All agreed,
cerity and cowardice had been hurled at former Mayor
, Boston, twice however, the one tiright note was Sehgerald, candidate for governor, and Strabo V. Claggett
g
ent of the ator Walsh's speech.
a candidate for auditor, had delivered a startlin indictm
racial domination of his party.
Throughout the entire session there was confusion and disorder
J. Donahue of the
and It Was with difficulty that Chairman Frank
ly
s
state committee carried on the proceedings. Speaker were frequent
No sooner had the convention ads
interrupted and every suggestion brought a dozen or more delegate
journed than there were rumors of
•
advice
y with the name of ;
to their feet to protest or offer
candidates, started a storm that did new deals underwa
Several new booms were launched' not subside until the futility of the t Sherman L. Whipple of Boston, a can- !
didate for the senatorial nomination
during the day by he activities of effort to get a vote on the question several years ago, being promthently
in the confusion laid
the
apparent
ts
became
milling
in
lieutenan
zealous
around mentioned. There was a report that
lob- disorder as delegates gathered
offl- plans had been made during the svecrowd of men and women in the
the
which
from
piritform
fling which would result in a conferthe the
by. Joseph B. Ely of Westfield had
between
dal roll was being called,
ence tomorrow in Boston
take
stock
his
seeing
of
on
former Mayor Fitzgerald, Mr. Ely and
satisfacti
supMayor James M. Curley, who on the
a sudden rise for governor and
eve of the conve-m-‘,”. ),,Ive his enporters of Gen. Edward L. Logan, who
dorsement to Fitzgerald for governor.
While this Curley-Ely-Fitzgerald conwould run for the same office, felt the
Before the roll call effort was made,
a ference caused much discussion among
a count of hands, each clutching
same exultation,
d but the count the supporters of other candidates, it
Sen. David I. Walsh delivered the key- credential, WAS attempte
void when it was regarded as another move to have
and
null
trewon
declared
and
was
address
note harmony
the tally showed Fitzgerald switch from governor to
that
d
n
discovere
discussio
his
was
with
applause
mendous
to 43 more votes than there were dele- senator. Tt did not ruffle the supA.
of national issues and his advice
porter.'.of former !,`
the party leaders to do everything pos- gates. fist fight was between John Coolidge of Fitchburg. senatorial canThe
select
sible to promote harmony wand
Rep. Richard laidate.
Senator Noonan of Springfield andoccurred near ;
the strongest candidates.
Throughout the day Mr. elsolidge
Gleason of Boston. It
D.
speakseveral
by
session, held his strength and his supporters
Walsh was eulogized
the close of the afternoon
for
and
party
the
to
anytime during the
ers for his service
Chairs were knocked over and wildest declared that at
to-one
a time it appeared that his harmony confusion reigned as the men and wont- session he would have had a twobeen taken on senaadvice might be followed.
the immediate vicinity scarnP- lead if a vote had Mr. Coolidge himself,
in
er
s.
The hope was short-lived, however, ered for safety while others endeavored tonal candidate
bePo- It was said. was opposed to a vote
e
for the report by the rules committe to keep the struggling men apart. but ing
endorsement of candifor
taken
in
things,
rushed
other
among
and
ecommending,
rivals,
former
lice cleared a path
his
to
fairness
dates in
of
.
,
a conference choice
;
balloting for

New Deals
Rumored

More Votes Than
Delegates

anact
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•
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for thy abandonment of the haliotine,
tinlemm some
for candidates) indicates the type and this coming winter
In economic conditions Is rapcharacter' of the mail in an emergency. change
the adelope
charged
ed."
fi
acv
idly
I urge upon you to give his candidacy ministration
L
at Washington with
every consideration."
ing to give consideration any symp,iAdjournment was voted immediately thy to the problem and asserted th .,1
after Mr. Gran fleld's address.
conditions called for a protest, for
When the delegates bean to assem- which Democrats and independent voble at the Bancroft shortly after noon ters are ready.
they found policemen guarding the The protest cannot he made by a
door to the room in which the yellow single Senator or congressman but
tickets of admittance to the hall were must emanate from the Executive
to he passed out. Noae was to he let end have the whole support of the
in without the blue ticket which the administration to carry weight, he
state committee had mailed out to ay_ said. The Democratic party in Massacredited delegates and which were to chusetts has a splendid opportunity
he exchanged for the yellow paste- this year to register that protest, said
hoards. Despite all these precautions, the Senator.
however, there was plenty of talk that
Cautions Assemblage.
the meeting wtas packed in favor of He
cautioned
assemblage
the
one candidate or the other and there lagainst believing that the State Is
probably was plenty of truth to the
Democratic because it gave a majorirumor.
ty to Al Smith in 1928. Smith not
Donahue Presides,
Ionly got a solid Democratic vote, but
It had been ex pected that there got the votes of independents, the
might he some argument over who intelligensia and the naturalized, he
should conduct the meeting, but when said, adding that even with that vote
Chairman Donahue asked the pleasure he carried the State by only 28,000
of the gathering at the start of the
'
t'Vj'hat I want to impress on You
conference It was immediately and al- vo
most unanimously voted to allow the Democrats is the necessity for sound
judgment
and the necessity of nomstate committee to handle the affair.
Chairman Donahue therefore handled mating men who can win," he dedared.
the gavel for the day. A committee date. "I have no choice of a candiI
going to fight for whomon rules was next appointed by the ever theam
Democratic party nominates
chairman with the consent of the del- __whomever the party selects will
egates and was chosen as fellows: have my wholehearted support. I
John Jackson Walsh of Floston. Cor- have no advice to offer you, but I do
nellus F. Cronin of Lowell, Henry E. recognize the right of Democratic ortrawler of Boston, De Witt C. De Wolf ganizations to suggest candidates for
of Chester. Francis Goodale of Weston nomination within our party ranks.
and Mrs. Colin MacDonald of Boston. Eery Democrat should conscientiousThey were sent out of the hall to draw lc decide and determine who, in his
up the rules for the conference to fol- opinion, will make the hest senator
low,
and, the best govern sr of the men
Rep. Roland D. Sawyer of Wrire a suggested to flintand should then go
senatorial candidate, was on his feet out and elect them.
"Nohody can tell the voters what
shortly after the committee departed
to deliberate, with a resolution Vilacing they shall o rshall not do at the primaries.
Whatever action is taken here
the gathering on record as heartily
approving "Senator David I. Welsh's can be only be advice and suggestion."
The recommendations of the rules
great fight for justice and industry
in the recent session of Congress." The committee were then reds. They provided
for the limitation of addresses
resolution was unanimously adopted
by the candidates to five minutes
by a rising vote.
each: _for five minutes only for
Walsh Gives Keynote.
speeches in behalf of any candidate,
Then the Senator himself took the and for only one seconding speech of
floor and swung into the "keynote" three minutes; that no person should
speech. He first declared that he was speak except on a motion pending or
surprised to learn that there had been to make one; that there be a commitsome doubt whether he could attend tee on credentials elected by the chair
and that no candidate he recognized.
the conference.
"I hope the day will never come as the choice of the conference unless
hesitate
when I will
for a second to he had a majority vote of`the gathcome to any such Democratic confer- ering.
ence. The Democratic organization has
Discussion Starts,
hut to command my services and I
It was this last recommendati
on
shall come whenever needed," he said. which
He asserted that he had high regard nished started the fun and which furfor the services rendered the Dem- noon's the topic for the entire afterdiscussion. Mr. Walsh, chairocratic party in his State by the chair- amn
of
men of the state committee, Frank J. that Mr. the committee, announced
Lawler and Mrs. MacDonald
Dona hue.
had
"Mr. Donahue is not infallible," he tion, voted against the recommendasaid, "and he may make mistakes, shotridbelieving that the conference
take no ballot. Immediately
but in his heart he profoundly and after
reading of the report, formersincerely wishes the Democratic party Lieut.-Gov.
Edward P. Barry of Bosto win in Massachusetts this falls"
ton, who withdrew as a candidate for
Discussing then the situation in
this country at present, he scored the governor last night, movad the recomRepublican party for its lack of lead- mendations be adopted execpt for the
ership out of the economic slough in one providing for a vote.
Rep. Connery of Lynn was on his
which he asserted, it has fallen. The
strength of the administration is at feet in a moment with a plea--in bea low, ebb; its achievements rise neg- half of the Barry motion. It would
ligible:its leadership Is divided and be a dangerous procedure for the conundisplayed, he declared. Prankly. he ference to choose any candidates, he
maid, he did nol think that Mr. Hoo- asa,erted. The party would be playing
ver was to blame for the conditions, right into the hands of the Republicbin, whether he is, the Senator said, ans if it did so he asserted. Be fa"we are reaping the harvest of' the vored heraing worn every one of the
reonornie favoritism of our political candidates, that the gathering
could
leaders of the last 10 years."
have a good look at eneh and should
"Unemployment. has gone from bad then go home and think
him
ever.
worse." he said. "I fear very much
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CIMINO
HITS CURCEY AND
P.' OLD En
Files Nomination Papers
for Democratic Nomination or Governor
Boston, July 29 GP)—John J. Cummings of Boston arraigned the older
leadsrs of the Democratic party a.nd
found them wanting in a statement
given cut after he filed nominstion
papers for the Democratic nomination
for governor today.
Cummings said "the only concern of
these old-time politicians is to parcel
out offices amongst themselves" and
accuaid Mayor James M. Curley of
Boston of wishing the re-electiOn of the
Republican governor, Frank 0. Allen,
se that, Curley could succeed him two
years hence.
The-new candidate said..hs was sure
the voters sought candidates "unafraid
and uncontrolled," and that "the fight I
have waged for the past six years to
bring about a new leadership which
will satisfy the new generation of
voters will &thieve slICCe.gs this year."
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Move to Ballot
Dropped After
Two-Hour Fight

hitherto been seeing that no one with- plenty of friPliCIS by it, especially
from
out credentials entered the hall, had the Boston end, where
he admittedly
•more strenuous work on their hands.
needs
them
if
be
in
to
win.
Things were quieted down in a
Evening Session.
imement, but there was plenty of
tension in the air.
Having had more than an hour's
It was here that the Western
respite from the exciting and exiestiachusetts man brought the meetins to a climax. The long debate had hausting afternoon session, the gathoond ..up in a motion that a vote be ering filed into the hall in the evenLiken 'on • whether the conference
should ballot or not. On a show of ing in a happy mood. A. half-hour's
hands, the prtifionents of balloting, led song feat served to roll the ball of
by the Western Massachusetts group, good feeling along and when Chafrhad apparently won a victory, for a man Donahue called the session to
glance over the hall showed them to order, it appeared that all the differhave about twice as many followers as ences of the afternoon had be-en forthose who desired the conference to gotten. He presented first, Congressabandon the voting idea. But to the man William J. Granfield, but the
surprise of all, when four tellers com- Springfield man graciously yielded
pleted their count of hands, the vote
"seniority of his Demowas 268 to 255 against putting the first to the
cratic colleagues in Congress" and that
issue to a vote.
gesture didn't hurt hint a bit.
Wild Confusion. ,
First Congressman William P. Con•
Nep. John P. Gaffney of Springfield nery of -.Lynn and then. Congressman
doubted the vote, and immediately John W. McCormick of South Boston
there was wild confusion. Eventually lauded Granfield as a young mall of
the voice of Chairman Frank .T. considerable promise In the DemoDonahue; hacked up by some healthy cratic party of this State. McCormick
pounding of a gavel that was a regu- went so far as to declare that "Granlation mallet, was herrd above the
will some day he Governor of
turmoil, and a rollcall vote was field
which was
started. About a dozen names had been this State," a remark
By LESLIE W. ATKINSON.
called and answered to—and it was greeted with wild acclaim. McCormick
after 5.30 and it looked as though ; asserted that the western section of
WORCESTER, July 28—Only the then
it would take Until Friday morning at the State had tried for 60 years to
magnanimous gesture of Joseph B. least to check everyone of the ac- get something done about navigation
Ely of Westfield, hope of the West- credited delegates. The calling of the of the Connecticut River, without the
roll went on, however, until Ely slightest success, but that Granfield,
ern Massachusetts Democrats for gained the platform.
"through his personality and perseIt was quite a few moments before verance" had swayed the Rivers and
the governorship, saved the party's
Westfield man could make himself Harbors Committee to. make an apstate "harmony conference" from a the
heard hut the moment he announced propriation of $1,000,000 for the projdisastrous conclusion to its session that he intended to explain the vote ect.
in Hotel Bancroft today, and after hot ht was about to cast, the "His election in February electrified
proverbial pin could
heard to drop the people of the State and has atCongressman William J. Granfield of in the hall. It was be
his backers who tracted thousands of independent
Springfield had been lionized by the had been holding out for the confer- voters to the Democratic party beto choose a slate and what he
adjourned night session, the dele- ence
is the type
had to say was awaited with great cause they realize that he
of man whom the party wants on its
gates from the Western end of the expectancy
Mr. Ely began by saying that he ticket." Connery said.
State departed from Worcester toThe credit for his election, Mr.
fully appreciated that when a gathernight with one of the greatest vic- ing of so many Democrats assembled Granfield gave to "those loyal men
tories they have ever won in the for such a purpose, what they had to and women who gave of their time
and energy that the Democratic ticket
say was entitled to consideration.
history of the party.
might carry the district," and to his
Grateful for Support.
colleagues, Reps. Con nery, McCormick
Former-Mayor John F. Fitzgerald
the same time," he declared, and Douglass, he handed the praise
of Boston, announced candidate for "1"At
am fully appreciative of the kw for assistance in "any accomplisnthe governorship, won his fight for of this Commonwealth which provides merits which it was my privilege to
the abandonment by the conference that your candidates shall be selected carry out."
by the ballot, of the people on primary
Speaks for Ely.
of the idea of balloting for a choice day. I came here with a great many
Turning to the more immediate topic
of candidates on the fall ticket, but friends and gave them my consent to of the convention, Mr. Granfield asput my name forward as a candidate serted that he had only high regard
the fruits of his victory were made 101.
Governor if a vote was taken here.
Mr. Fitzgerald and all the others
doubly luscious to the Western To those loyal men and women 1 give for
who sought to represent the Demomy
thanks.
I,
myself,
'ante
here cratic party this year. All were excelMassachusetts delegates, for it was
frankly favoring a vote for a rhoit.e. lent men and any would he worthy
"Joe" Ely who really swayed the hut the closeness
of the vote on and qualified for the office they
ragged tempered assemblage of vatether we should ballot would. I, sought, he declared. He came to the
am sure, react to the detriment of at conference with the hope that Mr. Ely
600.
candidate who was favorably-ballotted j would be its choice for governor, howEly-Fitsgetald Proposed.
for. The conference should do nothing ever, he said, and he then touched upThe talk in the lobby after the night which would hurt the chances of the on what is considered a vulnerable
session adjourned was distinctly favor- Democratic nominees after the priniery, spot in the armor of the forces backable to Fitzgerald for senator and Ely but this would certainly happen if a ing Marcus A. Coolidge of',Fitchburg
for senator.
for Governor, for It is understood that vote were taken.
"Mr. Ely has always been a loyal
"I therefore vote 'yes' and when we
"Honey Fitz" will switch to the United
Democrat like his father before him,"
have
voted
not
to
vote,
I
propose
that
States senatorship and swap his supwe adjourn this conference for an Mr. Granfield !telt!. "We all know that
port in the Eastern part of the State hour's time, in which we shall
seek he stood by the party at the convenfor the backing Ely can ofYer him to find some way in which to
bring tion. in 1924, and that he did so again
from the Western end.
about the harmony meeting which we In 1928 when we needed the votes for
Until Ely stepped forward to the called for."
Al Smith." The reference which Mr.
pt in to
fl an tic't ii wes mek in
Immeliately there Ives a spouts e , ci
platform and faced an audience exhausted by two and a half hours of outburst
applause from a gathering most of those to toe hall. It has ocea
fruitless debate over whether the con- which hittI been seeking a respite from charged by those opposed to the canference should ballot for its choice of the seelningly endless argument, and didacy of Mr. Coolidge that the Fitcha slate, there was every indication when nor). William H. Hearn of burg man voted 101 times against
that the party would wind up with Boston asked unanimous consent to Smith at the 1928 convention.
everyone disgusted. In fact, things had reconsider the doubling of the vole, it
Concluding, he declared that Ely
got to such a point that a fist fight was entimai,astically carried and the was of an attractive Personality and
qualified to serve the interests of
of
the
hall.
well
the
rear
started In
action of Joe Ely was being uneniRep. Richard D. Gleason of Boston monely praised as the audience flied the party.
"His very action today In explanaand John Noonan of Springfield be- , from a stuffy, smoke filled convention
came involved in wordy battle that ' hell. Ely's move was erielly the most tion of his vote sustaining the Condeveloped into something more seriousi popular one of the (lac and he won nery amextdasiat (the station 041.11Lag
and the „live policemen who had

Worcester Session Evenly
Divided on Plan; Ely
Fears Vote After Row
Would Hurt Candidates,
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HS I FIGHT ENLIVENS
ARGUMENT ON FLOOR

Granfield Hailed as Future
Governor; Walsh Gives
Keynote; Western Mass.
Gains Victory.
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The former Boston mayor spoke of
the wonderful gathering and said
the
state was honeycombed with Democrats and progressive Republicans who
want things changed.
"The Rep tblican press would take
advantage of any endorsement of candidates. There have been various attempts in the last few years to change
the primary system but no governor.
Democrat or Republican, has dared to
advocate it because It would mean
his downfall."
Purpose of Conference
Fitzgerald said he was often asked
in the past few days what such a confeience would accomplish. He said it
accomplished just what was before
him, a fine meeting of leaders from all
over the state, getting together, meeting each other and discussing things.
Today he said he had heard of two
or three splendid men in Massachusetts who want minor offices on the
state ticket and who should be co
sidered. He had heard of candidates
for Congress in the southeastern part
of the state and county officials. All
these discoveries had come as a result of the conference.
Mr. Cronin of the rules committee
declared he didn't believe any of the
delegates came to listen to candidates,
but to cast their vote of endorsement
for the man best fitted to represent
the party. He said if delegates were
not willing to abide by the decision of
the conference and went home and
threw a monkey wrench into the works
then "the party Is well rid of such
members."
Rep. James T. Twohtg of South
Boston said that a: a member of the
Legislature of many years service and
as a man who had never wavertd In his
allegiance to party he was „,?osed
endorsing candidates.
"When Mayor Fitzgerald suggest ..
this conference he didn't know the situation that would arise with candidates saying they would not abide by
its action. Since he suggested
this
meeting there have been c anges in
the situation and these 11,%,e had to
be met and these changes have had to
be met by the other side," RepreenntaDye Twohig declared.
for
"I think there is opportunity
success in the coming election. The Republicans are spending sir pleas nights
in an effort to devise metoods to confuse the Democratic forces. The .ahing
most likely to guarantee success for our
party is to let all go Info- the primaries."
explained
The former Boston may
how he had won his victa)r.es because
of the primaries which gave him 's free
hand and eliminated dictation. He
said he would be the last man to advocate a convention. He discussed the
cry that Boston would ay to "hog"
nominations, a fear which he said was
generally expressed up state. He asserted that the Hub didn't Intend to
do any such thing and propusecl to
have the two important places on the
ballot shared between Boston and up
state. That he painted as the pictur
of the attitude of Boston Democracy.
Fitzgerald recalled, however, that
Governor Smith was defeated in the
state by 80.000 until he came to Boston, but he said the time had come
to recognize up state Democratic effort. The Boston Democrats, he said,
had come to Worcester to confer and
not to a convention to ,,nte. He said
his name would not be presented to
the convention and he would not allow it to be voted on under the cirumstances. lie said the candidates
ought to go before the people and
abide by the results of the primaries.
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two highly trained, Intelligent men with totally different points.1
of view sound the same note of warning almost simultaneously, it is time
for people to listen and to consider how much truth there is in their
words. Pope Pius . as tecently called
the attention ol the world to the
menace of Bolshevis.1, which he attacks upon ethd;a1 and religious
grounds.
Elihu Root, who is no
alarmist, sees in Bolshevism a threat
to the civic and economic institution:,
of the United States. Taking his cue
from both of these, Mayor Curley declares that unemployment :.nust ba
remedied at once or we shall have a
communist
revolution.
Curley's
speech, however, savors of politics:
'It is a scarcely veiled attack upon
"Hoover prosperity" and an appeal
for a "Democratic revolution" in the
fall. He may be right about discontent among the jobless, but are they
ready fcr radical measures? We do
not think so. American workmen are
the most intelligent in the world.
Through their unions, their strikes,
their battles for bet`ar living conditions, they have mcessarily learned
something of the economic principles
which underly orlr dail.• life
The
cnly proposals to .1nfIscate property
come from the farmers of the Middle
West, wh. do not care who pays for
their wl.L.at sp long as they are able!
to go on raising a surplus every year
;
and getting money for it. No one
who understands what Bolshevism
really means is going,to support it.
The word may be freely translater
as "rule of the majority," which
seems in strict accord with our American plan of self-government.
In
practice, however, large classes cf
people are excluded from this socalled "majority." All business
and
professional men ,to begin with, are
1 disfranchised, debarred from taking
'any part in the government. Anyone
who hires another man to work
for
him, anyone who owns land, even
if
it is just his own home, is called
a
capitalist and is denied any share in
running the country. The only voters, the only office-holders under Bc1-lievisni are manual laborers, ununeducateci, and usually unintelligent. No person who ',as any
money in the bank, no one who owns
a bit of land or a few shares of
stcck,
no one who has the slightest hope or
ambition
for
bettering
himself
through his own efforts can 'possibly
wish for Bolshevism in this
country.
It is a topsy-turvy form of government which puts the pooret and the
worst in control. Anyone can
see
what It has done fr- Rursia,
which
Is worse off today tl:. ihan
it was
under the tyranny
the Czar.
. Americans need only to nave
Bolshevism shown to them clearly with all
itss effects and implications, and they
will reject t root and branch.
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approval at its close by prolonged and
vigorous applause..
By PHILIP B. RONAYNE
Atlice Given by Walsh
Gazette Staff Reporter
Senator Walsh warned his hearers
I
.!
.
The attempt to turn the Democratic "harmony" conferene, that they must not be misled by the
cast in the Presidential election
held in the Bancroft hotel yesterday into a pre-primary conven- vote
when the state was carried for Govertion, and to name a balanced, racial and geographical ticket of nor Smith of New York for President,
that Massachusetts is a Democratic
candidates for United States senator, governor and other state state.
He explained that there is a
can.of
nomination
pre-primary
the
for
move
The
failed.
offices,
large independent vote here that can
fought
vigorously
as
and
for,
by the Democracy when it is
had
be
fought
didates was vigorously
thought by the independents that converbal
of
hours
three
after
came
strength
of
test
The
against.
ditions warrant a change, and the
In
wrangling, that at times became bitter and personal, on the ques- Democracy presents candidates
whom the independents have confiof
report
majority
the
to
amendment
the
of
accepting
tion of
dence. He declared that the economic
situation and unemployment is the rethe committee on rules.

Prevail
CalmerCounsel
sult of 10 years of Republican dominJohn Jackson Walsh chairman of
The second session that lasted less ation and rule; that there is need of
the committee on ruler presented the
than an hour was a calm one, the a change; that the National committee
'report that he explained was dissented
including many of the an- and leaders of tile party as well as the
from by two of its members. The re- leaders
candidates who favored or op- independents look to the Democracy of
port favored limited speeches to be nounced
endorsement of candidates. Massachusetts to present acceptable
the
posed
to
wished
who
candidate
every
, made by
repmet in conference in private rooms or candidates who can win, that the
be heard, and the endorsement of the
dining tables. resentation of the party in Washington
candidates who received a majority in groups around the
increased.
be
may
and came into the night session
vote of the delegates present.
calmed, acting like political strategists.. Senator Walsh brought his address
The amendment offered by Congress- with songs on their lips, and adjourned to a climax and close with the advice
man William P. Conery of Lynn, was to outwardly at least in perfec* harmony to put forward the best men available
adopt the rules with the exception of 'and leaving the impression
a many as candidates.
that providing for the endorsement or of the urinitiated in the way .)f politi"We may differ," he said, "on cancandidates.
cians that the Worcester "harmony" didates, but the voters are waiting
the
but
Donahue,
J.
Frank
Chairman
conference had been a en at and suc- to accept a winning ticket. I have no
choice. I shall right for whomever the
question to a vote explaining that a cessful Democratic victory meeting.
vote of yes would be a vote against the
Mayor James M. Curley was not pres- party nominates. The candidates will
vote
endorsement of candidates and a
ent arThe l'ilfrererut his influ- have my whole-hearted support from
of no would be for the endorsement.
ence was apparent. That he will play primary to election day. I have no
the
an important part in the final selec- advice to give, but I recognize the right
Calls for a different puting of
of groups to suggest their favorite canquestion so that a yes vote would mean tion of conclidates who will go on the
were primary ballots for endorsement and didates. Nobody can tell the voters
the endorsement of candidates
hall, with the approval of the Boston Dem- i what to do at the primary, yet it is
made from many sections of the
to ocracy. was Idmitted by man" present. necessary to give advice and suggesbut Chairman Donahue held firm
At a matter of fact it was expected tions.
question,
his method of presenting the
"We must nominate men through
that a meeting would take place in
and when the vote was recorded the Mayor Curley's office in Boston today, .Whom those outside the party can
vote against endorsements was given as at which John F. Fitzgerald, who-"
cumiciently register their protest. Let
268 to 255.
presence and speech in yesterday's conThen bedlam broken loose. There ference turned the scales against en- us differ, but let us be goodnatured•
"I
about it. It is natural to have differing
were cries of "I doubt the vote."
dordement of candidates, and who ancell for a roil call." There are men and nounced that he was n candidate for viewpoints and ideas."
The Senator acknowledged the rewho
votes
to
entitled
not
women here
the nomination for governor, and Johave voted." More than half of'the seph B. Ely of Westfield, the so-called ception given him, sat for a few modelegates were out of their seats, a rush "strong man from the Berkshires" and ments on the platform then passed out
of the meeting snaking hands with
was made by several groups toward the a candidate for the gubernatorial nommany along the aisle.
stage for vantage positions to gain the ination. will be present and try to
Battle On In Earnest
reach an agreement that :nay be the
floor and be heard.
Chairman Donahue, pounded on the withdrawal of Mr. Fitzgerald as a canThen the battle began, Edward Barry,
table with a bung started sized mallet didate for governor and becoming a of Boston, was recognized and moved
and finally ordered a roll call vote. This candidate for United Staten senator.
the adoption of the report of the comhad hardly got under way when there giving Mr. Ely the promised support of
were cries of "make them identity the Boston Democratic machine vote as mittee on rules as presented by John
!the Calididate for governor.
Jackson Walsh, with the exception of
themselves.'
hearing all
Former Lieut.-Gov. Edward Barry, I Such a meeting and such an under- rule six, that called for
it
adwas
and
reached
if
standing
of
the candidates briefly and then endorsraised the point that many holders
last
leaders
night
Boston
oy
mitted
their
ing
the
given
and
candidateswho
a macredentials had left
that it was probable and possible.
credentials to other persons who were would probably be the signal for an- jority vote of the delegates.
Congressman Connery of Lynn, rose
not entitled to vote. Then a fist fight other upheaval in the Democratic
to a parlimentary inquiry, and as a
I was started in the rear of the hall by ranks,
!result of his amendment a direct mo'Richard D. Gleason of Roxbury. a memFitzgerald gives approval' tion that no endorsement of cancilI'
John
If
Legislature.
the
.in
House
her of the
to surrender of the hold he now has on
The police quickly ended the fight and the gubernatorial nomination it is the( dates he given took the place of Mr.
I Barry's motion that was ‘,
•
electesi Mr. Gleason.
John F. Fitzgerald, the 69-yearmei". B. Ely of Westfield, one of opinion of some Boston leaders that
the 5111,1'need candidates for the the candidacy of Gen. Edward L. Lo- young former mayor of Boston, former
nonslaatior, for governor, stepped into gan, now a judge, and director of thel congressman, and singer of "Sweet
White Memorial fund, will be urged for Adeline," with respect to whom
many
116reach h'o d restored order, by sugigesting that the, roll call be abandoned, the nomination for Governor; as Mr. present admitted they entertained the
Logan is willing to sacrifice his $20.- opinion that he could have the ens announced against 000 a year salary from the White fund,
that the "le '
dorsement of the conference as the
endorsement stand, and that the meet- and his judgeship for the chance to
for governor, mounted the
tog adjourn for as hour.
the party candidate for Governor. The, candidate
Chairman
Dona tale
quickly
an - entrance into the primaries of Gen. Los platform and counseled against the
of
giving
any
endorsements
llounced that the call for the roll call gan would, it is claimed by those who
"I think," said Fitzgerald, "that it
'Was with4rawn, and the meeting stood know Boston Democratic sentiment
Adjourned for an hour.
make any promises of delivery of the would be a fetal niletake to turn this
conference into n convention. It
Boston vote to Mr. Ely worthless.
Then there is the possibility of Fitz- never in mind to have the conference
gerald having to fight the O'Connell vote for candidates and It should not
are
n130etclooe.partIoularly when sere
lire."
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and O'Brien supporters for the Senatorial nomination: as well as the alEffort to Convert Bay State :.tarmony" ' ready
well advanced and well nurtured
of Marcus A. Coolidge of
Conference Here Into Means of Specifi- candidacy
Fitchburg; with the further possible
in
Defeated
of
division
the vote by the entrance
Candidates
cally Designating
of Atty. Sherman Whipple in the Sennomination contest
Storms of Contention -- Atmosphere of :ttorial
There were many tense moments
the first session of the "har(luring
Conflict
of
Clouds
Mier
Apparent Calm
mony" conference. The opening adof United States Senator David
Are Lifted, But Situation Held to Be More I.dress
Walsh was full of good advice to
the delegates presnet, and was apComplicated Than Ever
plauded at salient points, and given
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One Of tne surprises was tne continua
of the Peter, boom. It was knOwo that the deals that may be made as a result
there was strong sentiment for him in of the conference falling to take action.
central and western Massachusetts. It His supporters are watching developN
was evident just before the conference meas. however, and believe they can
got under way but it petered out an offset them. It is believed that Mayor
the proceedings continued, and there Curley will insist in his support for
was general admission that he could Fitzgerald for governor which makes Mr.
hardly hope to win the nomination Coolidge's position as the upstate Senate candidate more secure.
now.
Even if
General Logan should gain sufficient
Fitzgerald Boom Halts
support for the nomination it would
The Fitzgerald strength dropped
not affect Coolidge. If there should
amazingly also, largely because of the
be decision to support Ely on the part
accusation that in his proposal for II.
of
any considerable number of leaders
conference he had virtually suggested
endorsement of candidates and willing- that would bring a big change in the
ness to abide by it, and then had done situation.
During the next several days, howan about face on the eve of the conever, many deals are likely to be made
vention.
With the knowledge
of tailing which may change the whole situation
strength, the only hope to save his Chairman Frank J. Donahue professed
candidacy was in having the conven- today to be well pleased with the retion fall to endorse candidates.
It sult of the conference.
was in this test that it is claimed
Donahue
Pleased
the Curley strength Was revealed. Cur"Nobody controlled it," he said. It
ley could not afford to have Fitzgerald was
very clear from the start that the
rejected after publicly announcing his
delegates were free and untrammelled
support of him.
and
were exercising their own judgThe Boston delegates, however, while
ment. The situation is ironing itself
willing to save Fitzgerald's face in so far
out and an exceptionally strong ticket
as preventing an endorsement vote of
candidates, were not ready to accept seems assured. I believe that the
conference accomplished a great d:
him as the candidate for governor.
of good for the party."
They were firm in their belief
t
The conference educated the delegubernatorial nomination should go to
gates and no phony candidate with ReBoston and the senatorial place uppublican money can now start" was
state.
Also they wanted a racial as
the view of former Mayor Fitzgerald
well as a geographical balance on the
"That Is settled. They are all wise
ticket. It was this attit e that led
to the situation now."
to the renewal of the boom for GenThat the harmony conference has
eral Logan, who would fill all qualifica- not
changed the position of any of
tions. Many delegates came from Bosthe multiude of candidates was reton asserting they had direct word from
vealed this afternon when John
General Logan he would run if endorsed. They did not think, however,' Cumminas.'Boston.-seh* of Vas -sorrieral
candidates for governor, filed nominathey had a chance to put him over tion papers.
In the face of the rising Ely tide, but
they figured by stalling off an endorsement vote they could save his availability and urge him to take his chances
BOSTON, July 29 ( AP t—John J.
with the other candidates at the prim- Cummings of Boston
arraigned the
older leaders of the Democratic party
ary.
and
found
them
wanting
in a stateAlthough little had been said about
" out after he flied nominaIt, the conference brought a virtual ment give,
test of the strength of Chairman tion papers for the Democratic nominDonahue and he lost. Chairman Dona- ation for governor today.
Cummings said "The only concern of
hue was determined that there should
these old time politicians is to parcel
be endorsement of candidates,
clung to that belief until the very vote out offices amongst themselves." and
was taken. The conference failure to accused Mayor James M. Curley of
take such action indicated that he was Boston of fishing the re-election of
not in control of the situation. The the Republican governor, Frank G.
blow, however, was softened by the high Allen, so that Curley could succeed
j words of praise for him from the lips him two years hence.
He said he was sure the voters sought
j of Senator Walsh,
Chairman Donahue was no weakling candidates "unafraid
and
uncontrolled,"
and that "the fight I have
in the matter of strength In the conwaged
for
the
past
AIX
years
ference, however, for while he had the
to bring
opposition of Fitzgerald supporters they about a new leadership whjeh will
did not carry out their contemplated satisfy the new generation of' voters
program of depriving him of the chair- will achieve success this year."
manship of the conference. Overtures
also were made to him for second
place on the state ticket.
Coolidge Still Strong
Whether Former Mayor Coolidge has
lost strength in his race for the senatorial nomination is a mattet of speculation but there is no apparent indication that he has. It la generally
agreed he could have been nominated
yesterday at any time a vote was taken.
The main interest was in the gubernatorial battle. There was no particular
evidence of strength from former Congressman Joseph F. O'Connell and Fernier District Attorney Thomas C. O'Brien. This was probably due to the
fact that they were not present. Each
had a force of effective workers in
Worcester, however, and much O'Connell literature WAR passed out.
Belief is that Mr. Coolidge held his
own. and that his onty danger is in

Cummings Arraigns
Older Dem. Chiefs
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United Support in
Primaries Is Sought
For Best Candidates
.›
'Fitzgerald Appears to Regard Mayor Curley as Die,
!
tator of Entire Situation—Opinion Is General
That Fitzgerald Cannot Win—Leaders Agree to
Back Primary Winners—Now Seek Best Slate to
0 Back in Primary

(

Fitzgerald in a very weak position.
The opinion is now very general
ut of ,the noise and confusion
that if he seemed the nomination
of the Democratic conference y•'•;for either the senatorship or govterday there developed among deleernorship that he would not be
gates attending late last night the
elected.
It
was very clear from the maneuver.
general opinion that some means
tog before and during the conferenci
must be found for securing united yesterday
that Fitzgerald and O'Connel
support in the primaries for candi- did not care to submit their names tt
dates for the governorship and sen- the test of consideration by the meet.
Mg. The sounding of sentiment b3
atorship who will win general ap- Fitzgerald's friends in
advance of tin
meeting satisfied them that Peters, El3
proval throughout the state.
or Logan would be endorsed by tin
Fitzgerald's Suggestion
conference ahead of him. At the samt
John F. Fitzgerald renewed the sug- time there was little doubt that if
gestion that he would withdraw as a vote had been taken before
eonfusiot
candidate for the governorship in favor began to disturb the
proceedings
of Joseph B. Ely of Westfield and would Coolidge would have
received the ap•
become a candidate for the Senate him- proval of most of the
delegates as
self. It was reported that his idea was candidate for
the Senate.
that a meeting should be held with
Appreciation of these conditions wa
Mayor Curley of Boston which would behind
the determination of the Curley
bring about an arrangement of this
Fitzgerald forces from Boston to bad
sort.
clown on Fitzgerald's original propose
Before leaving Worcester this morn- for
such a meeting and oppose an;
ing, Mr. Ely stated to a Past representVotes being taken.
tatty° that be had not -agreed to go inIt was the general opinion of dele
to such a conference, that he knew nothing of it until he saw the report in the gates after adjournment last night tha
those
present would have declared fo.
mornine paper. He said that his friends
had circulated nomination papers end a ballot making recommendations Ice
secured thousands of signatures for him both the governorship and the senatorand that he had not withdrawn as a ship if it had not been for the racket
candidate. He added that of course:he raised by the Boston contingent anc
wculd not refuse to attend any confer- the fact that Coolidge's supporters got
ence to which he was invited. Mean- cold feet and most, if not all of them
while, the idea developed in several di- voted against the idea of recommendarections that in view of yesterday's tions being made by the meeting.
events an effort should be ma& to work
out an entirely new line-up. This took
the form of suggestion of Gen. Edward
L. Logan of Boston for governor and
Hon Sherman L. Whipple of Brookline
tor senator,
Weak Position
Gen. Logan's friends have been
urging ism to become a candidate
iii the prima des irrespective of
shat Fitzgerald does. They are of
the opinion that he would be nominated over Fitzgerald if he made
a definite effort. The belief is also
quite general that Ely would win
over Fitzgerald if he were the only
ea mlida Iv against him in the
primaries. The idea that either
Legan or Ely would defeat Fitzgerald in the primaries has been
Tv1r(,(1. Stir Tip Perin
strengthened by the events of yesterday which unquestionably left
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"DEAL" REPORTS
ARL dlYIEROUS
SINCE PARLEY
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Worcester

"Harmony"

cratic Leaders

ELY AND LOGAN
Both Believed Stronger as
Conference Result—
Peters Boom Fades
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. tly JAMES II. GU II.F01-1,E
'Telegram State House Reporter
the
BOSTON, July 29.—Failure of
Democratic "harmony" conference at
Worcester yesterday 'to take definite
action with regard to candidates tilled
the air with all sorts of rumors of
deals and slates today, but with no
tangible results. Disagreement as to
the value of the conference to the
Democratic hope of November victory
arid its effect on various candidacies
was Just as evident as it was before
. the Worcester session.
The conference aftermath served to
hearten the supporters of Joseph B.
Ely, of Westfield, an announced candidate for governor and Gen. Edward L.
Logan, of Boston. who was reported In
a receptive mood. There was general
opinion that the boom fen Former
Mayor Andrew J. Peters..of Boston, for
the
governor had collapsed beyond
point of rehabilitation and that former
Boston,
Fitzgerald,
of
John
F.
Mayor
has lost much of the momentum of
his campaign for governor.
The scheduled conference between
Ely, Fitzgerald and Mayor James M.
Curley of Boston did not take place
today. Mayor Curley professed ignorance of :uch II plan and was reported
not generally in favor of It. Fitzgerald maintained, however that it would
taka place within the next few days.
Mystery Shrouds Meeting
Ths purpose of the conference was
not divulged and the mystery which
shrouded it caused some uneasiness
While
among the other candidates.
I here were those who believed it might
he an attempt to have Fitzgerald run
for senator with Ely as governor, both
trading the strength in their respective
sections of the state to the other, the
most general opinion was that it was
en attempt of the Curley-Fitzgerald
forces to convince Ely that he should
run for lieutenant governor. It was
anticipated that effort would be made
to impress him that a Fitzgerald-Ely
ticket with Curley support could win.
Gen. Logan's friends were active and
announcement of his candidacy for
governor would not come as a surprise, Gen. Logan. it became known
today, motored to Worcester last night
to see Senator David I. Walsh. The
i two have been close friends for 25
years and no particular significance '
was attached to the visit.
Whether Ely could be convinced that
he should run for lieutenant governor
Is problematical. His supporters believe that he will Insist on pushing
his candidacy for governor despite any i
promises.
I
Peters Out of Running,
With general agreement that Former
Mayor Peters is out of the running
and belief that Fitzgerald would be
just as much out if it was not for
Mayor Curley's announced support.
there was a question today as to how
much Mayor Curley. though absent,
had dominated the Worcester conference. There were many who contended
that the conference failure to endorse
due
candidates was
to the Curley
strength.
When the conference opened it was
• • I dent that Fitzgerald for governor
and Former Mayor Marcus A. Coolidge
of Fitchburg for senetor was the ticket
mcett generally favored. With the arrivet of Ely, however, the situation
changed with respect to the candidate
for governor. Ely's supporters found
many Worcester and central Massachusetts delegates ready to shift from
Peters to him. When Ely saved the
conference from a disastrous ending
with a neat speech while effort was
being made to vote on acceptance or.
rules. his stock clhnbecV‘IIIV.01..2 VilArk,m
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CURLEY SCORES AGAIN
fie
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston scores again
in his sensational proposal to start a building pro-.
gram that will prove to the entire nation at large,
that Boston has initiative and brains enough to go
ahead, no matter how the times are, while other
parts of the country are standing still.
Yesterday's papers announced the erection of
a huge skyscraper in Boston, which will be the
largest in the world, or at least in this country,
which will he the same thing.
In addition to this, Mayor Curley has some
tricks up his sleeve and will probably propose a
huge building program of homes for people of
lesser means. Homes for working men at the
lowest price in years and on terms that the workingman can meet, will probably be his solution.
Ex-President Coolidge and
Good enough
Mayor Curley are agreed upon this. The Norwood Messenger modestly admits that it was
ahead of them in proposing, as it did weeks ago,
an elaborate building program as a solution of our
present difficulties.
The building of a tunnel in Boston, already authorized, will furnish more work than expectc-I,
because Mayor Curley has ordered a three-shifta-day gang and no overtime so as to provide the
greatest amount of work for the greatest number
of people. Consequently, the tunnel will be finished in a little more than a year, where it might
have taken three years, and the labor situation
will be immensely relieved. The new skyscraper.
and the proposed building program will make
things even better. Boston is due for an upward
fling in labor conditions. In addition it will inspire others to use their imagination to the betterment of the Hub.
Why can't we do the same thing in Norwood,
even on a limited scale? Why can't we take a
large lot of land and build a group of forty or
1,fty houses, for people of ordinary salaries? The
in
saving in plumbing and sewer construction,
costs,
material
and
labor
general
overhead, in
should make the enterprise a success.
Such an endeavor would add very materially to
the„taiable value in Norwood. It would give work
to a large number of people. It would release
capital and put it to work. It would help our
merchants.
and
Mvor Ctirley of Boston ha* set the pace,
elaboran
such
with
up
we cannot,attord to keep
can, howate program as he has arranged. We
way.
lesser
a
in
thing
ever, attempt to do the same
managed
was
deal
Mayor Curley has said that the
through the co-operatisin and conference of a
our Civic
group of -Civic leaders-. Where are
likewise?
do
irnrio.roa t+ier they cannot
/,11.4B.
m.o.••••••••••,
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ADVANTAGES
OF STATE ARE
BROADCAST
Legion Publicity Committee
Doing Extensive Work for
October Convention
(Special to Patriot Ledger)
BOSTON, July 30—Striving to cooperate with Gov. Allen and Mayor
away, who have so splendidly me
operated with them, the., Publicity
Con2mittee for the National Convention of the American Legion, to .be
held in Boston. October 6th-9th of
this year, in all their publicity advertising sent throughout the country are booming not only the Convention, but Boston, Massachusetts,
and all New England.
In posters, bulletins, special letters and all other material being
sent out the committee has purposely gone outside the convention field
to advertise Boston and New Engand. They have done this specifically
to cooperate with the present campaign of the Governor and Mayor to
advertise the beauties and advantages of this city and state.
The beauties
of Massachusetts
end New England, the great number
of historic places of interest, the
tremendous industrial development
of this section and even the merit
and advantages of Boston's stores
and shopping district have been
praised highly in the advertising material that has been sent out. In
the epoch-making
national radio
now
being
broadcast, that is
planned, Boston will again be advertised.
This material has not been any
small offering. For besides news
stories that have been sent out, the
posters and other advertising material have gone out in tons. Just
at present the "Forty and Eight",
the fun making organization of the
Legion, is sending out a poster, with
a caricature by Bruce Bairnsfather,
most famous of war cartoonists. It
Is being sent out through courtesy
of the Judge Publishing company.
This is being sent to each of the
local posts of the American
Legion in the country and in the
aggregate this one mailing amounts
to approximately three tons of material.
This is but one of the four national mailings that have reached
every local Legion Post and Local
Units of the American Legion Auxiliary. In addition bulletins have
been sent to Legion Posts and departments weekly, besides special
letters beng sent from time to time.
Never before, the committee believes. has so innch advertising material been sent out fy
h an
event and' Boston and New England
is getting its share of advertising,
as well as the National convention.

10,500

ENTERPRISE
Brockton, Mass.
L 29 15t3r.'
By

city hall with Atty Joseph B. Ely
of
1Westfield and former Mayor John
John 3. Cummings
F.
of Boston this
'Fitzgerald present, is interpreted
afternoon filed
an attempt of the Curley-Fitzger as for Democratichis nomination papers
ald
nomination
faction of Boston's Democracy to
He thus insures for govrele- ernor.
himself a
gate Ely, Fitzgerald's most dangerous place on the
Septe
mber ballot. He
gubernatorial opponent in the
CHARLES P. STEWART.
pri- may make fireworks, but few
maries, to second place on the
d(Central Press Ntaff Writer.)
ticket. er he has a chance to.win. Oneconsi
of the
The bait to be held before Ely
will aftermaths most generally discussed
Washington. — Rather curiously, be the guaranteed support
today
regarding the Worce
of the Curster condemocrats are the folk who most ley faction if he will run for lieute
n- ference is the defea
frequently suggest Ex-President Cool- ant-governor, it is repeatedly said. Ely Frank J. Donahue of t of Chairman
the
state
comhas not said other
mittee
idge as head of the republican
na- night at Worcesterthan he said last said . As late as noon yesterday he
he was going to insist
after the "distional ticket in harmony" confe
on
some
form
rence, namely, that he
of display of sentiment
1932.
regardis going to stay In the guber
natorial ing candidates to try to secure inMaybe this Is
dorsement of a ticket.
He
ridicu
led
because it would
Fitzgerald's contention that
Coolidge Watching Closely
this would
be in violation of the
not be very good
Marcus A. Coolidge of Fitchburg,
direct primary,
particularly in view of
form for repub- senatorial candidate,
Fitzgerald's
is givin
licans to make conference his deepest consid g this repeated statemeffts that he. would
eration. abide by the confe
rence
such a sugges- It Is probable he will send a repre
- comparatively recently. decision, made
tion. They are sentative to Curley asking that he or
Yet Donahue, presiding,
his
lieute
saw chaos
nant be admitted to the con- resign and
supposed to be
the Curley
agreed on Presi- ference. Coolidge fears a move to ele- tion swing the delega -Fitzgerald factes against any
vate Eh, to the senatorial lists, or that show
dent Hoover as somes
of sentiment as to
ne else may be placed in his Donahue
candidates.
a foregone con- stead. At
least he thinks such a pos- a candi is being mentioned today as
date for lieutenant
clusion for re- sibility bears closest
watching.
Is doubtful if he would -governor. /t
nomination.
There is little doubt in the minds
If
Some expect he may resig consider it.
n the chairthe Coolidge idea of close observers that Coolidge could
manship, as he once
tened to do.
occurs
to
a have amassed a vast majority of the Donahue's loyalty to threa
,
the
party is 'toe
I.
democrat, he is !delegates to him for senator at the great to permit
him to
Calvin yoolldgo
at liberty to ex- Worcester conference yesterday up to at the hight of a stopin.quit the ehir
the time the fight over rtes got
so
press it.
hectic and that Ely could have seAt any rate, JanwoulgeNr
oisinini, Bos- cured the majority
of
them,
with the
ton's dcmocratic mayor, Is not the help
of the antinians,
only one of his party who has men- up to that time.
But BOQn leaders
tioned the ex-president recently, to, today say Ely hasn't
enoug
a possibility at the G. O. P. con- in the party's Boston ranks to justifh
y
his staying in the race.
vention two years hence.
This may be interpreted as an at* * *
For instance, Representative JO- tempt to scare him out. Ely doesn't
seph W. Byrns of Tenneane, chair- scare well and it is not believed he
will accep
man of the current season's demo. Fitzgerald t the offer that Curley and
apparently are going to try
cratic congressional campaign corn. to tempt him with.
mittee and as crafty a politica
Gen Logan Seemingly "Out"
prognosticator •as there is in thc
Andrew J. Peters and Gen Edward
country, discussing 1932 presidentia L. Logan
apparently are not invited
chances with me not long ago, re- to the conference. Logan
appeared at
ferred to the Northamptonian's nom- Worcester late last night and as
nearinatiOn in that year, not as a strong ly as can be learned, he made an opprobability, indeed, but as a contin- portunity to talk with Senator Walsh.
gem to be seriously weighed by the The pair are losg-time friends. AlJeffersonien leaders in planning for though Logan gained rapidly in favor
when it became known yesterday
at
the future.
Worcester that
Mayor Curley may have meant no ered as a guber he was to be considnatorial possibility if
more ttlesitse be polite (though that indorsements were made, failur
e to do
sort of politeness counts, if enough this seemingly has put him out of
the
of it aecumuletes) when he address- running again.
Peters's supporters said that the exed the former White House tenant,
In a speech about the middle of mayor, so heartily disliked by Curley,
would enter a primary contest if
he
got the conference indorsement for
governor. He didn't, so it may be considered he is out. If Curley and Fitzgerald have anything to say about
it,
he will be kept out!
Curley apparently doeen't want any
Democrat to run for governor who
3 D193°
would seek a second term in
when Curley seemingly plans to 1932,
the run. Fitzgerald Is said to make
have
promised that, if elected, he
would
not • seek a second term. Political
promises are not considered worth ,
very much, but none other is known
to have made such a promise, so Curley naturally would favor Fitzgerald
above the others, particularly as he
might think Gov Allen could defeat
him in Nes'ember.
Chance tel 1982 Gain .
If Curley should see to it that Boston Democrats of his following were
'not too active against Allen this year,
it might work out that when Curley
seeks the office in 1932 all that sentiment in the Republican party Which
heartily dislikes the present lieutenFrom Our Special Reporter
ant-governor might be turned to CurBoston, July 29—The conference ley's
benefit, rather than to that of
scheduled for tomorrow at the office any of the aspiring Republican
s who
of Mayor James Michael Curley at the are looked to to make a primary fight
against the lieutenant-governor when
he ,eeke elev. tio

REPUBLICAN
Springfield, Mass.

FITZGERALD SEEN
PLANNING TO END
ELY'S OPPOSITION

His Faction Expected to
Hold Out Bait of Lieutenant-Governorship at Boston Conference Today

Springfield, Mass.
t Democratic Demonstration

K

Prior to the clash of the clans at the Worcester Democratic "harmony" meeting, state Chairman Donohue was asked if the purpose w$ to
indorse candidates and a ticket. "What else is
the meeting for?" he asked hi return. .This
Yankee type of reply would have been quite
reasonable but for circumstances one of which
was and is the Massachusetts Democratic human
equation whose known and unknown factors are
largely Bostonian.
It would be difficult to discover a rational
basis for such a gathering except for the purpose of indorsing a ticket. But that is precisely
what did not happen though much else did.
After the question of indorsing candidates
for the primaries, to quote from the Boston
Globe report, "had been discussed with such
vigor and heat that at times a riot seemed
under way" no conclusion was reached.
At a critical moment of a rollcall, with a
fistic disturbance in the rear of the hall, Joseph
B. Ely saved the tense situation by coming upon
the platform quietly to explain why he relinquished his desire for a vote upon candidates.
ns
In spite of this discreet check on mental tensio
atic
Democr
nt
t.lega
an
cies,
and fistic tenden
time was had by all in failing to do precisely
what the meeting was supposed to be for.
tration
Mr. Ely cut short a practical demons
is a
s,
husett
Massac
in
even
that his party,
y governrather precarious instrument for orderl
saving
ment. The friends of Mr. Fly hailed his
and hailed
act as a great gain for his prestige
which he
thc failure to get a vote on candidates
More often
y.
victor
great
a
as
d
wante
they
and
ences than
in Democratic conventions or confer
winner
be
to
claim
losers
the
ere
elsewh
went
The Western Massachusetts contingent
."
motive
in
"noble
plans
with
g
to the meetin
iny
plainl
and
ly
They were primarily, proper
ticket with
terested in promoting a balanced
or. His
Mr. Ely as the candidate for Govern
laudably
those
to
ed
appeal
candidacy deservedly
d. He
desirous of putting the best foot forwar
preof
favor
in
ly
united
and his friends were
working
and
vote
a
having
ates
candid
g
sentin
were apout an attractive balance. They
work in
ve
effecti
pretty
some
doing
parently
ed
swoop
gent
contin
his behalf until the Boston
that
show
to
ded
procee
and
ly
into th3 assemb
behaved tail '
even a well disposed and well
terrier.
bull
Boston
a
wag
cannot successfully
idea.
Nevortheless, the meeting was a Boston
FitzF.
John
by
ally
origin
It was suggested
Governor with
gerald who, as a candidate for
had a
Curie
Mayor
the adroit backing of
the
of
a
pen
the
escape
to
strong . desire
the
,at
file
and
emotional behavior of the rank
rald
Fitzge
the
tedly
undoub
primaries. It was
ence could be
original hope that such a Confer
e Democratic
Yanke
a
with
made to balance him
avoid what
y
thereb
and
r
Senato
for
candidate
bed as a
some Democrats have unkindly descri
day."
field
"Hibernian
Fitzgerald with the advice of Mayor Curley
a
undoubtedly wished for himself the kind of
astutely
balanced ticket that Senator Walsh
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seeks when he is a candidate. Of course, this
year the Senator's interest is less specific and
more tolerant of the expressed will of the party
ran'- and file. He was present during the easy
expreliminarieli' of the meeting but, after
of
fate
the
to
as
n
pressing his grave concer
came
party
atic
Democr
the
unless
y
the countr
to the rescue, he withdrew. He took pains to
say, however, that he had no choice of candidates
the
and that "nobody can tell the voters at
do."
can
primaries what they
This statement from oracular sources must
have been somewhat disquieting to those who
g had
had naturally conceived that the meetin
the
telling
of
e
purpos
been called for just the
The
do.
to
ed
expect
were
they
what
voters
The
Senator's opinion, however, was vindicated.
to
t
sugges
to
what
agree
not
could
conference
get a
the voters anyhow. In fact, it failed to
ates
vote on the question of considering candid
rollcall
at all. In the interests of safety the
it
was cut short by adjournment. Moreover,
judgwas plain that neither the authority nor
it could
ment of the conference—assuining that
recogbe effected without violence—would be
Even
ates.
candid
g
leadin
the
of
rized by several
conFitzgerald who had initial hopes that a
own
his
for
ing
balanc
the
ference would do
bing flop
benefit had meantime executed a distur
e that
by virtually repudiating the very purpos
mind.
in
ly
initial
had
he
ntly
appare
Hence, unless some inventive Democratic
d
leader discovers a way to avoid the dreade
Demothe
which
y
primar
results of the direct
nobody
cratic party professes to have at heart,
and a
do
can
they
what
will tell the voters
e, so
balanc
the
in
remain
will
ticket
ed
balanc
done
have
voters
atic
to speak, until Democr
those
like
s
stance
circum
in
do
y
usuall
what they
now prevailing.
Both parties have now demonstrated, each
l
in its own characteristic way, that the painfu
be
not
can
ies
primar
direct
of
consequences
avoided by pre-primary conferences or conventions. In fact, the indorsement of a party
conference may be a handicap rather than a
boon to any candidate and especially to the
more deserving.
The only way to avoid the unpleasant consequences of the direct primaries is to abolish
them and so permit the accredited representatives of the party in convention assembled
to use their best judgment in nominating a
ticket for which the party can cheerfully accept
responsibility. The people will have their chance
to exercise their sovereignty when they vote
for the tickets presented them by parties which
can be held responsible for nominations to office.

Peters Opposed.
UNION
As has been previously indicated
conference, as assembled, and not
Springfield, Mass. the
as originally proposed by Fitzgerald,

lon is that the Westfield man will- play
ball with "Honey Fitz" and that the
balance of the au. port of the leaders
of the party will be for that lineup.
Fitzgerald and Ely were to have
was for the etirpose of revivine. the
gotten together in the office of Mayor
Peters possibilities as to the governorJames M. Curley of Boston yesterday
ship. It was almost an open secret
for some. sort of a conference but it
that strenuous efforts would be made
fell
through. It was understood here
to bring out a ticket of Peters for
last night, however, that there would
Governor and Fitzgerald for Senator.
be a putting of heads together • today
Those who have strong weight in the
and that Mr. Fitzgerald would take
party councils, however, raised the obPart
regardless of his declaration last
jection that a Peters candidacy would
night that he would not attend any
recall the discussion of the Boston Posuch conference. It was learned that
Hoe strike of 1919. at which time PetCongressman William J. Grantield of
s was Mayor of Boston and that It
this city, leader of the Western Maseould not be good Democratic polities
sachusetts
group backing Ely, exto inject dismission of the strike into
pects to go to Boston today to take
the campaign.
part in such a parley.
It is known, however, that influ• There appears to he only one fly
ential members of the Democratic
In the ointment of the Western Masparty in Washington would not be
sachusetts
Democrats who look fordispleased with a ticket having in it
ward to a Fitzgerald-Ely slate, howPeters for Governor or Senator terra
ever.
This
is
the generally recognized
there are some in the party here who
belief that Curley wants to be the
are not willing to concede that such
Democratic nominee for governor in
an eventuality is outside the really, of
1982 and that he desires to see Fitzpossibility.
tehris
g
gerald
rin
beaten
Ile
eov
hg
.irllno
breshr4e
p
.
Whatever the outcome of the priyear
or that
fe
ord
vate conference between Mayor Cur.
moved as a possible opponent two
LI
years from now. And it is also well
known that Mr. Fitzgerald is taking
ley and Ely or Coolidge or both, there his orders
at the present from Mr.
appears to be no doubt that Fitzgerald Curley.
will remain in the field, either in cornThe apparent collapse of the
boom
bination of Fitzgerald for Governor for Gen.
Edward
and Coolidge for Senator or Ely for ernorship at the L. Logan for govconference was exGovernor and Fitzgerald for Senator. plained
yesterday when the "inside.
story" of his part in the affair
wits
learned. It appears that Logan
some votes at his command if had
the
conference decided to take a ballot—
not
enough
to
give
the
in
is
him
Westfield
Special to The Springfield Union.
of
Ely
a
Joseph B.
majority,
confer- most strategic position of any can- but sufficient to give him the
excuse
BOSTON, July 29—"Little"
i to say that there was a call for hilo
on
harplaces
for
scramble
the
accomplish
in
didate
to
to run. His group held out
ences striving
slate and his prospects
ticket,
Democratic
for
the
the
state
balanced
taking of a vote, but when the conmony and a
Worces- for gaining the nomination for gov- ference was
to
swung
where the "big" conference in
the
as
bright
as
decision
been
not
never have
to name a slate, the plan fell
t of Dem- ernor
are at present. This was the op- and
ter failed, is the
through
preserve they
Logan is now considered as
deftimistic opinion of Western Massit-i initely
ocratic leaders, who wirh to
out.
yet bring or- chusetts Democrats yesterley as they
'their own interests and
aftermath
the
over
talk
to
back
sat
chaos.
of
der out
conferences, of the Woreseter "harmony conferThe first of these
Mayor Cur- ence."
between
today
iplanned for
His feat of successfully pouring oil
13. Ely of
Joseph
Atty.
ley of Boston.
F. on the troubled waters of the session
John
-Mayor
former
Westfield and
in
Coolidge ofA just as it threatened to break up
Fitzgerald, with Marcus A.
a small riot established him in a disfailed
offing.
the
Fitchburg hanging in
tinctly favorable light with many of
rumored that the Boston delegates, they feel, but
to materialize. It is
toplace
even more to his advantage is the setthis get-together will take
without the up of candidates for the senatorial
morrow, but presumably
position.
presence of "Honey Fitz."
It is assumed by Democrats from
Happy.
Fitzgerald
this section that former-Mayor John
unquesIi'. Fitzgerald can be persuaded to
Fitzgerald stated today that
private con- make the run Per the senatorial nomtionably there would be
his designs on the
as the
ferences with Mayor Curley Democ- ination and give up
governorship. They also believe that
recognized leader of Boston
Fitzgerald, would Marcus A. -Coolidge of Fitchurg will
racy, but that he,
gathering. The stick in the MICE% regardless of whethnot sit in on any such
he was er he is, favored by party leaders or
former Mayor declared that
outcome of not, and that Thomas C. O'Brien and
"very happy" over the
in his John F. O'Connell of Boston also will
yesterday's conference, for,
conclusively be up there on the fighting line when
opinion, It demonstrated
the real tem- the battle begins. .
to the Boston delegation the party in
Will Fight Coolidge..
per of the members of parts of the
the middle and western that Boston
This will line up three Irish Demsettled
State, and it was
ocrats against Coolidge, a so-called
could not hog the ticket.
the Yankee Democrat, and the attack
said
yesterday,"
time
at
"At any
a posi- the Boston men will he directed
former Mayor, "T was in such out of Coolidge's al leet••1 record of hay lug
come
nomination that 1 could have
of Fitz- voted 101 times against the
Smith
the conference with a ticket
Coolidge for tion of former-Gov. Alfred E.
gerald for Governor and
New York for the presidency at
of
Fitzand
Governor
for
senator or Ely
the National Convention in 1924. this,
gerald for senator.
mem- will be preached to rabid Democrats
Boston
the
to
obvious
was
"It
whose enthusiasm for the former
bers of the meeting that, because of Governor of New York has not been
delegate%
the temper of the othercombination -dimmed since 1928 and if it is
Fitchburg
there could be no such
and either drummed up sufficiently the
an Fitzgerald for Gcfvernor
Cman will be beaten, it is believed.
Tha
Senator.
for
O'Brien
or
O'Connell
At the same time, whether O'Brien,
barcould not be, for any attempt at
• O'Connell and Fitzgerald state so pubmony would he shattered by the very_ licly or not, they will certainly be in
Boa
simple fact that, in such a Belief,
favor of having as a running mate in
ton could justly be accused of hogging the governorship race one who can
fight
am
I
which
against
:old
a condition
s catch the Yankee Democratic vote,
Mg and a condition which it seem • this le where Mr. Ely fits into the picabout.'
Perfectly obvious cannot come
ture: it Ls assortod. Tkai resout opin-
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DEMOCRATS PLAN
"LITTLE" PARLEYS
TO SELECT SLATE
Fly Expected to Confer with
Curley in Boston Today;
Fitzgerald Not to
Attend.
4‘07
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ELY IS SEEN HOLDING
STRATEGIC POSITION

Western Mass. Men Believe •
He Gained Strength in
Boston Ranks at
Ely Appears to Hold
Worcester.
Strategic Position.

or

'GAZETTE
Worcester, Mass.
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LESSON MOM
Clc.im Mayor Curley of Boston
Was "Schoolmast,:r" at
"Harmony" Parley, Although He Was Absent
IMPLY HUB EXECUTIVE
SEEKS GOVERNORSHIP

Support of this Curley"domination
of the situation Is given by the reports
of the proposed conference that is
planned to take place in Boston perhaps today, or in a few days, between
John F. Fitzgerald, former mayor of
Boston, said to be Curley's favorite for
the nomination for governor this year,
and Joseph B. Ely of Westfield, the
strongest up-state contender for the
nomination, at which it is said that
Curley will try to do what the Worcester conference failed to do, namely,
harmonize the contending forces and
clear the way for Fitzgerald's nomination for governor by offering Boston
upport to Mr. Ely for some other nomination.
) To be sure the names of other candidates for the gubernatorial nomination have been in mention, among
them being former Mayor Andrew J.
Peters, Gen. Edward L. Logan, John J.
Cummings, all of Boston, and Rep. Roland D. Sawyer of Ware.
So far as the Peters' candidacy is
concerned he will not receive the Curley support though he should become
the candidate. The indipendence of
and the open defying of Curley by
Cummings also eliminates him from
Curley support.
In the event of General Logan
becoming an active candidate for
gubernatorial
the
notn17.t tion,
which he moy, despite the advise of
his political friends to disuade him
from doing so, Curley would he In
a quandry as to his action. It would
probably mean that he would have
to drop Fitzgerald for Logan. and
Induce Fitzgerald to go after the
senatorial nomination.

By p1itt.11' B. RI)N NI \ i:
Gazette Staff Reporter
It is just beginning to be realized by
many Democrats, both of Worcester
and other sections of the state, that
they were given a lesson in practical
Ely's Strength Increases
The potential strength of Joseph B.
politics at the "harmony" conference of
old and new party leaders in the Ban- Ely among Domicrats outside of Boston,
demonstrated In the Worcester "harcroft hotel here Monday. Althoughl mony" conference
is something that
Mayor James M. Curley was not pres- Curley must consider, and It is said
ent, his satellites were there and work- that at the coming conference Curley
will try to induce Mr. Ely to accept the
ing smoothly.
second place on the state primary ticket
That Mayor Curley as the master that will be given Curley
support in
political chess player has the power to Boston. At the coming conference it is
say which of the many candidates icr expected that the last Fitzgerald gesture
governor, United States senator, and will be made. It was
apparent in the
other important offices will receive the Worcester conference,
that Fitzgerald Is
support of the Boston Dernoeraty et not the fighting
man that he once was.
the primaries is beginning to be The fact that it was
not thought adrealized, as is the fact that the Curley visable to go to the floor
on a test vote
endorsement Is of major importance to for the conference endorsement
with
the candidates.
Ely and the failure of Fitzgerald to
It is no secret that Mayor Curley IS take the floor and defend himself
ambitious to be governor and only against the attack of John Jackson
awaits the time when the situation Walsh were indications of Fitzgerald's
appears right to a-e • announce his lack of former fighting spirit.
candidacy for that office.
It may be that Fitzgerald is out, anti
Many political o.,,
..) with knowl- that Curley may transfer his support
edge of the political foresight of Mayor to Ely, thus combining the Boston and
Curley, are of the op;nion that the outside strength for use In the future,
candidate for Governor to receive Cur- If Logan can be induced to stay out.
ley's support in the present content
Donahue In Offing
for the nomination, must be one who
Of course there is also present the
will agree to a single term of two years
if nominated and elected this year, possibility of Frank J. Donahue chairman of the Democratic State Commitleaving the field open to Mr. Curley in
1932, when Mr. Curley's term as Mayor tee carrying out the suggestion made
several
weeks ago that he aright beof Boston will come to a close, and as
the law does not permit his succeeding come a candidate if the strongest man
himself as Mayor, he will lie free to go available was not endorsed by the
"harmony" conference over which he
after the governorship again.
presided.
May Run In 1932
The Senatorial nomination field appears to be left clear for Marcus A.
Those who profess to be in the
Coolidge
of Fitchburg. The suggestion
political know, see the field in 1932
that Atty. Sherman Whipple
might
set for Curley. It Is argued that
Gov. Frank G. Allen %%III by then
have served two terms In the office of governor, assuming that lie
Is reelected this year; and that as
the cards now lay, Lieut. Gov. 1'111liam S. Youngman will he the Republican candidate for governor.
Curley, It is said, Is confident that
he can defeat Youngman for election and Is planning for such an
event.

"SCHOOLMASTER" IN
DEMOCRATIC RANKS

(International Newsreel Photo)
MAYOR JAMES M. CURLEY
enter the contest Is not being taken
seriously.
It Is an open question whether
Strabo V. Claggett strengthened or
weakened his chances for the party
nomination for lieutenant governor by
his straight from the shoulder talk
at the "harmony.
" conference and
little has been heard of the other potential candidate3 for that nomination
Including Charles S. Murphy of Worcester.
It is expected that Mayor Curley will
have in mind in the coming conference the admonition so repeatedly
made by speakers at the Worcester conference; to secure a "balanced, geographically and racially" ticket to be
given Boston support at the primaries.
The time for filing nomination papers approaches apace.
<->

—
NOMINATION PAPERS
FILED BY COMMINGS

BOSTON, July 30 (AP)—Nomination papers were on file today entering John J. Cummings, Boston, in the
race for the Democratic nomination
for governor.
In a statement the new entry said
he was certain the voters sought candidates "unafraid and uncontrolled."
He assailed the older party leaders
and declared that Mayor James M.
Curley, Democrat, wished the re-election of Gov. Frank G. Allen, Republican,
Other Democratic gubernatorial aspirants are two former Boston mayors,
John F. Fitzgerald and Andrew J. Peters, and Joseph B. Ely, Westfield.
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CURLEY-FITZGERALD
TEAM IMPRESSIVE
til•.) Mayor's Stand May Clear Way For
'o-aing of Coolidge for Senate If
Paity Wants "Balanced" Ticket

•

By .1 1 II V.'s II. t.I Liii0V1iR
Telegram Slate House Reporter
reports, conjectures and
BOSTON, July 30.—Out of the maze of
tic "harmony" confer- ,
Democra
the
followed
has
speculation which
ments today which ,
develop
distinct
several
ence at Worcester came
n now Confronting'
confusio
and
chaos
may go far toward adjusting the
The pos,lt ire
ity of candidates.
the party because of the multiplic
i developinents were these:
1—Mayor James M. Curley of Boston*
former senator, the Westfield man made known
is uncompromisingly with
today that under no circumstances
'Mayor John F. Fitzgerald.
2—Rev, Roland D. Sawyer. Ware, the would he be deterred from his purpose
place.
minister-legislator, announced his re- of seeking the gubernatorial
in, he astirement as a candidate for the nom- That is all he is interested
leave
would
that
serted, which means
ination for United States senator.
senatorial
3—Joseph B. Ely of Westfield spiked Mr. Coolidge to have the
all reports that he might switch to field for himself.
If Mayor Curley is for Fitzgerald for
the senatorship or lieutenant governord senator, that means that Mr. Ely has
intereste
is
he
that
asserting
by
ship
and no the commanding position. for Mr. Coolin the nomination for governor
Idge is equally determined that he will ,
other.
office than senator.
4—Supporters of former Mayor Peters seek no other
of
This uncompromising attitude
prepared to file papers in behalf of Mayor Curley for Fitzgerald has engovernor.
for
y
candidac
his
most couraged the Coolidge supporters, for
Of these developments the
they point out that by taking that I
significance was attached to the stand position and agreeing that there would
if
of Mayor Curley, for It means that
he be no domination by Boston it rather
the Boston Democracy, of which
candias eliminated all other Boston
d
Fitzgeral
take
to
has,
is a leader,
cal dates, including former Coiag. Joseph
geographi
and
racial
the
,
candidate
a
O'Connell and former Dist. Atty.
distribution which has been heralded F.
party Thomas C. O'Brien for senator, former .
so widely as the hope of the
J.
in Mayor Andrew J. Peters, John
leaves the other major nominafion
s and Gen. Edward L. Logan :
Cumming
MarMayor
former
either
the hands of
Mr. for governor.
cus A. Coolidge of Fitchburg or
Question of Submission
Ely.
At this distance, however, it does
Attit tide on Senator In Doubt
not appear that there will be any genThe difficulties of those interested In eral agreement on candidates by Boscandidacies todsgt centered in deter- ton Democrats for sometime to come
mining whether Curley's uncompromisof
despite the admitted leadership
ing attitude was with respect to the
Mayor Curley. There are too many
extended
or
on
nominati
rlal
enbernato
each with Its own candidate.
the senatorial plum also. It was factions,
many who do not take kindi'ported that Mayor Curley has in- There are
d and would rather have
formed Coolidge supporters that his ly to Fitzgeral
There is some supsupport of Fitzgerald was for governor General Logan.
former Mayor Peters, but
for
port
was
there
hand
other
the
On
'alone.
him on all scores.
!claim that Fitzgerald had informed his Curley is against
is
O'Connell
man
;Supporters that the Boston mayor Former Congress
Would be with him for either senator making some progress in his campaign,
for senator and Martin M. Lomasney
or governor.
Mayor Curley himself maintains a the West End leader, is giving mot
statemen
mentum to the O'Brien candidacy.
discreet silence since his
Tall of conferences with Mayor Cur- ,
last week when he declared he would
go through with Fitzgerald for gov- ley were broadcast today, but as far
- 4;
as taking place it was another mat'
ernor to the end.
If there are any deals consummated ter. The attitude of Mayor Curley
the
him
that
up
to
not
appears to be that it Is
It does not mean of course
fights for governor and senator will not to initiate conferences with candiThe
.
primaries
the
to
but if they want to talk with
carried
dates,
be
failure of the Worcester conference to him he has no objection.
virtually
endorse candidates made it
certain that other than the. Sawyer
withdrawal there Is not likely to be
any recession from position on the
part of those who have already announced for major office. The support
of the Boston organization through n
combination is important in that it Is
genenily recognized no 'Democrat can
none for is nomination without the
suppOrt of the liun Democracy.
With respect, to..14Wor- Gloalidg'S for

TRANS-Min'
Holyoke, Mass.
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'o vi Y of Boston has gone.
Mayo
the w, !Tau' against N.andalisin
oil the city parks and beaches. The
his
ist hit of deviltry to draw
ire is the destruction of a score or
more Japanese cherry trees in the
Public Garden. He statex that Pie
damage done by the vandals in the
public property amounts to $100.OS0
a year. The cherry trees were gifts
of the Japanese government to ths
city of Boston for the generous 10for
cnOnge made to the apreal
at the time of the great Jai)-,
neae earthquake disaster.
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SAWYER WILL SEEK OLD SEAT
IN LEGISLATURE ONCE AGAIN
Democratic Leaders Hope Others Will Take
• Heed of Action and Withdraw Gracefully
From Race For Major Office Nominations
---Coolidge Ready For Battle in Primaries
—Intimate Curley Holds Balance of Power

'plumed knight, Is being groomed &Oct
f may enter the nets In time to be a
; contender.
Strange as it may seem, the nomination for United States senator is considered the secondary prize to
be
awarded In the tournament of conference, and primary ballots.
Lists May Be Shifted
But there is of course a possibility
that the list may be shifted. and that
Sir Knight Coolidge may, after Master
of the Tournament Curley has spoken
his final word, find either the "little
corporal," John F. Fitzgerald, or the
clever Joseph B. Ely, AA his opponenta
in the final battle.
Master of the Tournament Curley, In
approving the final lineup of the principal contenders for the prizes, will or
course have in mind the htaintaining
of the proper "balance, geographically
and racially."

By PHILIP B. RONAYNE
Gazette Staff Reporter
-k.'
Representative Roland D. Sawyer, the minister-politician of
043tIRN 5
- /.1
Ware, who for a brief period posed as a prospective candidate for
line of the major nominations by the Democrats of the state.
"7/4 3/3,
United States senator or governor, probably with the thought of
finally being given that of state auditor or .oniething else, hari MISS MASSACHUSETTS
PICKED PRIDAli
sensed the uselessness of his ambition and I, to ,eek renomination
to the sect in the Legislature In. has held for 17 years.
Pe:cotton of the young woman who

in
Rprcsentative Sawyer made his exit
ton vote.
Toen
thes
CRoanetsleeq.
0eanntu
ly vn
hnistr,7p
1sprotvnael will represent the -'''Spirit of Massafrom the field of ca-Aidates for major
most desirable wish and to seoffice yesterday and started for the cure it candidates will approach the Ausetts" in the pageant parade td be
White Mountains where he will spend Curley throne ea supplicants for his held here on August 15, as one of the
a few weeks communing with nature
leading features of "Boston Week" in
and storing up oratorical gems for the
Coolidge Ready for Test
the tercentenary celebration, will be
coming sessions of the Legislature.
Marcus A. Coolidge of Fitchburg.
held Friday night -at 8:30 o'clock at
and
cultivated
the
Democratic leaders are anxiously! Orb° Inherited
Democratic love of battle and ambi- thb Keith-Alhee Theatre.
awaiting and hoping for withdrawals
tion for public office. is the son of a
Five members of the Boston terof other candidates mentioned for Democratic congressman, a former candictate
for lieutenant governor, and a centenary committee
will servo as
Graceful
Major office nominations.
withdrawals would
to former mayor of his home city, has judgett in picking the beauty to surbe preferred
steed
In
arm;
for
several
months'
trainforced eliminations, it is intimated.
Ing for the primary day when he hopes vive the blonde-brunette battle of the
Rep. saw”-r's Statement
.
to carry off the senatorial nomination past ex weeks.
Of the 500 young
Announcing his withdrawal, Repre- prize.
sentative Sawyer issued
which he said:

statement, in

"
Vtempts to induce Atty. Sherman L.
'Whipple, once regarded as a possible
ehamnion, to again enter the tournament have failed. Sir knight Whipple
"The talk about any further con..
recalls the result of his last appearferencea or effort of leaders to iron
'knee on the field of political battle
situation
Democratic
is
a
out the
i for the senatorial nomination prize.
In a converastion with one who sought
pipe dream of the newspapermen.
to interest him in a return to the
There is nothing ahead for candi,
arena,
Colonel Whipple is quoted as
dates for nomination in the Democratic primary except a hard gruel- I saying: "Om of my legs is longer than
ing primary fight, in which money ! the other from the pulling that it received in the last primary in which I
must be spent and lots of hard
engaged!'
work put in. I am willing to do the
This leaves Marcus Coolidge, with a
work, but have not the money es- ,
sential, and I fear without that the 1 name to conjure with, trained to the
i minute sifter his tour of the state prior
work will not amount to anything.
to the Worcester "harmony" conferHence It appears to me the better
ence, with only the second
string
Judgment is to eliminate myself
knights, Joseph
F. O'Connell and
from the fight. There is talk that if
Thomas C. O'Brien of Boston, as opan arranged ticket can be put up. I
ponent,' for the minute.
shall be the candidate for state auThat Mayor Curley will not send for
ditor, and there are papers In cirthe men who want hirt favor is to be
culation for me, but I am not very
expected. They must seek him. He has
hopeful of anything resulting. and
announced that he can be found and
shall probably ask my district If
will be available for such conferences,
they be willing I should serve en- ,
Other Ca tidida I es
other term in the House."
As the lists stand today the squires
' The statement of Representative Saw- mounted, lances in hand and
ready to
yer relqtive to the proposed conference enter and joust for the prize of the
with Mayor James M. curtcy "as a pipe nomination for governor, are. John F.
dream of the newsrlerfhen," can be Fitzgerald. former InaVor of
Boston.
taken for what it is worth. However. former congressman, for many years
the fact remains, and is conceded, that known 'in politics
as
the "little
Bonton Is expected to cast close to 200.- Napoleon", who is probably making his
coon voten in the primaries and while last appearance RA a contender for a
approximately 100,000 votes will be cast first c.,,ss political prize; Atty. Joseph
by the rest of the state; so it is taken B. Ely of Westfield, lawyer, diplomat,
that Boston will consequently nomi- and a never say die political jouster:
John .7. Cumroings, who was unhorsed
nate the candidates.
Also, it Is recognized, if not admitted In the last political tournament: and
Andrew .7. Peters, who as a former
Out loud, that Mayor Curley
is the mayor of
Democratic Boston, won his
. .
spurs and the right to be hailed as II
Ft

I

women who entered. the contest but
70 remain in the list following elimination trials.-

Message from Hon. James NI
. Curic).
Mayor of Boston
0, HE TercentenarN obse
rvance of the lotinding
of
J the Massachusetts
Bay Colony wl
ou d be incomplete and titnyorthy of
the name if we fail
Io pay our nice(' of
reverence and tribute to the ed
discoverer of .America --Christop
To the sublime faith of her Columbus.
l
the success of the voyage of Columbus 11laV be traced
discoyery 1%hicli pa‘ed the
way for the pioneer nime
nieni that made possikle
at a
latter period the settlement
and the gradual de‘elopm of tlie Pilgrims and Puritans,
later became known to ent of the structure Ivhich
the ‘N odd as the American
Republic.
The contribution of Col
and human happiness (1()(•5 umbus to human progress
not differ maieriallY. '..xeopt
in volume. %%ith the characte
r of contribution the Itali an
race has made ill t'N l'1.1 (111i
111A to religion. art. literatu
re.
science and goyermu(snt.
To hal\ the )% 1(11(1 owes
her creation and perpetuation an (•\ erla,tin,, (11,1)1 for
of l‘ork. memorials and
traditions. through ‘‘Iiich the
ligh
t of ckilization was
permitted to spread from the
Meiliterranean to the Baltic.
To‘%ard Italy annuall‘ turn
the seeker, (If knolyledge zind the students of
art. there to gratik their
longings 1) gazim. on thus(• impe
despite the pas,a._,,, of ti me b11‘ 4, rishable ‘\,,Iks that
11c)er 1,, 1, impro‘ed
upon. the ‘sork- ot 1)ante
and 'lasso and Petra!, Ir. of
Raphael and \lieltelar e olo and Cal
m\ ,I. of \ ,•1 ,1; ;111(1
S
I{(
,1)1s:iiintii. altill illi:,is.:11."
1 (1)fl ).1"Illize(;til 1,4,,;:i

and mazzini.
Tn IIII. stinIcnt

•

:!iiii::::ni,L'iTi(.1 01111(':a.,1::::r1

of history or romance ther
e is an
appeal that can only be satisfie
lit(•rary contributions of such d through a study of the
sons of
ta tun! Pasquale Villari. romancis hal\ as Carlo BotD'Annuntio, and masters of lang ts like Nlatizoni and
uage like Bartelli ittid
I/e Amicis.
Win prolong the presentation
past will endure; it needs commen ? 'Me glory of the
dat
no indi‘idual; the art of Italy is ion or praise from
both inanimate and
animate.
To flak Iii e\(sr) crisis the
hearts. and the e0 es.
and OW III I 11(1, (If OW 01 Orld 111(01'
TLICV, l'I ('( 'i I I (I' 1.01(11. seeking that turned regardless HI
(•ortifort ‘‘llich the representati spiritual direction zind
0e of Saint Peter. from
the sacr(•(I precincts of Home,
has never fail(•(1 to give
to a waiting world.
When the materialistic forces in
the world, blind
with power and Nyealth, threaten
ed by their excesses the
destruction of the social system,
that society through nineteen the rules and order
centuries has found

necessarN for the 1,i(servat
ion
standards a NN alt Ill! %%odd has of home and mural
never failed to receke
Spiritual guidance from the Ilol
v See.
This sublime faith ,
1 not confined solel\ to the
representatives of the reHions
orders; rather does it
appear to be a part of the
very atmosphere itself of
hal\ . and when at the ( lose
of
the forces of destruction sought the recent \\ u Id War
to substitute communism
and anarchy for the establis
centuries of experience had pi., hed order that tssenty
i‘
‘‘ as both w ise and
right. I‘ hen these same forcc
,- had ,.‘vrth rowo the
Cmernment of Russia and were
sweepiti:2 like a conflagration (0('r Europe. when
Christian ukilization was
threatened \\ ith extinction. it
was a son of Italy, rallying to his standard a devo
ted handful, that made
possible the estoppel of the
mad march of the forces
uf dt'Si I lil !ion and chaos. the
present Premier --Benito
Mussolini.
This act of supreme daring
was in keeping with
the sublinw courage displaye
d by his comrades in arms
- the ltaliatt Army --during
Italian Army has never been the World War. The
either tin' credit or the prai accorded by historians
se
quence of its contribution to the it deserves as a rouse.
winning of \\ orld War.
Some day the history of the
World will be written,
lift or one hundred years
from now, with truth rath
er
than falsehood as a basis and
the world will learn what
the Italian soldiery know -that for a period of thre
years the Army of Italy
held the Austrian Army e
in
cheek and had Italy ielded.
and as a consequence of
her yielding the forces on
the
mitted to consolidate: with thr Eastern front been perfront, the forces that stood for Armies On the Western
government in the world milii the preservation of free
zht have suffered defeat.
Under the brilliant leadersh
ip of the Italian
Premier - Benito Mussolini
---- the people of Italy
are
facile,.:, not only the present
but the future with high
hope and supreme courage.
and
in Italy but throughout the enti give promise not only
re
tributions in the future as valu world of making coned, if not more valued,
than ill the glorious past.
It has been truly said by a
poet Of mv own race:
Nation's greatness lies in men
, not acres,
One Master mind is worth
more than a million han
ds."
And fortunate indeed is the
nati
on and the people
when led
a master mind.
I ask all present to rise
as a mark of respect
the preserver of Christian
to
civi
liza
tion in the world —
the master mind and leader
of ltalv
Benito Mussolini.

WORLD PROGRESS
veterans of the Army, Navy and Marine Corps of the
United States in the construction by the Boston Transit Commission of the rapid transit extension under
Governor Square; also, on my suggestion, the Commission has adopted a three-shfit system, with the
result that 1000 men, instead of 500, will be employed
for a period of more than two years.
On October 27, I forwarded copies of a communication to the President of the United States, Secretary of Commerce, Secretary of War, and Secretary
of Labor, urging the undertaking of a $1,000,000,000
Mississippi Valley improvement as a means of unemployment relief and permanent relief as well, as a
national investment of untold value to our inland industrial empire.
The development of the East Boston Airport, by
the leveling of Governor's Island and its connection
with the mainland, which has recently been approved
by the War Depa:tment, and now requires only Congressional approval, is a $20,000,000 project, and will
represent the employment of about 1500 men for a
period of two years.
The extent of public welfare activities is an accurate barometer of industrial conditions. The following
extracts from a report recently submitted to me provide not only an excellent illustration of this fact but
serve to show how successfully alertness, experience,
and zeal can reduce a serious situation.
"Depression and unemployment are no strangers
to the unpaid Board of Overseers of Public Welfare.
This Department, a century old, with its own organization of loyal, well-trained, and highly specialized workers, is ready to meet any emergency.
In their own homes, adequate relief is daily given
unemployed applicants (married and single)
2500
to
and their families, comprising 12000 men, women and
children.
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A budget is allowed for the weekly requirements
of the entire family, including rent, food, light and
heat. The relief is given in cash and is continued until
work is found either by the applicant or the board.
Meanwhile, the applicant is required to perform work
assigned at the discretion of the board. In this manner the applicant works for his aid and maintains his
self-respect.
The free municipal lodging home, called the
"Wayfarers Lodge," has been filled on only four nights
this year, and of the 150 lodgers, no more than ten
comes from Boston.
The superior plan of caring for the unemployed,
when possible, in their own homes has again as in the
past been proven a success; no unemployment funds
have been raised; no bread lines have been established;
no soup kitchens opened; streetbegging has been practically eliminated; and as yet, no extraordinary measures for feeding or housing the unemployed have been
adopted. Should emergency measures become necessary, Boston is ready.
I have said that the unemployment situation in
Boston, comparatively speaking, is not serious. It
should be apparent to everybody that the only thing
we have to fear is ourselves and the spread of the
psychology of fear. However, it was St. Paul who
said,"Faith without good works is of no avail." Surely
it can be said that faith with good works is the salvation of America. God grant that the hour may speedily
arrive when we will witness the passing of not only the
four evils which have afflicted mankind from the beginning of time, namely, ignorance, poverty, disease
and crime, but also of the primary cause of the four
evils, unemployment--for those in the world willing
and able to work.
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WORLD PROGRESS

How Boston Aids the Unemployed
•

By James M. Curley
Mayor of Boston

Mayor Curley's 1931 Program
1. The construction of the Huntington Avenue Subway from the vicinity of Copley Square to the
Brookline Village Line, to cost approximately $14,000,000.
2. The construction of the first link in the so-called central artery as recommended by the City Planning Board, this link to cost approximately $5,000,000.
3. A school construction program to cost $3,500,000.
4. The construction of a new Chelsea Bridge over the North Channel to cost $1,300,000.
5. The reclaiming of the Bird Island fiats and the enlarging of the present anchorage basin for the
improvement of the airport at East Boston, $1,250,000.
6. The construction of the so-called East Boston Strandway, $1,000,000.
7. The widening of Center Street, West Roxbury, to a uniform 80-foot width, $1,100,000.
8. The widening of Dorchester Avenue from a point near the Fort Point Channel Bridge to Old
Colony Avenue, South Boston, $1,000,000.
The unemployment situation in Boston during the
past year has not been so serious as in other years of
depression, and conditions here have probably been
better than in any other large American city. Having
as Mayor passed through similar periods of stress in
1914-1915 and 1922, I anticipated at the beginning of
1930 the conditions that would confront us and made
necessary provisions for the protection of the people
from a condition for which they were in no way responsible.
The prevailing opinion among many persons has
been, and still is, that when a period of depression
arises in a community the best method of meeting the
situation is by depending on the philanthropy of the
public, rather than by the municipality discharging
its obligation. I have never at any time approved of
such a policy and disappointing results in such an endeavor have justified this belief.
In my inaugural address on January 6, 1930, I
clearly pointed out to the city government the unemployment situation which was developing, frankly admitted the municipal responsibility of providing work
and aid for hundreds of self-respecting and able-bodied
men who had never before found it necessary to request assistance from any source, revitalized the municipal employment bureau, provided increased funds for
the Public Welfare Department, and projected extensive public works in street construction and widenings,
park development, and rapid transit extensions, thus
assuring the diversion of most of the moneys involved
into the pockets of the unemployed.
In January, 1930, I conferred with the Chairman
of the Massachusetts Civil Service Commission seeking a suspension of the regulations to the end that
preference be given in temporary employment as
laborers to men with more than five children dependent
on them for support. This request was subsequently
approved itnd suspension voted by the Governor and
Council.
On February 18, in response to an inquiry from
,the Governor of Massachusetts as to what the City of
Boston was doing upon the programs recommended
by Presid .nt Hoover as a means of promoting in-

•

dustrial prosperity and relieving unemployment, I replied that more than seven and one-half millions of
dollars had been made available, representing 90 per
cent, of all moneys permitted me by law to appropriate.
In the early summer I issued 11,000 copies of "The
Vanishing Job," unemployment in 1930, in which I
pointed out that faith, self-reliance, and co-operation
were the predominant characteristics that make for
success in any pioneer movement, urged a school construction program involving $75,000,000 for the employment of mechanics and laborers engaged in building construction and widenings to employ the largest
street force ever known in the history of Boston, and
announced that the Boston Transit Commission had
completed plans and accomplished land-takings to dig
the $16,000,000 under-water tunnel to East Boston.
On August 27, in a radio address, I urged a buying campaign to break down the existing industrial
depression, and asked citizens to cast aside feeling of
fear and renew faith in the country's ability to recover business equilibrium.
On September 26, I addressed an invitation to
the presidents and the professors of economics in the
leading educational institutions of Eastern Massachusetts to meet with me to consider the question of
stabilizing employment. At a conference held on October 9, resolutions were adopted urging employers
throughout Massachusetts to give consideration at
once to the assurance of continuity of employment as.
a means of promoting optimism, destroying fear, and
restoring industrial stability; and also the necessity
for legislation providing for a Federal Planning Board
whose duty would be to develop a program for the
stabilization of industry in the United States, and provide such safeguards as will render impossible industrial depression in the future.
As a further means of providing a measure 54 relief for those willing and able to work, overtime in the
Public Works Department has been abolished and,
with a view to reducing the expenditures of the
Soldiers Relief Department, statutory provision has
been made that preference in employment be given to
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GETTING INTO ACTION

•

•

The citizens of Boston are getting right now a thrill in seeing the great municipal projects tackled by Mayor Curley in
businesslike fashion. In the few short months of his administration he has undertaken several great projects and some
of them are already nearing completion, if they have not already been finished.
Notable among these is the efficient manner in which he
set about getting the subway extension built under Governor
Square, a needed improvement that has been kicking around
in the office of the Mayor for years until Mayor Curley took
office last January. Then things-began to move and the other
day the order was given to go ahead.
Already substantial progress has been made on the job and
the vicinity of Governor Square took on the appearance of a
mining ?..amp over night. The beauty of this work is that it
will give much needed employment to thousands.
Other long-delayed improvements have been grasped in the
same business-like manner and one piece of work that will
prove a boon to Dorchester residents, particularly automobilists, is the smooth-block paving of Massachusetts avenue
from Edward Everett Square to Albany street.
Incidentally it is a pleasure to see the Mayor working in
friendly co-operation with the Governor of the State, a leader '
in an opposing party, and it proves that co-operation is essential in political office as well as private business.
Mayor Curley's efforts toward fulfilling his campaign promises to the electorate are thus far effective and we are confident that he will leave office with a brilliant record of achievement behind him. If the present pace is continued Bostonians
:won't know Boston when he retires again to private life.
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KNOTTY PROBLEMS ARE OFFERED
TO STATE DEMOCRATIC LEADERS
After "Harmony" Conference, Still at Loss to
Present "Balanced, Geographical and RaCurley May Shift
cial" Primary Slate
Allegiance, It Is Hinted Intimated That
Ely Now Seeks Gubernatorial Place for
Himself Position of Marcus A. Coolidge
Vsforries Worcester Backers
By PHILIP B. RONAYNE
Gazette Staff Reporter
\\ ith the day for filing nomination papers but eight days
iit•ay, the chaos resulting from the failure of the 'Worcester ''har'i "balanced, geographical and
mony'' conference to agree upona
racial" ticket of candidates, rent ins to occupy the minds of the
Democratic factions.
made
Nomination papers have been in dr-1k It is said that an effort is beingticket,
\sit

culation in behalf of some candidates to popularize this "balanced"
been
for weeks: others are now being cir- and that nomination papers have
ciliated. Many of the nomination taken out and circulated in behalf of
Papers. it is said, are signed in blank these candidates.
'so far as the name and signed acceptM r. Dooley Again
'ance of the candidates are concerned
Mr. Dooley of Chicago, not the faas it is not yet determined who will mous character of ^omedy so popular
primaJ.
be the candidates to go to the
voters, a decade or more agt,fbut the Harry
ries for the favor of the party
Dooley. former Democrat of MassachuInterest centers in the probable Peas who was used to defeat Joseph Ely ,
candidates for the nominations for for the party nomination for Lieuten- 1
governor, and United States senator ant Governor in the 1926 primary cam- '
on the best "balanced" primary ticket paign; has again been injected into
and which candidates will receive the Democratic politics of Massachusetts, ,
favor of Mayor James M. Curley, and despite the fact that he is now a Rethrough him the support of the Boston publican in Illinois.
Democracy, without which it is conRival of the name of Mr. Dooley came
ceded the candidacies are valueless. „ in the address of Mrs. McIlaer-“ort in
A pair of Democratic donkeys, sad- the Worcester conference, when she redied and caparisoned stand in the (erred to the fact that Mr. Dooley was
tournament arena, waiting to be given the majority vote over Mr. Ely
mounted by the jousting knights. who because Mr. Ely was unknown in the
hover about the throne of Master of Eastern countries at that time. Mr.
the tourney Curley, presenting their Dooley from his new home in Chicago,
'claims for seats in the saddles.
in an open letter to John F. Fitzgerald.
urges the nomination of Mr. Ely for
Watch Curley intently
text of his letter is as
That some word has been dropped to governor. The
indicate that there may be a shift in follows;
"The
colony out here
the
Massachusetts
the Curley favor, is indicated by
activities of the supporters who a few in the "World's most beautiful and
days ago appeared to be Curley favor- progressive city' has been following
item. The assurance that John F. Fitz- with keen interest the attempts of
gerald, the "little corporal" was slated certain Democratic leaders to nullify
to be mounted as the favored con- the direct primary law back home,
"As a former member of the Demotender for the gubernatorial nomination has changed, as is indicated by cratic party in Massachusetts, I have
the hasty appeal of Charles McClue. followed closely the reports of the
'former chairman of the Democratic Worcester conference, and through it I
'state committee, and alleged field gen- all I see that loyalty and sincerity of i
eral of Mayor Curley, for 250 nomina- one of Massachusetts' greatest Demo- I
tIng signatures from each of four crats, Joseph B. Ely.
counties In behalf of the candidacy
"Some Democratic lender. have at- 1
of Mr. Fitzgerald for United States tempted to submerge Ely, but surely
Senator and the activities of Joseph B. they must see the handwriting on the
Ely of Westfield, who captured the wall. If the Democratic party hopes
Worcester 'harmony" conference, and for success this year they must give
won the applause of the delegates over Mr. Ely recognition. Not recognition
of "Sweet
rendition
the Fitzgerald
by offering a second place on the tickAdeline".
that Mr. et. but by placing in nomination JoBoston
Word comes from
B. Ely as the Democratic candiatiph
Ely has decided to do a job of "bat- date for governor of
Massachusetts.
ancing, geographically and racially" on
"Surely it is not for me, formerly of
his own hook. The latest report is Boston and now a
member of the opthat Mr. Ely seeks approval of a ticket
party. to speak to the Demowith himself as the candidate for Gov- position
of
cratic
voters
Massachusetts to plead
ernor. Mayor Michael C. O'Neil of Everett for Lieutenant Governor; Atty. the cause of Joseph B. Ely. It has been
my
to
privilege
know him intimately.
for
Boston
of
Thompson
William G.
Atty. General and no favors between In any opinion and that of many othJohn F. Fitzgerald and Marcus A. Coo- ers. Mr. Ely is today one of the truly
great Democratic leaders of the state.
lidae for United States Senator.
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Walsh's Word of Warning
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!Awing these changes Massachuse
tts hoot
been a Republican State, its only lapse
being
when it contributed to Governor Smith its
electoral votes to the 69 that he picked
up elsewhere. As regards state officers, however,
Massachusetts has tended to follow the national
experience. Its people have occasionally
elected
a Democratic Governor and after
that experience turned strongly to the
Republicans. It
has not taken the risk of a Democratic
Governor since the day of the Roosevelt
split.
Speaking with an appreciation of histo.
tendencies that Democratic candidates this
year '
might entirely overlook in their
exceptional
eagerness, Senator Walsh discreetly
suggested
a greater restraint upon confidence
than seems
to have developed by such
exceptional experiences as the plurality of Governor
Smith in
1928 and the success of Representa
tive Granfield in a special election for an
unexpired Republican term in this congressional
district. Senator Walsh was not so unkind
as further to
suggest that Democratic successes,
either in the
State et- in the Nation, are normally
short lived,

The common assumption that the multiplicity and stubborn eagerness of Democratic candidates for state and other offices, this year is
largely because Governor Smith of New York
carried the State in 1928 is probably correct.
Democratic hopes may always rise in off years
of relatively small popular vote, but this, coupled
with the results of the 1928 election and the
special election in this.. congressional district,
has undoubtedly elevated Democratic hopes to
an unusual and unwarranted bight. Hence the
struggle to get into the running.
That hopes may soar unduly high may naturally be realized less by eager candidates than
by those who are not in the running. Possibly
because of such a realization Senator Walsh
included in his brief and general speech at the
recent "harmony" conference of his party in
Worcester a word of caution and restraint. Reports agree as to his warning against the easy
assumption that, because Governor Smith carried the State by a • small plurality, it is a
Democratic State. As he pointed out Governor
Smith had not only the solid Democratic vote
7/3,4
but a great number of additional votes that
Democratic candidates do not normally get.
This, of course, was even truer of Senator
Curley Aiming at Youngman?
Walsh's own vote, for the Senator never relies
The story that Mayor Curley of Boston is dicon his own party in the State for success.
tating, in soft, subtle, but compelling accents, the
Our political history, both national and state, candidates whom the Democrats are to nominate this
has established certain facts which more recent fall looks like a pretty bit of midsummer political
event-, have not discredited. Nationally speak- fluff. But the companion story that the mayor is am
ing, in two generations the Democratic -party bitious
to run for governor himself two years henc
has ,never won the confidence of the people on is
not so fluffy in appearance.
its own merits and policies and its policies have
In 1932 (if the Republicans win this year) Govnever been fixed except for a low tariff. It
ernor Allen will be retiring, and Lieutenant Governor
has won only as a result of temporary defection
Youngman (if things continue in their presen
in the Republican party.
courses) will be the Republican candidate for gover
Cleveland became President in 1884 by virtue
of a Mugwump revolt against Blaine and even nor.
Now Mr. Youngman has persistent detractors withthen won by virtue of a very small lead in
New York State—a lead that would have been in his own party. He has reached his eminence in
impossible without Tammany. Bryan sought to spite of many of the so-called party leaders in and
win on the free silver issue by splitting the about Boston. Some of them have resented his sucRepublican vote in the West, but he lost else- cess bitterly. They lose few opportunities to decry
where more than he gained there. Wilson's him, to point out weaknesses in his candidacy.
The circumstance gives the tale of the Curie
election in 1912 was wholly due to the Roosevelt defection. Wilson was a minority Presi- ambition a certain plausibility, which, however, is
dent and barely scraped through in 1916 on the largely lost when the. Boston mayor's poltical asslogan that he kept us out of the war, a slogan tuteness is pondered upon. Mr. Curley knows far bet
ter than most that the crying down of Mr. Youngman
especially effective in a few States.
Another fact established in our national his- is much more vociferous than its extent warrants;
tory is that when by Republican defection a that, as a matter of fact, when it comes to the garner.
Democratic candidate becomes President the ing of votes, Mr. Youngman is about the best prospect
Nation quickly becomes weary. After one Dem- to be seen within the Republican ranks.
ccratic administration it is apt to turn overSuch being the situation it hardly seems likei
whelmingly to resume progress under. Repub- that Mayor Curley can look forward with
overflowing
lican administrations. Cleveland was an able eagerness to a joust with the lieutenant
governor. It
and honest President, hut was frequently in is unthinkable that he
should be misled by those whc
trouble with his own party. After his second flees at Mr.
Youngman's indefatigable greetings, an
Administration the Nation turned to McKinley handshakings,
and conferring of favors, and planting
with a sweeping force which maintained Repub- of
good will, and dispensing of friendliness from
1
licans in power for sixteen years. After Wilson's
con Hill to Berkshire.
second term the country turned overwhelmingly
to Republican administration's which have now
been in power for ten years, with two more
years to run before another test of public sentiment.
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They are hoping against nope L num
some of the candidates
for United
States senator and for governor will
withdraw. The withdrawal of
both
John F. Fitzgerald and Joseph B. Ely
from the gubernatorial list. in favor
of former Mayor of Boston Andrew J.
Peters, as suggested by John J. Cummines, also an asoirant, for the nomination witn the added incentive that
1 he too would withdraw, coupled with
the filing of nomination papers in bealhalf of Mr. Peters' candidacy,
the
though this was done without
knowledge or approval of Mr. Peter:
who has not signed the papers. is reoptimistic "harmony'
garded by the
for
seekers as a much desired need
party good.
Ely To Stay In Fight

B. LORING YOUNG ANNOUNCES
DRAPER AS PRIMARY CHOICE

Republican Candidate for United 3tates Sen.
ator in 1928 Endorses Hopedale Entry in
Democrat.:
Campaign for Nomination
Await Withdrawals inatol ial and
Attitude of That it is not likely to come tc
Gubernatorial Contests
is indicated by the fiat stateContest pass
Coakley Is Watched Closely
ment of Joseph B. Ely that he is in
the fight to stay: and the emphatic
Noted in Worcester Congressional District statement
of MaJpac. James M. C le ,
that his candidate for t e nominn on

and that Mr.
Is John F Fitzgerald.
By PHILIP B. RONAYNE,
Fitzgerald will receive every last vote
that Mayor
Democracy
Boston
the
of
Gazette Mat Reporter
Curley can give him.
In appreciation of the sportsmanlike- qualities of the man, This being as it is, the call of John
for a wholesale withJ. Cummings
brought out in the last catnpaign in which they., were rivals for drawal
in behalf of the Peters candithe nomination for United States senator, and for other reasons dacy does not weigh very heavy pothat lie enumerates, B. Loring Young of Weston will support Eben litically.
Democratic Senatorial Rattle
S. Draper of Hopedale for the Republican nomination for United
primary
former
against
campaign
Senator In the senatorial primary contest the
States senator in the
A.
• the clean and sportsmanlike qual- announced candidatea are Marcus the
William Al. Butler.
Coolidge. of Fitchburg, who until

(‘?

The support of the former speaker of ities of the man.
Worcester "Harmony" conference, apSecond, because I believe that
peared to be the favored candidate: Jothe House of Representatives for Mr
Colonel Draper can be of excepf.cph P. O'Connell of Boston, said to
Draper was made known through a let- tional value to Massachusetts in
have the backing of Mayor Curley, and
ter from Mr. Young in answer to a
the United States Senate; young,
former District Attorney O'Brien Of
query from James Jackson of Weston, vigorous, aggressive—his election
Boston. with the backing of Martin
who is taking a prominent part in the will ensure to us many years ot ! Lomasney, and former Governor Eugene
nomination
the
of
behalf
in
t'ampaign
unselfish public service growing
Noble Foss of Boston.
a Mr. Draper, in which Mr. Jackson in value every year,—nobody can
Then there is the announced candiasked which of the candidates Mr. question his ability, his wide exdacy of Daniel Coakley as an indepenYoung was supporting for the nomina- perience, his fitness for the high
dent who says he will make war on
tion.
office of senator.
any candidate nominated by the DemThe making public of the two letters
Third. because as a thoroughocrats if the candidate is not one that
today, it is expected, will be of material going Republican I want the parhe can approve. The vitrolic verbal at'ielp to the Draper candidacy.
ty to choose a candidate who Can
tacks of Mr. Coakley are such that no
and will win in November. Eben
candidate for office wishes to be made
Test of Correspondence
his victim. Whether or not this threat
Draper, nominated in September,
The text of the correspondence is as
of Mr. Coakley will result in the withwill beyond question win on elecfollows:
drawal of any of the senatorial candition clay. He can count on me not
Honorable B. Loring Young,
dates remains to be seen.
merely for my vote but for my
,State House,
confident and enthusiastic supWorcester will stage contests at the
Boston, Massachusetts.
port.
primaries for both the Republican and
Dear Mr. Young:
Sincerely yours.
Democratic nominations for Congress
Realizing that you have the suctr. the fourth district. The Republican
B. Loring Young.
cess of the Republican party at
contenders being Rep. Slater Washburn
1928 AetIon Recalled
heart, I would greatly appreciate
and former Mayor Pehr G. Holmes. and
it if you would be willing to in- 11 It will be recalled that following the the Democrats, Atty. David Goldstein
928 campaign for the nomination for and James H. Ferguson.
form me who you are supporting
United States senator, Mr. Loring. Mr.
in the present contest for the ReDraper and Butler Ames of Lowell,
publican nomination for United
contested for the Republican nominaStates senator, together with the
tion and Mr. Young won. .Mr. Draper
reasons for your position.
finished a close second in the contest.
I consider that It is of the utind immediately after the primaries
most importance that the Republiave his support to Mr. Young throughcan party elect a United States
ut the latter's campaign against Sensenator this year to succeed Gilator David I. Walsh, the Democrat.
lett, It is my belief that all true
This ri. it is expected, but the first
Republicans should heartily supof a flood of endorsements that will be
port that candidate whose elecmade by party lenders for the two
tion in November is most readily
principal candidates for the nomination.
assured.
Sincerely yours,
Mrs: achusetts Democrats who do not
James Jackson.
zulls.i ibe to the sentiment expressed
- -by former Gov. Eugene Noble Foss. that
Dear Mr. Jackson:
harmony is a word that has no place in
I have received your letter asking me which candidate I intend
the Vocabulary of the Democracy. as
to support for the Republican
they I t ver win except when there is a
nomination for the United States
right on, are anxiously waiting for the
Senate.
flnal action of the multiplicity of canNaturally 1 am going to vote
iidates for nominations at the prifor Eben Draper.
maries that they hope will be taken
My reasons are: First, because ot
bzfare 5 o'clock, Aug. 15. the time set
personal friendship of long standwithdrawals.
for
ing, strengthened by the cam.. .
paign of 1928 which brought out
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of 12,000 pounds. So we are Mt
out. But
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your Aemrican interview
winch in this
well known reputation,
as well
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see us.
and I
"Needless to say my colleagues
you early
are looking forward to seeing vehere .
us
toanlea
sistnsnw
r, d expect w
Septembe
greetetoexb
t e
i
ings from the old town."
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Not Too Poor to Bring His seroN4 F,
Wife for Tercentenary
ELY-FITZGERALD
Celebration

CONTEST ASSURED
FOR GOVERNORSHIP

Boston, Aug. 1.—It was all in R day's
news, as Reuben Salter, mayor of Boston, Eng., views the recent story appearing in a Boston paper, that he was
too poor to bring his wife to Boston
for the "Boston Week" cee:bration of
the Tercentenary of Massachusetts Bay,
Sept. 14-20. Though the mayoress was
very much annoyed, he is "tickled" over
the report of his "newfound poverty."
This is the message that Mayor Salter
conveys to Mayor Corley in a letter received today. 1e appreciates the efforts
made by the mayor in asking the Cunard line to see that his site is given
transportation across the ocean and
Heralso the generosity of Mrs. Robert
to l •
rick in sending her check for $500
for ! Fitzgerald's
defray the expenses of Mrs. Salter
the journey.
But the real reason why Mrs. Salter
probably will not accompany her hus.
She
band to Boston Is that of health.
prove a
is afraid that she would not
1,11
good sailor and that, "she would be
all the journey." The English mayor
Filing of papers by .Tehn F. Fitzwrote as follows:
for the Democratic nomination
"An account of an interview with' eeralcl
for
governor at, Boston yesterday
myself has appeared in your Boston
McIll- elItninates possibility of a "harmony"
papers signed by a Frank L.
wraith (by the way, it was a lady who. Leket and will lead to a stiff primary
you to,
made the interview) and I write
between the former Boston
4 fight
correct a wrong impression given
mayor and Atty Joseph B. Ely of
that article.
Westfield, according to local Demo"It states that the reason why the cratic leaders. Several of them indito
me
mayoress is not to accompany
cated last night that Mr Fitzgerald's)
Massachusetts is because we cannot af- unwillingness to "talk things over"
alwith Ely, together with the breakford to pay expenses and tact it has
ready cost me 150 pounds, during my (town of the conference he called at
get
I
Worcester a week ago, has made
majoralty. (I shall be satisfied if
Fly's position stronger and they look
off my year of office for double that I. the
Westfield man to eventually
amount).
ieke the nomination.
"The mayoress has decided not to go
While this belief is not shared by
over the water on account af her healthi ,,,,
political observers, they see the
—ost
and that alone. She is afraid she would makings of a real contest in Fitebe ill all the journey. If she would go .gerald's determination to •run for the
I
ex- governorship, and Republican leaders,
with me. I would gladly pay her,
pt on the other hand, look for victory
penses, and certainly would not ac
actPt
e hether Ely or Fitzgerald is nomi,such from anyone else. My good
n nated. The assurance of Fitzgerald's
I is very much annoyed at Inc suggestio
andIentry In the guhernetorial contest vieI that we want assistance le come
tually leaves the senatorial field to
I see you, but really it has tickled me im- Marcus A. Coolidge of Fitchburg.
I mensely to reed of the efforts made to
Ely's Strength Pointed Out
meet the situation.
the very Several local leaders yesterday ex"Anyway, I do appreciate generosi
the opinion that Ely would
r
tyressed
the
kind offer made and
ftorTer Boston mayor. They
shown towards myself and wife in
atatRohzohnas built upup an ,
PI ga ntetdthoeti
I zation t
and that outour'rilleofinea
new found 'poverty.' If he mayoress
will come I will bring her with me side the eastern .part of the state,
Demneratic leaders were virtually all
au all.
•
said, was pn i:ti,,,,
"There are also several glaring mis- lot him. This. Ilu.x
tree at Worcester, Fitchburg,
takes in that interview, such as that lertY
ngfield and Western Massachuthe Port of Boston is five miles awaySrri
setts centers of Democrery,
from the town. The dock and harbor 1F.
Ely to Stay In Fight
all in the Borough boundary, and we
is in the fight to Sth Y n''W
Ely
Mr
On
cur
dock ml
made a profit last year
.. a
•
Tuesday or Worinesd”' will file
hin papers as a candidate. Thin was
the word I hat. t•ame from him y<vaterds.x. Furthermore. wittle he men-

Former Boston Mayor File5
Papers at Hub, Killing
Hope of "Harmony" Ticket

EJJY IS STRONGER,
LOCAL MEN DECLARE

Action Leaves
Democratic Senatorial to ,
Marcus A. Coolidge—Ely
in Race to Stay

I

tioned no names, Ely has asatir-"
ances of strong support in the eastern
solid
end of the state, which with the
support of Western Massachusetts, of
a
him
give
will
which he is assured,
good chance for the nomination.
"I have no intention of withdrawing
from tile field. I have declared that I
would he a candidate for the nomination for governor and 1'am going to
stick to that declaration," said Mr Ely.
In the face of reports that had come
to some of the Western Massachusetts
Democrats that Fitzgerald would step
aside for Ely as candidate for goy3rnor and would probably seek the
lamination for United States senator,
he action of the former Boston mayor
s going to stir up the bitterest re.
3entment in this end of the State.
They consider Fitzgerald's move as a
fouhle-crossing of the Westfield man,
yhose Sound common sense and loy.Ity to the Democratic party saved the
Worcester conference from being a
complete "flop." Mr Ely, In their opin•
ion, deserves the recognition that Curley /and Fitzgerald would now deny
him.
the
To the Democrats in this end of
state the move is merely ameher of
the C'
bitsof strategy for domination eirrie party and also a Maneuver.
aiming to help his own cause In 1932,
when, it is fully expected, he will seek
the Democratic party nomination for
governor.
In this end of the state the Democrats feel that Curley is satisfied that
Fitzgerald cannot possibly win the
election, and once be can be pointed to
as a defeated candidate, the way will
then he clear for Curley to seek the
nomination in 1932.
Ely Strong at Worcester.
At
the
Worcester
conference
Monday the Western Massachusetts
delegation warned the leaders from
the eastern end of the state that
Ely was not accorded the recognition
it was felt he deserved, then the war
would open up.
At that conference,
while it was decided, after Mr Ely's
speech that brought the conference
into something like harmony, that no
vote for.candidates should be taken, it
was quite evident that the majority of
those present stood ready to vote for
Ely and that Mr Fitzgerald would
have been an also ran.
But with no vote taken, Fitzgerald
apparently saw an opening through
which he could creep and escape being held firmly to his earlier declaration that he was ready to withdraw
as a candidate if the majority of the
delegates favored another man.
However, the gage of battle has now
been thrown down and Ely and Fitzgerald at least will battle for the nomination, with the prospect that John
J. Cummings also will stick in the
field, as he has declared he would do.
Further than this, with Fitzgerald
to all intents and purposes repudiatieg his former position on the governorship, it will not be surprising if one
or two more enter the field as candidates for the gubernatorial nomination.
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WANT FITZGERALD TO WITH:'
RACE
cip DRAW FROM SENATE

S

Despite John F. Fitzgerald's statefor
tnent that he is not a candidate
gois
and
Senate
I the *United States
the
for
candidate
a
remain
ing to
nomination,
Dern cratic Gubernatorial
party betile
of
leaders
many of he
to
induced
be
yet
may
he
that
lieve
chpnge his mind.
'I know positively," said one of
:esponsible for the recent
Democratic conference at Worcester,
"that Mr. Fitzgerald still has an open
mind in the matter. If Ex-Dist. Atty.
Thomas H. O'Brien and Joseph F.
CConnell can be induced to withdraw
from the Senatorial contest—and it
ey can by Mayor Curley,
--ffi.
V' he will undertake the job1- 1.7rald will shift to the Senatorial
"
r.
Cr -, e;
rarces have been given that
if'
:r. O'Connell will withdraw, Mr.
n w.11. That would make the
I II
1 clear for Mr. Fitzgerald. Such
}— arrangement, I know, would be
wit'a the views of Senator
i
Wsh.
i-enato Walsh and Chairman Frank
J. 7)onahue of the Democratic State
Committee would like to have Mr.
Fitzgerald get out of the Gubernatorial fight because they do not think
be could win from the present Governor, Frank G. Allen. They are convinced on the other hand that Mr.
Ely would win."
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Not Trouble Enough?
Sometimes it seems that Massachusetts
Democrats go out of their way to find I
trouble for themselves.
Early in the present political .season they
had an excellent opportunity to accomplish
definite advancement for their party in the
state. Soon, however, they developed a surplus of candidates who can be nominated
but not elected. This surplus presented a
serious problem that they recognized and
efforts to establish party harmony in the
interest of party advantage were undertaken.
These efforts should constitute a big job.
Indeed, the party job seemed difficult enouli ,
to command the best energies of all Demo- I
crats. But Democrats like most difficult
jobs, so they set about complicating this one.
Last Saturday they held an outing at
Lexington. Eminent figures in the party
were present. But one, Representative
Roland D. Sawyer, candidate for the senatorial nomination, was absent, because he
was not invited. Sawyer is sore and says so.
Monday night Chairman Shouse of the
Democratic national executive committee
addressed Democratic notables at a dinner
of the Jefferson society. But one Democratic
notable was absent Mayor Curley of Boston; and he, Boston reports state, was not
invited. Of course, Curley is delighted to
be ignored when invitations to prominent
Democrats to meet a prominent Democrat
were sent out. Of course!
All of which indicates that when the
Democrats get on to a smooth sea, the situation is so strange that they start troubling
the waters. They may not get anywhere,
but at least they are in a familiar situation!
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It is said by Mr. Ely's friends that
eal a
PiteS.7 h I-Fie 0949
no matter what Mr. Fitzgerald de- GROUND
BROKEN FOR Boston Now Has
cides to do, Mr. Ely will seek the GubGOV.
SQUARE SUBWAY
ernatorial nomination.
Official Greeter
Boston
Senator Walsh, it is known, would
. rInal:y caught up
with
Boston, July 21—Using an engrav- New Yorkha.
by the acquisition of an
give his whole-hearted support to Mr. ed silver shovel, Mayor
James M. official greeter.
Ely in the pre-election contest, but 'itrley today broke ground-767 the Thomas J. A. Johnson of Beacon
subway extension in
Magnolia, a bachelor,
It is doubted that he would campaign Square.
Governor ea and
who
equals the sartorial perfection
j of
for Mr. Fitzgerald.
York's famous greeter,),Gro
The new subway extension,
ver
which J Whalen
hereaftc
will provide a quicker
mid
the
Sri 'in
connection be-i hand of welcom
7/2Dix tween
distinguishe
d
Boston, Brookline and
visitors to the Hub.
will be located under the Newton, He was officially
First Official Greeter
endowed hr Mayor
square.
Mayor
who was in his shirtl Curley at Magnolia, late Saturday afNamed by Boston When sleeves,Curley,
was accompanied by his son, ternoon, with his new title.
Johnson, an intimate friend of
George.
Curley Becomes Tired

_
Bc:Aon. July 19
i't — Mayor
James M. Curley and the officials
of the Public Celebrations department decided that they were overworked recri‘ing dktinguishtd
itors, so today Mayor Curley appointed Boston's first official greeter. He is TheMa3 J. A. Johnson of
Beacon hill. munbrc of the Board
of Port Authority and wealthy business man who maintains a large
yacht and a summer home at Magnolia.

Mayor Curley, prominent socially,
and
widelrYMIV'n as one of the "marble
kings' of the world, has cyrsry
requisite for the job which Grover
Whalen has made famous.
is wealthy and has his own
yacht. which
:-.cobably fly t!,c
,ffit
'tag on
when L,,a
ton is entertaining distIngulahect per-yf
sons.
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Petrnal Advantage vs. Party Welfare
A promment Boston Democrat, John .1. Cumniings,
has accused James M. Curley, also a Boston Democrat
and a prominent, onCht-wtatrfrig the re-election of Governor Allen. The motive attributed to him is that if Allen is given another term, Curley can go on being Mayor i
of Boston, and in 1932 go out and win the governorship.
The story has a certain plausibility. Mr. Curley wants
to be governor, but not until he has finished being mayor
of Boston. If a Democrat were to defeat Allen this year,
there is little doubt that he would be renominated by his
party in 1932; and in such circumstances, Curley could
not hope to be the Democratic standard bearer. Therefore, it is to his advantage to have Allen win this year,
and then to step in two years hence and land the prize
himself.
As political dope goes, this is all very well, but we are
Interested chiefly in the fact that Mr. Curley is accused
of putting his personal advantage above the welfare of
his party. He is not the only prominent Massachusetts
Democrat of whom this has been said. The other day
we heard a man ask whether Butler, in the event of his
winning the Republican nomination for United States
Senator, would be elected. The reply, from a shrewd political observer, was that, he would--because Senator
Walsh would feel much surer of re-election if the other
Senator were a Republican than he could possibly feel if
he were a Democrat.
True or not, these stories about Walsh and Curley-as to the latter coming openly from a fellow Democrat,
-L--cannot be heInful to party solidarity.
4'eleinfa- Figt-3/ AtigSvieg
c./ a_ / o
inc.. concerning Witham M. Butler's
campaign expenses, and corns into
Masafichusetts and conduct an hivestigation. Already talk is heard that
if such a course seems likely, coinplaints about other senatorial candidates may be lodged with the committee, so that any investigation it might
Boston, Aug. 2 — Yesterdaa's devel- conduct would he broader than just
a
probe of the Butler •itlay.
in
opments
the Democratic political
Statement by Cummings
situation were: Practically definite
The Cummings atat. - ient of today
decision of John F. Fitzgerald that reads:—
"My opponent, John F. a itzgerald,
he will be a candidate for governor
and that he will file his nomination lia.s repeatedly etated that he would
rather go down in history as the man
papers with the state secretary on who promoted harmony in the DemoMonday; statement of John J. Cum- cratic party and brought about Demomings of Boston, who has flied his cratic victory this year than be govpapers for this office, stating he will ernor of Massachusetts. He has likewithdraw from the race in favor of wise repeatedly stated that he would
Andrew J. Peters of Boston, if Fitz- abide by the decision of a confergerald will do the same thing and also ence even if it meant his elimination
keep himself out of the race for as a candidate.
senator, coupled with an attack on
"He had his opportunity when 600
Mayor James M. Curley, with an Inert met this week in Worcester but
allegation Otte
faraciirking for re- he deliberately broke up the conferelection of Gov Frank G. Allen.
ence when It became apparent the
Cummings in the sta'ement, refers conference was determined to elimito Allen as this "pictka.a. governor" nate him both as a candidate for senand says if he would devote as much ator and for governor.
time to wrestling with the unemploy"His antics have deceived no thinkment situation as he does in posing ing Democrat in this state. From the
for the camera, he would be one of first. to the last, It has been evident
the commonwealth's greatest gover- that all he wanted was a conference
nors instead of a "failure."
that would pick him as the nominee
and select a ticket to run with him.
Will Mean All stay in Race
rder to bring about his own nomiFitzgerald's decision to stay in the nation,
he has repeatedly attempted
race for governor probably means to raise religious and
that Joseph B. Ely of Westfield and ties and fears by his racial animosicontinual talk
other aspirants will do the same; and about
balancing the ticket.
that Marcus A. Coolidge of Fitchburg
'I am now, as always, opposed to
will stick for the senatorial nomina- all talk about religion in
camtion along with Joseph F. O'Connell, paigns. I recognize no political
right of any
Thomas C. O'Brien and any others self-constitoted group, whether
they
that may have aspirations.
This call themselves conferees or other
means the primary will piek the win- title, to supplant the right of the peoners, without any preprimary agree-. ple to choose their own nominees in
im
hrlp any of them.
the primary. Nevertheless/ I see no
la Republican circles, the big tear
M any crimiltrin're Irmo
reason to
Is that the congressional investigat- withdrawing in favor of anotlIvr v,.0o
inK committee may take notice of the may be more available at a given
complaint A Itte_pberal Civic league. time. I have decided that it le Anput

NO L IKELIHOOD
FITZGERALD WILL
KEEP OUT OF RACE!

time to teat the sincerity or--Mr ints-i
gerald's protestationa of his devotion
to the Democratic party.
1
Suggests Both Withdraw
"If John le. Fitzgerald will take
himself out of the present state primary both as a candidate for governor
and for senator, I will withdraw in
favor of Andrew J. Peters, former
mayor of Boston, former congressman,
former assistant secretary of the
treasury, former president of thg Boston Chamber of Commerce, chairman
of Gov Smith's Business association
and intimate friend of President Wilson.
Says Ely Cannot IVIn
"Of course, Mr Fitzgerald, knowing
that it is not to the interest of Mayor
Curley, who wishes to be elected goy.)
ernor in 1932, that any Democrat be
elected governor this year, would he
willing to run for senator and wants
Joseph B. Ely to take the rap as
candidate for governor. He knows
Mr Ely cannot be elected.
"Since his defeat by Mr Fitzgerald,
Mr Ely has associated himself with
the firm of Ropes, Gray, Boyden &
Perkins who are counsel for many
of the great power interests and who
are so powerful that they have been
able to name Mr Granstein of their
firm as president of the International
Paper company, and Mr Comerford, a
young lawyer in their employ, as
president of the New England Power
company.
"Mr Fitzgerald, since he was elected
to the old Boston common council,
40 years ago, has been running for
public office. Since 1910, he has never
been elected. In 1916, he was the
United
Democratic candidate for
States senator against Henry Cabot
Lodge and was defeated. In 1018, although not a resident of the district,
he was a candidate for Congress
against Peter F. Tague. and was defeated on stickers, and was thrown
out of Congress for irregularities in
the election, including the voting on
the names of dead aoldiers and to
sailors. In 1922, he was a candidate
on the Democratic ticket for governor and was defeated by Channirf.
ITh by 60,000 votes. Is It not clear
that the people of Massachusetts will
not stand for Fitzgeraldism at the
State House?
"Mr Curley, who publicly promised
during the mayoralty contest to make
Mr Fitzgerald senator or governor,
whichever the gentleman desired, and
who Mr Fitzgerald now calls upon to
pick Mr Ely for governor and himself for senator, was likewise repudiated in 1921, by the people of
Massachusetts when he wits a candidate for governor, by the tremendous
majority of 150,0.00 votes. Last year,
Mr Curley, with every professional
politician in this city with him, received 70,000 votes less than Gov
Smith received the previous year,
while Frederick W. Mansfield received 100,000 votes in less than a
month's campaigning. These are the
two men who seek to dominate the
two chief executive offices in the
state.
"This is the year for Democracy
to win in Massachusetts and we must
not permit Mayor Curley, through the
political antics of his septuagenarian
candidate, to wreck the prospects of
the party to repay his overlord, Gov'
Allen, Massachusetts's pictorial governor, who, if he spent as much time
wrestling with the unemployment situation as he does in posing for the
camera, would be one of the commonwealth's greatest governors Instead of
a failure,
"If Mr Fitzgerald will not agree to
my suggestion that we both give way
to Ma Peters, would it not be a happy
solution of the situation and in the
nt.irsi r harmony. for him to be- I
at. candidate for leutenant
siirne4 ".1
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SEEMS VEILED
1

Suggestion rhal Former Governor May Be Consulting
Ouija Board to Decide
Public Office He Prefe, s

//j1

draw if Mr, Fitzgerald would do likewise In favor of Andrew .1. Peters, is
by
considered seriously
not being
Democratic leaders in or outside of
Boston, as It is no secret that
cannot have Mayor Janata M. t r tell
support for the nomination. `
The chessmen are still maneuvering
for Curley's favor and the support of
the great Boston Democratic vote.
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Ely Lauded by Former Rival
As Best Democrat in State
DECLINES TO ANSWER
Be Named for Governor
To
QUESTION"
"LEADING

I

By PHILIP H. RONAINE
Gazette Staff Reporter
Eugene Noble Foss, former Democratic Governor, is suspected of having
consulted his oulja board again, and
learned through it that the time Is
again ripe for him to reenter the political arena.
Haying absented himself from the
Worcester "harmony" conference, and
noted the trouble that the Democrats
are experiencing in securing a ticket
"balanced geographically and racially",
1-•:: has evidently reached the conclusion
that he should appear in the "balancing act."
His memory has evidently turned
back to the days of two decades ago
when fresh from his desertion of the
Republican party, he became a Democrat. and in a political storm staged
In Faneull hall compared to which the
Worcester 'harmony" conference was a
Sunday school meeting, he emerged
from the disturbance as the post card
nominee of the Democratic party for
governor and was elected.
In fancy he sees in the present multiplicity of candidates and district as
well as factional disturbances an opportunity to again become the man of
destiny, and run away with the nomination for one of the major political
nominations at the primaries, or possibly of being hand
picked for thr
nomination.
It Is said that Mr. Foss was a dc•
votee of the oulja board that wai
popular in that period, and that it Wilt
on what the Giulia board spelled mu
for him that he became the candidate
for governor and snatched victory tot
himself and the Democracy from what
appeared to be a hopeless situation.
Nomination papers for him as a primary candidate for some primary nomination, presumably that for United
States senator, have been put in circulation, and consequently he fa Suspected of having again consulted the 0111,IR,
The former govern& i&, most secretive as to his candidacy, as is evidenced by his answer to the inquiry
made yesterday when he was asked,
"are you a candidate for United States
Senator?" and his answer was, "Don't
ask me such a leading question," and
his abrupt hanging up of the telephone
receiver.
However, It Is known that • he
has
been keeping an eye on the political
ball lately and has been appearing at
some Democratic political outings. At
one of these meetings in Concord last
week he is quoted as publicly stating
that the only conditions under which
he would ,an tt ould be the entrance
of 11 candidates, when he would enter
to make it an even dozen.
The qualified offer of John ;I. Cummings to withdraw as a candidate
for the nomination for governor. sent
.
.
,

Harry J. Dooley, Now Chicago Republican, Who Once
Defeated Westfield Man in Race for Second Place
on Ticket, Writes "Hon Dr Fitzgerald," if Bay State
Democrats Hope for Success, They Must Choose Ely
•1:,tA come home to roost, they
and yesterday an almost forgotten former Massachusetts politician
came back through the vicarious
means of a letter to express his appreciation of the man he defeated
for the Democratic nomination for
lieutenant-governor four years ago.
The repentant politician was none
other than the celebrated Harry J.
Dooley, and the man he came to boost
was Atty Joseph B. Ely of Westfield,
candidate for the Democratic nomination for governor.
Dooley addressed' his letter to former Mayor John P. Fitzgerald of Boston, addressing the latter familiarly
as "doctor" and declared that in his
opinion and that of others, "Mr Ely
is today one of the truly great Democratic leaders of the state.
"If the Democratic party hope for
success this year," Mr Dooley wrote
do Mr Ely's chief rived, "they must
give Mr Ely recognition. Not recognition by offering him a second place
on the ticket, but by placing in nomination Joseph B. Ely as the Democratic candidate for governor of Massachusetts."
Dooley Letter
Mr Dooley's open leiter to the for, mer Boston mayor was as follows:—
"July 31, 1930.
"Hon Dr John F. Fitzgerald,
"Boston, Mass.
-My dear Doctor:—
"The 'Massachusetts colony out here
In the 'world's most beautiful and
progressive city' has been following
with keen interest the attempts of
certain Democratic leaders to nullify
the direct primary law back home.
of
the
"As a former members
Democratic party in Massachusetts, I
have followed closely the reports of
the Worcester conference and through
it all, I see the loyalty and sincerity
oc one of Massachusetts's greatest
,
Democrats, Joseph B. Ely.
"Some Democratic leaders have attempted to submerge Ely but surely
they must see the handwriting on the
wall. If the Democratic party hope
Per success this year t hey must give
Mr Ely recognition. Not recognition
by offering a second place on the
Helier but by placing in nomination
Joseph B. Ely as the Democratic candidate for governor of Mas.saehusetts.
'Surely it is not for me, formerly
of Boston and now a trieinbier of thy
oppositioil pa rt y, 10 speak to t he
Democratic voterS of Massachusetts

.1 ,
,eph B. Ely.
to piead the cause
It has been my 1,, i‘ .I ,ge to know him
Intimately. In no elinion and that of
many others Me Ely is today one of
the truly great Democratic leaders
of the state.
"The many thousands of voters who
recognized me in 1926 together with
the thousands who have voted for Mr
Ely will, I am certain, join together
to demand the recognition of this
sterling citizen by his party.
"Sipcfrely your friend,
"HARRY J. DOOLEY.
"Office, Hotel LaSa0."
Ely's Comment
Dooley was referred to at the
Democratic "harmony" conference
last Monday, although not by name,
&Ira Colin McDonald. vice chairman
of the state .comthittee, telling in a
brief address that -Mr Ely's one-time
to Senator
rival was now an aid
Charles S. Dineen of Illinois." Dooley's
letter was postmarked "Chicago," and
was headed from the LaSalle hotel.
the
Mr Ely's only comment on
letter, when it was called to his attention last. night, was the joking
reply that "it is apparently another
attempt to call attention to the fact
that I was once defeated for office."
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x City Council
Bost!
Refuses To Offer
Reward For Garrett
Boston, July 21—(AP)—The City
"rouncil today after a three-hour session, voted down a move to offer a
a $500 reward for the capture of Oliver
R. Garrett, defaulting former liquor
squad leader. The meeting developed
into a torrid session during which supporters of William J. Foley, district attorney, and State Senator Joseph J.
Mulhearn ook the opportunity of making campaign speeches for the two
men, opponents for the district attorney's office.
It was contended that any reward
fir Garrett should be offered by the
State in its capacity as controller of
the City's Police Department.
The Council did vote $20,000 to as..
s;st in defraying the expenses of the
nparrh
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woo
save been, a nere were many
didn't want to vote, not because they
sympathized with the "Sweet Adeline"
they
singer, but because they feared
couldn't put aver their own candidate.
The cold
records of the conference
would make it appear that Fitzgerald
won a victory over Chairman Prank J.
Donahue of the state committee. Mr.
Donahue wanted a vote, but he didn't
He wanted Peters
want Fitzgerald.
for governor and he didn't discourage
the boom for himself for second place
on that ticket.
Logan Uncertain Factor
It will be remembered that one night
,everal months ago before politics became torrid, Gen. Charles H. Cole, the
pare candidate for governor two years
came out with a ringing stateLE
GUILFOY
By JAMES H.
merit suggesting the availability of
General Logan as a candidate for govTelegram State House Reporter
ernor. Of course it was quite unexconference pected
mony
ha-ha-har
c
Democrati
2.—The
Aug.
on General Logan's part. And
BOSTON,
of the now famous for the next few days it seemed iitis over but the ha-ha lingers on. Behind the scenes
to avoid conflict between Logan
stories of possible
Worcester meeting, last Monday, is one of the most unusual
and Fitzgerald. Mr. Fitzgerald meeting
least
at
politics,
friends one night
some time later
rapid-fire developments in the annals of Massachusetts
n. Candi- confided that Curley had shown his
since the abandonment of the convention system of nominatio
sincerity In the promise to go through
jolted. with him. He wouldn't
divulge the
dates came with confident expectations only to have hopes rudely
reason. A few days later came an- '
values,
new
to
rise
stock
their
saw
and
hope
little
Others came with
nouncement that General Logan had
the whole presentation a kaleidoscopic portrait of bewilderment.
been made manager of the George H.
-White fund in Boston, which carries
•a
beckon
not
Even ii tile conference hacfreeched
did
that
hard campaign
a salary of g20,000. There, said Fitzadmitvote on candidates it is freely
success.
gerald In effect, that proves it, Curley
the
of
any
if
Curley
doubtful
by
has taken Logan out of the fight.
Heartened
ted that it is
,
for
could
has
governor
Curley
Twenty thousand dollars of course
several aspirants for
The antipathy which
I
batwhich
vote
is
a
political
tidy
sum
majority
each
past
and
year
of
much
have gained the
Peters, a product
plans more than the governor of Massachunecessary.
is well known. If Curley
the rules insisted would be
that tles,
1932 as has setts receives. This stipend might deTheie is, however, general belief
to run for governor in
of
would
it,
Coolidge
ter a man of moderate means from asyear
A.
former Mayor Marcus
been talked for the past
other Tiring to become governor. Gen. Loa sub- I
Fitchburg would have had
do to let Peters or any
never
re- gan, however, is one of the fortunate
majority
stantial margin beyond the
who might win, or refuse to
There man
chief individuals who doesn't have to worry
as the candidate for senator.
tire after one term, become
enCurley
conference
Mayor
about the beans and brownbread on
of the state.
is grave question if the
of executive of stiffening into the back- Saturday night.
Boston rates him
dorsement, after the t'jpee hours
put a lot
so
chosen
the
much
So
given
well over a million dollars.
have
Fitzgerald.
wotild
Dr.
turmoil,
bone of
fight.' It is true though that after his apcandidates an iota of prestige.
he decided to stay in the
that
inreiteration of Mayor Curley that pointment, little more was heard 01
To get the proper slant in this
to The
was his gubernatorial ambitions.
Nearly
teresting situation it is necessary
was with Fitzgerald to the end
he
former
Peters
go .back a week or more. Then
calculated to checkmate the
everyone had concluded that he didn't
Boston
at least until there could care to make a contest for the place.
Mayor John F. Fitzgerald of
strength,
that his
extent.
was pepped with confidence
be some accurate idea of its
de- Therefore. It was quite a shock to Dr.
campaign for governor had progressed
Dr. Fitzgerald on July 13 had
nothing
as Fitzgerald when a number of memwas
there
conference
extent
a
an
such
to such
for just
politician clared
he bers of the State Legislature arrived
When
Worcester.
for
to it. Fitzgerald, an astute
planned
in Worcester with the news that Loendorse- was
statement he gave everyone
In his younger days, had the
gan would be in the race if he got
Bos- issued the
that he was anxious to
ment of Mayor James M. Curley,
impression
the
They
the conference endorsement.
heights of
candidates and that he ;
ton, recently risen to new
endorse
it
have
claimed that the word was passed to
reits
by
abide
leadership. Beyond that he had
to
willing
them the night before the Worcester
cam- himself was
spect for his own ability as a
Fitzgerald was taking no gathering. They liked Logan and were
acquaintance decision. Dr.
paigner and the asset of
When he learned
however.
chances,
of ache going through with him. Not only
that had come in his 40 years
for Peters
of the rising tide
that but they began to line Up others
tivity in political life.
He had to for safety's to go through with them, until the
front.
changed
conference
through
A few days before the
go
to
deciding
was sake. After
Logan strength had reached considerFitzgerald began to sense that all
Curley there was nothing else to able dimensions, certainly enough to
The reports were not en- for
not well
statement July
his
made
he
When
the
do.
from running
Fitzgerald
couraging. He hastily surveyed
en- checkmate
surprise 13 he was sure he could win the
away with a majority of the convensituation and found to his
down. He was very tion.
hands
the
dorsement
from
shouting
that while he was
former uncertain a few days before the conDr. Fitzgerald was hurrying through
housetops the supporters of
had ference and he was not going to put the milling crowd In tile Bancroft,
Mayor Andrew J. Peters of Boston
stake.
at
candidacy
effectively.
lobby. He spotted a Logan enthusihis
been working quietly and
Wor- ast.
of
When Fitzgerald arrived in
Everywhere he turned the evidence
his
found
And cester, Monday forenoon, he
"Hear you're trying to put Logan
Peters' strength was at hand.
On over," he said.
Jeffer- Y.'vei)gth completely dissipated.
small wonder that it was. The
that
evidence
organwas
is
there
it
"Sure." was the response. "I will if
every hand
son society, even though
Gover- Peters could muster a considerable I can."
ized to carry on the ideals of
This was not
.
reality
In
was
conference
"Lay
York.
off," said Fitzgerald, "Mayor
the
New
in
vote
of
nor Smith
up Mr. the only
disturbing feature. sThere Curley don't want him to go over,
gotten under way to build
LoL.
batip
Edward
he's with me."
were friends of Gen.
Peters for the 1930 governorsh
in gan, whose threatened candidacy had
"If he don't want me to go through
tle. Branches have been organized
have
Jomeetings
was
There
Many
forgotten.
Logan the word must come from
with
places.
many
ahnost been
Enthusiasm has been seph B. Ely of Westfield, the person- Curley," was the retort.
been held.
bemany
No Order to -I ay Off"
,t lrred. The society has
able young man to whom the western
turn., fr,r
hcvers. Governor Roosevelt for presi- Maa,aellusetts dcmocraQ
history asserts that k itzgcrala twiobject.
another
Fitzgerald
Mr.
is
1932
True
dent in
representation.
rled to the telephone, called the Boston.
There may have been no visible evi- had supporters. comp9nions of old- mayor and explained the situation.
that
feeling
who The Logan enthusiast hasn't yet gotwhin and those
dence of the panicky
political
time
made
not so much for himself, ten the call to lay off. Of course he's
stirred Mr. Fitzgerald when he
to were with him
himself
the discovery and hied
they believed Mayor Cur- not near a telephone all the time.
because
hot
conference.
Truth is that while Logan rolled
Mayor Curley's office for a
same, and eN canted situation confronting him up great strength in the hours preBut It was there just the
With this
Fitzbelieve
)
of
many
itaa
ositit
rlio,
task
wrtkir
that
the conference!
ceding
the
extent
began
to the
the race, the little corporal
me last assiattaa • '
y
a confer- anyti
gerald was on his way out of
ill) the vote against come easy,
li
WP VP lining
than
rather
retire
didn't
It
preferring to
vice endorsement.iekitinsne_is
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Harmony Confab Strategy
Plotted Behind Scenes

Motives Unrevealed at Time Impelled Democratic Leaders to Decisions Surprising
to Rank and File
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Fitzgerald Called
Champion Pole
L Sitter of Politics
Claim Curley Keeping Him
In Race to Assure Allen's
Reelection
(Special to The lost)

BOSTON, Aug. 4— Charging that
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston is
keeping John F. Fitzgerald in the rare
for the Democratic nomination for
governor so that Gov. Allen may be assured of reelection, John J. Cummings,
candidate for the Democratic nomination for governor, has charcterized
Fitzgerald as "the champion pole sitter
of the Massachusetts Democracy."
In a red hot statement, Cummings
broadcasts the following:
"The champion 'pole sitter' of the
Massachusetts Democracy, John F.
Fitzgerald, after seven months on the
gubernatorial perch, comes down to announce that he will run for the Democratic nomination for governor. I am
glad to see that at last the old gentleman has come out of the ether.
"His defeat for governor in 1916 and
his defeat for senator in 1922, together
• with his defeat on stickers by Peter F.
Tague in which he was thrown out of
Congress for election Irregularities including the voting on the names of
dead soldiers and sailors, makes it difficult to believe that he Is sincere in his
candidacy. It is apparent that he is to
be kept in the fight by Mayor Cuiley
so that the mayor's friend, Governor
Allen, may be certain of reelection.
"I wonder what Joe Ely, the western
Massachusetts Yankee Democrat, whom
Fitzgerald prevailed on to run for governor this year, now thinks of Mr. Fitzgerald. Instead of wanting Ely to take
the rap, he is now going to try and give
him the rap as he did in 1922 when Ely
last ran for governor.
"I offered the other day to withdraw
if Fitzgerald would withdraw from both
the gubernatorial and the senatorial
contests and support for governor Andrew J. Peters, Yankee Democrat, former congressman, former mayor of Boston, assistant secretary of the treasury
and a close friend of Governor Smith.
We, of the younger Democracy, are only
interested in Democratic success and to
save Democracy from the Fitzgerald
candidacy, which will boot away certain
victory this year."
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The Boston Dictators
The last hope entertained by the Democrats
of Western Massachusetts that the new Fitzgerald-Curley alliance, dominating the Boston
Democracy, might be prevailed upon to grant
some recognition to this ,end of the State vanished completely with the filing of John F. Fitzgerald's papers with the Election Commissioners
of Boston as a candidate for the Democratic
nomination for Governor. This action was seen
as fulfilling Fitzgerald's recent declaration of
his unalterable purpose to seek the gubernatorial
nomination and no other, and Ma 'or Curl 's
apparent determination to hold i zgera d to
that course at any cost.
This means, of course, that unless Joseph
B. Ely and his host of supporters bow to the
vill of the Boston dictators, the Western Massachusetts Democrats must make a fight in the
coming primary for the recognition for which
they have so often and vainly pleaded. Apparently it is not the purpose of Mr. Ely and his
devoted followers to submit to such shabby
treatment.
The Westfield man has declared that he is
in the fight to stay and is not afraid to measure strength with the redoubtable Fitzgerald.
He feels that there are questions of principle
and justice involved upon which the Democrats
of the whole State should have a chance to vote
a.nd that the issue must be fought out squarely
in the primary. Mr. Ely and his supporters
were willing to have the question decided in
the Worcester conference, but. were blocked by
Fitzgerald's astonishing repudiation of earlier
pledges and promises.
It is stated that Mr. Ely has already received assurances of strong support in Boston,
the citadel of the Massachusetts Democracy
and stronghold of the Fitzgerald-Curley forces,
while in Western Massachusetts the vehement
denunciation of Fitzgerald's action which has
been heard on all sides in the last day or two
has afforded ample evidence of the high feeling
aroused by the conduct of the Boston crowd.
While the Democracy of the Western end
of the State is seething with indignation, Fitzgerald and Curley seem to be going about their
plans\with fre—Mflost indifference to the effect
produced outside of their own camp. They
seem to feel confident of the ability of the
Boston machine again to steamroller the Western Massachusetts Democracy in the old familiar way.
Whether or not their confidence is v ell
grounded remains to be seen. Among other
things, it depends on whether the Western Massachusetts Democrats, after airing their indignation, are willing to lie down and take a licking.
At the moment they seem to he in no mood for
it In any event, it should he clear to them now
that they must fight for any recognition they
may hope to obtain at this time or in the, future.
Even a forlorn ,hope may be worth fighting for
on principle.
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His enthusiastic admirer
The Westfield man, after a canvas
was prepared to put him in nominawere not there and sent Sew supporttion if the conference reacheti a vote which revealed western Massachusetts ers. That his strentth was recognized
but he encountered difficulty in find-1 was firmly behind him and that cen- is evident from t e early overtures
Massachusetts
ing a man to second the nomination. tral
was
deserting i I made to him by
me supporters of
Peters for him to some extent, was I Logan and Fitzgera,
Congressman William P Connery, J
They wanted to
of Lynn, Congressman John McCor-: so much encouraged that he didn't effect a trade if a vote came. Mr. Coolmack of Boston and Gen. Cole are all fear a vote. With the central and idge sagaciously held aloof from the
friends of Logan of course, but they western
delegates
merging
their disputes. He wouldn't trade votes and
demurred on the ground that
they strength there was ever reason to be- his supporters believe that his stand
didn't believe t"vote should be taken.; lieve he might come through a win- has caused him to hold his advantage.
The status today is that Logan will ner.
There was the unmanl situation of the
not contest with Fitzgerald. His closet
Ten minutes before the conference only man who it is admitted would .
friends have questioned if he couldt began to take a vote on
whether they have received the convention endorse- I
beat Fitzgerald in a two-man con-, would endorse candidaves
, Ely told ment being opposed to it.
test and there appears little sense in friends in
Mr. Coolidge has since explained that
the hotel corridor he was
that kind of a fight. Certainly in a for a
endorsement .
vote. ''.'hey watched with in- he did not think such
three-man fight with Ely as a con- terest
when he gained the platform. would have been wise in the fact that I
tender both Fitzgerald and Logan,
O'Brien and O'Connell were not presImagine their amazement
when he
would be endangered.
ent and in his opinion to force a vote
The opinion prevails, however, that spoke against having the conference would hardly have been fair. This
poFitzgerald is still looking for an exit. endorse candidates.
sition may make more voters for him.
Granneld As Strategist
He has filed his papers but there are
True, Rep. Roland D. Sawyer
was
i
To Cong. William J. Granfield of
those who question if he will be a canthere as a candidate for senator. He is
didate if he can gracefully eliminate Longmeadow, the man who put Demo- not in the race now having withdrawn
himself from the picture. If Fitzger- cracy on the map in Calvin Coolidge's after the convention. Mr. Sawyer as we
ald gets out in time, Gen. Logan will district, goes the credit
for
Ely's predicted when he announced his sen- I
in
decision.
be a candidate with the support that I change
Congressman atorial candidacy, will be back in
his!
was his at the conference rallying to, Granfield is a quick thinker. He saw seat in the House.
his aid.
That doesn't mean that Dr.! at a glance that with the confusion
After it became certain there would
Fitzgerald will have to withdraw al- into which the convention had been be no vote came stories that Sherrnpn
together. If he even switches to the plunged an endorsement would be an L. Whipple was being boomed for sensenatorial fight. Logan will be in for empty honor. Then, too. there WRS ator. There was more truth than specgovernor according to the well in- no certainty that Ely would win. His ulation in it. Some party leaders beformed
splitting of the Peters' strength might lieve that the way to harmony was to
As a matter of fact Fitzgerald wanted work to the advantage of Fitzgerald take everyone out of the senatorial race
to be a candidate for senator from the
Ely was standing near Granfield dur- and give the place to Whipple. Of
first. In a moment of weakness he ing all the confusion and disorder.
course the learned attorney had not
was persuaded to change to the gubbeen consulted at that time. It was
ernatorial field. Many times he has. "Now is your time. Joe," he en- only a hope. His supporters had forwished he was back as a senatorial couraged. "Go up and speak against gotten that Mr. Whipple was promised
candidate. He has talked some of it a vote."
all sorts of things by Democrats when
this week. It may be a last minute dehe ran for senator against Col. William
Ely hesitated.
cision. It would gum things up for
"Go on, go on, Joe," Granfield fairly A. Gaston several years ago. Campaigns
him though if Logan went in for govcost
money and energy. As Mr. Whipernor, for the upstate Democrats are begged, "here is your opportunity."
What happened is general knowledge. ple quaintly remarked "One of my
aroused against Boston domination and
legs is longer than the other, it WRS
Ely, calm cool and collected, stood
one or the other would go down
pulled so hard in that campaign."
to out among the excited, perspiring
deledefeat. There is a suspicion that
Mr. Whipple is not prepared or anxIn gates. In his careful and
the stiffening of the Fitzgerald
well
worded
ious to make another strenuous priback- speech he advised
against a vote. The mary campaign even though
bone last week the veteran Martin
M. tumult stopped.
the word.
The delegates were is that Mayor Curley, who ran his
Lomasney, the West End leader, had
cama hot and
hand. He and Fitzgerald have
bothered. They wanted to get paign against Colonel Gaston,
been
would
together in many a battle. Lomas- out of the room. Any suggestion of approve his selection. If the miracle
ney is with former District Attorney an adjournment was welcome.
came to pass that all other candidates
Thomas C. O'Brien for senator
So Ely got the credit, rightly or dropped out, he might.go on the ticket
and
therefore if he supported Fitzgerald wrongly, for saving the party confer- with Fitzgerald for governor.
The
,
the doctor would have to run for
gov- ence from a disastrous ending. Any- days of political miracles, in the Demoernor,
one could have done it, but Ely with cratic party at least, have passed and
. The Monday picture would
not be Granfield's urging took the lend and Mr. Whipple is not likely to be a cancomplete, however, without reference won. Immediately his stock went up didate.
t. to Ely
and Coolidge.
to greater heights. So great in fact
Ely Surprised at Own Strength
that next day there was more than
Ely announced his candidacy
casual
suggestion of a ticket with Ely
on the
eve of the convention, but gave
governor and Fitzgerald for senafor
e04
couragement to the idea of endorain tor. It was noised about that Curley
candidates. He came to Worceste would approve It. But the noise didn't
with a tremendous delegation
from come from Curley, who maintains only
western Massachusetts. He didn't ex that he is with Fitzgerald for governor. )
s P ffl
rr E
:
pect to have a majority when
Former Mayor Coolidge never had to
he hit
the Heart of the Commonwealth
worry
about
vote.
a
Back
of
this
but
1//3/14)
he knew he had enough votes to
stop peaceful thought is the effect on nine
other candidates. He entertained the months of campaigning. Mr. Coolidge
The English mayor of the Enghope that in a long-drawn-out fight has been traversing the state making
he might do as John W. Davis did at friends and getting sentiment. West- lish Boston wishes us to know that
the 1924 National convention. He was ern Massachusetts before it ktrew Ely his wife will stay at home while he
there and saw how they do it.
would be a candidate for governor Ravi
Much to Ely's surprise, when he ar- In Coolidge the only hope of a ticket comes to Boston, Mass., for the
rived he found real warmth for his that would be free of Boston domin- city's tercentenary celebration, becandidacy among central Massachu- ance.
cause her health is uncertain and not
setts delegates. His supporters were
Leaving aside a1,1 other reasons of
because the mayor is too poor to pay
elated. Here was unexpected strength, ability and personalit
y and considerThey talked trade with representatives ing it from R purely
h expenses. Mrs Robert Herrick
political stand- her
of the Boston senatorial candidates point tney got behind
him. Centl.,. of Boston, •,,-ho kindly offcred $500
They didn't make much progress there Massacsusetts, his
home territory, did
because Logan and Fitzgerald
sup- the same. Boston was with him to to help defray the cost of the mayporters knew if Ely was the candidate some extent too, not perhaps because , oress's journey across the Atlantic,
for governor they were out of the plc they worshippe Coolidge
d
but because will not he called upon for the
• ture RS far as that office was con- it was practical politics
to be with an
cerned. They didn't
have
forme upstater for senator if the Hub was to I money. The English mayor was a
;
Cong. Joseph F. O'Connell and forme have the governorship. Then
too. it little irritated by the story, which
District Attorney O'Brien
to swap. realized the Coolidge strength In Cenfirst found publicity in the Boston
The latter two were not interested in tral and Western Massachus
etts and .
the conference and had
said the Boston plays the game of give and take. I newspapers, hut he writes to Mayor
would not abide by It. Logan and
So Mr. Coolidge went into the con- I Curley that he will come jusrirrt
Fitzgerald men
couldn't
very well ference with a lead that has been esti-I
trade with Ely.
mated as high as 5 to 1. His princi- srid expects to enjoy himself.
pal oppoinenLs, O'Connell and O'Brien. 1 It will be up to Boston to make his
visit doubly plea/wit.
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Now Is the Time of Tumult and Shouting, But There Are
Other Things to Follow—Mr. Foss, Mr. Peters,
Mr. Curley et al.
By BEACON HILL
BOSTON, Aug. 2.—Nearly
aIr. Unriey. We know of no man in either
party who
a week has passed since the
has developed more advantageously in
the last few
excitement next door to the
years than he. This being so, it does him
little credit,
Telegram office, and from
and pays a poor compliment to his sagacity,
to impute
what was said and done there
to him a desire that the Democrats let
this election
and what has been said since
go by default, in order that he will have
a clear field
then by the principals and
for the nomination in 1932, with a great
chance to
by the onlookers, experts,
defeat a "weak candidate" in the person
of William
commentators, observers ofS. Youngman, the Republican candidate.
ficial and unofficial, innocent
Laying aside the unwarranted reflectio
bystanders, strategists, war
n on Mr.
correspondents, editorial Curley's party loyalty, this is strange and clumsy
party reasoning on practical political grounds. Undoubtreporters,
writers,
edly Mr. Curley has ambitions to be governor
RepubDemocrat
s,
workers,
, as he
may quite properly have. He must know
there are
licans, wets, drys, Boston
two requisites for his success two years
hence. One
voter:,, sons of the Berkshires et al, we gather someis a good administration of Boston city
situation
the
in
affairs—and
picture
the
of
thing like a clear
he is giving this so far. The other is to
build up the
Massachusetts Democracy. It sums up about like ,
Democratic party into a strong position.
Success for
this:
that party at the November elections this
year would
John Francis Fitzgerald will run (1) for Governor, do more to
strengthen Mr. Curley's chances than any
anything
.
for
won't
run
senator,
(3)
or
for
(2)
jockeying of candidates to clear the field
of obstrucJoseph Ely will be a primary candidate. for (1) Gov- tions in
his way for 1932. What obstruction
has Mr.
Coolprivate
life.
Marna
(3)
senator
ernor, (2)
or
Curley to fear? What Democrat is there
in Massaidge will run for something or nothing. Joseph chusetts
who could successfully oppose him for
the
O'Connell will either (1) stay in the fight or (2) nominati
on?
get out of the fight. The saine goes for Thomas
As for the Democratic chances being
better against
Charles O'Brien. John J. Cummings will run beYoungman in 1932 than they are this
year, that is
strongest
candidat
the
believes
is
he
e
cause (1) he
tossed out of the window by the very
utterance Of
Or (2) he likes the exercise. Andrew James Peters is
it as a prophecy. For it is built on
the assumption
(1) out the window or (2) waiting on the doorstep,
that Mr. Youngman has the nominati
on for governor
but doesn't know whether he is corning in or going
already sewed up. If he is so strong
that even now it
out.
is taken for granted that he will have
the nomination,
it certainly follows that he will
be a strong, not a
Mr. Curicy's Position
weak, candidate. Youngman is a vote
-getter and alIncidentally, a great deal of political nonsense ha ways has
been.
been talked around town here for the past week, look
Looking at this interesting situation
seriously, and
lug forward to two years hence and the assumed am
throwing aside the stock gossip about
the Democrats
bitions of ihyor Curley. There is no more astut
"tossing away their chances," what
we have is a path
man in Massachusetts politics, in either party, that
cleared for a wide-open primary.
_
About everything
that can be said has been said
about all the possible
candidates. The Democratic voters
are this year exceptionally well informed about the
men whose names
are likely to appear on the primary
ballots.
It does not appear likely that
the Democrats can
win either the governorship
or the senatorship, yet
they may do so. Things are
uncertain. There is dissatisfaction with the Republican
party in Massachusetts. Industrial depression,
unemployment — these
are potent factors In an election,
and they are likely
to work against the party in
power. That constitutes
the peril of the Republicans
now.

GAZETTE
Worcester, Mass.

CUMMINGS FIT1GEPALD
TO VIE FOR PRIMARY NORS
Democrats 3ee Three-Cornered Race for
Westfield
Nomination
Gubernatorial.
Boston
Charging
Man issues Statement
Veteran Politician With Insincerity- --Former Governor Foss May Seek Place on
Senatorial 'Ficket
By PHILIP B. RONAYNE,
Gazette Staff Reporter
in. verWestfield, John J. Cunimini of
Ely
or
B.
.Jw•rith
for the
line-up
the
be
appears
to
Boston
it'ity..,zer:t Id of
stN John
primary It:111H for H., Democratic nomination for governor on
hy law, for the filing of nomination papers.
tIto datt,
the evy
e seeming-• The came the announcement from
All three ca ndida Ic
tic positior,
1Nr manenv('1s0i for
Mr. Itt,-,zeraid that he had decided to
es-t. They are
the
for the sts10
be it andidate for the nomination for
in
the
ed
seasoned
governor leaving the Senatorial nomiare making »atica• hi any candidate located gee arts of 1)011'
e-filing opportuni- graph':
the most of t•
outside of Boston, and
a-it h ouI a thought racially C!:, rail to Mr. Fitzgerald, to
ties for paidH
by
!,
made
of how th ,•
"balance Iidket."
effect
!
them a
Fortified s h the tmderstandin e,
primary
ulto,,i
,
the
that his cand.,Hcy for Governor would
contest.
prize who
be approved by Mayor James M. Cur
The lai , o ,ontriloitsa , It, the pre- Icy, the "strong man" of thesswartv in
Joproersto Ir ii. t of
filing putili,
Betttdri where the bulk of the Demo:es John F. Fitz- cratic primary vote Is expected to be
seph B. Ely, a 1.0
'by
him
crossing
double
gerald with
cast, Mr. Fitzgerald ignoring the posInviting hilt , to be a candidate for sible candidacy of Mr. Cummings, of
the nominatiori for governor, when he Boston, announced his candidacy, and
Intended, according to his own state- drew the fire of Mr. Cummings.
ment, to be a candidate for the nomThe Lly Charge
ination himself.
Now comes Mr. Ely, with his charge
already
J. Cummings had
John
poked fun at Mr. Fitzgerald's candi- that Fitzgerald asked him to be a candacy, by referring to him as ft "pole- didate for the nomination for Goversitter," or an endurance candidate who nor. What effect It may have on the
has been a candidate ever since the Fitzgerald candidacy has not been discern d.
memory of living man.
Mr. Ely, after long consultation with
Ctiniminga Challenges Fitzgerald
his political strategy board in Boston
Mr. Cummings adde further a chal- yesterday, called the reporters to his
lenge to Mr. Fitzgerald to withdraw in hotel room last night and issued a
favor of the candidacy of former Mayor formal statement of his candidacy for
Andrew J. Peters of Boston, offering to the nomination for Governor, it condo likewise in the event of Fitzgerald tained the charge that Fitzgerald had
withdrawal.
Invited him to be a candidate for that
Those acquainted with Democratic nomination which invitation Mr. Ely
atthese
not
take
do
methods
political
says he took seriously. He also added
tacks seriously. Nor do they look to he will file his papers tomorrow, open
see them have any effect.
headquarters in Boston and stay in
It is conceded that there may be the fight giving and asking no quarter.
some foundation to the statement
Text. of Statement
that Fitzgerald suggested to Mr. Ely
The text of the dictated Ely statethat he be a candidate for t lie guber- ment is as follows:
natorial nomination before I he fiasco
"My decision to en'er the priconferof the Worcester "Harmony
mary contest for the Democratic
ence. At that time, it 1: --sal, there
nomination for governor was made
was seen a possibility tha t Mt Fitzgeafter I had received a petition
rald might be the el-1Mo, t4 the con-.
signed
by several thousand DemoStates
senator.
ference for United
crats in the western part of the
However, the confcreict, tuiptitta,rd
state and after I had received an
without taking a vote on candidates
invitation so to do from John F.
pre-conference
and consequently all
Fitzgerald, which I took seriously,
understandings were acknowledged as
acted upon seriously and proposed
being nullified.
to follow seriously.
"In his statement to the press.
released Sunday morning, he stated
that this would he a 'hectic camI ,
paign' and that be was solos

wake up the state.' The state will
be waked up and the campaign will
be hectic. I do not propose to permit the nomination to fall into the
hands of one who is beaten before
he starts.
"My assurances of support
throughout the state and in Boston as well are such that I feel
confident of support.
"We are going to create a statewide Democracy. I am in this fight
to the finish. I ask no quarter and
I propose to give none."
That's that, and now for the hectic
ire-primary battle for the nomination
,
,Tovernor.
:or must the contest for the Sena- aria! nomination be lost sight of. it is
imperative if the "geographical and
racial balance" is to be acquired that
extreme care be taken in the selection
of the man for this nomination. There
are candidates aplenty for the nomination of divided geographical and racial requirements.
If the Boston Democracy is to support the candidacy of Mr. Fitzgerald of
Boston for governor in the primaries,
the natural thing to secure the "balance" of the ticket would be to give the
senatorial nomination to an up-state
candidate not all "green". If on the
other hand the gubernatorial nomination is to go to Mr. Ely. an up-state,
"simon pure" "non-green", the natural
thing to do is to give the nomination
to a Boston resident of appropriate
color. Such as for example Joseph F.
O'Connell, who has presented his claims
for the nomination in most forceful
language.

MERCURY
New Bedford,Mass.
Keep Men on Jobs. Mayer Curley Asks.
Boston, Aug. 5 C431--Mayor James M.
Curley of Boston said that employers
Vtight to decrease their dividend rates
and allow workers to remain on their
jobs in times of economic depression
when he addressed the second day session of Massachusetts Federation of
Labor today.
He expressed the wish that in the
tercentenary parade in Boston Far he might, see every employing organization represented by a banner reading:
"We have discharged none of our employes."
Mayor Curley read a letter from the
mother of 15 children who asked assistance in finding work for her husband and grown sons. She told a pitiful
story about a mortgage foreclosure by
•a bank on their home and of a long
lack of employment.
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GOV. ALLEN AND MAYOR CURLEY
PROMINENT IN TERCENTENARY
OBSERVANCE IN BOSTON
-4
(

Massachusetts and Boston Executives
Impressively Send Home Spirit
of 300th Birthday

•

lenge to the divine right theory the
world had evd heard when they declared that the people may be trusted
with their own. Like a thread of geld
this declaration may be found extending through every page of the glorious history of our country. They realized the importance of education and
to their God-giving vision may be
traced the development of a great public school system for every individual
In America.

"Five years after the establishment
of Boston the first free public school
now known as the Public Latin School
of Boston was established, and with
the exception of a few months during
the American Revolution, has been
permitted to continue a fruitful service unto this day. The establishment
Basta
of
s
builder
the
purpose of
Many Woburn people who had thcq
the Public Latin School was shortly
of
1 flames in the heart of its present chiel
opportunity to witness the Tercend, thanks to the generosity of
followe
Common magistrate.
tenary program on Boston
John Harvard, in 1636, by the estabgrave
with
cofli
and
ly,
"Modest
enjoyed
and even many others who
, equ lishment of that great institution for
were posure, with head erect, vigilant
radio
the
over
m
progra
the
si higher education, which win
he
place,
in
equal
and
impression in counsel
0 3bserve the tercentenary of the foundeeply refreshed by the
mean_ in the company of those who have cgenuine
The
n.
da on, Harvard University.
andti
of the occasio
mighty,
milestone cupied the seats of the
"To the impetus given education by
tag of turning the 300th
guides the auspicious destinies of the
was
Colony
Bay
the founders may be traced in large
of the Massachusetts
city, which the people, with confidence,
it
and
y
forcibl
so
measure the enviable position enjoye
home
never sent
his charge.
to
and to have committed
by Boston and Massachusetts in th
is to the credit of Boston
Through his enthusiasm and hospiable
an
such
that
ld. It is rather unfortunate tha
the old Bay State
ism, the famwor
r tality of earnest patriot
defende
jealous
onal opportunities were Urn
a
educati
such
and
an
histori
Common is made open for
Boston
country
ited only to men in the days of th
of the heritage of this great
.your welcome.
City
the
of
chair
s and that the limitations con
Puritan
Mayor's
sits in the
"I present to you His honor, James
for more than two centuries
tinued
of Boston. It is of equal credit that
les 'Michael Curley, the Mayor of Boston,
princip
broad
after the establishment of the first
such a person of
In Massachusetts."
or
Govern
as
motives
free school in Boston.
c
patrioti
and
Mayor Curley spoke as follows:
broad
this
"As late in 1824 here in Boston Job
"
Allen governs over
"Mr. Chairman, Your Excellency,
Berkthe
to
Cod
Plerpont, minister of the Hollis Stree
stretch from Cape
Guests,
Honored
Reverend Sirs,
doutstan
were
, was mobbed in thb streets
s
Church
official
Both
shires.
Ladies and Gentlemen:
because of his support of a movement
ing in their address at yesterday's
"It has been truly said, 'One master
school for girls, and our
exercises and the impressiveness of
is worth more than a millIonfar a high
mind
t historian, Thomas Went
eminen
itheir presentations will go down
hands,' and to no individual in the
worth Higginson, in 1864, publishe
into the annals of history.
history of Boston is this more applies.
Mayor
ing
the North American Review a ruth
present
in
in
Gov. Allen,
ble than to the chosen leader of tha
yr labored article with the captid
Curley, said:
'Massachusetts Bay Colony, Gov. John
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Winthrop. Under his courageous
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Bay
Colony,
And to this article may be traced th
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Massach
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of
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the
brilliant leadership
ion which prompted Sophi
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the later province, but bears recitals
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endow the Smith College i
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Smith
of the part
combating with courage and fortitud<
mpton, one of the leading h
Northa
Boston had in the government of thel
hunger, cold and sickness to the end
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day in the world.
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townshi
the world where they and their
sea, or in the adjacent plantations of
URGE FOR EDUCATION
terity might be privileged to worship
those remote days.
Maker as God gave them the „The urge for education has in
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wholly to t
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REPUBLICAN
Springfield, Mass.

"RADIO CURFEW" GETS
HUB COUNCIL SANCTION
Noi4. Loud Speakers and
Musical Instruments Taboo
After 11 P. M.

sight—
Boston, Aug. 5—Rellef is in
r, at least
if not from the hot weathe
"unfrom what the city council terms
of munecessary noises" in the form
sts from
sical or unmusical outbur
raphs
radio sets, saxophones, phonog ments
instru
and all other musical
themselves
whose owners take it on
s with
to provide whole neighborhood
unsolicited concerts.
the
day,
By a vote of 15 to 4 yester
making it
council adopted an order
e any
unlawful at any time to operat
speaker
musical instrument or loud
disturb the
"in such a manner as to
oring
peace and comfort of the neighb
inhabitants, or with louder volume
hearient
conven
than is necessary for
who are
ing for the person or persons
such
in the room or chamber in which and
ed
machine or device is operat
,"
thereto
who are voluntary listeners
that no
The order further provides'
played bet such instrument shall be
in such
tween 11 p. m. and 7 a. m.
e at
volume as to he plainly audibl
building
distance of 50 feet from the ed. The
where it is played or operat
y of
order carries a maximum penalt
a $20 tine.
notaCertain exemption are made,
band
bly in the case of orchestra and asts,
concerts, municipal radio broadc
icaand open-air broadcasts or amplif
n
tion of political rallies or bulleti
pers.
board announcements by newspa
The order, which must yet receive
the signature of Mayor Curley before
at
going into effect, isrlITITtert—chlefly
the operation of radio sets in an ofradio
e
fensively loud tmanner outsid
stores and also at individual radio
owners who insist on giving their
• neighborhoods free concerts at a time
of night ordinarily set apart for
sleeping.
Following the passage of the ordinance by the council yesterday, Mayor
Curley would not commit himself on
the measure, saying he desired time
to examine it before deciding whether
to give It his approval.
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Fitzgerald in a clear light until more will have more to say later about the
of the facts are known, As it now Fitzgerald case. We certainly ought
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about time to give a younger man an
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opportunity. There is a determina- state ticket is very outstanding this
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Western Massachusetts will not be selfish ambitions. .
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League To Tell Warner
About Butler Expenses BOSTON COUNCIL
AUG 5 193n

•

Crooker Announces After Talk With Attorney
General That He Will Put Allegations
in Shape For Consideration

BY 15-4 PASSES
,Ii‘910 CURFEW'

By JAMES H. GUILFOYLE
Telegram State House Reporter
•
• BOSTON, Aug. 5.—The complaint of the Liberal Civic league of
allegedly lavish campaign expenditures by William M. Butler who is
seeking the Republican senatorial nomination will be placed before
Atty. Gen. Joseph E. Warner, it was announced tonight by Conrad W.
Crooker, general counsel of the league.
Mr. Crooker returned today from'
Weshington where he placed his
chines before the Senate campaign
fthlde Investigating committee. The
committee declined to break its es- CURLEY RECEIVES
tabHshed policy of coming into a
AUGUSTA MAYOR
state previous to the primary but
agreed to send a field agent here tv
Mr
that
observe. It recommended
BOSTON. Aug. 5 (AP).--Mayor RobCroaker call attention of the attorney
general to his complaint to determine ert A. Cony, of Augusta, Me., and
whether there has been any violation Mayor James M. Curley exchanged
of the corrupt practices act of the greetings at city ball today following
the opening of a new daily air service
state.
Mr. Crooker had a long conference between the two cities. Mayo( Cony
with Atty. Gen. Warner this afternoon flew here from Augusta as a passenger
affe3rWhich he said he would put his in the first plane on the new route.
Mayor Curley gave him a tercentencoWiaint in formal shape and present
it :Loniorrow. He said he had infor- ary medal and a hook on Boston's
mally discussed the ccmplaint which 300th anniversary celebration.
he filed with the Senate committee.

•

The break between Joseph B. Ely
of Westfield and former Mayor John
F..Fitzgerald, Boston, rival candidates
for the Democratic nomination for
governor worried party leaders today.
Ely's charge that Fitzgerald gave him
a double deal by promising to run
for senator on a ticket with Ely for
governor and the former mayor's assertion that such a charge was absurd
raised fears that the primary will be
such a bitter contest that the nomination will be worthless.
Ely is fighting mad at the turn
he
events have taken and after
files his papers tomorrow he will
open his Boston office from which
he will wage Ft strenuous campaign.
With Ely and Fitzgerald at each others' throats and John J. Cummings,
another candidate for governor, Issuing sarcastic statements concerning
both men, the leaders feared that the
Republicans would be furnished with
plenty of ammunition for the election campaign.
It Is also feared that Ely's strong
standing in Western Massachusetts
will result in the Democrats in that
section showing their resentment by
refusing to support Boston candidates
in the primaries and voting against
the gubernatorial nominee of the
party if Ely is defeated.
Ely's statrenent that he is assured
of strong backing In Boston was interpreted to mean that the supporters
of former Mayor Andrew J. Peters of
Boston will be with him unless the
latter decides to run for governor himself. Papers have been in circulation
for Peters In the eastern part of the
"state but It is not expected he will
run.

Curley Stresses Need of
Keeping Men at Work
BOSTON, Aug. 5 (M)—Mayor James
M. Curley of Boston said that employers ought to decrease their dividend
rates and allow workers to remain on
their jobs in times of economic depression when he addressed the second
day's session of the Massachusetts State
Federation of Labor today.
He expressed the wish that In the
great tercentenary parade to be held in
Boston Sept. 17 he might see every employing organization represented by a
banner reading: "We have discharged
none of our employes."
Mayor Curley read a letter from the
asitwassmissms
mother of 15 children who asked assistance in finding work for her husbandl
and grown sons. She told a pitifulr
story about a mortgage foreclosure by
a bank on their home.

Noisy Loud Speakers and
1 Bans'Musical
Instruments
After 11 p. m.
Boston, Aug-. 5—Relief is in sight—
if not from the hot weather, at least
from what the city council terms "unnecessary noises" in the form of mudeal or unmusical outbursts from
radio sets, saxophones, phonographs
and all other mu4cal Instrument
whose owners take it on themselves
to provide whole neighborhoods with,
unsolicited concerts.
By a vote of 15 to 4 yesterday, the I
council adopted an order making it:
unlawful at any time to operate any
musical instrument or loud speaker
"in such a manner as to disturb the
peace and comfort of the neighboring
inhabitants, or with louder volume
than is necessary for convenient hearing for the person or persons who are
In the room or chamber in which such
machine or device is operated and
who are voluntary listeners thereto."
The order further provides that no
such instrument shall be played between 11 p. m. and 7 a. m. In such
v.thime as to be plainly anti:hie at It
(I;Stallee of 60 feet from the building
where it is played or operated. The
(a.(1!'t• carries a maximum penalty of
a 820 fine.
Certain exemptions are made, notably In the case of orchestra and band
concerts, municipal radio broadcasts,
and open-air broadcasts or amplification of political rallies or bulletin
board announcements by newspapers.
The order, which must yet receive
the signature of Mayor Curley before
going Into effect, is almert.efly at
the operation of radio sets in an offensively loud manner outside radio
stores and also at individual radio
owners whfit insist on giving their
neighborhoods free concerts at a time
of night ordinarily set apart for
sleeping.
Following the passage of the ordinance by the council yesterday, Mayor
Curley would not commit himself on
the measure, saying he desired time
to examine it before deciding whether
to give it his approval.

Springfield, Mass.
,A.m; e
I permit his name to be voted on at the Worcester meeting. He declared that he had the backHere in Western Massachusetts, at least, ing of Mayor Curley in this decision, and his
where Joseph B. Ely is well known and highly announcement was followed and reinforced by a
respected, there will be no disposition to ques- statement from Curley in which the latter said
tion the justification for his charges of gross he would throw all his support to Fitzgerald
breach of faith against John F. Fitzgerald of for the nomination for Governor.
Boston, nor do we think that even in Boston,
There is, therefore, every reason to believe
citadel of the Fitzgerald-Curle alliance, the that Fitzgerald at one time might have been
facts as related by Mr. E y can be successfully willing to jump from the gubernatorial pole to
challenged. There is too much evidence in the the senatorial pole, but was prevented from
form of statements and interviews. given by an doing by the determined and dictatorial CurFitzgerald in the two or three Weeks preceding ley, who seems to be the big end of the Fitzthe abortive "harmony" conference in Werces- gerald-Curley alliance.
ter to permit the wily former Mayor of Boston ,
The Curley motives are open to conjecture
or his backers to'escape the charge of "double- and also to suspicion. The theory advanced by
crossing."
Mr. Cummings, which is not lacking in some
Mr. Ely says that Fitzgerald several weeks measure of plausibility, is that Curley desires
ago made the offer to withdraw from the con- the reelection of Governor Allen this year in
test for the Democratic nomination for Governor 'order to prepare tie way for his own candidacy
in Mr. Ely's favor and himself be a candidate for Governor in 1932. According to the more
for the nomination for United States Senator. or less astute reasoning of Mr. Cummings, the
Those who know Mr. Ely will accept his word nomination of Fitzgerald as the Democratic
for this unreservedly.
candidate for Governor would admirably serve
But there is more than Mr. Ely's word for I this purpose.
A question might arise as to where FitzIt. At or about the time mentioned by Mr. Ely, 1
a statement was given out by Fitzgerald and gerald's reward for this sacrifice would come in
published in all the leading newspapers of the and the answer might be that there were some
State, in which Fitzgerald declared that, in the I very nice political plums still to be passed out
Interest of harmony, he was perfectly willing to the deserving. But while this might be perto take himself out of the gubernatorial con- fectly satisfactory to Curley and Fitzgerald and,
test and seek the nomination for Senator. Fur- incidentally, not the least bit harmful to Govthcr evidence of Fitzgerald's agreement to quit ernor Allen, it takes no account'of the desires
the gubernatorial contest has been provided by and purposes of that considerable element in
John J. Cummings, a prominent Democrat of the Democratic party which is not under the
Boston and himself a candidate for the party immediate domination and control of "Fitzy"
nomination for Governor, ogether with an in- and "Jim."
It rather high-handedly and contemptuously
teresting summary of Fitzgerald's political
career and some light on his present alliance Ignores the feelings of Democrats, who. like
with Mayor Curley and the latter's alleged mo- Mr. Ely, regard their party as something more
tives in forcing Fitzgerald to remain in the race than a pawn to be played for personal profit
by a pair of scheming Boston politicians. Hence
for Governor.
One of the highlights of Mr. Cumming's the. timeliness and importance of Mr. Ely's derecent statements is his chrracterization of termination to stay in the contest as a matter
Fitzgerald as 'the champion pole-sitter of the of self-respect and principle and fight it out
Massachusetts Democracy." His right to the with the Fitzgerald-Curley machine in the
i title has not been disputed, but some credit primary.
l appears to be due to Mayor Curley for enabling,
or rather, compelling him to stick to the gubernatorial pole.
Be that as it may, there is no question that
up to three or four days before the Worcester
Mayor Flies to Boston
conference Fitzgerald repeatedly stated his willon New Maine Route
ingness to be eliminated, if necessary, in order
(Al) Nlayor
BOSTON, Aug.
to promote harmony and party success and
Robert A. Cony of \ ugusta, MP., and
also his willingness to switch over from the
Mayor James
M. Curley exchanged
greetings at Citrilffttrtmlay following
gubernatorial to the senatorial contest. This
opening
new daily air service
the
a
of
was, however, before a certain fateful conferbetween the two cities, Mayor Cony
flew here from Augusta as a passenence with'Mayor Curley—on July 25, three days
ger in thsiyirst plane on the new route.
before the Worcester meeting—as the result of
Mayor t'uffey gave him a fercenh,nary ,
which Fitzgerald made formal announcement
medal and a book on Boston's 300th I
anniversary
celebration.
Goverfor
nomination
that he was out for the
nor and nothing else and that he would not

kaMr. Ely and Mr. Fitzgerald
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is ended, that the boss is here today "or a thing to be delivered to the oppobut forgotten tomorrow. He pointed sition for a price, or as a means of
out, also, that never before were the advancing personal ambition and inparty's chances brighter in this state creasing private fortune."
,lian this year, and that it would be Informed of Ely's statement, Fitzger1 oolhardy for candidates to do anything aid replied: "Mr. Ely is a fast mover;
to weaken those chances,
a few days ago, according to his owl:
statement, he was willing go support
Mayer Is Adamant.
me for United States Senator if I wouk
In gist, the mayor refused to change 6upport him for governor."
his attitude toward Fitzgerald and
plainly Indicated that he would take no
part directly or indirectly in the :,electing or suggesting of candidates.
There is now much speculation among
commentators whether Ely will remain
The Democrats at the eastern end
in the race for governor. He has insisted
of the state have always looked on
all along that he would stay in the fight Westfield Joe Ely as a gentle soul,
but now that he has been convinced rather too fine grained for the rough
Boston, Aug. 7—Developments in the that Mayor Curley is "going through." and tumble of the "game." They are
Democratic muddle over the candidates for Fitzgerald and that the combined revising their opinion of Mr. Ely
for the major positions on the state pri- support of Curley, Martin M. Lomasney, these days and seem due for further
ntembers of the Boston Democratic City
declaration has
mary ticket took on a dramatic turn committee and Mrs. Cohn McDonald, revision. His latest
a. ring to it that any finished Boston
Wednesday, when Joseph B. Ely of leader of the Democratic women, is be- pol will recognize as "full of fight."
d Fitzgerald he may figure that his Says Mr. Ely:
Westfield, made a fruitless attempt to
rt elsewhere will be futile against
have Mayor James M. Curley withdraw su
"I am in strict training up here
arently united Boston Demo- for the fight. I am running 20 miles
an
his support of former Mayor John F. cracy.
Fitzgerald's candidacy for gubernatorial Shortly after the "harmony" confer- a day and following a rigorous iiet.
nomination. Ely conferred at length ence in Worcester various conferences I'll be back down in Boston preswith Mayor Curley in city hall in the between candidates have been held and ently to take on those Democrats
apparent hope of possibly departing there was opinion by some that Mayor who think that the affairs of the
with the mayor's endorsement of his Curley, as undisputed leader of the par- party can be dominated by three or
own candidacy as against Fitzgerald's, ty in Boston, might act as final arbiter four of its members who are not so
but left without attaining that goal. in the designation of a so-called ba- much concerned about its general
Ely's arrival at city hall was the lanced ticket.
welfare as they are of their own persignal for the cessation of all other
Fitzgerald, feeling assured that he sonal interests. As for that spokesactivities for the mayor's office, several would be a candidate either for governor man of Fitzgerald's, whose statepersons who had gathered for conferor senator in any conference develop- ments sound as if they had been
ences with the mayor stepping aside ment,
,neley's typewritapparently was ready to abide by, written on Mayor c
while the Westfield man was given an any solution of the
situation. He se- er, I may have sorrteretir to say
audience. The visitor left the hall after frained from
filing his nomination later."
the conference and gave no opportunity papers for governor
until last Saturday,
for newspapermen to obtain his version 'indicating that
perhaps lie wes holding,
of the discussion.
himself open to run for : ; :ter, with
Ely as the gubernatorial ( ; ; t rill, 1 , 1 ilip W 1-- E1) Fatti
1 1
Mistaken, Ely Says.
to continue as the guberne
i°/17/3
In discussing the present situation in date, with Marcus A. Coolidel I Pill',
the Democratic party, Ely was emphatic burg running for senator.
In expressing his opinion and that of
Fitzgerald Leaves Loophold.
his supporters that Fitzgerald could not
In
other
words, Fitzgerald obviously
. lead the party to victory in November.
17 leTe Ma or Uwe;
He told Mayor Curley that he, the was waiting for either Ely or Coolidge
resident
MeSII; Iee will confer w
mayor, was making a serious mistake to step aside. When nothing of that
finny,
Thursday te
Washington
In supporting Fitzgerald and that it tee ere developed he
filed his Boston
;nee - ; Inc formation of a federal In would have a bad effect upon his poHarming board to stabilize emfor certification for the guberlitical future, particularly with refere . Mr. Curley announced yesonce to the campaign two years hence ;.,, , , ..eel. nomination. He took this step
Mete:: it an industrial luncheon ten•,;lee the time for filing for certifhiaat which time Mr. Curley is expeee.,•
iered by him to leading educators ol
eepires on Friday and further delay
to be a candidate for governor. WI e
he state .
ght prove embarrassing.
not directly asking the Boston leadere
The meeting voted to a.sk Governot
The fact that Fitzgerald limited his
indorsement and support of his ow
ellen to confer with miteees of enter
we to his Boston papers appeared to
gubernatorial candidacy, Ely set fort ,
: round for the conclusion that he
end selectmen of towns to !le; end that
his qualifications and the support Jr
proposed municipal projeci
scheduler
v.'18 leaving the way clear for a
has been given to understand will le
for 1919, be etarted in ,-hIc;.,ry rathei
o the senatorial field, in the event
his in the up-state sections of the state
than re , el e.. mon'lit 1.‘ , 1
It ,4 At
The mayor replied emphatically the { HA Ely and Coolidge might arrive at
the see— ef ;;; ineetiii1.; , :1 I i , ,,I.. (•,,ii.
he would not change from his supper e ;1 understanding. Coolidge-s nominaference would do much to climinat4
of Fitzgerald. He stated formerly the: Hen papers for the Senate already are
long official delays and open up em.
back in the Smith-for-President ri1111 ii file with the secretary of state.
Ely
attacked
Mayor Curley last night
paign, he had assured Fitzge;
ployment for a large number of mer
for
agreeing
to
he would support him for the 1411 1)(1'11e
support Fitzgerald. He
several months before they would Or.
also
attacked
Fitzgerald.
tonal nomination and that he woulc
dinarilv be nut to Work.
Ely's statement was issued after het
not now withdraw that support. It
had
filed
his
nomination
papers and
furthermore said that he would badl
had conferred with Mayer Curley.
Fitzgerald for election in November.
"I
do
not
need
help
from
those who
The mayor, as an old political cam.
paigner, spoke more or less in a fatherlei, believe the party a chattel to be conby
private
trolled
agreement,"
Ely said,
fashion to the younger Westfield man
He advised him that he would take let
action that could be intete,reeed as that
of a. party dictator or ho,,, 11 rca,-ratiet
thc <lay of the DP d
h,t iirad

y

Mayor Reiterates Two Year
Old Promise to Sup-.
port Fitzgerald
Westfield Man, Assailing
Stand, Files Own Papers
for Nomination
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CURLEY, HOOVER To
DISCUSS INDUSTRIES
won, (let.

•
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EAGLE
Pittsfield, Mass.
AUG 8 1930

ELY THROWS GAUNTLET Al
FEET OF EASTERN DEMOCRACY
In Statement Following Conference with Mayor Curley
Westfield Man Promises to Analyze Fitzgerald tc
Show What Republicans Will Do to Him
Democrats of the east and west- to he directing every effort to insurt
ern parts of Massachusetts are lined his own candidacy for governor It
1932, even to the extent of carryini
up against one another in a war Governor Allen back into office thi:
which will probably result in decision fall.
as to which end of the state is to
Charges Curley Deal
control the destinies of the ancient
Although stating privately the'
Joparty. This was indicated by
Mayor Curley was "very white" it
seph B. Ely of Westfield, candidate his conference yesterday afternoon
for
for the democratic nomination
Ely does not spare the Boston mayof
governor, who after a• conference in his aggressive statement. IV
Boswith Mayor James M. Curley of
charges Curley with making a dea
ton Wednesday, Alfreee--down the with Fitzgerald two years ago to ptr
F.
John
gauntlet to former Mayor
Fitzgrald in as governor, and say:
Fitzgerald, his oponent, and all of his pointedly in this regard: "The stet(
Boston friends.
democracy, however, was not a part
The Ely statement came as a con- to this compact of these Boston lead
sequence of an interview between ers."
Curley and the Westfield man Wed"Inci,ed," Mr. Ely continues, "th
nesray afternoon in Which the Boston mayor did not even suggest that Sen
mayor Informed Ely that his sup- ator Walsh or any other man knev
port was pledged to Fitzgerald and anything about this Fitzgerald-Cur.
that he was going to do everything lej understanding. It was just at
within his power to elect the "sweet agreement between James M. Curle3
singer of democracy."
and John F. Fitzgerald."
Development Dramatic.
Reiterating his position that FitzThis dramatic development in the
gerald has asked him to become a
muddle surrounding democratic cancandidate for governor, a state nent
didates for high office is a throwing
that Fitzgerald has denied, Ely calls
down of the gage of battle to deterattention to what he pointed out in
mine whether or not Curley, Martin
1922 that Fitzgerald could not be
Lomasney, Mrs. Colin McDonald and
elected saying that his advice was
members of the Boston democratic
then,' and asks if it will be
city committee are going to control scorned
He recalls the denunciation of
now.
the
of
regardless
politics
democratic
delivered by Governor Cox
rights of central and western Massa- Fitzgerald
and declares that
campaign,
that
in
.
democracy
chusetts
that defeated him
facts
same
"the
help
the
scorns
statement
Ely in his
him now."
of those who believe the "party chat- then, will defeat
Ely declared that Fitzgerald's past
tel to be controlled by private aranalyzed
rangements, or a thing to be deliv- record will be thoroughly
he says, lot
ered to the opposition for a price, or It is absolutely necessary,
to know that
as a means of advancing personal the democratic voters
ago the reambition and increasing private for-)to the facts of 10 years
publican orators will add the facts of
tune.,
The above statement is taken as al more recent date, and to know what
lirect thrust at Curley. who is reputed these facts are.

REPUBLICAN
Springfield, Mass.
Radio Noises
As Mayor Curley has refused to
sign the so-callegr‘radio curfew or'dinance," Boston will not fall in line
with Chicago, where a drive is being
conducted to make the city safe for
sleepers after 11 P. 111,
Certain features of the proposed
Boston ordinance did not meet the
mayor's approval. He considered
that the regulation provided for was
too extreme and would be an invasion of personal liberty. The best
solution for the radio nuisance, in
his view, is to be found in awakened
public sentiment.
Whether one believes that community life is to be controled from the
outside by law or from the inside
by consent, or by a combination of
both principles, something needs to
be done about radios which blare
their raucous tunes late into the
night. No American city today but
suffers from an excess of noise,
clanking trollies, squawking automobile horns, squeaking brakes, the
thunder and vibration of machinery,
even the congestion of noise caused
by concentration of population. Certainly, too, it must be granted that
the individual has an inalienable
right to the pursuit of sleep unhindered by unnecessary noises.
Curley's action and Chicago's
show two ways of achieving the end,
and if the method of peaceful persuasion does not work, Boston and
other cities, Springfield included,
may have to resort to the law for
relief.

PATRIOT-LEDGER
Quincy, Mass.

AUG 0 1930
Mayor Curley's Boston Common
OT"utrednesday evening
speech
seemed to imply that we got our Old
Age pension ideas from Germany.
Bin we can't see how this is going
to help Wen4041,.T.h9pe's

MERCURY
New Bedford,Mass,
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TO SING AT BOSTON
GARDEN SEPT. 16

)—Madam
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to "Dear
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Peters' Friends Place Him
in Running for Governor;
Ely Undismayed by Filing
Doubt Expressed That Former Boston Mayor
Will Heed Plea to Make Race; WeSTEn 1VraTs7
Man's Papers Filed; Malden Resident
Will Oppose Gov. Allen.

ELY WILL RUN
FOR GOVERNOR
t RAPS CURLEY
•

Boston, Aug. 7—Joseph B. Ely of
Westfield, Democratic aspirant for
governor, has placed the Curley-Fitzgerald combination on the defensive
by issuing a•statement in which he
threw down the gauntlet to ('urley,
charging him with trying to "inflict"
counties to insure placing aim on zne
By DONAL F. MitePHEF,,
4 ballot if he will consent to run. Today'
Fitzgerald on the Democratic party
BOSTON, Aug. 8—Filing of papers is the last day for filing names for
because of an agreement made with
by a number of candidates for major certification with registrars of voters
the "Little Corporal" two years ago
public offices, coupled with new devel- and whether or not this had been done
and which he insists he will observe
opments in the Democratic senatorial in Peters' case In the three other
1 regardless of consequences. Ely also
and gubernatorial fights were the counties could not be verified.
charges Curley with causing FitzThe entrance of Peters in. the race
major developments In It hectic politwould alter the entire Democratic po- •
gerald to resort to the double cross
ical. day.
litical picture, as he is rated as one of
by making him run for governor afThe most interesting of the day's
the strongest potential candidates in
ter Fitzgerald had invited Ely to enoccurrences was the news that friends the party. He was very strong at the
ter the lists as gubernatorial candiof former-Mayor Andrew J. Peters of Worcester confereme.
date, intending Lo run for senator
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Ely Camp Undismayed.
thimself.
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Election Commissioners for certifica- action of Peters' friends. Ei, would be
the campaign of 1928, it was with the
tion. The papers were not signed by hard hit if Peters got into the rununderstanding that Fitzgerald would
Peters, who is on a yachting trip, ning, inasmuch as the Boston man
support Curley for mayor of Boston
and it Is understood they were filed , would draw lai ?My from the Ely
howin return for Curley's support of
without his permission. If Peters is I strength. Those who back Ely,
ever, do not view the prospective enFitzgerald for United States senator
to be a candidate he will hrve to re- trance of Peters in the gubernatorial
in the present campaign. Now Fly
turn in time t.) sign the papers before fight with any seriousness. They hold
accuses Curley of violating
i5 o'clock Tuesday afternoon, which is to the opinion that Peters will not
th
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TIME FOR A SHOWDOWN

I I'

- Every citizen of Massachusetts who believes in good government and who wishes to see the strongest possible candidates put
forward by both ()I the great parties will approve enthusiastically
the action of Joseph B. Ely of Westfield in entering the primaries
for the Democratic nomination for governor and in frankly stating where he stands in reference to the machine dickering, which
characterizes the operations of John F. Fitzgerald and Mayor
nd of.
ki................
Jas M. Cui.l.a....of Boston.
EvC17 Democrat ifr-the state, who is opposed to the
Boston "organization" which is constantly allied -with the corresponding and thoroughly discredited machine of the Republican
party, will get behind Mr. Ely in the contest which he has entered
so vigorously, with the determination to end if possible the system which has so long obtained.
.
John F. Fitzgerald has no chance of being elected governor
of the state of Massachusetts, even if he could obtain the nomination with the help of Mayor Curley and the organization based on
City Hall patronage, which has so long prevented any independent
expression of the voters in the primaries.
Mayor Curley is well aware of the weakness of Fitzgerald as
a candidate for the governorship, It has been clearly understood
that Mayor CUrley proposes to be a candidate for the governorship two years from now. He has made no concealment of this. Mr.
Fitzgerald long ago announced that he would serve one term as
!governor if elected. All of which fits nicely into Mr. Curley's plans.
' That Fitzgerald has been and is ready to do exactly what he is told
to by Curley is made evident by Fitzgerald's own contentions that
whatever Curley wants done must be done. Mr. Fitzgerald has no
mind of his own concerning the 'governorship or senatorship, and
. it is well known that he not only tried to persuade Mr. Ely to join
with him in some kind of an alliance, but he sought to bring about
other combinations which would insure his being kept in the running for something and at the same time recognize Curley's domination.
Mr. Ely places the responsibility for the situation, which /
threatens to destroy the great opportunity of the Democratic party
in the state of Massachusetts, squarely upon Mr. Curley 's shoulders. That is exactly where it belongs.
.
Mayor Curley himself admits to the newspapers that he entered
into a deal wit h. Fitzgerald two years ago under whichi the Boston
city machine would support Mr. Fitzgerald for the governorship
I
and he proposes to carry through this arrangement.
At the recent conference in Worcester there was a lot of talk
on the part of the large delegation
Boston municipal office 1101(1r is, who were sent here to represent the Curley-Fit zgerald coalitint', wit li reference to i he crime against the cit izenw of the state
1 which would he eonitnitted ir a representative conference made
!recommendations concerning eandidates for the governorship and
,enatorship. The titt,T iu,incerity and hypocrisy of these gentle-.
men in fomenting the disorder which made any action by the con:
ference futile is, of course, clearly apparent when it is realized
i hat it is Mny or ('H Hey, Mr. Fitzgerald and a small group ef professional politicians on the pay roll of. the city of Boston who are
arrogating to themselves the authority to dictate who shall be
nominated by a great party for the important offices to be filled
this fall.
Mr. Ely is rendering a real service to the Commonwealth in
dealing with this situation as frankly as he is. He is one of the
leaders in his profession in t he state of Massachusetts,' a man of
progressive eharoeler, courage anti- great ability. lie should ho
,mor by the Democratic party and he should
be 0 eted.
it the Democratic party is to be nothing hut a convenient tool
for a handful of alleged politieal leaders in Boston, it is about time
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SCORES ELY FMK

(p ATTACK ON CURLEY
Boston, Aug. 8—Henry E. Lawler,
President of the Boston Democratic
city committee, in a statement yesterday afternoon, replied in kind to Joseph B. Ely's attack on Boston Democrats, and particularly on Mayor_
Curley as the uncrowned "bossw'Or
tfIrVIIITty, represented as compelling
John F. Fitzgerald to enter the contest for governor when his choice lay
in the direction of . the senatorial
fight.
Lawler declared that Fitzgerald. by
remaining out of the Senate contest
failed to fall into a trap of the Jefferson "pinks" which would yield the
Seat to the "complacent Marcus Coolidge." Lawler twitted Ely on his ill
success in past campaigns, citing his
defeat at the hands of a "chauffeur
by the name of Dooley," who had previouzly announced his withdrawal in
Lie fight for nomination for lieutenant-governor four years ago.
"There is no boss rule at the present time," he declared, and predicted
Ely's ignominious defeat should he
continue In his purpose to seek the
governorship nomination. He also
linked Ely with the "power Trust,"
asserting lie is a member of the legal
firm representing the power interests
New England.
Mayor Curley himself declined to
ply to Ely's broadside of Weilnes2.y In which he not only pictured
.ne mayor as a sort of Simon Legree
making Fitzgerald and others submit
to his will, but lashed out at the
Boston Democrats for monopolizing
the state ticket and for suffering detho last five campaigns.
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Seen as Commanding Democratic Figure If He
Wins Nomination for Governor--Ely
Forces Are Confident
By JAMES II. GUILFOYLE
Telegram State House Reporter

It is vcry much mixed up. Lomasney has always been with Fitzgerald.
he 13 friendly to Mayor Curley
also. Mr. Tague, who defeated FA,
geralcl for Congress, is now in Mayo'
Curley's cabinet. Fitzgerald and Curley, who had been foes in thi. past.
are now the best of friends. And
Daniel H. Coakley, who aspired to be
mayor of Boston last December, promises to mix it up even more so by
conducting one of his famous radio
campaigns as an independent cancLdate for senator. He will direct his
fire principally at O'Brien. Oh, yes.
the senatorial campaign will also be
worth watching.
And while all the fire and smoke
has been going on in the Democratic
camp the Republicans ha te been conducting a quiet but intensive campaign, encouraged by the belief that
their best asset will be the bitternesi
of the Democratic primary.

BOSTON, Aug. 9.—The trend of developments in the Democratic
muddle over the governorship has made it very apparent that
the
primary fight is to be a test of Mayor James M. Curley's prestige as a
leader of his party. Mayor Curley will either come out of it as
a
commanding figure for the party nomination for governor in 1932 or
with his leadership so severely mangled that it will be folly for him
to aspire to higher office.
Joseph B. Ely of Westfield has chal 4'
right, will be Ely's. That will be no
lenged the Curley leadership and in
small asset.
the coming campaign, while he will be
Mr. Peters is an outstanding Demofighting former Mayor John F. Fitzcrat.
He would command some Regerald, his trusts in reality will be
publican
support. He is looked upon
directed at the Hub chief executive.
as a person with more than
the averMayor Curley has taken an uncomage executive ability There has been
promising stand. He is with former
a tremendous sentiment develoed for
Mayor Fitzgerald for governor nothim this year, largely through the efwithstanding Mr Ely's personally deforts of the Jefferson society. If it is
livered declaration to Mr. Curley that
true that Ely can count on the Peters
on his shoulders must rest the responvote and this would appear to be a
sibility for whatever happens. Curley
reasonable assumption for they are
has indicated a willingness to accept
largely of the same type, then Mr.
the deft. If the Democratic party
Ely cat make it an interesting fight.
has any measure of success in the Nol 0
f U
The difficulty is, It is so hard for one
vember election he will claim a big
man to deliver his support to
anshare of the credit. If it goes down to
other.
defeat the answer is obvious. Western
Mr. Ely has already shown that
he
Massachusetts Democracy will never ' is determined.
He has issued sizzling
SENATE
forgive him and it will be easy to
statements, one of them directed diplant the seeds of dissension against
rectly at Mr. Curley. But note
the
his leadership.
different Mr. Curley. In other days, BOSTON
, Aug. 8. (U. P.)—Daniel
Mr. Ely would have had just as sizzling H.
Ely Faces Rig Task
Coakley, who polled only 2868
reply almost as soon as his shot was votes out
There is ready realization on the
of a possible 216,000 in the
fired. But Mr. Curley does
part of Eire supporters that he has
not even last Boston mayoralty election, has
note the Ely statement.
undertaken a tremendous task. It is
The reply announced he will be an independent
comes from the chairman of the Bos- icandida
not easy for an upstate Democrat to
te for United States Senator
ton Democratic city committe
roll up a plurality sufficient to offe. Mr. this fall.
Curley
apparently shows great wisdom. "The big
set the tremendous support which Bostriumvirate, Curley, LoIt is impossible to prolong
ton Democrats give to candidates of
a contro. masney and Fitzgerald, are Ina hudversy with only one sharpsho
their own. It will be a harder task
oter,
die on the Senatorial situation and
It is no secret In Boston
with Mayor Curley exerting his strength
the friends of Mr. My, who that even no ordinary Democrat can tell what
for Fitzgerald. Mr. Ely is dealing with
hope for they will do," Coakley stated, in anhis victory, believe he has a
a different Curley than the Curley of
tremen- flouncing his candidacy.
dolls task before him.
the past. The Boston mayor is at the
They realize
"Everybody knows that they are
that Fitzgerald is no
zenith of his power. He is impressing
mean campaign./ for the same candidate hut who
er. Probably no Democrat
is
with his administration. He has his
in the state he?
Therefore I'll get up in the
"has campaigned more
home town newspapers with him. He
often through watch tower and get a better
view
Massachu
setts
or is better advertised, of the situation,"
is engendering confidence in his abilhe concluded.
They expect Fitzgerald to
ity. He is a formidable foe for Mr.
go right into
Another feature of the Democratic.
IV's bailiwick to seek
Ely to buck.
votes.
Fitz- political chaos was the launching of
gerald sings "Sweet
Yet with all this there is a
Adeline"
an attack on Joseph B. Ely, gubersuraudience goes wild. Beyond and the
pridng air of confidence in the
that
he natorial candidate of Westleid, by
Ely
will
have
the
headquarters. His supporters know
machine to look Chairman Henry E. Lawler
after Boston.
of the
they have a very personable
assail Mr. Ely Boston Democratio City
candidate.
Committee.
because he is
member of a
They know the upstate Democra
Lawlor charged that Ely was
firm
cy is
that
has
a
aeted as counsel for the
aroused at Boston domination.
so- representative of the "Power Trust"
They
othed power trust.
have Mr. Ely's word that he will
In
New
England
:
He
further charged
make
Fitzgerald is even
the most strenuous campaig
n of hi, reports that he has encouraged with that -Ely was not a vote-getter T.11 strehelli in the let citrd 1,-;ly't.; defeat in the
t
But more than that limie
western
lial
part, of the state. There
a whisper that the support
is a gubernatorial election and his defeat
which forquestion if the revelation that
mer Mayor Andrew J. Peters
the
Ely
conby
unknow
n
William
Dooley I
of Bosrived with Fitzgerald to
ton was promised if he
the 19026 election as Proof that
entered the
h.
ticket that took no cognizanfashion a lacked
ce or other
vote pulling power.
....
Democrats in the running will
"Stick to your power trust, Jot
rsact
to
his favor, or if his assaults on
the "lit- it is impossible, to win, anytht
the corporal' will be ea effective
with
a DF,029gra • •' AV
.
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•
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Claims City Spent Bu
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Owner-s' Agreements First

COAKLEY AllVINES

WAISH 10 DECIDE
(DEMOCRAT SLATE

Emergency Confronts Party
and Victory Hangs on Scnator's. Action, States Boston Candidate
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OPEN THEM ON SATURDAYS
Mayor Curley of Boston has found
out what every student and visitor
to Boston who desires to see
places
of historical interest has been amazed to discover, that many of them
are closed Saturday afternoons.
So
far as he has jurisdiction, the mayor
has ordered these places opened Saturday afternoons during this Tercentenary year. But why only for
the remaining five months of this
year? Why not all the time? Boston
always has hundreds of visitors who
want to see these places, and there is
an enormous student population in
and about Boston. But the trouble
has been that the selfish interest of
the people employed about these
places have added to their sinecures
the privilege of placing their comfort and convenience ahead of the
visitors. The day to close museums
and places of historical interest and
in fact all places that the sight-seeing public desires to visit is Monday. For years we were too conservative hereabouts to open them
up on Sunday. It took a long and
aggressive fight for instance, to get
the doors of the Public Library in
our own city open on Sundays. When
Ma • Curley's two bright boys get
back
rirtpe they will tell Dad
that Monday is practically the world
wide day to close these places and
not on Saturday afternoon or any
part of Saturday. for Saturday and
Sunday are the days of the people's
leisure.—Malden Evening News.

STANDARD
New Bedford,Mass.
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"PAVING RACKET"
FOUND IN BOSTON
Boston, Aug. 13 Ufa—Public
Works
Commissioners Joseph A. Rourke
today uncovered a paving "racket" by
which unscrupulous contractors hop-ed
to make thousands of dollen; from ensuspecting residents and business
men
in the north and v.:A ends.
The city plans ,•b replace all the old
fashioned in.fek.../1deveallta by modern
paving withdoe'.0at to the home and
store owners. Contractors have been
trying to persuade the gullible to hey!.
sections in front of their houses re.
paved at reduced rates, counting on
their not having heard of the city's
plan.
Mayor James M. Curley has issued
a statement mitkiiirt isiffitle the
city's
plan and saying that no arrangements
should he made with private contractors for this work aince the city would
do it free.

Criticise Party Leadership.
Boston, Aug. 12 tolPl—Crtticuim of
arty leadership was voiced by two
!andidates for ,high office one a Ite.)ublican, the other a Democrat, when
hey filed nomination papers with the
.ec.-etary of state today.
Former Mayor John. D. Devir of
sAalden, filing for the Republican gubCustdmers.
lo-natorial nomination against Governor
Frank G. Alien, who seeks renominaion. said.
"As political conditions now exlit!
high office holders are placed in power
.*,
through the efforts of a self-appointed
From Our Speci:.1 Repot!! r
coterie who desire to dominake the got.
Boston, Aug. 13-i'A•
Wycliffe C.
ernment of the state. I am a RepuaitMarshall of Watertossa. who repreran, have been all my life. and I besented a group of consumers :n the
lieve My candideo, will be welcomed by
Boston Edison mate case, this after'thousands of fellow members of my
noon said lu, si.nt a letter to Afavor
party who desire to see one of the rank
Curley of Boston declaring ttrivr
.
7r7I'Y
and file of the people in the office cf
einisestotivett the t:ectslon of tlu state
department of public utilities cutting
go‘ernor."
the Edison light and power rates
'rhe other candidate was Daniel H.
$1,300,000 is a victory for Mayor CurCoakI0, disbarred Boston lawyer, who
ley's administration Is speclow, and
filed for the senatotslap without party
unfounded."
designation although in a statement he
"You are quoted by the press as
termed himself a Democratic candida„e,
saying that you considered the $70,000
Coakley attacked Mayor James 2d,, Curwhich has b,en spent by the city In
ley of Boston, John F. Fitzgetall,
conducting the tight for a reduction
(orhigr —lanstqn mayor seeking he i in the past six years as money well
Democratic nomination for gmern-o- ' spent." the letter said in part. "I have
checked up your statement. The facts
and Martin M. Lomasney. Boston ward
sh
rioo‘
u5i.
v that your observation is spuleader, as a "trio of rich little men woo
Are posing as leaders in Boston."
"Participation by the city of Boston
Ho appealed to United States Senaior
In the electric rate reduction tight has
David I. W141511 to speak up and name
not been continuous, but disjointed.
his candidates so that the DtMleriC IC
"The first Edison case (1921-1925)
party could be saved from defeat.
'cost the city of Boston, a-a special
on'
propriation.a, $15,865.17 for a lower
maximum rate and $108,521.91 in the
eity'a fight over Edison street lighting, a total of $124,387.08.
Of this
total, $15,000 was appropriated in
1924; the balance in 1921, 1922 and
II 23.
Lavish appropriations and expenditures.
"The second Edison case (1927-1
928)
Cost the city of Boston nothing,
"The Edison case (1929-1930)
just
decided, has cost the city of Boston
$280, that is, for the stenographer
s'
copy of the evidence.
Pi! I rt 1 ')
A modest expenditure of a sizable appropriation.
Although the city on November 19,
MAYOR CURLEY SPIKES
1929 (on recommendation of Mayor
"CONTRACTORS" RACKET
Nichols) appropriated $10,000 for use
BosToN. Aug. 12 tiP)—Public in this case, the city of Boston made
only a vibrant appearance therein.
Works Commissioner
Joseph
A.
The city of Boston offered no witnessRourke today uncovered a paving
ea and put in no evidence before the
"racket" by which unscrupulous condepartment of public utilities.
T out
tractors hoped to make thousands of
in all of the evidence again.,1 the Edidollars from unsuspecting residents
son rates and fought the ensuing Edison defense with further evidence.
and business men In the North and
The city of Boston was furnished
West Ends.
with
copies of the exhibits without charge,
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hut itself ,did practically nothin
old-fashioned
g
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the case.
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DENIES RATE CASE
IS CURLEY VICTOR

Counsel in Edison Heariygs Tells Boston
Mayor City's Action Has
Been "Disjointed"

1

COURIER-CITIZEN
Lowell, Mass.
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UNION
Springfield, Mass.

era was an etrort to get
three COM' •Another
didates to withdraw andanthus
'•pultit of Interest. In view or
create
a vacancy which under the law could the hectic round of conferences today
be filled by the State Committee, pre- is the fact that the 2d eongreasional
sumably with a "harmony" candi- district, whicloaeat is now occupied by
date. This possible solution of the William J.. Granfield of Springfield, is
mysterious doings of the day is In no sinecure for the Democratic party.
oppotsitIon to several known features As one prominent Democrat said toof the situation. Joseph B. Ely, al- night, "The voting margin is Close."
though extremely reticent as to what He then went on to indicate that there
has been taking place in the past 24 is little love for Fitzgerald in the westhours, was outspoken in his deter- ern end of the State and to state his
mination not to withdraw.
belief that should Fitzgerald get the
"I am in this thing to stay," he nomination, Granfieldewould have hard
said, "and you can take this as final. sledding for reelectioN.
I will not withdraw from the contest."
With Ely getting the nomination,
Aside from that he had nothing to however, he was
of the opinion that
say.
Granfield would walk away with the
Another factor that makes a blan- district. The
2d district is one of the
ket withdrawal seem out of the ques- six that Jouett
Shouse feels hopeful
tion is the information coming from of this fall.
the Fitzgerald camp to the effect that
Both Camps Nervous.
the former Boston Mayor today conFrom all indications both 'the Ely
tributed $2500 to the State Committee. and
Fitzgerald camps are in a highly
That the contribution has been made nervous
condition tonight. What towas, to all intents and purposes, con- morrow
will bring forth is problematfirmed by Chairman Donahue. It ical,
perhaps nothing in the way of
hardly seems likely that Fitzgetald withdra
wals on the part of either of
would make such a large conVtibution
these two candidates or of John J.
and then .withdraw. On the other Cummin
gs.
hand, one acute political observer,
Chairman Donahue had a long conwho has an enviable record for guesslug right politically, stated unequivo- ference today with Marcus A. Coolidge
cally that Fitzgerald would withdraw of Fitchburg, who seeks the Democratic senatorial nomination in a field
before 5 o'clock tomorrow afternoon.
of five.
Situation in Muddle.
The nature of this conference was
The entire situation tonight is in
a muddle, with anyone's guess as not revealed. although it was stated
that Coolidge, satisfied with his posigood as another's.
Very obviously
something is in the wind, but none of tion in the western Alhd of the State,
those actually concerned can be per- has decided to devote considerable atsuaded to talk. All that is really tention personally to Boston. Lowell
known is the fact that numerous con- and Lawrence.
Reports reaching the state headferences have been held, at some of
which Jouett Shouse was present. It quarters indicated that the senatorial
is even said that Fitzgerald never left candidacy of Thomas C. O'Brien, for- ,
By DONAL F. MeantEF.
BOSTON, Aug. 14—The twin sisters Boston, despite assurances that he had mer district attorney of Suffolk County,
of worry and nervousness seem to gone to W,illiarnstown. It certainly was making considerable headway.
O'Brien
have descended on the Ely and Fitz- is true that someone very close to erhood has the backing of the Brothof Railway Trainmen, as well
Fitzgerald was acting as a go-between
geraid
Democratic
gubernatorial for him in
a n endeavor to learn 1; as Martin IdeLomasney, leader of the
camps within the, last 24 hours as 5 Shouse was
going to be here tomorrow Boston west end.
o'clock tomorrow afternoon, the final morning, presumably
A report that the Democratic slate
with the thought
hour for withdrawal of candidacies, in mind of a meeting between
headquarters was to be moved to the
Shouse
Hotel Stetter was brushed aside by
approaches, although neither of these and Fitzgerald,
Mr. Shouse in an interview with Chairman Donahue. 'Unless there are
two candidates has outwardly
recededI
one jot or tittle from his determine- newspapermen in his suite at the Cop- additional funds coming from the rank
ley Plaza Hotel tonight explained
tion to see the thing through to the
that and file of the party it was indicated
his presence here was solely for
that the committee e ill keep on with
tan
finish.
purpose of discussing the :senatorial the preaent unpretentlous quarters in
Stnificant in a political day alive'and congressional
State
Street.
situation. He and
with mysterious portent was the un- Chairman Donahue are of the
belief
expected arrival In Boston of Jouett that the Democratic party has a good
Shouse, chairman of the Executive chaince of taking six of the 16 conCommittee of the Democratic Nation- gressional districts in the State this,
Year in addition to the three now
the Iihtlimore glf
al Committee, to confer with Senator by
held.
the party. The distriete which
David I. Walsh and Chairman Frank Shouse and
An
example of foolish lee making
Donahue axe hopeful of
has been squashed by Mayor Curley,
J. Donahue of the state committee. are the first, second,
third, fourth,
of Boston, by . prompt veto 5f-gereseieleAvowedly, his purpose here was in eighth and ninth.
Why the National Committee could fiance which undertook to give the poregard to the congressional situation
prior to going to Nantucket for a not logically intervene in the confused llee power to regulate use of radio revacation. His arrival just at this par- Democratic situation in this State was ceivere in private homes. Obviously,
explaine
ticular time, however, gives credence Asked, d at length by Mr. Shouse. such a law could not lie effectively enhowever, if
to the belief that more than the con- vise party leaders he would not ad- forced, while there Is no doubt it
to follow the ad- would be
gressional situation was considered. vice of the
productive fif endless neighchairman et' the State
This supposition is denied by Mr. Committ
borhood quarrel*.
ee,
Mr.
Shouse
at first hedged
Shnose.
In clomely built sectlotis of the city
and then stated that in his opinion
In addition to conferring with Ben- Frank
atop Walsh and Chairman Donahue, state J. Donahue is the most astute unreasonable use of radios, either by
committee chairman in the .tuning them en that they create a noise
Mr. Shouse met Joseph B. Ely, but
did not talk with Ely's rival, john F. country, Pressed further and asked which loud speakers may he controlled.
if
the
most astute chairman was a them to run at
Fitzgerald, who is reported to have
all hours of the night,
left Boston early this morning on it I Proper person to give advice, he re- may give cause for grievanc
e.
But,
businese trip to Williamstown. It is .plied, "Well, yes, you can say that I taken in the
ordinary run of things,
significant that Williamstown is the would advise themm to take his ad- the
cure
is
vice.
neighbor
ly consideration
neare9r !mini in Alasteirlitiettst to
and not an appeal to the police.
Such advice unquestionably will
One
be
forthcoming If a blanket withdrawal cannot have the law on everybody
111111)4,,
11111.1 I
whfs
for the gubernatorial nomination, 18 of gubernatorial candidates eecui
not rr•gnIalr. his .-ondut•t or him
Talk of such withdrawal
at present.
radio--a
s
one
would
brings
like it. done.
115
again the names of Andrew J.,
Fly Confers With Walsh.
Peters , Most cities have ordinance, under
Ely has conferred with
Senator and Gen. Edward L. Logan, both GI , which loudspeakers may
be controled.
Walsh at least once within the
pant whom would probably be willing to en- 'in apartment
houses. landlords for
21 hours, but asserts that the con- ter the race if the ay were mamtle
their
own
ference had nothing to do with
proteett
clear
im
cannot
for
no pritnamry contest.
permit
sol!,itation on his part of support a
one tenant to make himself a nuisanc
by
e
or AV/0Sb.
Ito others. But for the mass of people
It may he that the various conferthe only protection is the decent
re! tql(!e4 today enweg Dernooratio leadgard which right-minded persona hay::
1 for„ the .cettiteM.O.canall'.
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Sing CONFERS
WITH'LEADERS OF
PAR
—TY IN BOSTON

Pay with Donahue and
Walsh Is Believed to Be
in Connection with
Gubernatorial Race.
ELY AND FITZGERALD
CAMPS ARE NERVOUS
Withdrawals Are Considered
Possible, Although Ely
Declares He Is in
Race to Finish.

The Wrong Approach.
Ftem
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MARSHALL DISPUTES

giCURLEY'S ASSERTIONS
says -Twaddle" To Claims
That Boston Entitled To
Credit in Edison Case
From Our Special eRporter
Boston, Aug. 15—The assertion of
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston that
the-Err.; olb—Soston.
"Trentitlir-to the
credit for bringing about the recent
reduction in rates of the Boston Edison company, following hearings before the state utilities commission, was
today characterized as "twaddle—
double twaddle," by Wycliffe C.
Marshall of Watertown, counsel for
consumers in the case. He gave out
a statement in reply to that from the
Boston' authorities, in which it was
said that Boston has spent $134,000 in
the prosecution of lighting cases in
the last 10 years. The statement said:
"Why does the city of Boston fall
to name the years when it spent
$134.666 in the last 10 years in attempting to obtain proper electric light
rates for the people of Boston? Because all but $279.90 was spent in the
six years, 1919-1925. A sad commentary on the condition of affairs
when the people h: %'e a commission.
ft•
'Supposedly instituted to protect their,
interests.
"Twaddle and double twaddle.
I
know from.experience since 1927 before the. public utilities department
that the commission is zealously safeguarding the people of Massachusetts.
The city of Boston told the department tbat a real, thorough investigation 'would take a lot of time, money
/Ind research.
"Time was not wasted. The celery
Was not ripe to out until some time
Utter March 1, 1930, when the 1029
i‘rturns were available. The people are
cbtaining a prompt reduction of the
glrliann Pl.rh'it! rates.,"

PATRIOT-LEDGER
Quincy, Mass.

POST
Worcester, Mass.

CURLEY WANTS Attacks MarshallSHIPS FOR HUB In Rate Case Row
Tells Sec. Adams of Navy
Silverman Says His Evi"Boston Day"---Should
dence Was Negligible
Have U. S. Fleet
BOSTON, Aug. 15—Mayor Curley
yesterday appealed to Secretary of
the Navy Charles Francis Adams
for a representation of ships in the
harbor and men from the fleet to
parade during the celebration of
"Boston Day" in this city Sept. 17.
Secretary Adams has already arranged for a fleet to be here for the
Legion convention, and it is the wish
of Mayor Curley that the same
squadron be sent here two weeks
earlier to participate in "Boston
Day."
Secretary Adams himself, who is
a lineal descendant of two Presidents .of the United States, will be
the orator of the unveiling of the
Founders' Memorial on the Common
on the 16th.
Mayor Curley also communicated
with Secretary of War Patrick Hurley, urging that Secretary Hurley
suggest to the commanding general
and officers of the 1st Corps Area
his personal and official interest in
turning out the largest number of
men that can possibly be arranged
for in the "Boston Day" parade.

BOSTON, Aug. I5—The charge of
Wycliffe C. Marshall of Watertown that
Mayor Curley had unwarrantedly assuniTerrirlfrTer-forcing the decision of
the public utilities commission, reducing electric rates in Boston, yesterday
brought from Corporation Counsel Samuel Silverman the retort that the commission's decision was in spite of
Marshall and in no way because of his
contributions to the evidence on which
judgment was based.
Marshall declared the city had little
or nothing to do with the successful
outcome of the petition for a reduction
of rates. Silverman maintains the city,
provided all evidence on the two simplii
issues for determination and that the
'actual basis for the judgment of the
commission was the record of the earnings of the Edison Electric Illuminating Company in 1929 and during the
five months of the current year.
Mr. Silverman expressed regret that
the public utilities commission "Is powerless to prevent men like Mr. Marshall
from taking up its time and retarding
the progress of rate proceedings." He
added the decision indicated that the
commission paid little attention to any
evidence contributed by Marshall and
, stressed the fact that in 10 years the
city has expended $134,666 to obtain
proper electric light rates for Boston
consumers.
Mayor Curley permitted Silverman to
act as his spokesman and after concurring with the statements of the
corporation counsel added: "The distressing part is that we are required to
expend a sum of that character in order to compel a state commission to do
justice to le city."

SUN
Lowell,Mass.
state. He is a man of great resource
I Mt i'RLEY'S POLICIES
Unfottunately for
Mayor Curio y of Boston has been in an emergency.
been for many
doing some very fine things recently.' Mayor Curley, he has
with certain
identified
closely
,years
• Indeed his administration is attractthe Boston deming attention and winning admira-t . unpopular factions in
he now
Apparently
machine.
tion even from sources supposed to ocratic
lost prestige on
has
he
hat
realizes
givis
mayor,
he
As
be unfriendly.
and as Al Smith reing a demonstration of ability that that acconnt,
party to the misdeeds
a
be
to
fused
his
to
was formerly known only
it would appear, Mr
so
Tammany,
friends; and when this is connected of
out to elhow that
setting
is
Curley
juswith a clear sense of executive
democratic principles properly aptice, the people applaud.
municipal business will win
It seems that Mayor Curley is de- plied in
an—where.
termined to win public approval, not nubile favor
:only in Boston hut throughout the
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Sir Thomas Ar
Who Greets Him made his
Kids Grover Whalen,
who
a; Irishman

The ChIrTe;SThrolileni • '
ITo 0.* Editor of The World:
The World correspondent In Landon Aug. 9 Informs us that the
United States, British, Japanese and
I
French Governments are In active
communication on plans for common
action to be taken to protect foreign
lives on the Yangtze River In China.
Three years ago last Marcia we had
the same combination of governments
engaged In military demonstrations
along the same river. We have relied
on military power and have employed
naval demonstrations against China
1 for many years. Our manifestations
of strength and power have not improved our relations with China.
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston,
a gentlemen of superior intellectual
power, has proposed to President
Hoover a plan for dealing with conditions in China which in the opinion
of competent observers would render
unnecessary a manifestation of naval
power. We never felt very proud of
the fact that American warships
threw shells into Nanking a few years
ago. Mayor Curley proposes to the
President that we ship our surplus
grain to feed the starving Chinese,
and this action If carried Into effect
would do more to still the tunnoll in
China than the presence of battleships. Would It not be more inspiring for a Christian nation to line the
Yangtze River with grain -carrying
barges which would distribute their
cargoes into a million sampans for
gry Chidistribution among the hun
seu?stuu. Aug. 15. IRADE UKASE.
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CITY HAILS 'LirrOtil Itlieftedfvfa
HERE FOR CUP RACE

c
er bluee , salute
yaeatida them.
opeatiting into the
issinai
Thomas declared: "7noteroc
frayed
have been very
nodded and smiled. He wore, as fortunate in all of my races no far
with
the
Shamrock V. It's a new
usual, a blue attic, wing collar and
boat and I have hones this time that
broad blue polka dot tie.
have a good boat. I have a feeling
Unsuccessful efforts of Mayor I have a boat that will win. I have
James M. Curley of Boston, who done everything possible to make the
went down on the Macom to greet boat successful. Several Americans
have offered to help
his sons, Leo, James and Paul, to been so good that me. They have
I believe they
take their baggage off on the yacht, would go along and give the boat a
push
behin
d if I wanted it.
occasioned ten minute's delay, during
"I am very glad to be back again
which Sir Thomas stood and chatted
in America and to meet my many
on the foredeck. When Miss Mary American friends.
I have come again
Curley, daughter of the Mayor, who to try to win a certain very valuable
troph
y
that
has
been here seventyhad accompanied her father, was
introduced to Sir Thomas, he said: nine years:. I think it is about time
it went back to its native land. I
"I have always believed that Bos- have received the kindest expreston has the most intelligent people— sions from my friends here. Indeed,
they threw the tea overboard when if good wishes alone would bring me
success the cup would be as good as
won. Anyhow, I believe we shall have
So He Speaks on Radio Again as they found it wasn't Lipton's.a
good race, and may the beat boat
"We are waiting here for Mr.
win!"
He Reaches Battery, Where He Whalen, so that the photographers Wind
against the microphones and
can take you together," a member the
noise of sirens often interrupted
Landed as Immigrant in 1867. of the
reception committee told him. the broadcast. After anoth
er session
Mr. Whalen was helping Mayor with the photographers, Sir Thomas
went
below
,
where
he discussed the
Curley.
Shamrock V. which arrived Wedne
Trim and erect, slightly tanned "Where is he?" asked
sSir Thomas. day at New London. He said
that
and full of witty sallies, the world's "Is he swimming here?"
was "a better boat than the otherit
s
most inveterate yachtsman arrived
Someone offered him a chair, but because it has finer lines and is a
new design." Major William Kenhere yesterday on the United Statee he declined it. Someone else sug- nelly, presid
ent of the New York
Athletic Club, suggested that it would
liner Leviathan to try for the fifth gested that he go below and rest.
win
becau
"I
don't
se
want
it carried 2.000 square
to hide," said the
time in thirty-one years to do what 1
feet of canvas. Sir Thomas
yachtsman.
nodde
he calls "take that old mug back
"The last time I was defeated," d.
he
Assured by another that Mr. said,
chuckling, -was by Charles
where it belongs."
.Whalen "would be here any min- Francis Adams Secretary
of
the
That was Sir Thomas Lipton's way ute," he asked:
Navy. I told him to get a gunbo
at
and I would
(3; saying he hopes to win the Amer- "Is he walking or comin
g by bus?" would fight get a gunboat, and we
it out that way."
ica's Cup. but yesterday, amid the ; From the decks overh
ead came the
Harbor Craft Salute Visitor.
blast of whistles, the shriek of sirens I repeaters shout, "We hope
you win."
and the cheers of welcomers who Sir Thomas beamed upon the crowd
Ferries and other harbor craft
sawent down the harbor on the yacht of reporters, cameramen and com- luted the distinguishe
d visitor with
Macom to extend to him the city's mitteemen.
"This as a different their whistles as the Macor
n proofficial greeting, he avoided any ex- reception than when I landed here
as gresed up the harbor. Off the Batpreseion of certainty that he would an immigrant 17 years old," he said. tery a fireboat
shot streams skyward
oapture the classic trophy.
"Now l'm getting to be a devil of a in the gray fog.
For the first time
His contender, the. Shamrock
fellow
."
Sir Thomas left his seat
V..
to look at,
Told that he would land near the the spectacle.
now in New London, is a "good
"Wonderful!" was his
boat," he told a radio audie
site of Castle Gardens, where he first comment.
nce
A crowd of 1,000 or
stretching Around the globe;
landed sixty-three years ago, he said,
more lining the
he
Battery
"hopes that she will be successful": "If we go at this speed, when will we cursion wall and a throng on an exboat at Pier 1 cheered
loudly
but, he concluded with the
get there?" He said he first came sit the yachtsman
sportsstepped ashore.
here to race "shortly after the great At the pierhead he was told
manship of a man who has remai
that
ned
wind had interfered with
flood," that he had never been
undaunted after seeing yacht
his broadto cast and was asked to
after
repeat it. Mr.
Newport, thc scene of this year's Whalen
yacht defeated, "May the best
introduced him again,
boat cup event
but
; and he also remarked: all that Sir Thom
win." And if the Shamrock
as would say was
V "No, I have
"I
am
glad
not
to be back in America.
been received before
fails, neither five defeats nor
I feel quite at home
his by the police
here.
."
eighty years of age would
He went to the Biltm "
bring dishead of a procession of ore at the
Sir Thomas on Radio.
couragement, he said, declar
ing "If
eight cars,
ed by motorcycle
I lose, I'll come back again
Mr. Whalen appeared and radio escort
policemen.
as soon
John Westwood, his
secretary, said
as possible."
men and sound-picture operators that while Sir
Thomas was in good
thrust their microphones close. As health, the excitement
Macom Reachfss Liner in
tired him.
Mr. Westwood
Fog.
the Macom drew away from
the Leviathan was disclosed that as the
leavin
The Macom drew alongside
g British wathe liner, Mr. Whalen introduced the ters, King George
had radioed Sir
Leviathan in a fog at 8:30 A.
M. yachtsman to a radio audience listen- Thomas, saying: "My best wisher
i.
Thissenssrs lined the raik ovei
g
Best of luck in your quest
I,'
I 7'{ .;/ 11 i0,1
, tf 'ti,
head
1\:;:t
for the
and Columbia Broadcasting Com- America's CUD."
and the sirens of the yacht and
of
police boats mingled with the brass panies linked with the Macom by a
y short-wave radio, arranged
for by
strains of the Fire Department
Rand Albert Goldman, Commissioner of
aboard the Macom, as a
Plant
and
Struct
ures.
The municigangplank
was lowered. Four members of the pal station, WNYC, also carried the
broadcast, as did short-wave stations,
reception committee board
ed the which, it was announced, formed a
liner, followed a few minut
es later link with all parts of the world.
"You are
by Grover Whalen, the commi
ttee Sir Thoma no stranger to New York,
s," said Mr. Whalen. "As
chairman, who had been delayed
and an old friend of mine, the Mayor
has
arrived in a police launch.
asked me to convey to you his heartAfter a delay incident to greetings iest greetings and his hope that
success will crown your efforts.
and the formalities of customs
He
inspectors, cheers arose as the yachts thinks you are the world's greatest
- sportsman and the greatest yachts
man appeared on the gangplank. He man of all time." He
also welcomed
paused there at the request of a bat- him on behalf of the reception font-

80-Year-Old Yachtsman Brims
With Confidence as He Steps
From Liner to the Macom.

SALUTES DROWN HIS VOICE

•

wz..;

/3 I/A/ 47 `F
reiterated hie belief that thslikal •
'He
11
the best chance in thirty-one years of .
enthtislastio'isterkerAtele'finit'Itatieeteft'uf
cup.
Is sure to accompany the,preparacapturing the cup, told his stories and
tione and the races themselves in Sep- I
cracked his jokes, made a date with
girl reporter whom he ttssored that he ,
Sir.IT'hoMas's hearing is not what it I
was only twenty-one, and bore up
nobly under the bararge of clicking Was, and he speaks in a lowto voice
ta
cameras and questions. He even man- . but he was more than ready
aged to get in a word for Lipton's tea, ! both of his own experiences and of the
coupled with one for Boston. Mayor coming races.
"I believe I've a good chance of win- I
James M. Curley. of the latter city,
had come down to meet his sons on fling this time." he declared. "I've a
aen
in
nrdalfitle
o
gr to
the Leviathan and came up the bay ife
. lhoeidA nmicurgboat,r le
been
on the Macom.
N.Y.Welcomes Him; In greeting members of the Curley for thirty-one years, and this time I
family on the boat Sir Thomas said: believe I may take it home with me.
"The people of Boston are the most inIf I don't I'll be back and try attain.
.
._
_ _
1 telligent people in the world. They
"A great many of my friends in
threw the tea into the harbor from the
Taylor
written and radioed to
By William
:hey found that it wasn't America have
!
eena.
o sht
tsnw
ii.!Iiip
i
was
me that I have their beat wishes, and
Thirty-odd years older than he
some of them will get behind the
After about twenty minutes of radio
P
when he began his quest for the
push if she
conversation Shamrock and give her a
general
and
broadcasting
hale
a
means
no
by
and
Cup,
America's
needs it, they say."
owner of the Shamrock
the
deck
on
old
preparations
his
all
with
of
details
Regarding the
and hearty man, but
sought a comfortable chair in the
intimating that
!enthusiasm in evidence, Sir Thomas Macom'e cabin, for he cannot stand he had little to say,
accurate information could be
more
Lipton, owner of Shamrock V and lfor long at a time. John Westwood, obtained at New London, where Colonel
the last !
robably the most widely known yacht Sir Thomas's secretary . for
Duncan Neill and Captain Ned Heard
thirty-four years and his constant cornowner in the world was welcomed of- panion, seemed much worried about are in charge of the conditioning work.
"Hush," he said with a smile when
will
ficially to New York yesterday. He
his employer's condition and the strain somebody reminded him that he had
remain here for a day or two, resting of the reception. but tnere was no landed, an immigrant boy, from a ship
after his trip across the Atlantic, and ceeping the others aboard the boat within a few hundred yards of the spot
romisurrounding the guest Of honor where the Macom was setting him
will then go on to New London, Conn.,
and carrying on a running fire of ques- ashore yesterday. "Here I RM I devil
where he will find Shamrock preparing tions and conversation.
of a swell, being met in the harbor by
for her races in September.
It evidently did Sir Thomas no harm, a great delegation, and we mustn't
A
Pier
at
up
tied
tugboat
Macom
tne
when
for
glad-hand
official
city's
The
spoil the effect by talking About that.
the yachtsman was one of the first to I'm going down to Newport„ where All
Macom went down the bay to greet the
scramble up to the pierhead. He did the bluebloods are And it wouldn't do
Scotch -Irish tea merchant who caste not even wait for a gangplank to be
to have them know I was ever an immiin on the Leviathan, and he was taken rigged. He walked briskly out to the grant." His chuckle as he said that
persons
hundred
bay
street,
several
the
where
up
brought
and
liner
the
'off
left no one with the idea that he meant
glimpse of him. it. "I've never raced off Newport, never
accompanied by Grover Whalen and the were waiting for a
cheerfully
and been there." he Added. "but I'm sure
greeted the crowd
Fire Department band. Landed at the stepped into a car to be whitked upI'll have a fine time down there."
Battery, he was rushed uptown in a town and into seclusion.
For a time after he came aboard the
The New York Yacht Citib, from Macom. Sir Thomas refused to sit down.
city car under motorcycle escort and
on a
ensconced at the Biltmore, where he al- which Sir Thomas has been trying to "A good sailor doesn't sit down
ways stops when in New York and lift the America's Cup since 1899, was ship," he declared at /inst. But a few
forward
the
where he probably will pass the next conspicuous at the reception by its minutes of standing on
the
day or two resting. After that he will almost complete absence. There were deck wearied him and he retired to
go aboard his steam yacht Erin and one or two members of the club aboard cabin for the remainder of the trip.
the Macom and they were there in no
The real line-up of Shamrock's manproceed to New London.
It was a gray, damp morning, and the official capacity as far as the club was agement was revealed by Sir Thomas
fog was thick and clammy, but It did concerned. In fact, there were few yesterday. Colonel Neill will be the
and Captain Heard the sailnot dim Sir Thomas's recrition. The yachtsmen there from any club. Major manager
William Kennelly. president. of the New ing master, but the actual skipper in
Leviathan came into Quarantine about York Athletic Club, appeared in yacht- command of the Shamrock on her races
8:20 in the morning, and was held there Ing cap and white trousers, the only, will be Charles E. Nicholson. who is
also the designer of the big green
to await the arrival of the Macom. The yachting uniform on the Macom.
He told Sir Thomas how he i MaJorf sloop, as he was of Shamrock IV.
latter ship was scheduled to leave Pier
"If you don't win this time I'll have
Kennelly) was the first to sight Shamrock V as she approached this coast. to go to the poorhouse," some one told
()Metals
city
of
I
tinguished collection
Only one yacht greeted the Leviad Sir Thomas yesterday.
"Reserve me a room there. too," Was
and yachtsmen aboard. She left about , than at quarantine, but she was a
meautifuel example of her kind—Inglis his answer.
b
7:30, lacking many of the officials and
As an immigrant boy sixty-five years
Upp rcu's ship-rigged Seven Seas,
Most of the yachtsmen.
•
one of the few and one of the hand- ago he landed in New York. A few
Grouping down through the fog, the sorriest square-rigged yachts in exist-, yeers later, after doing Various kinds
made fast
alongside the ence. Her owner was among the yachts- of work in various parts of this counMacom
anchored Leviathan and a gangplank ! men who were aboard the Macom, as try--he drove a mule teem in New
Was run out, over which a few favored were Vice-Commodore Harold Tobey ' Orleans at one time—he returned to
Members of the reception party made and Alfred G. Keeshan, of the Larch- his native city of Glasgow, later rnovtheir way aboard the big liner. Mr. mont Yacht Club.
lin; to Belfast, where be now makes
Whalen, who missed the Macom at
Sir Thomas's own steam yacht, the his home and where the Royal Ulster
the pier, drew up alongside in the Erin, which was to have taken him off Yacht Club, through which his chalpolice launch Gypsy just after the the Leviathan at Quarantine, was not lenges have been issued, is located.
Macom made fast to the Leviathan there, the plans having
He had but little money when he rebeen changed
and was barely In time to get in on when the
official reception was ar- turned to Scotland, but he had Ideas,
the reception.
ranged. The Erin
a bit of paint ambition and the energy which is even
Escorted by Mr. Whalen and his and powder after needs
her stormy trip across now appitrent in his rangy frame. HS
eommittee, Sir Thomas, who had the
ocean
with
Shamrock
V. but she formed the chain store idea and he put
awakened early to prepare for the welwill receive her owner in a day or two, it over in Lipton Limited, The Lipton
come he knew was awaiting him,'
end probably will lie for awhile in the Tea Company is an offshoot of his origstepped out on the gangplank, posedi
Hudson off Eighty-sixth Street.
ins! ent,erprise.
'for photographers for several minutes1
Sir Thomas's crossing was quiet,.
His connection with and interest in
and then boarded the MACOM, to talk
Calm,
smooth
weather
favored the I yachting goes back a little more than
in:o the microphone and give an interview to the reporters who (lust ered Leviathan all the way and the yacht thirty years—just prior to his first
about him on the forward deck of th owner took things very easily. Fellow challenge for the America's Cup in
tug most of the way up the harbor. Passengers report that he came on deck , 1899. It has been FO Id freooently that
The yachting baronet, though weak Dilly for a couple of hours a day. and this first challenge was made at the
news showed in the droop of his broad sat about watching the ol her passen- suggestion of Xing Edward.
thoulders and the weariness on his Rem playing deck games. Night before
lace, brightened under the homage last Ft special party was given for him,
paid to hint, and seemed to r'njOY hint_ snd the night previous he attended a
self hugely. Such receptions. sOd the ship's party for a hort time, but otherhope of at last capturing the Amen- wise he kept much to his cabin and
eat Cup. are a ionic to the eighty- rested, in preparation for a month or
six weeks of excitement which, for this
year-old merchant.
!
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of a group of his Worcester and Worcester county workers at the Warren
0/9/9 hotel, Thursday night, at which time
there will be released for publication
d itdhaeoyparty leaders who endorse
of
lisctah
hia
a
.
t ehldimheia
ha
eveLy
t,achpohwB
jo
d ohmyen
fathheelm

Democratic Aspirant for GovligFhotr
ernorship Scores Fitzgerald
n rtahtiec Boston party bosses of
tahssealbletmooe
and Curley in Radio Broadparty. Governor Allen,
who. it Is conceded, will be the Recast From Boston
plican nominee for a second term, must
-HONEY FITZ" AT ONSET,
TALKS ON MOSQUITOES

be chuckling as he listens in on the
Ely assault on John F. Fitzgerald who.
if he holds the Democratic support of
Boston, is in all probability to be his
opponent at the polls in November.
Cites Historic Enmity
The address of Mr. Ely last night was
a Joint attack on Mr. Fitzgerald and
Mayor Curley, and included a recalling
of the now historic political enmity of
those two gentlemen during the Smith
for President campaign of 1928.
In his address Mr. Ely said in part:
"The 'Mr. Pee Wee' of other years is
now the Hon. John F. Fitzgerald. The
mountebank of yesterday is the statesMan of today. 'Sweet Adeline' Is to beoada nodf tthe
oanaft li athhtcherm
tic
to
the renaa
roamde to
c

"Every politician on tile
Boston knows what James M. Curley
thinks of John F. Fitzgerald. Every
Masman and woman in the state. of
sachusetts, politically well-informed,
knows that John F. Fitzgerald cannot
defeat Governor Allen. The Springfield
Republican speaking editorially said,
of Massachusetts
'If the Democrats
have any sense they will nominate Joseph B. Ely for governor.' The Worcester Evening Post in a front page
editorial stated that it was time for a
showdown and that the Democrats of
Massachusetts should get behind my
candidacy. Seventy-five per cent. of
vote cast for Governor Smith was
cast outside of Boston. Fifty-four per
of
cent, of the party vote is outside
Twenty-two per cent of the
Boston.
We
Worcester.
party vote is west of
have supported your choice year after
year.
"When William J. Granfield overwhelmingly carried the 2d congressional district at the special election this
spring, the Democrats of Massachusett
and the country were thrilled, hope
tan high and we could see the dawn
of a new era In Massachusetts politics.
The high spirit created by the result
has slowly but surely been dampened by
the persistent maneuvering of Mr.
Fitzgerald to control the nominations
of his party in his own interest, until
today the Democrats of Massachusetts
find themselves fighting to retain the
prestige that was theirs as a result
of 'Billy' Granfieltrs victory in the 2d
Congressional district.

By PHILIP B. itoNAvxi,
Gazette Staff Reporter
Appealing for support of his candidacy for the Democratic nomination
for governor, on the ground of a new
deal for the Democracy of Western
that the
Massachusetts, declaring
whole fabric of the Democratic party
is at stake in the present primary
fight, referring to his principal op"Mrs. troubadour."
ponent, John F. Fitzgerald,
g
The prestige gained by the victory of
Pee Wee," and to Mayor Curley as a
William J. Granfield, he
mountebank, and predniirdefeat of Congressman
dampf
surely
slowly butsut
%
sate
Mr. Fitzgerald if nominated, Joseph B. ened
a.
r
o
th uv hem
controle
the 3ertosipersistent
m
Ely of Westfield, in a radio broadcast e
zgeralid
Mr. Fitzgerald
from Boston, last night, mixed per- tions of his party in his own interest,
Democrats of Massasuasion with scorn and fired the open- until today the
,chusetts find themselves fighting to
ing guns of his primary campaign.
ih
e rtahnafiteins heirs Ra
lIgo
esit
ovB
victory
While Mr. Ely was broadcasting his
District."
l
Bosthe Second Congressiona
attack on John F. Fitzgerald in
"I am a candidate for the Democratic
ton, the former Boston mayor and connomination for governor of MassachuCod.
Cape
on
Onset
at
gressman. down
setts. My candidacy originated at the
talked about "mosquitoes," annoying request of John F. Fitzgerald and more
than 5000 of my friends in western
little things that must be destroyed.
John J. Cummings of Boston, the Massachusetts who signed a petition
third candidate for the Democratic asking me to make the fight. The Demgubernatorial nomination, a versatile ocrats in this state who desire party
and vitriolic talker and writer, is ex- success are sick and tired of having
pected to issue another broadside soon that success jeopardized and ruined by
against Mr. Ely. following up his recent the political intrigues of a few men.
charge of Mr. Ely's professional asso- Upon every occasion when party succiation with the "power trust," which cess is possible, the same perennial ofevoked reply and denial from Ely.
fice -seekers put themselves forward
Nat a word has been heard as yet and block all constructive effort to
Boston, Aug. 24 (A2)—The New Engfrom any of the five candidates for the build a state ticket in which the people
United States senatorial nomination, of this commonwealth have confidence. land district council of the Brotherhood
nor from their alleged political spons- Senator Walsh alone has been able to ,f Railway Clerks voted today to ask
ors, including Martin Lomasney and carry this state and Senator Walsh is Mayor James M. Curley for an investiother Boston leaders.
gation of the temporary closing of the
not a party —he is a personality."
Perhaps the senatorial warriors and
Reedville shops of the New York, New
Calls Sit nation Joke
their train of fighting men are waitHaven and Hartford railroad. They said
"in 1928, Mr. Fitzgerald agreed tc
ing, resting on arms, until the guber1925 700 mechanics and 100 clerks were
natorial battlers show signs of weari- support Mr. Curley for mayor in
that
ness and the senatorial gladiators can and Mr. Curley agreed to support Mr thrown out of work and charged
The President John J. Pelley of the New
be assured of the undivided attention Fitzgerald for governor in 1930.
restt
funny part of the whole thing
Raven was curtailing service to retain
of the public.
In the fact that these two men ft)t
six per cent dividend for stockholder'.
Others Await Attention
enemies
of
bitterest
the
were
rears
Why, speakers asked today, was It
When the senatorial candidates have calling each other all kinds of names
to sacrifice the workers in
had their day in the arena, It can be The 'Mr. Pee Wee' of other years it necessary
expected that the leseer light contend- now the Honorable John F. Fitzgerald prder to pay a dividend to stockholders
ers for public Rivor. including the five The mountebank of yesterday is tht who were. most of them wealthy and
candidates for the nomination for statesman of today. 'Sweet Adeline managed to go from 1913 to 1928 withThey said the, men
lieutenant-governor, among whom are is to become a national anthem ant -tit a dividend.
Atty. Charles S. Murphy of Worcester, the road to greatness is the road oi
ere given verbal assurances that the
ant
joke,
ft
It's
whose picture is ornamenting the sky- the troubadour.
,hops would be reopened Sept. 2 when
line billboards: and the trios of candi- ovprrnria know* it. 11. Ink,.
hey were closed last Thursday but writstate
treasof
for
state,
secretary
dates
ten assurance to that effect Vas reurer, state auditor and attorney-genfused.
eral, will hope to get some attention.
None of the candidates for the Republican nomination for United States
Senator have as yet made a special bid
for the attenyon of Worcester Republicans, but it Is said that this will be
done soon. Ia fact, it is said that Eben
S. Draper of HoPectale, one of the trio,
will be Ulf Platt, or possibly the hest
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ELY DISCLOSES
FITZGERALD AND
CURLEY BARGAIN
lesittelci Atto rney Berate:,
olo

"Mr Pee Wee" and Deplores Prospect of Boston
Clique Leading State Party
by Nose — Says Prestige
Won by Granfield Jeopardized and at Stake in
Primary
Tearing the mask off the Fitzzerald-Curley tieup which is the
major obstacle in his way to the
Democratic nomination for governor, Atty Joseph B. Ely last night
put before the Democratic voters
of the state the proposition that the
"whole fabric" of the Democratic
party is at stake in the present
primary fight. Mixing persuasion
with scorn as he scanned his prepared address before the microphones of WBZ-WBZA at the
Hotel Kimball, he appealed for.
support on the basis of a "new
deal" for the democracy of Western
Massachusetts.
Strikes with Satire

Referring to his principal opponent,

•

drys. has proclaimed himself In frt
eonstructive effort to bUfftttofrima
tieltel in which the people of th a445447,
•61,1
et thc 'Baby VI /1St
ini!n‘k
!
ratth have eonfidence. Senatoi•
any change it) t he n!: 11tt
waist) alone has been able to carry
or the nation in regard to tle•
this state and Senator Walsh is not
party--be is a personality.
amendment. His election will tet ,t
. "In 1928, Mr Fitzgerald agreed, to
,
eti throughout the land as a :b.:
support
Mr Curley for mayor in 1929
eI he and the Republiit.o1 press
and Mr,;.CUrley agreed to support Mr
belief
that
1111 you into the
Fitzg,erald for governor in 1930. The
tile contest for governor does not in- funny part of the whole thing rests
volve the wet issue. You may be sure, in the fact that these two men for
years were the bitterest of enemies,
that the drys of this state
other all kinds of names.
• asked to vote for hint upon calling each
The 'Mr Pee Wee' of other years is
U1,11
isaue."
the Honorable John F. Fitzgerald.
In introducing Mr Ely, Congress- now
mountebank of yesterday is the
Grant-lent said that if the West- The
today. 'Sweet Adeline'
ti -in is nominated for governor, statesman of
is to become a national anthem and
waits the Democratic party
the road to greatness is the road of
oetions.
troubadour. it's a joke, and
HO) B. Ely's fidelity to the Dem- the
everyone knovi's it's a joke.
c,•,,,•
party," he said, "and his loy"Every politician on the streets of
alty to its policies, have been demBoston knows what James M. Curley
onstrated by him time and time again.
thinks of John F. Fitzgerald. Every
As a delegate-at-large to the Demo- man and
woman in the state of
cratic national conventions in New Massachusetts,
politically
well-in'York and Texas, his loyalty to the formed, knows that John F.
Fitzgerald
cause of the distinguished governor of
cannot dbfeat Gov Allen. The Springthe state of New York is part of the
field Republican speaking editorially
history of those. conventions. He has
said,
'If the Democrats of Massachubeen a party worker for the past 25
have any sense they will nomi:years, and during the recent presiden-. setts
Joseph B. Ely for governor.' The
tial campaign his forensic oratory nate
Worcester Evening Post in a front,was heard from the Berkshires to the
page editorial stated that it was time
ICape, and its persuasion brought many
showdown and that the Demoindependent votes to t he ,Democratic for a
crats of Massachusetts should get becandidate for president."
hind my candidacy. Seventy-five per
Grandeld Lauds Ely
cent of the vote cast for Gov Smith
"The candidate, nominated by the was cast outside of Boston. Fifty-four
Democratic party to this office, must per cent of the party vote is outside
be honest; Joseph 13. Ely is honest. of Boston. Twenty-two per cent of
Our candidate must be a man of spot- ' the party vote is west of Worcester.
less character; Joseph 13. Ely is a man
We have supported your choice year
of spotless character. Our candidate after ;Tar.
for this great office must understand
the issues of the day; Joseph B. Ely
understands the issues of the day. Our
candidate for this office must be unafraid to take a stand on the many
vexatious and troublesome questions
that confront Our people; Joseph B.
Ely is unafraid.
"His advocacy of the repeal of the
18th amendment is known throughout the commonwealth, yet. while his
position is clear on this issue, his platform is a constructive one; he has a
remedy.
"If the Democratic party nominates
i Joseph B. Ely as its standard bearer
in November, the people of this state,
in language clear and forceful, will
receive front his lips a solution of this
problem. The campaign in November
will be a campaign based on issues.
I urge the Democratic voters of this
commonwealth to nominate, as their
standard bearer, Joseph B. Ely of
Weittfleld, Massachusetts, who Is eminently qualified to serve as governor
of our great commonwealth."
Mr Ely made no reference in his
address last night to he latest charges
leveled at him by John J. Cummings,
another of his rivals for the gubernatorial nominationr. but he may take
these up in a radio address to be given
Thursday night from station WNAC,
Boston. In what he said, however, he
put force and emphasis. His address
In part i
States Candidacy
"I am a candidate for the Democratic nomination for governor of
Massachusetts. My candidacy originated at the request of John F. Fitzgerald and more than 5000 of my
friends in Western Massachusetts who
signed a petition asking me to make
the fight. The Democrats in thin
state, who desire party success, are
sietr and tired of having t hat success
jeopardized and ruined by the political
intrigues of a few men. Upon every
occasion when party success is posr
tne srame perennial office-seekeM
putathezaatAltes forward an bloOdEl

former Mayor John F. Fitzgerald of
Boston, he said:—
'The 'Mr Pee Wee' of other years
Is now the Hon John F. Fitzgerald.
The mountebank of yesterday is the
statesman of today. 'Sweet Adeline' is
In become the national anthem and
the road to greatness is the road of
the troubadour."
The prestige gained by the victory
of Congressman William J. Granfleld,
he said, "is 'slowly but surely being
dampened by the persistent maneuver.
log of Mr Fi(zgerald to control the
nominations oe his party in his own
Interest, until toria,y the 1,3emocrate A;
Massachusetts find themselves lighting to regain the prestige that was
theirs as the result of Bill Grantleld's
victory in the 2d congressional district."
As he spoke, Congressman Granfield, who introduced him to the radio
audience, was standing by, as well as
several local Democratic leaders, and
Mr Ely's son, Richard. He warned
voters of the state not to be "lulled
Into the belief" that the contest for
governor does not involve the wet
Issue.
Dry Diane Involved
"Gov Allen," he said, "who months
IWO announced himself as a dry tat

TEL P '
Worcester, Mass.

ELY SLASHES AT
• CURLEY AND FITZ

Lowell,Mass.
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Continues Campaign
to
Smash 'Boston Domination' in Radio Talk
SAYS DEAL MADE

Fitzgerald Defeat Cert
ain
If Nominated, He Declares
--Also Scores Allen

TELEGRAM
Worcester, Mass.

The Racket
In Boston

•
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Springfield, Mass.
a
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that confront our people; Joseph B.
Ely is unafraid.
"His advocacy of the repeal of the
1Sth amendment is known throughout the commonwealth, yet, while his
by
a
mnod
c rnagt e
position is clear on this issue, his platleaders, and form is a constructive one; be has a
\ r Ely's son, Richard. He e.arned remedy.
voters of the state not to be "lulled
"If the Democratic part: nominates
into the belief" that the contest for Joseph B. Ely as its standard bearer
governor does not involve the wet in November, the people of this state,
in language clear and forceful, will
Dry Issue Involved
receive from his lips a solution of this
"Gov Allen," he said, "who months problem. The campaign in November
ago announced himself as a dry of will be a campaign based on issues.
drys, has proclaimed himself in favor I urge the Democratic voters of this
of the 'Baby Volstead' act and against commonwealth to nominate, as their
any change in the policy of the state standard bearer, Joseph B. Ely of
or the nation in regard to the 18th Westfield, Massachusetts, who is emiamendment. His election will be hail- nently qualified to serve as governor
ed throughout the land as a dry vic- of our great commonwealth."
Mr Ely made no reference in his
tory, yet he and the Republican press
would lull you into the belief that address last night to the latest charges
the contest for governor does not in- leveled at him by John J. Cumminus,
volve the wet issue. You may be sure, another of his rivals for the gubernahowever, that the drys of this state torial nomination, but he may talcs
will be alskted to vote for him upon these up in a radio address to be given
that issue."
Thursday night from station WNAC,
In introducing Mr Ely, Congress- Boston. In what he said, however, he
man Granfleld said that if the West- put force and emphasis. His address
field man is nominated for governor, in part follows:—
success awaits the Democratic party
Sta'es Candidacy
at the elections.
"I am a candidate for the Demo"Joseph B. Ely's fidelity to the Democratic party," he said, "and his loy- cratic nomination for governor of
alty to its policies, have been dem- Massachusetts. My candidacy originonstrated by him time and time again.
ated at the request of John F. FitzAs a delegate-at-large to the Democratic national conventions in New gerald and more than 5000 of my
York and Texas, his loyalty to the i friends in Western Massachusetts who
cause of the distinguished governor of signed a petition asking me to make
the state of New York is part of the the fight. The Democrats in this
history of those conventions. He has state, who desire party success, are
been a party worker for the past 25 Sick and tired of having that SUMPS/4
years, and during the recent presiden- Jeopardized and ruined by the political
tial eampaign his forensic oratory Intrigues of a few men. Upon every
was heard from the Berkshires to the occasion when party success is posCape, and Its persuasion brought many sible, the same perennial office-seekers
independent votes to the Democratic put themselves forward and block all
candidate for president."
constructive effort to build a state
"The candidate, nominated by the ticket in which the people of this comDemocratic party to this office, must monwealth have. confidence. Senator
be honest; Joseph B. Ely is honest. Walsh alpne has been able to carry
Our candidate must he a man of spot- this state and Senator Walsh i not
a party—he is a personality.
less character; Joseph B. Ely is a ma
of spotless character. Our candidate
In 1928, Mr Fitzgerald agreed tc
for this great office must understand support 9r r11rley for mayor in 1929
the issues of the day; Joseph B. Ely and Mr tur ey agreed to support Mr
understands the issues of the day. Our ritzgerald for governor in 1930. Ths
candidate for this office must be un- funny part of the whole thing rests
afraid to take a stand on the many lh the fact that these two men for
vosatintift and troublesome nueations years were the bitterest of enemies,
calling each other all kinds of names.
The 'Mr Pee Wee' of other years is
now the Honorable John F. Fitzgerald.
The mountebank of yesterday is the
statesman of today. 'Sweet Adeline'
Is to become a national anthem and
the road to greatness is the. road of
the troubadour. It's a joke, and
everyone knows it's a joke.
"Every politician on the streets of
Boston knows what James M. CtirleY
thinks of John F. Fitzgerald. iivery
man and
woman oi the state of
'I v
Alassachn,
i0".
well-informed, ktems that. „ .
cannot defeat Gov Allen. The Springfield ReptiNiran speaking editorially
said, 'If the Democrats of ..lassactiiisetts have any sense they will nominate Joseph B. Ely for governor."1:he
Worcester Evening Post in a front
page editorial stated that it was t inIL
for a showdown and that the Wino_
ersts of Massachusetts should get behind my candidacy. Sev,
nty - rive per
cent of the vote' Oast for Gov Smith
was cast outside of Roston. Fifty-four
per cent of the party vote is Outside
of Boston. Twenttoilfo per cent of
the party vote is west of Worcester.
We have supported your Owl,* rear
after year.
ineirs as toe result or hilt GranfieldS
..ietory in the 2d congressional district."
As he spoke, Congressman Granfield, who introduced him to the radio

ELY DISCLOSES
FITZGERALD AND
CURLEY BARGAIN"=`;...Vilasl
Democratic Gubernatorial C arl_
Mate in Radio Talk Pleads issue..
for Preservation of "Whole
Fabric" of Party
Atty Joseph R. Ely last night put
Hefore the Democratic voters of the
state the proposition that the "whole
fabric of tht Democratic party is at
stake in the present primary fight.
Mixing persuasel with scorn as he
scanned his prepared address before
the microphones of WBZ-WBZA at
the Hotel Kimball, he appealed for
support on the basis of a "new deal"
for the democracy of Western Massachusetts.
Referring to his principal opponent,
former Mayor John F. Fitzgerald of
Boston, he said:—
'The 'Mr Pee Wee' of other years
Is now the lion John F. Fitzgerald.
The mountebank of yesterday is the
statesman of today. 'Sweet Adeline' is
to become the national anthem and
the road to greatness is the road of
the troubadour."
The prestige gained by the victory
of Congressman William J. Granfleld,
he said, -is slowly but surely being
dampened by the persistent maneuvering of Mr Fitzgerald to control the
nominations of his party in his own
Interest, until today the Democrats of
Massachusetts find themselves fightir to ratan the nrestige that was
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Curley Denies President is
to Blame for Depression

A Boston real estate operator has cleaned up a
neat profit of $311,300 on properties which he Juts
to the city of Boston in connection witlethe
clopment of the East Boston tunnel. He bought
Ilk property only three months ego while the
plans for the tunnel were being made. lie purchased it through "straw men" for less than its (By Mayor James M. Curley of towrui and counties. U he should
be successful in developing a proassessed valuation and then, through these same Boston)
for continued progression in
gram
that
for
Boston
of
city
"straw men," sold it to the
doubt that the people the matter of improvements, if he
no
is
There
valuation plus ten percent. The same operator was A the United States at the present could develop a strong and suffimixed up in the so-called "Exchange Street wid- time are in a pessimistic mood. cient faith in our future so that the
ening," which caused a sensational investigation Everywhere there is talk of bus- people might not be depressed, but
on a hopeful and
recently. The mayor and city officials of Boston iness depression, and it is hard, too, might rather take
to confident mood much of the distrust
city
ves
the
that
themsel
e
ground
reconicl
the
to
them
on
for
dealer
the
d
defende
n by being told that this would be overcome.
paid only ten percent more than the assessed val- the situatio
Someone has tritely said that the
not local but world
is
on
depressi
uation and argued that it does not matter that wide. Now, of course, the Presi- administration of President Hoover,
the operator involved cleared up such a handsome dent, as a representative not of a being an engineering administraone, la
rakeoff in ninety days.
party, but of the entire people, tion rather than a politicalt stage,
blueprin
the
in
at
present
of
position
Bosa
of
in
city
the
stands
y
why
naturall
The question, however, is
the
e superior to that of any and this being the case it is
ton should not have been able to buy the property influenc
America
in
al
individu
every
of
duty
it
and
,
country
the
in
other person
on the same basis as the private individual who is his duty, as it seems to me, so to to support and sustain the PresiBoston
we have
among
tance
acquain
ve
extensi
an
enjoys
regulate his conduct, so to initiate dent in his program until
passed this particular stage. With
politicians. Another interesting question also is and carry through legislation that a
courage and optimism unequalled
the people generally
how it happens that so much real estate in Bos- the mind of from
pes- in the last half century President
rank
of
one
change
shall
exin
much
so
for
d
ton and other cities is assesse
simism to one of cheerful optimism. Hoover, during his campaign for
cess of its real value.
my mind the great danger that the office which he now holds, se
To
purpose to enOf course, the answer to this last question is threatens in the present situation forth that it was hisnity
for the incourage the opportu
cities.
I
other
and
yment,
many
l
in
unemplo
as
seasona
is
well
as
Boston,
in
that
No
dividual citizen in America.
be
could
danger
this
if
unfait
that
of
believe
fixing
the
in
mis-government results
ion ever advocated by any
proposit
would
feeling
a
better
ted
eradica
tax
and abnormal valuations in order to make
exist, and the people feel meause- man in the last eighteen centuries
rates appear reasonable and the result is unjust ably prosperous, and would as a is of equal importance, and the consonsequence become far happier. If summation of the project. is outcollection of taxes
ul would
by him, if
successf
some plan could be devised to re- lined
move this threat of seasonal un- not only prove a blessing to every
employment, whether through the Individual in America, but would
President, with the cooperation of serve as a permanent guarantee of
the subdivisions that constitute the the most exalted patriotism and
nation, namely the states, cities, loyalty to the entire citizenship.
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10,000 PRESENT
AT CONVENTION OF
K. OF C.IN BOSTON
Governor Allen and Mayor Curley Welcome Guests; Reports Read.
Present Membership Is 625,000; 2,555 Councils; Cardinal Gives Advice.
Boston, Aug. 21.—Some 10,000
delegates and visitors have been attracted to Boston by the 4Sth supreme convention of the Knights of
Columbus

which

was

formally

opened here Tuesday,
The report of William J. McGinsupreme
secretary, revealed

ley,

•

T,
touched on economic quantum= • 4IA
his annual report, and maid that to
effect a return to normal conditions
man must first honestly
"each
analyze his own condition and accept
his own responsibilities."
'rho suggestion was made by Ur.
Carmody to the Supreme Council
that It observe its 50th birthday, in
1932, by meeting in Washington,
D. C., to unveil a memorial to the
late James Cardinal Gibbons. The
Order will celebrate its 50th anniversary on March 29, 1932, and it
is expected that the Cardinal Gibbons memorial will have been completed by that date.
in following the same line of
thought developed in his remarks
concerning the economic conditions,
Supreme Knight Carmody said that
the K. of C. had come through the
lean months of the last year with a
net increase of 7,754 insurance members as compared to a net increase
of 3,575 in 1929. Fifty other fraternal insurance associations which
operate in Connecticut, where the
K. of C. has Its headquarters, lost
members and insurance in force during the year according to the statement. of the State Insurance Commissioner, It was said. The gain in
members by the Knights of Columbus added more than $10.000,000 to
the cerificates carried by the Order.

bUrtaaY at CarrlOOR, an nour Of radio broadcasting held as a preliminary feature of the Supreme
Convention carried the voices of Mr.
Carmody, Gov. Frank G. Allen of
Massachusetts and Mayor James M.
Curley of Boston to millions upon
millions of listeners in every part of
the United States and Canada.
Ger. Allen. in his radio welcome
to the K. of C., said that "Massachusetts rejoices heartily in the
growing numbers and strength of
Your excellent order, and in the high
type of American citizenship which
your membership represents." 'With
such an illustrious past glittering
with deeds and sacred associations,
and with euch a record of accomplishment still being written by you,
I deem it a great privilege to express in the name of Massachusetts
the hope that the Knights of Columbus will long continue to enjoy the
fullest measure of success," Gov. Allen added.
Mayor Curley Urges Economic
Program
Mayor Curley urged the Knights
to devote a portion of their convention to the consideration of an economic program for "the solution of
America's and the world's greatest
problem.""This great evil." he
said, "is the fruitful nursery for
communism and the cornerstone
upon which rests poverty, disease,
ignorance, and crime, If the America
discovered by Columbus, in whose
honor your organization is named, is
to continue the land of equal opportunity anti liberty, this problem
must be settled, and settled right."
Suprein.p Knight Carmody, exis gratitude to Governor
pressing
Allen and Mayor Curley for their
cordial greetings, said:
"As it e as a sacred duty to the
knights of old to defend the castle
and the honor of their Lord, so also
do modern knights accept the same
duty to support and defend their
the
safeguards
which
country
liberties for which governments are
Oreated and exist."
A luncheon was tendered the supreme officers of the K. of C. by
Daughters of Isabella. Miss Katherino F. Burns, Massachusetts State
Reg2nt, delivered the address of wet'some and Arthur Corbett represented
Mayor Curley. Mrs. Carolyn Manning, National Vice Regent of the
Daughters of Isabella, traced the htsjory of the women's organisation,
be.7ing that there are 402 circles in
the United States :sea Canada and
the organisation has given more than
a. million dollars to charitable works

i)enounces Political Slander,
that
the
total
of
membership
John E. Swift, Supreme Director
the K. of C. is now nearly 625,C10,
of the K. of C., speaking Sunday
and is distributed among 2,556
evening at a dinner to Fourth Desubordinate councils of the United
gree members of the Order, deStates, Canada, Cuba, Porto Rico,
nounced slander and abuse in polithe Philippine islands, Newfoundtics which have prevented able leadland, Panama and Alaska. The orers from going before the public.
der instituted 18 new councils and
"I can recall no time." said Mr.
admitted 37,572 members during the
Swift, "when there has been a
year ending June 30 last, it was regreater call and demand for leaderported.
We have the leadership of
ship.
The order paid out $2,073,333.14
the Church. Leadership in civic ,
in ineurance claims during the year
life is perhaps what we should have !
and now has assets of $32,657,399.85
today. I am wondering if our con(not including special funds), and)
tribution to the country and State
insurance reserve liabilities as of
Is as much as we ought. to make it.
January 1, 1910, of $23,370,629. The
"Of this I am certain: some of our
surplus or margin of safety on Janubest. leaders refuse to go before the
ary 1, 1930, was $7,196,664.56 or
public and the electorate because
30.44 per cent, above statutory
have to run the gauntthey
standards. Since the Knights of CoLet us
abuse and slander.
of
let,
lumbus organized, death claims tomake our contribution to the civic
taling more than $30,000,000 have
of this country. Let us do away
been paid, and the total amount of life
that
with this whispering campaign
insurance in force is now $288,304,candidates
against
raised
often
is so
040.
We might well
for public office.
done in
ask ourselves what have we
Costs Of Playgrounds in Rome
leaders.
of
selection
In addition to its welfoie work in the
"lrnfortunately slander and libel
this country, the Order operatem
generation
number of playgrounds in Rome. back to the bev entli
office
The properties represent an invest- against a candidate for public
becomfrom
men
eminent
kept
ment of $1,500,000 and an endow- have
prominent In the last decade.
ment fund of $1,000,000 provides for ing public leaders. Many
offer
their maintenance.
The first of Catholics have refused to
life.
public
for
themselves
these Playgrounds was St, Peter's
Massachusetts
"I say that just as
Oratory, adjoining Vatican City, and
settling of
there are others at Gelaomino
has taken the lead in the
the
San Lorenzo and the Villa Giulia and this country, let the state show
a "swimming hole" on the Tiber way to the rest of elle nation by
River.
=liking the path of leadership
Martin H. Carmody, of Grand smoother and easier."
Rapids, Mich., Supreme
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Republican reextent on Western Massachusetts 6111,
The hope of those who believe
It may be that the
as to
port and they cannot afford to a h
• ernor Allen will be re-elected lies sentment will be so extensive
Democratic candidate, ,
tagonize it. Every Boston leader !,
Ilely in the excellent record he elect
the
nightly urging the election of Ely, n. made in office and the past ax- Charles F. Hurley of Cambridge, to
past exbut it will be noticed that Mayor I
encip that good governors are re- the post of treasurer. But
' rarely
Curley at least has his own formula, warded with another term. On the perience has been th
to cast
enough
that of praising Ely RS a nice young other hand the Ely supporters hope go down the ballot far
man but carefully avoiding any con- for victory on the score that his an indignation vote. Mr. Hurley will
demnation of Governor Allen with strength in Western Massachusetts get many Republican votes, but it is
b r will be of any
whom he has enjoyed notable co-op- will put him over.
ou
unless there is a Demoeration in matters affecting Boston.
advantage
I
The Ely supporters point out that
The interest as to the skill with
sweep.
ago Governor Allen defeat- cratic complexion of the Massachu! which the stilleto may be employed I two years
The
ed
Gen. Charles H. Cole by 19,000 of
is not
in Boston has concerned only the
setts delegation in Congress
alEly candidscy for there has never which 12,000 was in the four Western • likely to undergo any extensive
_
been any suspicion that it would counties. They assert that Ely can teration as a result of the election,
he directed against Marcus A. Cool- nearly wipe out that 12,000, If he The Third and Fourth districts, which
idge,
the
Democratic senatorial does and the Boston situation has embrace central Massachusetts, will
nominee. The belief seems justified ,been correctly sized up they question return Republican candidates with
by the primary support of Coolidge.' If Governor Allen's advantage in Wor- the' usual majorities. The uncertain
- There is no problem in this elec- cester county, Middlesex county and contests are restricted to the Second
tion more puzzling than the direc- the Eastern counties will be suffi- district, where Joshua L, Brooks, Retion which the primary vote of Mr. cient to defeat Ely. That is purely a publican, is making a tremendous efDraper will take on Tuesday. Thirty mathematical proposition, however, fort to recover the district which Conmen and women who supported Mr. and assumes conditions that may not gressman Granfield put in the Democratic column last February. The
Draper are actively supporting
his materialize.
election of Granfield was regarded
victorious opponent, Mr. Butler. But
In the senatorial election the sit- largely
as an accident and reports are
the other 153,658 who voted for the uation is a little different. The CoolHopedale man have been eloquent idge supporters contend that the day that Brooks has more than an even
in their silence and few venture to after the primaries he could have chance to win, although he will face
govguess
if their
Republicanism
is been elected by at least 65,000 major- a handicap if Ely runs strong for
ernor in that section as the Westfield
stronger than their thirst. Doubt- ity. Part of this they credit to the
man would probably be of material
less many voted for Mr. Draper for protest vote, part to an
upstate assistance in carrying Oranfield along.
other reasons than his stand for re- strength on the score of a Yankee
In the Ninth district Congressman
peal of the 18th amendment and will Democrat, part to prohibition and no
Charles L. Upderhill of Somerville,
be found to be loyal to' his party. small share to the feeling engendered
victor by a sheen margin two years
There is no question, however, but by the Butler-Draper primary fight.
ago, is threatened with defeat by
the primary battle left some bit- It is admitted by the Coolidge supthe
Democratic Joseph J. Borgatti.
terness and Mr. Draper's publicly porters that Mr. Butler has made tre°crate
growth. Congressman Unstated disapproval of his party plat- mendous gains in the past several
The district is moist and Congressform on the liquor question and Mr. weeks. They contend, however, that
man Underhill is dry, but beyond
the Butler gain has not exceeded 55,Butler's dryness accentuated it.
that the changing population in re000 which would leave Mr. Coolidge
Value of Organization
a margin comparable to that of Sen- cent years has shown a steady Democratic growth. Congressman UnThis campaign has been notable in ator Frederick H. Gillett
over David derhill's
small majority + two years,
the lesson it has taught of the value I. Walsh in 1924.
ago gave indication of the increasbeen
of organization. There have
Believe Advantage Wiped Out
ing, Democratic strength and there
few years when the Republican parThe Butler supporters on the other Was
further evidence when Somerty started on an election fight with hand say that
the momentum ga- ville
elected a Democratic mayor for
a more ponderous burden. It not thered by his
candidacy
in
the
closthe
first
to
time in history.
only had the primary bitterness
ing days of the campaign has more
Indications are that there is small
shoulder but the agitation within than wiped out the
Coolidge ad- opportunity for any
Its own ranks against its nominee vantage which they
upsets in the
freely admit he five state
senatorial districts in Worfor state treasurer, Fred J. Burrell. had at the
beginning.
cester county which are now held by
There were other unfortunate diffiA Republican whose prominence is
the Republicans. The contest that
culties that do not need repetition. such that
it would be high treason wil
attract the most attention is in
It looked like a badly licked party to print his name in
connection with the first
at the start because of its self gen- the information he divulged
Worcester district where
declared
for Senator Christian Nelson is seekerated misfortunes. And yet today i that his chief worry was the
division ing
persistent
work,,
hard
and
to
by dint of
return and is opposed by the
of the Republican party on prohibi11. day after day pounding sway on tion. He
figures that with the Dem- Democratic John S. Sullivan, a Woreducational propaganda it has de- ocrats united
cester alderman.
for repeal and the ReThere may be few changes in the
veloped Into a fighting organization publicans divided on the question to
political complexion of the House
the
extent
revealed
by the primaries
that is justified in the hope of vicdelegation
from Worcester county but
that only a miracle can elect Mr. Buttory.
It will remain substantially the
There have been no complicated ler. He does not believe that the same., Principal attention will cenissues in this campaign. In fact there great bulk of Draper supporters will ter or; the Sixth Worcester district
has been a dearth of Issues. Gov- go over to a dry and that they will where 'determined effort is being
ernor Allen has stood on his record vote for a senatorial candidate 'Tues- made to defeat Rep. John S. Derham,1
day solely to record their prohibiof accomplishment in office.
Uxbridge, one of the Democratic
Mr. Ely has directed attacks on tion views.
forces in the House. 7,erham's opOthers Not Endangered
that record but has found it rather
ponent
is Arthur D. Windle of MillUnless it is a Democratic sweep,
difficult to discover a flaw that there is little
danger to the other Re- bury.
In Worcester the returns in the
would lend itself to honest criticism. publican candidates on the state tickIn the meantime this misinformation et. If the sweep comes, then it will 19th district will center attention
on affairs of state government has be a different story. There will be for there Mrs. Florence S. Slocomb,
not reacted to his advantage. The considerable interest in the extent tol Republican, unexpectedly defeated
errors in some instances have been which Republicans bolt the candidacy I two years ago by the unknown Anso gross as to lead some of his fnends of Fred J. Burrell for state treasurer,1 thony R. Doyle, Democratic, is atto believe that he was being inten- Mr. Burrell, it will be remembered, , tempting to reverse the tables on
was forced to resign that office when 1 Rep. Doyle. Both have been contionally misinformed.
Mr. Butler has discussed exper- he held it during the administration' ducting a strenuous campaign.
ience, protective tariff' and his pro- of Calvin Coolidge. It was charged
posal for a national 48-hour law to then that he was using the office to
equalize working conditions in all the the advantage of his own business.
The nomination of Burrell was the
states and restore industry to New
greatest primary disappointment that
England.
the Republicans have ever had under
Coolidge Joins Wets
that system. It brought prompt proMr. Coolidge has discussed com- test from a number
of prominent
petitive tariff, unemployment and members of the party. The state orprohibition. He entered the campaign ganization, however, did not feel
that
as a modificationist on the ground it could very well repudiate the sethat it would be a short cut to re- lection of the voters even though
the present situation while such selection might be due to error
lieve
waiting for repeal. He has thrown the and
mistaken identity. A sticker
overboard
modification
now
and campaign would cost something like
joined the ranks of those who be- $50,000 and there was none to come'
lieve no advance can be made in forward and make such a fight on
solving the prohibition question with- Mr. Burrell without organized back
Inc.
out reneal of the 18th amendment.
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ELECTION
STILL A PUZZLE TO
• EXPERT PROPHETS

generally believed that there would
this
be more concludive evidence of
moistness on Tuesday. Impartial
candor compels to the belief that
be
the state enforcement act will
repealed but not in; the overwhelmexleaders
wet
ing vote that the
pect.
Drys Fighting Hard
The drys are thoroughly aroused
before.
and are fighting as never
They start with the substantial neuand
vote
cleus of the organized dry
the church vote which is something
that cannot be reckoned 'lightly.
To get an adequate picture of the
determining factors in this election
It may be well to set them down.
They classify somewhat as follows:
Is the "protest" vote a theory or
reality?
Will the Democratic candidate for
Western
governor carry the four
counties or any of them?
Will the Democratic candidates for
governor and senator profit by their
upstate residence to an extent that
will cut appreciably into the normal Republican majorities of these
sections?
Will Boston Democracy deliver for
the upstate candidates or will it resort to its throat-cutting tactics of
other years?
Where will the bulk of the vote
cast for Eben S. Draper in the primaries record itself?
Anyone who can answer correctly
these live questions has the answer to
the election.
By JAMES H. GUILFOYLE
Protest Vote Mere Theory
BOSTON. No\ I.—There have been many puzzling elecYour correspondent has already said
tions in Massachuset ts, hut it is doubtful if there has ever been that there is cumulative evidence
vote Is more a theory
one which has had the profespional political prognosticators that the protest The
De nocratic canthan a reality.
will take place on Tuesday.
more at sea than the one
wit of necessity
governor
didate for
Usually It has been the sim'ir These observations may belie the cut into Governor Allen's vote in
facts under the surface. If they do Western Massachusetts, but latest reproblem of whe_... and the
mathematical
protest vote prevails, then ports indicate that it is very doubtful
the Democratic candidates would re- Massachusetts can prepare for a Dem- if to the extent expected. It does
ceive a sufficient majority in Bos- ocratic sweep that is likely to put ' not seem at this time that the Demnominee can
ton to offset the Republican ma- into office the entire ticket. If the ocratic gubernatorial
than two of the Western
jority from upstate. This year, how- observations are correct then the carry more
accomplish
can
he
moat that can be said is that the
,loitaTtles, if indeed
ever, so many factors must be taken jor Republican candidates, facing the
The Democratic nominees at the
into consideration that even the po- hardest battle they have had in I
indeed be unhesitate to gamble years, have better than a fighting need of the ticket will
litical experts
usually weak if the vote they receive
chance of victory.
their reputations with predictions.
not profit
does
sections
own
their
in
If your correspondent was forced
This idea of a protest vote being a them. That is to be expected.
will surprise
Boston Democracy
at this distance from the election to factor in the election began back in
make a prediction from honest ob- February when William J. Granfield, every seasoned observer if it does not
It
Conits
candidates.
for
for
through
come
servation of sentiment in all parts the Democratic candidate
won is true that a number of Democrats
of the state he would say that Gov- gress in the Second district
other
ernor Allen will be re-elected by a an unexpected victory over his Re- are pursuing the tactics of
candidates.
upstate
years e.gainst
Mr. publican opponent. There was much
comfortable margin and that
with
and
very
friendly
are
Some of them
Coolidge will be chosen United States unemployment in the district
Curley. Their identMayor James
senator by a majority that will he Mr. Grantleld's opponent had stradamen enough to keep the result in dled on the prohibition question. But ity, however, is no secret and survey
doubt until the last vote has been even in that district no one has defi- of the present situation indicates that
counted. The situation is so uncer- nitely determined whether the Gran- they exercise no influence over any
tain, however, and there is opportuni- field tclumph was due to unemploy- appreciable number of voters.
Boston Democracy will cut some
ty for so much to happen that may ment or prohibition or a little bit
was that but it will deliver, not because it
be vital in the next two or three days of both. The consensus
on unemployment was the all-important wants to, but because it realizes that
that this prediction may look
self-preservation is the first law of
Wednesday morning as If it had been factor.
nature. If the Boston vote lends Itself
In the"-industrial centers today
out in the rain all night.
in any way to the suspicion that It
There was widespread belief when there is Ow indication that those
has wielded the carving knife. Demodethis campaign began that demand or concerned dryer the economic
blow In this state
cracy wit! receive
repeal of the 18th amendment and pression are not so anxious to find
which it will take years to refrom
remedy
the unemployment situation would the cause as they are the
cover.
bring such a protest vote against the and that their decision in the balUnusual Curley Method
administration that it would serious- lot booth on Tuesday will be for the
ly effect all Republican candidates. candidates they believe best able to
The primary unpleasantness Is fresh
Intensive observation in strategic find the cure. Prohibition has not
In the mind despite the boast of harsector's Of the political battlefield has been nearly as conspicuous im the
mony. It has nct been forgotten that
/t
anticipated.
belief,
campaign as had been
done much to dispel that
Mayor Curley branded Joseph B. Ely
the
Rethat
the
feeling
that
apparent
apparent
is
There
has become
as unlit to be governor and indeed
18th
the
publican campaign of education as to situation surrounding
gave a list of 50 men whom he conworld-wide amendment will after all be govsidered better qualified to serve. But
' the real facts of the
crystallized
has
economic depression has borne fruit. erned largely by the
bitterness
primary
the very
focused eyes on the Boston vote. The
It also has been discovered that the sentiment of the people regardless
secin
is
power.
unemployment
in
party
disposiof the
real leaders are showing no
greatest
The fact of the matter is, 'Tuestion to participate actively in the
tions where Democracy usually prethroat-cutting proposition for the
vails and that regardless of economic day's balloting insofar as it perbe
to
Very reason that their future hopes
conditions; there would be a normal, tains to wohibition is going
of
view
In
majority.
many.
and ambitions inc depend to some
Democratic
a revelation to
the 1928 vote which seemed to inHardest Rattle In Tears

Telegram's Observer Sees Allen Safe
and Coolidge With Slight Lead,
But Butler Gaining

Anything May Change Situation Between
Now and Tuesday—Prohibition, as a
"Protest Vote" Factor in Major Contests,
Fades—G.0.P. Education Campaign on
Economic Conditions Makes Headway—
Closer Vote Now Indicated on Baby Volstead Law Repeal
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agard
or divisions, most
people heartily sympathize with the Mayor of
Boston, James M. Curley, in the death of his wife.
Here is a man in public office, whose private
life has been a perfect example. As a husband and
father, his conduct has been an iihipiration to
the men of the day. The late Mrs. Curley was
the inspiration that guided him to the heights he
has attained.
The example of this union, now so roughly
broken by death, will be of value to the present
generation. Mayor Curley of Boston will have
the sympathy of a district that far exceeds the
boundary lines of Boston.

Boston, June 19—An estate estiis
mated at approximately $90,000
disposed of by the will of ;A/1)-s. Mary
E. Curley, wife of Mayor Curley of
yesterday
Boston, which was flled
morning in the office of the clerk of
the Suffolk Probate court. The will
was made on May 27, 1930, about.'
two weeks before the death of Mrs. :
Curley.
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MRS. CURLEY LEAVES
ESTATE OF $90,000
Boston, June 19 (013)-The will of
Mrs. Mary E. Curley, wife of Mayor
James M. Curley, was filed for probate
yesterday and disposed of an estate
valued at $90,000, most :f which was
left to the mayor. Mrs. Curley died
last week after a long illness.
The only large public bequest was
for $5,000 to the president of Boston ,
college. Half of that amount was for
general puricses and half was to be
placed in trust 4nti the interest allowed,
to accumulate for 125 years, the income then to be devoted by the Society
of Jesus through the St. Vincent de
Paul society of Boston to the needy
poor.
After several $500 bequests, the
residue of the estate was left to Mayor.
Curley with the statement that he
would take care of the children. The
will was dated only a few days before
Mrs. Curley's death. Two eider children, James M. Jr., and Mary were
named executors.

Boston, June 13-(AP)-More
4.000

persons,

than

including Governor and

Mrs. Frank G. Allen and Former Governor and Mrs. Alvan T. Fuller, today
attended funeral services for Mrs. Mary
E. Curley, wife of Mayor James M. Curley, at the Cathedral of the Holy Cross.
Thousands of others gathered in the
vicinity of the church.
William Cardinal O'Connell presided
He paid
at the solemn requie,m Mass.
bolt. elin .rman of the sc ol committ. Benediction, the Revs Edward W.
",, .
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Mrs. Curley Left
Esiate of $90,000;
Many Bequests
Boston, June 19-An estate estimated at approximately $90,000 is
disposed of by •he wit of Mrs. Mary
Curley of
E. Curley, wife of N
Boston, which was Lir t yesterday
morning in the office of the clerk of
the Suffolk probate cou.t. The will
was made on May 27, 1930, about
two weeks before th: death of Mrs.
Curley.
Two of her children, James M. Curley, Jr., and Miss Mary D. Curley, are
named executors and are not required
to furnish sureties. To each of her
children, James M., Jr., Paul, Leo,
George, Francis and Mary is left $500
with the further promise in the will
that "I make no further provision for
them relying upon good judgment
of my husband to provide for them
in the event of my death."
Rev. James Kelley, or whosoever
may be pastor of Our Lady of Lourdes
church, Jamaica Plain, is to be given
the aura of $500 for the purchase and
erection of an altar in the church as
a memorial to her deceased daughter,
Dorothy.
Many Bequests
The sum of $5000 is to be paid to
the president of Boston college. Onehalf of this BUM 1.4 to be expended by
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him and the faculty Cr such purposes as they may deem proper. The
remainder Is to be placed in trust
and allowed to accumulate for 125
years at the end of which period the
income of the fund is to be expended
each year by the Society of Jesus of
Boston. through its St. Vincent de
Paul society, for the aid of needy residents fo this city.
The following received bequests of
$500 each for the kindness they
showed to her during her Illness:
Stella, Schlrah, Mrs. Edward L. Logan,
Dr. Martin Engkigh. Edmund L. Dolan,
Francis J. Brenn and Mrs. Thomas
Sullivan.
Mrs. Curley made public bequests
of $500 each to the St. Vincent de
Paul society, Our Lady of Lourdes
church, Jamaica Plain; Boston City
hospital nursing fund, George Robert
White foundation fund. Volunteers of
America camp for mothers and babies, Salvation Army Wonderland
camp at Sharon, Carney hospital,
Holy Ghost hospital in Cambridge
and the Carmelite Slaters at Mt.
Pleasant avenue, Roxbury.
To her husband, Mayor James M.
Curley, is left the rest and residue
of her property.

N
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for her fortitude
tribute to Mrs. Curley
devotion.
nd
'
a
Old Calvary Cemetery,

Over 4,000 Persons At ,
Burial
Lirs. Curley s Funeral,

go
Roxbury.

Boston, June 13-(AP)--More than
4,000 persons, including Governor and
Mrs. Frank G. Allen and Former Governor and Mrs. Alvan T. Fuller, todaY
attended funeral services for Mrs. Mary
E Curley, wife of Mayor J•iimes M. Curley, at the Cathedral of the Holy Cross.
Thousands of others gathered in thc
vicinity of the church.
William Cardinal O'Connell presided
at the solemn requiem mass.
He paid
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rs. Curley Left
Estate of S90,000
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BOSTON, June 18 021—The will
of Mrs. Mary E. Curley, wife of Mayor
James M. Curley, was filed for probate today and disposed of an estate
valued at $90,000, most of which was
left to the mayor. Mrs. Curley died
last week after a long illness.
The only large public bequest was
Or $5000 to the president of Boston
College. Half of that amount was for
general purposes and half was to be
placed in trust and the interest allowed to accumulate for 125 years,
the income then to be devoted by the
Society of Jesus through the St. Vincent de Paul society of Boston to the
needy poor.
After several $500 bequests the residue of the estate was left to Mayor
Curley with the statement that he
would take care of the children. The
will was dated only a few days before Mrs. Curley's death. Two elder
children, James M., Jr., and Mary,
were named executors.
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CENTRAL SQUARE
Arthur M. Ellison of this ci
has purchased a lot of 10,000 feet ff,
Hatherly Beach,Scituate
Mrs. James W. Bean and fair*, of
5 Ellsworth avenue, are at their cottage at Lake Masconia, Enfield, N. 11.,
for the summer.

, Dr. Martin
ted Mrs. Edward L. Logan , Francis J.
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MRS. CURLEY
LEFT $90,000

Tjtrough the will of Mary E. Curley, wife of James M. Curley, mayor
of Boston, Holy Ghost hospital reeives a bequest of $500.
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achiei, inents. Her support of her
husband .,s all the more commend"Of the dead say only that which ablebecause it is that not of a public
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residents of Boston.
PUBLIC I1EQU'ESIS IN . whoIn arerecogn
ition of kindricss shown
her illness, $500 1
Curley
Mrs.
i
MRS. CURLEY'S WILL each is bequeduring
athed to Stella Schirah,

Boston, June 18--(4')--The will of
Mrs. Mary E. Curley, wife of Mayor
James M. Curley. was filed for probate today and disposed of an estate valued at $90,000, most of
which was left to the mayor. Mrs.
Curley died last week af r a long
illness.
The only large public bequest was
for $5,000 to the president of Boston college. Half of that amount
was for general purposes and half
was to be placed in trust and the
interest allowed to accumulate for
be
125 years. the income then to
Jesus
devoted by the Society of
Paul
throukh the St. Vincent De
Society of Boston to the needy
poor.
the
After several $560 bequests
left tc
residue of the estate was
ment
Mayor Curley with the state
the chilthat he would take care of
a few
dren. The will was dated only
death
days before Mrs. Curley's
Two elder children. James, M. jr..
named egemOonli
aeni Mary
-Jr were
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to the St. Vincent de ra,•,1 Society,
Our Lady of Lourdes church. .lsnotica Plain. Boston City Hospit:,1
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Mrs. Curley
Lealies $90,000
BOSTON, June 19.—The late I
Mary E. Curley, wife of Mayor Curley, felt an estate valued at wow,
according to her will filed yesterday
in Probate Court.
The instrument was drawn about
two Weeks before lier death.
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The late Mrs. Mary F. Curley, wife
if the Mayor of Boston, left the sum
if $2500. to be invested forone hunired and twenty-five years, and then
used for charitable purposes by the St.
Vincent tie Paul Society.
Ben Franklin, as I remember, letr"a
similar legacy. I wondered how much
this would amount to in the century
and a quarter and with the aid of a
local banking friend, I figured it out
to be about $200,000. The interest on
this will provide a lot of charity.
Few people realize to what an extent
thert! trust funds have groxn in modern life. Most hanks nowadays keep a
separate department for this purpose
and many millions f dollars are held
in trust for varying lengths of time.
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PUBLIC BEQUESTS
BY MRS. CURLEY

•

BOSTON, June 19.---An estate estimated at $90,000 was left by Mrs.
Mary E. Curley, wife of Mayor James
M. Curley, according to her will filed
yesterday in the Suffolk Registry of
Probate. It was executed on May
27 last. Her son, James M. Curley.
Jr., and her daughter, Mary D. Curicy, are named as executors of the
estate and are not required to furnish rui•eties on their official bonds.
To each of her children, James. Jr.
Paul, Leo, George, Francis and Mary
D., $500 is given. Mrs. Curley's will
says: ' 1 make no further provision
I,,, III. in, relying upon the good
•i,1 or my ImAhenil
I.f ii(loath."
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chinch, iAti A iiii.m4:11;it 0Mis Curley's deceased daughter, Dorothy.
The president of Boston College Is
to get 0000, one-half of which is to
be expended by the president and
faculty for such purposes as they
may deem proper, and the remainder
to be placed in trust and allowed to
accumulate for 125 years, and at the
expiration of that time the income
of the fund each year, shall be expended by the Society of Jesus ot
Boston throughout its St. Vincent de
Paul society, in aiding persons in
need who are residents of Boston.
In recognition of kindness shown
Mrs. Curley during her illness, $500
each is bequeathed to Stella Schirah.
Mrs. Edward L. Logan, Dr. Martin
English, Edmund L. Dolan, Francis
J. Brennan and Mrs. Thomas Sullivan.
Mrs. Curley makes bequests of $5001
each to the folldwing: St. Vincent de
Paul society, Our Lady of Lourdes
church, Jamaica Plain, Boston City
Hospital Nursing Fund, George Iton
ert White Foundation Fund. Volunteers of America Camp for Mothers
and Babies, Salvation Army Wonderland Camp, at Sharon, Carney
hospital. Holy Ghost hospital, Cambridge, and the Carmelite Sisters, Mt.
Pleasant avenue.
The rest and residue of Mrs. Curley's estate, to which she may be
legally or equitably entitled, or over
which she may have any powers of
appointment, is left to her husband,
Mayor James M. Curley.
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CATHOLIC BEQUESTS MADE
IN WILL OF MRS. CURLEY

(BY N. C. W. C. News Service)
Boston, Mass., June 20.—The
estate of the late Mrs. Mary
E.
Curley, wife of Mayor Curley of this
city, who died here on June 10,
is
estimated at $90,000, part of which
Is donated to Catholic charitable
and
educational institutions.
The largest charitable bequest is
made to Boston College. The will
gives the president of the institutiq
n
$5,000, one half of which is to be
expended for such purposes as the
president and faculty deem
proper,
placed in trust and allowed to accumulate for 125 years and the end
of that period, the yearly income
shall be expended by the Society of
Jesus in Boston through the St.
Vincent de Paul Society in aiding
persons in need who are residents
of the city.
Five hundred dollars is given to
the Rev. James Kelly, pastor of Our
Lady of Lourdes Church, Jamaica
Plain, parish church of the late
"First Lady" of this city, to be expended for the purchase and erection
of an altar as a memorial to
Mrs.
Curley's deceased daughter, Dorothy.
Bequests of $500 each are given to
the St. Vincent de Paul Society, Holy
Ghoet Hospital, Cambridge, and the,
Carmelite Sisters in this city.
e•
The residue of the estate Is left
to her husband.
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MUCH s-VMPATHY'
SYMPATHY of Greater BosEon
tesidents, more especially persona
ft lends in Wakefield, goes out to
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston in
the loss Of his wife, whose funeral
toox place today. The devotion of
Mrs. Curley to her children and her
prominence in many activities have
been referred to in the. press. Mrs.
Curley's protracted illness has been
the cause of much anxiety, and the
loyalty of Mayor Curley to his home
has been notable.

Jo wfihy -3 VN -./1/1YE er)0
That was a very eloquent tribute
paid by Traffic Commissioner Joseph
rA. Conry to the late Mrs. Curley.
Coary is an orator of ability, equal
to all occasions.
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OVER 4000 ATI"MRS. CURLEN
FUNERAL
BOSTON, June
--lore than
4000 persons includir., Governor and
Mrs. Frank G. Allen and formerGovernor and Mrs. Alvq” T. Fuller
today attended funeral
evices for
Mrs. Mary E. Curley, wife of Mayor
James M, Curley, at the Cathedral
of the H. ,z Cross.
Thousands of
others gati.ered in the vicinity of the
church.
William Cardinal O'Connell pre•
sided at the solemn funeral mass.
He paid tribute to Mrs. Curley for
her fortitude and devotion.
Burial was In Old Calvary ceme•
tery, West Roxbury.
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WILK S ELCOTES FIRE-FIGHTERS TO
STATE AS REPRESENTATIVE or GOVERNOR

1-171C

youth, 'when my affections wem
vided between two fire companies in
the village in which I lived. Che
company was always the winner in a
drill parade, while the other always
was able to outrun its rival to
reach a fire.
t.41 in obtaining substantial reduc- ."Modern efficiency has taken toe
tions in insurance rates on proper- place of the old time fire department system. I will always remit'.
New England Chiefs in Con ties protected by it.
Iber a picture, which I saw while in
Discusses Mutual Aid.
England, showing the terrible lire
• vention Spend Day in
..it is particularly appropriate that lof London, with hundreds of buildt he subject of mutual aid and fire logs ablaze and panic rampant. I
Listening to Addresses. ; department co-operation should be thought as I looked at It, of waat
i discussed at this meeting for mutual a wonderful change there has been
! aid is primarily a New England de- in fire fighting since that time and
, velopment and in this territory it of the increased efficiency 'is mein1 SYMPATHY TO CURLEY I has received
its greatest applica- ods of combatting the red terror."
tion," said Mr. Walker, the second
Mr. Williams concluded by saying:
tspeaker.
"I hope that your convention here
Messages of welcome from state
"Practically every city or town, will be a laappy and successful one
and city officials, educational talks particularly here in New England, and that your stay in Vermont will
by tire fighting experts and memorial which has an organized fire depart- be most pleasant."
services for deceased members oc- ment, with apparatus, has been callWelcomed by Mayor
cupied the opening session of the ed upon at one time or another to
"I am not going to hand to you
New England Fire Chiefs' associa- assist in extinguishing fires outside the keys of the
city, we do not have
tion convention here yesterday. The of corporate limits. Mutual aid has any, I do
initial meeting of the four-day con- been defined as application of the ever had not think that we have
any—you will not need
vention was held at the Meldon. golden rule to the tire service but it then for
this city is never loc(ced
school and a large crowd of fire Implies more than a willingness on up," said
Mayor Arthur W. Perkins
chiefs filled Odd Fellows hall, Court the part of a given community to in
his welcome to the firemen. "I
Square, in the afternoon.
. help its neighbor in distress. It am not. going to bother you with
a
On the motion of former Commis- means a definite and pre-arranged long speech
for all I have to say is
stoner Theodore A. Glynn of Boston, agreement and plan whereby regular that
Rutland welcomes you, we are
the chiefs voted to forward a reso- response is provided for in event of 1 glad
to have you here and we are
lution of sympathy to Mayor James alarms for certain boxes or loca• going to
Curley of Boston, whose wife, Mrs. lions, a plan that is practically auto- your visittry mighty hard to make
here a happy one. ConiiMary.. Cur1ey, died recently. Refer- matte in its operation and makes dentially,
I will let you know mat
ring to Mii;or Curley, Mr. Glynn possible Complete and definite co- I have talked
to the chief of police
said: "That red-blooded, two-fisted operation between the fire depart- and told
him
executive of Boston always has been ments of the communities entering not to bother to instruct his mea
you."
ready to lend a helping hand when the agreement."
Fox III, Sends Letter.
.
the fire department needed it and in
Chief Henry A. Fox of Boston, exA letter from John C. Fox, cornthis, his hour of sorrow and bereave- Chief Daniel F. Sennett of Boston, missioner of public
ment, we should forward our gym- Chief E. F. Humphrey of Newport dent of the Vermontsafety and presiState Chanther
pathy to him."
and others told of experiences which of Commerce, who was slated to
be
Many fire department heads and they had in mutual aid,
master of ceremonies, was read. It
their wives arrived yesterday and it
was as follows: "It is with sinacre
Proper Water Pressure,
Is expected that the peak attendance
"If you are not satisfied that your regret that I must inform you that
for the convention will be reached
owing to illness it w1/1 be impossible
tomorrow. The armory was filled water supply is sufficient, take it up for me to participate
in any way in
during the day and night with via- with your water department or sup- your program for this
week. My
itors and local residents, who in- erintendent immediately," said P. C. thoughts will be of you
and with
spected the array of fire-fighting Charnock. engineer o''. the New Eng- the entire week. I anticipate you
the
land Insurance exchange of Boston,
equipment.
New England chiefs will have a
Chief Charles E. Fortin of Lewis- speaking on Proper size mains for most successful and happy
conveuton, Me., H. S. Walker, engineer of a reasonably good water distribution don here in Rutland
an it is a
the National Fire Protection associa- system." "Write letters and try in great disappointment to
me that I
tion, and P. C. Charnock, engineer every way possible to get a good cannot be of some
real service to
of the New England Insurance ex- water system."
oar welcome visitors and their
Membership Is 664,
change. Boston, were speakers at
Before the opening of the after- ladies during their stay in our city.'
yesterday afternoon's session.
Chief Lawrence E. Reif of New
noon session, Chief John W. O'Hearn
Explains Automatic Sprinkler.
of Watertown, Mass., stated that Haven, Conn., president of the assoelation, introduced the speakers, and
The installation of an automatic there are now 664 paid
members of presided at the meeting.
sprinkler fire alarm system, which the New England association
. A
Chief Alfred H. Koltonski of tais
warns a department as soon as a committee on courtesies,
including city, whose work in the
blaze breaks out, was explained by .Chief John Heeney of Barre,
association
Chiei
.Chief Fortin. He said in part:
Clarence J. Randlett of Newton and resulted in the convention coming•to
Rutland, spoke briefly, saying; "I
"Let's consider for a moment tl.e Chief Thomas Almond of
Central am glad that you are
all here. We
hundreds of thousands of automatic Falls, R. I., was appointed and
the
are not only going to try to give
sprinkler heads all over the country.
Every chief present here will admit present registrating committee was You a good time but we are going
to." He announced plans for the four
the value of these units as fire ex- retained.
Williams Represents Weeks.
(lays of the convention.
tinguishers and retarders. Picture
"Our modern civilization depends
Peabody Chief Responds.
each of this vast quantity of sprinkgreat deal on the work of fire
Chief William Mahoney of Pealer heads as a fire department nerve
that. will instantly warn that depart- chiefs and their men," said Ber,ja- body, Mass., responded to the weiment of the existence and exact min Williams of Proctor, speaker of come addresses for the fire chiefs'
location of a fire without the aid the House of Representatives of 'cr- association. "Fire and fire apparatus
mont, welcoming the fire chiefs and has its place in history above
of a human hand. Were such the
ail
case, you will say, the fire lassies of their guests to the state during the notable events in the old and new
morning session. "In the absence of worlds," he said in introductio
n.
the country, would be greatly reGov. John E. Weeks and Lieut. Gov. we think of the days of Nero "As
duced. Yet, it is a simple matter
Stanley C. Wilson, I bid you wet- the Roman fire. the great confla,u:id
te make this an actuality."
,- tacome
chi,
'oetin gave details of the ,itv." to this beautiful state and tion at Constantinople, the first lire
he stated,
ordinance
and
other
notable
evens
Lewiston, Me., "sprinkler is
today hrinAs o
llies
f. the p:
!
r rt,. ,
,
11,11
, at,,
I1:
0 nthe esuturrmtolts
circuit" which, he claimed, has Prov'[back please/At,
ukeowles oi my
of
ed highly successful. and has result.
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modern science and architecture we
Ptillaram for Today.
i realize the steady march of fire deThis morning at 9.30 o'clock, the
partment efficiency.
Rutland city band will give a con"Every day we combat new prob- , cert in Main street park. During the.
lems and it is for the purpose of Morning there will be many exhibihearing the experiences of men, who tions given by the various companies
have successfully met those trials having displays at the armory. At 1
that we gather for this convention 1 o'clock the entire group will visit
to exchange ideas.
Lake 13omoseen and other nearby re"I wish to thank Mayor Perkins, sorts. Tonight at 8 o'clock the
Mr. Williams, Chief K onski and Green Mountain Singers will give a
all others, who have made plans for ,i concert for the firemen.
this convention and to extend the
heartfelt thanks of this association
, for the invitation to convene in yaur
I city."
Memorial Service Held.
Following the opening session
memorial exercises were held for
the members of the association, wao
died during the year. Chief John W.
O'Hearn of Watertown, Mass., secretary and treasurer, read the names
of the deceased members.
Their names and the dates of their
deaths are as follows: Frank H.
Gunther, ex-chief of the Dracut,
Mass., department, December 24,
1929; Jesse Barrett, ex-chief of Peabody, Mass., department, July 13,
1929; Chief John Q. Hunt, Wemouth, Mass., who died in serv‘ce,
October 8, 1929; Chief Wade U.
Webster, Willimantic, Conn., October 27, 1929; Chief Henry W. Tolls,
North Attleboro, Mass., October 30,
1929; George C. Neal, state fire
marshal of Massachusetts, December
14, 1929; Chief Timothy A. Dangt.v,
Hopkinton, Mass., December 21,
1929; Chief George S. Pitt, Middletown, Conn., June 2, 1930; Warran
D. King, superintendent of fire alarm
system, Peabody. Mass., January 3,
1930; William H. Guertin, superintendent of the protective department, Worcester, Mass., March Id,
1930; Henry E. Thompson, super intendent of the protective department, Boston, April 2, 1.930; Chief
Earl E. Pratt, Auburn, Me., May 1,
1930; John J. Hardy, Brookiine,
Mass., May 27; Chief John F. Donovan, Meriden, Conn., May 28.
Address By Rector Ashley.
Rev. Morgan Ashley, rector of
Trinity church, gave the memorial
address. Mr. Ashley said, in Oirt;
"You chiefs, representatives of all
of the New England states, have
gathered here today to pay respects
to the memory of those fire fighters,
'who have heard the call of the Great
_Chief and answered it. Feces that
have been familiar in the past year
you miss today. Friends whom you
made at former conventions are not
answering the roll call today--and
why? Is it they have lost Intel est
in your proceedings and deliberations? Is it that they feel they have
more important duties to perform
elsewhere? Is it they cannot leave I
their posts of labor to be with you? I
"No, it is not! They in their Van I
have been called to greater proceedings, to much more important duties
and more responsible posts of labor
in that higher service of God, their
Creator and Savior. Today we pay
homage to their memory, who ;n
life did everything possible for their I
community."
The Pythian quartet, composed of I
Leland H. Fish, Webster D. Barter,
George B. MacGregor and Reginald
Stsubbe, and a five-piece orchss..ra,
furnished music during the opening
leeremonies and the memorial sirvI ice.
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The Celebration Controversy
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The Fourth of July celebration will be remembered by residents of
Hyde Park for a long time to come because of two outstanding instances.
First, Hyde Park enjoyed' the finest and most imposing parade in its history, a,.1.1, second, a mixup in the plans for the celebration to •tollow the
parade at Smith Field. There Vl12.S. only one speakers' stand. This was
waxed more heated with personalities and invectives. In fact, the situation at present threatens to adopt a political aspect, the reverberations
of which might be heard in the forthcoming campaigns in this .district.
The Tercentenary Committee which had charge of the !program had
invited Mayor Curley and other notables to address the throng after the
parade at Smith Field. ,There waws only one speakers stand. This was
erected first in the street where the parade was to be reviewed with the
intention of removing it, after th procession, into the field where the
speaking was to take place. The parade was conducted excellently. But,
somehow, during the time required to remove the speakers' stand into the
field, the crowd disappeared and, when everything was arranged, there was
no °ire to hear the speakers. Consequently it was necessary to cancel the.
speaking program, much to the chagrin and embarassment of all concerned,
Certain members of the committee, in statements later issued to the
Boston newspapers attaghed blame for the failure of the program to
Representative Logan and 'City Councillor Norton. They claimed that
the two failed to meet an agreement to provide a truck containing "loud
speakers" and, also, that they urged the local American Legion band to
leave the field. The disappearance of the "Thud speakers" and the band,
they contended, caused the crowd to believe that ,there would be no
speaking, and, therefore, to leave the field.
Representative Logan and City Councillor •Norton stoutly defend
themselves, declaring the charges to be unmitigated falsehoods and designed for political purposev. The!' have brought forth evidence of their
co-operation in the committee's plans and eippear to have proven that they
obtained from the municipal authofities one thousand dollars to be devoted
to the success of the program. They, in turn, set forth that the failure
of the speaking program; was due to inefficiency on the part of te committee itself in failing to prepare adequately for the speakers and to a
delay of approximately an hou,r in moving the speakers' stand into the
!field. Others have 'contributed statements corroborating their stand, relative to the delay at least.
The situation, as it stands, might be described adequte!y as a very
"unhappy mess." The charges that have been made against
the chosen
representatives of t e Hyde Park district are extremely serious ones
and
should not have be
made without the accompaniment of unquestionable
proof. Until such
is,?utable proof is offered it is encumbent of local
residents to withh
'udiment.
-1\445'S- POST- MAR- 1-)ci 3/ ,
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State Engineer Replies
To Curley Statement
•

hou and persons cro ded the.

i'Auditorium here last night while another large crowd listened outside by

means of loud speakers to the leaders of the state Democracy denounce the "deceit" of the Republican party in state and nation and !
call upon the voters of this section
to "rise up in protest" of unemployment, prohibition, special privilege
and corruption in public office.
The rally was easily one of the
largest held in this section in recent years and was taken by local
Democratic leaders as evidence of
their predicted "landslide" for their
i_
a;
e
,ei‘
ticktor Curley, Senator Walsh and
Joseph B. Ely all made specific pleas
fe- the reelection of Congressman
_William J. Grabfield, while Curley also
apoks for the candidacy of David J.
'Manning; Jr.. for sheriff and for Ally
Thomas 1-`.. Moriarty for district-attorney. These indorsements were
'hailed cot husiastically by the large
crowd.
Although all the speakers were not
on the platform at the same time, this
merely added to the gayety of the
Occasion, for each was uproariously
welcomed as he marched down the
aisle to the stage. This was particularly true of the "big five" at the
meeting, Mayor
Curley, Senator
Walsh, Atty Ely, Marcus Coolidge
and Congressman Granfield. To the
first and the last were given perhaps
the most enthusiastic welcomes accorded during the evening.
The same speakers addressed other
rallies in Chicopee, Holyoke, Northampton, Easthampton and Westfield,
where large crowds also heard them.
The rallies were part of the second
day's program of the last-week drive
of the Democratic candidates in the
western part of the state.
Clirley's Praise of Ely
.Mayor Curley's woids were perhaps
most Significant as it is upon him that
attentiOn has been focused since the
primary. In urging the election of
Joseph B. Ely for governor, he referred to. the Westfield candidate as a
"smiling, brilliant, capable and popular young man," and declared that Elie
as district-iittorney had smiled equally
upon the ncin he was sending to jail.
•
as upon the innocent man whof wet
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Says Department of Public Works Has Three Times
Engineering Forc'e of Boston—Equipped to
Carry out Ely 14vogram if Legislature Appro"The department can handle withpriates Money
out difficulty all the work under consideration for 1931, including all the
prolecte in the proposal of the GovBOSTON, March 14—A. W. Dean, crnor without any question.'
chief engineer of the Department of ' 'The department has already apPublic Works in answer to the state- proximately $3,000,000 of work ready
ments of Mayor James Curley last to advertise for bids, of the $10,000,000 has already let contracts for this year
, of the Governor program awaiting
night to about 60 members of the
involving $2,650.000. The engineering
Legislature, to the effect that the De- ! appropriation from the Legislature. force of the Commonwealth is fat
"By
Legislature
the
the
time
has
!
partment of Public Works was not
acted upon the budget and the pro- greater thao that of the city Of dos( quipped with adequate ettgineering :acted
his excellency, the Governor, ton, thaCommonwealth having ai
forces to eariy out efficiently the high. p0
'proximStely 700 engint,ens, while the
way construction program of Gov, the department will have a =Mk,City of Bhas approxirnately 200
Jrimes B. Ely, Wined the following larger amount available for immecjiate
ineers
tbe street and public
advertising lor bI4.,Tba departufent ognic
statement today:,
(Nercrst
i
to Th e Post)
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ipple—Ate'ntioned
Sherman
As Senatorial Prospect
411

•

mild but she e,-ouldn't. The idea
of a woman -tieing. her oratorical
ebllity to boost her spouse and to
1,•1i of his virtues does not appeal
I,rongly to Mr.. Fitzgerald, who is
confident that her husband can tend
to his own campaigning quite nicely, thank you.
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Ptominent Democrat Won't Enter Any Primary Contelst, However
candidate for the highest state
office and, furthermore, hints that
(Special to the Transcript-Telegram)
he may not be a. spellbinder in the
BOSTON. July 11—With a per- campaign, which is unfortunate,• as
feet scramble by Democrats to seek he, is k splendid speaker and knows
nominations for important offices how to stage a real shwa% The
this Fall, two of the most prominent Mayor plans to delay his vacation
Democrats in the stte—and both, until the conclusion of the municiincidentally, nationally known law. pal tercentenary celebration in Ocyers—are being discussed as posst- tober, when he may take a holiday
bilities by those in the places of the in Europe.
Former Dist. Atty. Thomas C.
mighty in Democracy. They are
, Sherman L. Whipple and William O'Brien of Suffolk County empha. (I. Thompson. Whipple once, years sizes that he is a candidate for the
ago, made a try for the senatorship; Democratic nomination for the SenThompson has never sought the ex- ate. He will have a format state, ment in a few days; this statement
ailed. office.
Whipple, when approached by has been delayed, he declares, as he
:leading members of the bar with the has been too busy to make it. One
proposal that he run for senator must be pretty busy not to be able
made it clearly known that he has to find time to make a statement
no intention of getting mixed up in concerning aspirations to the Unitany primacy scramble. The infer- ed States Senate.
ence is that if the nomination was 'Fortner Mayer John F. Fitzgerald
handed to him "on a platter"the of Boston, whose plans for a Demomight fight for election. He is'In cratic harmony conference are Just
a position to do Just abotit as Ire abopt as they were when he planpleases, being a man of wealth. Ac. ned the conference a week ago, anceptance of public office on hie part nounces that former Governor Al
would mean a real financial sacrifice, Smith of New York would campaign
in this State in: the Fall In behalf
as his fees are fat.
Democratic. candiIt is understood that Whipple of Massachusetts
has been assured
himself dropped
the hint that dates. Fitzgerald
J. Rankob, chairman
Thompson would
make excellent of this by John
National Democratic Comsenatorial timber. Thompson, pos- of the
sibly, is not so well known to the mittee.
In the past Massachusetts Demmany on the street as an attorney
cottoned to interas Whipple, but he ranks among the ocrats have not
out-of-state members of
by
ference
few great leaders of the bar in the
the case of Smith
United States. He is an intellectual, their party, but in
take a different
giant, the type of senator who add- they will probably
immensely
ad lustre to the United States Sen- attitude. Smith ta so
Massachusetts that his
ate. in past years. His grasp of popular in
vote getworld affairs, as well as of national very appearapce would be
affairs, is remarkable. There is one ting.
Dernocrsts' • have .been so 'enflaw in Thompson's armor as a sentheir many would-be
atorial candidate. He appeared as tangled with
candi,cirites that. news of Republican
attorney for Sacco and Vanzetti in
have been scarce. Willieni
the closing period of the historic, activities
fight to save the lives of the men. M. Butler, candidate for the Repubwho eventually paid the death pen- lican nomination for senator, has
formally opened his headquarters in
alty for murder.
Just how his connection with the Boston. In an opening speech he I
Sacco and Vanzetti case would re- informed his auditors that he, now :
act on the public is a matter that is a very rich man, was once poor and
giving politicians much thought. knows the feeling of poverty. He
Some believe that it would be most declared that he would work to redetrimental to his candidacy, while. lieve unemployment, both of the
temporary and recurring varieties.
others believe it would have little
Mrs. Butler has announced that
effect upon a public, which might
campaign for her husbe led to believe that his appear- she would
band, following the lead of Mrs.
ance for the men was simply part
Eben S. Draper, whose husband is
of a lawyer's work. Mr. Thompson
a candidate for the Senate. Both
Bias been somewhat indisposed recandidates' wives have been
f 7.ently, but plans to return to Boa. of the
to (meek Saturday at the .
invited
:on today. He will have very noon
tercentenary outing of the Besinees
tome sort of statement concerning
and Professional Women's Republi.he Thompson boomlet.
Massachusetts at
Club
of
.can
Mayor James Michael Currey of
Swa nipscot t.
Boston hastens to squeich—te report
Mrs. John F. Fitzgerald, when
..,., 1.
e•indidate for goy.r if she would campaign fer
•
:rill/I i 11i8 .i• aii, lie states errpliti
huhlur, Fl ISA a f4P1 ,int
ically that, he.,1a not, and will not. dote, declared thitt oho could if oho..1
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The tread of the marching
Otis.
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,, the Old :3041,11 , Meeting House
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School street, •here Th-don ",•••••
filled with the
of
deuce, rebelled at a Brifiali egtv.move to stop coasting.
They passed King's chapetta
whose • three centuries-old
burial
ground sleep Boston's pioneers beneath strange, crumbling headstones.
They passed within sight of the old
BOSTON. July 15.—(AP)--Three- Granary burying ground where Paul
hundred-years-old streets echoed to- Revere, the parents of Benjamin
Franklin and many patriots
and
day to the tramp of marching thous- many less well known
were laid to
ands and the cheers of onlooking rest.
Past the State House, sometimes
hundreds of thowiends, celebrating
300 years of free civil government in called the "New" State House, alAmerica-300 years of Massachusetts' though its dome has graced Beacon
Hill for more than a century, went
history. '
Upon
three-centuries-old Boston the parade. Above this site stood
common the massed thousands, in- the beacon that guided sailing ships
cluding high state and city digini- centuries ago. And then to the wide
taries, heard Sir Ronald Lindsay, sweep of the common which alone
ambassador of his Britannic majesty has a history that might fill volumes.
Winding across the common, in a
I to the United States, bringing the
greetings of the ancient mother state separate procession, former President
Calvin Coolidge, Ambassador
to the sovereign state of MassachuLindsay, Rt. Hon. Dr. Fisher, Govsetts observing her 300th birthday.
Here, Frank G. Allen, latest gover- ernor Allen with other guests of the
nor in a line reaching back into the state, and Chairman Herbert Parkshadows of 300 years, spoke of the er of the Tercentenary Commission,
planting of the seed of free civil gov- passed to the "Tribune" a special
ernment which grew into American stand before which the great meeting gathered.
independence.
"Let the echoing waves of these
Here, James M. Curley. mayor of
the venerable and historic Boston, 300 years stir anew in us all some
pointed to the progress of three cen- revitalization of the courage and the
turies—from the time when Quakers devotion which first made possible
were executed on Boston common to I the conquest of the New England
the day when the American nation wilderness," Governor Allen said in
,addressing the huge gathering, one
chose a quaker as ifs president.
Here, the Right Honorable Her- of the greatest in Boston's history.
bert A. L.'Fisher, warden of New
Curley Praises Vomen.
college, Oxford, one-time member of • Mayorley held aloft the record
the Privy Council of the Crown, of atfeesncenarnt in man's treatment
went back beyond the three cen- of man during the 300 years. He paid
turies of Massachusetts history to tribute to the record of women,
esreveal the beginnings of the Ameri- pecially as pioneers and tribute
to
can state In Great Britain,
the evil in Puritan life is known
while much that is good has escaped
Cardinal Dal for State.
"The foundation of the Massachu- scant attention."
Sir Ronald Lindsay traced the comsetts Be, Colony," he said, "is
justly celebrated today as a cardinal mon heritage of liberty of Englishmen
and Americans.
'date in the history of your common"You of Massachusetts and
we
wealth. The Puritans of New England, streaming over the Allegheny of England," he said, "are common
beneficiaries
of a great heritage premountains into the Central Plains,
and there multiplying their numbers served by each of us in our separate
and bending their obstinate energies' states."
"John Winthrop," he continued,
to faem, factory, counting-house and
railroad, carried out upon a larger "little knew what powerful forces
were
at his command and
said
and grander state for America the
task which the Puritans of the old 'sometimes it is given to men to
country had accomplished in Eng- build better than they know.'"
"So long," he added, "as
land."
the
As never before in this old city the , virtues of your forefathers brought
spirit of the past could be sensed, I frond the land of their origin
are
linking hands with the present. Tt honored and practiced and so long
rose above the roar of street traf- as they are reinforced by. a youthfic in old martial strains as Briton, ful spirit of endeavor and evperi- ,
Canadian and American, once mem- inent, so long is your future
oabers of the same empire, marched st]red to mankind."
together.
"I wish the Comjasonwealth
of
Years ago, British sailors and sol- ' Massachusetts," he concluded, "God
dieea worn common enough on Boa- Speed on its way."
3 history tragically reveals. Today, marching in friendly
spirit, sailors and marines from the I
British cruiser "'Durban," The Black
Watch Royal Highlanders) of Canada, and long columns of American
In fantry,
ins Hiles,
blue-Jackcis,
coast artillerymen, national guardsmen, marina and navy reserves And
held artillery, passed over a grim
embedded in the paving of
blute streeke'i'Arhe4. circle marks the
aita-or the'SiMalaisaastietete.

Armed Forces of Britain Join
in mammoth parade as
Feature
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MAYOR OF BOSTON
ENG., TO VISIT
BAY STATE'S HUB
BOSTON, Lincolnshire, Eng., Sept.
6 ('P—Bound for Boston, Mass., to:
attend the tercentenary celebration
there,
Councillor Reuben Salter,
mayor of this city, embarked today
on the liner Ascania.
"Our Boston has more than 1,000
years of history," Mayor Salter said
"but we are very proud of our 300
year old protege in the new world. It
will be my first visit to America and
I am looking forward to the trip."
Others in the party sailing today
included Councillor E. A. Bailey,
deputy mayor. and Mrs. Bailey.
A gift, to the American city will
be made by Mayor Salter who will
present, three Georgian spoons which
were property of the English town until 200 years ago when an} extravagant city administration sold them.
Prominent families of Boston have
had the spoons in their possession
until recently when a city administration repurchased them.
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CURLEY TELLS HOW TO
CURB COINUNISM
RestOre Sanctity of Home and
Individual, He Advises
Mayors
BOSTON, July 17 (INS1—Warning
that If the flag of Communism gains a
foothold In the United States, blame
must be placed on overproduction, lack
of vision and foresight and machine
worship, was taken home today by
mayors of many of'the cities in the
Commonwealth.
Speaking et "Mayors' night" exercises
on Boston Common in continuation of
the Tercentenary celebration, Mayor
James_M, Curley appealed for co-operation to re-establish the sanctity of the
Individual and home.
-The creed of the Puritan and the
Pilgrim was man, home, town and
Commonwealth and without providing
the necessary measures of protectioe
for the invidual man and his home,
we fall to protect the town and the
Commonwealth," Mayor Curley de-
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A DISHARMONY CONFERENCE.

•

JOSEPH B. ELY, the hope of the for 'Governor. In the past, Mr. Ely
Suffering from a congestion of Democrats in the western part of has been inclined to give way gracefully, concealing his hurt. if any excandidates for Governor and Sena- the State.
isted, but not this year. Feeling that
"Honey
FITZ" says the Worcester he had been made the victim of an
tor and from severe internal geographical trouble, the Massachusetts disturbances were "largely created unscrupulous deal, he did not withDemocrats held a harmony confer- "by those who were paid to attend draw, but announced that he would
ence at Worcester on Monday. The "the conference by Republican fight the candidacy of Mr. Fitzgerald
to the end.
experience of their Republican "money." JAMES JACKSON WALSH
He has kept his word.
Almost
brethren in 1928 should have warned told the conference that "the Re- nightly over the radio, he has informed ;
"publicans
poured
have
money
into the electorate of Massachusetts of
against the folly of concord-to-order;
and, as former Democratic Governor "certain places to overburden our the situation which has grown up,
Foss said before the show, there is "ticket.v So the sense of reality whereby the Democrats .of Boston
have used
thc party throughout
no such word as "harmony" in the seems to be as strong among certain the State merely as a means for
Democrats
Boston
their
devotion
as
bright lexicon of Bay State Democtheir own ends.
Calling on the
Democrats to show Ibe;r dissatisfacracy. Balanced between the desire to consonance.
tion with such schemiog by nominatto be named for Senator and the de- SPFON C FAL()
-vnieN
ing him, he has discussed conditions
sire to be Governor, the Hon. JOHN
boldly and ably, while "Honey Fitz"
F. FITZGERALD planned a consultahas relied largely upon his following
tion of the powers to agree upon a
in Boston and his own fame as a
singer of "Sweet .Adeline" to win him
"balanced ticket." These schemes
victory. Although the odds are greatto instruct or "beat" the primary
ly against Mr. Ely, he has made a
are best done in a corner. Mr. —k
stirring contest. 14.:minently qualified
FITZGERALD'S neat notion was broadfor the nomination, fit In be Governor
Bay State Democrats..
ened and spoiled.
if elected,. he gives the Democrats of
From, the Hartford Courant.
Massachusetts an opportunity to make
The conference turned out to be a
In the past the Democrats of Massatheir party OW` of the state-wide in
tumultuary assemblage of some 600
avoided
the'
generally
chusetts have
and of broad leadership.
delegates,
divided
hostile
into
disintegrating strife of a contest with- Whether or net they will grasp it
groups. It recalls the golden prime
, in the party for the nominations to remains to he seen.
of General BEN BUTLER. Speakers
the more important offices. Ordinarily
were booed and hissed. A member
The Taill Revolts.
'the leaders of the party prepare a slate
of the Legislature had to be thrown
Courirr.C:tizrn
of candidates, representing virtually
out by the police for his impassioned
ive'lro• not believe that at--t.bak
group, which the members
racial
every
fist-work. MURPHY of Marlboro
present moment Joseph B Ely has
pitched into the Boston Democrats, of the party complacently inddrse in the any glowing chance of being elected
primary
situaelection.
happy
Such
a
their quarrels and their "treachery."
governor of Massachusetts, we incline
JAMES JACKSON WALSH of Boston tion does not exist this year. Months to agree with him that what small
brought
out
ago, high hopes of victory
infinitely better than
accused Mr. FITZGERALD of insincer- numerous candidates for each and chance he has is
the chance possessed by Hon John F.
ity and implied that he was a cow- every office. Suave manipulation elimi- Fitzgerald. Mr. Ely says that to nomard. "Honey Fin" had found out nated many. of the aspirants, but not inate Honey Fitz is to make defeat
that the conference wouldn't endorse all!. Called by Senator Walsh. a con- certain It would he probable even if
him and so he was against endorsing ference assembling at Worcester to the party nominated Mr. Ely—hut not
Promote "harmony," endeavored to he dead certalnt y that it would be If
anybody. As two Boston candidates close the widening breaches to the t he dominan Boston wing had Its ,
for Senator had refused to be bound :ranks, but when it adjourned 'many was. The western part of the state is
by the decision of the conference, if 'remained open.
evidently tired of being lie tail to the
The conflict within the party is most I Democratic kite.
It made one, Mr. FITZGERALD'S course
was necessary. So why pick on him? apparent in the contest for the gubernatorial nomination bet ween John 'F.,
If there were more votes than Pitzzerald of
Boston and Joseph Fly
delegates on the lost motion unof- of Westfield. A Yankee Dem,
ficially to propose a pre-primary from Westeni Massachusetts, Mr. ,
list of candidates, it is charitable to has served the party loyally and
in many capacities. For its sake, he
assume that heat clogged the mathehas suffered humiliations of no small
matics of the tellers. The motion order, as when, chosen for the nominawas finally defeated by the mystic tion as Lieutenant-Governor in 1928.
majority of 13. It is refreshing to he was set aside by the Democrats of
record that its proposer was Rep;e- Loston in favor of an unknown candidate with the fortunate name of
sentative ROLAND D. SAWYER, "the Harry
Dooley. Asked to become the
barefoot boy of the Ware hills." gubernatorial candidate this year, he
There he stands, a candidate for ,consented only after much pleading
Senator, stockingless like Sockless .and many assurances of support.
•
Among those who urged him to run
JERRY SIMPSON of old, and in sanaccording to his trustworthy declaradals, as a Senator should be. Sena- tion, was
Mr. Fitzgerald, a perennial
tor WALSH, preserving a benevolent candidate for office, who had elected
neutrality, urged peace. He left be- I a seek the senatorial nomination. SQ,
fore the great moment when Mr. II, slate was arranged, until Ma.y.z
curley of Boston intervened in his own
FITZGERALD, whose voice is SA strong,
intnint. Anxious for a try at the
if not quit., ,ts honeyed, as of old,
! oorsip
• •
'
warbled "Sweet Adeline" to still Curley is said to have prevaiied upon
the shindy. In the evening there was Mr. Fitzgerald to seek it now, believing
only quiet wordshed. "Honey FITZ" that Mr. Fitzgerald would be defeated,
in which case the way would be PilVi'd
went home to have a conference for
himself in 1932. Consenting, Mr„
with Mayor CURLEY, who, he says, Fitzgerald coolly ignored the
cantlitlacY

Comment of
the Country

•
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in seeThe citizens of Boston are getting right now a thrill
in
Curley
Mayor
by
ing the great municipal projects tackled
admin
his
businesslike fashion. In the few short months of
some
istration he has undertaken several great projects and
not alof them are already nearing completion, if they have
ready been finished.
he
Notable among these is the efficient manner in which
nor
Gover
set about getting the subway extension built under
g around
kickin
been
has
t
that
vemen
Square, a needed impro
took
Curley
Mayor
until
years
in the office of the Mayor for
other
the
and
move
to
office last January. Then things began
day the order was given to go ahead.
Already substantial progress has been made on the job and
of a
the vicinity of Governor Square took on the appearance
it
that
is
work
this
of
mining camp over night. The beauty
nds.
will give much needed employment to thousa
Other long-delayed improvements have been grasped in the
same business-like manner and one piece of work that will
oprove a boon to Dorchester residents, particularly autom
e
avenu
s
husett
Massac
g
of
k
pavin
h-bloc
bilists, is the smoot
y
street.
Alban
to
e
from Edward Everett Squar
Incidentally it is a pleasure to see the Mayor working in
friendly co-operation with the Governor of the State, a leader
in an opposing party, and it proves that co-operation is essential in political office as well as private business.
Mayor Curley's effprts toward fulfilling his campaign promises to the electorate are thus far effective and we are confident that he will leave office with a brilliant record of achievement behind him. If the present pace is continued Bostonians,
won't know Boston when he retires again to private life.
s/ -(930.
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SLIGHT TO MAY
CURLEY IS DENIED
Jefferson

Society "Explains"

and perhaps
been a waste of postage,
thrifty."
the society is a little
leaders were presA number of State
include United
ent, but these did not
Walsh. It was
States Senator David I.
had been invited.
not known whether he

"After Mr. Shouse'a acceptance. many
members asked that the society's invitation be sent to various persons and these
requesta were complied with. The secretary was instructed to inform all who
Inquired that we should he glad to have
them come, Absolutely no one was refused.
"Had His Honor expressed, directly or
indirectly, as •did so many Others, the
slightest interest in the occasion, he
Says Society May Have Figured would have been most cordially welcome."
It a Waste of Postage to
Shouse, principal speaker of the eveInvite Him
ning, flayed Republican policies and asfor timidity and
of sailed Preeicient Hoover
Boston. July 15.--(
deceit. He declared that instead of the
the Jefferson Society took cognizance of
or prosperity, the country
newspaper comment on the absence last Predicted er4cing
"Hoover famine."
\ W55 experien
night of Mayor James M. Curley from the
asked by newswhen
Curley,
Mayor
(endinner
the
at
list of those present
an explanation of why he
tiered Jouett. Shouse, cliairman of the paper men for
said:
Democratic national ekectitive commit- had not been invited
be charit,ble. I'll say that per•.
, figure, it would have
4ne 41'6%4.: .baps the sw,iet;,
btelauftut
14.61"rn

Why He Was Not Invited
to Shouse Dinner.

EXECUTIVE

•

any
izatldn, in ft statement denied that
intendsight of Mayor Curley had been
ed.
"The dinner of the Jefferson Society
to
was originally planned to be limited
its members and to a few others who
the
had expressed a friendly Interest In
organization," he Mild. "It was not a
Govgeneral dinner like that given for
ernor Roosevelt to which Mayor Curley
invited,
was among the first to be
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Bossy Gillis Worries
Republican Leaders

•

as Saying
Picturesque Mayor of Newburypoit Quoted
and Show
He Will Take Butler and Draper Apart
The Public What They Are Made of
b
n:_r
nomination

rs
a
dhe
it
f4e
a
o
reg
ces
ne
ar
cha
HIn
.G.iiiig, mayor!ielec
Andrew J. (Bossy)
e
of Newburyport and picturesqu 'cause of his refusal to support Al Smith
two years ar ,in the presidential dee—
politician, is giving Republican poianJohn F.. Itzgeraid, who still wants
' iticians plenty of worry by his
ignoring the statement of
nouncement that he is a candidate to run, is
John J. Cummings in which Cummings
for
hir tip ; Republican nomination
agreed to withdraw from the guhernatonal race in favor of Andrew J. Peters,
•
nator.
,
.if Fitzgerald would also agree to retire.
Criticizes Curley
Tragedy and Comedy
Cummings likewisewOMMIllzed Mayor
The rank and file of the citizenship
whom he accused of dealing
is amused by the antics of the New- Curley,
teptow
in an attempt
A senatt
ecll
with
buryport chief executive--but to the
h Demmocrattic"
prospects
/lierepay his overlord, Gov. Allen."
stunt
latest
his
-minds,
master
to
P.
0.
G
He further asked Fitzgerald, failing
is tragedy, not comedy.
.o withdraw lfro% theit campaign alto"I'm going to take Draper and Butler
nun
ett
r
garaan
mstpu
the
(Curn
apart and show the public what they
rnve
geWith hsio
ate for lieutenant governor.
pre made of," Bossy is quoted as sayCummings also referred to the meminy when he announced his candidacy able congressional contest between
at a meeting of friends in a Fitchburg atzgerald and Peter Tague and Fitzger'd's expulsion from Congress for allunch room.
Another quotation of this remark was gad irregularities in the election. Fitz
While Cummings was flaying
to the effect that Bossy was going to
d Curley, Rep. Slater Washburn of
"tear Butler and Draper to pieces."
)rcester flied his nomination papers
Better Business
the Republican nomination for conStill another was "I'll go out aftass in the Fourth district.
not
I'm
Draper.
and
Butler
er
Washburn Confident
promising better business, so that'll
Washburn was accompanied to the
ruin Butler. And I'm not wringing
ate House by a group of war veter, wet like Draper—I'm just slightly
,s. He said he had obtained about
moist."
Bossy says he is now after sufficient 15,000 signatures in the district and
!signatures on nomination papers to in- claimed he was confident of defeating
sure his name appearing on the primary Pehr O. Holmes for the nomination.
charges of
ballot.
Conrad Crooker, who filed
"I'll have enough before the flag lavish expenditures against William M.
the
falls," he confided. "And just put this Butler in the Republican race for
in your hat—I'm going to be the next senatorial nomination has been 'invitU. S. senator, along with David I. ed to confer with the Senate Campaign
WaLsh. Walsh and me can be depended Inquiry committee in Washington on
upon to take care of the interests of Monday.
Massachusetts.
The text Of a telegram sent to Crook"They said I was crazy when I sought er by Sen. Nye, chairman of the comthe office of mayor of Newburyport. mittee, follows:
"The attention of the committee will
Well. I'm just as crazy now."
Gillis, commonly referred to as the be giver_ immediately your petition callMassa"Bad Boy". mayor of Newburyport, has ing for active investigation in
the
had a career that reads like fiction. chusetts. With but ,one exception
the conAfter an uphill struggle in various committee has refrained from the primto
business ventures, he 'entered politics duct ofopen hearings priorof complain
receipt
to oppose a former mayor who sought ary but has upon sent its agents into
re-election and who had bern a bitter Ilk, that of yours
the field to investigate charges made
and report to the committee.
opponent of "Bossy" in several business
"Your complaints will be laid before
as are
ventures.
such members of the committee
Campaigning with a Method new to present in Washington today ajad T
defyoti
the staid old New England City, Gillis shall hope to be able to advise
startled even his friends by winning the initely tomorrow of its plans as they
election. Frank talks with no shortage I may relate to Massachusetts."
of descriptive words and "hot blasts"
against the "highbrows on the hill"
featured his campaign. He was reelected for a second term by a slender
margin.
During Gillis's first term as mayor, lie
had distinction of directing the city's
affairs from within the Essex County
Jail. He served a short sentence for
having erected and conductcd a gasoline filling station in violation of existing laws. It was the same station that
caused differencef that ultimately reulted in his entry into politics.
As stated in The Post yesterday, Eu;one Noble Foes, former governor, Is a
candidate for the Democratic nomination for U. B. senator. Nomination papers are now in circulation In his interest.
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ELY FLAYS CURLEY
FOR PARTTCAOS
Avers Hub Mayor Is Keeping Fitzgerald in Dem.
Race For Governor
By Telegram State House Reporter
BOSTON, Aug. 6.—With a series of
sensational charges, Joseph B. Ely of
Westfield, candidate' for the Democratic nomination for governor threw
down the gauntlet to Mayor James M.
Curley tonight, asserting that he was
present chaotic
responsible for the
situatiosi. in the party lineup through
lormcr Mayor John F. Fitzkeeping",
gerald in the race for governor.
Declaring that Mayor Curfey would
be held responsible for "the surrender
of democracy's greatest oportunity to
win the state" by insisting on Fitzgerald going through with the fight
for the gubernatorial nomination, Ely
asserted that Fitzgerald's candidacy
with Curley's support was the result
of a deal made between the two men
two years ago to deliver the nomination into his hands. In this deal, Mr.
Ely said the democracy of the state
was not a party.
"I do not need any help from those
who believe the party a chattel to be
ccntrolled by private arrangement, or a
thing to be delivered to the opposition
for a price, or as a means of advancing personal ambition and increasing
private fortune," Ely asserted.
Future Plans
Reverting to his future plans. Ely declared that Fitzgerald's record would
be thoroughly analyzed on the stump.
Ely's courage in showing a readiness
to fight Mayor Curley. regarded as the
powerful leader of Boston democracy
the vote of which has been needed in
Cie past to win a party nomination and
his red hot attack on Fitzgerald, whom
he charged recently with double dealing in switching to the governorship
after inviting Ely to become a candidate for governor on the understanding that he. Fitzgerald, would run for
senator, was regarded as the preamble
to the most bitter campaign that the
party has had in recent years.
Interviews Curley
The Ely statement followed an interview with Mayor Curley this afternoon at which 'the Boston mayor rego
iterated his determination to
through with Fitzgerald for the nomination for governor. Following the interview the report spread that the Boston mayor's position made it probable
that Ely would retire from the race. It
was during the interview that Ely told
Mayor Curley of the talk on the street
which has carried the intimation that
...the Boston mayor was interested in the
Fitzgerald candidacy because it would
insure Governor Allen's re-election.
Ely made positive declaration that
he did not ask the Boston mayor for
support but went to see him merely
that he might have the whole situation clearly in mind and take the responsibility for whatever happened. In
some political, circles this was intersn: :f111,- ,nr! $ . ,I .
preted as foreermtin7 ,
'
'
•upp, .,L.s ,1 uuriey is
the candidate for governor in 1932.
After the interview Ely returned to
the Copley Plaza conferred with his
supporters and then made the positive
declaration that he was in the fight
cae
:'s .ptutit,ion
to stay regardless of Curlf
and had plailittat ' -14'
'
bittai
bei4)....4W,Ints

i

.
•
rrorn
,t
Dna.' . here was no reque5t •,aii,y
made
me Of Mayor (.ley for him suppott.by
"I told the mayor that in my
cam paign for the nomination I would
call
to the attention of the voters the impossibility of Fitzgerald as a Democratic candidate for governor. I told
him that if there was a &Aims inten—
tion to win this contest in November,
some other candidate must be selected.
The fiery Newburyport chief execut"I told him that the common talk
ive got some attention when he landed on the street today
was the ,nomina111 Depot Square where several of his tion of Fitzgerald
friends had gathered. Mayor Gillis did der of Democracy would be a surren's
greatest opportunnot attempt any "rally" of any kind.
ity to win the state, and that in 'view
"Bossy" was steered into a lunch
of his alleged position, as given me by
room where he got an order of his well
known "coffee and sinkers," besides a Mr Fitzgerald, that he, Mayor Curley,
would be held responsible for it. I
regular supper.
"I'm going to tear Butler and Draper told Mayor Curley that Mr Fitzgerald
should
get out of the fight.
apart." Bossy declared loudly. "When
"Mayor Curley stated to me that in
I drag Draper's record out •everybddy'll
be surprised. I don't believe in these 1928 he had promised to support Fitzother candidates who are dry one min- gerald for governor in 1930. In other
ute and wet the next. I don't drink words, Mayor Curley told me that two
years ago these two chieftains came
and I don't mind saying so.
'Business conditions in this section to an understanding by which the
are not so good but I think I can help nomination of the Democratic party
some. I don't think I'm going to bring for governor was to be delivered to
prosperity to the country, but I can do. Mr Fitzgerald. I would not ask any
something to straighten things out,
man to break hie promLse and I can
"I've got money and I'm not so bad well understand the mayor's attitude.
looking. All the women will be with The state Democracy, however, was
me. People don't want money in office not a party to this compact of these
today, they want someone who will Boston leaders. Indeed, the mayor did
work in their interests. Why don't not even suggest that Senator Walsh
some of these other candidates use or any other man knew anything
their money so that they will help the about this Fitzgerald-Curley underpoor people?"
standing. It was just an agreement
Bossy then departed for the Western between James M. Curley and John
Union, started to send a telegram, F. Fitzgerald.
changed his mind, went out into his
"As I stated earlier in the week, Mr.
ANDREW J. "BOSSY" GILLIS
big blue sedan and in a few seconds Fitzgerald had urged me to become
a
Of Neu boo port
was roaring over the state road toward candidate for governor,
stating that
Boston,
he intended to run for the United
States Senate. In 1922 Mr Fitzgerald
was the candidate. I then called the
attention of the voters of Massachusetts to the fact that Mr Fitzgerald
ELY DECLAR
could not be elected, if nominated. My
advice was scorned then; will it be
now? The public well remembers the
Special Correspondence to The Gazette
scorching dendnciation of the man
FITCHBURG, Aug. 2.—Mayor Anand his record delivered by Gov Cox
in Faneuil hall during that campaign.
drew J. .(Bossy) Gillis delivered a
The sande fact that defeated him theu
political barrage in this city last night
will defeat him now. Mr Fitzgerald'e
from which local politicians hardly
defense to the attack of Gov Cox was
have recovered. They still do not know
that the facts were 10 years old, It,
whether to take him seriously.
is absolutely necessary for the DemMayor "Bossy" told all within the
ocratic
voters to know that to facts
range of his powerful best campaign
10 years ago the Republican orators
voice that he and none other was going
will
add
the facts of the more recent
to he the next U. S. Senator. Mayor
date and to know what those facts
Gillis came here particularly and soleare. His record will be analyzed from
ly for the purpose of anouncing his
Mitchell to Riley.
candidacy on the Republican ticket,
ci
"My purpose to contest for the
whether the leaders liked it or not,k
Democratic nomination for governor!
right in the native stronghold of Mar- r
Atty
Joseph B. Ely has declared has not been changed by the intercus A. Coolidge, candidate for the
war against the Curley-Fitzgerald view of today. In fact it seems to
Senate on the Democratic ticket.
combinati
on in Democratic state poli- me all the more necessary in the in• Mayor Gillis was sure the only campaign would be between himself, "the tics and in a public statement criti. terests of the Democratic slate. We
leading Republican candidate," and cLses
Cutr of Boa- have been confronted for the last 10
Mr. Coolidge, "the only Democratic ton .sever-elrfor forcing fb-Mer Mayor years with a repetition of the same
candidate." He added that Mr. Coolidge John F. Fitzgerald into, the race for old candidates.
was "one square shooter."
the party nomination for the gover"Give the young men a chance. Let
"Hizzoner" from Newburypoort de- norship against Ely. The
the rest of the state suggest what
charge
clared that he would make every effort made that Curley is the
should
be done. Since my time in poone responto get 25 signatures for his nomina- sible for the action
of Fitzgerald in litics, which covers 20 years, not a
tion papers, with which he was well going into
single
new
name of statewide promthe contest after urging
armed, in Just four counties as spedinence has been created. We must
Ely to run.
ad by law. These counties would be:
The statement follows a conference have a change.
Worcester. Middlesex, Essex and Suf"The last live Democrats for govfolk. He started right in, however, in between Ely and Curley yesterday in ernor all met with
defeat and all came
Fitchburg and hoped to get the whole which Ely told the Boston mayor in from Boston.
In this hour of golden
25 names from Worcester County here plain language what he thought of opportuni
ty
do
the
Democratic voters
believing that it would be of most the deal and gave a warning of what
value, getting names from the Coolidge would follow an attempt to dictate propose to be bJund by an agreement
made in 1928 between Mr Curley and
stronghold, where, it was intimated to policies two years in advance.
Ely Mr Fitzgerald that the next Democrahim interest in Republican candidates appeals to the voters to
oust
the
tic
Bosgubernatorial candidate should
was seriously waning in favor of Mr. ton oligarchy from
control in the again be Mr Fitzgerald?
Cdolidge.
party. His statement follows:—
i".1 appeal to the Democrats of Mae\
Mayor Gillis came here on a "flying
"My visit to Mayor Curley today artchusetts for support from
the Berktrip.' He called on Averal veterans of was
made
because
John F.' Fitzgerald shires to the Cape. Upon a host bf..
the World War, whom he had known told
me that Mayor Curley, and Mayor good men and women all over
MasPreviously and sought their opinions Curley
alone, was keeping him in the saahurietts Who look upon the party as
on his possibilities. They were not too
ial contest. He told me an agency for public service, I rely for
enthusiastic, but Bossy insisted that mibernator
his chances for election were good. He • lat. Curley was the boss; that he, victory. I do not need any help from
,izgerald, wanted to run for the Sen- those who believe the party a
said if he didn't get the necessary
chattel
as he had earlier told me that he to be controled
number of names on his papers for
by private arrange, ntended to do. In view of the fact
,h,- Ttstir..dav be would
ment,
or
a
thing
to
be
delivered to
run as an
it
:,<u.onsibtlity for the present the opposition for a price, or
as a
• med to ret, upon Mr means of advancing personal ambi1 lalisowaut anyhow.
fee illat he tion and increasing privalt tiartune."
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"Bossy" Gillis Is Out
6, For Seat in U.S. Senate

•

Fiery Newburyport Mayor
Announces Candidacy
at Impromptu Meetir42;
in Fitchburg
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WAR ON CURLEY
AND F;filERALD

A,ppf,als to Voters to Oust Boston Oligarchy from
Control
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The Cuminings letter also containe* !supp(firted by testimony In a prelims
C
• .
attack on Mayor Curley and izactz a.
csontfheereo
k?.
nn
ce
e
Mr.
Ely.
Qwnii.hmotnhdenycommittee,to Which
NI
Posing For Camera
the Massachusetts complainant has
Cummings declared that Ely couldn't been invited.
be elected because the law firm he is
The other individuals who wired or
associated with is counsel for the great wrote to Senator Nye indicated to him
power interests. He intimated that that they did not care at this time to
the Interest of both Fitzgerald anti have their names made public.
Curley was not so much in Democratic
Senator Nye sent the following wire
success as to give the Boston mayor to Mr. Crooker:
opportunity to "repay his overlord, Gov. "Your telegram and letter at hand
Allen.
e latter he termed the plc- The attention of the committee will
toral governor of Massachusetts who
to your petition
would be one of the state's great be given immediately
investigation in Maschief executives, "if he ,spent as much calling for active
time wrestling with the unemploys sachusetts. With out one exception
ment situation as he does posing foiC (in Nebraska) the committee has refrained from the conduct of open hearthe camera."
•
Among the Democratic candidates trigs prior to the primary but has upon
. who filed nomination papers today was the receipt of complaints like that of
James J. Sughrue of Whitinsville for yours sent its agents into the field to
the representative nomination in the Investigate charges made and report
to the committee. Your complaint will
Seventh Worcester district.
During the day also came news that be laid before such members of the
Congressman William P. Connery of committee as are present in WashingLynn would be opposed for renomina- ton today and I shall hope to be able
tion in the Seventh district by Frank ,to advise you definitely tomorrow of
N. Ilarney of Lynn. Harney in his its plans as they relate to MassachuRICHARDS.
statement took Congressman Connery setts."
By JAMES H. GUILFOYLE
severely to task, accusing him of mak\Nolte ET?,e
Telegram State House Reporter
ing a deal with the Republicans in
BOSTON, Aug. I.—Although John J. MS which caused him to desert the
.Cummings, Boston, one of the numer-1 party in the primary campaign and
o'us candidates for the Democratic! agreeing to vote for the tariff bill. He
Connery's "uncertain"
nomination for governer, sent a letter' also attacked
to former Mayor John F. Fitzgerald. stand on prohibition.
Some of the Boston papers in reportanother candidate, offering to withtaut the dinner today attempted to make
draw if Fitzgerald would do the same,
sensation out of the fact that. Mayogi
situatiott
Democratic
chaotic
the
changed but little today.
corley was not present and stated thai
The Cummings move created litti ,
H was not Invited because of the objecInterest and left the situation, eigli,
of some of the directors of the sodays away from the time for filing
,
.nomination papers, something like
Hon.
LaRue Brown, president of the
this:
,l,
frerson Society, today emphatically
• Olen. Edward L. Logan will be a can'
!lied the directors had refused to indictate for governor if Fitzgerald withthe Boston mayor or intended to
dress or becomes a candidate for se .light him. Said Mr..Brown:
atm but is not likely to be otherwise.
. "The dinner hi the Jefferson Society
The booth for Sherman L. Whipple
held
St night was originally planned
for United States senator Ls predicated,
to be limited to its members and to a
on a very slight hope. He rememberst
few others who had expressed a friendthe campaign in which he was defeated
ly interest in the organization. It was
for the senatorial nomination by the
Special
to
the Telegram
late Col. William A. Gaston and doe
. not intended to be a general dinner like
mighel
battle.
similar
He
relish
a
not
that given for Gov. Roosevelt, to whfch
WASHINGTON, Aug. 1.—Chairman
possibly run If it was rigged so that Nye of the Senate committee investsMr. Curley was among the first to be
he would have no contest. That is not silting campaign expenditures has Ininvited."
poseible and therefore he may be safe- vied to a conference in Washington
"After Mr. Shouse accepted, many
ly counted out.
oq Monday Conrad W. Crooker, general'
members asked that the society invitaFoss
has
N.
Eugene
Gov.
Former
counsel for the Liberal Civic league,
tion be sent to various persons and
nomination papers in circulation, pre- who by telegram and letter has tiled
Hulse requests were complied with. Then
sumably for the Democratic nomina- with the committee lengthy stater
11,*they about tickets began to be made
tion for United States senator or as ment governing charges of lavish til"k
by others including many holding important public offices anti announced
an independent. Whether he will file penditure contrary to the Massachu:
the
none
of
but
problematical
candidates this year. The secretary was
• setts law in the campaign of William
or not is
instructed to inform all who Inquired
present senatorial condidates seem to M. Butler for the Republican nominathat we should be glad to have them
tion for the Senate. Senator Dale cm
care.
come. Absolutely no one was refused.
Joseph B. Ely seems as determined Vermont, also a member of the comThe officers of the society devoted no
as ever to go through with his de- mittee, will be present at the conferfurther attention to the matter of atcision to be a candidate for governor, ence.
withtendance. The directors took no action
might
he
feeling
a
there
is
Mr.
but
Croocker and some other eight
whatever regarding it. No slight or ofdraw if former Mayor Peters becomes a or more Individuals in Massachusetts
fense to Mayor Curley was intended by
have complained to the Senate comcandidate.
any of them. Had His Honor expressed
Slight hope for Peace
mittee
against "irregularities
anti
directly or indirectly as did so mails(
With the final day for filing papers; abuses" ,n the Massachusetts primary
others, the slightest interest in the ocrapidly approaching, there seemed only campaign.
While these complaints,
casion, he would have been most corremote hope that any kind of agree- Senator Nye said, center particularly
dially welcome."
,
ment can be reached between the vials and principally about the Butler camous candidates which will prevent
paign to succeed Senator Gillett, they
primary.
the
at
free-foe-all
are not limited to that. Pour or five
The Cummings proposal was not taks of those who wired or wrote him sugen seriously for he made it with the gested that the entire campaign of
all
understanding that his withdrawal candidates should be
studied. At least
would be in favor of former Mayor one directed complaint
against
Demoty14'
Peters of Boston, who Is the choice of cratic candidacies even
more than the
_
-ft?
a number of prominent Democrats for Republican
candidacies.
There
no
was
It
is
nok,
explained
sfigh
%Its Wins/11e
that
no
Mayor James
tht glibernatorial place.
complaint regarding any activities of in not
to
tilt
Curley
Jeff
Mayor
Former
invitipg
Mayor.
to
opposition
M. Curley's
those supporting the "wet" issue, SenPeters is well known and it is certaint ator Nye
Society dinner In Boston. the Slayl
said.
that he would not permit Fitzgerald,
overlooked, that was all. Which le a the
The
Nye
committee
is
asking
each
who has his support, to withdraw un'interesting when one considers the m !TROIS candidate
in
Massachusetts
to
file
a
der such conditions.
the job of overlooking Mayor Jim.
71
Mr. Curnminiss, who ran two years return of its primary campaign exago and plsIlecr ti fair vote for a candi- penclitures with the committee in Much
rester
detail
than
they
are required
tIn'oughout t`
date not sc
state. went further with his proposal. .0 ale with L.R.,,ectentry uf the Senate.
Senator Nye emphasised that h
and urged tfiat,Fitzgerald, if he is still
anxious to run for office get on his, committee is reluctant to en
any•flingn ;prior
Cummings' tickets-as a -Candidate1
,
lieutenant' coverrion

DEMS. IN CHA
AS PEACE FAILS

,

Cummings Offers Withdrawal If Fitzgerald
Will Quit It:^e Too
FREE FOR ALL

Primaries Seem Certain to
Bring Contests All
Along Line

PJ.S? - J1/4y.if

Absolutely No Slight
Intended to Curley

CROOKER INVITED TO
MEET COMMITTEE

Senators' Nye and Dale to
Hear Complainant on
Butler Campaign
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FOR 1111,E
trrges Employers Not To Lay Off
Workers and Boost Dividends
BOSTON, Aug. 5 (44—Mayor James
..,,,t2urley of Boston sarriehtfr"rtnfiToyerg—dItglit to Increase their dividend rates and allow workers to remain on their jobs In times of economic depression when he addressed the
s
second day session of Massachusett
State Federation of Labor today.
the
He expressed the wish that in
grea,te tercentenary parade in Boston
every
on Sept. 17 that he might see ented
employing organization repres
have disby a banner reading: "We
"
charged none of our r,,mloyes.
rytr.EY
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CURLEY 1111S, '
WHAT EMPLOYERS
SHOULD DO NOW
From Yesterday's City Edition
. BOSTON, Aug. 5. (11")—Mayor
James M. Curley of Boston said that
eihrAoyerrigirrit to decrease their
dividend rates and allow woiters to
remain on their jobs in time of
economic depression when he addressed the second day session of
MAsstl.chuzatts Eltate Fedration of
labor today.
He expressed the wish that in the
great Tercentenary parade in Boston on September 17 he might
see every employing organization
represented by a banner reading:
"We have discharged none of our
employees."
Mayor Curley read a letter from
the mother of 15 children who asked
assistance in finding work for her
husband and grown sons. She told
a pitiful story about a mortgage
foreclosure by a bank on their home
and of a long lack of employment.

N
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CURLEY SAYS EMPLOYERS
SHOULD CUT DIVIDENDS
AND RETAIN WORKERS
Boston, Aug. 5—(AP)--Mayer
James M. Curley of Boston said
that efinIfirj,Mrnsosight to decrease'
their dividend rates and allow
workers to remain On their jobs
In times of -economic depression,
when he addressed the second day
session of Massachusetts State
Federation of Labor today.
He expressed the wish that in
the great Tercentenary parade in
Boston on Sept. 17 that he might
see every employing organization
represented by a banner reading:
"We have discharged none of our
employes."
Mayor; Curley read a letter
from the inother of 15 children,
who asked assistance in finding
work for her husband and grown
sons. She told a pitiful story
atout a mortgage foreclosure by
it bank on their home and of a
long lack of employment.
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JOE VS. JOHN
democrats
'Western Massachusetts
tulate Joseph
at least ought to congra
his outspoken
for
eld
Westfi
B! Ely of
democracy
opinion of the Boston
ented
repres
is
t,
momen
the
Which, at
and Mayor
by John F. Fitzgera
uncement
James M. Gurley. His ptono
by the
ought to be read thoughtfully
there
for
ne
machi
atic
Boston democr
ne as
are times in which a machi
be,
powerful in' votes as this one may
is overwhelmed when it carries things
with too high a hand.
adEly recalls the fact that he was
Fitzthan
person
a
less
vised y no
for
gerald himself to be a candidate
anomin
l
atoria
gubern
atic
the democr
tion after he had received the unanimous call of his party up this way.
This is not to say that Fitzgerald has
no right to seek the honor. Under t.he
primary system every person has his
fair chance to appeal to the voters.
Ely clearly serves notice on the Boston people that he purposes to make
his fight on their ground and give
them a battle in which no quarter
will be asked or given. Secure in his
support in western Massachusetts he
can devote his entire time to campaigning in Boston and vicinity and
the quicker he assumes the task the
more votes he will receive because he
Is a campaigner not to be trifled with
and is fully able to take care of himself in any emergency.
If Fitzgerald is more concerned
about the welfare of the, democratic
party in th14 state than for himsel;
hs will with&aw from the field.

- AMSCA,Pr
#04rpa'iNAif ,9
e- 1-Ofei •
They have Joe Ely all fired up.
%. It has been a long time since we
ave teen the urbane gentleman
from the Whip
incensed as
he is over the ALY" it the Curio,in /-3141rsarg.
Fitzgerald cominns_.c).
"
him In the corinii
ler.
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CURLEY DECLINES
TO SUPPORT ELY
Boston Mayor says Re Promised Backing to Fitzgerald
Two Years Ago.
B.
BOSTON. Aug. 6. (2).—Joseph
oon filed
aftern
this
eld
Westfi
Ely of
ratic guberhis papers for the Democ
conferred
natorial nomination and
Curley for
with Mayor James M.
candisome time in regard to his
dacy.
conferAt the conclusion of the
had told
ence Mayor Curley said he
his supEly that"Trinirlff'omised
r-Mayor
port two years ego to forme
principal
John F. Fitzgerald, Ely's
Ely's
opponent'in the primaries. To
chance to
claim that he had a better
y in
carry the Democrats to victor
he reNovember, 06 mayor said
elected
plied: "A Democrat will be
ratic
to the Senate and other Democ
go
candidates all down the line will
Into office."
Ely later tonight attacked Mayor
Curley for agreeing to support Fitzgerald. He also attacked Fitzgerald.'
"I do not need help fromthose who
believe the party a chattel to be controlled by private arrangement," Ely
said, or a think to be delivered to
the opposition for a price, or as a
mear.s of advancing personal ambition and increasing private fortune."
Informed of Ely's statement, Fitzgerald 4eplied, "Mr. Ely is a fast
mover; a few days ago, according to
his own statement, he was willing
to support me for United 'States
senator lf. I would support him for
governor."
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Mvidend Rate to
Keep Men Working
Boston, Aug. 5 (if.)—Mayor James
M. Curley of Boston said that employes ought to decrease their dividend rates and allow workers to remain on their jobs in times of economic depression when he addressed
the second day session of the Massachusetts State Federation of Labor
today.
He expressed the wish that in the
great tercentenary parade In Boston
on Sept. 17 that he might see every
employing organization represented
by a banner reading: "We have discharged none of our employes."
Mayor Curley read a letter from the
mother of 15 children who asked assistance in finding work for her
husband and grown sons. She told a
pitiful story about a mortgage foreclosure by a bank on their home and ,
of a long lack. of employment.

Curley Returns Radio Curfew
M.
Biiston. Aug. 7 t-1')—Mayor James
counCity
the
to
ed
Curley today return
ed
cil, without' his approval, the so-call
radio curfew ordinance recently passed
d
by the body which would have impose
of
drastic .pes.kies for the operation
e of
any sound d,iclucing device capabl
n
being heard more than 50 feet betwee
the
11 P. M„ and 7 A. M. He described
the
penalties as "most excessive" knd
provisions of the ordinance as too draslatitic. It gave, he said, "too much law
tude to unfriendly neighbors and
cnforcing powers." The measure, he adder, was a "serious infringement of per
liberty which in my own opinion
is sufficiciently restricted."
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FOR U. S. SENATE CANDIDACY
Jackson county

'

•

Vit r

primary.
votes are cast in general elections in
that county. Hoover carried Jackson
county by 958.
In addition to Heflin, the state-wide
ticket of the "Jeffersonian Democrate"
includes Hugh A. Locke of Birmingham. candidate for governor, and
Dempsey Powell. of Greenville, candidate for lieutenant-governor.
organization meeting of "Jeffersonian Democrats" was held in firmIngham July 4, when resolutions were
adopted calling county conventions for
Aug. 12 and a state convention for
Montgomery Sept. 1. Heflin was barred
from running in the regular Aug. 12
Democratic primary because of his
opposition to the 1928 party presidential nominee..

Move of Liberty Civic League to Present NotedAn
War Figure as Its Choice Blocked When
Proposition Is Turned Down by Former
"Daddy" of 26th Division — Democratic
Hopes for "Balanced" Primary Ticket
Are Dimmer

-- By PHILIP F.. RONAYNE,
Gazette Staff Reporter
Edwerds, affectionately kne wn as the
R.
Clarence
Gen.
"Daddy" of the 26th Division, A. E. F., will not be an independent
candidate for United States senator from Massachusetts.
Bois-
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Harmony, With An: Axe.
The democratic "harmony" meeting,
held recently in Worcester, disclosed,
'what has been commonly assumed, that
democratic politicians throughout the
state are just about as companionable
and chummy amongst themselves as
The doves of
are the republicans.

the state: Joseph P. O'Connell of
Papers in behalf of his independenti
r
rM ae
to7i;orm
iisnsd
(
C. O'Brien of B
cys
msns
no
tztILLohma
-T
candidacy were circulated and enough
signatures secured for his name to ap- Gov. Eugene Noble Foss of Boston.
Both Messrs. Fitzgerald and Ely will
pear on the primary ballots, but when
harrased plenty by thaftother unpeace that had been invited to grace
the proposition was put up to him by' be
believer of "harmony," John J. Cumthe occasion evidently had another
the leaders of the Liberty Civic league, mings of Boston, who also wants the
more desirable engagement, so the
who had conducted the canvass for gubernatorial nomination.
nomination in his behalf, in the event
olive branch, if any had been smuggled
Verbal Rattle Starts Soon
that Republican and Democratic nomWhen the Democratic verbal battle
into the meeting place, remained hidinees are not satisfactory to the "wets," gets. under way in earnest which is exden. The principal thing accomplished
by
down
for
turned
day
the
was
Friday,
pected shortly after
the proposition
was an added demonstration that the
suthe
and
papers
nomination
tiling
General Edwards.
will be made to force
Boston gang rules the roost, and anyConfirmation of the refusal of the preme effort
withdrawals by Aug. 13, the electorate
one living west of Worcester who cherGeneral to be the candidate of com- will be much enlightened as to the
promise was given today by Conrad W. qualifications or lack of them by the
ishes ambitions for state or national
Crocker, general counsel for the league. opposing candidates.
offices must file applications with
Rev. Roland D. Sawyer of Ware, the
The campaign for the Republican
either Walsh, (.itirley. or Fitzgerald.
who had entertained
an
cleric-politici
nomination for United States senator, hopes that his 17 years of service in
Western Massaatifsert4. isn't really on
between William M. Butler, of New the Legislature would win him favor
the ?tilitical map.
Bedford, and Eden B. Draper, of Hope- for nomination for some major Dem'dale, proceeds merrilly, despite the in- ocratic nomination, saw his dream
jection of the candidacies of Mayor shattered at the Worcester "harmony"
"Bossy" Gillis of Newburyport aild the conference and withdrew from the big
ex-prizengbter, George Butler of Re- show and yesterday filed papers for revere.
nomination to his old place in the lowThe "skyline" is being invaded with er house of the State legislature.
The Republican campaign for the
, is very jnterested ill
billboards and posters in behalf of the
Ntayor Curl.)
candidates. There are tons of campaign Republican nomination for Congress
of America and
VoOnteers
of
work
,
conbeing
is
district
and
fourth
In
the
distributed
literature ready. to be
donations. The
the
by
but
of
his
dignified
vigorously
ducted
sections
all
with
in
busy
are
generous
field workers
is
Represented:two leading candidates,
the state.
also left a sizeable
Curley
Mrs.
late
Ward,10.
tive Slater Washburn of
Democrats Waiting
Volunformer mayor and
Worcester, and
legacy for the work of the
On the Democratic side, the Senator- former governor's councilor, Pehr 0.
home in Bridgewater.
summer
ial nomination candidates are all Holmes, also
teers'
a Worcester both
whistling to keep up their courage un- avowed "wets."
til primary day. The failure of the
heard of the candihas
Little
been
"harmony" conference in Worcester, dacy of Victor Mandoff, the
avowed
was a severe jolt to some of the can- "dry" candidate for the
nomination
didates. It also was pleasing to others.1 since his initial appearance and pro44
"
There is little hope now entertained nouncement at the Lincoln club out- mfror\i/OA
ay)
that the "balanced, geographical and ing at the Lake early in the season.
/
is
time
The great exploration effort of the
racial" ticket will be given serious coni
pi
to
effort
sideration.
Ely's
B.
Joseph
rezented by the Hon.
d
The final statement of John IP. Fitzcorns..
Curley's
M.
James
Hon.
the
on
his
that
foot
gerald, former mayor of Boston,
he will seek the gubernatorial nomination, and his welcome to the equally
MONTGOMERY, Ala., Aug. 6 (API—
as determined candidacy of Joseph B. Supporters of Senator J. Thomas Hef- '
My of Westfield for the same nomina- lin, independent candidate to succeed
tion coupled with the statement of himself as United States senator, yesMr. Fitzgerald that the contest will terday held primaries in two counties
give Mr. Ely opportunity to become ac- to select nominees for county offices.
quainted with the Democrats of the
The tickets will oppose Democratic
state if nothing more end the reply of slates in Chambers, Senator Heflin'
Mr. Ely that he will have plenty more home county. and Jackson county.
to say about Mr. Fitzgerald and his
Running as "Jeffersonian Democandidacy as the canipaign progresses crats," in Chambers county, C. L.
removes both of them from the field of ton, editor of the Lafayette Sun. dal's
possible Senatorial candidates end the
the Heflin supporters polled 2006 votes.
entrants for the nomination now are: In
1928. the Republican prasidential
who
of
Coolidge
Fitchburg,
A.
Marcus
ticket received 1'712 votes and ,the
until the "harmony" conference In
Democratic ticket 999 in that chtinty.
Worcester apparently was walking away
wit.h the nomination. having conducted
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HEFLIN DEMOCRATS HOLD
TWO DISTRICT PRIMARIE
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that Ely would get out of the
rumors must be stilled
„
,,,, •
. •
fillivocal nature of
;nide known towho look upon the
,!!
,;;
,
v of public service
,I
!, for victory."
.01
.,-orned the help of those vett°.
; d informed
the "party a chattel to be con- John F. I ;;
;
a d by private arrangements, or a tonight of t
'1' ..1, et. contentannounceng to be delivered to the opposition ed him,'a
III., 1.; a pretty fast
a price, or as a means of advanc- ment II!
ivg personal ambition and increasing mo' r r
days ago, according tol
private fortune.
hiii
..! ;dent, he was willing to.
The above statement is takSn as a.
;
for United States Senator,
direct thrust at Curley, svho is re:
,upport him for governor."1
puted to be directing every effort to
'
;I.e Ely camp there was no
Insure his own candidacy for Goverof failing enthusiasm as a ;
1932,
even
to
the
extent
of
nor In
N'a action. On the en!,
'
carrying Gov. Allen- back into office
a every inuication
there
this fall.
Ely Sit ; .,,,rters view the
Charges Curly Deal.
. it with • !...erness and a ;
t •Itat it will he iith ,
Although stating privately that ' .rted
.-•.1 that within a a
Mayor Curley was "very white" in his
thcic
; a marked simi
conference this afternoon. Ely does not ;
.own
i
from Dent,,,,a ,
in
his
aggresspare the Boston Mayor
!
;
sive statement. He charges Curley
the State. it
with making a deal with Fitzgerald
3 3‘3,1
that Senator David 1.
two years ago to put Fitzgerald in as Vi J. ,wly forego a long maintained
Governor, and says pointedly in this re- poll, of keeping aloof and come out
gard: "the State Democracy, however. in Iiiii!ort of the Westfield man.
was not a
,rly to this compact of
Ely's papers are practically ready
Bost,o , ', riders."
for filing. Eight hundred signatures
/ "Indeed,"
Ely continues, the from Suffolk County e,c1" tiled today
mayor did a ;
a suggest that Sen- with the Boston Boat.; of Election
ator Walsh '; ally other man knew Commissioners' for c, it !Ication and,
anything a;
this Fitzgerald-Curley many more than enoi; a signatures
understandimi. It was just an agree- from the four w,- ,,,,,
. °unties are
-1 kw Q. V
•
ment between James M. Curley ad ! ready in Mr. 1'1: .'l-tiers at the
John F. Fitzgerald."
Copley Plaza Hotel to Le presented to
Reiterating his position that I
the Secretary of State. These signa-i
gerald has asked him tO becon“ „
lures, it was said, may be filed tomordictate for Governor, a sta
row,
, 'Fitzgerald has denied. Ely
Text of Statement.
tion to what he pointed out in I ..
that Fitzgerald could not be eled,!
The I,
statement is as follows:
saying that his advice was accrue;
to Mayor Curley today was
i
then, and asks if it will be now. He
yle I, ; 111.se John F.'Fitzgerald. told
recalls the denunciation of Fitzgerald ,,,,- t)
'It-or Curley and Mayor
o
delivered by Gov. Cox in that cam"-i's keeping him in the
paign,
and
declares
that
"the.
,,,
same .;11,ernio
,
otest.
He told me
I.:, 1)11 N. Al. AI. MacP1-11i:E,
facts that defeated him then, will dethe boss, that he,
1;(Y,SION, Aug. 6—Joseph B. Ely feat him .now."
I itzgerald,
i ite,1 to run for the Sem
Ely declared that Fltzgerald's past , • , SS he '
Westfield, candidate for the Demearlier told me that he
ocratic nomination for Governor to- record will be thoroughly analyzed. Ii; , ,,it, ,,,; ,,, do. In view of the
is absolutely necessary, he says. for ; ,
;.
„
for the
t declared open warfare on the Democratic voters to know that to
a
env I
i.ost upon
,qtr James M. Curley of Boston the facts of 10 years ago the Rebir
„1, .
.
I
; !hat he
power in Democratic politics in lica.n orators will add the facts of mot', :',1,111.1
it from my own
recent date, and to know what these, lips. There was no request made by
a ringing statement in which Ile facts
are.
ule)
c11111114L ter
thumerti
clutlienges the pretensions of his
New Blood Needed
told the Alavne that in my campaign
'chief opponent, John F. Fitzgerald, The most pungent para,ga,• in
for
the
nomination
T
would
call
to the
,-; attention
,and makes a stirring plea for the entire statement is that 1.,
of the votArs the impossl1,1,,i
the
need
of
new
I
!,.
blood
in
party.
of
the
young
men
of
the
rights
bility of Fitzgerald as a Democratic
for office. "We have been ,,
candidate for governor.
I told him
The Ely statement came as a con- candidates
confronted for the last 20 _years with that
if there was a serjous al pnti,in
sequence of an interview betweqn a repetition of the same old candito
win
this
Nov,,,,,
contest
in
Curley and the Westfield map this dates. Give the young men a chance, other candidate must be ele, d
afternoon in which the Boston Mayor Let the rest of the( state suggest
should be done. Since my la!,' ;;; Io n) that the common
P et today was that the
informed Ely that his support was politics which
covers 20 years, not a ,
pledged to Fitzgerald and that he single new name of statewide prom- i Fitzgerald would be a surrei,
greatest opport
was going to do everything within lnence has been created. We want a I winnocracy's
the Sit I , and that in VIP,\ '
chance.
The
last
five
Democratic
canhis power to elect the "sweet singer dictates all met with defeat and all / alleged pmer
as given to ma ‘,
of Democracy."
came from Boston. In this hour of Fitzgerald. , ;:it he, Ma vo;
! responsible
a .;
golden opportunity do the Democratic would be ;
Development Dramatic.
told Mayor ! :Hey that Mr. Fitzgerald
This dramatic de‘elopment in the voters propose to be bound by an, should get ,a; of the fight.
agreement made In 1928 between Mr.
muddle surrounding Democratic can- corley and Mr. Fltzgea
that the
PrOnii/ 411 Support.
Democratic gubria, ,itial canclididates for high (Afire is a throwing o
"Mayor
:dated to me that in
I5
zgeralc17"
Ia should a in be
1928 he had
to support Fitzdown of the gage of battle to deteriv, abort ,
ith May o
gerald for
in 1930. In other
mine whether or not Curley, M artin ,
stit:;;;;
told me that two
,
,anasney, Mrs. Colin McDonald and i,„. i
i.•
feern. <
JAI
I-F.,
came tb
_ it i n
• - embers of the Boston, Democratic ma, I- ':I -' ,ty
in rnforniftee are going to cent lad neiN: ; tr,erne .1111 Orion; ;;;;,c
;,; • ;
politics regardless of the his vccsion ofI a air-dr
1 11
entral and Western Massa- rest of the
I
,', •t
3111111
„
Mg in a series ot. coon,
1,1
1111S )3 1.,..11. • .
1
I 3,mocriry,
one of his supporters a the Cnpl,
Ti'-,-'
the
lit,!
•
I
,j
l•
j.
ed to flghtle- totHI
ra,,- Hotel.
'
it host of
'I
onid
'alder
!! by
/11, "zt: In
'1,0
(t, I:, to ,•.'r
h'
'sk'

I
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Charges Boston Mayor in
Deal with Fitzgerald
fat Governor.

ATTACK IS ISSUED
AFTER CONFERENCE

Executive Refuses to Help these
Western Mass. Man in
•
His Fight Against
ARRAIGNS

"BOSSISM"

Youth of Democracy 'Needs,
Chance, Candidate Says
in Statement.
I
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"M I stated earlier In the week, Mr.
Fitzgerald had urged me to become a
candidate for governor, stating that he
intended to run for the United States
Senate. Iu 1922 Mr. Fitzgerald was the
candidate. I then called the attention
of the voters of Massachusetts to the
eeot
ct a1 dmcyouaiddy in
itazfee;
in
nro.niF
If M
t that
flec
IN
ERALD
FrriG
was
PRIMARIES
scorned then; will It be now? The
public well remembers the scorching
denunciation of the man and his record delivered by Governor Cox in Faneuil hall during that campaign. The
same fact that defeated him then will
defeat him now. Mr. Ferguson's defense to the attack of Governor Cox I
was that the facts were 10 years old. It
Is absolutely necessary for the Democratic voters to know that the facts 10
years ago the Republican orators will
add the facts of the more recent date
and to know what those facts are. His
record will be analyzed from Mitchell to
Riley.
"My purpose to contest for the Democratic nomination for governor has
By PHILIP B. RONAYNE,
not been changed by the interview of
Gazette Staff Reporter
today. In fact, it seems to roe all
more necessary In the Interests of
Joseph B. Ely of Westfield, principal outlander contender for the
the Democratic state. We have been
bc.,
to
primaries
the
confronted for the last 10 years with
the Democratic nomination for governor at
a repetition of the same old candi' held Sept. 16, had his long doled conference with Mayor J_Limes , dates.
ocBoMirDem
the
of
leader
ged
acknowle
Bc,‘t6n;
11t
1
urges Support of Young. Men
Democracy does not rally to his call
racy, yes erd0.
"Give the young men a chance. Let
from
oligarchy"
"Boston
the
oust
to
what
learning
.i It resulted in Mr. Ely
the rest of the state suggest what
nominating him I
everybody who knows anything about the saddle, by
Since my time in polrrela- Ely) as a representative of the young-i should be done.
the Curley-Fitzgerald political
Mos, which covers 20 years, not a
tions dating back to the 1928 cam- er element of the party.
of statewide prominame
single new
had
aign when the two men who
Text of Ely Statement
nence has been created. We must have
the
been political enemies burled
The text of the statement Issued a change.
hatchet, appearing on the same plat- by Mr. Ely last night dealing with
„The last five Democrats for governor
form in Boston and lauding each oth- t he
conference with Mayor Curley, I all met with defeat and all came from
er expected him to tell, namely that
conference
a
at
was composed
Boston. In this hour of golden opJohn F. Fitzgerald, has Curley's en- which
a Boston hotel portunity do the Democratic voters ,
dorsement for the nomination for gov- of Ely supporters in
as
Is
follows:
room,
in
made
purpose to be bound by an agreement
ernor, as per the promise
"My visit to Mayor Curley today was made in 1028 between Mr. Curley and
1928.
I
made because John F. Fitzgerald told Mr. Fitzgerald that the next DemocraIn a statement issued by Mr. Ely
should
me that Mayor Curley, and Mayor Curfollowing the conference with Mayor ley alone, was keeping him in the tic gubernatorial candidate
Curley, the Westfield militant aspirant gubernatorial contest. He told me again be Mr. Fitzgerald?
for the nomination, Insists that he
"I appeal to the Democrats of MassaCurley was the boss; that he.
aid not ask Mayor Curley for his sup- that
chusetts for support from the Berkbattle. Fitzgerald, wanted to run for the Sen- shires to the Cape. Upon a host of
port In the coming primary
told me that he
Massabut did talk "turkey" to the Boston ate, as he had earlier view
or the fact good men and women all over
forced Intended to do. In
kaayor, telling him that his
chusetts who look upon the party as
the
present
for
responsibility
that
the
mean
would
Fitzgerald
candidacy of
an agency for public service, I rely for
disaster to the chalices of party suc- situation seemed to rest upon Mr. Cur- victory. I do not need any help from
cess this year; and that the respon- ley's shoulders, I felt that he should those who believe the party a chattel
Mr. Ely
know about it from my own lips. There
sibility would be Curley's.
to be controlled by private arrange'hated that the rank and file of the was no request made by me of Mayor ments. or a thing to be dellvgred to
not Curley fbr his support.
Democracy in the state would
oppoaition for a price. of as a
'I told the mayor that in my cam- the
3ccept as binding on them, the twoof advancing personal ambimeans
Curley
call
paign for the nomination I would
ear-old agreement between
and increasing private fortune.
tion
the
be
would
who
imthe
to
as
voters
of
the
to the attention
and Fitzgerald
Fitzgerald Replies
candidate for governor in 1930. as it possibility of Fitzgerald as a Demowas a private agreement between the cratic candidate for governor. I told
John F. Fitzgerald after reading a
the
which
in
two Boston leaders,
him that if there was a serious inten- copy of the Fly statement, did not
1 tion to win this contest in November,
party had no part,
burst into song. but did look serious
Mr.
by
talk
some other candidate must be selected. when he made his short reply to the
It appears that the plain
'I told him that the common talk on statement or 32 words a-s follows:
Ely did not disturb Mayor Curley over-'
much, and that he in a fatherly man- the street today was the nomination of
"Mr. Ely is a pretty fast mover. A
Fitzgerald would be a surrender of few days ago, according to his own
ner advised the militant up-state cana
to
from
Democracy's greatest opportunity
didate to look at the situation
statement, he was willing to support
sensible, political angle, and realize' win the state, and that in view of Ns me for United States senator, if I
alleged position, as given me by Mr. would support him for governor."
that an agreement between gentlemen
is an agreeme'nt that must be honored, Fitzgerald, that he, Mayor Curley.
It now remains to be seen whether
and that Mr. Ely can best serve by getwould be held responsible for it, I told or not John J. Cummings of Boston,
DemocBoston
the
with
ting into step
Mayor Curley that Mr. Fitzgerald a third announced contender for the
racy, that holds the votes, and the key
should get out of the fight.
nomination for governur, will visit
to the situation, and abide his time for
Made Promise In 1928
Mayor Curley. to acquire material for
becoming governor.
"Mayor Curley stated to me that in an even stronger statement than that
To Stay In Race
1928 he had promised to support Fitz- I given out by Ely.
Mr. Ely scoffs at the intimation that
Just to add variety to the Democratgerald for governor in 1930. In other
under the circumstances he might rewords, Mayor Curley told me that two ic gubernatorial nomination primary
tire as a candidate. He reiterates the
years agp these two chieftains came contest, there now appears the possistatement that he is in the fight to
to an understanding by which the bility of a womn entrant in the person
explicitly
not
does
He
end.
stay to the
nomination of the Democratic party of Mrs. Mary Gallagher of Allston, It
state whether he means that the end
for governor was to be delivered to wa:S learned that nomination papers in
will be when the primary result Is
Mr. Fitzgerald. I would not ask any behalf of her candidacy were taken out
known or until the election on Nov. 4., man to break his promise and I can fend put in circulation throughout the
has
he
that
states
However, he
well understand the mayor's attitude. state by a committee of 40 women.
thrown down the gauntlet to both
The state Democracy, however, was I Mrs. Gallagher is a former president of
Curley and Fitzgerald, and will annot a party to this compact of these the Massachusetts Democratic Women's
record, "from
alyze the Fitzgerald
Boston leaders. Indeed, the mayor did club. She retired from the position
Mitchell to Riley." The laying bare ;not evt• suggest that Senator Walsh ; few months egn. and wr.
1.1oka.on at which
,•:
• •
of the record is expected to furnish I or any other men knew siitithimi •
.nin women workers were present. She
ammunition to the Republican cam• hl-Cto
bout thf,, PH
of and workpaign orators and may Indicate thst
a a:, Just an agreement is also a letting member
.
t
. .,i ,/ between James M. Curley and John er in the sataa ,rir0
inined to carry Ely Is dels,
t
i ' the' cl ' ••ell, AsAailhatilikaoi,,

ELY FLAYS tURI1Y FOR SUPPORT

OF

Westfield Contender for Democratic Gubernatorial Nomination Issues Lengthy Statement Following Conference With Boston
Mayor—Claims Party Should Not Recognize "Gentlemen's Agreement" Made in
1928—Asks Support for Youthful Element
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Atty. Ely bays Curley

win the state, and that tn view or
his alleged position, as given to me
by Mr. Fitzgerald, that he, Mayor
Curley, would be held responsible
for it. I told Mayor Curley that
Mr. Fitzgerald stupid get out of the
tight.
Mayor Curley stated to me that in
promised to support
I 925
Fitzgerald for Governor in 1930. In
other words, Mayor Curley told me
that two years ago these two chieftains came . to an understanding by
which the nomination of the Democratic party for Governor was to be
delivered to Mr. Fitzgerald. I would
not ask any man to break his
promise, and I can well understand
the mayor's attitude. The state
run for the Senate, as he had earlier
was not a
democracy, however
(Special to The Transcript-Telegram.) , teld me that he had intended to do."
had asked party to this compact ef these Boshe
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terdya, in which Curley declared nomination in 1932.
the United States Senate. In 1922,
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that he was supporting John
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gerald as candidate for the nomina- Fitzgerald's record would be "an- for Governor, and during that primary in which I was also a cantion for governor.
alyzed front Mitchell to Riley."
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didate, I !hen called the attentionl
The statement follows in full:
to
strength plus the strength that Curvisit to Mayor Curley today of the voters of Massachusetts
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the fact that Mr. Fitzgerald could
ley will give him. In addition, it is
reported that other phases of Dem- this stem grew from last year's cane. not he elected, if nominated. My
Remove nearly all the foliage advice was scorned then; will it be
ocratic strength in Eastern Massafrom the stem, leaving perhaps four now? The public well remembers
chusetts are coming to Fitzgerald.
insert this the scorching denunciation of the
The Democratic voting strength of leaves at its top: then
propagating soil, man and his record delivered by,
Massachusetts lies in the eastern firmly in your
it, leaving Gov. Cox in Faneuil hall during that
section of the State, particularly in pressing all earth about
or buds above I campaign. The same facts that deand about Boston. How Ely cane but two or three eyes
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figure Out a possibility of winning the Auklace.
When the cuttings of forsythia, now. Mr. Fitzgerald's defence to the
with the Eastern Massachusetts ,
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some air.
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nor rather than for senator, Joseph
gerald told me that Mayor Curley, interview of today. In fact, it seems
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and Mayne Cjirlger alone, was keep- to me all the more necessary in the
statement last night warned mem- ing hint in the gubernatorial con- interest of the Democratic party,
test. He told me that Curley was thel Senator Walsh said a few dnys ago
hers of his party that "this compact boss: that he ;Fitzgerald, wanted to that this is not a Democratic state.
of these Boston leaders" would'run for the Senate, as he had earlier We have been confronted for the
mean certain defeat for the Demo- told me that Ite had intended to do, last 20 years with a reollition of the
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In view of the fact that the respon- same old candei
crane party in November.
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There the mayor staunchly an- There was no request made by DIP name of statewide prominence has
flounced he would stick by the Fitz- of Mayor Curley for his support. I been created. We want a change.
gerald candidacy for Governor to told the mayor that in my cam - The last five Democratic condidates
the end.
paign for the nomination I would for Governor, all met with defeat
Ely openly charged that the call to the attention of the voters, and all came from Boston. In this
Democratic nomination for Gover-,the impossibility of Fitzgerald as a hour 'of golden opportunity, do the
nor was being "delivered" to Fitz-:Democratic candidate for Governor. Democratic voters propose to be
gerald against his will. "My visit II told him that if there was a seri- bound by an agreement made In
to Mayor Curley today was made num intention to win this contest 1125 between 1114044rioset and Mr.
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Ely. "He told me that Curley was gerald would he a surrender of
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Forced Fitzgerald
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Charge Curley Forced Fitz to
Run for Governor

vEly Issues Statement Gi
ing Some "Inside Stuff"
On the Situation
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ELY FILES PAPERS FOR'
THE DEM. NOMINATION
Later Issues Statement Attacking Attitude of
Boston Democratic Leaders Toward His
Candidacy For Governor
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Ely Says Fitzgerald
Double-Crossed Him

Disclaimer Made by Fitzgerald—Springfield Republicans Secure Candidate Against Granfield

V

•

Boston's tax rate for 1930 is fixed
at $30.80, second highest in the history of the city, and representing an
of $2.80 over the 1929 rate.

increase
As the only higher rate was mainly
due to a shifting of the fiscal year
to make it coincide with the calendar year, this year's rate may be regarded as the highest normal tax
Mayor
rate on Boston's records.
Curley attributes the increase to
necessary expenditures arising from
postponement of municipal undertakings in the last years of the previous administration

advancing anyone's private fortune."
Informed of Ely's statement, Fitzgerald replied:
Following the adjournment of the
"Mr. Ely is a fast mover; a few days I
conference, Fitzgerald
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he
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own
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statement,
ago, according
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Cave assurances to the Coolidge
was willing to support me for United
that he would not withdraw as a
him
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if
support
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States senator
candidate for the governorship and
for governor."
run for the Senate. The next day,
At the conclusion of the conference
however, he sought to arrange a
Mayor Curley said he had told Ely that
conference with Mayor Curley,
he had promised his support two years
which he asked Ely to attend for
the purpose of "straightening things
ago to former Mayor John F. Fitzgerald.
out."
Ely's principal opponent in the primThe conference was not held because
aries. To Ely's claim that he had a betMayor explained he had an
ter chance to carry the Democrats to the Boston engagement." It later de"important
victory in November, the mayor said he
veloped that Curley's engagement was toreplied "a Democrat will be elected to
play golf with Joseph F. O'Connell, his
the Senate and other Democratic cancandidate for the senatorship.
didates all down the line will go into
It is icnown that before the conferoffice."
ence here Fitzgerald discussed with
• Curley the proposition of withdrawing
\NO C F 5 1PER- M OS. P0311 - 4(161-C- t9.317% from the contest for the governorship
and going into the senatorial fight.
Curley, however, insisted that Fitz
I should stay where he was and that
O'Connell would not get out to make
way for him.
; It was this development whichled to
Fitzgerald's repudiation of the conference, which he originated, because • he
feared Peters or Ely would be endorsed
and he would be frozen out by O'Connell on the senatorship. The antagonisms he aroused at Worcester evidently
influenced Fitz to try to get Ely in on
a conference with Curley and when this
failed Fitzgerald was left only with the
assurances of support throughout the chance to keep in the governorship
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might
Peters
J.
Andrew
that
Mr. Ely's self-explanatory statement
"Ye, he most certainly did."
the race for the Democratic nomination
follows:
Willie Ely was accusing Fitzgerald of
"My decision to enter the primary for governor, supporters of Ely appeared double-crossing, John J. Cummings, ancontest for the Democratic nomination to be confident that Ely would have the other candidate for the party nominafor governor was made after I had re- whole-hearted support of the so-called tion for governor again attacked Fitzceived a petition signed by seteimi "Peters wing" of the party while Fitz- gerald, charging that he was not a sucthousand Democrats in the western part gerald. of course, is relyhig upon the cessful campaigner. reviewing his conof the state and after I had received an support of Mayor James M. Curley ii
gressional fight with Peter Tague, folinvitation to do so from John F. Fitz- the primary.
lowing which Fitzgerald was unseated
gerald which I took seriously, acted upGymnastics
by the national House of Representaon seriously and propose to follow seriFriends of Marcus Coolidge, candi- tives.
ously,
Cummings renewed his offer to withdate for the Democratic nomination for
"In his statement to the press which
Andrew J. Peters, if
U. S. senator, are also wondering what draw in favor of
was released Sunday morning, Mr. Fitzalso withdraw. .
kind of gymnastics 'Fitzgerald has been Fitzgerald would
gerald predicted that, this would be
There has never been any doubt in
Indulging in. The Ely statement shows
hectic campaign and that, he was go- that Fitzgerald's original strategy was the minds of friends of Peters as to his
the start Peters took
ing to wake up the state. Well, the
to have Ely take the nomination for attitude. From
state will be awakened and the cam- governor and himself take the'nomina- the position the he would not. enter a
for the gubernatorial
paign will be hectic.
tion for senator, leaving Coolidge out in grimary contest
"I do not propose to permit this the cold, a terrible place to be on a itominatiop, but. would rtizi If given the
into
seed.
of
wimp,
the
hands
to
fall
nomination
nominating.
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BOSTON, Aug. 5 (IP)—Joseph B. Ely
of Westfield, candidate for the Democratic gubernatorial nomination, attacked Mayor Jamos.41..gasgey. of Boston tonight for agreeing two years ago
to support John F. Fitzgerald, his opponent in the governorship primary
'campaign. He also attacked Fitzgerald.
Ely's statement was issued after he
had filed his nomination papers and
had conferred for more than an hour
with Mayor Curley, asking his support
and receiving the reply that the mayor
would support Fitzgerald.
"I do not need help from those who
believe the party a chattel to be controlled by private arrangement," Ely
said, "or a thing to be delivered to the
opposition for a price, or as a means of
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Judging From Present
Surface Indications
IN PRIMARY

Interview With Mayor
Curley Apparently
Sounds Death Knell of
Westfield Man's Hopes.
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they do, it is inevitable that they will
divide the vote of the so-called antiCurley -Fitzgerald that would ordinarily go to either one if on the ballot
• alone.
Shly in
That there is no probability of Mr.
a fasuch in
Ely
a elrti:rha stoa candidate
tharr;
vor withdrawing
avoid
vor
anti-Curley-Fitzgerald
vision of the
vote, is the latest statement of Mr.
Ely from his home last night in wnich
he said:
, "I am in strict training up here for
'tthe fight. I am running 20 miles a
day and following a rigorous diet. I'll
ibe back down in Boston presently to
think
I take on those Democrats who
that the affairs of the party can be
its
of
four
or
dominated by three
members who are not so much concerned about its general welfare as
they are of their own personal
ests. As for that spokesman of Fitzgeraid's, whose statements stand as If
they had been written on Mayor Cur, ley's typewriter. I may have some' thing to say later."
eltiee lausntsi hour
atplt
hin
tn
isnfstist)neectedine

PETERS PAPERS
GIVE
SINN
• Jo PaLITICIANs
Democratic Backers of Former Boston Mayor File
Names Without His Signature for Governorship

SITUATION BECOMES
t
MORE COMPLICATEDI
filing

ment made with the "Little Corporal" two yuarc ago and which he
insists he will observe retiardless of
Ely also charges
consetplences.
Curle'y with causing Fitzgerald to
reafirt to the double cross by mailog him run for governor after
Fitzgerald had invited Ely to enter
the lists as gubernatorial candidate,
intending to run for senator himself.
Says 1828 Agreement Broken
• When Curley and Fitzgerald buried
the hatchet at Young's '.hotel during
the campaign a 1928, it was.with the.
understanding that Fitzgerald would
/support Curley tor mayor of Boston
in return for Curley'a support of Fitzgerald for United States senator ln
the present campaign. Now Ely accuses Curley of violating that agreement and, because of his insistence
on his own program, of endangering
not only present Democratic possibilities, which Curley admitted in a
conference with Ely today are ex-

papers In behalf of the candidacy of
Mr. Peters is only part of the political ceedingly bright, hut also endangermaneuver to create a wider party ing thirley's own chances of being
breach and to break down the Curley' elected governor two years hence.
In the Boston newspaper stories of
domination.
the Ely-Curley meeting today,. Curley
Mrs. Gallagher Withdraws
is made to appear the hero, in that he
In support of this comes the with- listened to the warning of the youngdrawal of Mrs'. Gallagher who has long er man and then, in a sort of fatherbeen a leader of the Women's Demo- ly way, gave him some advice offered
cratic club, as a candidate for the in a patronizing way, or much as
nomination for governor. Withdrawing !father might advise his son who
Mrs. Gallagher said: "The Democratic ithreatened to go aztray.
women workers are tired of the system
Didn't Ask for Support
iwhere any group will pick the slate and
Ely's statement tonight indicates
pass it to the voters." This is rewas
garded as an attack on the Curley- that not all of the whiphand
held by Boston's mayor. It would inchFitzgerald political team work.
5 pRmicow _iv4s5 4e/wit. cate that Ely in plain language told
By PHILIP B. RONAYNE
curley just what his attempt to dicGazette Staff Reporter
tate a candidate for the Democratic
party two years in advanoe of an
The flag fell at 5 o'clock yesterday
IA,election might lead to.
afternoon for the filing of nomination
fortnhaits suplerLy
ru
l uc
teiC
dsk
hneotdia
papers with the registrars of voters
port,
and election commissioners for certifithe tight,
of
out
geraid ought to get
cation of the names.of nominators for
r
tn
greathed would sunde
nominated,
for if erneys
candidates for United States senator
opportunity
and all state and county officers, from
in In this state
which the voters are to make a choice iw
curved Curley's own statement of toat the state primaries to be held
,e
day that he intends to abide by his
Sept. 16.
-ie
promise of two years ago to support
The surprise of the last
filing
Fitzgerald will make him responsible
n of papers
was that of the present
ilk the eyes of the people.
in Worocester and 100 other municipali• Denies Party Must Obey
of
proposed
candithe
ties in behalf
The state Democracy was not a
dacy of Former Mayor Andrew J. Peters
party to the agreement of these two
of Boston for the Democratic nominaleaders. Ely told Curley. It \Vali
tion for Governor.
imeceiy an agreement between these
It is developed, however, that the paIwo Bostonians to gulp a high politipers were filed here as elsewhere, apcal office, irrespective of how others
parently without the knowledge of Mr.
:might think or feel about it. he said.
Peters, and without his signature of
The NVestfield candidate calls attenacceptance. Mr. Peters is at present on
tion to the defeat of Fitzgerald in
an island off the coast of Maine.
1922, a defeat which he predicted, and
There is, however, time for Mr. Peters
says the same facts that defeated him
to sign his acceptance to the required
again—that the
then will defeat hi
number of papers to insure his name
Republican oratoram will take those
being given place on the primary bal
facts and add to them the facts of
lots. The time for filing papers with the
more recent date. "His record will be
Secretary of State does not expire until
[analyzed from Mitchell to Riley," lie5 o'clock on the afternoon of Aug. 15.
Peters May Decline Honors
Scoffs Retirement Talk
Political friends of Mr. Peters are
iloston newspaper intimated in
One
inclined to believe that he will not
this afternoon's issue that Ely might
From Our Special Reporter
1 sign acceptance of the volunteer nomdate
nautt thesuggestionWestfield
inators action and become a candidate
and
tonight
t
Boston, Aug. 6—Joseph B. Ely oflaughed
theth
B.
Joseph
against
nomination
for the
to the end
Westfield, Democratic aspirant fortsaid he was in the fight
Ely of Westfield: who has challenged
emoisernattnnic
titvziodbts4eieevteod
the domination of the party by
nvotersatet
governor, tonight placed the Curitththeatphe
,
Mat
Jtop[e.,..5/1. Curley of Boston. Cm
to oust the
voters
Ely appeals to the
Icy-Fitzgerald combination on the
Is rfpiportinrette candidacy of John
by
saddle
the
from
oligarchy"
"Boston
gubernatorial
F. Fitzgerald for the
defensive by issuing a statement in nominating him as a representative Of
nomination.
He
which he threw down the gauntlet the younger element of the party.
It is not likely, in the opinion of
that in his experience of 20
those whQ claim to have knowledge of
Curley, charging him with trying eontentis
to
aat
51
of
ri,inie
ne7'
nele
al
a
onTA notp-actleal ,olitics, that both Peters and
Prrn,
ervikkiskohog
to 'MITA" Fitzgerald on
,de
Ely will go to the primaries as candid
.„,:ne nomination.
If
beg use ox an agrefit-.
cratic
By Gazette State House Reporter
BOSTON, Aug. 9. — Democratic
circles were stirred this afternoon
when a mysterious report was circulated that Former Mayor John
F. Fitzgerald of Boston would not
have enough signatures on his
nomination papers to file for got ernor. The report was promptly
denied by Mr. Fitzgerald, who said
that he had plenty of signers and
would file sometime this afternoon.
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SCOFFS AT REPORT
HE MIGHT QUIT RACE
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Asserts Change Necessary to
Bring Success as Last Five
Governor Candidates Were
From Boston and All Were
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We must hive been confronted for the
been created.
the same
e' Is necessary. The last nye ience has
year with a repetition of
.
chango
a
eve
r
governo
for gov- old candidates.
Democratic candidates for
. Let
'The last five Democrats
have been from Boston and all have rnor all met with defeat and all came
"Give the young men a chance
t what
does
he
states
He
says.
he
met defeat,
hour of golden the rest of the state sugges in pothis
In
Boston.
;•om
not need anl help from those who be- pportunity do the Democratic voters should be done. Since my time not a
lieve the party a chattel to be con- u•opose to be bound by an agreement litics, which covers 20 years, prom-VC
troled by private arrangement, or for nade in 1928 between Mr Curley and single new name of statewide
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te should
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fortune. Witi statement in full fol- again be Mr Fitzgerald?
of Maslows:—
"I appeal to the Democrats
Full Text of Statement
tts for suppott from the Berksachuse
The issues involved in the pre-primary cam"My visit to Mayor Curley today shires to the Cape. Upon a host of
ald
Maspaign for the Democratic nominations for Govwas made because 'John F. Fitzger
good men and women all over
told me that Mayor Curley, and Mayo: sachusetts who look upon the party as
and other, important offices are clearly
ernor
Curley alone, was keeping him in the an agency for public service, I rely for
in the ringing statement given out
me
forth
set
told
from
He
help
.
any
contest
need
gubernatorial
victory. I do not
he,
that
chattel
a
boss;
the
party
was
the
Curley
believe
in Boston Wednesday evening by Joseph B. Ely
that
those who
Fitzgerald. wanted to run for the Sen- to be controled by private arrangeof Westfield, in which he reiterates his purto
he
ed
that
ate, as he had earlier told me
n„urit, or a thing to be deliver
fact
the
of
ambipose to fight to the last ditch against party
Intended to do. In view
nqallia of advancing personal
that the responsibility for the present the opposition for a price, or as a domination and control by and in the selfish inp.' 'ate fortune.
situation seemed to rest upon Mr tion and increa
terest of Jatamjii. Curley and John F. FitzCurley's shoulders, I felt that he
Answer
ald's
Fitzger
own
should know about It from my
to gerald.
When this statement was read
lips. There was no request made by
Foremost among these issues is the question
made
he
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.
tonight
support
his
late
for
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Mr Fitzger
me of Mayor Curley
fast whether the Democratic party in Massachusetts
pretty
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that
"Mr
mayor
reply:
the
this
"I told
ng to
paign for the nomination I would call mover. A few days ago, accordi
party and an agency for
willing to is to be a real political
to the attention of the voters the im- his own statement, he was
chattel in the hands
merely
or
senator
service
public
States
Demoa
support me for United
possibility of Fitzgerald as
governor. of a pair of designing Boston politicians.
cratic candidate for governor. I told if I would support him for
"That was all he had to say."
him that if there was a serious intenOn this point, as on the others, Mr. Ely has
er,
Mayor Michael C. O'Neil of Everett
tion to win this content in Novemb
print- made himself plain and those that know him,,
.
some other candidate must be selected has had 2000 nomination papers
ed with his name and other Informa- will not doubt that he is in this fight as a matter
Says Curley Would Be Blamed
tion,
tion and placed them in circula te
talk
n
commo
the
"I- told him that
of principle, and not for himself alone but for
intending to be a primary candida
nomina
the
was
today
for
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on the street
nomina
atic
Democr
the
for
the good of his party and the betterment of
tion of Fitzgerald would be a surrend- lieutenant-governor. O'Neil is the man
s
er of Democracy's greatest opportun- who stood ready at the Worcester state politics in general. In fact, it require
ity to win the state, and that in view harmony conference of the Demo- courage of no mean order and a great sacrifice
of his alleged position, as given me by crats, to second the name of Joseph
to put through the plan of
, Mr Fitzgerald, that he, Mayor Curley, B. Ely for governor. He did not have of time and effort
would be held responsible fog. it. I an opportunity to do this as the gath- v!gorous action Mr. Ely has mapped out for
told Mayor Curley that Mt? Fitzgerald ering voted against trying to indorse himself.
to
should get out of the fight.
any slate. O'Neil's entry increases
He is thoroughly aroused to the necessity
"Mayor Curley stated to me that in
the seekeres of this nomination.
four
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1928 he had
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it. For 20 years he has been giving the best
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between James M. Curley and John when she retired from that office, was
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more
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American house at which
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were present. She is also those in control of the Boston machine. Now,
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"As I stated
member and worker in the
Mr. Ely feels, it is time for a change in condiFitzgerald had urged me to become a k leading
fire department auxiliary.
candidate for governor, stating that Boston
that Dan- tions and there is much evidence that this feelit
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Report
he intended to run for the United '
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.
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more.
that the facts were 10 years old. It
Even in Boston, the high-handed manipulais absolutely necessary for the Democratic voters to know that the facts
and intrigues of the Curley-Fitzgerald mations
10 years ago the Republican orators
recent
more
chine are deeply resented by many Democrats,
will add the facts of the
date and to know what those facts
who are rallying to the support of Mr. Ely.
are. His record will be analyzed from
Curley's record was pretty well aired in his
Mitchell to Riley.
Same Old Candidates
mayoralty campaign last fall; Fitzgerald's rec"My purpose to contest for the
ord also is well known. The fact that neither
attestc,1
Democratic nomination for governor
in t
poli1 irn I
iv-is not. hero rhnneed by the inter

k;
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me all the more necessary In the Intetreallk,AL.11)t4 Aign.9erad..4%,004,..•W,
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Ely Fighting for a Principle

Boston Democrats of prominence in the Party'
As
who'*Ore in * position to know'the facts.

ATTY. ELY -SCORES
IAN CLIQUE
TON
BOS
• IN RADIO SPEECH
Westfield Man, Candidate for Governor, Calls
Attention to Curley-Fitzgerald Tieup;
Stresses Strength of Democrats in Western
Massachusetts.
The MounteFitzgerald.

John F.
" Heralding last year's victory of hank of yesterday is the statesman
Mayor William T. Dillon in Holyoke of today. Sweet Adeline is to beap indicative of the strength of the come a national anthem and the
Democrats In Western Massachu- road to greatness is the road to the
setts, Atty. Joseph B. Ely in a ra- troubadour. It's a joke, and everydio address over WRZ last evening body knows its a joke.
pleaded for recognition of the ris"Every man and woman in the
ing forces in the Democratic party
State of Massachusetts politically
In the Bay State.
The Westfield Well informed, knows that John F.
Man, who is seeking the Democra- Fitzgerald cannot defeat GOV. Allen.
tic nomination for Governor, lam"For 40 years Mr. Fitzgerald has
pooned his chief opponent, Dr. John received every favor he has ever
I". Fitzgerald, as a mountebank and asked of the Democratic party. He
troubadour.
has been given nominations only to
Ely referred to the former enmity , take the party to defeat. The
between Fitzgerald and Mayor Cur- party owes him nothing. He owes
ley, his chief supporter in the cur- It everything. The Democrats of
rent campaign, and again insisted Boston elected him mayor and he
that Fitzgerald cannot defeat Gov. came out of that office a rich man.
Allen in the election. Gov. Allen's They sent him to Congress and the
stand on prohibition and his alleged Congress threw him out because of
neglect of a comprehensive road illegal practice in the voting.
building program were attacked in
"We want a state-wide democanother section of the speech.
racy. The western end of the state
Ely asked the Democrats of Mas- has succeeded by intelligent effort.
sachusetts to repudiate the political in electing Jay Barnes mayor of
intrigues of a few Boston men. Pittsfield, Dwight Winter mayor of
Perennial office seekers, he said. Springfield, William T. Dillon mayor
have blocked all constructive efforts of Holyoke, Louie L. Keefe mayor of
His Westfield, and William J. Granfield
to build a state-wide ticket.
Congressman from the Second Conaddress in part follows:
This is a record
"The Democrats in this Elate who gressional District.
your consideration and
desire party suc..-ess, are sick and that deserves
All we ask is a square
tired of having success jeopardized recognition.
anal."
Ated usined by the politicaLintrIguss
Of a few men. Upon every occasion when party success is possible,
the same perennial office seekers
nut thethselves forward and block
all constructive effort to build a
state ticket in which the people of
this commonwealth have confidence.
Senator Walsh alone has been able
to carry this state. and Senator
Walsh is not a party, he is a personality.
"In 1925, Mr. Fitzgerald agreed
to support Mr. Curley tor mayor in
1929; and Mr. Cartes agreed 10 support Mr. Fitzgerald for Governor
In 1939, and I suppose Mr. Fitzgerald has promised to support Mr.
I
CnrInv for On% ernor j
funny part of the whole
" I he
thing rests in the fact that these
two men for years were the bitterest of enemies, calling each other
nil kinds of names. The Mr. Pee
Wee of °Mgr . yearte is fkosk.,4,100400.„
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THREE ARRESTO
TRYING TO SPEAK
WITHOUT PERMIT
Boston,Demonstration Staged
'37-Memorial to Radicals
Executed Three Years Ago
BREACH IN RANKS IS
INDICATED BY SPEAKER
Israel Prager Denounces
i Gathering at Old South
Meeting House-----Says Its
,.. Sponsors, Formerly Members of Defense Committee,
Were Responsible for Sending Sacco and Vanzetti to
Death Chair

1

Special Dispatch to The Republican
Boston, Aug. 22 — Alternately
jeered and cheered, a squad of 50
picked policemen broke up a meeting of the international labor defense committee on Boston common
tonight, arrested three officials and
,cattered a crowd of 5000 spectators
I that had gathered in the hope of excitement over Colnmunist labor's attempt to stage an "outlaw" meeting
as a memorial to Nicola Sacco and
Bartolomeo Vanzetti, rulicals, gxeclited here three years ago for mur,ier.
Pollee Surround Rostrum
Twice refused a permit for their
gathering by Alasx C,&111', the labor
leaders declared they w-ot.d hold their
meeting without a license but a cordon
of police thrown around the Parkman
bandstand effectively discouraged all
attempts to reach the speakers' got.e
trum.
Israel Prager chairman of the committee sponsoring the meeting, Nathan. Kay, a district organizer, and
Fred G. Biedenhatt of New York, general secretary of the shoe and leather
'industrial union, were the men arrested, all charged sith speaking
without permit.
Mounted police were held in readiness, plain clothes officers patroled the
edge of the crowd, while the 50 uni!.'ormed men led by Capt Richard Fitzgerald of the Lagrange-street statioll
guarded the approaches to the stand.
prs..
The men arrested are: 1sraei
•• •,,
'"
21,
meeting; Not ban Ka,, 26, of Roxbury,
district organizer and Fred, G. Biedenhalt, 61. of New York, general secretary of Shoe and Leather Industrial
union.
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now
But James Michael Curley,
Boston, teagtrtl*Sekotied
of
mayor
N%
aSSAChtISCUS
with Mr.
with. Mr. Curley talked
was the
Fitzgerald. He told him he
Fitzgerald
strongest candidate and
Honey
believed him. The next day
ring. And
Fitz's fiat landed in the
mood.
now Mr. Ely, in a rebellious
All of
says he was double-crossed.
editoi lel
which brings this stinging
Worcester
the
of
edition
today's
in
Telegram:
Ely of
"The Hon. Joseph B.
of
Westfield, ordinarily a citizen
to speak
mild acquiescence, begius
weariness
bitterly as to suggest
so
stalking
with the long filled role of
genhorse, whipping boy and first
Demthe
to
w
whipsa
stage.
the
of
tleman
Mr. Ely
the
ocracy of Massachusetts.
The farce will go on until the ballots are cast and
ald
the Hon. John F. Fitzger
says
peathe
that
rald
for the
fact again will be impressed upon Mr. Fiizge
urged him to be a candidate
rnomination only to
gubernatorial
pie want no more of him or his type in political life. Fitzge
subsequently himself a canbecome
kable.
deposes
ald in the governor's chair of Massachusetts is unthin
didate. Mr. Ely further
to be
and says that having started
9• 4V C-1- remain a
a candidate he intends to
perficandidate and that as for the
the Democratic slate maker is Mayor dious singer of 'Sweet Adeline,' he
PARTY WELFARE APPEARS
DOOMED TO ALTER
James M. Curly of Boston. Curley, is 'beaten before he starts.'
Ely.
perfor
ed
so it is said, is the logical Demo"That doesn't sound like Mr.
Party welfare sacrific
for governor in Ordinarily he has been content to
te
candida
cratic
senshort
one
sonal ambition. In
line and there1932, and does not desire the election size upon the dotted
pangs
tence the situation in the Democratic of a Democratic governor this year, after endure in silence such Boston
hint when the
to
come
as
days
The
.
party may be thus defined
as his own plans might be interfered Mahatmas of his party in their
when political parties stood for with. He would be satisfied to allow routine manner affixed a dottele
something appear to be on the wane, Fitzgerald to win the nomination be- cross to his candidacy and went on
rebellious.
or to have disappeared altogether, cause he believes that "Fitz" cannot their happy ways. He is
year of 1930 a
this
in
is
there
of
If
groups
,
and we have, instead
emerge a winner. He can help this
to the pie counter he means to
voters comprising members of both situation if he chooses, by allowing trail
traarl it personally instead of sube
purpos
sole
political parties whose
it to be known that he prefers this 'svitting to be ditched at the halfIs to seek personal political prefer- outcome, in which event is likely that way point. These are strange times.
Mr. Ely
ment, whatever the cost.
Gov Allen will profit by many Demo- ' -For a number of years
deal
It has been a long time since the cratic votes. This may be a grave has been contributing a good
deal of respecgood
and
ability
of
opporan
Democratic party has had
injustice to the Boston mayor, but, tability to the Democracy of Massatunity comparable with the present as stated, we have yet to hear the chusetts. Moreover, he lies be,. n
conone to win an outstanding victory frequently-repnitPd rumor denied.
almost Its geeatest utensil of
seemed
has
it
er
Whenev
e.
venienc
the
but there are very few, in the westThe thing to do now is for
ate disgruntleern section of the state at least, who members of the Democratic party to necessary to amelioe
distinction for
ing
suggest
by
ment
believe that John F. Fityerald is state emphatically that they will not some Democrat not founded upon
ze
the leader with ability to capitali
be made a party to any soch agree- Boston, Mr. Ely has been brought
state.
forward. Whenthe situation and win thepopular
! ment and how can they do it in a forward—part wny
the exigencies of politics have'
ever
both
te
"Honey Fitz" never had a
repudia
to
than
way
better
racial and tellgiousi
appeal except possibly in the city of Mayor Curley and former Mayor dictated eome
ise for the fabrication of tee
comrom
trated
Boston and it has been demons
Fitzgerald, by nominating Joseph B. much rized 'balanced ticketi Mr.
time and again that the people do Ely of Westfield, w,hose experience Ely has again been brought forward
not desire him either for governor and qualifications are pre-eminent —part way forward. Ile has been
suggestor senator. Regardless of this situa- and whose success would put new nominated for some posts,
all posts and
nearly
pretty
for
ed
tion, however, he has filed his nom- ' life and vigor into the gubernatorial
generally left at the starting post bY
whoopers
ination papers and will contest Jo- contest.
a light hearted body of
usefulhis
of
ation
seph B. Ely of this city to be the
appreci
whose
not
ness is endering, but whO have
Democratic standard-bearer against #ilh YONP- - A4 A 55 7i4
for
se'en in this a compelling reason
Gov Frank G. Allen when the polls
ng him access to the pie. So
affordi
formthat
ago
weeks
It was some
open in November.
concerned the atald of Bos- far as Mr. Ely is
It may be possible that political er Mayor John F. Fitzger B. Ely of titude of the Democracy has been
Joseph
y
Attorne
history is not due to repeat itself ton andld wer eguesta at a banquet that he merited the highest compliWestfie
another
this year. There are many long- I nthis city. They later left Holyoke ments. Votes have been
lieutenant governthe
For
matter.
automo
that
realize
thinking Democrats who
for Springfield, in the seine
Harry Dooley
nomination
now orship
Fitzgerald cannot win in an election bile. Political observers are s it beat hint between bus rides and
think that perhap
but that if Joseph B. Ely could se- beginning totrip
while trying not to..
that Mr. Fitzgerald
was on this
cure the nomination and receive the was supposed to have cleared the
support of the eastern state Demo- wa yfor Mr. Ely's subsequent uncrats, that he would be aided by nouncement that the latter was a
atic n.ttrithousands of Republicans in Western candidate for the Democr
for governor. Mr. Fuzee rMassachusetts, who would cast their inetion
aid would cast aside any des•tr,,
ballot for him this year.
be had In that direction and %engirt
Democratic nomination!
It has been persistently reported,
lie,
States Senate.
te
and Iste. Wine
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CL UTTER I NG UP THE iLLU 1.
the
takes
Ito
lir re is Ally tie:rsoo
gubernaatic
Democr
the
for
rald
Fitzge
F.
candidac:: oi John
him.
about
hear
torial nomination seriously, we have yet to
knows
who
We do not even except Mayor Curler of Boston,
than any•
better
s
perhap
career
al
politic
"Honey Fitz" • and his
other man.
school.
Curley and Fitzgerald are politi6ans oi the same
both
and
crib,
public
the
at
fat
Both have fed long and waxed
of
party
atic
Democr
the
are
have come to believe that they
has
it
and
policy
ruin
or
. Massachusetts. They pursue a yule
al
-been mostly ruin since their advent on the Boston politic
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Ely Talks Back
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VANISHING JOB
S DOOMEy
A'
AMERIC
SAYS cuRL

- /y3(7 .
t' merce, not by raving over the tatifl
during the campaign season, but by
lending. siirious thought throughout
the year td the factors involved.
' .this subject is interestA study ?,f
lng and ill minating especially the
two years 927 and 192 , when, statistics proved, this country was vireconomically,
independent
tually
due mostly to the habits of saving,
war, and
World
the
learned during
ty
seprec
rliis
the larp
lo
brutaiwa of goods, makge larr:

Then came restriction of immigra tion which not only checked this field
oi home consumers of our products,
but also kept them in their native I
land, manufacturing for low wages, 1
articles which, with a free and easy
tariff legislation, would flood oud
markets and cause fair cpmpetition
to well-paid workmen here. At this
juncture, Mayor Curley lauded the
President's vigorous stand on the
tariff bill, recently enacted.
livered a political speech, was cast
The greatest problem confronting
presout from service, and the vice
American labor today is not the vanI
of
mayor
Curley,
chief
of
M.
chair
James
the
Hon.
ident elevated to
ishing work, but the "vanishing job,"
the city of fiton, deeiered that the executive, lasted less than a day be- he averred. The President, fully cognArgenti
ousted.
was
too,
he,
fore
"vanishing job" was America's vital fans are nearer the American type nizant of this fact in correlation with
existing depression, called togethproblem, in his speech, delivered than any South American people, the
er the industrial leaders, only to relunchpassweekly
stand
the
at
forces
yet their military
yesterday noon
support from even his
ned ceive but little
eon and meeting of the Gloucester ively by to watch this determi
own party heads. And although the
aul
principa
the
g
against
uprisin
speaker firmly believed that the
Rotarian club in the hotel Savoy.
thority. When a member of Con- country was near to the close of its
ministhe
gress, the mayor had seen
yet it still beThomas J. Carroll, as chairman of try to Argentina elevated to an em- period of depression.
l leaders to examthe day's program, introduced the bassy under President Woodrow Wil- hooved the nationa
the causes of the disasguest. Presient Walter L. Brown, son, who appointed Dr. Nown, the me minutelymonths'
episode and by
tious nine
Jr., presided. Accompanying Mayor
had also watch- correcti
He
dor.
ambassa
first
any future recurapon
prevent
Curley were Boston's recently
den
J. ed the South American situatio sed rence, an admonition which brought
pointed ''social mayor," Thomasresivelop until he was quite nonplus
an outburst of applause.
A. Johnson, Magnolia summerpresi- as he considered most students of the the speakeris reached, he continued,
,
Its climax
Maloney
T.
Daniel
be
et
dent, and
must
equator
the
below
politics
of
when the most prosperous nation in
dent of the Federal National bank
this sudden turn in the affairs of so the world is renting out its money at
Boston.
na.
settled a country as Argenti
ridiculously low rates such as a reEvery Seat Taken.
Yet this situation was quite clear cent loan of three millions of dollars
c
dining
economi
the
s
from
spaciou
eted
interpr
the
when
Every seat in
chorus of condition common today to nations all at two per cent.
room was taken, and the
The Vanishing Job.
the brief over the worild,England,for instance,
in
raised
were
which
voices
Mer- he learned at first hand had called toThe vanishing job! What does it
song period led by Epes W.
sts 'in find mean? It is safe to assume that 20,Pettingill
chant and Dr. Gilbert N. asm at- gether the leading economi
dole system 000,000
women are employed in
was reflective of the enthusi always out whether or no the
is all it should be, or what to sub- America today, against a scant miltending the presence of the
y
the
German
lion a quarter of a century ago. Thus
popular Boston mayor, andon his stitute in, its place. Even
in 1884 had to meet this crisis when the laboring men have lost 19 million
hearty ovation accorded himn.
socialists there became too persist- opportunities for work because these
arrival was typically Rotaria
was called in women have not seen fit to pursue
President Brown .formally opened ent, Bismarck himselffor
existing in- their former existence. Again, we have
to offer a panacea
the meeting and with a few remr'ss dustrial ills. It was Bismarck who such large employers of labor, as the
to
over
m
turned the day's progra
ne, installing,
tir:tt, proposed the sick insurance, old age American Bell Telephomachine
ry rethe chairman, Mr. Carroll, who Mas, maternity benefit which the dial system which
pension
and
n
Johnso
Messrs.
ced
introdu
the employment of women "ix places three individuals; third, the
loney, guests of the mayor, and final- forbid
their
getting
weeks before or after child biTt.h American people are fast
ly the mayor himself.
insurance.
from watching automatic
oyment
evercise
unempl
and
acceni.t
d,
delivere
Emphatically
the
to
In America it took us some 130 machinery, among which is has
ated at times by lifting his voiee
to appreciate the advisability steam shovel which in a decade
ir
years
May
point,
scoring
a
home
from
drive
measures. It thrown out a million laborers
of such remediary
Curley impressed all with his CelLio
until 1916 that the Workmen's work; the conveying belt. 400,000;
bluntness, tempered by inescapable wasn't sation
was adopted. the automatic dial tystem another
act
Compen
truth and logic.
home in 1913 the BayState 300.000; not to mention the various
repreNearer
,
realized
he
ns,
Rotaria
The
ans, saw fit to embrace the maternity i)211- clerical machines, assisted by the high
sented no gathering of mortici
ere of efit act which at the present 'Arne is school invasion which have dqne
but were; rather, the atmosph
ing countrywide. In Boston alone th:re away with the old line of bookkeepAmerica, animated by the pioneer
A are 1000 mothers realizing $25 a week ers. All these jobs have vanished,
d.
defeate
be
not
spirit which will
with so that they may rear their :".amilies, never to return. The entrepreneur ased
associat
been
has
which
spirit
lost their wage earner.'Five serts that the unfortunate workers
Gloucester from its inception, for this who have
states in the union also have ;lie old are assimilated into other fields of
community is surpassed by no other
al ; age pension system.
endeavor. Somewhat true. but inmost
in its increment to the historic
for.
always at a very precious sacrifice.
oyment
never
,
Unempl
country
the
background of
surconand
With this data in mind it little ry
faith
hawthe
n,
situatio
contain
to
oyment
getting
The unempl
peshis honor to hear secreta of
prised
It
.
bugaboo
l
nationa
the
fidence in America, even though
is
, ever,
James J. Davis. announce that
simism ruled throughout the nation.
might be alleviated somewhat by In- labor,
1930. over 4,000,000
dole idea, which is at the opening of here in America.
the
of
More specifically did he notice tpis
ion
troduct
yed
trio
unemplo
in
nce
were
confide
comof
weekly
a small
prevalent creed
n,'to "dole" out existence sake only, to
Nor is there much hope to look to
cheeriness of this present meet
Presi- pensation for
for relief. Today 1700 branch
to
Europe
much
tne
beyond
mean
or
would
work
of
which
, is!those out work. But., as Mayor Cur- plants have been established thus far,
dent Hoover, who, at the moment
!ability to
an industry to the
out, such a solution transferring Americ
very much in need of just such con- ley pointed to undermine the just market, and the struggle for exist-,
would tend
solation.
so vital a one on the Contiand inherent pride of the American ence is
we shall do well to export
that
nent
The Situation in Argentina.
disasbe
would
that
result
laborer,a
materials. At our
Digressing for a moment Mayor trous to one of the cardinal precepts, other than the raw
Curley brought in the existent Ar- freedom of action.
the
gentine problem, that of one of. naThe more sensible course of action
most prosperous and wealthiest sore is to substitute an intelligent proglations In South America, yet
ress by producing work for the
'perplexed over a political disturbborer' that he may equip himself
deal
industri
tlFte
fair
a
from
ance, originating
with the necessities and
pression. Her president, a man who of the luxuries of life. Our only hope
Litact,servga fr,wp terms and never de: to accomplish this, is throutth,S991-7,

lotary Hears Boston's Chief at Luncheon
Recite Some of the Present Day Ills—
Given Warm Welcome
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,very doors in the BO State, the shoe,
trade has been hard hit since Czechoslovakia learned that she could produce shoes more reasonably; wi.en
the South was invaded by plants
transferred from this state, so that in
25 years, instead of manufacturing
SG per cent of the shoe output, it has
dropped to 50 per cent, This same industry when subtracted from communities like Weymouth, leaves only
the homes of workers skilled in but
one trade, to eke out their families'
maintenance in some other field.
The Cure.
And the cure-all? The populace
looked with fond hope at President
Hoover's $500,000,000 building program; a hope that was soon dispelled
when it was learned that Congress
can provide but $50,000,000 a year on
such a program, though the chief executive is endeavoring to have that
condition waived.
A possible market might have been
found in China, which is more friendly with the United States than with
any other country. This country, torn
and racked by revolution and consequent devastation of crops by marching armies, has lost millions of its
people through starvation. It had
been Mayor Curley's suggestion that
America might ship 400,000,000 bushels of wheat to alleviate conditions
there, and in so doing win their everlasting gratitude, and perhaps their
trade. This action would not have
been a precedent, for in 1920 we sent
100.000,000 dollars worth of seed corn i
to Russia, and two years later, 60,-1
000,000 bushels of wheat to a former
foe. Austria, with no hope of return
from either country. But the cry of
banditry and lack of transnortation
squelched the opportunity. Either excuse was vapid, in that the wheat
was to go to the women and children,
and would be transnorted through the
cooperation of leading auto manufacturers.
The Chain Store.
The chain store system was the
concluding factor cited by Mayor
Curley. as one of the causes of the
Vanishing jct. Though it lowers the
brice of the necessities and luxuries
)f life, it has also tolled the departire of the community store which received credit from a friendly local
bank, and as willingly issued credit
to its patrons, which came in especially handy during periods of unemployment. Today, the cash and carry
system has its serious disadvantages
for the family provider when the going is rough. And any depression
means that it is the laborer who must
bear the onerous burden, for the corporations still maintain their dividends, as witness the fact that 722
corporations in this state paid the
same annual rewards this year as
they did in 1929.
The speaker hardly looked for another Argentina chaos here, but he did
think that the people of this country
should give their fellow-countrymen
more consideration, for, in spite of
our prosperity, it is a false one unless
shared in by all. He felt that it was
an especial duty for Rotarians, composed of men who derive their prosperity from the poor, to consider the
matter gravely that they might suggest some satisfying solution. And he
was quite positive that a nation, 300
years young, with seven major wars
valiantly fought, establisher of Independence and right to liberty, even to'
the black man, could attack such a
problem and come out victoriously.
It might mean a shorter work day
or week, a lesser return on investel
capital, he said, but if it also mean.
continuity of emnloyment and thc
happinef:s of the borne, then who
there, concluded the mayor, vvito
would opt maae the sacrtfloel,
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Curley's Action Indicates
tie's 1?,eflitly to Go the Limit
In Attempt to Defeat Ely

Pledge Made at Boston Rallies to Name Logan For
Governorship if Fitzgerald Stays In Race and
•
Wins, But Sponsors of Program Can't Be Sure
of Fulfilling Their Vromises

!

•
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'rhere he'refirmettltute himself the
manager and conduct himself just as
though he were running for office.
He will be a candidate in the second
person, doing everything a candidate
would do, but with Fitzgerald the object of his efforts.
What part will Senator David T.
Walsh play in this drama? In the
first place, he is on the high seas, en
route to Cuba. If one were to say
that he favored Ely for governor and
Coolidge for senator, perhaps he
would not be far from wrong. But
can Walsh afford to fight Curley?
Perhaps if his stay in Cuba is prolonged beyond ths, primary date, he
come out for the party nominees, regardless of who they may be, in keeping with his pledge given at the
Worcester "harmony conference." .
not be a candidate, nst even up to t! Walsh must have thought things
LOGAN
G.
HENRY
By
,;st
the last minufe for filing nomination were moving along smoothly to a
Staff Correspondent of The Daily papers, when all Ise had to do was proper solution at the primary sloeNews
publicly state he would not be a can- tion, else it is not conceivable that
Boston, Sept. 10—James Michael dictate, or sign the wtpers his friends !he would have left the country. His
C'uriey, mayor of Beaton and arch- had circulated and thereby commit ! brother, Atty Thomas L. Walsh, sent
enemy of Joseph B. Ely of Westfield, himself. He did neither. and thereby him a cablegram last night apprisd himself from a chalice of ing him of the situation. What the
!aspirant for the position of governor, disqualifie
further consideration at the voters' ' senator will do when he receives it
seemingly has forgotten that the hands.
is problematical. Certainly the Curley
!World war was waged to prevent the
Ely got into the oontest. No scariner decision places him in an unfortunate
continuance of power in the hands of had he done so than he founai himself position. He may decide to keep his
a monarch, that ,the people might facing the dictating Curley. Ely is a hands clean and take no part.
either retain their rights or come into hard man to arouse enough to cause
Curley's Hopes Blasted,
them. Curley 'sets himself up as a lihn to fight. He believes that digOf course, the past two-days events
dictator, self-appointed, whose dogma oily should govern in a political conof rule or ruin in the Democratic test. Just as it does in court. Yet he ,have served to recall that Ely is facparty already has created a revulsion found himself up against the ma- 'ing a situation similar to one which
of feeling against him which all un- chinations of a selfish politician in he faced once before, when Harry T.
selfish Democrats hope will continue the person of Curley who proceeded Dooley withdrew in Ely's favor, yet
Should history reto try to undermine every structure was nominated.
through primary election day.
What is a demagog? A diction- the Westfield man could build. Ely be- peat itself, it would be a sad commenary gives this meaning, "a popular came aroused and as time went on tory on the voters of Boston. It would
and facetious orator, especially one his, fight inereamed hi vigor and in- be no disgrace to Ely, for he stands
the
who inveighs against constituted au- tensity until eel Monday it became as a man and when he entered
,contest well knew that one of the reCurley "inveighs against
thority."
form it
constituted authority" when he at- 1 apparent to tbose Bostonians who felt stilts could be defeat, in what
of then and
tempts, by domination, to prevent the 'Fiztgerald could win without a strugr did not matter. But Ely
persons.
people of a democracy or one or its gie, that perhaps their confidence was Ely of now are two different
Bostonians didn't know Ely then and
divisions, from making a choice: and a bit unsound.
of
be the night
perhaps they didn't know him much
that is just what he is attempting . And it happened to
of growing Power on better when he started this fight, for
now in his drive to prevent Ely from I just that day
to
picked
Fitzgerald
many still pronounced his name "Eli."
securing the Democratic gubernatori- Ely's part that
withdrawal. In justice ,;But one notices few such attempts at
al nomination. He is intent solely on announce his
it must be stated that he- Pronunciation today. Ely has made
having its own way regardless of to Curley,
dld talk with Fitzgerald before the himself known and favorably so. No
consequences.
CurleY 'matter what happens, he is going to
announcement was made.
Decides to Name Logan
visited the Peter Bent Brigham hos- ibe remembered, but it is here predictActivities of the Curley faction fn pital, where Fitzgerald was a patient, ed that he will be remembered as,
probBoston last nightiplainly indicated the and tried to get him to stay in,
of Massachusetts and a
wouldn't haveto governor
lengths to which Curley plans tts go ably telling
prediction is offered that he
further
,
statement
or
of the best governors
to insure Elsas defeat. Curley stump- make a single speech
all of this will make one
speakers went to Boston rallies last that Curley would take
the state ever had.
the
win
and
hands
his
Gen
of
from
work
night preaching the doctrine
And, whether he is nominated and
him. Curley was seen
or I
Edward L. Logan for governor. They nomination for
1140 that elected, or defeated at primary
at
hospital
the
from
corning
Way
only
the
that
his clean fight
told their listeners
's statement was election, his name and
Fitzgerald
and
night
i
nenby
is
led
to
aceomplial
he
ambition
this can
Curley's
a newspaper reporter at the will insure that
mitating John F. Fitzgerald, whiti Wihi given to
governor, based upon a swap!
afterbecome
minutes
five
within
hospital
refuse to accept the nomination and
with Republican leaders, will never he
ward.
thereafter. the Democratic state comfulfilled. It Curley's attempted domiProblem
a
Action
WOO
mittee will choose the man for the
nation of the state party is successFitzgerald refused to stick; his doc- ful next Tuesday, the Democrats of
vacancy and that man will be Gen
exbe
to
s
would
it
Bostonian
tors had told him
Logan. They asked the
'the western half of the state will not
accept this course of action as a fact, tremely unwise to do so. Fitzgerald forget it in two years and there are
yet they did not and cannot offer any knew what that meant; it could only many in Boston who also will rememme.an one thing, that to continue in her. Curley's star is no longer in the
guarantee that it will take place.
serious reTrue, members of the Democratio the campaign would carry
though he ascendancy.
state committee have a warm ppot iii sults to his health. Even
candidate, actheir heart for Logan; yet they also remained an inactive
wishes, the worries
have a warm spot for Andrew J. Pe- cording to Curley's he would be imters, former mayor of Boston, and for would continue; something or write
say
Ely, himself, because he represents a portuned to
he would have to listen to
type of citizen whom it is desirable to !something; politicians as soon as he
and
have In public office. What assurance friends protective walls of the boathe
can Curley offer to the Democrats of left
decided wisely—that
Fitzgerald
pital.
Massachusetts that Logan will be the it would be better to give up hopes
choice of the state committee? Or of becoming governor of MassachuPeters? Both men had their opportun
setts and thereby add years to his life.
ity to get into tile pre-primary con
If Curley were a real friend of
test and neither would do so.
Fitzgerald. would he be out lighting
Peters Disqualified
to nominate a sick man; to continue
brought him to
Logan was climinat.d when Curie) the worries that have
placed him in
threw him the 'White truateesh:p ; a condition that has
doctors' orders to replum, a $20,000 a year sop to his al» ; a hospital under
v1;tors?

he
'1.
'
over the Fitzface Curley's antagonism if he en- ! Curley is to take
Besattitade,[geraid campaign headquarters in on.
d
an
quietly
inaintaine
tared,
Informati
to
according
ot receptieenesa, tint never uttered a , ton ,today.
dewnlittitAlagilligtiturt -that„-lite, :would
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An effort was being made today to!
involve Senator Walsh in the situation.
is
Lawlor proposed that if Fitzgeraldand
nominated the state committee
Walsh be advised concerning the seleca
tion of a canlitclate. Walsh is on
next
trip to Cuba. He is expected back
y
week. An effort to reach him Monda
night to discuss the Fitzgerald retireof
ment was attempted, Close friends
the senators declare he will not mix
In the discussion.
In the Air
It was apparent today that the FitzBosgerald retirement had thrown the air,
ton Democratic situation into the
imporand that it may enter, in an
conCurley
tant way, into the outcome of the for
at
Hits
nom-to
y
The call of Mayor Curle
test , for the party nomination
was supporting Fitzgerald. If
"I
United States senator.
mate Fitzgerald Tuesday as the
his retirement is absolute and
about
am
There was a move on to bring
as his statement says, then Ifinal,
Democratic candidate for governor
d
unalterably oppose
on between the forces of Ely
am
I
coaliti
Ely.
a
with
O'Brien
in spite of his sickbed withdrawal
to any man setting himself up as
for governor and Thomas C. to the
a dictator of the Democratic party.
for United States senator. Prior
met with severe criticism from sevtalk
The people have a right to choose
Fitzgerale: retirement there was make
eral sources and the withdrawal
thelr own candidates in the priof a combination which would
e
or
chang
govern
be
not
sale
mal'y and that right must
brought about a whole
Fitzgerald the candidate for candidate
ge the
taem."
from
Coolid
rald
taken
A.
Fitzge
s
the
Marcu
from
and
rt
suppo
of
drive
Another to hop on Ely's bandwagon
United States senator. The will
camp to that of Joseph B. Ely of from the Fitzgerald camp was William for
city committee group
Lawler
the
of
eyuingj
R. Scharton, candidate for attorn
Westfield today.
undoubtedly be in line with contin
general. He expressed regret in speeches to help Coolidge for senator.
the
at
night,
last
May Endorse Ely
snag
Boston
throughout
plan will run up against a
however,
• Mention of Andrew J. Peters as a retirement of Fitzgerald. he declared, InThat
the West End of Boston,
say,"
to
ss
seneedle
is
"It
taken
not
was
ate
Lomasney, who has
M.
possible candid
Martin
wIrre
fight
to
e
courag
riously by his friends today, who de- "that one who had the
block of votes to deliver than
in spite of all odds is entitled to sup- a larger
clared that if he took any part in the
leader, is very keen for the
other
really
any
who
e
rat
endors
Democ
every
to
be
from
r.
nert
campaign at all, it would
n nomination of O'Brien for senato
electio
y
on
Bosvictor
to
atic
back
Democr
d
"rushe
Wishes
alnot
Ely. He had
ate for Lomasney was for Fitzgerald, he
candid
pa
as
develo
I,
ore,
rald
Theerf
Fitzge
day.
the
of
view
in
that
ton"
attorthere were indications
ment, as Republican Boston papers de- the Democratic nomination for a unit- though care particularly for the talk
did not
ney-general and for the sake of
clared, from his Maine vacation, but
rats to of a Fitzgerald-Coolidge alliance, which
had returned by leisurely methods on ed Democracy, urge all Democ
it is apparfollow under the banner of oJseph B. got going last week. Now
a sailing ves7el.
mean triumphant victo- ent that friends of Lomasney would
will
which
ter
Ely
Worces
the
of
failure
the
After
O'Brien and
like to make a line-up of fighting shy
conference to endorse candidates, Gen. ry."
Blasts at Curley
The Ely forces were
Ely.
Edward L. Logan was urged to run, but
John J. Cummings, also a candi- of any such proposal last night, howhe refused to allow his name to be
for the nomination, blasted
to
date
Curley
by
ted
appoin
was
ever.
He
used.
ence in
away at Curley in talks yesterday,
Despite Mayor Curley's confid
manage the big White fund used in
ald's
rald nomFitzger
of
cy
advoca
for
his
,
his ability to put over a Fitzge
aiding public efforts of Boston
equally cerination, the Ely people were
Whether Curley would be able to exnomination. He quoted Chairman
situation well
the
to
have
Logan
with
as
they
nce
ttee
that
influe
ent
commi
tain
suffici
ert
Donahue of the state
all inclined
in hand and they are not at
make him resign as the White fund
declaring tile committee would take
deals which would involve
of
any
e
make
becaus
ies
to
commissioner and secure his selection
primar
the
in
no hand
other.
by the state committee should Fitzgertheir candidate with any Hospital
Fitzgerald's withdrawal as there
Fitzgerald Rests in
ald formally withdraw if nominated
candidates In the
two
still
were
Mayor F:itzwas a matter of great conjecture among
In the meantime, former
field.
at the Brigham Hosed
remain
ne,"
doctri
Logan's friends.
gerald
atic
Democr
"This is good
ing any plans which
Some regarded the possibility that he said. "Let Mr. Curley attend to his pital, silent regard others may have. He
Fitzgerald if nominated would suddenls, own duties at City Hall and not assume Mayor -Gurley and hospital for several
find sufficient strength to carry on the that the situation calls for his assum- will remain at the
fight, as of sufficient importance to ing the duties of overlord of the Demo- days.
Holyoke
Ely himself spoke at rallies in
give it serious thought, but the con- cratic party in Massachusetts.
uing
Northampton last night, contin acy.
lrand
and
himse
sensus of opinion appeared to be that
at
g
lookin
Curley
"Mr.
for a statewide democr
Ely was as good as nominated.
in his imagination a wonderful his battleheadquarters he issued a stateseeing
lly,
his
Curley's Order
figure and a giant intellect, natura ter ,From regarding the Fitzgerald withment
Curley's order to his lieutenants
ed to discount the chasac
inclin
deIs
ay
and
to march to the polls Tuesd
is suf- drawal and the Curley efforts to
and abilities of anyone else. He ur.
He feat him, as follows:
vote for Fitzgerald is said to be a
of grande
ons
delusi
from
fering
the
bit of strategy on his part as if
Ely Issues Statement
now feels called upon to override
Fitzgerald wins the nomination,
Fitzgerald and to attempt
Mr.
of
wishes
rald is to be praised for
Fitzge
the
"Mr.
pack
to
Curley will 1,2 able
him in the field in order that the candor of his statement in telling
keep
to
so
and
g
meetin
ttee
state commi
he, Mr. Curley, may decide for the the Democratic voters of Massachusetts
secure the selection of his favored
te and
voters who shall be their candidate.
his withdrawal is absolu
candidate, in this case said to be
"He, like our other self-constituted that Of course his statement releases
Logan.
final.
He
y.
primar
direct
the
his campaign promise
The Curley move included his taking leaders, hates
that the voters are Mr. Curley from now simply a question
wer the Fitzgerald headquarters in a does not believe
1928, and it is
who
lves
of
themse
for
ng
decidi
of
e
capabl
d to take the first
3oston hotel and announcement of his
nominees. If he is sin- of moving forwar
es. We must not
trench
ntention to personally fulfill the Fitz- shall be their
ican
t
Republ
protec
to
line
sed desire
that the primary
rerald radio engagements. He plans to cere in his expres
rats
Democ
why
,
as
wealth
ious
forget
avaric
the battle
take the stump actively for Fitzgerald the people from
ign is the first step in
of this fight and
and to leave no stone unturned to push does he not keep clearsuch a campaign campa the state for the Democratic
make
win
to
to
me
permit
the Fitzgerald candidacy.
candidate, Ely,
. Part of the Curley scheme involved, against the power trust to properly re- party.
the fight
"Necessity requires that
yesterday, an announcement by Henry as will enable the voters
attempted in- move on and that we advance and take
G. Lawler, chairman of the Boston buke the trust for its
party."
in this contest to make
Democratic city committee and a Cur- vasion into the Democratic iate from , tip our position Massachusetts a liberal,
apprec
would
s
in
citizen
party
"The
was
ttee
our
the
commi
that
of
ley henchman,
state-wide
tax '
still with Fitzgerald. Lawler sent a Mayor Curley a reduction in thethem wholesome and constructive
move on.
large corps of speakers out last night to rate much more than his advice to for Democracy. We propose toparty of the
all sections of Boston, urging the Fitz- as to whom they shall nominate
,"Nor is it fitting for the by the magerald nomination and the defeat of Governor. I was on the state ticket
to be manipulated
people
of a
he
with Mr. Curley, at one time, when
Ely.
y of politics into a choice
chiner
I
and
or
govern
for
committee of a few.'Let
a
The Westfield man is said to have the was a candidate
by
ate
candid
nantine your choice. Such
Inside track with several Fitzgerald lea- Was Democratic nominee for lieute
voters the ballots determ
ders switching yesterday to his support. governor. I was nominatedbybyathevote of was the verdict of the Worcester conPatrick J. Duane, Waltham mayor for lieutenant-governor
ference.
,sylio had given several speeches for nearly three to one over."the candidate
Fitzgerald last night issued a statement backed by mayor curiev
ihromoi the 'Fly brquIcinstrtr.rs In W113.011

Peters Is Likely
To Endorse Ely

•

Seriously—General Was
Mention of Logan Not Taken
ester Conference but.
Urged to Run After Worc
Supporters FlockDeclined—Former Fitzgerald
Boston Mayor
ing to Ely Desnite Edict of

•
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an the assumption that they could get •
its support for Mr Fitzgerald and
that when they learned they could:
not do this they asked the party .to
abide by the primary.
"At that time they thought it entirely improper for the state committee or any other group to pick the
candidates for the state ticket and they
defeated the harmony conference on
that ground. It served their purpose
at the time because they saw they
could not put over their man. But
now they have forgotten their actien
corporation counsel of the city of Bos- at Worcester and want the statecomExpressing regret that circum- ton, a $6000 position, by virtue of ap- mittee to pick a candidate after the
primary. There is nothing consistent
stances did not permit a natural con- pointment by the mayor.
Again and again he rang out with in• this position and I am confident
clusion to his primary fight with John
wholesome,
a
"broad,
far
his
plea
that the Democracy of' the state will
F. Fitzgerald of Boston and hurlikr
defiance at Mayor James Curley of strong, tolerant, united, state-wide defeat their machinations.
Boston and "the so-called leaders of Democracy," and declared that in the
"My fight for this nomination is due
nothing at all who misrepresent the east he had felt the same response to the urging of leaders of prominence
Boston Democracy," Atty Joseph 13. for his ideas as in the west.
in the party, whom I could name,and
Applauded by Listeners
who asked me to run after they had
Ely last night toured in whirlwind
At Northampton, where he was the made a survey of the state and befashion the three valley cities of
Northampton, Holyoke and Spring- guest of the Northampton Ely-for- came convinced that Fitzgerald could
field. Everywhere he gave warning to Governor club, tho candidate made his not win against Allen. It fell to me to,
the voters that the fight is not over first address and it was probably the enter the contest, and I did se not withland that "every Democratic vote best organized of the three he made out some reluctance. No others saw
'must be brought out next Tuesday !during the night. When he came to ' fit to make the primary fight, so why
so the misrepresentatives of the Bos- Springfield later, and then to Hol- should some of those now mentioned
be picked by the state committee, as
ton Democracy will be driven into the yoke, he was inclined to tread more Mr Curley
suggests?
same sea which 150 years ago re- lightly on the toes of the Boston
"No Dictators Wanted"
leaders and at times wandered afield
ceived the British tea."
in a discussion of issues about which
"We want the 'so-called leaders of
Speaks with Vigor
! his hearers little cared. What they the Boston Democracy to knew that
The candidate was roused to a pitch ' wanted was as many words as pos- we do not propose that they shall
ofr determination which marked him sible of Ely's quarrel with the Bos- junk the primary law and that we
as an almost different man from the ton leaders, which is substantially the do not propose that one man, or two
genial cami, igner to which Western quarrel of the western Democracy men, or three men shall dictate the .
Massachusetts has been accustomed. against the eastern, and when the candidates of the Democratic party. I
Apparently hardened by his weeks of candidate came through with this The issue is squarely drawn.
campaigning in eastern Massachusetts there was generous applause.
"There is another matter to which
He said that the Fitzgerald state- I wish to draw your attention. You
and fresh from six rallies in that section Monde,' night, the Westfield ment had come as no "great surprise," will read in the Boston papers that
candidate lashed sharoly at the Bos- although it was made by the former the Boston city committee has inton mayor and the Boston committee Boston mayor without consultation dorsed Fitzgerald, and that the Boswith any but his immediate family ton leaders are conferring. Do not beand did not mir.z.; words.
There has been no
Ely's appearances in this section and his physician..
lieve any of it.
last night were probably the last he
"The decision of Mr Fitzgerald Is conference of leaders and the statewill make in Western Massachusetts. final' he said, "and it creates an un- ment of the city committee is absoz
Today, in company with Congressman usual situation throughout the state. : lutely dishonest and false. The 'cornWilliam J. Granfield, he will return to The fact that it was brought about ' mittee' consists of Lawler and a ccitt•',
Boston. He promised last night that by nervous strain, should make no ' pie of women and they are the ones.
So far
before the week is out I will 'made difference in our plans. The battle who have issued the statement.Boston
every ward in Boston and tell the peo- was won anyway and it was won by as the real city committee of
,
ple there exactly what I am telling •the splendid spirit of the Western is concerned, it has no headquarters
and it
you here tonight." Mr Ely said he is • Massachusetts Democracy. The fight it has not niet in six months
candidate in
not afraid of any leader in Boston and for the nomination for governor was has never indorsed any
that "there is none down there big sewed up tight for the Western Massa- the present campaign.
originates
entire scheme
"The
enough to beat us in our demand for chusetts candidate two weeks ago and
of
a square deal, for recognition of party every politician in Boston appreciated among these few paid employes
themselves
Mayor Curley. They find
principles and party ideals, and above the situation.
destheir
in
and
in a tight situation
all for the repudiation of the coterie
"My campaign, as you well know,
Demoof so-called leaders who are "false was made in an effort to bring about peration to retain control of the selfish
cratic party for their own
prophets."
that liberal, progressive, state-wide purposes these few highly salaried emCurley-Allen "Deal"
Democracy for which you men and ployes of Mayor Curley have been
AlthoumereeffIrridress at all three women of Western Maesachusetta I falsely leading the Democrats of Boscities was substantially the same, it have so long fought—for a party ton to believe that they speak for the
was in his last address at Holyoke which was Willing to serve and tit I city committee."
that he referred indirectly to the supMr Ely said that Mr Lawler had
to govern. Everywhere we went we
posed "deal" between Mayor Curley
resignation as chairman
overe accorded a hearing and all we handed in his
Allen.
G.
Frank
Gov
and
At no time of the Boston committee "months ago"
deal.
square
was
a
'asked
"I am here asking the Democracy
and that the facts need but to be
there any doubt of the outcome.
of the state of Massachusetts, which was
known to place a proper estimate on
nt
Announceme
"Hasty"
includes the people of Boston as well
the statement which has been given
Springas the people of Holyoke and
"Following the Fitzgerald state- such wide publicity.
of
all
are
you
for
field and elsewhere,
"Trickery of Desperation"
ment, however, the Mayor of Boston
the same clay, with the same hopes
ily, I say, be"It's the trickery of desperation,"
and fears and the same desires, I'm announced hastily—hast
"and I want you to See
asking for recognition because I do cause up to that moment he had no he repeated,
Democratic vote is brought
not propose to see the Democratic knowledge of Mr Fitzgerald's inten- that every
next Tuesday so as to
party sold out this year to Gov Al- tions, and he suddenly found himself to the pollsmisrepresentatives of the
these
len."
supporting a candidate who had with- drive
into the sea that
He declared at all rallies that the drawn. His statement was to the ef- Boston Democracy
received the British tea.
"supposed indorsement of Mr Fitz- fect that you must nominate Fitzger- 150 years ago
so-called leadgerald by the Boston Democratic city ald anyway -and that afterward he These self-constituted,
at all must be made to
committee is absolutely dishonest and Would withdraw and the state com- ers of nothing
no longer, toy
false and emanates solely from the mittee would select someone else, realize that they tan
with Democratic ideals and Demohand of Chairman Henry E. Lawler Gen Logan or some of the others.
cratic voters.
and a couple of women who have tak"Having this statement of Mr Cur"We do not want merely to win.
en upon themselves the duty of rep- ley's fairly in mind, let me take you
we do want by
resenting a committee which has no hack to the 'harmony' conference at That is nothing. But
for all time
headquarters, has not met for six Worcester, which, incidentally was our victory to establish
libaction on can- I spoiled by this same Boston group. a party which is progressive andwide,
and never tokmnhs
at ate
and
didate.,." He said Mr Lawler was You will reit- • '
• the confer- eral and wholesome
4n-,:‘re•lva. --pokesman" for Curley, ,eace,..aes.a.nallad
k".
(
kiestatimiceeeelle
h0 ag -Lae. .uosision..k.setiaialds*Wit

Ely Given Big Ovation In

Tour of Home Territory

•

Warns Democrats at Northampton, Holyoke and
Springfield That Fight For State-Wide Democracy
Is Not Over, and Every Vote Will Be Needed
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and to assure tor all time that men representative Democrats from that
and women who have been loyal for city and Greenfield, ineluding many
so long tq_the Ideals of our party can candidates for office. Among them
no longerThe toyed with by selfish
Benjamin E. Cook, Northampleaders who seek only to advance were
ton first mayor, Thomas F. MeGrali,
their own interests."
At Springfield, Mr Ely added that an old time Democratic leader in tiret.
he sought especially to make the Dem- city; Edward L. O'Brien, chairmanie
ocratic•party of the state attractive
the Northampton Democratic city
to the younger element, "whose ambitions have hitherto been stifled by committee; Frank J. Lawler of
the selfish seekings of the Boston Greenfield and Walter W. O'Donnell,
leaders." He said that everywhere in candidates for the Democratic nominathe East he had found the younger tion for district-attorney in the ribrthmembers of the party "aroused to the . estern district and a number of
situation and ready to battle for the candidates for the nominations for
restoration of those ideals once so representative and county offices.
precious to all who call themselves
Democrats."
Gran&ld Win Brought Hope
Twice he referred to the election
last February of Congressman William J. Granfield as "an event which
brought hope and courage to the
Democracy of Massachusetts" and
said the present actions of the Boston leaders threatened to "wipe out
the fine spirit which brought this victory about flnd which will be needed
again if we are to battle victoriously
in 1932 as we did in 1928 for Alfred
E. Smith." He urged his hearers to
"register an effective protest against
this false leadership on the part of a
few men."
It was at Holyoke that he made
reference to the "selling out" of the
party to Gov Allen, a remark which
brought much applause from an audience of nearly 2000 which jammed
city hall auditorium to hear more
than a score of candidates present
their qualifications.
"I do not propose to see the great
hope which was shared by the Democracy of the entire state when Billy
Granfield was elected cast aside and
dissipated by these false prophets of
the city of Boston," he said there, "I
do not propose to see the party of
that great emancipator of bigotry, Alfred E. Smith, disrupted by the selfish
ambitions of one or two men. That
Is why I am in this fight. and I am
In this fight to win. If that is presumption; let them make the most of
it."
Everywhere he went, Mr Ely
characterized the present camraign as
the "most important which the democracy of MassachusettS has had to
go through in this generation because
it determines which course the party
will pursue in the yeirs to come."
"We are fighting to r- 2rve the
integrity of the Democratic party of
Massachusetts," he said, "and with
your help I think we can save it and
carry it to victory In the elections In
November."
Granfleld Speaks
On the same program with Mr Ely
was Congr.issman
at Northampton
William J. Grantleid, who devoted
most of his time to telling of the.
splendid reception accorded the Ely
candidacy in tile eastern part of the
state during the last few days. The
spealitirs were introduced by Dr J. G.
Hanson, president of the Northamp—
ton Democratic club, ,who acted as
toastmaster, folloilg introauction by
! John T. Meehan, president of the
Nerttjampton Ely-for-Governor club,
which sponsored the meeting. It followed a dinner held at tile Hotel
Draper at which more than 200 were
present. Mr Ely's address came before
the dinner was served and he left
immediately for Springfield. hi this
city he addressed the meeting of the
Democratic Women's Luncheon club
at the BrIdgeway and then continued
on to the Holyoke city hall meeting.
He was unable to speak at Chicopee
due to the fact that he did not close
a* Holyoke until 11.30.
A t the NottWatltoos
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Leo M. Birmingham of BrigIston,1
House minority leader, caustically
flaying Curley for his attitude in the
situation and statements of sympathy from Ely, Daniel H. Coakley,
independent senatorial candidate,:
who has twice urged radio listeners
to nominate Ely as the only hope
of the party, and from Chairman
Amos L. Taylor of the Republican
state committee, all expressing regret
over the ill-health of Fitzgerald.
Curley Wants Logan
The hope of Curley is to have Gen.
Logan, whom he took out of the
primary contest by naming him
trustee of the White fund, chosen
the substitute candidate if Fitzgerald is nominated and refuses the
nomination. It is possible Gen. Logan himself hopes for this outcome.
Names of Sherman L. Whipple and
former-Mayor Andrew J. Peters are
heard also, as substitute candidates.
One may conjecture that the state
committee, if called upon to choose,
would pick Peters, in the event
Boston, Sept. 10—Expressing con- Peters was in a mood to accept. He
fidence that he can make John F. has repeatedly refused to enter priFitzgerald the nominee of the Dem- mary contests, but if it were given
ocratic party for governor at the him uncontested, he might be willprimaries next Tuesday and then ing to make the run against Frank
have Mr. Fitzgerald, who on Monday G. Alle'n.
Ely's Statement
night announced he would not reEly issued this statement from his
main in the field as a candidate beafternoon
cause of ill health, withdraw so that headquarters yesterday
part
the Democratic state committee can before starting for the western last
rallies
attend
to
state
a
the)
as
of
Logan
L.
Edward
General
name
substitute candidate, Mayor James night:—
"It was with sincere regret that I
M. Curley of this city has started an
last evening that my oppolearned
pura
such
with
Inteve campaign
d. had found
pose as its objective. Last night he nent, John F. Fitzgeral
from the
had speakers at rallies in Boston ad- it necessary to withdraw
account of his
vocating such a course. Mayor Curley gubernatorial race on adviee of his
the
Is expected to take over the Fitzger- health and upon
. Mr. Fitzgerald
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mittee's position remains unchanged the state for the Democratic party.
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Reaction to Dictatorship Brings
Nomination Nearer to Ely

•

•

If Mayor Curley of Boston was by Curley. They want Fitzgerald to
consumed with a desire to assist in be remembered as a loyal Democrat
the nomination of Joseph B. Ely as such as he has always been, rather
the Democratic candidate for gover- than as one willing to subscribe to a
nor, he could not possibly have re- policy below the doubtful line of
sorted to tactics more favorable to party politics.
These real friends of Fitzgerald
the Westfield aspirant than when bo
insisted that the voters nominate will, we sincerely believe, not be led
John F. Fitzgerald, despite the lat- to the polls to vote for him against
ter's determination to withdraw and his expressed wishes because somethen permit the eleice to be made by body else wants to take their prethe state committee. The reactior. rogatives away from them and turn
'against the Curley dictatorship i; the selection of the party standard
tremendous. It cannot but work to bearer over to the state committee,
the great assistance of Ely. Indeed, thus robbing them of rights that are
not only the voters at large, but plainly and obviously theirs. As a
members of the state Democratic matter of fact, we are sincerely of
committee sense the complete injus- the belief that Ely would have won
tice of the Curley plan and frankl-: the nomination in any event. He
rxpress their dissatisfaction and has gained ground everywhere and
their displeasure at it. And in terms at strategic points where he needed
to gain ground. He needs no gain
that cannot be misunderstood.
of ground in the western part of the
From all through the state .comc state, where ke is universally adreports of complete and utter dis- mired and respected.
satisfaction and pronounced objection
There has been some talk as to the
to the lethally fantastic plan Proposed position of David I. Walsh, who hap=
by the mayor of Boston, who obvious- pens to be in Bermuda at the moly has lost all interest in his party in ment, in the present situation. Inhis desire to be its sole dictator. deed, some brash innuendoes have
From all over the state come reports been printed to the effect that Walsh
of sympathy expressed with Fitz- should declare his choice for the
gerald in his illness and a desire to Democratic nominee. That is not
respect his wishes that he he per- the practice of Senator Walsh. He
mitted to withdraw in order that his has never yet attempted to be a dichealth may not be permanently tator of his party. He has always
impaired.
been willing to offer advice and, natMany believe that if Fitzgerald urally, great weight is attached to
were his real physical self he would any utterance of the distinguished
repudiate the suggestion that his senator. But it never has been part
' name be used in furtherance of such of his policy to assume a dictator' a disastrous move on the part of the ship, and those who know him realDemocracy of the state as is spon- ize that he will never seek to assored by the mayor of Boston with sume that position. And the rank
whom he has been on friendly terms and file of Democracy respects Senabut for a comparatively short while. to” Walsh as a man to tie to year in
Friends of Fitzgerald—and he has and year out, increasing his majorimany of them throughout the state ties each time that he comes before
who would be glad to see him nom- the citizens of the commonwealth.
inated under other conditions—are Walsh has the right idea. Curley is
satisfied that lie knows his own phys- way off the track.
If Walsh were to present any
ical condition and his own political
desires better than does any other message to the voters at this time it
man, even Curley. They are, there- would probably be advice to go to
fore, symbathetic with him and re- the polls and vote for their choice
sentful against the use of his name and abide by the result of the priin the incredible manner proposed mary.
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THOMPSON AND
PETERS DECLARE
SUPPORT OF ELY
Man's Candidacy
1!Westfield
Strengthened by Approval
Lfrom Two Important
Sources.
Special to The Springfield Union.
BOSTON, Sept. 1:—Joseph 13. Ely;
candidate for the Democratic nomination for governor, today received assurances of support fri i two prominent sources. Andrew J. Peters, former Mayor of Boston, who until yesterday was regarded as at least to be
considered in connection with the
nomination, issued a signed statement
supporting Ely. Almost simultaneously. William G. Thompson. prominent
I lawyer and a leader in Democratic at: fairs, also came out for the Westfield
man's candidacy.
Peters' Statement.
Peters' statement, short but to the
point, says:
"T have great regard for John 3.
Cummings, but I shall vote for Joseph
B. Ely at the primaries Sept. 16."
Thompson leaped Into public notice
in the Sacco-Vanzetti ease. Some time
ago he was mentioned as among the
best timber in the State for gubenatonal or senatorial possibilities.
"I favor the Ely nomination," said
1 Thompson, "because his position as to
I the regulation of the rates of public
utilities companies seem to me substantially sound. He has an open mind
I, on this subject. I believe he also has
! an honest mind.
' "1 believe he would make good'
appointments, especially to the judiFitness alone should
cia'. office.
govern such appointments. I believe
that Ely understands better than
some of our Governors have under-.
i. ood what constitutes fitness.
"Our system of administration of
justice is inefficient, costly and a
To
heavy burden on our taxpayers.
remedy this situation requires intelliig-nce, broad knowledge and disinterestedness. These qualifications, I be.
Here Mr. Ely possesses."
As to unemployment and business
depression, Thompson said he believed
Ely would not promise more in the
way of remedy than he could perform.
If nominated and elected. Ely, he
thought, might be able to atiev,iate
some of the symptoms.
Thompson also said:
"No man who secretly believed in
using governmental ifrovi-er to serve
private interests would have supported Al Smith, certainly no roan in a
position , to ally himself, if he chose,
with the force.- of exploitation and
greed.
"Tpe, direct primary is not a.Christmas tree. There must be some reason for nominatir,:,- a man besi,lo :; .• ,..111C13 or our perown ' • "
Political
sonal relations with him.
parties, I suppose, are but means to
If to
secure certain private ends.
the best candidate is he who, if electenabling
in
ed, will be most helpful
Ols to obtain the reforms we desire."
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'Curley Has Abiding Faith in
Ability of state Committee
•

Boston Mayor Declares He's Ready to Abide By
Any Judgement Rendered By Party Leaders In
Gubernatorial Situation
Boston. ipt. 10—Mayor Jaeles M. It has been absolute in sJI three
Curley of Boston said In a statement branches of government, executive.
issued today that he had sufficient legislative and judical and the failure
confidence in the Democratic state of the Republican party to enact an
committee "to abide by any judg- economic program that would serve as
ment they may arrive at with ref- a protection to the
workers, places
erence to a standard bearer for the squarely upon the
Republican party,
office of trovernor upon *the Demo- both nationally
and in state, the full
cratic ticket."
responsibility for the present indusHe asserted he had "nothing but
profound sympathy for the two trial depression.
"At a time like the present when
young men at present candidates for
the enbernateri,t1 nomination, Messrs millions of persons are without sm1:!
n
ad Cunt
and that his sole Ployment in America, and in our
, ii
. ,te well being and commonwealth the number appr,,ximates
200.000,
there
is
no
way to ni—
great maws-sof the
A:e.. whose misfortune tify the selection of men because ei
c.,
I ts U Ming the past year amiability and affability,
provided
traced to the failure .of gov- these are the only two qualities they
ernmental agencies to adopt an eco. possess.
nonfic program that would serve as
"In a crisis like The present it is
a safeguard to the industrial de- the duty of all persons regardless of
pression that has obtained in Amer- party, who stre Interested in providing.
ica during the past 10 months."
some measul
.e of relief for the eiti-;
Controls U. 0. P. Rule
zenship of the state, to select the
"There has never been a time since ablest and most capable mail in the
1861, with few exceptions," Mayor party. There is no dearth of availCurley said, "that the Republican able timber of a high type and when,
party has not been supreme in its con- such timber is both available and,
trol both nationally and in state. This necessary we should not resort to the
control at times has not been limited. shaving heap."
•
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POSEk by Mr Harry I. Dooley of Boa-.
EDITOR SHERMAN ON
ton. Although Mr Dooley formally '
Ivithdrew from the contest before the
DEMOCRATIC SITUATION election,
he was nevertheless nominatafter Mr Ely refused to accept the
IN THE BAY STATE ed;
nomination, the committee gave it to

•

(From the Hartford Courant)
Confused before, the political situation within the Democratic part y% in
Massachusetts has been plunged into
chaos by the withdrawal of Mr John
F. Fitzgerald as a candidate for the
gubernatorial nomination. With the
primary election just a n'eck off, the
announcement of his withdrawal because of Ill health comes too late to
permit the removal of his name from
the ballot, with the result that he may
still receive a considerable number of
votes from devoted followers. Indeed,
Mayor Curley of Boston has urged the
suppeetereesst Mr Fitzgerald to vote
for him anyway rather than for Mr
Joseph 13. Ely of Westfield or Mr
Joseph J. Cummings of Boston, advice which EleCIM to • confirm the
charge that Mr Fitzgerald entered tile
campaign less on his own volition than
at the request of the mayor, who is
said to. be anxious for the nomination
of a weak candidate in order that the
way may be cleared for his own nomi.a
nation two years hence.
' Were the advice of Mayor Curley to
be followed and were Mr Fitzgerald to
be nominated against his own wishes,
the choice of a gubernatorial nominee
would rest with the Democratic state
committee, which Mayor Curley apparenthy believes that he can control.
The situation is not. unfamiliar to N1r
1.c.,.
In,;i.r
aros, in
wiltai, a
isatieetenant-Oovertesr, ;le

another, Mayor Talbot of Fall River.
Apparently Mayor Curley is hopeful
that the trick which eliminated Mr
Ely in 1928 will work again in .1930.
It should not, for the unconcealed
machinations of the Democrats in Boston to use. the Democratic party in
Massachusetts for their own ends
should arouse sufficient resentment to
give Mr Ely the nomination in the
primary. The Democrats of Boston
have long had their own way with
the party; as the prospects of victory increase they become increasingly brazen. The candidacy of Mr Ely
was launched as an emphatic protest
against petty and parochial politic.%
In the light of recent developments,
his protests have even more point
than ever before. His nomination
would do much to restore popular confidence in the party and to make it
the respectable. agency of governent which it should do.
Introducing or selling foreign securities in Spain has been banned
by the government.,
Many Welsh pilgrims from America attended the opening of the Eisteddfod of Wales this year.
For stealing a bicycle pump at
Strabane. Ire., John Cochran was
sentenced to seven day& imprisonment.
The Pasteur in.stiute of Algerl
methods
!studying
of combs
:dant diseases, locusts, orange
ode
e,rt,
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Ely Takes Fight

Into Stronghold
• of Opponents
(if/
On y Candidate Willing to
Conduct Fight Against
the "Selection of School,
Street,' He Declares
POLITICAL TRICKERY
CURLEY AIM, HE SAYS
Lashes Out at Mayor in Talk.
at Pemberton Square and,
Dozen Other Places in,
Whirlwind Tour.
Special to The Springfield Union

BOSTON, Sept. 10—Joseph B. Ely
of Westfield, brought his Democratic
campaigning for the governorship to,
the heart of his opposition's stronghold in Boston tonight and climaxed
a noon rally in Pemberton Square, a
I stone's throw from City Hall, with
a whirlwind auto tour'irt thlriouth
End where he appeared in a dozen
places as "the only Democratic candidate willing to make a fight
against the selection of School
Street."
Ely spoke tonight at the Franklin4
Squat e House, Eastern Star Ha11,1
Upham's Corner, the Italian-American Club and half a dozen streel
corners through South Boston an+
Dorchester before winding up with st:
rally in Wakefield.
Home Rule for Boston.
Iledeclaring his approval of prohilfi•
tion repeal and his proposal for an
economic conference of municipal, busindust Hal leaders, he,
iness and
pledged "home rule for the city of
Boston" and declared he had "the
temerity to come into the city of Boston and preach this doctrine to yeti"
in the hope of creating "a liberal, conwholesome,
progressive,
structive,
statewide Democratic party."
While devoting his energies during
the evening rallies to dispelling
'Ideal fears that election of an tip.
state Democrat would spell disaster
for municipal Boston. he handled
Mayor James M. Curley without gloves
atilre- PMITerlon 'rare rally, where
he declared the Huh leader "has suddenly become an advocate of a procedure he condemned .a month ago
when the idea of the conference at
Worcester was first proposed."
Commenting sarcastically on Curley's insistence that Fitzgerald he
nominated despite his withdrawal anti
that the party then select a successor
to carry the fight in the election, Ely
declared:
"It's a wonderful thing to use the
argument that the people must rule
when you find it to your advantage;
*but when you find it to your disadvantage. why call a conference of tho
state. committee members and let them
"Reelect a candttlote.7
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Mayor Curley Has a Plan

ayor (171771-ey's appeal
to his fellow-Democrats

that they nominate
John F. Fitzgerald for governor despite Mr.
Fitzgerald's withdrawal from the
primary race is an awe-ins
piring performance. No
one questions Mr.
Fitzgerald's sincerity in desiring to withdraw. He is
an elderly man. His
health is no longer robust,
and under the strain
of the campaigning he has
been doing it has been
weakening. From the beginning his
family has
been opposed to his re-entrance
into active politics.
Mayor Curley himself holds out no,
hope that
Mr. Fitzgerald can be dissuaded
from his purpose
to retire. He takes the Fitzger
ald retirement for
granted, and frankly asks that the
choice be left
to the party's state coininittee
as would happen if
Mr. Fitzgerald were nominated.
The mayor justifies himself by asserting that neither
Mr. Ely nor
Mr. Cummings, the remaining
aspirants for the
gubernatorial nomination, "has demonstrated
the
capacity requisite for the governorship
of Massachusetts."
•
•
,
We don't know what Mayor Curley is
aiming at.
But, we still venture the p'rediction
that, if his plan
should carry and the chifiee be left
to the state
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the returns from other sections. Beginning with the Cauedian electioni!
!then the Maine election and finally!
yesterday's New Hampsh
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n :
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against the established state of af•
and they are distinctly worried.

Disturbed By Attack
The attack of Mrs Constance WitHams, daughter of the late Senator
Lodge upon Willgam M. Butler, which
became public teday. is hot maltingthe Republicans' state of mind any
easier. They must make new plans for
t1-20 hay state campaign, which means

Repeat deal of work and the expeadie
ture of much extra money.
Ely at a rally at Pemberton Simard
in Boston this afternoon slammed
Curley for 'his attempt to dictate to
the people. He pointed out the danger
of permitting one man to select a
(Special Dispatch to The Daily News) candidate, and declared that this
Boston, Sept. 10—Rush of former would result if Curley has his way. He
Fitzgerald supporters to the banner called attention to the fact that Cur..
of Joseph B. Ely and the panic that ley would not permit the Democratic
exists In Republican circles because gathering of several hundred at Worof John F. Fitzgerald's. withdrawal cester to make a choice on the ground
!were the outstanding features in the that it would deprive the voters of
!their right to select without dictation,
!Democratic gubernatorial
primary and then
asked how Curley could concontest today.
•
Notable among the prominent Dem- sistently favor having the state committee
of 100 members name a candiocrats joining the Ely forces was
date.
Mayer J. IA) Sullivan of Peabody
committee and the cointnittee
Ely
will continue his whirlwind
name, as is ruwho, although he had not opening decampaign throughout the eastern part
mored, General Logan or anyone
elst from the clared for Fitzgerald, was regarded AP et the state
during the rest of the
sympathetic to his Candidacy.
Curley Eastern cohorts, the person
To- week at the same time
so nanted
the Curley
day he notified Ely that he will be
group headed by Chairman Henry J.
would have no more chance to defeat
with him heart and soul and is abGovernor
Lawler
of the Boston city committee
Allen than a one-legged man would
have to make solutely opposed to any plan to take will make a terrific drive to follow
from the voters their rights to choose the
the All-America football team. What
dictator
's orders and the battle
votes could
their candidates. His decision is sim- promii:to be hot and furious.
a candidate dictated by the Boston
ilar to that of Mayor Patrick
mayor in such
It is declared that had Ely not been
.1.
Duane of Waltham, who joined the !so severe
circumstances expect to pick up in Wester
in his original attack en
n Massa- Ely forces last
night.
!Curley, for
chusetts whose champion. Mr. Ely,
would have . The blast of Mayor Edmund T. 'deliver the making an agreement to
nomination to Fitzgerald
been so ignominiously swept aside
Talbot of Fall 'River against the more
once more?
than a year in advance, when
Curley maneuvering was one of the the
The situation recalls the story
pair
burled
the hatchet in the
that Mayor
hottest of the campaign thus far and 1928
campaign, and if he had not
Curley has his eye on the governorship
-in 1932, William R. Scharton, candidate 'for threatened to expose Fitz's record
the party's nomituttion for attorneythat he figures that with Lieute
nant Governor
general, also made known that he will 1"from Mitchell to Riley," Curley would
not be so bitter toward him now, and
Youngman, the Republican candidate
be
with Ely.
at that time,
!might have been willing to let matRepublicans In Quandary
the Democratic candidate—were he
. ters take their natural course.
the right man 'Tn
act, the drift toward Ely has
—would have an excellent chance to
win. There assumed such proportions that it is
Is good ground for arguing that
the impression di%cult to see how Curley can carry
.through his scheme. It is being prethat Mr. Youngman would be easy
to defeat is dicted today by close followe
rs of the
not only erroneous but egregiously
erroneous; but Mayor that Ely will swamp Curley
and not only drive him from his selfthat's another story. If Mr. Young
man is to be assumed role of party
dictator but
the candidate two years hence, the
will also insure that Curley will not
Republicans
he
will have to win this fall. If they
the party's candidate for governor
don't win the itt 1932 as he has
been planning.
line of succession will be broken.
It is also noteworthy that Fitsv•-:ruid's withdrawal has raised havoc
The Fitzgerald withdrawal must
have given
with the plans of the Republican leadMr. Ely a few queasy moments. He
was in a shulers. Their plans have been,knockeit
lar jam four years ago when he
out in detail with the act:cite/ice or
was seeking
the fact that Fitzgerald would be the
nomination for lieutenant governor.
Democratic nominee to oppose Allen.
Harry Dooley, an uuknowu practically, was his
. They looked • upon Fitzgerald •asan
opponent. Easy
Candidate for Allen to defeat.
After party leaders, anxious to have Mr.
Ely on
But the sudden tun) of affairs has
the ticket, had. prayed over Mr. Dooley
disrupt
ed all these plans and the Refor some
publican leaders, including the govtime they induced him to withdraw in
favor of ernor himself, are panic stricken.
the Westfield lawyer. It was then too
late, how- They realize that the trend is bemooratie and if Ely is nominated there
ever, to have his name taken from the
ballot.. The
practically no chance that Allen
result was that the Democratic voters,
inn
win.
careless
The same would hold true aceording!
of Mr. Dooley's retirement and deaf
to his appeals
to information from RepubliCan inner
that they should vote for Mr. Ely,
nominated Mr. circles If Ely were defeated and Ric,
Dooley.
state committee picked Andrew .1.
Peters. Even if Curley had his way
'and ultimately brought about the
,nomination of Gen Edward L. Logan,
the Republicans' only ray of light is in
the hope that Logan will be the subetitute nominee, because next to Fitzgerald he would be the easiest man ger,
to

Republicans Fear That With
Ely as Nominee They Face
Hard Battle

•

4 1,.roat, so thit,
Repair
I,
tiwy can to tomes,
ley's schemc.
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' DEMOCRATIC NOMINATION
•

Boston Mayor Says He Intends to Keep Fitzgerald in Fight Expected to Refuse Support to Logan or Whipple if Former Boston Mayor Wins in Primaries and Stands
by His Withdrawal Statement Charged
With "Selling Out Party by Ely —
Allen's Name Brought Into Bitter Democratic Battle

VrE -

e—/

were against the selection of candidateby
sthis method, because that
control was not theirs. Now, in September, when they see the western
Massachusetts waves rolling in, not
with the name of Fitzgerald, but
with the name of Ely, they propose
to abandon the direct primary, and
return to the selection of the candidates by the state committee."
Meanwhile the much muddled situation in Boston continued to further
get into a snarl, over night. Repudiation of "Dictator" Curley, switching
and swinging of support marked the
developments.

Fitzgerald's name will appear
on the ballots, Tuesday. It cannot be removed, and Curley, attempting to capitalize on this
and the wave for sympathy for
the sick man, hopes to see him
nominated, then withdrawn and
the place left open for the picking of a candidate. Curley hopes
to name Gen. Edward L. Logan.
BOSTON. sept 10 (INS)—Although reports were current However, friends of Andrew J.
that Mayor James . Curley, leader of Boston's Democracy, Peters, long a gubernatorial poswould be a candidate for the party nomination for governor, it sibility will not let the thing go
Nby default
was authoritatively said today at City hall that he would de- nominated, and If Fitzgerald is
lit spite
,
cline to oppose Gov. Frank G. Allen, Republican, who is out and Curley attempts ofto himself
dictate
for a second term. The name of Mayor Curley was injected the naming of the candidate,
into the Democratic gubernatorial candidate lists following the they will put up a strong battle.
withdrawal of John F. Firzgerald, former mayor, because of It is a crucial period for Currey.
If he wins, his position as a candigovernor in spite Of his wit hill health.
date for governor two years hence
drawn!. 'Joseph it FAY of WestAt the same time it NM learnec
will be materially strengthened. If
field. See(111(i candidate for the
that Mayor Curley would refuse tt
he loses, it will indicate that the
lend his support to Maj. Gen. Edware
power he thinks he wields in things
office, lashed out at the "dictator"
L. Logan or Sherman L. Whipple 11
Democratic, is on the wane. Patrick
al three rallies in his home secthey were enlisted in the event that
J. Duane, mayor of Waltham, termed
tor last night. Bitter invective
Fitzgerald receives the nomination
him a "dictator" in an announcomarked the gatherings as thouMayor Curley has announced that he
ment last night, in which he urged
intended to fight to keep Fitzgerald
nomination of Joseph B. Ely of Westsands
Of
west ern
Democrats
in the primary fight, despite the anfield. William R. Scharton, of Bosflocked to the support of their
nounced withdrawal of "Honey Fitz.
ton, Democratic candidate fOr attorcandidate.
ney general likewise repudiated the
This stand drew the atttreiti of JoAt Northampton, Springfield and Curley move and urged Ely's nomseph B. Ely of Westfield, and John
Holyoke
ination
,
Ely.
Cummin
,
spoke,
both
B.
gs,
sharply and to
in the field for
John J. Cummings, the third canthe Democratic gubernatorial nom- the point. "I do not propose to see
the great hope for a liberal, construc- didate, for governor, last night isination.
' "It isn't fitting for the party of tive, progressive and statewide Dem- sued a statement in which he termOd
ocratic
party discarded necause of the Curley's idea "silly," and demanded
the people to be manipulated by the ;
that Ely should withdraw because
machinery .of politics into a choice
of candidates by a committee of a , .elfish ambitions of any living man," he (Cummings) had "exposed him
he
said.
"Any statement to the effect as a power trust attorney."
few." declared Ely. "Let the ballot
that the Boston city committee had
Francis J. Finneran, president of
decide your choice."
Supporters of Cummings and Ely met and indorsed the candidacy of the Democratic club of Massachucharged that Mayor Curley, in his Fitzgerald is a plain falsehood," he setts, sent Ely a letter last night,
stand regarding Fitzgerald, was as- continued. "That group has not had in which he asked the Westfield man
suming dictatorial methods. In reply'a meeting in six months, and has o withdraw, because, as he sees it,
to the declaration Of Mayor Curley never indorsed any candidates. The ly has no chance of winning. In the
that "neither of Fiezgerald's two op- alleged indorsement was made by etter he spoke of a campaign of viii-,
ponents has demonstrated a capacity two women and Henry E. Lawler. fication which, he claims,
the Ely
requisite for the governorship of Lawler is getting $8000 a year from group has conducted
against Curley
Massachusetts," /Ely and Cummings Curley, as a member of the staff of and Fitzgerald. He
said, "Your claim
attacked Curie in rallies in North- the corporation counsel of the City that Sen. David I. Walsh,
who apston last night for of Boston. He'll do anything Curley pointed you district
ampton and
attorney has
always been your politica
"assuming- th duties of overlord of tells him to do."
l
advisor,
is false."
the DeMOCIII c party of MassachuCurley's appeal to the voters
th recommending tacMeanwhile the Ely forces were
setts" end
to nominate tlizgeraio
re-*
oespite
doubling their efforts in
tics which were absolutely dishonbehalf of
hls withdrawal, is a cry of destheir candidate. Every
est."
possible means
will be used to put him
pair," Ely said, "and a challenge
Frank . Donohue, chairman of
over and
to prevent the recurre
the De untie state committee, toto
western
nce of the hapMassach
usetts
to
pening of four years ago
day re secl to be drawn into the
when Harry
show that it Is a party with a
Dooley, candidate against
con tro ray. Meanwhile, Mayor Pathim for the
punch. The Worcester harmony
Duane, of Waltham, came out
lieutenant-governorship,
rick
Pport of Ely today, declaring
just before primaries, and withdrew
in
conference was called by Boston
was swept
.it t I am unalterably opposed to
to victory on a wave
political leaders in order that
of sympathy.
y man setting himself up as the
Tomorrow night, Ely's
supporters
Democratic representatives from
ctator of the Democratic party."
will stage a monster
rally for him
all over the state coud ballot on
here in Mechanics hall.
Ely himself,
Cong. William J. Granfle
I
what candidates should go before
r I EY CHARGED WITH "SELLING
ld, who last
year set the Republicans
the voters at the primary.
by
OUT" PARTY
with capturing the election the ear,
"Then," he said, "when this small vin Coolidge's home districtin Calfly Joseph II, Dyson
, some
coterie of men, endeavoring to dictate prominent Boston Democrats, and
Gazette Staff Reporter
all
the local Democratic
the policy of the party, found
candida
tes,
Charging that James M. Corley,
will
they be on hand, end most
of
them
could
will
not
control the votes, they
!',,, of Boston. Is attempting to
speak.
nihilated the conference on anit the Democratic party to !groun
the
ds that it would deprive
the
.4.“.1. nor Allen," hy his efforts to
!people of their sacred rights to
i'ooninate 'loin, F. Fitzgerald for
their own candidates. In Julyselect,
they.
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Meer .1.1.1..,14
.........8
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r,
"ne
surc'ttnd nnminat,a,olirtl., I .• right I., choose thee. eatundme-a.
iii.; decision is similar to that of May- didate: for governor, Joseph B. Ely."
or Patrick J. Duane of Waltimm, whoAt the foot of -the circular, which
...
.
joined
the Ely forces last night, after is about a neWspapereealurnn long and
cp pi( RI6
_
Ass
learning that Fitzgerald was delinitely two pewspaper colutims wide, appears
-Ni
in bold face capitals•—
Many other prominent Democrats , "Vote for Ely, O'Brien, Douglass,
and victory."
In the eastern part of the state have
re'ariteYappeals
for support for
I lic.eircular
aotified Ely they well be with him.
They had been with Fitzgerald, but Dist-Atty William J. Foley in preferall resent the attempt of Curley to enee to Senator J. Mulhern; also for
dictate to the Democratic voters of sepport for John F. Malley of Newthe state. In fact, the drift toward : ten for lientehant-governor, Joseph
Ely has assumed sue!) proportions Santosits0o icr•Boston for state becre,.;
that . it is difficult to see how CurIcY : tary, Fred H. Bourke of Lowell for
can carry throegh his scheme. It was state treasurta, Francis X. Hurley ot
C'ittnb1-id4e tor state auditor, Henry P.
rredietPd at Heston today that Ely
will swamp Curley and not only d rive 'Fieldfog of Beaton far attorney-genand certaln other candidates iu
era'
him from his position SS Self-a PPoio4ed dictator of the party. hut mike senatorial and repiteemative 000.
sure also that Curley will not lac the teste.
LeMosney undoubtedly reasoea that
party's candidate for governor in
Ely and O'Brien will give- the geoD52, as the plans were laid.
and racial balance Which halt
graphical
Noteworthy, also, is the havoc Fit
zerald'e withdrawn' has raised with been the elliet :Cry of the Democrats
Republican plans. These were all during this caMpaign. It aeeounted
based on the assumption that Fitzger- for reports that before Fitzgerald reald would be the man named to op- t Men, he was leaning toward Marcus
pose Allen, and had been worked out et. Coolidge for the senatorial nominaIn great detail. Fitzgerald was looked tion.
Curley and Backers Buoy
upon by the Republicans as an easy
(.indidate for Governor Allen to deMayor Curley and his backers were
-at, hut the sudden turn of affairs 'active tonight and speakers were goMei disrupted all plans and the Re- ing about Boston at tallies advocating
pnblican leaders, including the gov- Fitzgerald's noMination. Curley is to
ernor himself, are perturbed. They begin tomorrow to direct personally
rreilize the trend is toward Ely and the drive to nominate Fitzgerald. The
that, if he is nominated, Allen will Women's Good Government league, an
have a stiff fight.
organization of Democratic women,
Ely will continue his strenuous who have always been with Curley,
campaign the rest of the week in the is to open headquarters at the Stotler
eastern part of the state, aided by hotel tomorrow and Fridey night will
well-known Demoerats.'Likewlse, the hold a Fitzgerald reception and dinCurley crowd, h ded by Chairman ner, at which it is expected burley
Henry J. Lawler of the Boston city 'will make his first speech in behalf of
committee,
3, ert a drive to the man who lies in a cot at the Pecarry through
ayor's program. ter Bent Brigham hatpin'', unable to
le is all peort feint a dat LOIC•a- see visitors, and, -therefore, unable to
eeeted source and it ftn•thet• insures be ;caked whether he wants tihis drive
oepos
to Cu rley'e drive to nomi- ; of Curley's to nominate him to go on.
pate Fitzgerald and then, after he has j O'Brien, senatorial candidate. in
refused to accept the nomination, to speeches tonight maintained that
engineer the deal so that, Gen Edward I
From Our Special Reporter
.1. Lawler, chairman of the
Logan will be chosen as the substl- Boston Democratic city committee,
Boston, Sept. 10—Martin M. Lo. lat
aA
it
tdte candidate.
Even before
a -city statute by taking an
violating
--- masney has come out for Joseph made known through accident
there active part in behalf of a political
was
Ely
that
but
question
any
wasn't
B. Ely of Westfield for the Demo- gaining strength by leaps and bounds. candidate. Ile explained that this
statute forbids an assistant corporacratic gubernatorial nomination.
Yet, if Lomasney stayed with Curley
counsel of the city of Boston to do
The "mahatma," one of the pow- and Fitzgerald, it meant a triumvirate
such work, yet Lawler is helping dithat isn't accustomed to defeat Within
the effort!. of Curley to nominate
ers in Boston politics for 42 years, its own party. Lotnasney now takes
ett erald. O Brien explained further
ez'
l
with
James
Mayor
M.
has broken
resigned as the commitplay F,hatg
' to
frhimvitf
°( this
"tit kly.
"inielf
cannot
says
he"
;11011g
whom
tee chairman many months ago, but
Curley in Curley's plan to nominate
licatea Tuesday.
had a meetThe Loimtsney indorsement of Ely the organization has nottherefore,
Fitzgerald, despite the latter's anthe
7. ing in a long time, and,
Thomas
that
tiller
means
lei
nounced withdrawal from the con-i o'Brien of Boston, whom Lomasney is resignation has not been accepted and
to be chairman in
test.
backing for the United States sena- bawler continues
will benefit by violation of this statute.
Lomasney feels that only by the. torial nomination,
Lawler also is working for Joseph
thousands of votes and will forge
nomination of Ely can Democracy ahead, particularly in Western Massa- F. O'Connell, one of O'Brien's primary
contest opponents. O'Connell is also
avail itself of the opportunity that chusetts.
indorsement was. confined to his bed by illness. It is
Lomasney
This
presents itself, and not only carry not prearranged between the Ely and planned to carry a- microphone to
that
the gubernatorial office but win alsol O'Brien forces. Neither has played O'Connell's bedside Friday night
with the other, both men insisting no he may make a radio appeal to the
the seat in the United States Senate later
than tonight that they were voters for support.
and perhaps other state offices.
playing the middle-of-the-road game
He feels that in changing from. in so far as the other was eveerned,
and that they had not even conferred
Fitzgerald to Ely he is doing what, on the matter of joining forces.
•
going
is
is right, and on this basis
Text of Circular
Thc eircular which Lomasney will
through for Ely 100 per cent.
eive out Saturday morning, the day
Information Leaks Out
before his meeting at the Hendricks
The fact that Lomasney is to sup-I club here, a meeting he' has held for
Iport Ely wouldn't have become known many years tea the Sunday before :
until Saturday if there hadn't been a each election, indorses Ely thus:—
leak at the printing office where Lom"Joseph B. Ely is our candidate for 1
asney has had his confidential print. governor. He was born in Westfield ,
ing done for 25 years. Never before on February 22, 1881. Fie is a lawyer
in the quarter-century has any in- of ability, representing the sturdy De- \
iormation of a confidential nature been mocracy of the western part of the
divulged in advance, but since the last state which has been overlooked in
campaign, the printer who handled the past. His nomination will give recthis personal printing has died, and
to all the, elements of our
tonight a lieutenant of Lomasney ognition
party."
handed him a copy of the circular that '
in bold face capitals apthis,
Below
,wee to be kept confidential until Sat- ticarse—
iltrday, saying it, had been picked up'
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Feels Change From Fitzgerald to Westfield Man in
Line With Opportunity
Presented to Democrats

INFORMATION LEAKS
OUT BEFORE READY

Circular One Which, it Appears, Was to Have Been
Made Public Saturday, But
Printing Office "Lets Cat
Out of Bag" — Veteran
Politician Accepts"Break"'
Philosophically

lie,ry

Lawler

•
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contest. Mr Fitzgerald, because of ill
health, has been obliged to withdraw.
In a statement which was frank and
Ely today can fee/ as assured of the open, with great candor, he told the
Democratic
voters of Massachusetts
1 Democratic nomination as though it
I were Wednesday morning and the that his health would not permit him
i votes were counted. He has attained to carry on the fight. Ho said that
istihh
itecrim
doa
sArin
on
ow
su ipnba
ctaow
et:
u
tet.aa p
m
- the coming contest for election would
sptd
a
nd
sanikie
;In.nittghpo
require a man capable of making a
vigorous and constructive campaign.
"His retirement was announced bearrangement by Ely with Thomas C.
but It can be stated that no cause he could not make such a camsuch arrangement exists and, further, paign. I wish to extend my sympathy
t hat Ely will continue to travel alone. to Mr.Fitzgerald and his family and
If Lomasney reasoned that by corn- to express the wish that, relieved
ing out for Ely he would help his from the duties of campaigning and
y
,gatchitart the strain incident to a political conlatm
didm
na
OTsries
atal,
test, he may enjoy many years of
l ethe
peace and happiness.
t and did not rest upon any tie-up.
Denies Animosity Exists
Worcester tonight to
goes
Ely
to
...................—.......y. -"There has never been any personal
speak at Mechanics hall and it is ex- animosity between us and I am pleased
peeled that it will be the biggest Dem- to see that he retires with honor.
ocratic rally the heart of the common"In analyzing what men do and say
wealth ever had. Ely will appear be- we must always have in mind the mentore the Worcester gathering full of tal characteristics of the individual.
,
conflftdence and he will face a friendly Now, take the mayor of Boston, for in-.
audience imbued with the thought stancq. He is vigorous and explosive
(Special Dispatch to The Daily News.) that it is looking upon the first Dem- and in the heat of disappointment, hyAki
ovcratic governor since David I.
t
Boston, Sept. ll—Intensifled drives Walsh,
temperament leads him Into expression
and action which I feel sure in his
for the Democratic gubernatorial nomGrantield to Speak
cooler
moments he would regret.
ination continued today in behalf of
Congressman William J. Granfield
"I feel absolutely
that If Mr
Joseph B. Ely and John F. Fitzgerald. of Springfield will be at Ely's side on Curley had stopped certain
to consider, when
e platform and will make a speech. he learned
The parade tollthe Ely standard conof
Mr
Fitzgerald's
withtinued. Mayor John J. Murphy of The two will return to Boston tomor- drawal, his deliberate and unimpasSomerville is the latest adherent to row for the final drive to continue un- sioned decision would have been to
the Westfield man, having quit the til Saturday night. Ely this afternoon heal any breach that might have been
Fitzgerald ranks. There are many Is splitting an hour's rally at Pem- created in the ranks of Democracy,
more whose names will be announced berton square, Boston, with Senator and that he would have said: 'I have
by Ely headquarters in the next two Joseph J. Hulhern, Suffolk countydis- known Joe Ely ferr a great many
days. In fact, the turn to Ely has as- trict-attorney candidate. Mulhern is years. He has always been faithful
sumed the proportions of a rush. Wil- opposing Dlst-Atty William J. Foley to the Democratic party, He was one
liam G. Lynch, president of the Bos- and Foley is on the Lomasney slate of the first men in the state to advoton city council, is in this rush, de- with Ely. The appearance of Ely cate the nomination of Gov Alfred E.
claring he believes Ely's nomination and Mulhern on the same platform is Smith for President of the United
is necessary for success in November. further proof that Ely has no tie- States.'
"In my judgment no other candidate ups.
Cites Waish's Praises
There are 24 Democ-atic rallies
could win if nominated," says Lynch.
"I think he would have said, 'Joe Ely
Ely faces several requests that he scheduled for Boston t ni ht 16 of
withdraw, not the least rldiculthr thern out-of-doors. Ely's orators will has always loyally supported Senator
Walsh and Senator Walsh has freamong them being that of Joseph A. speak at all of them.
Mayor Curley, never before crossed quently, from the public platform, in
Conry, one of Curley's c.utstancling
lieutenants. Conry asks Ely to with- as he is now being crossed, persists my presence, spoken of Ely as a man
draw so that It canont be said in the in his drive for Fitzgerald while who is eminently fitted to become govevent Ely wins that he defeated a sick Fitzgerald is denied to any who might ernor of Massachusetts.'
ask him If
"I think if Mr Curley had stopped
man. He intimates that a, man on a to Curley's he willing to be a party
scheme. The whole Curley to consider, he would have said to the
sick had who has lost 25 pounds In
drive is to be based on sympathy for Democratic voters of Massachusetts,
the past few weeks and is in such a sick man, as plainly
shown in the 'Joe Ely rendered me valuable supconditlip) that his doctors will not let
Conry statement and in another de- port when I was a candidate for govhim iti*visitors, is to he preferred by mand upon Ely to withdraw
made by ernor some years ago.'
the voters to a healthy specimen of
Henry J. Lawler, chairman of the
"I think he would have said, 'the demanhood.
Boston Democratic city committee, cision of Mr Fitzgerald to withdraw,
Of course, Mayor Curley of Boston who O'Brien charges, is violating
a under all the circumstances, is wise
Still plans to. put Gen Edward L. Lo- 1 Boston city ordinance
by holding a po- and should be respected. And I can
gan into the race when Fitzgerald re- litical committee job while
an assist- now use my influence as mayor of Bosfuses the nomination Curley hopes to ant corporation counsel
of the city oil ton to create a harmonized Democracy
obtain for him. Mrs Logan, the gen- Boston.
in Massachusetts. And I therdfore
eral's wife, is to give a reception for
•
recommend to you that you cast your
1000 women at the Statler hotel Sun- STR
0 A4,4 -14P4'!34ion, votes for Mr Ely in the primary on
ftE1
/
day night and Curley will be the chief
z -fJ2.
the 16th.'
speaker. The sudden activities of
"In the heat of a close and hotly
members of the Logan family indieontestedskpolitIcal fight we were in- I
cates plainly they have Curley's asflIcted with a temperamental barsurance that Logan will be the subrage.
stitute if Curley can put through his
"Very many at Mr Fitzgerald's real
scheme. Logan had a long conference
friends have publicly announced their
with Curley yesterday afternoon.
support of my candidacy. The mvnA report that Curley will be driving papers today have disclosed to
en into the race as a substitute for
You such support as makes my
Fitzgerald is poorly founded. Curley
nomination absolutely assured, but
has stated definitely within the past
I am
looking forward
to
the
three days that he has no desire to
major engagement which is to be
he governor at this time. The Curley
fought out along constructive lines
drive in the next four days is going
against our opponent, the Republican
to cost thousands of dollars. It will
party.
be waged with an intensity seldom,
Asks Deciblve Tote .
if ever, before equaled in Boston.
"I therefore appeal to you as DemoThe sudden switch of Martin M,
crats ta make this nomination deciLomasney, from the Curley camp to
sive. When that has been accom
Ely was one of the stiffest punches
plished by your votes, you have as
Curley ever took but he is trying to
tablished
the fact that you are will,
shake it off as though it meant nothFrom
Our
trig
Special
to lend your support to a candiReporter
ing.
Bostonians know differently.
date
from
the western end Of thE
Boston,
Sept.
11—Joseph
They know that when,the Great MaB. Ely,
and a friendship has been cehatma speaks not only his immediate
mocratic gubernatorial candidate, state,
mented
between the east
followers accept but hundreds more
peaking over the air tonight, said in west which will for a long and the
time to
in. all parts of the states who lnn
come
it:—
eliminate
from our political con,1
„1,1
e
do like"Mr,'' I
1.dking to vou over the tests considerable of locality, and we
wisku
will hereafter speak in terms of a
t ph
1 whit h
Elm.7401
r ate-wide Democracy.
•I abilated the stream-mg thouslit. la-14o
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WESTFIELD MAN 1
AND GRANFELD t.lteiem
AT WORCESTER ,O'Brien,

• RALLY _TONIGHT
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Boston Mayor Repulsed on All
Sides: Ely Looks Like
Sure Winner

ELY SAYS CURLEY
LED INTO MISTAKE
BY HASTY SPEECH

Candidate Confident He
Would Have Mayor's Support if Latter Had Considered Before Taking
Stand
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tement
issued his sta
the afternoon he
Ely and
"is now containing his reference to
n,
rie
O'B
4/Lawler," said through violation of
Cummings.
ate."
..,/,•;iking, the law ordinance (Chapter
"Ely Our Candid
indorsing
,•, isod municipal ch provides that no
ey circular
sn
ma
Lo
whi
e
Th
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At the, top
cte
ele
ce.
section 25)
tan
not
dis
y,
cit
the
employe of the ll be an officer Ely went tence, "Joseph B. Ely is
sen
sha
er
Popular vote,
mber of was the ate for governor" and aft e
me
a
or
us
lif
uc
did
r a political ca mittee or conven- our cana thumbnail sketch of his
com
giving
...y political
:
.
that it Continued lawyer of ability, repreusly indicated for
vio
pre
n
"Ely Is a
acy of the
bee
n
rie
I; 11,1s
O'B
t
sturdy democr
por
sup
lisenting the of the State, which has
Lomasney would
t
npar
name
western
Douglass for Co
the past. His
•,(•nator. John J. Foley for district i.been overlooked in to all elements of
.T.
e recognition
s and
t/esti, William
hn P. Higgin e of will giv ty."
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Ticket Can Sweep
,•,,
, State, Says Boston-paid
South End Leader ."
Originally Committed to
Back Fitzgerald, He Now
Issues Circular Indorsing
Westfield Candidate.

SEES RECOGNITION
FOR ALL ELEMENTS

en
General Rush to Ely Se
in Hub Area; Curley, in
New Blast, ContinUes to
Belittle Pair in Race.
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CANDIDATE T. C. O'BRIEN
STATES HIS POSITION

The Big Shot

_
_

technically it is said to be impossible., ic candidate in this vicinity will be
for him to withdraw and that his , on the platform.
name will appear on the ballot,. CurThe thing which the Democratic
leaders will watch with interest, howley it is pointed out, well aware of ever, will be the number who turn
this fact, is making the most of it. out here. There are only ISO:, seats
lining up his workers and making In the hall, and if these are filled
personal appeals in order that Fitzand the walls are lined with spectagerald shall be nominated in spite
it will be taken as an indicaof himself. Then, if Fitzgerald, nom- tors,
that Ely will be successful in
inated, persists in withdrawing, it tion
pert
of the state.
this
will be up to the Democratic state
Dr. Thomas J. Barrett, long a leadcommittee to name the man who
will make the run against Governor er in affairs Democratic in this section, will preside. Harold D. Donohue,
Allen In November.
chairman of the Democratic city
Curley it is claimed by his vig- committee, is in charge of arrangeorous campaign now, hopes to be in ments.
a position to dictate the name of
Lomasney for Ely
that man. Who it will be nobody
'alai night Martin M. Lomanev.
yet knows, but there are some who
say his name will be James M. Cur- admitted to be one of the strongest I
icy, mayor of Boston, and that the men in the Boston Democratic group,
present intense actiVity of Curley is
nothing but a move to have himself swung his support to Ely. He had
previously endorsed Fitzgerald, but'
nominated.
let it be known that he would take
Vigorous Efforts Made
!' The Ely forces. however, icinforced Fitzgerald's attempted withdrawal at,
who Its face value, and would urge all his:
by numerous valuable an
.previously had Indicated they favored workers to get out the vote for Ely.I
Fitzgerald and an appeal to Senator This doubtless will swing into line,
David 1. Walsh are conducting a vig- many who would have followed Cur- 1
orous campaign to put their 'candi- ley's lead, 11 Lomasney had remained
date over, And the outcome from, quiet. It also indicates a political
Fly JOSEril D. DYSON
here, at this time, Is anybody's guess. split between Curley, Lomasney and
Onzet e Staff Reporter
The tally in his behalf tonight In Fitzgerald, who combined recently to
The Ely-Curley fight .over the Mechanics hall, will be watched with put Curley over for mayor of Boston.
Oemticratic nomination for governor interest in all parts of the state. In
It Is claimed that curley'a Attempt ,
pllt the center of the stage today the city of Worcester with 16,000 reg- to bring out a sympathy vote which
with the latest angle in the Draper- istered Deroociktic voters. There are, will nominate Fitzgerald, in spite of
Butler campaign for the Republican some powerful spsakers coming.
(himsalf, Is not meeting with anynomination for -United States sonatr,r
An announcemekt of state-wide thing like the general approval he
,One bid fair to crowd the other off toterest Was hinted this morning, by, hoped it would, but that he is bend..
the front, page, but developments in Ely supporters here, but just of what Ing every effort to bring it about, has
both were coming hourly, and the nature they decline to disclose. It lined up his own organization, and is
honors seemed shout even.
war; io he made by Ely himself, they bringing pressure to bear on the Bos'', DeThocr,'1,' City committee to ,zk..
i would attract attention all
uei,ind his move.
,litiyii ii,eiiiiiiii interest ill things Dem- i over the state.
acratie, as there has these last few I
Joseph A. Conry. Curley appointee
In addition to Ely, William J.
days since John F. Fitzgerald at- Granffeld.
who as traffic commissioner, issued a stateDemocrat
young
tempted to withdraw es a Democrat,-1 startled the die-hard Republicans by ment last night in which he appealed
le candidate for the nomination for winnign the Congressional
at in for the sympathy vote Curley wants,
governor. While
he has let It he, 1 Calvin Coolidge's home district, will and virtually demanded that Ely
known that, becalm, cf ill-health he appear in behalf of the Westfield wIthtiraW.
no longer desired to he a candidate, i man and vixtualIV..every Democrat- i
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Worcester Rally in Mechanics Hall Tonight to Be
Watched With Interest
Throughout the State

LOMASNEY'S STAND
IS HELD BIG ASSE1
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YOUNG MFR.'S CLUB
TO JOIN RALLY OF
G. 11, P.SATURDAY
Mrs Butler and Mrs Draper
Will Speak at King Philip's
Stockade at Gathering of
Party's Forces
Another local Republican group
swung into line this week, pledging Its
the
to
cooperation
support and
Springfield District Women's Republican club. The latter is sponsoring
one of the largest preprimary rallies in
this section at King Philips stockade
Saturda'y atfernoon, opening at 12.30.
; with the addition of the Springfield
1'oung Men's Republican club to the
list of those assisting with the plans
for Saturday% event, the gathering
will be one of the largest in the history of the women's club, according to
officers in charge. It is expected to
attract a tiTrong of independent voters eager to meet candidates informally, as well as a- record attendance
of:Republican oarty adherents.
-In addition to committees representing the Springfield City Women's
Republican club, the 613LISIAOSS Women's unit or the di?trict club, the
Springfield Young Men's Republican
club, and the city committee, the state
committee has arranged to assist the
local group, thus aligning five organiz4ions for the event.
William M. La tier. ..:...)ady
noted throughout the state for her actiVity in behalf of her husband's campaign for the Republiban nomination
to the United States Senate, has announced that she will address the
gathering in the afternoon, while Mrs
Eben S. Draper, equally well known
for her extensive speaking campaign
on behalf of her husband's candidacy,
is Also to discuss political issues at the
affair.
Welcome Committees
Both women will be escorted by
large committees of local workers for
their respective groups. The welcoming staff to attend Mrs Butler will include Mrs, Walter Perry, manager of
the. Butler campaign in this city; Mrs
Cirlos B. Bills, Mrs Lewis A. Gridlot

3°•

Events of Today
Regina circle, Daughters of
Isabella: B us iness meeting,
clubrooms, 121 State street, at 8.
Good Shepherd Aid association: Business meeting, House
of Good Shepherd, Wilbraham
road, at 2.30.
Mrs J. F. Buckey, Mrs F. L. Winberg,
Mrs Louis Clairmont, Miss Mary A.
Bowne, Mrs L. L. Doggett, Mrs E. W.
Hale, Mrs George W. Pirnle and Mrs
L. C. Haynes.
Mrs Draper. who will be at Northampton to. iorrow as the guest of Mrs
Sidney Bailey, is scheduled to speak at
the James house tomorrow night and
will-motor to this city early Saturday
afternoon. She will be greeted by a
committee headed by Mrs George Sabin, manager of the Draper campaign
here; Miss Maud Tait, Mrs D. H. Pinney, Mrs Nat White, Mrs Charles
Bailey, Mrs Edward St Cyr, Mrs Lillian Colvin, Mrs Carl Hodges, Mrs
Slattery, Miss Elizabeth Orr, Miss
Agnes Landry, Mrs George Ferguson.
Mrs Winsor B. Day and Mrs William
Orr.
Additional aid will be given committees at the grounds by Miss Hazel
Heath and Miss Helena Radorninski,
both members of the Business Women's unit of the District eiub. who are
assisting with general *tans. Miss
Mary Woodbury and 111rd Fred Neddo
have arranged snorts for the afternoon, and Mrs 0. S. Blair of Maple
street will continue to receive reservations for box lunches to be eaten
at the grounds. Reservations for the
luncheons should be in by tonight.
More than 50 have already left orders
with Mrs Blair and it is expected that
there will be numerous others who
will take advantage of her offer to
furnish luncheons, individually boxed,
for a moderate charge.
Candidates Coming
Acceptances from candidates, who
will be present at the rally from this
district, continue to be received. Mrs
Draper and Mrs Butler, who will be
the sole speakers from outside this
section, will be presented by Mrs H.
C. Hyde, chairman of the program
committee.
Mrs Draper is scheduled to meet
Mr Draper at the gathering, and will
remain with him for a reception to be
tendered at the Hotel Kimball. An
informal gathering, the latter is expected to be attended by independent
voters interested in meeting the candidate, according to Mrs Sabin, who
yesterday issued an invitation to all
wishing to meet the Drapers in the
evening.
Although no reception has been
planned for this week by the Butler
adherents in this city, there !no be
a Butler rally tomorrow night at Central High sclibol, with a parade scheduled to precede the gathering.
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Cher see governor than either of the
present democratic aspirants for the
office, Joseph E. Ely of Westfield
and John J. Cummings of Boston.
remaining
five days
With only
until primary day Curley has been
other
In the midst of a battle with
democratic leaders of the state since
of
mayor
John F. Fitzgerald, former
withdrew from the camBoston
paign because of illness.
Only yesterday a split developed
between the Curley forces and those
of Martin Loniasney, Boston democratic leader and considered One of
Lopolitics.
the czars of Boston
masney came out in favor of Ely
by
advanced
and opposed a plan
Curley that the democrats insist on
Fitzgerald's nomination and then if
he declines to run for election the
democratic state committee pick a
candidate.
In a statement issued with his list
the mayor said neither Ely or Cammings were of the right calibre to
hold the office of governor and that
they had carried on such a vigorous
campaign against each other their
supporters could never be reconciled
to supporting the victorious candidate in the primary. The list included several republicans. Those named in the mayor's list were•
Whipple, Boston
L.
Sherman
H. Cole.
I laneyer; General Charles
General Edward L. Logan, Marcus
A. Coolidge, who seek the United
States senatorial nomination; Mayor
Ashley of New Bedford; Mayor Russell, of Cambridge; General Clarence R. Edwards, a republican; Edward A. Filene, ftoston merchant;
James P. Phelan, Boston banker;
Judge Jellies B. Carroll, of SpringC. Crosey. of
field; Judge John
Pittsfield; Judge Edwin F. Hanafy,
J.
of Fall (River; Judge Philip
Mayor
Worcester;
of
O'Connell
Keefe of Westfield; John J. Martin,

1

of Boston-,' bafiikt1r; John G. swift,
Patrick A. O'Connell.
of Milford;
Boston; Mayor Landers of Lawrence
Congressman William J. GI-afield, of
Springfield; Ilex'. Roland D. Sawyer.
A. McLaughlin,
of Ware; Edward
Jr., park commissioner of Boston:
of
Lynn;
Connery,
Congressman
John F. Malley, of Newton; Edward
1'. ,Barry. of Boston, former lieutenant governor; Mayor Gallagher of
Wuiburn; Sheriff John A. Kelleher,
of Suffolk County; Mayor Larkin of
:iiedtord; Mayor McGrath of Quincy ; Arthur
Lyman of
Waltham;
Charles g. Hamlin, Boston banker;
A
W.
George
nderson.
tif the
Judge
,Vnited States Circuit court; Charles
F. Murphy, of Worcester, candidate
for the democratic nomination for
lieutenant governor; General Thomas F. Foley, of Worcester; Dean
Gleason L. Arch6r, of Suffolk Law
school; Edward Avery of Braintreel
P. Frank Joyce, vice
president of
the Boston and Maine railroad; Michael F. Phelan. of Lynn, former
congressma n; The Inns 'J. Boynton,
Arlington: Charles H. Taylor of the
Boston Globe; Thomas C. Thatcher.
of armouth, former
congreman:
Mayor Braden
of Lowell:
Mayor
Dillon of Holyoke; Mayor Sullivan
Mayor
of
winter
of
PellhodY;
Springfield; M. Fred O'Connell, former mayor of Fitchburg; John T
.Kane, formerma
f ir;yroawence
• f4Thomas J. Corbett, former mayor
of Lowell; Joseph J. Donahue, of
Boston, anti Judge Joseph J. Cor, hr4 /
ItoRtch:

Mayor Names I-111y wen As
Better Candidates For Governor Than Party's Nominm.
us.
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LOMASNEY THROWS
HIS SUPPORT TO ELY
*

Veteran Hub Politician's Surpri
se Move Considered Great Aid Talk of
Continuing If Nominated DeniFitzgerald
Speak in Mechanics Hall To ed —Ely to
night Curley to Launch Campaign at
Meeting Friday Night in Boston
By JAMES H. GUI
LFOYLE

•

Telegram State Hou
se Reporter
BOSTON, Sept. 10.
—Martin M. Lomasney,
tonight, broke with
James M. Curley and
came out for Jose
ph B. Ely of Westfiel
the, DemoCratic nominati
d for I
on for
overnoc.
That was the outs
tanding develop-! "Joseph B. Ely is our candidate for , •I
ment of the day on
the Democratic! governor. Be wasb
or•n in Westfield on
side, but not the
only one, since'Feb. 22, 1881. He is a lawyer of ability,
well defined booms
were also form_ representing the sturdy Democracy
Ing for Gen. Edwa
of
rd L. Logan, An-i the western part of the state whic
h
drew J. Peters,
Sherman L. Whip-: has been overlooked in the past.
pie and possibly a
His
half dozen other nomination will give recognit
lesser lights,
ion to
all the elements of our party."
The Lomasney move
is considered
Below this, in boldface capitals, apa great help to Ely
and may also pears: "Be sure and nominate
have a vital effect
as our
on the senatorial candidate for governor
Joseph B. Ely."
race in il)e same
party.
"Vote for Ely"
Opposes Curley Plan
At the foot of the circular appears:
Lomasney, one of the
powe
rs in Vote for Ely, O'Brien, Doug
Boston politics for 42
lass, Foley,
years, has announced opposition to
Kearney and Victory."
Curl
ey's
plan
to ndminate Fitzgera
ld, despite the
The circular appeals for support for
latter's announced
withdrawal from Dist. Atty. Will
the contest. Curley
iam J. Foley in preferwas unaware of
this fact tonight, but
pence to Senator Joseph J. Mulhern,
will
lear
n
of
It when tomorrow
Mr. Ely is planning a whirlwind
morning's papers
reach the readers.
campaign in these closing days
. Be is
• Lomasney contends
cary
•
ing the fight to Mayor Curly
that only by
the nomination of
and
othe
r
Bost
on leaders who at..
Ely can Democrac
y
carry the gubernatoria
l office, and urging nomination of Fitzgerald. Towin also the seat
in the United day he announced many endorsements
States Senate
and perhaps other including Wililam R. Scharton, canstates offices.
didate for the party's nomination
for
The fact that Loma
sney is to sup- attorney general, Mayor J. Leo Sulliport Ely is not know
van of Peabody, former Mayor
n even at Ely's
LAWheadquarters tonight.
retire F. Quigley of Chelsea
It wouldn't
and Atty.
have become known
Leo M. Harlow, former comm
until Saturday
ande
r of
If there hadn't been
the Massachusetts departme
a leak at the
nt of the
printing office. Sinc
American Legion. In addresse
e the last cams today
paign, the printer
and tonight Mr. Ely cont
who handled his
inued to
personal printing
v•stge war on the dominati
died, and tonight
on
by the
' a lieutenant of
Lomasney's handed • small clique of Boston politicians.
, him a copy of the
Mayor Curley, it is said
circular that was
, favors
to be kept confidential
Logan for the gubernatoria
until Saturl nomina, day. saying it had
tion, but today he issu
been picked up,
ed
a state0:1.t Boston City hall.
ment denying alliance
That Lomaswith any po' ney was angry goes
tential candidate.
without saying,
but philosophically
he accepted the
Political Foes
leak as a veteran
and the story be- 1
The personal feelings betw
came known.
een CurI ley and Peters, who
have always been
Continued on Page
, enemies politically
Twenty-seven
would
prevent
i
him from giving his
1support to the
I form
Charged Io 1•:Iy•
•
er mayor's candidacy.
1 tliginally, Loma
There was talk toda
sney was for'
Fitzy that Fitzgerald.
gerald might pull a
The original circular
surprise after the
that
primaries and insist,
was to be passed out
if he is nom contained Fitzinsted, on
gerald's name as the
remaining in the fight
choice of Lo.
Those close to the
tnasney and his follo
situation said,
wers, and It was
however, that Fitzgera
at the top of the
ld has signed
circular. With Fitza withdrawal blank.
grralcl's withdrawal,
it became nec- !
The Democratic
essary to change that
city committee
para
grap
h. lhas taken over
He changed it to Ely.
the
, quarters in the Amer Fitzgerald head If Lomasney stayed
ican
with Curley
House, The
and Fitzgerald, it
mayor expressed
meant A triumconfidence in fl
viate that isn't
Fitzgerald victory, and
accustomed to desaid
his choice
feat within its own
would be "given a vote
party.
greater than
The Lomasney endo
that
of
his
two
rsement
opponents
was
corn.
i no prearranged one
bines."
between the Zly
; ;IT'
O'Brien fon ,
Alt Ii'
‘) fornicr Mayo
Neither
r
Peters and
riayed With the 01 her.
,. ,
n eral Logan refr
aine
The. circular, whian.sLouaa
flounci ng any candidac d from ansney will
y and gave no
give mit Saturday morning,
hint as to their posit
the clay
ion In the event
1-)efOre Ms Sunday meeting
at the •, that, there was a move to nominate
tliendricka Club at 11A
eithe
r
by
the
Green Street, ,
Democratic state corn
1 twaorliaa,Elv thus
mitt cc, their friends
:
to the circulation of were attending
the assertion
would.. a eartt. ,.
,
'
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Mayor Peters back from a
''titcation in Maine said no over
tures
had been made to hint
To 'calk III Worcester
Mr. Ely spoke today at a noon rally
in Peniberton square and
in the evening at a number of rallies
in Roxbury and Dorchester. Tomorrow
night
he speaks in Worcester at a
big rally
arranged for him at Mechanic
s hall.
At the Pemberton square rally
Mr.
Ely referred to the plan to
nominate
John F. Fitzgerald despite
his withdrawal and "the School stree
t selection of a candidate" as
"political
chicanery."
Ely flayed Curley and allie
d leaders. He called for a "sta
tewide,
wholesome, constructive and
harmonious Democratic party."
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Washington, Wri
tes Sh

Turned-Siavety

nt
Another Calls
Gettysburg Scen
e
.1. 1812; Only
8Of 34 Pass Testof Battle in War of ;
; Mayor Cu
rley
Wants Probe.
BOSTON, Se

and superi pt. 10----,(AP) The 3layor
ntendent of
to know
schools want War of 1812, that, th
what -1 the
e progressive
movement In
matter with Bo
on's public
s- velt reclaime 1912, was when Rooseschool educat
d
th
e West and
ional system. dam. Hu
Wheti a hi
built a
gh-r
rley
graduat e says anking girl high school a mark of 90 said a girl who received
in
Ab
he
ra
r
hi
ha
gh
m Lincoln ha
em
school math..something to do
d In atics had received a ma
, with slavery
the examinat
rk of eight
. tailing to
but on
ion.
finish the jo
Dr
.
J. E.
b he turned
over to Ge
it schools, ca iturke, superintendent
orge Wash
lled in the
ington, t] of- fiv
ticials say So
headmasters of
e suburb
methin
Thirty-four gir g must be off olor. an- explanatan high schools today foof'
io
ls
r
n and Maxor
took the ex•
lion for entr
Jams_s M.
Una- CujWssued a
ance to the
statement fa
teachSrs' col- dnvestig
lege and on
voring Tar
ation info th
ly eight pa
ssed. Chairm
e I:natter.:
Joseph J.
an
.
mittee wasHurley of the School Co
mthe results responsible for ex
of
posing
that among the examination. He
sa
tions were the answers to the quesid
st
at
ements that
Webster was
Daniel
Washington's
cif State;
Secr ary
scene of Mcthat Gettysburg wasetth
e
Donough's vi
ctory in the
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IN THE BOSTON SCHOOLS
Headmasters of Five Hi
gh
Wretched Showing of 3 Schools Asked to Explain
Examination for Entran4 Girl Graduates Who Took
Answers to Questions Arce to Teachers' College-e Ridiculous

•

Boston, Sept. -0
(R)—The mayo
r and He said
the superinten
that am
dent of schools
Want to questions were ong the answers to the
know what is th
statements th
e matter with
at Dani
the Bos- Webster was Washin
ton's public sc
gton's secretar el
hool educationa
state, that Ge
y of
l
ttysburg was
system.
When a rankin
of McDonough'
th
g girl high scho
s victory in th e scene
ol grad- 1812,
uate says Abra
e war
that the progre
ham Lincoln ha
ssive movement of
d some- 1912
thing to do with
was
in
slavery but on
to finish the jo
failing west an when Roosevelt reclaimed
th
b he turned it
over to girl wh d built a dam. Hurley said e
George Washin
gt
a
o
something must on, the officials say high sc received a mark of 90 in he
be
r
hool mathemat
ic
Thirty-four gir off color.
s
ha
d received
a mark of eigh
ls took the ex
t in the examin
tion for entran
aminaation.
Dr. J. E. Burk
ce
e, superintende
lege and only ei to the teachers' col- school
nt. of
s, called in th
ght passed.
e
he
Chairman Jose
ad
masters of
five suburban hi
gh schools toda
school committe ph J. Hurley of the explan
y for an
at
e was responsi
ble for ley is ion and Mayor James M. Cu
exposing the res
sued a statemen
rults of the examin
t favoring an
ation. vestigat
inion into the
matter.
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High School Gradua
' Left Slavery Jot) te Says Lincoln
To Washington
.'26 Of
34 Girls
Fail In Ili ,
ston Teac
hers' 1.,xa
illation .1
mnd One Ha
s Mark
I`
1.

Boston, Sept. 10
—(AP)—The Ma
yor
and the Supe
rintendent of
Schools
want to know
what is the matt
er with
Boston's publ
ic school educ
ational
system. When
a high-ranking gir
l high
i school graduate
says Abraham Li
ncoln
had something
to do with slav
ery that
on failing to fin
ish the job tu
rned it
over to George
Washington, th
e officials say someth
ing must be off
color.
Thirty-four gir
ls took the ex
amination for entran
ce to the Teache
rs' College and only ei
ght •pissed. Ch
airman
Joseph J. Hurl
ey of the schc
ol committee was resp
onsible for exposi
ng the
results of the.
exavination.
Be said
that. among the
answers to th
e qimes'ions were
statements th
at Daniel We
,iter was
bWashington's
secretary of
state; that
Gettysburg wa
s the scene
,of McDonoug
h's victory
in the War
1812; that
of
the Progressiv
e movement
in 1912 was
when Roosevel
t .feclanned
the West an
d built a dam.
Hurley said
a girl who
received a ma
rk of 90 in
.lier high scho
ol mathemat
ics had received a mark
of eight in th
e examination.
Dr. J. E. Bu
rke, superi
ntendent of
Schools, called
in the head
masters of
five suburban
high schools
today for
an explanat
ion and Ma
yor Jas
Curley issued
M
a statemen
t favoring an
:Investigation
into the matt
er.
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School Officials at Hub Upset
At Exam Answers of Students

The voters also will be treated
-without candor. As the case rests,
they are asked to function in the
primary when the Democratic primary ballot does not mean what it
Mayor Thinks Something is Wrong When Girl Credits says. The name Fitzgerald will be
on it, yet no one now knows what
Washington With Lincoln's Slavery Laurels
the name Fitzgerald adumbrates. If
it signifies the Democratic state comwere statements that Daniel
Boston, Sept. 10—(AP)—The mayor questions
Washington's secretary
mittee, then no Democratic voter
was
Webster
want
schools
of
and the superintendent
Gettysburg was the
that
state;
of
Boswith
know in advance to what influmattar
can
the
is
to know what
McDonough's victory in the
ton's public school educational system. scene of
or to whose dictation that comprogressive
ences
the
that
1912,
of
war
When a high ranking girl high school
in 1912 was when Roosevelt
would yield. Instead of selectmittee
graduate says Abraham Lincoln had movement
dam.
the West and built a
something to do with slavery but on reclaimed
candidate for governor, the
a
ing
a
received
who
a girl,
failing to finish the job he turned it Hurley said
90 in her high school matheDemocratic voters in the primary
over to George Washington, the offi- mark of
received a mark of eight
cials say somethink must be off color. matics, had
are asked to underwrite the plot of
examination.
Thirty-four girls took tlr,y examina- In the
superintendent of
Burke,
E.
a mystery story.
J.
Dr
Teachers'
the
tion for entrance to
In the headmasters of
One thing is not mysterious, howcollege a:td only eight passed. Chair- schools, called high schools today for
suburban
man Joseph J. Hurley of the school flysexplanation. and Alaz_ir James AI.
Mayor Curley is plainly graspever.
h
committee was responsible for exposissuedstateffiTht rayurinl.' ing for the leadership of the Demoing the results of the examination. He Cur,
tIon Into the matter.
said that among the answers to the an-MiTsttga
cratic party in this state, Senator
D- MISS)- 1,2 FPI/M/1CA
Walsh has sailed for Cuba. The sucsp
F
- u - )'f 7o.
cess of Mr Curley's plan, audacious
act to a nomination actually tenas it is, will place him in a position
dered. It is even conceivable that
to challenge the senator's supremany man' would thus react.
acy. If the Democratic party is loyal
SPRINcLEIELD.
But where are the Democratic
to Senator Walsh—whose leadership
voters left, if Mr Fitzgerald's course
TWENTY-EIGHT PAGES
this year, one is bound to say, has
under the conditions that Mayor
men evasive and faltering—the
Curley seeks to bring about, remains
1( The Democratic Muddle
Nmocratic vote::: will find the an'John F. Fitzgerald's regrettable obscure? They must go to the pri- swer to the riddle now presented
Illness and retirement place him be- nary next Tuesday to nominate a to them in action at the primary
yond political attack in the last days Democratic candidate for governor That will leave the state committee
Of the Democratic primary contest, without knowledge of two things im- nothing to do in the relection of the
yet this immunity does not wholly portant in themselves: First, wheth- party's candidate for goverr.or.
relieve him of an obligation to go er Mr Fitzgerald would accept the
somewhat farther in taking his nomination if he were nominated in
spite of his request that nobody vote
party into his confidence.
The Democratic voters are entitled for him; second, whom the Demoto know before the primary whether cratic state committee would select
he would withdraw in case he should as the candidate in place of Mr Fitzstill receive the Democratic nomina- gerald in case he should still decline
tion for governor, in accordance to run.
The situation is so fantastic that
:with the plan which Ma or Curley i
actively promoting. In or er thaTThe it is not without humorous aspects,
Curley plan may succeed, Mr Fitz- yet the honest and fair functioning
gerald must cooperate with the may- of the primary law is now involved.
or to the extent of withdrawing We may all, Republicans and Demfrom the ticket, after the primary, ocrats and independents, be conto the end that the candidate for cerned in the honor of the commongovernor might be selected by the wealth. An issue of justice to the
candidates other than Mr Fitzgerald
Democratic state committee.
In the absence of another • state- is emerging. They may properly
ment by Mr Fitzgerald, it is neces- complain if they are now reduced
sary to point out that his withdraw- to shadow fighting, that is, to conal "absolute ar d final" was from the tending neither against each other
contest for the nomination. If he nor against Mr Fitzgerald, but
should now win the nomination, in against someone unknown whom the
spite of that withdrawal, a new sit- Democratic state committee may
uation would arise. Mr Fitzgerald later on produce as the candidate for
could then say: "If the party still governor, like a conjurer taking a
'prefers me, unwell as I am, it is rabbit out of the lady's ear. They
'my duty to yield to its judgment may properly complain because an
'and I will go through the campaign ultimate selection by the committee
'as its standard bearer. I already is already in the works, and, in their
'feel much better, thanks to the ignorance of the. man's identity, they
'great tribute I have received from are unable to subject his qualifica'the Democrats of Massachusetts." tions to public scrutiny and critiIt is at least conceivable that, un- cism—a scrutiny and a criticism
der conditions so complimentary to which they have had to endure themselves.
him, Mr, VitzgeFald, Wokil4
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By JOSEPH H. DYSON,
Gazette Staff Reporter
l
James Michae Curley, mayor of Boston, may b(> able to
ontrol things Democratic in he Hub. but as far as Worcester
tht wind
Democrats are concerned, lie skmply is whistling in
hen he attempts to pin over his scheme to control the Demoratie primaries, if the enthusiasm for the cause of Joseph B.
Ely demonstrated at Mechanics.hall last night is any indication.

"Asking you to vote for a candiEly. apparently, is the candidate of
would
date who is not going to run,
Worcester Democracy, or at least that'
blank
he like asking me to sign a
rally
the
in
d
fill
attende
you
which
it,
letting
of
part
check and then
not at
last night. There were upward of me the name and amount. I am
of the result of the primapersons In attendance, which, every- all afraid
ao,
ries. There is no question .boutwinthing considered, was a large turn- fling it. It is easy under the condiout. Doubtless some attended out of tions. But I want the Republican
nomincuriosity, others were there because , party to know that when we a macandidate we do it with
they were Democrats, and still others ate n
s in
busipes
lority that will mean
because they were interested.
November.'
It was after 9.0 clock when Ely arOutlines Plat form
rived, and it was a rousing ovation
concluded his speech with an
Ely
he received. We had expected to see outline of his platform. which ina fighter, a fiery speaker, but Ely is cludes real of the 18th amendment.
goodslow, easy talker, familiar and
cheap power to build up industries
natured, who seemed rather to want and unemployment relief.
to
than
e
audienc
to amuse his
Congressmlp William J. Granfield,
bit
in
arouse them. At times he waxed a
the Secon7 District, appeared
forceful and denunciatory. but on of
of Ely, and before launching
each occasion he slipped back into the behalf
paid
t,
of ,suppor
spirit of fun, poking it at himself into his speech to Congressman
tribute
and others and bringing forth good- glowing
e.
George R. Stobbs, who was present
natured chuckles from the audienc
Stobbs'
The Republican party, of which to greet him. He said: "Mr.
district
there were a few substantial mem- retirement means that his
d
bers in the gathering, was denounced And the naticn will lose a splendi
for its lack of leadership, its tactics ‘tatesmart who will be missed greatly
regood
all
His
at
3."
and what-not, as is usual
' by the members of Congres
Democratic rallies. Curley was round- , marks brought a round of applause
ly berated for his desire to` nominate rrom the audience.
John F. Fitzgerald, despite the latHe urged support of Ely. outlining
ter's withdrawal, and all around one the candidate's activities and his past
Ely.
for
feeling
can
sensed the
• history. He claimed the Republi
the
Calls Curley "Quick Tempered"
policy had failed, and called for
a
as
Ely
Characterizing Curley as "a quick nomination and election of
he
as
able
remedy
who,
tempered individual
man who could and would
is, goes off the handle occasionally." :tonditions.
Ely said, "The people of Boston, like
Dr. Thomas J. Barrett presided.
those of Worcester. have repudiated Other speakers included Dewitt C.
prithe
ate
manipul
the attempt to
Dewolf of Chester. candidate for
maries. The Curley plan has fallen Congress in the first Massachusetts
fiat. No one is in favor of it ex- district: David Goldstein, candidate
cept those on the Boston city pay- for the Congressional nomination
roll, in good fat Jobs, and they only here, and John F. McGrath. Chairbecause they have to be."
man Harold D. Donohue of the city
Ely outlined the issuing of the committee was on the platform. surand
Fitzgerald withdrawal statement
rounded by Democratic leaders in the
the Curley pronouncement urging city. The following candidates were
He
ss.
regardle
ion.
of
Fitz's nominat
I presented: Francis X. Hurley
scored the Boston mayor for his at- Cambridge, candidate for state autitude, and told the gathering what ditor: Georce F, Foley, candidate for
Curley might have said In support district attorney; Alderman John S.
of him, but did not. Urging a (eE. Dowd. ris of Sullivan and Thomas
menting of the various section
vals for the nomination in the First,
the state into one triumphant Dern- district state senatorial fight; Rep.
oerattc, party, he wild, "instead of 71harles A. Kelley And his Ward rihealing the sores of the primary
val, John J. Killeen. end Councilfight. Mr. curley has thrown acid on
man Charles E. Scott. candidate for
have
them. Endorsements which
the nomination In the Second Senpoured in on us the last few days
atorial district,.
show fault he made a m!stake. I
think he should acknowledge it. It
is never too late for any man great
nr ...IP )1 Ia. enronwtt his errors.
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ASSAIL CURLEY

ELY IN RALLY HERE BERATES
CURLEY'S SUPPORT OF "FITZ"
Democratic Gubernatorial Aspirant Enthusiastically Received—Speaker Declares
Boston Mayor's Plan "Has Fallen
Flat"
Denounces Republican Tactics
and Lack of Leadership--Granfield Pays
Tribute to Stobbs, Also Present

,

Buck Proposal that State
Democratic Committee
Choose Candidate
Former Asserts Leaders
Seek to Sell Out Party
to Governor Allen
,

(

i

Boston, Sept. 10 (.43)—Prohibition and t
the retirement of John F. Fitzgerald
from the race for the Democratic gubernatorial nomination occupied the center of attention in the Massachusetts
primary fight today.
The Liberal Civic league congratulated Marcus A. Coolidge of Fitchburg
for taking a stand in favor of repeal of
the 18th amendment. Coolidge is a candidate for the Democratic nomination
to the United States Senate.
Dispute Waged Over Woodcock.

The constitutional defense committee,
commenting on the protest of the Crusaders, a wet organization. against the
appearance of Prohibition Commisiioner
Woodcock at a Mass meeting on Sep'ember 15, the eve of the primary, in
upport of prohibition, said the protest
vas a good advertisement. The Crusaders claimed Woodcock's appearance
would be federal interference with state
matters.
Joseph B. Ely, Democratic candidate
for the gubernatorial nomination, 1.ssued a statement on Fitzgerald's retirement, which, he said, made the campaign now -simply a question of molting
(forward to take the first line Repub-,
lican trenches."
I:)!.t
Ely attacked the proposal made
that
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston
choose
the Democratic state committee
He said,
a substitute for Fitzgerald.
of the
"Nor is it fitting for the party
mapeople to be manipulated by the
of a
chinery of politics into a choice
candidate by a committee of a few."
Cummings Hits at Curley.
oppo-,
John J. Cummings. Ely's sole
Fitzgerald,
nent since the retirement of
t:
said of Curley's pronouncemen
duties..
"Let Mr. Curley attend to his
that theti
in City Hall and not assume
the dusituation calls for his assuming
tic party
ties of overlord of the Democra
for Massachusotts."
for his
JAMCS E. O'Connell, speaking
Joseph F.
brother. former Congressman
DemoO'Connell, a candidate for the
his
cratic senatorial nomination, said
trom his
brother was so far recovered
bo able to
recent illness that he would
Mond4v
give a radio address on
the night before the primaries.
.hip.
,
Ely Arn!ls Leader.
Springfield. Sept. 10 () — Attorney Joseph B. Ely. candidate for the
Democratic nomination for governor. lit.
;
North-;
addresses 11.-.,re, In Holyoke n
S
ampton last night, called for reptidia
nothip4
lion of "the so-ca ilcd leaders of
t
at all who should be driven into
ago, mei*
same see which /50 years
••
the British tos.
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Mayor Ctqley, of Boston, and Chitirman Lawler of that city's Democratic committee have evolved a simple but perhaps practicial scheme for taking the responsibility
of nominatIg the Democratic gubernatorial randidate away from the Democratic voters in the direct populai primary. Its success in operation requires only that the voters be as simple as the
scheme.
Stricken by illness, the Hon. John F. Fitzgerald, leading aspirant for the gubernatorial nomination, has announced his retirement from the contest. But Mr. Fitzgerald's name is already printed
upon the primary ballot. It will remain there. That
is the law. Messrs. Curley, Lawler et al. feel they
can use this otherwise superfluous name in their
business. They propose to do so.

Being "Direct"
About A Primary'.

I

It is the intention of hiessrs. Curley, Lawler
et al. (and they have the effrontery to make opeu
announcement of their purpose) to push the Democratic electorate into nominating Mr. Fitzgerald
despite his retirement. In so doing the Democratic
electorate won't nominate anybody because Mr.
Fitzgerald won't run, but the euphemistic assumption is that that Democratic electorate will do as
Mr. Curley tells it to whether there is any sense
in it or not. Mr. Curley believes—Mr. Lawler concurring—that from a lofty intellectual height he
can look down upon dumbness and make it jump
through hoops.
The Democratic electorate having at Mr. Curley's dictate nominated somebody who won't be
nominated, the program calls for further Mussolini
muscling on the part of Mr. Curley. Mr. Fitzgerald, having been nominated, will forthwith unnominate himself by repeating his refusal to run.
Thereupon Mr. Curley, perhaps after consulting
Senator Walsh and giving that astute gentleman
his chance to duck, will have the small and select
State' bommittee name a Curley candidate who will
appear on the ballot as the Democratic candidate.
In this manner are the inspiring theories of representative people's rule to be translated into accomplishment.
And all this may easily transpire as planned.
/
Assuredly so if the Massachusetts wing of the.
party of Thomas Jefferson recognizes that its organization stands in behalf of government of the
people, for the people, by James M. Curley.
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Roston Surprised
By Erudition Of
Its School Teachers
Teachers College Examinations Arouse Suspicion
8 Out of 34 Pass
10.—(AP.)—The
Sept.
Bostqn,
of
mayor and the superintendent the
schools want to know what is
matter with Boston's public school
educational system. When a high
says
ranking high school graduate
Abraham Lincoln had something to
to
do with slavery but on failing
finish the job he turned it, over to
George Washington, the officials say
something must be off color.
Thirty-four girls took the examination for entrance to the teachers'
college and only eight passed. Chairman Joseph J. Hurley of the school
committee was responsible for exposn.
ing the results of the examinatioto
He said that among the answers
that
the questions were statements
's
Daniel Webster was Washington
secretary of state, that Gettysburg
victory
was the scene of McDonough'sprogresin the War of 1812, that the
when
sive movement in 1912 was
Roosevelt reclaimed the West and
who
girl
a
built a dam. Hurley said
received a mark of 90 in her highs.
a
school mathematics had received
mark of eight in the examination. of
Dr. J. E. Burke, superintendent of
schools called in the headmasters for
five suburban high schools today M.
an explanation and Mir James
,Curley issued a statement fairoring
arilYlvestigation into the matter.
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Holyoke Senator Asks Walsh
To Exercise State Leadership
An appeal to Senator David I. Walsh to exercise his leadership
of the Democratic party in Massachusetts in the present crisis
resulting from the withdrawal of John F. Fitzgerald was made
yesterday in a telegram forwarded by former State Senator Daniel
A. Martin of Holyoke. The telegram from Mr Martin, who is a
candidate for the state Senate from the 2d Hampden district,
follows:—
"The chaos arising out of the withdrawal of John F. Fitzgerthe governorship contest and the recalcitrant attitude of
from
ald
Mays James M. Curley to substitute a committee to replace the
choice of the public, ;7111 result in the destruction of the Democratic
party in Massachusetts if leadership is not exercised. What do
you advise? It is imperative that you act. Wire."
Senator Walsh is at present vacationing in Havana, Cuba.
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Ely and Granfield
Among the Speakers

Three Express Appreciatton
for "Distinction.' Given
by Curley in List
of 50.

the
While expressing appreciation of
"distinction" thrust upon them by
Mayor Curley of Boston, in including
ette
them in his list of 49 Massachus
men whom he regards as "better
qualified" for the governorship than
Joseph sp. Ely, Mayors Dwight R.
Winter of Springfield, William T. Dilof Holyoke and Louis L. Keefe of
lon
violatO'Brien charged Lawler with
yesterday emphatically stated'
Westfield
of
officer
ing the law by serving as an
are wholeheartedly behind
they
that
empaid
a
Atty. Joseph B. Ely of Westfield
- • a political committee while
fight that Mr. Ely Is making for
the
candidate for the Democratic non- ploye of the city.
John F. the Democratic nomination, and exLomasney is also supporting
!nation for governor, invades Worgov- pressed the belief that he will be viclieutenant
for
Newton
Malley of
torious.
cester tonight for a rally in Me- ernor.
work yesAll three executives characterized
Curley went militantly to
chanicS Hall, on the heels of an
to
success
the Curley list as another frantic efterday in an effort to bring
and
,
Fitzgerald
announcement by Martin M. Lomasfort by the Boston Mayor to stem
his plan to nominate
ney, Boston Democratic leader. so. be in a position to dictate to the the increasing tide of sentiment for
shall succeed Fitz- Ely all over the State. Mayor Keefe
which makes his nomination doubly state committee who
provid- of Westfield, in commenting on the
if he formally withdraws
gerald
assured,
matter, paid a fine tribute to Mr. Ely.
ing he is nominated.
. his fellow citizen, declaring that he
Cummings
Curley attacked Ely and
Unexpected Turn
a
as
them
knew of no one better qualified than
between
Atty. Ely will speak at 9 at the rally declaring a choice
shavings head." Cum- Mr. Ely to be Governor of Massachu
the
to
"resort
and Is expected to touch on the latest 1
the attack by remind- setts.
to
replied
rnings
,
unexpected turn in Democratic affairs,
1Vinter's Attitude.
Curley of his numerous defeats,
a direct result of the withdrawal froing
m
1924 when he ran for
"Mayor Curley apparently is standthe gubernatorial race of John F. Fitz_ particularly in
and lost by 160,000 votes, the ing with his hack against the wall and
gerald of Boston to whom Lomasney governor
candi- he is grasping at anything that will
greatest defeat any Democratic
had been pledged.
save him," said Mayor Winter in
governor ever received.
for
date
Lomasney is given credit with the
Curley called on his better govern speaking of Curley's list.
ability of delivering the largest single
support
to
women
association of
"Of course I feel honored to be
block of votes of any Boston leader. He ment
he took over the Fitzgerald named on that list of 49 candidatea.
and
him
did not intend announcement of his
ers. He also ordered the Ward 'We might form a corporation i'rom
support of Ely until Sunday when his headquart
Democratic Club to declare for among them.
, organization, the Hendricks Club, meets, 20
.
"I happen to be for Joseph B. Ely
but a circular which was bootlegged , Fitzgerald
Without Gloves
for the nomination in this case, howfrom a Boston printing office yesterday
gloves at ever.
brought speedy investigation and the
'Ely handled Curley without
will re- , "I have had a good laugh at this
announcement by Lomasney.
; numerous rallies yesterday and
said list, just as I feel most Democrats
Circulars Distributed
peat the process here tonight. He
have.
would
governor
for
Circulars bearing Lomasncy's I1P. a Curley selection
"I wouldn't accept the nomination
the
proval of the Fitzgerald candidacy had be a tragedy. He. characterized
if it were handed to me," said
even
a
. been distributed, but with "Honey .Curley scheme as "a political trick,
the Mayor with a grin. "I now hold
Fitz's" withdrawal because of illness political sleight of hand."
an office in which, by my pledge to
More Ely Support
and in spite of Curley's attempt to keep
the people of the city, I intend to red
announce
Fitzgerald in the primary battle, Lome, The Ely headquarters
main for my full term."
numerous
from
circulars
and hall] ftuther support today
asney recalled the
Dikon's Statement.
Fitzgerald
with
the Ely name and qualifications su0-14eaders who had been
Mayor Dillon of Holyoke commented
G.
William
an
Councilm
and
&Muted for the Fitzgerald name
and from
as follows: "It is all very nice and Jam
former
qualification.%
t
Lynch, Atty. Leo M. Harlow,
deeply appreciative of the honorable
Now that one of the new bills has Massachusetts department, American mention accorded me by Mayor James
appeared Lomasney last night orderqd Legion commander, Mayor J. Leo Stith- M. Curley in his list of 50 theoretical
the release of the entire lot and today van of Peabody and former Mayor Law- candidates acceptable to him for the
Democratic nomination for governor.
they were being placed in wide circa- rence F. Quigley of Chelsea.
Dan- However, the fact remains that Mr.
lation throughout Boston.
-Curley was further attacked by
senatorial
nt
In a statement today, Lomasney tip lel H. Coakley, independe
Ty is entirely acceptable to me and
pealed for support for his favorite sena- candidate, charging he was attempting the primaries will, I believe, prove his
tonal candidate, Thomas C. O'Brien, dewreck the Democratic party and acceptability to the vast majority of
claring a ticket headed by Ely and t,Pbunk the voters again." He charrd Democrats throughout the CommonO'Brien would sweep the state. His Curley with attempting to make the wealth, Mayor Curley and his efforts
notwithstanding to the contrary.
statement follows:
election safe for Allen.
Thursday
effusion
latest
"His
"Well, now that you have the i
Is just another gesture by Mayor Curnews of n” intention to support !
ley who is evidently becoming frantic
Ely I suppose I may as well take
watching Mr. Ely's gathering strength
the leak in good grace. I h Id hoped
In the eastern part of the State and
to prevent any premature news of
the consequent shrinking of Mr. CurIt but I am convinced that a ticket
ley's prestige in that section."
of O'Brien and Ely will sweep the
Keefe Praises Ely.
state. Supporting Ely is the right
P AM:-FIELON -/YrAs5
"I am of course greatly fluttered by
thing to do, now that Fifty is defiSE
)0,
being included in Mr. Curley's list,"
12-4
nitely out. We have preached lib' said Mayor Keefe. "There is, however,
erality in the past. Let us now act
no question In my mind about the fitliberally in our choice.
ness of Mr. Ely for the office which
"O'Brien and Ely have elements
He would make a wonha seeks.
of strength that will make the
dro.fIll ,hi, f (A0 , tivf. fr,r (hi'. St:Ilf,
election.
party ininiiiielable in the
lie not only ha:, [lie training and tne
It's the perfect alliance. O'Brien,
ability and the legal business experiroan,
laboring
a
and
an Irishman
ence necessary in the occupant of the
Ely a Yankee Democrat and a disGovernor's chair; but he has the heart
tinguished lawyer. The east and
and the disposition to co along with;
these other cmalificalions.
the west. We'll sweep to victory
.
"I am a firm ami hearty supporter
with them in November."
Of Mr. Ely's candisirtert7..

Endorsement of Ely by Lomasney Is Blow to Curley—
Worcester Candidates to Be Heard—ExpeCnoston Mayor's Attempt to Become Dictator Will Be
Handled Without Glom

ITN" NE

WINTER, DILLON
AND KEEFE ARE
IN FAVOR OF ELY

r

eI1F

41k PREPOSTEROUS PROPOSAL !

R 4c.) - Posit, -

No one can question Mr. Ely's ability anci in- I
his integrity or his courage. He is one I
telligence,
of
Curley
,The proposal of Mayor James M.
candidates for governor put forstrongest
the
of
Boston that notwithstanding John F. Fitzgerald ward by the Democratic party in many years. The
Democratic
withdrawal as a candidate for the
suggestion that he is sympathetic with or under
gubernatorial nomination, Massachusetts Demo. the influence of the lighting and power interests
norni;
should
crats in the primary next Tuesday
in this state is silly. Mr. Ely is a man of proven
nate Mr. Fitzgerald and then allow the Democratic independence and liberality. More than that, he is
in.
about
is
sitbstitute
state committee to select a
the only gubernatorial:candidate in the entire list,
unsound, unwise and altogether preposterous a Who has shown an intelligent understanding.of the
to
relation
suggestion as has been advanced in
power problem and has declared clearly and empolitical problems in this state in many a year.
phatieally for the type oc control and legislation
state
a
Fitzgerald,
At the suggestion of Mr.
demanded in the interests of the people.
wide conference was called in this city to make No vo.ter. who. desires Democratic success should
pri-.
concerning
recommendations to the voters
mary candidacies. That conference was thor- waste his voting rights in the
coming primaries.
oughly representative in character. Practically Mr. Ely is entitled to the
nomination for the Bght
every important Democratic leader in the state he is making in the interest
of good government,
was asked to join in this conference, All the because of his
own ability and capacity and beDemocratic congressmen and ex-congressmen
cause he not only will be elected if nominated but
horn Massachusetts, all the members of the Demo
he will be an outstandinc governor of the
cratie state committee, all the Democratic mem- because
Commonwealth.
memDemocratic
the
all
hers of the Legislature,
JOHN F.'S WITHDRAWAL
gers of city and town committees and Democratic
councilmen:.
and
aldermen
nlayors and Democratic
Irrespective of differences of opinion as to his,
were invited and over 500 responded.
political views or aspirations, not only Democrats
•On the eve of this conference, it became appal,- but Republicans generally, will regret that Hon.
elit that the Democratic organization in Boston John F. Fitzgerald has been obliged to withdraw
cpuld not force upon such a meeting candidates from the contest for the Democratic gubernafer whom there was no enthusiasm outside of Boa- I tonal nomination on account of ill health.
film and who it was clearly apparent could not Not in years has Massachusetts politics probe). elected if nominated. Thereupon, a brigade of duced a more interesting and likeable personality
Boston city employes and active lieutenants of than John F. Fitzgerald. Those who opposed him.
-4e Boston "machine" appeared in Worcester in his quest for public office on many occasions
4ith the avowed purpose of creating so much con- and in his recent candidacy for the governorship'
fpsion that the meeting could not act.
did so because of an honest difference in views,I
- At this meeting, the demagogic plea was put not because of any personal ad,ipathy or preju&rward that even such a representative meeting dice against John F. Fitzgerald the man.
cPuld not properly suggest to the voters names In public life, John F. Fitzgerald has rendered
of candidates who would make up the strongest valuable service. His loyalty to his native city
possible ticket.
and the Commonwealth and interest in its progress'
: After this insincere contention the mayor of are beyond question.
lIoston now has the effrontery to call upon his Political friends and foeirtlike are pleased to
machine to nominate a man who has withdrawn know that his illness, while disqualifying him as'
and who, unfortunately because of ill health, a candidate, is not of a serious character and
c.buld not under any circumstances become a can- that he will soon be able to resume his wonted
clidate for governor. He proposes that Mr. Fitz- activity.
gerald should be named as a gesture of sympathy,
that his withdrawal should then become effective
and the state committee should nominate someone else.
Mr. Curley and his cohorts prevented a conference reFeTentative of the entire state and which.
included the state committee from even .making a
suggestion as to the gubernatorial and senatorial
candidates. That was because he knew such a
conference would not nominate his candidate.
Now he proposes that a limited part of the conference he repudiated shall select the party candidate for the governorship. The only thought
he has in mind is to so use the state committee
that his personal selection shall be the nominee
for governor.
Mr. Curley well knows that Joseph B. Ely of
West field is-not the kind of citizen who wears any •
mllar or who, as governor, would be bossed ;
by him. As the primary contest in the state thw,
far has indicated clearly, Mr. Ely has been received with enthusiasm everywhere and there has
been little doubt of his nomination.
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years
unwaveriog al"f think he would have said, 'The- news Our faith in the
heart, arm:
of Mr. Fitzgerald to with- legiance to a cause of the
sort of
draw, under all the circumstances, is brain of Democracy. It is the
confidence
the
all
:eke and should be respected, And I thing that gives 119
end, an
- 1 -on now use my influence As mayor to pursue the fight to the
the battle
of Boston to „„cgeate
harmonized • when I say fight, I mean
of November.
Democracy in Massachusetts. And
therefore, join In the paean/
.therefore recommend to you that you. "Let us:
victor;
't-ash your voles for Mr. Ely in the of praise and the hymn of
and obliterate the personalities an.
-primary on Sept.
the stinging phrase."
"In the heat of a close. and hotly
- G1
VVORerSTEQ. (\it
,conte.sted political fight we were 'in'EP-12
„flirted with a temperamental ba.rnage.
"Nomination Assured."
...11.1••••••
."Very many of Mr. Fitzgerald's reel
friends have publicly announced their
--support of my Candidacy. The mone-e
to The Springfield Union.
=Mg ,papers today have disclosed to.
'BOSTON, Sept. 11—"The eollanzpf you such support as makes my- nomfam
: ties. plan to use the withdrawal of Johii Atation absolutely assured, but
Fitzgerald as a peens of permit- 'looking forward to the major epgage.
is
which
rtnent
be
to
fought
out
along
the Democratic State Committee -ronstrUctive
lines against our oppoq nominate a candidate in his place, Tent. the Republican party.
1$0 complete," said Joseph B. Ely al • "I therefore appeal
to you as Demo:lireetfield, candidate for governor, 'in; crats to make this nomination deciplan.
a
speeches
Such
tonight.
:radio
sive. When that has been accom.claimed Mr. Ely, would completely un- ,ulished by your votes, you have estabz,dermine the principle of the dlr.,- lished the fact, that you are willing
to lend yOur support to a candidate
primary.
from the Western ,end of the State,
:la
over
you
to
talking
"Since last
arid a friendship has been cemented
-air," said Mr. Ely, "events have lull
lei ween the east and the west which
pltned which have shifted the streathi will for a long time
to come eliminate
,
•ji thought in this contest into newt from Aur political (*tests consideraetti annels. Mr. Fitzgerald. because ot Aron of locality, and 'tee will hereafter
Ilt health, has been obliged to with-I speak in terms of It stale-wide
draw: In a statement which was 'Democracy.
Considerable amusement is being
arank ,and open, with great candor, —"When that has been aellomplished
expressed in Democratic circles this
*hr told the Democratic voters of Mae- we shalt move forward, shoulder to
morning over the list of 49 names
sechusetts that his health would not shoulder, with ranks unbroken, to viclesued last night by James M. Curley,
mayor of Boston, as men more fitted
410rmit him to carry on the fight. He
ry in November. Any other course
Ion' the office of governor than the
7.4tlid that the coming contest for elec- an only create a resentment among
of
capable
two Democratic candidates for the
tfpn would require a man
t ose who are stronger for a square
nomination, Joseph B. Ely of West,neakitig a vigorous and constructive
1 -than even for Democratic SIICcen
field, and John J. Cummings of Bos'SclimPaigtt.
r
and the result would be fatal to the
ton. It was pointed out by many
:"His retirement was announced be- party.
that at least six of the 49 ate good
-rause he could not make such a cam"I think, my friends, that you 'Must
Republicans. and another half-dozen
Itign. I wish to extend my sympathy see the logic of this situation. 1
are eliminated because they are alfamily
his
and
and
Fitzgerald
that
Mr.
think
Mayor Curley must see the
1t
ready candidates for some other oft4 express the wish that, relieved from logic of the situation, now that the
fice.
alie duties.4 of campaigning and the smoke of battle has partially cleared
Ely supporters denounced the list
strain incident to a political contest, and the forces of a square deal alligned
an attempt on Curley's part to'
ns
he may enjoY many years of peace In unbroken form along these strategic
line up with his move to nominate
happiness.
' bights of the battlefront.
John F. Fitzgerald, in spite of his
11,1
- .1"There never has been any personal
'withdrawal statement, a number of'
"Blank Ubecit" Opposed.
animosity between us and I am pleased
those who had already signified their
•
":1The collapse of the plan to use the
intentions of supporting the Vest:en see that he retires with honor.
of
withdrawal
Mr.
Fitzgerald
a
as
Calls Curley's Words Hasty,
en Massachusetts man.
means of permitting the Democratic
-"In analyzing what men do and say, State Committee to
Another Statement
nominate a can%Ave must always have in mind the didate is complete. The plan has colIn explanation of his stand contempet•aand
cheracterieties
Ftnental
cerning Ely's candidacy, Mayor Curley
lapsed because it asked the DernocrAtic
Now, take voters to sign
' nlient of the individual.
fretted a etatement today through
a blank check which
,‘ ttle Mayor of Boston, for instance. He could be filled in as to name and
Atzociated Press.
:111 vigorous and explosive and in the amount by a few men representing
The statement read, in part, as folof disappointment hle tempera- the votes of all of us.
lows:
..7.1rtent. leads him into_expreesion and
"There is no particular significance
"It was a subterfuge calculated to
action which I feel sure in his cooler completely undermine the principle of
in the fact that there are only 49
regret.
would
rrnoments he
names on the list—in fact, I thought
the direct primary, and over which
that there were 50. Friends of Mr
"I feel absolutely certain that if Mr. the people had no control or check,
Ely are stressing the fact that I infeurley had stopped to consider, when and would have given the connnittee
ended Republicans amonget those on
-he learned of Mr. Fitzgerald's with- . the last word in the formation of a
the list. They forget that Alvan T
e
state tieket. It would have
'firawal, his deliberate and untrnpas- Demnratw
Tuner was at one time a Democrat,
Woned decision would have been to taken fre m you the right, given you
that Eugene Foss, another former
heal any breach that might have been, under the law to nominate your own
ecvernor, was not only a Republican
4crated in the ranks of Democracy, ca idat e.
but at another time a prohibitionist
"When we started on this journey
and that he would have said, 'I have
and at present is a candidate for the
known Joe Ely for a great litany to the primary we did so because we
Democratic nomination to the S'enyears. He has alwaye been faithful were willing to submit our cause to
ete.
krIn tile Democratic party. He Wita one your Nimbi. We were willing that the
"The ,list is no sense a closed book
of the first men in the State to "Vivo- ballots should decide between the men
Is still. an abundance of able
'There
ante the nomination of Gov Alfred E. who had seen fit to enter the primary
and 'capable talent from which selecSmith foe rresident of the United the selection of your candidate.
t oils for the governership may be
"I have previously spoken in this
,14trites.'
made. The point I want to stress is
• "T think lie emilt1 have said, 'Joe talk to you of the friendship that is
that I am not a candidate myself and
7.)Gly has always loyally suppOrted Seri - to be cemented between the Demothat, as a Democrat, I am interested
,ritrie Walsh and Senator Walsh has crats of the east and the Democrats
.
4electine of the rthl.'s1
the tA eat, mid
,,Ish to say that
,.
lo..ti iv; notoilitt., lot' the eilwc 0.
alothifi g has done more to cement that
14/1 my preeence, sPokett of Ely se a
allIgnment of Interest in a common
4ettan who Is eminently fitted to be.;•
Mr. Curley's reference to the ells:
cause than the courageous and magz.gnmet governor of Maemachusette'
crepaney between the figures 50, and
at
of the friends,
e't think if Mr. Curley had stoppedf nanimous
49 came about through the fact three
advisers and supporlers of Mr. Fitzto consider he would have said to thej..
the hat was originally said to hold 50
gerald, I cannot close this abort cornDemocratic voters of Maesachusett
names. Later. It, was found that the
man:cation
•yon
to
without
expreacing
.Toe FIly rendered nee end able
. . su
count was In , Mart
I

t

REFUSE TO "SICN"i„,,,.iston
.1kNY BLANK CifiCh
Sees ollapse of Plan to UstFitzgerald's Withdrawal •
as Means of Letting
Board Make Choice.
j)4'cia1

CURLEY'S LIST c"-0
mics SMILES

Al Least Half-Dozen of His
Gubernatorial Selections
Are Good Republicans,
Democrats Claim
F:LY MEN HIT PLAN
TO NAME FITZGERALD
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12 RALLIES SET
F
HUB, GRANFIELD
ON THE STUMP
1
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More Leaders Rally to Ely's
Support; Whirlwind Finish
Promised
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question everyone is asking. some
contend that Fitzgerald has been 'waiting for 14 years for a chance for
revenge as the result of the break
in diplomatic relations between him
and Curley during the mayoralty fight
in Boston before the war. They are
saying Fitz's bedside statement will
be a complete repudiation of Curiey'S
efforts in his behalf.
Ely Gains New Support
Inquiries at the Robert Breck Brig.
ham hospital, where Fitzgerald is a
thnuti
tnhe
rmtahtaio
o,
fg
asndthreesittlin
isnturberilng
etie
ipia

Westfield entered the stronghold ox ,
Boston Democracy today to deliver a
Mayor
of
denunciation
vigorous
James M. Curiev's "political trickery."
At an early-afternoon rally at Pemberton square and at meetings at East
Boston, Roslindale and West Roxbury
tonight, as well as at 16 other outdoor rallies, he was aided by a corps
of speakers.
He declared at these meetings that
he had entered this contest because
he was willing to make the fight, appreciating fully the tragedy that must
comfortable and in as good condition follow if the "School-street choice"
no
that
operabe
expected,
could
as
were selected. The handwriting on the
tion has been performed upo.i him and wall is too plain to be ignored by I
that so far as the hospital knows Democrats, Ely said, and he believed;
none is planned and that Fitzgerald all would agree the fight had been '
is not receiving visitors yet. One carried to the Ely opponents. Begin- i
might interpret this to mean that if ning next Wednesday, it is proposed
he were nominated he might he stsf. to carry this tight to the Republican
ficiently recovered to stay in the race party.
and make the fight.
Asking who this man Is who proEly this afternoon is conferring poses to dictate the party's candidate,
with quite a number of Democratio Ely declared all he asks is a square
leaders from the eastern part of the deal and a chance to meet his opponstate who are ready to hop on his ents face to face. "I don't care to be
band wagon. Among those who joined engaged in a contest with a lot of
him today was William G. Thompson, men lurk around behind trees and
noted Boston lawyer, famous in the behind buildings willing to take an
Sacco-Vanzetti case. In a long state- easy chance," he declared. "I am willment, Atty Thompson analyzes Ely's ing to fight men in the open."
position, his knowledge of things and
Respects Fitzgerald-s Frankness
his record in the Democratic party,
No personal animosity has entered
and finds him eminently fitted for the the campaign against Fitzgerald, Ely
governorship.
declared, saying he bears him no illwill nor r.srudge. He said he respects
12 Rallies Tonight
Tonight, Ely will speak at It out- Fitzgeeald's frankness in declaring
him.s6Iflout of this light when his
door rallles in metropolitan Boston, health demanded it.
during which he will take up Curley'S
"I do not propose to see any one
list of 50 names of men Curley says man, and I don't care who he Is, ento evade the will of the peoleavor
are better qualified than either Ely
ile by any foolish suggestions in Bayor Cummings.
Tonight will mark the first appear- ne. that after you have nominated Mr
he Will
ance in Boston as a stumpster of Con, Fitzgerald against his wishes,
man will persuade
gressman William J. Granfield of withdraw and that
the canSpringfield, who It is reported will he state committee to name
said Ely.
have some caustic things to say about lidate of his selection,"
He recalled how Curley had opposed
Curley. Granfield will speak at seven
at the Worcester
rallies in Roxbury, South Boston, ihoice of candidates
when he learned his candi.onference
Charlestown and Chelsea.
Indorsement but
the
couldn't
get
late
Tomorrow afternoon Ely and Gran- hat Ely could. Curley spokesmen, he
field will return to Springfield fOr a said, had declared that for the meeting
big Ely rally in Central High school o Indorse anyone would be against
hall after which Ely will take a much .he principles of Democracy; that the
needed rest preparatory .to winding up lirect primary was the place for the
his campaign.
.'oters to have their say.
.34/.'6,,,, "That was fine when it was to Cur0
si.l'AN3 a-/I-o7Idey's
Go
yppjti
advantage but why ought it not
'ipply against a proposal to let the
mate committee pick the candidate,"
queried. "Curley and his back, qqw propose a sleight-of-hand trick.
declnesc,htoyset Fitzgerald
the voters
dominate
be state committee and have their
andidate substituted."
.Raps Curley Tactics
Curley headquarters
Ely charged
as opened in the Bellevue hotel, un-

N'ews)
(Special Dispatch to The
Boston, Sept. 12 — The Ely-Curley
time today
primary fight marked
the
while both sides prepared for
final push. It is going to be a .heartbreaking sprint for one of them and
indications are that unless Curley sees
the light he will be. the orlfr""tvhose
heart will be broken.
Ely today looked to be a sure winclever
ner but the actions of a
politician like Mayor James M. Curley are always to be feared. CurleY.e
agile brain is forever working and
what he may spring between now and
Monday night is the only thing Ely
has to watch. However, Ely also has
an agile brain and that lie will think
just as fast as the self-appointed dictator is a safe. assumption.
Clinching Argument
The most clinching argument thus
far offered in Ely's behalf is that •he
Democrats, who on
.
, Tuesday
1PItagerald, are going to be voting foe
an unknown candidate because they
have no knowledge as to the choice.of
the Democratic state committee in ,
event Fitzgerald should win and re- •
fuse to accept. Fitzgerald would have
until 5 p. m. on September 22. He
could hold off if the state committee
were trying to make a decision until a
man satisfactory to'Curley and himself were chosen.
A vacancy would not exist legally
until Fitzgerald flied his t+fusal with
the state secretary's office, but the
committee could make its choice, make
it known to the public and if it were
not satisfactory to Curley, Fitzgera1.1
could force the committee's hand ur
the last hour of filing. The time limit
for filling vacancies caused by withdrawals is 5 p. m., September 25.
Thus it can be seen that a voter
marking his ballot opposite Fitzgerald's name on Tuesday would be
shooting an arrow into the air to fall
to earth he knows not where, to qUoto
freely an American poet.
Air Filled With Rumors
So many things can happen between
now and Monday night that the air
Is filled with rumors. The newest one
Is of a new deal which eliminates Gen
Edward L. Logan as a substitute ponSibility. This rumor, coupled with the
fact that Curley in his "list of 60"
puts Sherman L. Whipple and Gen
Charles H. Cole ahead of Gen Logan,
be interpreted thus, that
might
'Whipple would he first choice of Curley and Gen Cole second. However,
Gen Cole said Wednesday night lto
was not in the field.
It does not, seem likely that Fitzgerald will permit the voters to go
to the polls Tuesday without saying
something. Whether it will he an ap-

ELY RAPS CURLEY
TACTICS IN SERIEShave
OF BOSTON TALIC

Invades Stronghold of Hut
Democracy to Score May.,
o'r's "Political Trickery
SAYS HANDWRITING
CANNOT BE IGNOREL
Declares Fight Carried to HiE
Opponents and Proposes
to Car it to Republican
Party Next Week

guise of being for the Democity committee. which hasn't
41.1 a meeting in six months. Literature was sent out saying the city cornmittee indorsed Fitzgerald, which Ely
•Iald was untrue.
Then speaking of the time when he
came down "from the sticks" and was
introduced as Ell, he declared he was
proud of the name and didn't care how
aced as he wanted his
it. is
hearers to know it is fly on the ballot. ,Toen he outlined the policies for
.which he stands and the siiecess that
has ebtained in building r unhe Demle;:ratl part v in the 'etcetera pa rt of
the otate. He declared the western
Denuierata do not intend to let the
work of 20 years be wrecked by any
political chicanery hi Boston, or anywheee else, and he naked the Bost,
,

p,,,,ou

wilioit he. said they have 4,144.1
or take the 'form that would bet, From Our Special Reporter
0 backbone so Joao.
etleagelInalintO+Chlie 5elig 111103M014 11#1,
BeatoN, et 10—Joseph B. Eli
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SE'date tonight, when he made this statement: "la view of statements which
have appeared recently in the newspapers, it seems necessary for me to
—iterate that I shall not be a canditie for public office this year under
,fly circumstance,"
Mayor John J. Whaten of Chelsea
tonight said: "When ex-Mayor Fitzgerald announced his withdrawal from
the contest for governor, the people
,of the Bay state took him at his word,
regardless of the persistence of any
group of politicians to keep his name •
I in the race against his own wishes
and contrary to the principles that are
I he basis of the primary law. I esused the candidacy of Joseph
I; Ely several months ago at the Democratic get-together at Lexington. The
smocratio party is assured of victory
a November with a man of Mr Ely's
character, qualifications and leadership as its standard 'Jeerer."
Councilors Back Ely
Two of Boston's city councilors also
came out for Ely tonight. Councilor
Peter A. Murray declared it possible
. for the Democrats to win a great victory in November, but said Ely's nomination is essential to bring this about.
He promised his support and stated he
would urge all his friends to vote for
Ely. Councilor Richard D. Gleason also
told Ely he believed his nomination
From Our Special Reporter
Boston, Sept. 11—Although the turn essential and that no other candidate,
if nominated, can win. He is urging
to Joseph B. Ely for the Democratic all his friends to vote for Ely.
gubernatorial nomination has taken
Ely has been asked to withdraw
the form of a parade, there still are from the race by Joseph A. Conry,
Curley's chief lieutenants, mit
a few who insist Curley will defeat one of
ground that if he were nominated
the
him and secure the nomination of it would be said he had taken advanJohn F. Fitzgerald on Tuesday. Cur- tage of a sick man. Henry J. Lawler,
ley himself apparently thinks he can chairman of the Boston city ctimmitdo so,• for he continued his intensive tee, has called upon Ely to retire c.r
drive today and tonight, opening practically the same grounds. Them
headquarters for the women's diet- requests indicate that the fight lot
Rion of the Democratic city commit- Fitzgerald is to be made wholly, Or
tee and the Women's Good Govern- the basis of sympathy.
Fitzgerald has lout 25 pounds in th4
ment league, sending stump speakers
all over the city tonight, and contin- past few weeks and is badly run
uing arrangements for two or three down. Whether he has a serious malbig dinners and receptions between ady is not revealed, lie is still at the
Robert Breck Brigham hospital, wherf
now and Monday.
confe\rred none is allowed to see him except hit
Gen Edward L. Logan with Ely yesterday, it became known family, doctors and hospital attendtoday. Logan is the man Curley hopes ants and, therefore, none can ask him
to have substituted by the Democratic whether he is acquiescent in Curtsy's
state committee if Fitzgerald is nom- plans to fight foe his nomination, deinated and refuses to accept the nom- spite his announdement that his withination. Mrs Logan is to hold a re- drawal is "final and absolute."
Sickbed Appeal Possible
ception for 1000 women at Hotel Stetler Sunday night, at which Curley will
Intimations are that Curley will arbe the chief speaker. He will also range to have Fitzgerald appeal for
speak at the Women's Good Governstatement to be
ment league dinner at Hotel Statier public support in a
issued Monday from the hospital cot,
Saturday night.
some
Curley is to make the first speech of though whether by letter or in
Conjec•
'hia campaign for Fitzgerald at the din- other manner Is not Mated.
Fitzgerald,
ner of the women's division, of the ture is rampant whetter
might
Democratic city committee of Boston If he did get the nomination,
not accept it, hoping to gain his eleclat Hotel Bellevue, tomorrow night.
,tion through the work of his friends.
More Curley Defections
This is regarded as idle talk.
Curthe
from
continued
Defections
Curley has said within a few days
ley ranks today in all parts of tee thatt he positively will not be a candieast. Mayor John J. Murphy of Som- date for substitution. ills drive to put
erville is one of the latest Ely acqui- Fitzgerald across Is going to cost
sitions. He is also for Marcus A. Cool- thousands of dollars in the next four
idge for the senatorial nomination. At days and the brief campaign will be
Ely headquarters, it was stated that the most intensive Boston has seen in
its history of bitter campaigns.
. no other names. of new supporters '• The sudden switch of Martin M.
ranks
Lomasney from the Curley camp to
from the former Fitzgerald
would be given out today, but more Ely was a severe blow to Curley, but
Saturday,
and
tomorrow
he is trying to indicate to his followwould come
and that there aro plenty to give out. ers that it means nothing. Bostonians
Lomaaney may not
Mayor Edmond P. Talbot of leall feel differently.
River tonight issued this statement: neve the following he had a score
a decade ago,
even
Isthe
or
,1 years ago,
"Mr Curley is trying to cloud
sue. There are two candidates. One but it still is substantial and Lomasof the most eminently-fitted candi- ney's• support of any candidate means
Certainly, it made the Ely
dates who ever aspired to the gover- much.
norship of Massachusetts is Joseph B. camp feel joyful.
People who yesterday could see
Ely and he should be nominated by
plans of
the Democrats if they are interested in nothing but success for the
Curley, today were saying Ely has the
winning the election."
toward
drift
The
cinched.
Former Al a y or Andrew J. Peters of nomination
I oston definitely eliminated himself him tam assumed remarkable proporfrom consideration as subsatete.candi-

ELY TIDE SWELLS
AS CURLEY DRAWS
PLANS FOR BATTLE

Vigorous, Expensive Cam-,1
paign Mapped Out to Defeat Westfield Candidate

LOMASNEY'S SWITCH
WILL BE IMPORTANT

More Defections Reported
From Huh Mayor's Cause
--Sympathy Likely Basis
of Fitzgerald Backers

( 3().

tions and even from the Curley camp
come reports that some of the Boston
mayor's chief henchmen feel Ely is as
good as nominated.
O'Brien Seen Affected
Lomasney's indorsement of Ely, it Is
being said, will hurt his senatorial
candidate, Thomas C. O'Brien, in
metropolitan Boston. It is contended
it will act to gain support for Joseph
F. O'Connell, another one of the party's bedridden candidates. But those
who make this assertion admit that
O'Brien will gain materially in other
parts of the state, probably enough
to offset any defections in Boston.
Ely and Congressman William J.
Grantield of Springfield will return to
Boston tomorrow from Worcester to
make the final drive for Ely. Tonight
there were 24 Democratic rallie.e in
Boston, 16 of them outdoor affairs. Ely
orators were at every one cont:nliiag
the drive.
Ely today refused to take part in a
rally at Pemberton square, arranged
In the interests of the candidacy of
Senator Joseph J. Mulhern of Dorchester for the Democratic nomination
for district-attorney in Suffolk county.
Mulhern opposed Dist-Atty William J.
Foley, who is on the Loma.sney ticket
with Ely. The Westfield man apparently feared that to share the hour at
Pemberton square with Mulhern might
be interpreted wrongly by Bostonians.
Muihern had an audience of more
than 2000 at this rally and was exceedingly well receiven.
William G. Lynch, president of the
Boston city counoll, is one of the latest
He deadherents to Ely's banner.
clares Ely's nomination is necessary
to the party's success in November,
adding, "In my judgment no other
candidate could win, if nominated."
Marcus Coolidge seems to be losing
• ground because of the stories going
the rounds that he has tied up witn
ConCurley In his Fitzgerald drive.
firmation of this report is lacking, but
those close to Coolidge point out that
he hardly would make such a tieup
la view of the support he expects
from the western part of the state,
which would be lost to him if he were
to -enter any arrangement derogatory
to Ely.
Connery to Back Nominee
Congressman William P. Connery,
Jr., of Lynn, in a signed statement
issued today, said: "In my speech
at the Worcester Democratic conference, I declared that I had no preference for any particular candidate for
governor or United States senator:
that I was interested solely in Democratic success in November and I
would whole-heartedly support the
Democratic nominees after primary
day. My position is exactly the same
today. I do not believe any leader
has the right to dictate who shall be
the party nominees. That is the sole
right of the voters at the primary.
Whoever is nominated on Tuesday
next on the Democratic ticket wiliseeeive my hearty, loyal support."
Former' Asst Dist-Atty Harold *.,
Sullivan, candidate for the Democratic
nomination for attorney-general, issued a statement today that will help
Ely. "I shall refuse to support any
handpicked candidate for governor,"
declared Sullivan.
"The people should he permitted to
select iheir own candidate for governor.. The people in t1,shown good judgim. 1,1 ,% nen.I hey gave
to the state and nntio4 such figures
as Senator Welsh and Mayor Curley,
and the good judgment of the people'
can still be trusted. The Democratic
party gave to the nation the direct
primary system and leaders sheuld be
faithful to its spirit.
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Why Does Curley Fail to Include
His Good Friend Allen In List of 50?
Continuing his battle against the
candidacy of Joseph B. Ely for the
Democratic nomination for governor
his attempt to bring wreck and
ruin on the Massachusetts Democra\ in general, Mayor James M. Cur, , self-designated dictator, names
0 men who he says "the people of
ttie state could vote for without
closing their eyes or breaking their
pencils."
Naturally the name of Joseph B.
Ely is not included in this list. This
does not surprise us, coming as it
does from the czaristic mayor of
Boston. But perhaps those people
of the state, if any, wAio believe in
the "unselfish" motive/ and protestations of Curley at this stage of
the political game may be somewhat surprised to discover that the
name of Andrew J. Peters, one of
the state's most distinguished Democrats, is not included, Curley knows
why, of course. So does Peters and
so do those who have been following
the Curley tactics from the beginning of this campaign.
! Perhaps the Boston mayor sought
to placate the Democracy of the
western part of the state by including in his list the mayors of Springfield, the congressman from this district and others who might be depended upon to have an appeal in
this section. None of them, hdlvever, happens to be aspiring to the
office of governor at this particular
moment. None of them has shown
even the slightest interest in the
proposition. On the other hand
!Peters's name has been mentioned
lfrom the beginning as one of the
most formidable possibilities for the
office of governor. Yet the dicta-

I

torial, "unselfish" Curley leaves out
of his list the name of such a distinguished Democrat. Again we say
that the Democrats of the state, or
most of them, well know why. The
Curley dust fails to blind anybody.
It is noticed, also, that Cuirley includes in his list of 50 the names of
some pretty well known Republicans. Who is asking Curley, or
any other Democrat, to assist in the
nomin9tion or election of a Republican for governor? Not the Republican party, not the Republican
leaders, not the Republican rank
and file. They all seem to feel quite
competent .to choose their own representative in the race. And quite
likely if the rank and file of the Republicans want outside assistance
Curley would hardly be the man
they would call upon.
But most of all we wonder in
looking over the Curley list of 50
why the mayor of Boston has left
out the name of his dear, good
friend, Gov Frank Allen, to whom in
the opinion of many of the wisacres
of both parties he is trying to throw
the governorship. Why is Allen's
name not incorporated in the list?
Camouflage of course.
Meanwhile the tide, happily, continues to turn toward the candidacy
of Joseph B. Ely with a strength
and force thae cannot be misunderstood. Curley sees it and he is
simply now trying to joke the
whole thing off. But if Curley has
reached the point where he thinks
the Democratic party in this state is
a joke he is due for a rude awakening next Tuesday. The rebuke should
be the soundest that the party is
able to administer in the primaries.
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one
Siips a ner-4441"4"-frrnie list of 60, any.
whom upon the authority of the
Slippers
on. James M. Curley would make
a stronger and better Democratic gubernatorial
nominee than would the Hon. Joseph Ely, stands
the name of Gen. Clarence R. Edwards.
Now that is perplexing. Mayor Curley, Democratically speaking. IR infallible. He knows every
Illemoerat by his first name. He is the proprietor
and operator of the Democracy in and about Boston, Mass. If he says General Edwards is a Democat and a strong Democrat, it would seem that
General Edwards must be a Democrat. Then there
t: our own Gen. Thomas F. b'oley. Mayor Curley
him in his list of 50 Democratic availables,
too, although as close to the peak as is General
i.:(1wards. And Mr. Curley knows his Democrats
jut as lesser intellects know their onions.
But the two generals have hitherto worn the
corps badges of Republicans. General Edwards
looms large and stately at Republican National
Conventions. At Kansas City there was some talk
of making him the Republican vice presidential
c.andidate. His military strategy was an instrument
in the selection of the Massachusetts woman member of the Republican National Committee. He is
about to he imported into Worcester to make a
speech in behalf of one of the aspirants for the
Republican congressional nomination. As for Gencral Foley he has upon occasion been constnerect
for the Republican nomination as mayor. Certainly
he looked like a Republican when he was appointed chief of police.
It is all very strange. One cannot believe that
!the loyal generals have slipped away. It must he
that Mr. Corley is slipping.

E P- i-I ci3r,
he tells the nation if it would start a buying
SPENDING AND PROSPERITY
movement as an impetus to business."
This is so vast a country that a little
philosophizand
words
buying by all in one fell swoop
"surplus"
wasting
Without
speaking,
economically
places would so deplete
market
the
times,
upon
the
ing on
Boston's mayor tells the people what to do the stocks of retailers as to have a marked,
about it. His remedy is simple, practical and beneficial, reaction upon the jobbers
and manufacturers.
land possible.
There would be less unemployment and
He urges every family that can afford it
needs
household
on
today if business and consumers
depression
forthwith
to spend $20
has
He
goods.
conditions of today with
manufactured
contrast
would
of
way
the
in
figured out what that nominal expenditure those of pre-war and early post-war daye
would mean in increased business, lessened rather than with the halycon days of 1928
unemployment and augmented prosperity. and 1929.
And if you are one of those thrifty souls
This municipal executive understands
of
economics
the
who
must have a good excuse for buying
than
less
no
psychology
the
the situation which has stagnated the busi- something, remember Christmas is only
ness world. ''Shed the psychology of fear," three months away.. .
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drawal of Mr. Fitzgerald.
not. but"ehlraertainry Is one ol
toe
"Mr. Curley said to the voters, 'You wettest,
audiences I've seen in a long'
will proceed to nominate him anywa'
i !me," the candidate said
smilingly.
herause the other fellows in tl -renewed
applause greeted the
retight are not possessed of sufficiet
ability to hold the high office
Cheap power to build up industries
governor of Massachusetts. After IV
W7.1 urged by Mr.
Ely, who also
Fitzgerald Is nominated he will wit'
stressed need for unemployment re'raw and the state committee
lief. "There's one thing Governor Alname the candidate.'
l n could have done to relieve it,"
he
Quick Tempered
t;lid. "He could have started the
new
road
from Boston to Worcester long
"You must take people as you
rind them," Mr. Ely continued. "We're 11:40. We've needed it for five years,
hot all of the same temperament. in:tead of having to go on that nar('he mayor of Boston is one of those row, crooked thing where, when you
quick-tempered individuals who, able yome to a wide part, you wonder
..ocre the traffic disappears to and
as he is, goes off the handle occas. , ,
tonally. He was unkind in his state- lind it tied up solid on the ends."
,
He then returned to Mayor Curley.
ment.
"But I know this: If Mr. Curley ! 'This man In Boston tries to work
had stopped to reflect on the effect t the rule both ways. He wants to
of his statement to the electorate play 'heads I win, tails you lose' with
me, but he can't do it. They threw
:15 would have issued a statement
-omething like this, instead of the the harmony conference here into
one he did: 'I am extremely sorry chaos when they didn't want candihad
the
for Mr. Fitzgerald and his family, dates selected because I
rut his health requizes him to with- votes. Now they want to reverse the
rule
and
select
a
candidate when
draw.'
Then he might have said,
('his relieves me from the campaign they again find I have the votes to
heomise I made two years ago to sup- win."
Urges Change
iort him for governor.'"
Dr. Barrett, in opening the meet"Mr. Curley might have said: 'I've
ing, said the country has never ex:- nown Joe Ely a good many years.
perienced conditions like those of the
Charging Mayor James M. Curle‘ iie's always served
the Democracy of
past year, and declared it unnecessary
of Boston with "throwing acid On
he state well.' He might have said,
to go beyond Worcester to find hunprimary sores" by urging the nom- •Mr. Ely was the first Democrat in dreds
of unemployed. He charged that
ination of
Joh22_2. Fitz erald for Massachusetts to advocate the nom- "all the Republican leaders have done ,
ination of Alfred E. Smith.'
He . to help is
give out writings through
governor after his withdrawa ,
o- 1, might have said. 'Mr. Ely has been
seph B. Ely, candidate for the Dem- with David I. Walsh for many years • their press agents as to public works
ocratic nomination tor goverror. last and has taken from him all his po- being undertaken so as to put men
to work. In the past six months,
night told an audience of 1500 Dem- litical ideals and his inspiration.'
not one half of one per cent of the
ocrats at Mechanics hall that the
"Mr. Curley might have said all eosr idle have
been given work on
mayor is "a quick-tempered individ- these things and added that "if we
ual who, able as he is, goes off the have breaks in the Democratic par- :iese." Criticising President Hoover
and Governor' Allen for "lack of
handle occasionally.
ty, now is the time for me, with my
"The people of Boston. like those prestige as mayor of Boston, to heal leadership," he urged a change in
parties and leadership as the best
of Worcester, have repudiated
the the breach. I ask you to do this by
thing for state and nation.
attempt to manipulate the prima- casting your votes for Mr. Ely.'
Mr. Goldstein, who seeks the Conries," he continued. "The Curley plan
"He might have said all that, but gressional nomination, pointed to
his
has fallen flat. No one is in favor he didn't.
ttO years of service to the party durof it except those on the Boston city
"Instead, he said. 'Mr. Ely Is not ing Which he has campaigned all over
payroll in good fat
jobs and they qualified for the office of governor. the state.
He declared that the party
have to be."
YoU, men and women of Boston and has the issues on which to win this
He urged the consolidation of Dem- of Worcester will .•ote for
John F. year.
ocrats all over the state into "a par- Fitzgerald. He will be nominated
vi pirohtbition, he said: "It has no
and
ty fit to govern, liberal, construct- withdraw, and then I'll
name the mote j.t.ace in the Constitution than
ive, and statewide."
candidate for governor through the s rule against spitting on the side- '
Enthusiasm Evident
Democratic state committee.'
walk or some other trivial regulation.
If Massachusetts wants liquor, it's
Enthuslam was much in evident at
Acid On Sores
the gathering which was arranged by
"Instead of healing the sores . of entitled to it. But we don't want
Ely supporters headed by Chairman the primary fight, Mr. Curley has the saloon. I'm not a fanatic one
Harold D. Donohue of the city com- thrown acid on them. Endorsements way, or the other, but I believe the
mittee. Dr. Thomas J. Barrett pre- which have poured in on us the past
sided. Other speakers besides Mr. Ely few days show that he made a miswere Congressman William J. Gran- take. I think he should acknowledge
field of Springfield, Dewitt C. Dc- it. It's never too late for any man,
wolf of Chester, candidate for Con- great or small, to correct his errors.
gress in the first Massachusetts dis"Asking you to vote for a candidate
trict; David Goldstein. candidate for
who is not going to run would be
SJ-.R IPVi36,C4AJ
Congressional
the
nomination here, like asking me to sign a blank check
and John F. McGrath.
SEP- 11.-1
Candidates and then letting me fill in the name
and leadeSs of the local Democracy and amount.
were on the platform.
"I am not at all afraid of the reIf Mayor _Carley is not kidding the
Ovations were accorded Mr.
Ely sult of the primaries. There is
no
and Mr. Granfield when they en- question about winning It.
It is easy Massachusetts Democracy by maktered the hall.
Ely leaders, at the under the conditions. But
I want the ing the statement he does
this mornclose of the meeting, expressed be- Republican party to
know that when
lief that the rally proved their con- we nominate a candidate
ing, then how should his conduct be
we do It
tention that Worcester
Democrats with a majority that
will mean busi- interpreted?
are rallying to their candidate's ness in November.
standard and will go to the polls in
"If Boston and Worcester give 135
large numbers to approve him at
big vote in the primary, we will
Tuesday's primaries.
h^.ve cemented the East and West
Mr. Ely asserted that the camrici welded together a party liberal
paign has been AO strenuous it has v•holesome,
constructive and statecaused the physical breakdown of two vide. I
hope we will have created a
candidates. Joseph F. O'Connell, sen- party with
a punch, one willing to
atorial aspirant, and then Mr. Fitz- Y?rve and
fit to govern. It will be the
gerald.
fulfillment, of my dream of 15
Evtemis Sympat hr
to see a party in Massachusettsyears.
capOf the Fitzgerald withdrawal state- able of governing and of
which no
ment, he said:
ore need be ashamed. We
are not
"I wish to extend my sympathy
, lying for such a party
merely for
to M. Fitzgerald and his family.
ctory but because the state
and
I was deeply moved, when I read his n...tion need It."

1500 HEAR ELY
SCORE CURLEY
AT CITY RALLY
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Declares Hub Mayor Has
"Poured Acid on Primary Sores"

"GOES OFF HANDLE"
Dern. Candidate Appnals
For Solidity of Party
Action

!
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states Polley
statement, by his candor and earnest- •
"I hope you know without
ness and desire for party success.
my tell, ing you that
I favor repeal of the
' "This was followed shorty by anlnth
amendment,"
Mr. Ely continued.
ether statement, by the mayor of.
Manton, saying that he did not recog- The crowd applauded. "I don't know
‘
nize •,,,s absolute and final the with- - hether it's complimentary to you or

.
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Inquiry Continues
Frank A. Goodwin, chairman of the
lOnance commission and instigator of
en investigation of the schools of the
city, alleged to be taken the lead in
this matter, said that his experts are
si ill making their investigation and
pave not made their report:. He addtI
the statements made by t!hair-1
tnan Hurley showed that the commite was all mixed up and that there
svere good reasons to make a probe
of the schools.
Mayo Curley took official cognizance
Of Ilurtemrges, saying that something should be done about the school
Boston,. Sept. 11—The school corn- Isituation. He advocated a vigorous
Inittee last night was blamed by one inquiry, if the chairman's charges
are true that the general average of
of its own members, Dr Joseph V. examinations for Teachers college is
Lyons of South Boston, for the poor low. tic said:—
"For years the excellence of the
showing of some girl high school
and the training in
graduates in their exeminations for )3oston schools proverbial and I disthem have been
entrance to Teachers' college recently. like to feel that they have fallen from
Dr Lyons pointed out that many their high estate and are no longer a
girls who failed to pass were treated Model fo rthr rest of the country. Perhigh level has been mainunfairly as the -passing grade was haps their certainly the revelations
tained but
/*aimed by the committee from 50 to which we read today must give us
taken the pause. I have no doubt that those
60 per cent/after they I
examinations.
Who are directly concerned with the
Chairman Joseph J. Hurley, the schools will pursue a vigorous inqulry
day before, had issued a statement de to discover the causes of these surploring the system whereby students prising results as alleged, and do all
In high schools received high marks in their power to improve or correct
only to fall to obtain passing grades the situation."
In the stiff college tests.
The percentage passing this year's
• In various quarters it was declared test was 63 per cent. Examinations
that Burley's charges were a renewal Neese t .ken by 171 girls, of Whom 109
of his campaign to oust Supetin- passed and were admitted to Teachtendent of Schools Jeremiah E. Burke ers' college. Dr Burke said that this
from that office. When Dr Burke was
and entirely satisasked last night if he believed this ' number was high
pointed, out that if the
to be so, he replied in the affirma- factory. He
standards and not been raised that at
tives
would nave
Behiscl the charges and counter- least 40 more applicants
Charges that have disrupted the har- passed.
Officials of the state department, of
mony of the school committee was
seen a move to ask the, Legislature to sducation called on to express opinses of the oietlity of Boston's !
supplant the present srh001 comni
•
esidesi.s ‘-‘ Ito aspire to the
tee by a paid am
..a admit- teaching profession stated that ented that they- have heard this project trance requireleents for the Teahcers'

MEMBER BLAMES
HUB.SCHOOL BOARD

Dr Lyons Asserts Raising of

Teachers' College Grade
Unfair to Girls Who Faile'i
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college are quite f;CVerc and that gtris
who succeed in gaining admission are
of extrerre'y leeli caliber. These girls,
it was pointed net, must not only
have sufficiently high education qualifications as demonstrated in their
studies, hut must also he leaders in
their classes and possess peronal attributes of a high character tha• would
be of value in the teaching profession.
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MARTIN DEPLORES
L CURLEY ATTITUDE
SPRINGFIELD. Sept. 10 (AP)—
Former State Senator Daniel A. Martin of the 2d Hampden district, today wired Senator David I. Walsh
that destruction faces the Democratic
party in this state if "leadership is
not exercised." His wire read:
"The chaos arising out of the withdrawal of John F. Fitzgerald from
the governorship contest and the recalcitrant attitude of Mayor Curley
to substitute a committee-TM replerel
the choice of the public will result
in the destruction of the Democratic
party in Massachusetts if leadership
15 not exercised. What do you advise?
IL is Imperative that you act. Wire."
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FORTY PAGES
Senator Walsh's Leadership
The Republican might say that
the telegram sent to Senator David
I. Walsh in Cuba by former State
Senator Daniel A. Martin of Holyoke was just what it had expected
'Once the Democratic "harmony"
conference at Worcester. But that
would be "stretching it." The Republican had not in the least expected
on September 11 so striking a vindication of what it said on July 29
Concerning the Worcester fiasco and
Zenator Walsh's connection with it.
tilnly a singular freak of circumstance has made this newspaper look
like a prophet.
On ally 29, it was said in these
Columns:—
Reasons were plentiful why the
Democrats should somehow be
aided to nominate a state ticket
suitably balanced geographically
and racially and even religiously.
... Yet how is the objective to be
achieved except by a process of
education of the mass of voters?
Education in this sense, however
—If the voters cannot be trusted
to function intelligently—involves
the exercise of leadership boldly
and openly; and Senator Walsh
consistently refuses to pursue a
course in party leadership that he
fears could be assailed as a "dictatorship" in the selection of a
reasonably balanced party ticket.
He refused to give a definite lead
on this crucial question to the
Worcester conference in addressing it. He must accept the consequences of such an avoidance of
responsibility, if
responsibility
goes with his acknowledged position in the party.

After reading that, now read this
from Mr Martin in Holyoke to Senator Walsh in Cuba:—
The chaos arising out of the
withdrawal of John F. Fitzgerald
from the governorship contest and
the recalcitrant attitude of Mayor James M. Curley to substitute
a committee t6 -feRtice the choice
of the public, will result in the destruction of the Democratic party
In Massachusetts If leadership 1s
Dot exercised. What do you advise? It is imperative that you act.

'Wire.
If *the senator "wires," the public
:will be interested in his message.

NO. At)AMs-Ivoi_s\ -
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'of representing a committee which
,has no headquarters, has not met for
'Mx months and never took action on
candidates." He said Mr. Lawler was
merely a "spokesman" for Curley,
holding the position of assistant corporation counsel of the city of Boston, a $6000 position, by virtue of appointment by the mayor.
Again and again he rang out with
his plea for a "broad, wholesome,
istrong, tolerant, united, state-wide
Democracy," and declared that in
the east he had felt the same response for his ideas as in the west.

ELY AT RALLIES
IN THREE CITIES
Hurls Defiance at Mayor
Curley and Others,
WARNS

'
1-

VOTERS

ef e rs Indirectly to
"Deal" Between Boston's Democratic Mayor
and Republican Governor.
Springfield, Sept. 10—Expressing
regret that circumstances did not
permit a natural conclusion to his
primary fight With John F. Fitzgerald of Boston and hurling defiance
at Mayor James M. Curley of Boston
and "the so-ctillVtt leaders of nothing at all who misrepresent the Boston democracy," Atty. Joseph B. Ely
last night toured in whirlwind fashion the three ealley cities of Northampton, Holyoke and Springfield.
Everywhere he gave warning to the
voters that the fight is not over and
that "every Democratic vote must
be brought out next Tuesday so the
misrepresentatives of the Boston
democracy will beAriven into the
same 'sea which 150 years ago received the British tea."
The candidate was roused to a
pitch of determination which marked him as an almost different man
from the genial campaigner to which
Western Massachusetts has been accustomed. Apparently hardened by
his weeks of campaigning in eastern
Massachusetts and fresh from six
rallies in that section Monday night,
the Westfield candidate lashed
sharply at the Boston mayor and the
Boston committee and did not mince
words.
Although his address at all three
cities was substantially the smile, it
was in his last address at Holyoke
that he referred indirectly to the
supposed "deal" between Mayor Curley died Gov. Frank G. Allen.
"I am here asking the Democracy
'of the state of Massachusetts, which
includes the people of Boston as well
as the people of Holyoke and Springfield and elsewhere,for you are all of
the same clay, with the same hopes
and fears and the same desires, I'm
asking for,recognition because I do
not propose to see the Democratic
party sold out this year to Gov. Allen."
He declared at all rallies that the
Psupposed
indorsement of Mr. Fitzgerald by the Boston Democratic city
committee is absolutely dishonest
and false and emanates solely from
the hand of Chairman Henry E.
Lawler and a couple of women who
have taken upon themselves the duty

.
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DOOLEY AND FITZGERALD. '
The withdrawal of Mr. Fitzgerald
from the contest for the Democratic
gubernatorial nomipation naturally
invites comparison /with the Dooley
withdrawal of a few years ago, but
the circumstances are not altogether
similar. In the earlier case, it is not
impossible that a great many Democratic voters objected to the attempt of the party bosses to dictate
to the rank and, file what they should
Furthermore the position of
do.
lieutenant governor (which Dooley
was seeking) is not so conspicuous
as that of governor; and it is pate
to assume that a great many of the
less intelligent voters did not even
know that Dooley was supposed to
be out of it.
Neither of these considerations
will operate in favor of the nomination of Mr. Fitzgerald in spite of his
On the' other hand
withdrawal.
,.C1...ajlts insistence th-A this
Mayor .
action shall be disregarded may form
the basis of a more or less organized
movement to keep Fitzgerald in the
race—this being an element which
was not present when Mr. Dooley
made his unsuccessful effort to drop
out.
There can be no doubt that a great
many Democrats will be led, by sympathy for Mr. Fitzgerald and hope
that his health will amend sufficiently
for him to enter the campaign in its
later stages, to vote for him in spite
of his present disability. Yet many
who are not entirely devoid of such
feeling will perhaps hesitate to have
any part in a result which would
lead to just the sort of a nomination !
which was made after Mr. Dooley
had defeated Mr. Ely—one by the !
,party organization. There is this to !
be said, however; If Mr. Ely and
Mr. Coolidge both receive pluralities.
the two leading positions on the
ticket will be held by "up-state Yankees." This is just the sort of local
and racial overbalancing that the
Worcester conference, and likewise
all the other strenuous efforts of the
state committee to make out a slate.
were intended to avoid. So there may
be merit, in Mr. Cip.1,-,:a proposal,
after all, despite its inconsistency,,
from the viewpoint of political expediency.
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CURLEY BRANDS ELY
•IRISH FOE BUTLER.
Ki
LODG
E
ATTA
CKS
' SAYS HE FAILED
.;
Jona. The amendment to the League
of Nations' plank of the platform
had for its „purpose Irish independence and, in this particular instance
at least, Mr...Ely proved that he was
the enemy and not the friend of toe
Irish.
"There is ample time between now
with all the force at his command, and primary day for Mr. Ely to
at times shouting at the top of his explain his position upon this quesvoice and then employing all the tion. It will be Interesting to note
either theatrical and oratorical re- the answer that Mr. Ely may make
;with reference to his position upon
sources at his command.
"Seventy per cent of the Demo- this all important question. Great
(Tittle party in Massachusetts is re- i.stress Is laid upon the support that
cruited from citizens of Irish extrae- 1 Mr. Ely anticipates receiving in this
tion and no man with a love for the campaign from Senator David I.
land of his forefathers can justify a Walsh,
Walsh for Reservations
vote for Ely," he shouted.
Mayor Curley also condemned r-IY
"The Springfield Daily Republican,
in lacking ability as a vote-getter. de- 'under date of Friday, Oct. 10, 1919,
dared he was unfamiliar with what set forth that David 1. Walsh had
is going on, is incapable of takn2 declared for the 'very reservation as
steps of rectify the unemployment contained in Article 10 which were
situation and listed against him a opposed by Mr. Ely. It further sets
host of other charges. He appealed forth that Senator Walsh stated at
that all present make an effort to that time upon the floor of the United
roll up a big vote for "that. sick manA States Senate that a vote for the
in the hospital, John F. Fitzgerald'. Meague of Nations covenant without
1
because carrying the news to him protecting reservations would legalize
Wednesday would be thc best med- international wrongs and deny to
'eine for restoration of his health,
down-trodden and submerged races
Before Curley got down to the real . of the world the right to enjoy some
purpose
By JANIE!: If. GUILFOYL
urpose of his address he discussed day the blessings of liberty.
It
BOSTON, 'Sept. 12.—The racial is- the overturn of the liberal govern- further sets forth that Mr. Ely threatCanada. the revolt in Ar- ened to bolt the candidacy of the
sue which so stirred the politics of ment in
gentine and predicted the revolu- Democratic nominee for governor.
the country during the 1928 presi- tionary tendency will extend to other Richard H. Long. in
the event that
dential campaign was forcibly in- parts of the world unless industrial Mr. Long refused to indorse the
jected into the Democratic primary conditions are remedied. He took up League of Nations.
"The people of Ireland, at the time
the unemployment situation and decampaign tonight when Mayor James
Oared that in Massachusetts the con- the convention was held, were being
M. Curley took the stump to lead the struction program is not much larger subjected to the rigors of military
fight to have the Democrats nominate .than in a year of prosperity. Roston, control and no one's life was safe.
$30,000.000 Yet, at this most critical period In
John P. Fitzgerald for governor de- he said, WAR spending
spite his withdrawal because of ill .more this year than ever before in the movement for Irish independence,
Joseph B. Ely was outspoken In his
Its history.
health.
"No man can read the future save OPPositIon to an amendment in the
Addressing an audience of 500 in
historic Tremont Temple, the Boston one," he said. "That man is Dapper Democratic party convention plank
mayor, in his most fiery and vigor- Dan." He referred to Daniel H. that would serve to safeguard the
ous oratorical style, stamped Joseph Coakley, who has been attacking him rights of small nations: in striking
contrast to the position taken by
B. Ely as "an enemy and not the nightly over the radio,
David I. Walsh.
friend of the -Irish." and declared
opetency
At tacks Cm
In substance, Mr. Ely hy his attithat the Irish votes of Massachusetts
Curley
had
nothing
said
he
Mayor
tude
displayed a most vicious and
opportunity
go
to
would give him an
hack to the "peaceful shades of West_ personal against Kly and Cummings. contemptible hatred for the Irish to
commonwealth
was
the
whole
whom
if
but
he looks at the present time
field."
It was one of the most amazing searched it would be difficult to find for support as a candidate for nomthan
Ination,..f
less
competent
B
oe
are
ratttoeh
who
two
ei
f sii4
o
Frn
ff
n.incErelytho
nefa governor.
a
in
heard
campaign speeches ever
Bay State primary. Curley was fre- these. Neither can win at the election.
Democratic
quently applauded because it was a be declared.
:
v
"At the Democratic convention party tahtin
A standard
Curley audience, recruited by his folbearer
he
is
Joexressed
hall,
in
ii
Oct.
n
n
Ford.
held
4.
2.
1919,
efigure
H
first
his
lowers to set the stage for
primary
1922.
was
aecisive move _ in undertaking the seph Ely, as chairman of the resolubeaten
more
than four to one by
PitzgerMd campaign. It gave notice tlons commtdee, made the following
John
F.Ptintzgnenrealdnyanpetbery
quesSullivan.taan
hal from now until Tuesday. with statement wItb reference to the
as efM
' ,,r Curley in active charge making 'on
of Irish independence
League of Nations: Ely's love of the League of Nations
.,nal appearances and giving raditi fected by the
I: t•sses. Massachusetts voters will 'Were I not a believer in majority and his hatred for the Irish was again
, itness 'vie most vitriolic primary rule I would never read these resolu- exemplified when he ran as a deleeontess thad, the state has ever had. tions.' The question tinder consider- fate to the national convention In
Mayor CArley's principal indict- ation was the adoption of an amend- the first congressional district, upon
'tent against Ely was that at, the meritto the League of Nations' plank, .4 Tanana of Nations TO atform.
Cord hall convention in 1919. be re- the purpose of which Was ' 10 safe"iced to st And for
'Ott guard the rights of .L.Its. 114410....,1401r"'
'
Ll
'
-cn,
..., ,‘,.,ue ni Na units covenant

SMALL NATIONS
IN DAY OF NEED

without the reserkation to protect
small nations.
Feel, Ful u re Al Stake
evident
The Boston mayor, with
,calization that his own
political
in
.eadership and future is at stake
points
*this fight, drove home his

Racial Issue Seen Drawn
First Time in Primary
Fight
FUTURE AT STAKE

Hub Mayor Asks That
They Keep 'Westfield ,
Man Home

l
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. Ely,'at the hearing before the Istresaing the fact that I included
committee on resolutions, as reported ; Republicans among those in that list.
In the Boston Herald, Oct, 4 1919. ;They forget that Alvin T. Fuller, who

•

•

engaged in a controversy with Dante/ l`evas governor of Massachusetts, was
F. 'O'Connell" brother of the candi- rat one time a Democrat. Eugene N.
date for,Unitlii States Senate: Mr. Foss, another former governor.
was
O'Connell being present to advocate not only a Republican but at anthe substitute resolution which would
; other time a prohibitionist and at
recognize the rights of small nations,
, all times and at present a candidate
and safeguard them and pave the way
nomination for
for liberty for the people of Ireland for the Democratic
and other nations. At the close of United States senator:.
Thompson For Ely
the controversy, in the presence of a
Another endorsement for Mr. Ely
packed room, Mr. Ely stated, 'if the
today by William 0. Thompgiven
was
Irish want to fight let them go back
son. Boston attorney, who gained fame
to Ireland and fight.'"
"In the light of the public utter- during the Sacco-Vanzetti trial as
A
slices of Mr. Ely, he should not be a counsel for the defendants.
Former Mayor Marcus A. Coolidge
candidate for the office of governor
his camcontinuing
Fitchburg
er Massachusetts. He should take up
1
a residence in some peaceful suburb
sign for the Democratic nomination
like Piccadilly, just outside of dear for United States senator
tonight
old London, and become a candidate spoke over the radio and at rallies.
for Parliament.
He continued to insist that a business
"As a vote-getter no man
ever, man is the country's need in the
made a more lamentable showing Senate and only by nomination of a
than did Mr. Ely, not in places where business man can the Democratic
be was unknown, but in the place party win.
Where he was born and has lived for
Mr. Coolidge read several telegrams
a. life time, No one is more compet- that he had received during the day
Int to pass judgment upon the quail- from various parts of the state asj Mations of an Individual than his suring him of widespread support.
neighbors and the judgment of Mr. He deported from his usual custom crl
Ely's neighbors was that he had been ignoring his opponents to declare that
tried in the balance and found want- the only fault he had found with
ing."
him was that he is a successful business man and has contributed to the
Plans Radio Talk
Mr. Curley will continue his fight success of his party for the past 25
tomorrow night with a radio address years. Answering the claims of one
and on Sunday night he addresses a of the candidates that there was a
nieeting of women at the Statler question of his relations with labor,
hotel. From the hospital today word I Mr. Coolidge read an endorsement
came that Mr. Fitzgerald was show- from Charles F. Sweeney, a vice
president of the American Federation
ing continued improvement.
While Mayor Curley was delivering ; of Labor in Massachusetts.
Thomas C. O'Brien, candidate for
his tirade against Ely, the Westfield !
candidate was making a whirlwind the Democratic nomination for United
States
senator, whose name is on the
tour of Boston urging the creation
of a state wide and wholesome de- officials slate of Hon. Martin M.
mocracy to fight against the domin- Lomasney, Boston's famous Demoation of the small clique of Boston cratic leader, with that of Joseph B.
leaders who are trying to dominate Ely as candidate for governor and
the party. Near the end of his sched- District Attorney William J. Foley,
ule word was brought to him of the candidate for renomination, gave out
Curley statements. Mr. Ely deplored j a list of nearly 400 endorsements of
the injection of the racial issue but, organized labor units tonight, headed
expressed the belief amid cheers that by the five railroad brotherhoods of
the voters would not be misled by Massachusetts.
the desperate effort of Mayor Curley
to save his own political future.
Mr. Ely. in his earlier rallies declaren
that no one was with Curley in his
movement to nominate Fitzgerald except the city employes and that A
vigorous effort was being made to
line up their friends.
Thomas C. O'Brien, candidate for j
United States senator on the Demo- I
cratic side at several rallies, told
of
his labor record. Former Gov. Eugene
N.,Foss, also a candidate for the Senate nomination, continued his discussion of the, tariff and said that
Senator Walsh in his speech in Cuba
had Laken the same position which
he. Foss, has been advocating.
Support for Ely
During the day the candidacy of
Mr. Ely was given additional
impetus
by an announcement from
former
Mayor Andrew J. Peters of Boston
that he would vote for him.
Mr.
Peters, who has been considered one
of the most available men for
the
Democratic nomination for governor,
Was left off the list of available men
submitted by Mayor James M. Curley last night. He and Curley
have
been political foes for years.
Peters, however, beat Mr. Curley Mr.
to It
last night by issuing a
that he would not under statement
any circumstances be A candidate for
office
this year.
"I have great regard for
John J.
Cummings, but I shall vote for Joseph B. Ely of Westfield at
the primary of Sept. 16," said Peters.
Mayor Curfey discussed his selection of men who could win
as the
tiemocratic candidate for governor
wI h candor today.
iendf. of Mr. Ely," he aaid,
"arc
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andidate Holds
Race in Contempt,
Mayor Charges

Victories Merit Reward.
Ion the verge of emotional demonstraperiod
"These victories indicate a virile, !lion to the extent that at one
thinking, relentless campaign for they dowled down Ely's name.
Democratic principles and a splendid
Curley declared he was comPletel3
2roup of Democratic leaders. These disinterested in the identity of the
were
ictorles are no accidents. They
man who eventually will he chosen to
achieved by great purpose strongly lead the party in the election as long
prosecuted. And who shall .say that :Is he is one whom they can consistthese victories do not merit a rich re- ently support for ability and fitness to
ward from the party leaders of the Oil the important office. He removed
State? What permanent success can himself from any consideration as he
there be to a party that fails to ree- said that the task confronting him at
egnize and reward the services of City Hall for the next two years is
such leaders? How can we develop much too enormous to risk passing
aders in our party from the younger
another who might fail in
,..oks unless we crown their victo- 'along to
out his program.
rious achievements with party lau- ,carrying
. "I have nothing personal," he cons
iiils?
"The time has come for the Demo- ;tinned, "against Ely or Cummings. I
km interested only in an attempt to
cratic party to nominate Joseph Ti. select the ablest and most competent
Ely for governor. In everything that ileader in the Commonwealth and if T
pertains to an ideal candidacy Mr. Ely search the State over I cannot find
fills the specifications. No candidacy anyone less able than either Ely or
In years has met with such a general Cummings. Neither can win if nomresponse and offers so many advan- inated. I have only the kindliest feeltages to a political party. It adds both ings fer them, but I say in the spirit
geographical and racial representation of charity: that they would get the
to our fie1"
most diseraceful heating ever given a
Championing the cause of John F. candidate in Massachusetts."
Fitzgerald in the contest for the Party
nomination for governor. Curley appealed to the voters to give the honor
to the stricken veteran, that the DemoSpecie/ to The SpringricW Union.
State Committee might subseBOSTON, Sept. 12—While Mayor cratic
ROSTON, Sept. 12—(AP) Massachuquently be in position to give the
into its
an
in
James M. Curley of Boston,
nomination to the ablest man avail- setts primary campaign swept
all candidates adinflammatory address in Tremont able, regardless of his party affilia- final days today with
of the importance of hering closely to their past programs
Temple tonight was calling on the tions. because
should
electing one who can accomplish some of advancing reasons why they
descent
of
Irish
of
Democratic voters
measures of relief for the deplorable be elected and storming the defense
in the Hub to repudiate Joseph B. conditions of misery now existing.
their opponents. Eve n the battle beBosof
Curley
M.
Ely of Westfield in Tuesday's pri"No Irishman e orthy of the name," tween Mayor James
for Ely ton and Joseph Et. Ely and John .1.
mary election for "his vicious and said Curley, "can cast a voterecord
of Cummings, Democratic aspirants for
black
his
of
facts
the
after
contemptible hatred" of their race, opposition to their race is publicly the gubernatorial nomination, failed to
develop a major engagement.
Mayor Michael C. O'Neil of Everett known."
Cummings assailed all in sight. He
went on the air over Station WE1:I
At one time he referred scornfully
Martin Lomasney,
demanding that the Democrats of to Ely as "a fine Democrat," as he attacked Curley,leader
who came out
support Long Boston political
the State support him as "a worthy described his refusal to
for Ely. and Daniel J. Coakley, disIn 1919.
scion of a family whose traditional
barred Boston lawyer. His denunciaRefers to Remark.
three was hitter as he
loyalty to the party has been known
Repeatedly he wandered from his tion of the
that the fact that any one
in Western Massachusetts for lit prepared address to elaborate on some prophesiedwas
allied with Ely would
particularly harsh attack on Ely. to col' them
least 100 years."
polls. He I
repeatedly referred as "Eli.' 1hring the letter defeat at the
he
whom
declaring
was
Curley
who was now •
And while
In scorn he said. "How can any Irish- 'el:limed it Was Coakley
ic
choice'
Democrat
name,"
"no Ii ishman worthy of the
man vote for him Tuesday as he re- trying to direct the
should cast a vote for Ely, O'Neil calls his injunction, 'If you want to • for governor.
back to Ire- ' In referring to Curley's list of 49
was asserting that his nomination fight for Ireland. then go
alleged to have been delivered men whom he believed more fitted for
land.'
for
reward
Just
would constitute a
when he was district attorney of his the nomination than either Cummings
faithful service and add "both geo- home county in a convention here."
or Ely, Cummings said the 50th man
graphical and racial representation , He challenged either Ely or Capt. on the list was Curley. He also charged
John J. Cummings, the other primary that Ely deserted the party in 1919.
to our ticket."
candidate, to produce a single con- when he was dissatisfied with the
Resents Dictatorship. structive issue they have advocated on plank in favor of Irish freedom.
Declaring that he had not intendA the platform since they came into the
to inject his opinions into the guber- campaign, and demanded that they
of
natorial contest, Mayor O'Neil de- take their personal ambitions out
contest, because of their
clared that the evidences of "self in- the current
total inability to cope with the trying
terest dictatorship and elimination or . tasks which will be imposed on the
conscience" on the part of some Dem- ' next governor of the Commonwealth.
ocrats since the retirement of John F.
The Mayor flayed Ely for his allegef
Fitzgerald bad forced him to decLre betrayal of the Irish in the party conhimself for the one man he considered vention of 1919 and accused him of
capable of bearing the party standard. having bolted the candidate, Richard
of
Calling attention to the prominent H. Long, in that election because
on respublic officials in both the Eastern gni t:.e refusal of the committee
an
Western ends of the State who have olutions to Include in its platform
was
recently endorsed Ely's candidacy, amendment the purpose of which
to aid Ireland in its fight for freedom.
Mayor O'Neil declared:
Curley went back to the Easter re"He has welded all groups in: our
of
strength
bellion of 1915 in his review of the
pally. In fact that rise in
centhe Democratic prty in Western Mass- circurnstancee leading up to that
achusetts in the past 10 years has vention and had his audience at times
been unparalleled in the Commonwealth and no other one factor has
been more responsible for this than
of
the Ine- Iligent and untiring drive
Joe Elithat
etv:
Nait\Iat Democracy of the
J.
William
tion when last February
Congress
to
elected
:(1ranfield was
. froiti the Springfield district after the
licpublican party had held It in vassalage for over 50 years?

Once Told Irish to Gc Back
Home to Fight, He Asserts
in Inflammatory Address
Before Cheering Crowd.

MAYOR OF EVERETT
DEFENDS CANDIDATE

Is Worthy Scion of Family
Noted for Loyalty. Says
O'Neil; Cummings Also
Refers to Alleged Bolt.

Cummings Accuses
Ely of Bolting.
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Personalities.
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THE MAYOR'S IMPRESSIONS
OF AMERICA.
Love of Pomp but Absence of
Snobbishness.
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A MILLIONAIRE'S GORGEOUS HOME.
Warm Tribute to Mayor Curley.
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LAST STAGES OF TOUR.
Famous Actress Kisses the Mayor.

At Z.OU 0.171., We were one lIt UM
Tribune on Boston Common to attend
the demonstration given by the German Societies; this represented every
siction of the German community
settled in the New England States,
;Ind termed part of their contribution
Mayors
it
week's programme.
nrlev and Salter and most of Our
party spoke, and all were accorded a
right royal welcome.
We both arrived and departed with
two pipers leading the way.
ED /W we have Coon. .1. 11. Mottntain's ceni•luding chapter Of" a
A BASEBALL MATCH. •
verov - interest
if the memorable visil to America.
visit was to the baseball
Our
Here (' jell, ii
i
-tory of a famous actress bestowing LIII iiiatch, next
and 'lore too the Pipers led
enthusiast it kiss upon the Alayor.
Ile 'ells of the reit-tinders our approach on to the ground—and
of lit t it old Boston they fotind al the headquarters of Mr. Alen special enclosure, the huge crowd of
35,000, rising .fromtheir .seats, giving
Foi•bes. who has visited here.
This was a
us a welcoming cheer.
now experience, the gain° being diffi•
••• •
We leave Plymouth, and, On gang a couple of songs; tne whole com- cult to follow, not! being fami,liar
However, it
with its rudiments.
our vv-a - home, even the light- pany marvelling at her wonderful proved both thrilling and fascinating,
hearted autongst us wore in re- voice. On Saturday morning, we had and we were glad that Boston were
an appoint ii'
with Mr. Alan Forbes victorious over Chicago. Our deparflective umod, and ifondered over at his
In tat h i tot rters—State Trust ture from the baseball ground was
and
upon our .being shown to most exciting, the crowd lining the
the suffering, the hardship anti
the . travail endured by the Pit- his private room, pictures everywhere streets cheering wildly.
reminded us of home.
Prints and
grinis in the early settlemetit and pictures of our old town, many of
FILMS OF HOME.
which
we
had
never
seen
before, and
founding of now iininn•t a iii PlyWe were taken to Mayor Curley's
which a lifetime had been spent by house to tea, and slim% it 0% t'r his
mouth, 1 4) vvIlich for all time Mr.
Forbes in collecting them, were beautiful Wine. Part lit GUI' ('lltCl't ravellers of every clime will in profusion. Such is his love for the tt
was to 'ivitni•ss a cinema exmake I heir Pilgrimage to this old town. To those of us who met hibition by his sons, who had taken
Mr. Forbes for the first time and the pictures on their European tour.
scared 'shrine. immortalised by having
heard so much about him in The part taken of Boston,of the
deed. :Hid daring of those connection with his effort on behalf of
Mrs. Salter and fa in thy upon
the "Stump- Fund, it was indeed n tlieir visit here a few weeks ago
saintly men and women.
pleasure to meet a kindred spirit. We
Is immensely, and all agreed
soon found lie knew more about our It ti
vory guuod
A KISS FOR THE MAYOR.
All were reelold town and its past than we meld
it guts at the hands of Mr.
Arrivim: at our hotel, it hurrittd tell him.
Curle.\
1611
which
forever,
meal a i, partaken of. We were noa
Mr. Forbes had us introduced to cherki••••1. hkea ee the. lelicity of his
oue to wit nes,: a special pertormance important members of his staff anti
aord..
On every hand an
of "Twelfth Night." arranged iii photographed.
7.:s]
]%4•re tine at the Brunswere
accorded
the
utmost
welcome
ich I14)],•• tor the banquet, given in
and
11011011r
Ol
III'
visit and t lot Tt reett- courtesy. We next
. visited the Old
(he S•ols of St. George,
Cary. Jane Col\ I. America's lormm I •Sfiite- nbui,- and were shown the spot
flourishes throughout
and its objeets are t•hariact re-s. had a special etwagemitot ter on which the massacre was perpe- the
trated at the beginning of last cen- table p od ,,uria I,
the occasion.
Ii it ti it t he v tit
One of its main
tury. Mr. Read took charge of ns
was ''\i rewely hot .
]•• le•!p emigrants from the
otekisi liii
and
showed
us over what is now a British
w it
er it long period .of
rho performance.
(Mr
pairt,‘
1 II. members .of iii' 'tanntit- museum. Many relies and pictures of v ears HO- :•••:4)ciety has done needy and
tho
],h1
town
are
to
be
seen, also plo- noble it erk, and testimony abounds
tee. wtre Thy ided and accommoclitted
in
Ill I, ,ilecially
ever.N hand to its helpful and
ott
reserved boxes, 'in.' t ore- ii ,li HO Of OM' cornier
wo
fold
Mr.
Read of our guiding influents]. Our arrival.at-the
to 11 ,1' ritjll and the other on the It
ti
''-I
It
do
u
Iii
Jo
shopping,
:in]
iii•
of the st:we. Jane Cowl took, 4o
Brunswick was the signal for a, demonorihoi :\ a rsh and
0.0iirse, the character of "Viola," and
stration of goodwill, which none wili
M
rd
I,uttit
I
'wt..
>oaf
1 .4 soi Q11;11'1 ,•1111:1111
readily forget.
A guard of honour
Illni
lined our approach to the banqueting
rendering indeed. [Fiend, being one cif the managers.
line
!':,;1‘1•
hall,
il!.T,1'ee11. Tile Veraatile
and
the
Whole
lit this .'t
vast company
A HUGE STORE.
',II.
:111,1
cheered to the echo. The usual flashGuthrie conAfter
a
cordial
handshake
and
good.
ceived the idca that 4•111. Afityor should bye to Mr. Read,
light photo was taken, and a banJordan Marsh was quet
present Mt— 'rot I Wli It :1 bouquet of the next rendezvous,
indeed was bestowed upon us.
and
soon
we
tin I' alio!' Ow found Mr. Hawkins
Enthusiasm ran high, and the •Irliole
red rOses.
in
his
luxuriously
first :1,1, ii,• AIN on' Stepped till 111 appointed office.
demonstrative of their
Mr. Hawkins had company were
We were all besieged by
the '1;,;!,', ;Md. ;11111,I the glare of t he
tile heads of the firm sent for, and a goodwill.
footled!! made the presentotion, nod spe('inl lunch
to communicate with friends
while we were i•Nuests
the t.,tti kindly words were gracioilsk la•ing shown arranged
in England epon ollr retnrn, and thew
over
their
wonderful
,
sled to it Miss Cowl, the melt.
which has ;mire floor e/tinct I smile reprOSOlitatiV0 of every
iol].], )1i:irking its approval by a hearty e-aahlishment,
sitac, thanany )it the London log cIt y, It iii it and hamlet throughout the
lit.After (lie second net. Mi-is
Their regular employips men- British Isles gathered in those four
'oa I had the English, guests escorted
(],000, and for their Christmas walls. Snell was the atmosphere, one
parlvoi.
beauty
we were back again in Old Eng.-,
and
t
trade an esIra, 1,500 hands are oio it
al introductions, and
lacd.
ior
pi o.\ I,
tt One IfOUr they have
Ii,' disappointment of Inv
WONDERFUL FIREWORKS.
..•.••]] the solitary kiss to,t te.v.td 1,‘ pists, I lus win give one an nes(
•
the immensity of their business.
Al lit (1.t.14this
41'1•1'4'
taken
On
by tins taltioll8 actress a nd beilet,‘ ill 01
Nearly all our presents were requirisI
(',iv
Tre:1',11rer
'
S 111xnriOns
upon the Mayer. The look of forlorn • for
ladies,
and
when
h.. (11;111.,
serious busiriebs,
hopenlessin]ss on some of their laves
was embarked upon without a gtiridei to witness ti 10,000-dollar fireworks
was pitiful in the extreme. Stwit are on
such
matters,
we
were
all
display—this
was
soon
in
indeed
a magnificent
the vil.r,arips of fame!
deep water.. The ignorance displayed! sight. After such a crowded (Inv, this
REMINDERS OF HOME.
at the essentials of feminine apparel' WO, IlOt (It'enled !Auffivient, and from
Following us to our hotel were many was profound, and resulted in a proper ilere We Were
tO tile innne ol
friends, and amongst them Madame mix-up. The evening papers came out raid . W111. NIOCK011110, a Very Wealthy
ith big headlines: "Mayor Salter and respected citizen, who had preRose Zulabon and her
Needless to say, she was requested itt awl Suite
viously placed Mrs at the dif1P060 of.
„., visit Jordan Marsh." .
siirtr 'ands after_ much persuasion, she

Shopping in a Wonder Store.
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the party. sii pper a it a ted us here,
and wo um, he-pitahly entertained
AN OLD BOSTONIAN'S
I Sunday mornuntil the mirlv
INTERESTING LETTER.
1:0•1,,mina making a
ing, Mi.s Mar\
Tho
.toste,
I
e1iarmim2: and
150 Wesl 23rd Street,'
'
N ,• %V York.
party :ill told wald iminher about. 30.
September 26th. 1930.
The report- of -4unday's programme
appeared fairl.‘ i tilt\ he,' \reek. Al.otDear Rue.--I am sorry I did not see
friends a nil
d.ayit t
pent v 1,i t
you again before you sailed, but your
Our departure Dam] letter from the "Biltmore" consoled vie,
binBoston and arrival at New York.
For it was like a breath of good old
I u ly reported.
• colnshire air of fifty years ago, which,
figmatively, I inhaled with gusto. NoGENERAL IMPRESSIONS.
thing truer than "Tempos fugit." Your
conclude by giving briefly a few
letter is doubly valuable—as a personal
11011' 10 MP, and its connection with a
general impressions of my observavisit, historical in the annals of the
tions. Chief amongst them is the profamous town of the "Stump."
found love and pride everyone of all
Your impressions in the "Boston
sections feel in their regard of Engidols." interested rue greatly, and you
land. How anxious to tell of their
illStaaCle. Howbirth in the Old Country they all are: hit the mark in every
ever, your remarks about prices of things
,:oinet imps their mother, sonwtimes
general being higher than on your side
'heir father, more ,ifton their grand- in
can be inet with the fact that salaries
t
licr, and ',vim more
and wages are higher than in tbe old
remote relationship, are spokim of country, and, moreover, shopping around,
freely. 'file more slender the kinship, the housewife can do much, better than
the more eager thev seem to relate
you probably think. . That applies to
ho Old (tiltheir connection it II
clothing, too. Rents arevery high, for
I
One can i ii liii widerstand the
I could let my lionse.'.if I cared to. for
11.i Mi.Edward
from (15 to ,t18 is-month. Rent is really
altintents expressed
thii-.14 item. ._Pooft stuffs, groceries and
his
in
Ilarl. nes<
handier,
over
Meats jutve.53nne Jlowat, irt., lot -since last.
1 1.1
1.01'
objeets in
fancy we can buy as
England, and the genuine love and :year, and I rather doing,
if your "Guarcheaply as you 411'S
..steem that prompted Mr. Darkness
dian" quotations of prices are accurate.
malo-iii inuniticient gilt, and
are due
matters
economic
these
Ilowever,
ill this happy posit ion to
\-,1,110 l, .
It- a lot of discussion in all countries
lil• N14 .:11t11 ii this way.
i le way tariff games are being played
AVOInell
I hese days. 1 ittw -nrious to read what
-4tates
United
ti 10 great
;!r.nndionit
-iin local papers wt.1 tvutoitt anent your
1-•.,1,\ and willing t-0 give their love,
ip i-, hid' I think you will have enjoyed
t heir whole
1 heir I riendship, a nil
is .pill. of the fact that it undoubtedly
There is this
1 ISill
:111,1
are praying incessantly
111-11s ,•ti :I -Aro - MMUS jailia.
sati,i p lien , i1.. that the result is an
:er
,!' :t 11,1
:till a clo,
proportions
greater
aecomplislinieni of
Iii Iii Iretween our own and their
and signitioance than perhaps even you
comm.\ .
realise, for •iiiir rapturing Mayor Curley
Leiter, and telegrams were received
and the City of Boston is no mean feat.
and per.,nal visits by every member
Political
fluid
int VI'llatiOnal.
All
fr0111
of our party. This was very gratifystandpoint.
pleasure.
mutual
and
afforded
ing.
don't know how much of an eyeful
The absence of bird life, too, was a ' ofI that city you were able to get, hut
noticeable feature.
you saw the most English looking town
All soon found it took a 10s. note
in the -United- Statess-,-, one- llial has a
to equal a dollar, llnd Onn
! great att l'il4.1 1011 kW me.-1-fien• Ness' York.
thou
fart, t
A11110'1(1111 sisitois
(if New York. I guess- you- -got -at •-loast
dollar in Eletland equals its. frion the : a glimpse, enough perhaps to convince
a purchasing poet,..
point
•you that it is some village, and I ant
observable that they 'wondering whether you left it With .
It \
" 1 fain would linger longer,
too have their social problems, and
lint I can't any longer linger.'*;
indeed many other difficulties.
Altogether you and thosc of your party
It is not difficult either to discern
litIVO had On PN,•1,11011i run for your
that, taxation by the lower middle and
money, and ti. trip that will be a special
over-bearing
as
poroer classes is quite
milestone in your life journeys, and have
the
lot
is
of
our
as
and burdensome
at the -.aim- time 'enhanced the prestige
d.
circumstance
own similarly
of the Item of Boston Liars.
tolerance
and
friendliness
The
Before I close, I would like to say Mit
amongst varying shades of religions,
if at anytime. you or any -.of. tho Salim
too. was noticeable.
family 'and that inclUdes 0011 brothet
"Bill") should come this way, they wiP
Another welcome trait seemed to be
1 w hen rt i ly welcome at . lay place and bi-,
nu entire absence of snobbishness and
made to feel at home for whatever lengtl
snidihery. which iine is hound to Niand
of time they care to stay. The "Guar.,1
all seetions
ill :I 11111,
coll
dian " reaches me regularly.'
tI -,iwiety at home.
ClaSSOS
By now. you will no doubt after tin
The it itoh s (/ age, the marvellous
in some
rest aboard ship, find you
- hosititality nave us an experience we
thing like shape.
forget.
shall neycr seem
ti lit:! hi
will
town
old
the
Perhaps
quiet till you are settled down again. Mk
NO- fOr the tangible proofs 'you hai.
accumulated the whole affair will seen
, like a dream.
i linilesf tvgards iron,
. lours sincerely.
d 4Efl. -I{. F1.811Elt.
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HIS HONOR FAYS GREAT
TRIBUTE TO COLUMBUS,
HOLY SEE AND IL DUCE
With the oratory for which he is
noted and which kept his listeners
spellbound, Mayor James M. Curley
paid glowing tributes to Christopher
Columbus, the Holy See and Mussolini, whom he termed the "mastermind of Italy," at the City of Boston
I dinner to the Italian Ambassador in
the Hotel Statler last Sunday evening.
Said His Honor:
"The Tercentenary observance of
,the founding
of the Massachusetts
jfay Colony would be incomplete and
‘ unworthy of the name if we failed to
pay our meed of reverence anO,trib'ute to the discoverer of America —
Christopher Columbus.

Republic.
"The contribution of Columbus to
human progress and human happiness
does not differ materially, except in
volume, with the ,character of contribution the Italian race has made in
every century to religion, art, literature, science and government.

MAYOR JAMES M. CUFZLEY
like a conflagration over
Europe,
when Christian civilization was threatened with extinction, it was a son
of Italy, rallying to his standard a
devoted handful, that made possible
the estoppel of the mad march of the
forces of destruction and chaos, the
present Premier — Benito Mussolini.

"This act of supreme daring was in
keeping with the sublime courage dis"When the materialistic forces in
played by his comrades in arms —
with power and the
world, blind
the
Italian Army — during the World
wealth threatened by their excesses !war.
the destruction of the social system,
"Under the brilliant leadership of
rules and order that society
the
the Italian Premier, Benito Mussolini,
through 19 centuries has found necesthe people of Italy are facing not only
sary for the preservation of home and
the present but the future with high
moral standards, a waiting world has

never failed to receive spiritual guidance from the Holy See.

past.
"It has been truly said by a poet
of my own race:

"A
' Nation's greatness lies in man,
'This sublime faith is not confined
not acres. One master mind is worth
solely to the representatives of the
more than a million hands.'
religious orders; rather does it apAnd fortunate indeed is the
pear to be a part of the very atmotion and the people when led I
sphere itself of Italy, and when at
master mind.
the close of the recent World war
"I ask all present to rise as a
the forces of destruction sought to
C;iri
and anarchy of respect to the preserver o'
substitute communism
cen•an civilization in the world — the
for the established order that 20
master mind and leader of Italy
tunics of experience had proved was
Benito Mussolini."
both wise and right, when these same
forces had overthrown the Government of Russia, and were sweeping

"To the sublime faith of Columbus
may
be traced the success of the
voyage of discovery which paved the
way for the pioneer movement that
made possible at a later period the
settlement of the Pilgrims and Puritans, and the gradual development of
which later became
the structure
known to the world as the American

"To Italy the World owes an everlasting debt for her creation and perpetuation of work, memorials and traditions, through which the light of
civilization was permitted to spread
(from thc Mediterranean to the Baltic.
"To Italy in every crisis the hearts,
and the eyes, and the minds of the
world have turned regardless of race,
creed or color, seeking that, spiritual
direction and comfort which the representative of St. Peter, from the sacred
precincts of Rome, has never failed to
give to a waiting world.

hope and supreme courage, and give
promise not only in Italy but throughout the entire world of making contritutions in the future as valued, if
not more valued, than in the glorious
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AS WE SEE IT

Earl Carroll is evidently possessed with the strange de• ro s 5
lusion that he can reform Boston to his way of thinking. But
oerp. J o. tvio.
it looks as though he will not meet with any better success
than when he attempted to entertain New York with nude Curley Refuses
Tiollar Toward
in the bath tub. But the strangest feature of the whole affair is the idea that he can win Boston to the indecencies of
A Relief Fund
his own thoughts and theatrical displays by finding fault Boston, Oct. 30--Declaring that he
could not Justify the acceptance of
with its censor.
towards a proposed unThe only one unfortunate feature of the whole affair is contributions
employment relief fund, Mayor Curley
the persistency with which the censor jumps into print. One yesterday returned a $1 donation to a
naturally expects Carroll to do that: it is his free advertis- Dorchester resident, suggesting that
ing. That is the reason why he yells at every opportunity; It be transmitted to a charitable orhe kn-ews it will attract more of the thin-minded to his every ganization.
The mayor declared that Boston
performance. If he can keep it up long enough, he will pack anticipated
the Industrial depression
the house at every performance. That is a part of his trade. and unemployment and made provl31011
for
the
city's sick, needy, unem,
r
st
played, and aged, by appropriating
If the censor is right in deleting a part of the play, or in at the start of his administration last
$9,500.000 for these purposes.
stopping the whole performance, why does he not do it, and January
As the population of the city Is but
end the matter there. It is no good disgusting decent peo- 780,000, he said, this fund represented
per capita tax of $1 a month on
ple with a lot of explanation, and permit Carroll to continue aevery
man, woman and child in Boshis free advertising stunt with the aid of a few papers. If ton, or a payment towards relief of
$60
a
the censor is right, it is not necessary for him to advertise the five. year by the average family of
show any longer.
As a result of the position taken
the mayor, the city employes will
As we see it, the censor has dor.e his duty and done it by
not be asked to contribute a cent a
correctly. When he has done that, the public is behind him. month for each dollar they receive to
It is not necessary for him to indulge in a random fire of ex- an unemployment relief fund, as
recommended
by
City
Councillor
planation and semi-apologies. Let him stick to his guns and Clement A. Norton of Hyde Park.
insist that Carroll either correct his show or quit. Then the
people of Boston could feel they had a firm and conscientious
theatre censor.
Stitpplot

•

The jobless can now rest assured that they will be job
less no longer. With all the commissions, bureaus, expert:
and the fellows who never did a day's work in their life appointed to decide how to solve the unemployment situation,
there is no longer need of worry. Of course, if the family
larder does not fill up as rapidly as desired it is no real cause
of worry; if the jobless are getting hungry, let them look at
the horizon and consider the beautiful prospects of work and
plenty of it way off there where the commissions, bureaus,
and fellows who never did a day's work begin to move.
One solution is immediate. In November, the people of
the country are to vote on about $400,000,000 worth of taxpayers' money going into road work and public building construction. After the vote is taken, the legality of these bond
issues will have to be determined, and lawyers do not hurry
in giving opinions—they are employed during the time. Then
the bonds have to be printed and so forth; so, long about
next May the immediate work promised by National Employment Provider Wood will probably be ready to start. If this
works out as well as the Federal Farm Bureau idea, the jobless of today will need no work then.
st p Pvittit
Governor Allen has appointed Mayor Curley on the gocatchum-work-for-the-jobless. Mayor Curley is undoubtedly the best authority on work, industry in the world (including the moon). He has put more politicians to work than
any other man in Massachusetts. They are all going to work
to provide employment for the unemployment, and, incidentally, plenty more work for the taxpayers' money.
No one appears to think much ,bout the texpnver, only
how to spend his money. After a while he and his taxable
property will be on the unemployment fist and there will be
need of more committees, bureaus, and fellows who never
did a day's work in their lives to work for the property which
is not able to work any =ore.
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AL SMITH TO SPEAK
IN BOSTON TONIGH
FAVORS F1VE-DAY WEEK

I

Accuses Republicans
Of Deceiving Voters
On Prosperity Clai
Former Governor Takes Stand for Five-Day Wee
—Former President Coolidge Preliaring 15
Minute Radio Speech in Behalf of Republica
Candidates—Smith to Urge Election of Marcu
Coolidge and Joseph B. Ely
The complete text of exGovernor Smith's address
in Providence last night is
published on Page 5 of
today's Post.

FORMER GOV.
/11.EREptiA4irth--

6initli spoke in Providence, R.
last night in behalf of the Democratic
ticket in that state. Tonight he will
address a Democratic rally at the Boston Arena, where other speakers will
include Marcus A. Coolidge, candidate
for United States senator; Joseph B.
Ely. candidate for governor: United
States Senator David I. Walsh and
MilyArr..,-)ames M. Qua,.

Up in quiet Northampton Calvin
Coolidge meanwhile put the finishing
touches on a speech which, characteristically, will take just 15 minutes
to deliver. In it the former president
will urge the election to the Senate
of the man who managed his 1924
campaign—William M. Butler, and the
reelection to the governor's chair of
BOSTON, Oct. 28 VP) — Two the man who survived the Smith
wave in this state in 1928, Governor
years ago Al Smith took Calvin Frank G. Allen. It will Ix. Coolidge's
Coolidge's home state away from only radio speech of the fall.
At the rally in Providence last night
Ihe Republicans and placed it in Smith turned upon the
Republicans
Ithe Democratic column for the with the statement:
Smith's
Charge
presidency. Today the former New
"I desire from this platform to
York governor came back to Boscharge that the Reoublican party
knew
that they had nothing to do
ton to help his party, while forwith prosperity and that they
mer President Coolidge agreed to
knew...they could not continue it
and that their campaign was
break his political silence with a
maintained to deceive the electorradio speech for the Republican
ate of the United States.
Smith brought three indictments
cause on Thursday.
against the Republicans, first, for
In Boston Arena
promising to continue prosperity and
With election day just a week awaY being unable to deliver; second, reAl Smith was once again to ride fusing to face busines.s depression and
through Boston's downtown streets, unemployment when they came "unwhere two years ago he received a til absolutely forced to do so"; third,
tremendous ovation as the Democratic for failing to do all it could do to
standard bearer. Tonight, once again. relieve unemployment and actually
he will speak at a rally in the Boston Increasing it by laying off government employcs.
Arena.
This time he comes at 11 time of
Smith refused to blame a political
business depression and unemployment Party for economic ills, however, and
to accuse the Republicans of deliber- sad that one good coming from the
ately deceiving the voters into think- present situation "is that. for a long
ing they could continue prosperity time to come no political party will
when they defeated him in 1928. as he ever have the braren effrontery to
accused them last night at Providence, stand before the American people and
tell them that they can cont1nue prosR. I.
He will air.; silt,
* in favor Of a perity and circumvent economic laws
Coolidge—but a Democratic one, Mar- when tle,v )(now tlity ,•1oi (In it
cus A. Coolidge of Fitchburg, candi- the good old dinner pail
The former governor woo came mit
date for senator and for Joseph B.
Ely, the Democratic gubernatorial for the five-day week with the
nominee. The rally starts at 8 o'clock statement that "certainly if the United
and there is a radio hook-up for an Sates was rich enough to make Saturhour starting at 10 o'clock for the day a half holiday 20 years ago, we
can afford to make it a full holida3
former New York governor.
In 1930."
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*eps Taken To Vive
Boston Residents Jobs

SAYS PARTY IVIADg
TARIFF TO BENEFIT CAMPAIGN BACKERS

Announcements Made by Mayor Curley Should
Give Unemployment Situairrin TATb Jolt

"Joe Grundy Demanded Deand
livery of the Goods
Them"
Walked Away With

BOSTON, Oct. 28 (R)—Two steps
which should give unemployment in
Boston a jolt have been announced
by Mayor James M. Curley. The mayor and Chairman Frank A. Goodwin
of the finance commission agreed immediately to start the expenditure of
$3,621,000 for new schools throughout
the city. Mayor Curley also sent the
plans for the development of the East
Boston airport to Secretary of War
Patrick J. Hurley and at the same
time announced he ,would award a
contract amounting to $140,000 for
dredging this week and the city would
spend $1,250,000 within the next year
on the project.
A plan under which every city employe would be asked to contribute
toward a fund to help the unemployed during the coming winter was proposed by Councilman Clement A. Norton, who suggested as a basis a cent
a month for each dollar received in
salary.
Norton's stiggestion took the form
an order which council without deate referred to Mayor Curley.. The
..order called upon the mayor to consider and report upon the wisdom of
the proposal. Norton estimated the
fund would grow at the rate of $20.000 a month. He planned to have disbursements made under direction of
the board of public welfare.
James J. Phelan, Boston banker, accepted the chairmanship of Gov. Frank
G. Allen's committee on unempthyment
after a conference with the governor.
After the conference Phelan said,
"I think the governor has outlined a
plan to be followed pretty completely.
We will take this plan Its a basis of
operation. It probably will be subject to enlargement as conditions warrant it. The principal thing at the
present time is to get organized and
get our surveys started. Then we will
have an angle intelligently to work
from."

/of

HUB TO SUPPLY
JOBS BY GREAT
I BUILDING PLAN
City to Start 3 Million
School Program at
Once
PHELAN ACCEPTS
Banker Announces He,
Will Act as Job Group
Chairman
BOSTON, Oct. 27 (AP)—Two steps
which should give unemployment in
Boston a Jolt were announced today
by Mayor James M. Curly. The
mayor ltrilirCraiTman Frank A. Goodwin of the finance commission agreed
immediately to start the expenditure of $3.621,000 for new schools
throughout the city. Later in the
day Mayor Curley sent the plans for
the development of the East Boston
airport to Secrtary of War Patrick J.
Hurley and at the same time announced he would award a contract
amounting to $140,000 for dredging
this week and the city would spend
$1,250,000 within the next year on
the project.
A plan under which every city
employe would be asked to contribute
toward a fund to help the unemployed during the coming winter
was proposed by Councilman Clement
A. Norton, who suggested as a basis
a cent a month for each dollar received in salary.
Norton's suggestion took the form
of an order which council without debate Yeferred to Mayor Curley. The
order called upon the mayor to consider and report upon the wisdom of
the proposal. Norton estimated the
fund would grow at the rate of $20,000 a month. He planned to have disbursements made under direction of
the board of public welfare.
James J. Phelan, Boston banker,
accepted the chairmanship of Gov.
Frank G. Allen's committee on unemployment after a conference with
the governor.
After the conference Phelan said,
"I think the gore I noi ha, nifilined
plan to be followed pretty completely.
We will take this plan as a basis of
operation. It probably will be subject to enlargement as conditions
warrant it. The principle thing at
the present time is to get organized
and get our surveys started. Then
we will have an angle Intelligently
to work from."

CONVULSES CROWD
WITH HOOVER TALK
Asserts President Accomplished Two Things on Pros
hibition Issue, Personnel
Change and Enforcement
ransfer
BM' n, Oct. 28—(AP)—Alfred E.
Smiti former governor of New
York, arraigned the Republican
party for making a log-rolling tariff for the benefit of its campaign
contributors in the face of unemployment and distress and for dodging the prohibition issue, in a speech
at the Boston Arena here tonight.
A crowd of 15,000 inside and thousands more outside the doors
cheered the 1928 Democratic presidential candidate's ironic comparison of Republican campaign promses and actual accomplishments on
these two issues.
"Joe" Grundy' Vietory
After promising in 1928 an exam'.
nationand impartial scientific revision
of the tariff, Smith said, the Republicans then spent one year, five
months and eight days indulging in
"the old-time methods of log-rolling
and back-scratching," to bring forth
a atriff whose story Al Smith summed
up thus:—
"Joe Grundy demanded delivery of
tho. good.s—and he walked away with
them."
Of Prohibition Smith said: "This
problem can never be solved by the
Republicans. They are compelled by
force of circumstances to dodge. They'
want to he wet among the wets and
dry as Sahara among the drys. Any
leadership, any hope for relief, must
of neceSsity come from the Demo.
rrn tle oarty."
Other speakers at the rink were
Srmator David L Walsh, Marcus A.
c.,o1idge, the senatorial nominee; Jos.
0).11 D. Ely, the candidate for governor; Mayor Jtoge. M. (..;',..„of Boston, and t wo former Darair- mayorg,
Andt,v. J. Peters and John F. Fitzgem 11.
lanneW 11.1
after the rally Smith
In' :\
1k. He a rived here
. I: 1
this aft(
I MP.: I III .,o„,, aur,ntown
st i a between lines of cheering hunumity,
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CONGRESSIONAL RECORD—SENATE
River and Harbor
Pro!ects.

DEcE1435R 4

ized projects where the completion of the improvement may be
hastened thereby. Purchases of material and equipment for use
in the construction of such projects shall be restricted to
articles
of domestic production and manufacture, from the lowest responsible bidder, unless the Secretary of War shall, in any case, deem
the bids or tenders therefor to be extortionate or unreasonable.

MR. SHIPSTEAD. I ask
unanimoun
The statement of Mr. SIIIPsTEAD is as follows:
consent to introduce a bill and
I am introducing this bill providing for the issuance of
to
interhave it printed in the
nal improvement bonds to complete the authorized river
and
Record an0 harbor projects, including
the connecting channels of the Great
1 following that an exr
Lakes, within five years, in order to place this proposal
,lanator'
before
ystat()the
country for the earnest consideration of our people. It must
ment of the bill and the
be apparent to anyone who has given thought to the subject
reasons
that
the
condition of the Federal Government's finances is such that
for its introduction. I also
ask
these projects can not be completed within the time allotted
to
that al article from the Boston
each under the present method of financing through
direct appropriations. Therefore I have suggested two methods of
getting
American setting forth the views
these authorized waterways built on time, through the application of a part of the war-debt retirement funds to the construcof Ma7or Curley, of Boston,
of a
tion of these waterways or a comparatively small internal
loan.
At this time I believe that a combination of both
program of development of inland
methods is
advisable.
waterways, and also a resolution
We are confronted with a reduced national income and
an insistent demand for increased expenditures to stimulate
by the National Organization of
industry
and to relieve unemployment. Private capital can not alone
meet this situation. Industry is already overexpanded and
Farmers' Elevators indors:ng the
the
present state of both business and securities calls for retrenchment. Public works, on the contrary, have not since the
development and early building of
beginning of the war kept pace with the rapid growth of the country.
the inland waterways be printed in In
my judgment the whole rivers and harbors program should
be
pressed at this time to a speedy completion. Directly and
the Record.
indirectly the work would give large employment for the next five
years. Nothing would have a more steadying effect upon
The VICE PRESIDENT. dithout oblabor
than a realization that Federal aid in the form of intensive
lectlon, it is so ordered.
prosecution of all authorized river and harbor improvements

1

The bill (S. 5082) to provide for the early completion of
the works of improvement on the adopted and authorized
river and harbor projects, including the connecting channels
of the Great Lakes, and to authorize the issuance of bonds
therefor, was read twice by its title, referred to the Committee on Commerce, and ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
Be a enacted, etc., That for the purpose of supplementing the
appropriations made by Congress from time to time for the improvement of rivers and harbors used in interstate commerce; of
completing the authorized and adopted river and harbor projects,
including the connecting channels of the Great Lakes, and insuring for the public the beneficial use thereof within the shortest
possible time and at the lowest possible cost; of enabling the Secretary of War to enter into such comprehensive and continuing
Contracts for the execution of said works of improvement as will
establish for each project the probable date of its completion with
a degree of certainty justifying the immediate investment of capital in terminal and industrial development based upon the prospective use of such improvements; and of employing idle capital,
Idle industry, and idle labor In the construction of said works, the
Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized and directed to
borrow on the credit of the United States from time to time, as the
proceeds may be required to defray expenditures on account of
works of improvement authorized on said adopted projects, the
sum of $500,000,000 (which sum, together with moneys,already
appropriated, equals the estimate of the United States Army engineers to cover the entire cost of completing the adopted river and
harbor projects, including the connecting channels of the Great
Lakes), and to prepare and issue therefor coupon or registered
bonds of the United States, to be known as internal improvement
bonds, in such form as he may prescribe and in denominations of
$100, $600, and $1,000, redeemable in gold coin at the pleasure of
the United States after 10 years from the date of their issue and
payable 20 years from such date, and bearing interest payable
quarterly in gold coin at a rate not qxceeding 3 per cent per
annum, and the bonds herein authorized shall be exempt from all
taxes or duties of the United States, as well as taxation in any
form by or under State, municipal, or local authority: Provided,
That said bonds may be disposed of by the Secretary of the Treasury at not less than par, under such regulations as he may prescribe, giving to all citizens of the United States an equal opportunity to subscribe therefor, but no commission shall be allowed
or paid thereon; and a sum not exceeding one-tenth of 1 per cent
of the amount of the bonds herein authorized is hereby appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to pay the expenses of preparing advertising and issuing
the same.
The proceeds of the sale of bonds herein authorized shall be
applied, in addition to moneys already appropriated, to the proseIlia, of works of improvement on all adopted and authorized
river and harbor projects, including the connecting channels of
the Great Lakes, with a view to their completion within the shortest time not exceeding a period of five yea• .
Nothing contained in this or any
act shall prevent the
Secretary of War from entering into ,J1), contract or contracts as
may be deemed expedient by him
the completion of the construction of works of improvetne,'.. on said adopted and author-

would be given now.

This emergency can not be met by current appropriations without resorting to increased taxation. It appears to be most timely
as well as logical and sound policy for the Government to now
employ not only idle labor but idle capital and idle industry in
the construction of these reproductive works. All of these improvements have already been planned by the Government,
sanctioned by Congress, and are only awaiting suitable financial
arrangements to carry them into execution. And when we consider
that we can save millions of dollars in first cost, in
addition to
interest, and make available to the people of the United
States
the beneficial use of these waterways during the present
generation, then it seems to me it is our sacred duty to adopt
the best
means of accomplishing these objects.
The National Government has called upon private industry,
municipalities, and States, to bond themselves for the construction of new work and internal improvements, but beyond
this
request and the compilation of statistics as to what others
are
doing the Government of the United States has not provided
a
dollar in addition to current appropriatibns to relieve
this emergeThency,.
general depression has of necessity affected the railroads but not to the extent that it has affected industry and
merce. What the railroads need is not higher freight rates, comwhich
add to the burdens of business and industry and correspondin
gly
reduced tonnage, but the creation of conditions which will
make
business and industry prosper and thereby increase
tonnage and
the revenues of the railroads. Meanwhile the vigorous
prosecution of these works carried on simultaneously in
all sections of
the United States will employ the transportation
facilities of
the country and assist them greatly in tiding over
this period of
depression.
I have previously pointed out the advantages to the
Government
and to the people of the United States in completing our
authorized waterway projects in the shortest time possible,
not in excess
of five years. Summarized, they are as follows:
First. The depressed condition of trade, industry, and agriculture calls for relief now through the savings which will
be available from transportation on improved waterways.
Second. Economy in Government financing. The present piecemeal method of prosecuting the work on these projects under the
handicap of uncertain annual appropriations will require 20 years
for their completion. Conservative calculations disclose that
piecemeal methods of the past increases the cost at least 40 per
cent over original estimates and authorizations—witnesq the Ohio
River, which was estimated to cost $63,000,000, and iictually
after 20 years of piecemeal work in excess of $100,000,000. A 8-Yellit
program on already authorized river and harbor projects would,
therefore, save in first cost approximatly $330,000,000.
f
Third. Savings irk interest on capital and unproductive during
the average period of construction of some 20 years under present
piecemeal method& will amount to $162,500,000.
Fourth. The relief of unemployment. Directly or indirectly
500,000 men will be given employment during the next five years.
Fifth. Industry would, if a definite short term of years was ofil.
daily established for the completion of our inland waterways, anticipate their completion as it did on the Ohio, and construct
plants and facilities now, thus employing added labor and capital.
This program if carried on vigorously will, in my judgment, do
more to relieve the present depressed condition of the country
than any other measure so far suggested. It will remove the 01e-
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STODDARD SEES
LACK OF ISSUES
Democrats Without Single
( Vital Proposal, He
Declares

•

SPEAKS OVER WTAG
Urges Support For G. 0.
P. Candidates in 5Minute Men Series

•

Contrasting the claims of the
Democratic and Republican parties,
in a talk over Station WTAG last
night. Harry G. Stoddard assailed
one
platform as
the Democratic
without a single vital issue. The
variety of claims and thet incitement of partisan appeal, he said in
utterances of speakers
analyzing
from both parties, made the lack of
issues on the part of the Democrats
as clear as if every newspaper and
billboard in the state were emblazoned "wanted, an issue."
Mr. Stoddard spoke AS one of the
"Five Minute Men" who are talking
the
over the radio on behalf of
Republican ticket. He quoted Mayor
Curley_ of Boston, in
speech---srf
Springfield Iffnmselay night, as saying: "Boston has never knifed a
the
support
candidate and
will
Democratic nominee for governor."
"Important if true." Mr. Stoddard
commented
Then continuing
or .
14y4,
1 quotations. era!
ng
Cover
len fox failure to discuss partisan politics, Mr. Stoddard
declared that Mr. Curley had said,
"We received the same old answer,
that thu governor has built hospitals and spent money on the improvement of public highways."
Quotes Coolidge
In contrast to this, Mr. Stoddard
quoted former President Coolidge RS
follows:
• "The more I hare 'seen of public
office the more I am inclined
to
rely on experience. The conduct of
an Important position cannot be entrusted to the inspiration of a moment. Great success has
marked
the conduct of this commonwealth
by the Republican party over a long
series of years. It is In accordance
with these standards that unhesitatingly I give endorsement to Gov.
Frank G. Allen
Governor Allen end
his party associates who have had
the responsibility of directing the
finances of this commonwealth have
reduced the state debt from $40.000.000 In 1919 to $7.000.000 in 1930."
Continuing his address, Mr. Stoddard said:
"Whit,- he has been doing this 00Vernor Allen has not neglected the
humane interests of the state, which
Mr. Curley criticises.
"I urge you to vote for Govenor
Allen, As I shall, based on his experience and accomplishments.
"In addition to selecting the chief
executive of our state we are choosing
representatives for Congress and there
is certainly great need of scrutinizing
the claims of the candidates for those
offices.
Qualifications Needed
"The former Democratic candidate
for President in Boston recently en, i

V
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dossed the Democratic candidatis 'for
senator as a man who will see 'eye to
eye with Sen. David I. Walsh and that
the Democratic candidate could be
depended upon to vote with Walsh.
I comment here that we need more
than one U. S. senator from Massachustts and that one should certainly
be a man whose business interests lie
in Massachusetts and whose record of
support of our institutions cannot be
questioned.
"The Democratic candidate for
senator said of William M. Butler, Republican candidate, he has the blackest record of any man that ever ran
on any ticket in the world.
"How ettravagant, futile and unconvincing are these statements. We
must not choose our representatives
because of such an advocacy. Mr.
Butler has had years of experience as
a public servant and office holder. His
opponent's record is meager in this
respect.
"Pehr G. Holmes is our candidate
for Congress. His record in many
positions of public trust assures the
continuance of the faithful and able
service which this district had for so
long.
"The most frantic effort of our
Democratic friends is to fasten on
the Republican party because they
are in power the blame for the worldwide depression which is existing.
Senator Walsh, in Springfield yesterday, made an appeal for a Democratic
vote as a protest against conditions
for which he said the Republican
party is to blame. Ex-President Coolidge said over the radio last night
that if there was any action that
could have been taken by the government of the U. S. which would
have prevented the trouble which has
arisen all over the world, no one has
yet convincingly stated it.
Of Vital Interest
"The choice of our representatives
In Congress becomes in an unusual
degree at the present time a question
of vital interest to us all. Our reptesentatives should be men who, by
ason of their record and associations, can be depended upon at all
times to stand four-square for New
England, its needs and in support of
that great administrator, President
Hoover.
"Brushing aside all fallacious arguments and forgetting honest differences of opinion that exist with reference to many questions, we should
realize that this election really must
be settled on a business basis. If we
vote for the Democratic candidate
for governor we vote for the Boston
Democracy and its methods. U we
vote for the Democratic candidates
for the Senate and House we
are
sending to Congress men whose political associates are largely from the
South and West who have no interest whatsoever in New England and
its problems
, "From every standpoint Massachusetts will In well to re-elect Governor
Allen. send to the U. S. Senate William M. Butler, and elect as congressman from this district Pehr G.
Holmes."
4
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Mayor Curley Spoofing Somebody?
Thursday morning addressing a conference of
II-a-Mors and economists in Boston, Mayor Curley
declared that President Hoover was not responsiThursday
ble for present economic conditions.
evening addressing a Democratic rally in Springfield, Mayor Curley declared that President Hoover was responsible for present economic conditions.
Mr. Curley was emphatic before the educators
and economists. The President, he said, "is not
. . In
responsible for the present conditions.
listening to an address over the radio from Providence the other night my blood ran cold when
'boos' swept the hall at every mention of Mr.
Hoover's name. Above all he is the head of the
He has always received and
American nation.
enjoyed the confidence of the people."
Mr. Curley was emphatic in Springfield, too.
He took the President to task for failure to devise a formula for the relief of unemployment. He
was sarcastic in his discussion of the President's
aspiration to eliminate poverty from the American
people. He contrasted his own relief program in
Boston with the President's relief program, to the
disadvantage of the latter.
At its best politics is a tough game for the
uninitiated to understand. But the Mayor Curley
brand of politics seems beyond the scope of human
reason.
If before an audience of scholars the
mayor holds that the President is not responsible
for the present conditions, how come that before
an audience of Democratic voters the mayor can
hold that the President is responsible?
As Al
Smith would say, he can't have it both ways. One
or the other must be his sincere opinion.
Was he trying to spoof the scholars or was he
trying to spoof the voters?

fivc_f- d) Butler Is Even
Choice in Race
with Coolidgc

45 5 • U NI ON N' looked foil, but
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Mr. Ely has put le
'Munn time t here and the Boater . Woli/t1"^teat4,t close contact with the
out that the
audiences have shown signs of warn, administratiMeSsee4skting
northern senators are dominated by
ing up to him.
the South.
How far lalayontiat will go, t,
(ins enter Allen Speaks
Ely may lie a"liftquestion but ti
Goyernor Allen declared that he
Republicans are not counting on ar
enteed the campaign with a record
wholesale defections by the Democrat iof
achievement during his adminislie, polls ha Boston will be open ft
,
- tration
which he:. felt was unassailhours, from 6 a. m. to 8 p. us. Phi
able and as the campaign progressed
ill give opportunity for last. mieut, , he was happy 4111at that record
had
vork after the general drift has hee•, survived every attack. He charged
ascertained from the cities and tear
his opponent with ignorance of the
whose polls close at 4 o'clock.
affairs of state.
Gov. Allen Attacks His ttopenie.o.,
Butler Gaining Strength.
"This campaign has emphasized
Senhtor Butler has been galnins
above
all else one fast," said Govstrength ,rapidly in the last week and
,Marcus Coolidge's campaign has fallen ernor Allen. "I refer to the convincing
proof
which my opponent has affiat. Butler may get some Democratic
votes to make up for the Republiati forded the people of Massachusetts of
his somplete lack of capacity to apvotes he will lose because of his di's
preciate the true state of affairs in
stand.
our commonwealth. On numberless
Mayor Curley elffifined his special occasions he has
raised issues baseo
advocacy, outside of the state ticket. 'on grounds which
have never existto Granfleld, Moriarty and his "old ed. The
falsehoods which have confriend Dave Manning," the last named tinuously been
projected into ite potieing State Detective David J. Man- litical
discussions of this campaign
ning, the Democratic candidate for have revealed a lack
of familiarity
sheriff against Col. Edmund J. Slate, wn,li conuitions by my
opponenet. 'so
who was appointed sheriff by Gov. Al- this ignorance of the
true state of
len. Inquiries failed to develop any affairs can be ascribed
the reckless
special reason why these three should and baseless charges
on which he
he linked together by the Mayor and founds his claim for
election.
A political campaign with many :it one of the rallies It was is- porta.]
"Let me call to your attention a
unusual characteristics will come to
few of the misstatements of my opS5 -7 F firo.14,v, ponent in this contest. In his anxa close tomorrow at the polls, whet,
Arov
iety to discredit my administration
the voters of Massachusetts will
huts
he asked why the commonwealth had
elect a full state ticket, 16 congressIt started work on its $25,000.000
men, members of the Legislature and
• P.
.,...‘ter supply project. Bear in mind
Lhat this work is being done in the
county officers. The State also vote.,;
western
part of Massachuzetts. It is
on three referenda, most important
hc:ng done in that part of the state
of which is that repealing the a,.
Y.here my opponent lives.
Icalled Baby Volstead Act.
"Over 600 men are working continuously
on the job, some $12,000,000
As to the outcome of the election
has already been spent and the Ware
experienced observers are cautiouRiver tunoel will be completed this
about making definite predictions. 11
coming March. Certainly my opponent has been oblivious to one of the
s generally agreed that Gov. Frank
most outstanding public works in
G. Allen has the better chance in his
our times.
B.
Ely,
and
tha-i
contest with Joseph
"If He Were Awake—"
the senatorial contest between form"He reveals in another respect his
failure to appreciate the things that
er Senator William M. Butler and
are happening about him when he reMarcus A. Coolidge is fairly even.
peatedly says that my administration
. Betting odds offered here yesterday
has done nothing to relieve unemployment and that not one dollar of
I were 2 to 1 on Alien and even on
the state's money has been appro' Butler.
priated for this purpose. If my opUnemploynient Issue,
ponent were awake to conditions in
hedged
1Massachusetts. especially conditions
All predictions however are
1
i affecting public matters, he would
, by doubt as to the effect of the unhave known that as far back as, last
employment issue. There are no inMarch Mayor Curley of Boston pubdications that it will prove the domlicly prateitett—thr"rivernor Jai the
inant factor yet no one knows just
commonwealth for what he was doing
how important it will be. The proldha.,
for the unemployed. He would have
known that in the expenditure of
Bon issue, which conies to a head on
By JAMES H. GI'll.F011.1:
'millions of dollars, thousands of men
the vote on the Bay 'V olstead Act, wild
Telegram State House Reporter
were being given work.
probably be fought out on that line
BOSTON, Oct. 31.—With Col. Wil"In the two years that I have been
Republican wets show little disposition
Donovan, of New York, noted
J.
liam
governor
of Massachusetts we have
to desert Gov. Allen and Senator Idnt. World War hero as the principal
spent millions more on roads than
presler, tough they are dry.
nominees
speaker. and all of the
ever before and we have undertaken
Mr. Ely's campaign lan: been di- ent. the Republican party concenthe greatest building program ever
Boston
Boston,
efforts
on
in
tonight
votes
its
known in the history of this corntrated
getting
toward
rected
momyealth. That ii what I call reand perhaps for that reason, has beelt and was rewarded with an attendance
Temple.
lleviir unere-ooyment."
a disappointment to his supporters that filled Tremont
William
and
Allen
tbls
G.
Frank
GOV
here. The kind of speeches that
States
Boston Democrats want to hear are M. Butler. nominee for United
senator,
were given ovations and the
Masan
Western
in
popular
not so
other
chusetts, and as a result Mr. Ely ap- enthusiasm extended to the
pears to have lost "some of the strength candidates.
although
disDonovan,
Colonel
that he had at the time he was nom - agreeing with Mr. Butler's stand on
lasted.
the 18th amendment, declared that
Gov. Allen has made an aggressive
the solution of the problem must
, campaign and has won back Many come through the Republicans and
voters in this part of t,, State who must be worked out as the will of
ago. 'I-nlems
were doubtful a coon
the people crystallizes.
- there is a general Democratic tretni.
Mr. Butler discussed the qualificaMi. Et
hold
the Governor is likely to
tions necessary for the office of Unit10,0C
of
minimum
to less than the
ed States senator, reiterated his promajority which the Democratic candi- posal for n national 48-hour law to
ti
,
get
in
he
would
predicted
date has
equalise working conditions and refour Western Counties.
vive the industry of New England and
Snother ,donblful factor is tin, veto declared that the need at the presIN;
have
ent time is for experienced men. He
of Bost en. The Democrats
argued that by sending two Demo•
hugely in registration and the ma
.ot
are
ago
two
yea
re
ifiritles of
. ofiziktic senators to Congress tne stat(

Brooks' Campaign Gains in
Strength and He Looks
Like Winner; 'Treadway
Likely to Triumph.
CLASON IS PICKED
TO BEAT MORIARTY

Sheriff Contest Expected to
Be Close; Hurley Winn
Support in Fight Against'
Burrell for Treasurer.
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dIcate a preponderant wet sentibeen
ment in Massachusetts it has
generally believed that there would
of this
be more concludive evidence
moistness on Tuesday. Impartial
candor compels to the belief that
be
the state enforcement act will
repealed but not ny the overwhelmexing vote that the wet leaders
pect.
Drys Fighting Hard
The drys are thoroughly aroused
and are fighting as never before.
They start with the substantial neucleus of the organized dry vote and
the church vote which is something
that cannot be reckoned 'lightly.
To get an adequate picture of the
determining factors in this election
it may be well to set them down.
They classify somewhat as follows:
Is the "protest" vote a theory or
reality?
Will the Democratic candidate for
governor carry the four. Western
counties or any of them?
Will the Democratic candidates for
governor and senator profit by their,
upstate residence to an extent that
will cut appreciably into the normal Republican majorities of these
sections?
Will Boston Democracy deliver for
the upstate candidates or will it resort to its throat-cutting tactics of
other years?
Where will the bulk of the vote
cast for Eben S. Draper in the primaries record itself?
Anyone who can answer correctly
these five questions has the answer to
the election.
By JAMES H. GUILFOYLE
Protest Vote Mere Theory
BOSTON, Nov. I.—There have been many puzzling elecYour correspondent has already said
tions in Massachusetts, but it is 'doubtful if there has ever been that
there is cumulative evidence
one which has had the professional political prognosticators that the protest vote is more a theory
than a reality. The Democratic canmore at sea than the one whi.kli will take place on Tuesday.
didate for governor will of necessity ;
Usually it has been the Cm-I These observations may belie the cut into Governor Allen's vote in
10, facts under the surface. If they do Western Massachusetts, but latest remathematical
problem of
and the protest vote prevails, then ports indicate that it is very doubtful
the Democratic candidates would re- Massachusetts can prepare for a Dem- if to the extent expected. It does
calve a sufficient majority in Boa- ocratic sweep that is likely to put not seem at this time that the Demton to offset the Republican ma- into office the entire ticket. If the ocratic gubernatorial nominee can
htaio
bser vta
t ncsa narbee c
td r iesc
ao
t hne tIe
the
. carry more than two of the Western
jority from upstate. This year, howomost
counties, if indeed he can accomplish
that
ma
ever, so many factors must be taken jor Republican
candidates, facing the that.
into consideration that even the po- hardest batt,e they have had in
The Democratic nominees at the
hesitate to gamble i years, have better than a fighting **head of the ticket will indeed be un'Meal experts
ch ance of victory.
weak if the vote they receive
usually
their reputations with predictions. in their own sections does not profit
If your correspondent was forced
This idea of a protest vote being a them. That is to be expected.
will surprise
Boston Democracy
at this distance from the election to factor in the election began back in
from
honest
prediction
oba
February when William J. Granfield, every seasoned observer if it does not
make
servation of sentiment in all parts the Democratic candidate for Con- come through /or its candidates. It
won is true that a number of Democrats
of the state he would say that Gov- gress in the Second district
ernor Allen will be re-elected by a an unexpected victory over his Re- are pursuing the tactics of other
much
was
Mr.
There
that
opponent.
upstate
candidates.
years against
publican
comfortable margin and
Some of them are very friendly with
Coolidge will be chosen United States unemployment in the district and
Mayor James M. Curley. Their Identsenator by a majority that will be Mr. Granfield's opponent had stradsmall enough to keep the result in died on the prohibition question. But ity, however, is no secret and survey
doubt until the last vote has been even in that district no one has deft- of the present situation indicates that
counted. The situation is so uncer- nitely determined whether the Gran- they exercise no influence over any
tain, however, and there is opportuni- field triumph was due to unemploy- appreciable number of voters.
Boston Democracy will cut some
ty for so much to happen that may ment or prohibition or a little bit
Was that
but it will deliver, not because it
be vital in the next two or three days of both. The consensus
on unemployment was the all-Important
wants to, but because it realizes that
that this prediction may look
Wednesday morning as if it had been fiptor.
self-preservation is the first law of
nature. If the Boston vote lends itself
out in the rain all night.
In the" industrial centers today
in any way to the suspicion that it
There was widespread belief when there is eSsify indication that those
or
that
began
demand
campaign
has
dewielded the carving knife. Demothis
concerned Vver the economic
cracy will receive a blow in this state
repeal of the 18th amendment and pression are not so anxious to find
from which it will take years to rethe unemployment situation would the cause as they are the remedy
cover.
bring such a protest vote against the and that their decision in the balseriouswould
it
that
:Administration
lot booth on Tuesday will be for the
Unusual Curley Method
candidates.
Republican
all
effect
to
able
best
ly
candidates they believe
The primary unpleasartness.is fresh
Intensive observation in strategic find the cure. Prohibition has not
in the mind despite the boast of harsectors of the political battlefield has been nearly as conspicuous in the
mony. It has not been forgotten that
done much to dispel that belief. It campaign as had been anticiPated. Mayor Curley branded
Joseph B. Ely
Re- There is apparent feeling that
has become apparent that the
as
unfit to be governor and indeed
18th
the
publican campaign 01 education as to , situation surrounding
a
gave
list
50
of
men
whom
he conworld-wide amendment will after all be govthe real facts of the
sidered better qualified to serve. But
economic depression has borne fruit. erned largely by the crystallized
the very primary
bitterness
has
It also has been discovered that the sentiment of the people regardless
focused eyes on the Boston vote. The
unemployment is in sec- of the party in power.
-reatest
real
leaders
are
showing
no
disposiDemocracy usually preThe fact of the matter is, Tuestion to participate nr••ivply in Ulf,
icioldlcLs of econoinit, day., balloting insofar as it per _
s ails anu
1411,11 ‘. uttIng
condition); there Would be a normal taint to prohibition is going to be riVot
y reason that their future hopes
Democratic majority,
a revelation to many. In view of
and ambitions may depend to pon_ie
Into
seemed
I the 1928 vote which
Hardest Battle In Tears

ELECTION :.1UTCOME
STILL A PUZZLE TO
• EXPERT PROPHETS
Telegram's Observer Sees Allen Safe
and Coolidge With Slight Lead,
But Butler Gaining

Anything May Change Situation Between
Now and Tuesday—Prohibition, as a
"Protest Vote" Factor in Major Contests,
Fades—G.0.P. Education Campaign on
Economic Conditions Makes Headway—
Closer Vote Now Indicated on Baby Volstead Law Repeal
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Republican reThe hope of those who believe
It may be that the
Governor Allen will be re-elected lies sentment will be so extensive as to
candidate,
Democratic
entirely In the excellent record he elect
the
Cambridge, to
has made in office and the past ex- Charles F. Hurley of
expa
perience that good governors are re- the post of treasurer. But
voters rarely
warded with another term. On the perience has been that
enough to cast
other hand the Ely supporters hope , go down the ballot far
vote. Mr. Hurley will
for victory on the score that his an Indignation
Republican votes, but it is
strength in Western Massachusetts get many
any
the number will be of
if
doubtful
over.
will put him
unless there is a DemoThe Ely supporters point out that advantage
sweep.
two years ago Governor Allen defeat- cratic complexion of the MassachuThe
ed Gen. Charles H. Cole by 19,000 of
is not
setts delegation in Congress
which 12,000 was in the four Western
extenelection.lve al
resu
undergo
asa
counties. They assert that Ely can tleikraetlyto
result of the
ion
nearly wipe out that 12,000. If he The Third and Fourth districts, which
does and the Boston situation has embrace central Massachusetts, will
been correctly sized up they question return Republican candidates with
if Governor Allen's advantage in Wor- the usual majorities. The uncertain
cester county, Middlesex county and contests are restricted to the Second
the Eastern counties will be suffi- district, where Joshua L, Brooks. Recient to defeat Ely. That is purely a publican, is making a tremendous efmathematical proposition, however, fort to recover the district which Conand assumes conditions that may not gressman Granfield put in the Democratic column last February. The
materialize.
election of Granfield was regarded
In the senatorial election the sitlargely as an accident and reports are
uation is a little different. The Coolthat Brooks has more than an even
idge supporters contend that the day
chance to win, although he will face
after the primaries he could have a handicap if Ely runs strong for govbeen elected by at least 65,000 major- ernor in that section as the Westfield
ity. Part of this they credit to the man would probably be of material
protest vote, part to an
upstate assistance in carrying Granfield along.
strength on the score of a Yankee
In the Ninth district Congressman
Democrat, part to prohibition and no Charles L. Underhill of Sotperville,
small share to the feeling engendered victor by a sliutll margin two years
by the Butler-Draper primary fight. ago, is
threatened with defeat by
It is admitted by the Coolidge sup- the
Democratic Joseph J. Borgatti.
porters that Mr. Butler has made tre- °ciliate
growth. Congressman Unmendous gains in the past several The district is moist and Congressweeks. They contend, however, that
man Underhill is dry, but beyond'
the Butler gain has not exceeded 55,that the changing population in re000 which would leave Mr. Coolidge cent
years has shown a steady Dema margin comparable to that of Senocratic growth. Ccngressman Unator Frederick H. Gillett over David
derhill's small majority two years
I. Walsh in 1924.
ago gave indication of the increasBelieve Advantage Wiped Out,
ing, Democratic strength and there
The Butler supporters on the other
Was further evidence when Somerhand say that the momentum ga- ville
elected a Democratic mayor for
thered by his candidacy in the clos- the
first time in history. .
ing days of the campaign has more
Indications are that there is small
than wiped out the Coolidge ad- opportunity
for any upsets in the
vantage which they freely admit he rye
state senatorial districts in Worhad at the beginning.
cester county which are now held by
A Republican whose prominence is
the Republicans. The contest that
such that it would be high treason
wil attract the most attention is in
to print his name in connection with
the first Worcester district where
the information he divulged declared
for Senator Christian Nelson is seekthat his chief worry was the division
ing to return and is opposed by the
of the Republican party on prohibiDemocratic John S. Sullivan, a Wortion. He figures that with the Demcester alderman.
ocrats united for repeal and the ReThere may be few changes In the
publicans divided on the question to
political complexion of the House
the extent revealed by the primaries
that is justified in the hope of vicdelegation
from Worcester county but
that only a miracle can elect Mr, Buttory.
it will remain substantially the
ler.
He
does
not
believe
that
the
There have been no complicated
same. Principal attention will cengreat bulk of Draper supporters will
issues in this campaign. In fact there
ter or the Sixth Worcester district
go over to a dry and that they will
where determined effort Is being
has been a dearth of issue. Govvote
for
a
senatorial
candidate
Tuesernor Allen has stood on his record
made to defeat Rep. John S. Derham,
day solely to record their prohibiUxbridge, one of
of accomplishment in office.
the Democratic
tion views.
forces in the House. - erham's opMr. Ely has directed attacks on,
Others Not Endangered
ponent
is
Arthur
that record but has found it rather
D.
Windle of MillUnless it, is a Democratic sweep,
difficult to discover a flaw that there is little danger to the other Re- bury.
In Worcester the returns in the
would lend itself to honest criticism. publican candidates on the state tickIn the meantime this misinformation et. If the sweep comes, then it will 19th district will center attention
on affairs of state government has be a different story. There will be for there Mrs. Florence S. Slocomb,
not reacted to his advantage. The considerable interest in the extent to , Republican, unexpectedly defeated
errors in some instances have been which Republicans bolt the candidacy I two years ago by the unknown Anthony R. Doyle, Democratic, is atso gross as to lead some of his friends of Fred J. Burrell for state treasurer.
tempting to reverse the tables on
to believe that he was being inten- Mr. Burrell, it will be remembered,
was forced to resign that office when Rep. Doyle. Both have been contionally misinformed.
ducting a strenuous campaign.
Mr. Butler has discussed exper- he held it during the administration
ience, protective tariff and his pro- of Calvin Coolidge. It was charged
posal for a national 48-hour law to then that he was using the office to
equalize working conditions in all the the advantage of his own business.
The nomination of Burrell was the
states and restore industrY to New
greatest primary disappointment that
England.
I the Republicans have ever had under
Coolidge JOIIIR Wets
that system. It brought. prompt proMr. Coolidge has discussed com- test from a number of prominent
,
petitive tariff, unemployment and members of the party. The state orprohibition. He entered the campaign ganization, however, did not feel that
As a modificationist on the ground it could very well repudiate the sethat it would be a short cut to re- lection of the voters even though
the present situation while such selection might be due to error
lieve
mistaken identity. A stirrer
waiting for repeal. He has thrown the and
nod cs mpa lell W1,111C1 cost. something like
overboard
now
modifIca ion
ranks of those who be- $50.000 and there was none to come
loined
lieve no advance can be made in forward and make such a fight on
I solving the prohibition question with- Mr. Burrell without organized backing,
out repeal of the 18th amendment.
extent on Western Massachusetts support and they cannot afford to an- I
tagonize it. Every Boston leader is I
nightly urging the election of Ely,
but it will be noticed that Mayor I
Curley at least has his own formula,
that of praising Ely as a nice young
man but carefully avoiding any condemnation of Governor Allen with
whom he has enjoyed notable co-operation in matters affecting Boston.
The interest as to the skill with
which the stilleto may be, employed
in Boston has concerned only the
Ely candidtcy for there has never
been any suspicion that it would
be directed against Marcus A. Coolidge,
the
Democratic sensatorial
nominee. The belief seems justified
by the primary support of Coolidge.
There is no problem in this election more puzzling than the direction which the primary vote of Mr.
Draper will take on Tuesday. Thirty
, men and women who supported Mr.
Draper are actively supporting
his
victorious opponent, Mr. Butler. But
the other 153,858 who voted for the
Hopedale man have been eloquent
in their silence and few venture to
Is
guess if their
Republicanism
stronger than their thirst. DoubtDraper
for
less many voted for Mr.
other reasons than his stand for repeal of the 18th amendment and will
be found to be loyal to his party.
There is no question, however, but
the primary battle left some bitterness and Mr. Draper's publicly
stated disapproval of his party platform on the liquor question and Mr.
Butler's dryness accentuated it.
Value of Organization
This campaign has been notable in
the lesson it has taught of the value
of organization. There have been
few years when the Republican party started on an election fight with
a more ponderous burden. It not
only had the primary bitterness to
shoulder but the agitation within
its own ranks against its nominee
for state treasurer, Fred J. Burrell.
There were other unfortunate difficulties that do not need repetition.
It looked like Ft badly licked party
Fit the start because of its self generated misfortunes. And yet today
by dint of hard and persistent work.
a day after day pounding away on
educational propaganda it has developed into a fighting Organization

